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INTRODUCTION

Ki Mitsion originally appeared experimentally as a weekly sheet, and proved
highly successful over a period of six years. The intention has been primarily for
those who, when reading the Torah, wish to escape from the midrash and find out
exactly what is going on. Its purpose is to explain in a simple way matters that your
teacher did not explain properly and which have left you puzzled; to correct faulty
interpretations; and to correct false impressions from inaccurate and at times totally
wrong translations maintained as a legacy from the time of King James’s
‘authorised version’ (oe even earlier), the latter sadly used by Jews in teaching. It
also includes researched background information on relevant geographical,
grammatical, zoological and chemical matters, and shows up relevance to topical
events. The articles present solutions to problems, but also problems to which no
solution has been found, that they should be recognised and not swept under the
carpet. In addition there is emphasis on the importance of the entire Land of Israel
in the Torah, where this is in contrast to the way it is currently despised.

Written as a weekly newssheet sent out mainly to friends and acquaintances, the
style is not one that is normally found in a book. It is reproduced here as a
collection, more or less in its original form, with no apology for literary, topical or
sarcastic remarks, as it is based on a belief that Torah is not in Heaven but must
be down to earth. Some of the recipients, including (Orthodox) rabbis, claimed to
have found the presentation helpful in preparing classes and lectures.

USAGE

Ki Mitsion is not intended for beginners, but assumes that the reader is
reasonably familiar with the Torah. It is not a book, to be read from end to end, but
to be read one issue at a time, usually with a Chumash in front of you.

The presentation here is in PDF format. It may be downloaded and printed out
(for private use) and bound if you have the patience, or may be read on the screen.
In the latter case the following is important: first print out the two contents pages
and keep them handy, so that you are able to find cross-references easily. For
technical reasons, these are not done by page number but by series and issue
number, which the contents pages will convert to page numbers. (The issue number
is the serial number of the weekly parashah, e.g. Bo is always No. 26. In Series I
this number appears in brackets.)

FORMAT

The originals were issued always on one side only (two columns) of an A4 page.
Supplements were on two sides of a two-column A4 page. The present format is
that of a library-size book, single column pages. Weekly repeated information has
been removed, retaining only the heading on the first issue in each series and the
supplements. As far as possible each issue appears on two facing pages.
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CHANGES

In producing this PDF edition, few, mainly minor, changes have been made from
the original (apart from format), but some have been necessary.

1. Mistakes have been corrected, a few items have been updated, and minor
changes or additions have been made to the wording for clarification.
(References to ‘next week’, ‘next issue’, ‘last issue’ have not been changed.)

2. Where there have been significant corrections or updates, or sections have been
rewritten, in most cases an asterisk * has been placed after the issue number.

3. Changing the format has very often necessitated re-writing a sentence or
paragraph, without changing the meaning, to avoid (a) ‘widows’ (when the last
line of a paragraph appears on the top of a page, and (b) a Hebrew phrase
appearing on more than one line, which can (and does) cause technical problems.

4. As far as possible, each issue appears on two facing pages. In a very few cases
this has necessitated, for space reasons, transferring a paragraph from one series
(but the same parashah) to another, and this has been indicated.

5. Some comments have been moved from the text to footnotes. In addition,
footnotes have been added to explain topical, literary or similar references,
including the titles of popular songs no longer popular, especially in headings.

6. Extra illustrations have been added.

7. Cross-references to earlier issues denoted by series and issue number now also
give the name of the relevant parashah.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

To Eli Handel without whose computer translation programme (from Word
Perfect 5.1 to PDF) this could not have appeared.

Above all, to the Almighty who has inspired and helped in so many ways
throughout.

FEEDBACK AND QUERIES

I can be contacted by post (American ‘mail’) at the following address:

POB 1,Lilac Eli 4482800, Israel; or by phone: (972) (2) 994 3836 (No e-
mail),

and will be happy to answer (if possible) problems and criticism.
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THE OFFERINGS

Ki Mitsion is intended primarily for those who, when reading the Torah, wish to
escape from the midrash and find out exactly what is going on. This is not as
simple as it sounds, and nowhere is it more difficult than in Vayyikra, where
instead of helping us with the basics, Rashi of all people gets us even more
involved with details of details.

If we first analyse the main problem, this will help us to tackle it.

Moses addressed himself to people who were, unlike ourselves, familiar with
animal offerings and sacrifices. They saw them in Egypt everywhere, being offered
to idols, and even when Abraham found the ram and wanted to offer it to G-d, he
knew what to do and how to set about it, which is more than any of us would
know. The instructions that Moses was given to pass on dealt with how such
offerings were to be made in the Tabernacle that had just been built, and as they
were being given to people who had a background knowledge of offerings, all that
was needed was to give the details – exactly which things (with which they were
familiar) were to be done, which were not to be done, and which were to be added.

Archaeologists have discovered that the procedures for sacrifices among the
ancient Egyptians were far more detailed and complicated than those given here to
the Israelites. In other words, essentially Moses was to stress ‘do this and no
more!’, whereas we would start by asking ‘do what?’ We must therefore start with
the framework, a general background of procedures, which Moses did not need to
explain but which we find essential. Once we have mastered the outline, our fear
of the subject is overcome and we will see that really it is all set out for us quite
clearly and simply – far more clearly and simply, in fact, than some other parts of
the Torah.

The offerings described here are of animals, birds and meal. We will leave aside
for the moment (and fit in later) birds and meal and concentrate on the animals.

Two basic types of sacrifice were well known to the ancients; these not only had
different names but also used different verbs. One was known as the Zevach (¼Ì KÆJË),
and the verb used for offering it was KÌÃÆLË, which means approximately (but not
exactly) ‘to slaughter’. Actually the Zevach did not need to be an offering – it was
when an animal was slaughtered for food, to be eaten. Usually, however, when this
took place it was ‘offered’ to some deity, to whom part was in some way or other
given, while the rest was eaten by the owner. Where a priest was involved in the
ceremony, he would take a share.
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The second type was known as the Olah ( ¼É LÑ¼D ¼×), and the verb used for offering
it was ¼ß¼D ¼ÑF× KÉ, which means ‘to send up’. This was not a ‘burnt-offering’, as it was
not ‘burnt’ in the normal sense, but was something which was offered to the deity
in its entirety. None of it was eaten.

(Certain offerings specified in the Torah do not really belong to either group, but
form a group on their own in between the other two, which we will deal with later.)

In every case of every type of offering, the animal was first slaughtered
somewhere not too far away from the altar, but never on the altar. There was then
a ceremony in which the blood was put onto the altar (and in some cases elsewhere
as well) and later ‘the fats’ (certain fats and certain organs) were removed from the
carcass and smoked on the altar – except in the case of the Olah where the entire
carcass (after being flayed) was smoked on the altar. The idea of ‘smoking’ ( ¼Ý IÍ DÜ KÉ
which does not mean to ‘burn’) was to slowly burn or smoulder something (as is
done with tobacco and certain drugs, you do not talk about ‘burning’ a cigarette)
so as to produce smoke ( ¼Ý¼D ¼Í¼Î HÜ, hence the verb ¼Ý IÍ DÜ KÉ) which provides a relaxing
aroma ( KÌÃÌ¼Î¼HÕ KÌ¼Î IÝ). The smoke with its aroma rises up; hence the name ¼ÉLÑ¼D ¼× and
the verb ßDÑF× KÉ when the entire animal carcass is smoked and nothing is eaten.

This is the essential framework of the ceremony. All the rest is detail – essential
detail, but none the less detail that can be fitted in only when the framework is
understood.

In the Torah there is only one type of animal Olah. There are various types of
Zevach, of which only one is mentioned here, the Zevach Shelamim (originally ‘a
payment offering’, never a ‘peace offering’), but other types are mentioned
elsewhere, the most famous being the Pesach. The Hatat and Asham described later
in the section constitute the third group: the meat is usually eaten, but not by the
person who offers it.

This introduction is far from sufficient, but it opens the subject and indicates the
way to proceed, namely by first building up the framework, leaving details till later.

NOTE. It is very important to remember that Olah, Zevach, Minchah, Azkarah,
Shelamim, Hatat and (in most but not all cases) Asham are technical terms that
should not be translated. A translation only gives the original meaning that had
changed by the time of the Torah, just as KÌ IT DË HÓ (altar) was originally the ‘place of
slaughter’, but not in the Tabernacle.
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Series I No.2 (25) ):

MORE ABOUT OFFERINGS

Tsav can be divided into two sections. The first carries on where the previous
portion left off, giving further details about the offerings. The second is the sequel
to Tetsaveh where Moses was instructed about consecrating the priests, and
describes how this actually took place.

The basic rules for nearly all the offerings are given in Vayyikra, here details are
added, certain general principles are expressed, and extras are specified. These were
apparently left out earlier deliberately, so as not to make it all too complicated. If
the priests tried to learn it all in one go they might get confused, and this had to
be avoided at all costs.

The importance of the first paragraph is generally overlooked. As explained
earlier, the ‘fats’ of all animal offerings except the Olah, and the entire carcass of
the Olah, were ‘smoked’ on the altar. For this purpose, a fire was lit on the altar
(presumably burning coals), with wood on top of the fire. Fresh wood was added
every morning. On the wood was placed the daily morning Olah brought by the
priests on behalf of the entire nation, and relevant parts of other offerings were
subsequently placed on top of this. No ‘fats’ or Olah were ever placed on a cold
altar. It is stressed twice that the fire was ‘to be made to burn’ ( ¼È KÜ¼X ¼f, not just ‘to
burn’ which would require ¼È KÜ¼Î Hf) and was not to be allowed to go out. It was to
burn the whole time. (The text could possibly be interpreted – with difficulty – to
mean that the fire was to burn ‘regularly’, and could go out and be re-lit first thing
in the morning; but it was certainly not to be allowed to go out at any other time.)
This is directly relevant to the events of the ‘Eighth Day’ in next week’s portion.

HOLY AND EXTRA-HOLY

We are given the concepts of ‘holy’ offerings ( ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈ LÜ) and ‘extra-holy’ ones
( ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈ LÜ ¼Î IIUÈ LÜ). The latter included the Olah, because the entire offering was given
to, and belonged exclusively to, G-d. The former included Zevach offerings, of
which the meat, after the ceremony, belonged to the person who brought the
offering. He was obliged to give certain parts of the meat (in the case of Shelamim,
though not from every type of Zevach) to the priest as his fee; but this was still
only ‘holy’.

In contrast, the Hatat and Asham were extra-holy, like the Olah. They too
belonged entirely to G-d, who himself gave the meat (after the ‘fats’ had been
removed to smoke on the altar) to the priests to eat as extra-holy meat.

Let us now sort out the different types of ‘holiness’ and laws applying to them.
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Extraholy food was allowed to be eaten only by the priests themselves, and
only within the precincts of the Sanctuary. Normally these would be the priests who
were on duty at the time, but priests who were disqualified from serving on account
of some physical defect were also allowed to eat it, as explained elsewhere.

Then there was holy food that was to be eaten only by priests. This included,
in addition to the ‘fee’ portion of the Zevach, certain other items known as
Terumah which need not concern us here. Such food could be eaten by any male
priest, and by his slaves and most members of his immediate family (details are
given elsewhere), not only in the Sanctuary precincts but also nearby (traditionally
in the same town).

Finally there was ordinary ‘holy’ food – the meat from the Zevach – that could
be eaten by anyone, in the same town. In all cases there was a time limit (which
varied according to the type of offering) within which the meat had to be eaten; any
meat left over when the time limit expired had to be burned. Holy (or extra-holy)
food that became ‘contaminated’ – what this means is explained only in later
chapters – was not allowed to be eaten, but had to be burned. And a person who
was ‘contaminated’ in this sense was not allowed to eat holy food.

Beyond this, in special cases the meat of the Hatat, normally eaten by the priests
as extra-holy, was not to be eaten at all. In such cases, the meat (with the hide) was
to be burned. Not smoked on the altar ( ¼Ý LÍ DÜ OÉ), but burned ( ¼ØLÝ DKHÕ)! Note the
difference – the meat of the Olah was, together with ‘the fats’ and like ‘the fats’
of other offerings, smoked on the altar. The meat of all other offerings, if not eaten,
was burned – not on the altar but elsewhere, out of the way. This was done if the
meat became contaminated, or if the time-limit for eating it was past, or in the case
of special types of Hatat. Such burning was for the purpose of destruction, to render
the meat unfit for use, this being implied by the use of the verb ¼ØÃÝ LK. The verb
¼Ý IÍ DÜ KÉ implies a slow-burning or smouldering process for the purpose of producing
smoke which yields an aroma; note the similarity with incense, offered for the same
purpose, whose Hebrew name ¼ß JÝÃÍ DÜ comes from the same root.
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Series I No.3 (26) -4-2=

THE EIGHTH DAY

Following the description of how Moses, as acting priest, consecrated Aaron and
his sons for seven days, we are now given the story of the eighth day, when Aaron
and his sons for the first time were to act on their own.

The beginning went extremely well indeed. Something then suddenly went
terribly wrong. Finally something else apparently went wrong and upset Moses,
until Aaron explained it to him.

For each of these three events the commentaries offer explanations that are hard
to reconcile with the text, and which for a variety of reasons are not easy to accept;
they reject each other’s ideas, and we land up utterly confused. However, points
that we drew special attention to in the two previous portions help us to see more
clearly what actually happened and why. It is also important to pay attention not
only to what is written, but also to what is not written though unnecessarily
assumed.

For reasons of space we will deal only with the first part of the story.

Moses first gave Aaron careful instructions as to what to do. He was to first
bring a Hatat and an Olah. This was for the priests to cleanse themselves of their
own sins, which they had to do before they could be fit to bring offerings on behalf
of the population to cleanse them of their sins. Then Aaron was to ask the
population to supply animals for, again, a Hatat and an Olah, which the priests
would offer on behalf of the community. The latter were also to supply animals for
a Shelamim offering – Moses had already invited the Elders to be present,
presumably in order to eat the meat of the Shelamim – ‘because today G-d ¼É LÅUÝHÕ
will have appeared to you.’ Moses indicated that G-d would ‘put in a special
appearance’, in other words do something to make his presence felt, but did not say
what form this would take. Nor is there any reason to assume that he told Aaron
what form this ‘appearance’ would take. It is not certain that Moses even knew
himself, but if he did he did not mention it. However, if G-d was to ‘put in a
special appearance’ then that appearance would deserve special recognition, and it
was for this purpose that they would, after the Hatat and Olah had cleansed them
of their sins and the appearance had taken place, have the Shelamim offered on
their behalf by the priests. Finally Moses gave Aaron detailed instructions to be
carried out precisely, ¼ÅLÝIÎ DÊ so that the appearance might take place.

The appearance would, among other things, justify Moses. When he gave the
people the laws of justice that he had received from G-d, they were impressed,
since the sense they made was self-evident. When he gave instructions for building
the Tabernacle, it all seemed very reasonable. But when he said that he was
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appointing his own brother as High Priest, eyebrows might well have been raised.
The ‘appearance’ at the culmination of the consecration would show that he really
did act on divine instructions.

Now for the technical part. The details of the ceremony are given, and in
particular the Olahs and the ‘fats’ of the other offerings were smoked on the altar.
Note carefully, the altar was not cold, there was already a fire on it! We know this
for two reasons – first they were not allowed to put fats onto a cold altar, the fire
was not allowed to go out, and second that there is no ‘smoke’ without fire! What
then happened? ‘Fire went out from before G-d’ – it does not say ‘from heaven’ or
‘from the sky’, it may have come from underground, simply ‘from before G-d’ –
and ate (or consumed) the Olahs and fats on the altar. The fire that was already
there was slow-burning, to produce smoke, and it would take several hours to
consume the meat and fats. Here a very high-temperature flame, or perhaps an
electric discharge, suddenly shot out and consumed everything within perhaps
seconds, at most a few minutes! The people saw this ¼X ¼̀ÃÝL[KÊ and cheered, and fell
on their faces – because they recognised in this a symbolic personal appearance.
How? Not because they were impressed by the magic of fire coming apparently out
of nowhere, but because the fire consumed – note the Hebrew word which we
would not use in English ¼Ñ KÐ ¼ÅÃfKÊ ate! – whatever was on the altar. A sacrifice is in
many ways regarded as a contract, ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT, (hence the need for salt, see 2:13), and
in olden times when a contract was made it was an essential part of the ceremony
for both parties to eat together (see especially Gen.31:44-46). The fire came and
ate, acceptance was complete!

Nadab and Abihu felt that this demanded a reaction. Of course it did! The people
had reacted by cheering (as when the king appears in public) and by falling on their
faces, and their representatives the Elders would eat the Shelamim on their behalf.
The extra reaction of Nadab and Abihu was unnecessary; but what was wrong with

it is another story for another time.
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Series I No.4 (27) ;0+ 6<:2?6-<*>) 6-<*> ($

WHAT IS TUM’AH?

In order to understand the meaning of the word ¼Å IÓ LÍ and find a suitable
translation for it we need to first see what effect it has. We may say at the start that
it is a form of contamination, but that does not help us to understand what it is. For
example, diseases contaminate, so (in quite a different way) does atomic radiation,
so in chemistry does any impurity, and so on.

The effect of this contamination applies in three different laws. A contaminated
person (or article) may not enter a holy place, meaning the Sanctuary precincts. Nor
may such a person eat holy food. And any holy food that is contaminated may not
be eaten but must be destroyed.

We may say that a person who is ¼Å IÓ LÍ is barred from entering a holy place, and
may regard the ¼É LÅ DÓ OÍ as being in effect a bar. (Compare a member barred from
entering a club, perhaps because he is not appropriately dressed.) With people and
articles, but not with food, such a bar can be removed. The opposite to ¼Å IÓ LÍ is
¼Ý¼D ¼É LÍ, for which the word ‘pure’ is merely a secondary meaning that applies in
certain cases; the true primary meaning of the word is ‘clear’, and it is used both
in the sense of physically clear (Exodus 24:10 where the clarity of the sky is
referred to) and in the metaphorical sense of someone being ‘clear’ or ‘in the
clear’, or ‘clearing something up’. So here it is used of someone (or something)
that is ‘clear’, either through not having been contaminated in the first place, or
after being ‘cleared’.

All the other laws, apart from the three mentioned above, deal with sources of
contamination, who or what can become contaminated, how it is passed on, and
how it is removed or ‘cleared’. There is nothing to be ashamed of in being
contaminated – it does not arise necessarily from doing anything wrong, but can
arise on the contrary from performing an important duty, such as burying the dead;
none the less, one who carries such contamination is barred, and remains barred
until cleared.

(It should perhaps be stressed at this point that we are dealing with laws of the
Torah. In rabbinic times not only were the laws extended, so too was the concept,
and a sense of shame, mostly unjustified, began to arise in connection with ¼É LÅ DÓ OÍ.

The sources of the bar generally fit into one of four main groups or categories.
One is matters connected with death (dealt with mainly in Hukkat); one is the
corpses of various types of creatures forbidden as food (listed in the previous
portion, Shemini), though not all such corpses create a bar; one is various matters
connected with sex, reproduction and the reproductory organs; and the fourth is
various types of skin and similar diseases. Tazria and Metsora deal with the last
two groups.
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When applied to a person or article, the bar itself may be categorised as being
either major (or severe) or minor (or light), depending on what is required to
remove it. Roughly speaking, the bearer of a minor bar needs to wait until evening
and then immerse in a mikveh (a pool or bath of water which meets certain
specifications) with or without additional conditions, whereas the bearer of a major
bar needs to wait for at least seven days before immersing, and there may be other
requirements.

The details are extremely complex, and not made easier by the fact that there is
scarcely a rule that does not carry exceptions. These notes are not intended to
simplify the subject, but merely to give the reader some idea of what it is all about,
and to help correct a few misconceptions.

In addition to the three laws mentioned above regarding the effect of the bars,
and laws dealing with how they are acquired, passed on and removed, there are
other laws associated with, but not included in, the laws of tum’ah. One is that a
Cohen (priest) should not, with certain exceptions, knowingly contaminate himself
from a corpse. Another is that a person who is barred as a result of having a
disease of tsara’at (which is discussed in our next bulletin) has to behave in a
certain way and live in isolation. A third is that a woman who is barred as a result
of menstruation (or similar, or childbirth) is banned from sex. It must be stressed
here that the ban on sex applies at the same time as the bar, but is not caused by
it. Contamination by a corpse, though harder to remove, does not involve a ban on
sex! In particular, a woman who is menstruant is in no way ‘unclean’ or ‘impure’
(and certainly not ‘spiritually’ which is an unjustified insult) but simply carries a
bar, and along with it a ban on sex, and a single procedure removes both.

We have concerned ourselves here with the word ¼Å IÓ LÍ when used in the Torah
itself – as in these chapters here – in a technical sense. Unfortunately the matter is
confused by the word being used, even in the Torah, often in a non-technical sense,
sometimes meaning simply ‘prohibited’: compare the use in Leviticus 11 (technical)
and Deuteronomy 14 (non-technical). In connection with sins it has yet a different
meaning.
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Series I No. 5 (28) ;0+ 6<:2?6-<*>) 6<:2 (%

CERTAINLY NOT ‘LEPROSY’!

Before considering what ¼ß K×KÝ LÛ actually is, we need to be clear in our minds what
it is not. A terrible muddle in nomenclature has caused great suffering to innocent
people. Three types of disease must be differentiated:

1. ¼ß K×KÝ LÛ, a skin disease from which people recover (Lev.14:3), translated into Latin
and Greek as lepra.

2. Leprosy, a disease that affects nerves and bones, from which people are not
normally known to recover, known in Latin and Greek as elephas or elephantiasis.

3. Different again, a massive swelling caused usually by lymphatic obstruction,
today called elephantiasis.

Never mind what ‘lymphatic obstruction’ means, we are concerned only with the
first, which for want of an English word we will transliterate as sara’at.

A member of the Radio-biological Unit of the Medical Research Council at
Harwell 1 was intrigued to find what the word could mean, in that it can apply to
a person, a piece of material, or the walls of a house! He noted that the symptoms
described in Leviticus 13 and 14 are not primary symptoms describing the main
effects of a disease and used for diagnosing it; they are symptoms used for
secondary (or ‘differential’) diagnosis, that is to say to enable the priest to
distinguish between saraat and that which closely resembles it (or possibly between
types of saraat that the Torah is concerned with and types that it is not concerned
with – the text is not clear on whether the latter are strictly called saraat or not).

The primary symptoms must be recognisable by ordinary people for the patient
to be brought to the priest in the first place! What then are the primary symptoms?

The author of the article observed that saraat is frequently compared to snow,
which we think of as white – yet the descriptions here show that the colour is very
often not white! He suggested that the comparison is not with snow lying on the
ground, but with falling snowflakes. Saraat anyway does not describe a specific
disease but a condition that can be caused by different diseases, which, if compared
to falling snowflakes, would be characterised by a flaking of the skin. Certainly not
all skin-flaking is saraat (or, alternatively, it is but not all saraat is ¼Å IÓ LÍ).
Examples of skin flaking which we recognise, and which are certainly not
considered as ¼Å IÓ LÍ, are dandruff, athlete’s foot, sunburn, and skin peeling as an
after-effect of scarlet fever.

1. E.V.Hulse The Nature of Biblical ‘Leprosy’ published in Palestine Exploration Quarterly
Jul-Dec 1975.
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The saraat of material mentioned is some kind of mould, which would probably
powder off (also like snow), and that which is described as affecting the walls of
a house, if not actually dry rot, is certainly something extremely similar. (With dry
rot, the wood turns into powder which falls around all over the place.) We thus
have a unifying concept explaining the use of the word saraat in all cases, which
which makes sense all round. (The article is interesting, well written, and, if you
can get hold of a copy, well worth reading. It includes medical details. The only
fault is that the author fails to appreciate the concept of tum’ah, and to distinguish
between the contamination of the tum’ah and the contamination, if any, of the
disease that produces it – they are not the same. A disease may clear up and cease
to be contagious, but tum’ah where it is contagious remains so until removed.)

An interesting result of this explanation is its application to the story of what
happened to Miriam (Numbers 12:12) where Aaron says ‘Let her not be like one
that is dead, half of whose flesh is eaten away when he emerges from his mother’s
womb.’ The author explains that when a child dies in its mother’s womb but is
delivered only after several days, its skin has peeled off and the sight of the raw
flesh (sparing medical details) gives the impression that it is half eaten away. In
other words, Miriam’s saraat was expressed as skin peeling off.

TREATMENT

It is very important to note carefully the priest’s function. His first job is to
diagnose, and once he has diagnosed saraat he does nothing else at all until the
disease has cleared up. He then applies (ritual) treatment to remove the remaining
tum’ah, but he in no way treats the disease. A quick superficial reading of the text
indeed seems to suggest that the priest is expected to treat the disease with rituals,
but careful reading shows that this is not so. There is no magic cure. A doctor is
neither demanded nor forbidden. The text seems to imply that if left alone it will
clear up on its own, but we have the cases of Naaman and Uzziah where it did not
clear up on its own. Note also that the immersion here is after the disease clears up,
and not a cure like that of Naaman.
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‘. . . AND TO AARON’

¼F¼Î HÌ LÅ ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ý IT KV ‘Tell (or instruct) your brother Aaron.’ The word ¼Ý IT KV usually
(not always) means to tell or instruct, approximately synonymous with ¼ÉIX KÛ, and not
merely ‘to speak’. Hence ¼ ¼É ¼Ý KÆUV is roughly the same as ¼ ¼É ¼ßKÊ DÛ HÓ. But that here
is an incidental point.

In the past five chapters (11-15) dealing with the laws of ‘bars’ ( ¼É LÅ DÓ OÍ) in which
the priests were supposed to be the specialists, we find some paragraphs beginning
with G-d giving instructions ‘to Moses and to Aaron’, and others where he gives
instructions just ‘to Moses’ without Aaron being mentioned. All these laws are of
prime interest and importance to the priests who have to either implement them or
supervise their implementation, so why is Aaron addressed directly in some cases
and not in others? Either he should have been addressed directly in all of them, or
he should have received the instructions from Moses in all of them.

But far more surprising is what we meet here. At least in the previous cases,
although the laws were primarily directed to the priests, they also affected other
people, those who somehow or other became contaminated. Yet here, where a series
of laws concerning entry into the extra-holy section of the Sanctuary affects only
the High Priest – at first Aaron (as expressly stated) and later his successors in that
high office – the instructions are given only to Moses who is told to pass them on!
If at all, then here more than anywhere else we should have expected Aaron to have
been addressed directly.

The commentators tend to pooh-pooh the difference, but an examination of the
earlier paragraphs shows an interesting effect. The priests had to be experts in all
matters concerning the ‘bars’ and in all matters concerning forbidden food (10:10-
11), and this required, in fact necessitated, an expert background knowledge of
certain spheres of medicine and natural history, to be able to correctly diagnose
certain diseases and to recognise rare and unusual types of animals and birds. In all
those paragraphs dealing with instructions where such diagnosis or recognition was
required, we find that Aaron was addressed directly along with Moses. But
wherever a mere set of instructions was given, which could be followed without the
need for such background knowledge (e.g. to perform certain rituals to remove a
‘bar’), Aaron was not instructed directly. The normal procedure for all laws of the
Torah was followed, instructions were given to Moses whose job it was to pass
them on.

This could of course be coincidence, but it does not seem very likely, especially
as, if it was indeed deliberate, it makes sense that we can readily understand. It
would also explain our problem here. Although the instructions regarding the Yom
Kippur ceremony in which the High Priest enters the Extra-holy part of the
Sanctuary affected, at first, only Aaron, they were merely a set of instructions that
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required no special background knowledge. Only Aaron was allowed to do it all,
but any fool who was given the instructions could understand and do them if he
was asked to do so. The same could not be said about diagnosing saraat or even
about recognising rare birds and different types of locusts.

Other instructions given directly to Aaron were for one-time only matters (like
those in Egypt); Leviticus 10:8-11 which is a well-known special case; and the law
of the red cow (cow, not heifer) in Numbers 19, which certainly requires
explanation, but which we will not deal with here.

PUNCTUATION

Overlooking the rules of style and syntax of Classical Hebrew and applying rules
of syntax of later Hebrew can (and often does) lead to misunderstanding the text
completely. This applies in particular to a piece of text ‘in brackets’. We have an
example here in 17:4 and 9. A ‘straight’ reading of the text says roughly that ‘a
person who slaughters an animal and does not bring it to the Sanctuary courtyard
to offer it to G-d ...’, implying that meat could only be eaten if brought as a
sacrifice. Put in brackets, though – or even just commas! – and see what you get:
‘a person who slaughters an animal, and does not bring it to the Sanctuary
courtyard, to offer it to G-d’ –– different entirely! We can remove the section in
brackets and place it elsewhere in the sentence to satisfy our own modern style: ‘A
person who slaughters ..... to offer it ..... without bringing it to the Sanctuary
courtyard...’ [We will meet other examples.] What is condemned here, in both cases
(verses 3-4 and verses 8-9), is the offering of an animal sacrifice without bringing
it to the Sanctuary, in other words elsewhere! An animal slaughtered for meat
should be brought as an offering if the Sanctuary is near, but did not have to be if
it was far (Deut. 12:20-28).
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RETALIATION

This week’s portion contains many fundamental parts of the Torah which we
find it extremely convenient to overlook. We can face the laws of Festivals and
other rituals, which we do our best to observe. We are human, fail occasionally, but
on the whole succeed. We will gladly resist temptation and give up the advantages
of Sabbath-breaking and eating pork in order to make ourselves martyrs to our
Faith. But when we are asked to give up things that are really very close to our
hearts, such as lying and cheating, deceiving, swindling, not paying wages on time,
paying more respect to those who are useful to us and less to those who are not,
and so on – well, that is really a bit much! The best thing is to skim over this part
as quickly as possible and get on to something else less embarassing, like the
Tabernacle or not worshipping idols.

Among the bits that we skim over are two verses – well we don’t really ignore
them, we dissect them into little bits, and take one bit in particular, which out of
context can be made to mean whatever we wish, and hold it out with pride. ‘Love
your neighbour as yourself’ may prevent us from throwing the rubbish over the
garden wall, but that is about all. It does not occur to us that the two verses (Lev.
19:17-18) constitute an entity.

‘You are not to hate your brother in your mind; you are to reproach your fellow
and you will not bear a sin on his account. You are not to take revenge against and
not to wait (for an opportunity to humiliate) members of your people; but you are
to love your fellow as yourself.’ Note that their are four parts, each of which
contains one of the following: ¼FF×IÝ B ¼F J_ K× ¼ÎIÕ DT B ¼F Jß¼Î HÓF× B ¼F¼Î HÌ LÅ. Each of these is an
expression that refers to a Jew, a fellow Israelite.

The laws of the Torah in general apply to relations between Jews, not between
Jew and non-Jew (except for the foreign resident). To steal from a fellow-Jew is
not just morally wrong, it is illegal. Here our system differs from others – the
concept of ‘legal’ is not restricted to matters that can be enforced in court. Stealing
from a (non-resident) non-Jew is not strictly covered by our legal system, which
does not extend to matters outside our jurisdiction; but it is still stealing, which is
fundamentally wrong morally and against the whole moral spirit of the Torah. We
are nowhere told that it is permitted.

Contrast the law regarding taking interest, where it is expressly stated that
interest may not be taken from a Jew but may be taken from a foreigner. In other
words, taking interest is not fundamentally wrong morally, merely something we
are not to do among ourselves. Illegal.

Here we have the same thing. When Israel’s enemies attack Jews (as did Amalek
and later the Midianites), there is a duty to take revenge, after ‘waiting’ for a
suitable time. There is nothing immoral about it, and it is certainly not illegal. But
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in relations between Jews it is illegal.

You are not to take revenge. If someone hits you, are you not allowed to
retaliate, to hit back? Are we to take other people’s blows lying down? Jeremiah
(Lam.3:30) says ‘yes’. Yet you are to ‘reproach’ – the word means more than that,
it means you are to teach him a lesson, by such means as are necessary.
Furthermore, the Talmud states that a Torah scholar must take revenge – ‘like a
snake’, who bites not for pleasure but because it is his nature to bite. So a Torah
scholar must take revenge to maintain his dignity, but without enjoying it. How
does one decide at what point one becomes a ‘Torah scholar’?

Bernard Shaw wrote: ‘Beware of the man who does not return your blows. He
neither forgives you, nor allows you to forgive yourself!’ Self-evident, when you
think about it. [Even worse, at times this forces you, even against your will, to go
on hitting him, and you cannot stop. Oscar Wilde suggested that we should ask, not
to be forgiven for our sins but to be punished for them quickly, so that we can stop
ourselves.] Combine this with Hillel’s advice, that what you find distasteful avoid
doing to others. Then if someone hits you, by not hitting back you are being really
wicked. It appears that even on Torah principles you should retaliate, take revenge.
So where does the instruction not to take revenge come in? Is there perhaps a
difference between retaliation and revenge? If so, what precisely is that difference?

There is a need to resolve the problems raised by all these apparent
contradictions; and also to find a way of integrating the four parts of the two verses
quoted, so that they are seen as a whole, an entity in which one part follows the
other. Books on the subject will at best give the ideas of one individual, and since
such ideas differ the reader will land up even more confused.

We ask that both adult groups and school-teachers in class should hold
discussions on the topic. It is helpful to recollect personal experiences, and how a
particular situation might have been handled better. Or should we just forget it all
and pass on to the next topic? Kashrut, even for Pesach, is a far easier matter to
handle.

THERE ARE OTHERS

The following story typifies many sermons and ‘derashahs’:

The rebber assembled his pupils and opened the lesson.

‘Why does this week’s portion begin with kedoshim yihyu? Why doesn’t it say
kedoshim tihyu?’

One of the pupils interrupted:

‘But Rebber, it doesn’t say yihyu, it does actually say kedoshim tihyu!’

‘That’, replied the rebber, ‘is one answer!’
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DISCRIMINATION?

What on earth have the laws of injury to do with the story of the blasphemer?
In replying to the query submitted, G-d seems to take the opportunity to bring in
laws about a number of totally irrelevant issues! Only after listening to them all
does Moses tell the people what to do with the blasphemer, which they did.

Once again, we need to read the story more carefully than we are taught to do.
And then we discover something that had not occurred to us at all before. The issue
of blasphemy was to some extent incidental, the real problem was something quite
different.

Look first at the description of the incident. It is described not really objectively,
but subjectively, as witnessed by those who witnessed it. We had a quarrel between
two men. The one who blasphemed was ‘the son of the Israelite woman’ (his father
was an Egyptian), and the other one was ‘an Israelite’, meaning that the first one,
the son of the Israelite woman, was not! There is no way of escaping from this.
Whatever the law today, at that time ‘it went after the father’ (see Ramban). He
was therefore classified as a ‘foreign resident’, in Hebrew ¼ÝIU. (Today the word is
used for one who has become a Jew, but in the Torah it generally refers to one who
has not.) And that was the core of the problem.

Why should there be a problem?

We find that the word ¼ÝIU is often found (as here in verse 16) together with its
opposite, ¼ÌLÝ DË JÅ – citizen, native, translate it as you will. And we have just been
given a law (23:42, just a few verses back) concerning the obligation for every
¼ÌLÝ DË JÅ to spend seven days a year in a succah, implying that the ¼ÝIU is not so obliged.
So how is he to be treated in this case?

Note the wording of the answer carefully, especially how it begins. The question
is about ‘the son of an Israelite woman’, the answer begins ‘Bring out the
blasphemer!’ Not ‘bring out the son of the Israelite woman’, but ‘bring out the
blasphemer’. Moses is then told that there is to be a single law for the Israelite
( ¼ÌLÝ DË JÅ) and for the foreign resident, with no discrimination. This is followed by a
list of examples of cases where a member of one group may attack the person or
property of a member of the other group, where the temptation for discrimination
is strongest.

The succah is not mentioned, but one can see that it is obviously a special case.
For a foreign resident to spend seven days in one is pointless, because his ancestors
did not live in them on leaving Egypt. But there is no reason for him to respect
general laws any less than anyone else.

We may have read in the English newspapers items such as the following: ‘A
West Indian (or Pakistani) was sentenced in XYZ court yesterday to --- for stealing
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.....’ The story of the blasphemer makes G-d’s attitude to such a statement perfectly
clear. The man was not sentenced for being a West Indian or a Pakistani, but for
being a thief, and a thief is neither more nor less a thief if he is a West Indian, or
a Pakistani, or a direct descendant of Alfred the Great (or was it Arthur?) who
burned the cakes, or can trace his ancestry back to Queen Boadicea! (A man who
stole woad was still a thief.)

If an Indian attacks a Pakistani for insulting a Hindu temple, or vice versa for
desecrating a mosque, then the origins of the individuals are at least relevant to the
case. But if it is a common case of theft, or even murder, where the criminal’s
origin is irrelevant, there is no need to mention it. Not only is there to be no racial
discrimination in judgement, when executing it you do not ‘bring out the son of an
Israelite woman (with the unspoken implication of a non-Israelite father) who
blasphemed’ but you simply ‘bring out the blasphemer’.

We may contrast this with the laws we mentioned last week, such as not taking
revenge, not taking interest on loans and so on. There the law makes demands of
the Jew in his relationship with his fellow-Jews that go beyond the demands of
justice. Such demands cannot always be imposed on a foreign resident. But in
matters of justice he is entitled to full equality, both in privileges and in obligations
and duties, because G-d believes in justice, in ‘fair play’, in which he expects his
own people to set an example to the rest of the world.

NO SUCH THING

In 24:2 we find ¼È¼Î ½HÓ Lf ¼ÝYIÕ ¼ß_WÑF× KÉ DÑ – note that it is the first two words, not the last
two, that are joined together. There is no such thing as a ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf ¼ÝIÕ. The word ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf
is not an adjective, but an adverb, ‘regularly’, in this case modifying ¼ßWÑF× KÉ DÑ. Nor
does it mean continuously, it refers always to repeated action. Even in 6:6, the fire
on the altar is to be repeatedly made to burn, i.e. refuelled. (In Num.28-29 it is
used as a noun, but still not an adjective.)
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LAND AND SERFDOM

In olden times both land and slaves were regarded as property, and the
possession of both represented power. With two very important major exceptions
(as we shall see) the Torah recognises the possession of each of these as property
in the normal way, except that a slave had to be treated humanely or the owner was
liable, if he went too far, to lose the slave (Ex.21:26-27). The exceptions are
‘Hebrew’ (i.e. Israelite) slaves, and ‘legacy’ land, that which was allocated in the
time of Moses and Joshua and subsequently inherited.

In other words, only non-legacy land and non-Israelite slaves were property in
the normal way.

First a digression. With the exception of one reference to ‘Abraham the Hebrew’
we find the word Hebrew used mainly to describe the people of Israel in Egypt, and
it appears to have been a name used and understood by the Egyptians. The
Israelites called themselves Hebrews when talking to Egyptians or thinking about
themselves in Egypt. Joseph used the expression when talking to the butler, and it
seems that the name was used for people who came from ‘somewhere up there’ –
roughly, but not necessarily, Canaan. There were other Hebrews in Egypt, but as
the tribe of Israel increased and grew, so numerically they swamped out all the
others, until the word Hebrew became virtually synonymous with Israelite (and is
so treated in the Torah).

The only other use of the word Hebrew in the Torah is in connection with
slaves, and this is clearly deliberate. In all other cases where Israelites specifically
are referred to, other terms are used (as quoted in our issues on Kedoshim and
Emor), not ‘Hebrews’. The use of the expression ‘Hebrew slave’ is to remind the
people what it meant to be a ‘Hebrew’ in Egypt, not in the time of Joseph but in
the time of Moses – a slave who suffered bitterly! If you take an Israelite as a
slave, he must be treated in a way that bears no resemblance to the way they were
treated in Egypt. [Incidentally, the word ‘Hebrew’ is used again in the Tanach only
(a) by Jeremiah referring to ‘Hebrew slaves’, (b) by Jonah, who called himself a
Hebrew, and (c) by and vis à vis the Philistines at the time of Saul.]

To return to the subject of slaves and land, many basic similarities between the
treatment of the (Hebrew) slaves and the (legacy) land are recorded here, and only
one major fundamental difference. A slave works for six years and on the seventh
he is set free; the land is worked for six years and on the seventh is given a rest.
The fiftieth year, the jubilee, was a period of ‘amnesty’ when all slaves who had
not gone free were set free to return to their own homes, and all land that had been
purchased was released and given back to its hereditary owners. (Notice how the
word jubilee, from the Hebrew ¼Ñ IÆ¼D¼Î, has come into English with two meanings –
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a period of fifty years, and the cry of ‘freedom’ to the slaves.) The major difference
is that the six years of a slave begin with the start of his slavery, and the seventh
is relative, whereas the six years of the land start at a fixed date and the seventh
is the same for everyone everywhere. The fiftieth is a fixed date for both land and
slaves. Both (legacy) land and slaves can generally be redeemed.

More important is the fact that the (legacy) land cannot strictly be bought or
sold. All that is bought or sold is the use and produce of the land, for a specific
limited period, for a fixed advance payment based on the expected average annual
yield. The land is merely leased, the purchaser has possession but not full
ownership. Likewise a (Hebrew) slave cannot strictly be bought or sold as other
slaves can. All that is bought or sold is the work, the labour and services of the
slave for a set limited period, for a fixed advance payment based on the wages
earned by an employee working on an annual contract over that period. The
purchaser has ‘possession’ (the slave cannot just walk out on his master), but he
does not own the man, a fellow-Israelite, as his property, in the way that he may
own a non-Israelite slave. It is made clear that the word ‘purchase’ with legacy land
or Israelite (‘Hebrew’) slave is used in a purely symbolic sense.
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NOMINAL VALUATION

The word ¼F D]UÝ J× is a strange word: whatever its original meaning, it is a noun
(note ¼F D]UÝ J× LÉ in 27:23), meaning not the value but a nominal valuation, and certainly
not ‘your’ anything. (Compare ¼FFÅÃT which does not mean ‘as you come to’ but ‘as
far as’ or ‘up to’.)

A nominal valuation, often used for taxation purposes, is based on certain
criteria, and does not bear any direct relation to the actual value, since it does not
take all factors into account. A classic example is the old local property tax (rates)
valuation, which took into account the ‘frontage’ (width) of property but not the
length of garden or the location. A house with a short back yard on a busy main
road, sandwiched between a noisy dance hall and a local council rubbish tip, and
facing a factory that is alongside the entrance to a football field famed for the
violence it engenders, does not have the same market value as an identical house
with a long garden in a quiet suburban back street, though the rating valuation is
identical. Likewise motor cars were once taxed according to ‘nominal horse-power’,
defined by a ridiculous formula depending on the bore and stroke, until replaced
by one based on the cubic capacity of the engine. But despite all this, it is a
nominal valuation rather than a genuine one that is often used for taxation purposes;
in particular a nominal valuation of human beings is often used for a poll tax. The
tax itself is a fixed percentage (which may well exceed 100%) of the nominal
valuation, which is determined, as explained, according to certain criteria.

The erkekha was something similar, used primarily for determining the amount
to be paid for a self-imposed voluntary tax. For people, the only criteria are sex and
age-group, and there is a tariff provided. For legacy land it depends on area,
regardless of quality and thus actual value. For a house, purchased land or an
animal not suitable for a sacrifice the erkekha is determined by the priest, who sets
a valuation ¼×LÝ ¼Ô¼Î IÆ¼X ¼Æ¼D ¼Í ¼Ô¼Î IT. King James translates this ambiguously as ‘whether
good or bad’ – it does not mean ‘according to whether it is good or bad’ but
‘irrespective of whether it is good or bad’ – the priest has different criteria for
setting a valuation.

Note the direct contrast between this section dealing with vows and the previous
one dealing with the purchase of slaves and land. There it is the market value – of
the land’s produce or the slave’s labour – that counts. Here it is not the actual value
at all, but the nominal valuation.

The erkekha is used also in redeeming the first-born (Num. 18:16) where the
rate, as for vows, is 100%. It is also used, though it is not often recognised, for a
poll tax used on registration before a national military call-up (Exodus 30:11-16)
at a rate of 1%. (Those called up are men over 20, and by tradition under 60, for
whom the erkekha is 50 shekels, and the tax is ½ shekel, viz. 1%.)
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DIFFERENT MEANINGS

In a wholesale food market there are inspectors whose job it is to check the state
of the food on sale. Sometimes, for instance, a whole consignment or part of a
consignment goes bad before it can be sold, and the inspector certifies it as
‘condemned as unfit for human consumption’. Depending on the state it is in, it
may be sold for animal consumption or may have to be destroyed. The Hebrew
word for ‘condemned’ in that and similar senses is ¼ÒJÝ IÌ (with the verb ¼ÒIÝFÌ KÉ to
condemn).

What we have here is similar. Just as something can be declared as ¼I JÈÃÜ, holy
to G-d and thus by implication not to be used by anyone else, so one can declare
something ¼ÒJÝ IÌ, i.e. condemn it as not to be used by anybody, leaving it as
belonging to G-d. There are technical differences in how it is dealt with which
depend on whether it was declared ‘holy’ or ‘condemned’. For instance, something
declared ‘holy’ can sometimes be redeemed, but anything ‘condemned’ cannot be
redeemed.

Verse 28 refers to property condemned by the owner, so ¼ÒLÈ LÅ IÓ here would mean
slaves, who would be handed over to the priest (Rashi). There is a controversy as
to whether priests acquire ¼Ò JÝ IÌ as gifts or as custodians. The text does not make
this clear.

There is also another type of ¼Ò JÝ IÌ which refers to something condemned (same
word again in English) by the courts (or by the Torah automatically), such as items
connected with idolatry, which are not handed to G-d but must be destroyed, or
criminals sentenced to death, who likewise must be put to death and cannot be
redeemed (Exodus 21:29-30 being the sole exception). It is to the latter that verse
29 here refers. There is no contradiction between verses 28 and 29, they refer to
different things.

Note the use of the word ¼É LÅ IÓ DÍ in verses 11 and 27, which can never be applied
to a live animal in the technical sense in which we met it in earlier chapters
(something that contaminates or is contaminated). It refers here (say the
commentators) in one case to an animal which is alive but of a species that is
prohibited as food when dead; and in the other case it refers to an animal which is
‘barred’ in the sense of disqualified from becoming a sacrifice on account of some
defect in the individual animal concerned. (This is the only occasion that the word
is ever used to mean ‘disqualified’.)
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ORDER OUT OF CHAOS

The Rabbinic dictum ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f KT ¼Ý LÌ OÅ DÓ¼X ¼ÒLV DÜ OÓ ¼Ô¼Î IÅ (literally, there is no chronological
order in the Torah) is not universally accepted by the classical commentators.
Taken too literally it would make utter nonsense of everything; obviously events
are related overall in sequence. The dictum merely stresses that there are
exceptions. What is seldom appreciated is that these exceptions in general fit into
a pattern (and exceptions to this if any are extremely rare). Demands of literary
style, vital for the text to be readable, may overrule the demand for strict sequential
order, and it is worth taking a look at some of these.

First, a story may need a preface which goes back a bit before the last thing
dealt with, and we have a pluperfect (see Rashi on Gen.4:1). This sometimes occurs
even in the middle of a story (Gen.14:17 ‘Now Melchizedek had brought out ...’).

Second, a story may need to be finished before going on to something else,
although the end is much later. Examples are the death of Terah (Gen.11) which
took place only two years before that of Sarah (Gen.23); and the end of the story
of the manna (Ex.16:32-35).

These may be generalised into a rule that what belongs together is kept
together, which may overrule the desire to observe all events, even if unrelated,
in sequence.

During Israel’s short stay of less than a year in Sinai many different things took
place simultaneously, and to some extent these could be (and are) grouped together
logically, rather than in chronological sequence. Many instructions that were given
gradually during this period at different times could, for future reference, be
considered together. It makes sense that these have been consolidated and grouped
logically for our benefit. Again, what belongs together is kept together. Instructions
not necessarily issued ‘in one go’ may look as if they were. The alternative would
be bits and pieces scattered all over the place – chronological order but logical
chaos – which the Torah goes out of its way to avoid.

The stop at Sinai was for the purposes of organisation. This took place in a
number of spheres (religion, justice, administration, building the Tabernacle, the
priesthood, the Levites, the army, and so on) to a large extent simultaneously. All
that Moses started to organise before he went up the mountain was justice. When
he came down there was a great deal to be done in a short time. While some people
were occupied with certain matters, others could be busy in other spheres.

We have been given details of the meeting of the people with G-d, laws of
justice, construction of the Tabernacle, ordination of the priests and so on. Now we
are to be given a description of the organisation of civil and military administration
and of the Levites, prior to the people moving on in the next stage of their journey.
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A cursory look at what is written may suggest that nothing was done in this field
until the very last minute. Then, within twenty days, two million people who had
been camped at random for nearly a year had to pick up and relocate their tents in
a special formation, and while this was happening Moses and others were busy
taking various censuses (censuses, not censi) of the people, the Levites and so on.
Try to visualise this and you get a picture in your mind of pandemonium!

It could not possibly have been like that, it just does not make sense. But that
does not mean that the dates given are wrong. Obviously the process of
organisation had been taking place over a period, while the Tabernacle was being
built (including censuses and relocation of tents), and what we are given here are
G-d’s final instructions to Moses to check that all was in order, completed and
ready, before the people moved. We are then told in flashback details of what had
happened earlier. (Abarbanel draws attention to this.)

Earlier we were given just one result of the main general census, the total
population counted, to explain the amount of silver collected and used in building
the Tabernacle. Since the latter was erected on the first day of the first month of
the second year, the census at which the silver was collected must have taken place
at least six months earlier. Here, when considering the administration organised, we
are given the census results in full detail. What Moses was told on the first day of
the second month of the second year (Numbers 1:1-3) was not to suddenly start
counting the people again, but to call them up – ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Å DK means to call certain
people out from the rest for a purpose, not to count. When Pharaoh sent for his
butler and baker ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼Å LLH[KÊ (Gen.40:20), he didn’t want to count them to make
sure that he had one of each! Moses was told to do this ¼ß¼D ¼Ó II ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ DT according to
the number obtained from the list of names which he already had from the census
conducted six months earlier. He was then told ¼Ò Lß¼D ¼Å ¼X ¼È DÜ DÙ Hf, which also does not
mean to count, but to appoint them, allocate jobs and tell them what to do. When
he was told later (3:3) ¼ÈÃÜ DÙ Hf ¼Ê¼ÎLÕ LT ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ ¼ß JÅ he certainly was not asked to take
his one brother and four nephews and count them!

[Continued in the next issue.]
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ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
(continued)

Apart from ‘to appoint’, the many meanings of ¼ÈÃÜ Lb include to ‘list’ or ‘register’.
What Moses was told in Exodus (30:11-16) was, in brief, ‘When you are about to
call up the Israelites, each is to pay a half-shekel on registration.’ From the lists of
names compiled according to families and clans, he counted the names ( ¼ß¼D ¼Ó II ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ
1:2) and sub-totals were obtained which are given here, rounded off to the nearest
hundred except in one case where there was an exact fifty. These sub-totals were
added together to give a grand total (also given here, 1:46), and if we check this
against twice the number of shekels collected (Ex.38:25-26 – a talent ¼ÝL] H] is 3,000
shekels), we can see that it came out right!

This was a tremendous achievement which can only be appreciated when you
realise that Moses was taking a vast rabble of suddenly liberated slaves and in a
very short time turning them into an organised community. Rounding off the figures
to the nearest hundred gave results that were sufficiently exact for the purpose
needed. It would not matter if a few died between the time of registration and the
call-up six months or so later. A modern register of electors which is supposed to
be accurate on a certain date is even then never accurate on election day, but so
what? For practical purposes it is near enough.

The expressions – ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ (call up, or call out, usually for the purpose of
allocating tasks etc.) and ¼ÈÃÜ Lb when meaning to register or to appoint – often
include activities that involve counting, but neither expression actually means ‘to
count’ (which is ¼ÝÃÙ LÖ or ¼ÉÂÕ LÓ). The mere fact that we have always been told that
these expressions mean ‘count’, with a consequent unintelligible muddle in the text,
does not mean that it is correct! If it doesn’t make sense, find out what does!

Pressure of space here requires us to defer considering the double purpose of the
principal census (ch. 1), the apparent repetition (ch. 2), the purposes of the different
censuses of the Levites (chs. 3 and 4), the different order of the two latter, and
other related matters. However, the following is worth noting.

¼ß LÉ DÜ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ (4:2) – the Kohathites were to be called up or called out
from among the Levites and allotted special duties. From among those remaining,
Gershonites and Merarites, ¼Ô¼D ¼IUÝIÇ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ (4:22) the Gershonites were then
to be called out and allotted their duties in turn. We do not find ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ for
the Merarites, just ¼ÎVÝLÝ DÓ ¼ÎIÕ DT (4:29). They did not need to be ‘called out’ in order to
be allotted their duties, as they were all that were left!
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As a guide, the following lists the early chapters of the book in sequence, with
the dates given in the text or implied, and indicating the (probable) ‘flashbacks’.
There is no need to postulate chronological anarchy! The apparent chaos is now
seen differently. Some of the items need more detailed explanation, but the
intelligent reader can work through this for himself.

1. 1:1  2:34. Starting 1st of 2nd month (2nd year).

Preparations for marching to the Land: calling up all except Levites for military
service and assigning jobs;

results of the census taken over six months earlier; location of each group in the
camp and order of travel.

2. 3:1  3:51. Flashback to several months earlier.

Census of all the Levites (with their charges and responsibilities), their location in
the camp, and their exchange for the firstborns.

3. 4:1  5.4. Early in 2nd month (2nd year).

No.1 above continued: calling up Levites for Tabernacle service, with results of
second census (or possibly figures extracted from results of the earlier census?) and
their jobs during travel; sending out the ‘contaminated’.

4. 5:5  6:27. Date not given, and unimportant.

Appendices to the book of Leviticus.

5. 7:1  7:89. Early in 2nd month (2nd year).

Dedication of the altar by laymen. Starts with flashback to 1st of 1st month, when
Tabernacle was completed (Ex.40:17) and gifts were brought (see Abarbanel).

6. 8:1  8:4. Date not given, and unimportant.

Another appendix to Leviticus.

7. 8:5  8:26. Later in 2nd month (2nd year).

Continuation of no.3 above: ‘clearance’ of the Levites.

8. 9:1  9:14. 15th of 2nd month (2nd year).

Starts with flashback to 15th of 1st month.

The ‘second’ Pesach for those ‘contaminated’.

9. 9:15  9:23. (No date relevant here.)

A description linking the building of the Tabernacle (end of Exodus) with the
march to follow.

10. 10:1  10:10. Later in 2nd month (2nd year).

Final preparation for the march: the trumpets.

11. 10:11  10:34. The 20th of 2nd month (2nd year).

The departure from Sinai.
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‘SECOND PESACH’

Chapter 9, dealing with the Pesach and starting with the first month of the
second year, appears to be out of order. There is, however, a ‘missing headline’ –
the essential part of the story is the ‘Second Pesach’ in the second month, but the
story starts earlier, in ‘flashback’ but without the headline, and leads up to it.

An interesting point is the vowel in verse 2. Why does it use the pausal form –
¼Ì KÖ Lb KÉ ¼ß JÅ 111 ¼X ¼KF×KÎ DÊ ¼D ¼ÈF×¼D ¼Ó DT (kamats) instead of the normal form ¼Ì KÖ Jb (segol) in the
middle of the verse? (In verse 4 it occurs at the end of the verse and we expect it.)
Looking at the verse carefully we can see why. We need an extra pause. Without
it, the instruction would appear to be that Moses was to ensure that the Pesach was
celebrated at the right time, the final word ¼D ¼ÈF×¼D ¼Ó DT being automatically stressed.
That was not the point, which was that he should tell the people to celebrate it (as
he did in verse 4). But as the instruction was given a few days in advance, to give
them a chance to prepare, they might assume that it was to be done immediately –
hence ¼D ¼ÈF×¼D ¼Ó DT was added in verse 2 as a secondary point, almost as an after-
thought. In the next verse, after the instruction to bring it was given, with the date,
the word ¼D¼ÈF×¼D ¼Ó DT is indeed stressed.

ODD WORDS AND IDIOMS

¼W LÌUÝ Hb (8:4). Wherever the word ¼ÌKÝ Jb occurs in the Bible it means a bud or shoot,
and there is every evidence that it was so understood, correctly, both by the early
commentators (who therefore did not bother to comment on it) and in early
dictionaries (e.g. ¼Ü¼Î Hb DÖ K_ KÉ ¼E¼ÎVÝUÈ K_ KÉ). The verb KÌÃÝ Lb means to bud, burst out, shoot
forth, and so on, as in the familiar Psalm 92 (verses 8 and 13) and Hosea 14:6,8,
and as in Exodus 9:9-10. (The palm and the lily shoot up straight and high; grass
shoots up everywhere; a vine grows quickly; and boils, like large pimples, resemble
tree-buds.) Here we have the base of the lampstand mentioned as a shaft or ‘trunk’,
and everything that emerged from it – all the branches etc. – referred to collectively
as ¼W LÌUÝ Hb, its offshoot. At some time just a few hundred years ago ¼ÌKÝ Jb and KÌÃÝ Lb
suddenly changed their meaning, the noun became ‘a flower’ and the verb ‘to
blossom’! Where or how this mistake originated is hard to say, but it has been
perpetuated by both King James and modern Hebrew! (To translate ¼ÌKÝ JÙLÊ ¼ÝÃf DÙK] as
‘a knob and a flower’ is probably correct, except that they are the other way round.
If ¼ÝÃf DÙK] really means a capital, these were normally of floral design.) The correct
Biblical Hebrew word for flower is ¼Ú¼Î HÛ – see Numbers 17:23, and in particular
Rashbam’s comment there.
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[In Classical Hebrew, as in botany, there is no
difference between a bud and a shoot. The Hebrew for
both is ¼ÌKÝ Jb. A flower is ¼Ú¼Î HÛ. Confusion came later.]

¼ÌLÝ DË JÅLÑ DÊ ¼ÝIUKÑ DÊ (9:14) – not ‘and ... and’, but ‘both ... and’. This idiom is often used
but not often spotted.

¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ You may be surprised to learn how many different idiomatic meanings this
word has – and even more surprised to find so many of them here! ¼Ò¼Î HT KÝ ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ
(9:19) simply means ‘a long time’, not necessarily days; it can and often does mean
several years. In the following verse we have ¼Ý Lb DÖ HÓ ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ – an unusual form, we
would expect ¼ÝLb DÖ HÓ ¼Î IÓ DÎ – meaning ‘a few days’, literally ‘days of number’. Two
verses further on we find ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ on its own, without a number or adjective attached,
and in that form it means ‘a year’! (Note especially the phrase ¼É LÓ¼Î HÓLÎ ¼Ò¼Î HÓL[ HÓ ‘from
year to year’, used when an event occurs on the same date every year.) In 11:19 we
have the normal meaning ‘days’ when a number is attached – five days, ten days
etc. Finally, in 11:20, we meet a very odd idiom ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼I JÈÃÌ where the word does
not mean anything at all – you can simply ignore it! Not ‘a month, a year’ but
simply ‘a month’. A weird idiom (used even in modern Hebrew) encourages the use
of ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ here.

¼ÒL[ KÉ ¼Ô HÓ (11:31) – the sea? More likely ‘from the west’.

¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÓGÌ ¼É LÝ LKF× (11:32) ten homers. A homer (Lev. 27:16) – about 6 bushels or over
220 litres – is ten ephahs, an ephah is ten omers (Ex. 16:36), the omer being the
ration of manna collected per head per day, so the minimum collected was a
thousand omers! The traditional translation ‘heap’ is wrong even in Ex. 8:10, where
the expression ‘homers and homers’ is used idiomatically, just as we say ‘gallons
and gallons’ or ‘tons and tons’ to mean a vast quantity; here the use is precise.

¼X ¼Å DTKÕ DßH[KÊ (11:25). ¼Å IÆL̀ HÉ means to speak on behalf of someone else, to deliver a
message, hence to preach, but not necessarily to foretell the future. ¼Å¼Î HÆLÕ, originally
a spokesman (Ex. 7:1) and later used to mean a preacher, was rendered correctly
in Greek as o ‘prophetes’ – spokesman, preacher etc. The form ¼Å ITKÕ Dß HÉ
means to go through the performance (such as stripping naked, going into a trance
etc.) that such people often used to do (1 Sam. chapters 10 and 19, especially
19:24). Eldad and Medad apparently went through some such performance and then
began to pass on the messages they received.

¼ß I_K] ¼Î HÉ Dß ¼ÅLÕ ¼Ñ KÅ (12:12) – see Ki Mitsion I, 5(28) on Metsora
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RECONNAISSANCE

In the story of the Twelve Spies, there are a number of matters that need
pointing out, clarifying or elaborating on, as well as side issues that deserve a
digression.

¼F DÑ ¼ÌKÑ DI – send. This was permission; the idea originated from the people, Moses
liked it, and it was authorised. We know this from Deut.1:22-23, not from the word
¼F DÑ which is purely idiomatic, and used in cases where it could not be interpreted
that way. ¼X¼Ý OßLÎ DÊ – and let them explore (the same meaning as in the paragraph on
tsitsit at the end of the parashah). ¼Å¼Î HKLÕ ¼ÑÃ] – each one a person of senior position
(in his tribe), not the chief of the tribe, the chiefs having been listed in 1:5-15.
¼Ô LÝÅLb ¼Ý KTUÈ H_ HÓ – actually from Kadesh Barnea (13:26 and 22:8), an important oasis at
the northern end of the desert of Paran and on (technically just within) the southern
border of the Promised Land. ¼Ô HÛ – this too was at the southern edge of the
Promised Land (34:3-4), it too was known as Kadesh (20:1 and 27:14), and it was
not very far from Kadesh Barnea, but must not be confused with it. Archaeologists
claim to have located Kadesh Barnea, which we know was on the main road from
Beersheba into Egypt; the precise location of Zin is controversial, probably near the
present Sde Boker. (There is much evidence against the idea of identifying it with
Petra in Trans-jordan.)

The spies reached Hebron (13:22), which seems to have impressed them all most
of all. It would have held special interest for them as the main dwelling of the
Patriarchs. Num.32:9 and Deut.1:24 seem to suggest that that is as far as they went,
but verse 21 here denies that. Perhaps they went that far together, then split up into
small groups, and met there again on return. ¼Ô K×ÃÛ – Zoan, also known as Tanis or
Avaris, is in the eastern Nile Delta (Goshen). The relevance here is not clear.

¼ÑÃ] DI JÅ ¼Ñ KÌKÕ ‘so named on account of the cluster (eshkol) of grapes’ – often in the
Torah where we find a reason for giving a person or place a specific name, this is
not the original reason, but is a means of connecting the person or place with a
later event. Probably the place was named after one of the local lords (Gen 14:13).

In verse 26, ¼É LI IÈ LÜ refers of course to Barnea, not Zin. The spies produced their
report – ¼É LTVV is a neutral word meaning a report, modified here with the word ¼É L×LÝ
which in this context means bad or unfavourable, or harmful (it never means ‘evil’,
a word with which King James was obsessed). The report was certainly not false,
it was biased adversely (and the same interpretation must be applied to the report
of Joseph to his father, where the same words are used). ¼ ¼É ¼È¼D ¼Æ DÐ¼X ¼É LÅUÝHÕ is perhaps
best translated as ‘G-d’s presence was felt’, a phrase which (in this or similar form)
often occurs as a headline, with details following, in which G-d in some particular
way expresses his pleasure (Leviticus chapter 9) or (often, as here) his displeasure
at something that has just happened.
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¼X ¼ÑF×K[KÊ (14:40) – the people decided to ‘go it alone’. This was not merely
disobedience, it was also downright stupidity. There had never been any intention
of telling the Israelites to charge headlong into Canaan like a gang of lunatics and
attack anyone they met on the way. They were to fight and conquer the country, but
not without intelligence. Hence the sending of the spies, who on return would sit
down in a conference with Moses and formulate a strategy which would achieve
their aims with maximum efficiency and minimum casualties. Moses would obtain
authorisation, and G-d would help them. The inclusion of Joshua (who later did just
that on each occasion) among the spies shows that Moses chose them for their
ability not merely to observe but also to assess the potential of the situation from
a military point of view. The ten reported – not as mere spies who had gathered
information, but as military experts who had reconnoitred the land and made
detailed assessments – that in their expert opinion the land could not be conquered.
That is why the people listened to them.

There are times when the experts are right, but also times when they are all
wrong. For example, experts have proved that the ratio between the weight and
wing-size of a bumble-bee is such that the insect cannot possibly fly! The exploits
of Barak, Gideon, Jephthah and Jonathan (among others) were based neither on
pure intelligence nor on pure faith, but on a combination of both.

When a leading rabbi (or two) declares that ‘the Land of Israel is not all that
important, what is important is Torah and Mitsvot’, we recall the Israelites who
were prepared to go back to Egypt, to slavery with peace, and where perhaps they
could negotiate to be allowed to observe Torah and Mitsvot. Pharaoh might even
sign a piece of paper! The sin, unlike that of the Golden Calf, was pardoned
(14:21). Yet the Kadesh Barnea Syndrome – Pacifism, peace at any price – persists.
In his claims on Czechoslovakia shortly before the Second World War, Hitler
invented the slogan ‘Land for Peace’. Chamberlain accepted (it wasn’t his land
anyway), signed an agreement of ‘appeasement’ at Munich, and made his famous
announcement: ‘This piece of paper means PEACE IN OUR TIME!’ (Hooray!)

The Second World War broke out within a year.
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HUMAN LIMITS

In the second year of the Exodus, the Israelites left Kadesh Barnea; and in the
fortieth they arrived at Kadesh (Zin). What happened to them in the intervening
thirty-eight years? Apart from the incident of the Sabbath-breaker, we are told only
about Korah’s rebellion. When did this take place? Probably not too soon after
Kadesh Barnea, as the people were in a repentant mood.

We have one clue. In the fortieth year, Zelaphehad’s daughters explained that
their father died on account of his own sin, he was not involved in Korah’s
rebellion. It did not occur to them to even mention Kadesh Barnea! One was in
living memory, the other ‘a long time ago’, so it appears that the rebellion took
place at least in the latter part of the period of wandering. This helps to satisfy our
curiosity, but not to understand the story.

It is both interesting and relevant to examine the reaction of Moses to Korah,
and more particularly to Dathan and Abiram. When he found out about the Golden
Calf, and again at Kadesh Barnea, Moses was very angry at the people, made this
clear, and then went and prayed to G-d, against whom they had rebelled, to forgive
them. He put up with numerous minor revolts, of which those recorded represent
only a small fraction (Deut. 9:7). He had undertaken, very reluctantly, the
responsibility of taking two million slaves out of Egypt and leading them across the
desert to the Promised Land. And when they condemned themselves to forty years’
wandering, he accepted that he had to stay with them and look after them, his flock
of sheep. Suddenly, for no apparent reason, he personally and his entire leadership
came under attack, just for doing his best to take care of them, with an unjust
accusation of dictatorship. He told them, rightly, that they were really rebelling
against G-d, whose instructions he was obeying. But he knew that the attack was
directed primarily against himself, through personal animosity. Furthermore, while
admittedly as leader he had to be strict, and at times perhaps even severe and harsh,
his brother Aaron, an easy-going person who hurt nobody, was also under fire – for
no other reason than that he was Moses’s brother! The knife cut very deep.

Korah opened his attack with ¼Ò JÐLÑ ¼ÆKÝ, ‘Enough!’, a strong, harsh expression.
Moses hit back by including the same expression, ¼Ò JÐLÑ ¼ÆKÝ ‘Enough!’, in his reply.
No harm in that. But when Dathan and Abiram refused to even come and discuss
their complaints, Moses, who was human, reached his limit. He turned to G-d and
told him not to accept their gifts. He demanded justice and punishment, and if these
wicked men claimed to repent it would not be sincere. (The alternative
interpretation, that he asked G-d not to be bribed into taking their side against him,
is much harder to accept.) Far away in both place and time, cool, relaxed and
unaffected personally, we may objectively ask who was better able to judge their
sincerity – G-d or Moses?
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The Rabbis say that in this dispute between Moses and his opponents, Moses was
completely right and they were completely wrong. Certainly G-d backed him up.
There is, however, sometimes a price to pay for being right and insisting on it too
strongly. One is reminded of the tombstone with a famous epitaph:

Here lies the body of Tommy Gray

Who claimed he had the Right of Way.

He was right – dead right – as he sped along,

But he’s just as dead as if he were wrong!

The price paid was, as we will see, not then, but later.

FAMILY AFFAIRS

¼ÔÂÊF× ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Å DK Hf (18:1). The idiom ¼ÔÂÊ L× ¼ÅWKLÕ can mean ‘to forgive a sin’; ‘to have a
troubled conscience’; ‘to take one’s punishment’; or (as here) ‘to carry
responsibility for’, i.e. to accept the punishment if something goes wrong. In the
Torah, while ¼IJÈÃÜ usually refers to the Sanctuary, ¼ILV DÜ HÓ includes the courtyard.

The confusing bit is ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT, which may be regarded as a compound word. (The
plural of ¼Ý JÙ IÖ ¼ß¼Î IT is ¼Ý JÙ IÖ ¼Î If LT, but the plural of ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT is ¼ß¼D ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT, Num.1:2.)
Sometimes shortened to ¼ßHÎ KT, it means simply ‘family’; and like its synonyms
¼É LÌLb DI HÓ and ¼ß JÈJÑ¼D ¼Ó (which, incidentally, always means either family or offspring,
never a place) it can be a narrow family or a wide one. When ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT is used
alongside ¼É LÌLb DI HÓ or ¼ß JÈJÑ¼D ¼Ó, it is usually the relatively smaller unit. ¼F¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT does
not mean ‘your-father’s house’ (‘the house of your father’) but ‘your father’s-
house’ (‘the house-of-father of you’, i.e. your family). In this instance it refers to
‘the family of which you are a part’, viz. the tribe of Levi; but elsewhere it can
mean ‘the family headed by you’ (e.g. 1 Sam. 2:31 – contrast verses 27 and 28
there. In 2 Sam. 24:17 ¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IÆ DÆX David included and accepted responsibility for
his children, but not his brothers.) Here, the first verse (18:1) is explained in
subsequent verses. The priests could delegate some of the responsibility and some
of the work to the other Levites, in particular the job of mounting guard to keep
laymen away from certain areas, but they themselves remained responsible overall
(verse 3).
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“WATERS OF STRIFE”

Once again Kadesh, but not the same one. Kadesh, bordering Edom in the desert
of Zin, was not Kadesh Barnea, and each time the Torah mentions the place it goes
out of its way to stress the distinction. Moses described it later in three words –
¼Ý¼Î H×, which does not necessarily mean a city or even a town, just a general term for
a settlement whether large or small; ¼É IÛ DÜ [at the] edge (border) of; ¼F JÑ¼X ¼Æ DÇ your
(Edom’s) territory. (Note: ¼É JÛ LÜ, not ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU, means ‘border’.) A place with sufficient
water for perhaps a few dozen people, but not for two million with livestock, as the
Israelites discovered.

So they turned yet again on Moses and Aaron, blamed them for trying to kill
them by thirst, regretted not dying earlier, and even regretted leaving Egypt.

Told to assemble the people and instruct ( ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ý ITKV) the rock-face so that the water
behind it should emerge, Moses lost his temper and struck it. Water emerged.

From the words he used in addressing the people, it seems that Moses had not
expected this. His probable intention was to give vent to his anger, show that
striking it would have no effect, and then talk to it as instructed. This would show
that it was not himself but G-d who decided when and how to supply them with
water. But this was not what G-d had wanted him to do. He had been asked to
simply give instructions to the rock, not to lose his temper first, and he had
disobeyed. All the same, in what way did this show lack of trust ¼ÅWÑ ¼Î HT ¼Ò Df DÕ KÓEÅ JÉ?
What went wrong? Why? Furthermore, it worked, G-d was indeed sanctified (verse
13)! So why ‘not by Moses’ (verse 12)? And why such a terrible sentence?

TWO APPROACHES

Moses had an idea on how to deal with the situation which indicated that he did
not see it in the same light that G-d saw it. So let us first take a look at the
situation through the eyes of Moses, as it were.

After nearly forty years of wandering in the desert, the people suddenly attacked
Moses over the issue of water. They had attacked him often before, but (apart from
the rebellion of Korah) all the recorded cases were before Kadesh Barnea, nearly
forty years ago, the older generation. Now, all of a sudden, the whole thing recurs,
exactly as at Rephidim (alias Massah and Meribah), but this time with the new,
‘purified’ generation! The same as their parents, a repetition! On square 99 and
about to finally enter the Promised Land, they were sending themselves back to
square one! For Moses, this was too much. When everyone is shouting and
rebelling, you must be firm and shout them down, exercise discipline and strike the
rock, as he had done (on instructions) at Horeb.
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This all seems reasonable. When everyone is shouting, the only way to get them
to listen is to shout louder.

Only G-d saw things differently. Those who came out of Egypt were a rebellious
lot who were hard to tame. As slaves they were used to the whip, and would only
respect the whip. They understood only violence, and if they were not to be struck,
at least violence against the rock would indicate to them something that they could
understand.

Not so the present lot, who, although they behaved in the same way externally
in this instance, were really quite different. Under the extreme pressure of terrible
thirst which they were not used to, they lapsed and rebelled, but in general they
were disciplined and obedient. A single lapse need not be ignored or overlooked,
but it must be treated differently. Talking to the rock would remind them that with
a little calm and patience, and a little faith in G-d, problems can be solved. Seeing
this, they would immediately feel ashamed of themselves and apologise for their
lapse. This is what is meant by ‘sanctifying G-d’ which Moses failed to do.
[Compare Elijah: after the drama on Carmel forced the people to listen, G-d’s
message should come via the ‘thin, calm voice’.]

Moses did not understand this. He did not need to. All he needed to do was to
show his own faith and simply do what he was told. (Had not Nadab and Abihu
died through adding their own ideas to G–d’s instructions?) From obeying, he
would have seen the people’s reaction and been surprised at their quick repentance
– and from this in turn he would have realised his own misjudgement of them.
They were not ‘their fathers all over again’. It was not so much his disobedience
per se that brought about his punishment, as what it led to, which needs to be taken
into account when considering (in Va’et’hanan) why his sentence could not be
remitted.

AARON’S SIN

Aaron is criticised and blamed along with Moses, but what did he do wrong?
Unlike that of Moses, Aaron’s sin is a mystery. We are not told that he did
anything at all! Was that his sin – that he did nothing? That he failed to act as a
restraining influence on his brother and to calm the people down when Moses
shouted at them? Perhaps.

INCIDENTALLY .......

In 19:12, the main pause in each half of the verse is after ¼ÎYH×¼Î HÆ DJ KÉ (tippeha), not
after ¼Î]HI¼Î HÑ DJ KÉ (a mere tevir).
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Series I No. 17 (40) ;0%

REAL FEAR

We would expect SSS ¼ÑL] ¼ß IÅ ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼E JÑ JÓ ¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ ¼Ô JT ¼ÜLÑ LT ¼ÅUÝK[KÊ. This would start the story
by telling us who we are talking about. Instead, the words ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼E JÑ JÓ are
deliberately omitted, and some time later we are told, in a very odd phrase, that
¼Å¼Ê HÉ KÉ ¼ß I× LT ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó DÑ ¼E JÑ JÓ ¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ ¼Ô JT ¼Ü LÑ LÆ¼X. Rashi suggests that the expression ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó DÑ ¼E JÑ JÓ
implies that he was a usurper, a plausible explanation, but that raises the question
‘So what?’ How is that fact relevant to the story?

A further puzzling fact is that Moab and Ammon were always allies, always
working together, yet here Balak turns for advice and help not to Ammon but to
Midian! The commentators find both problems easy to explain – Balak was a
Midianite who seized the throne of Moab, so naturally he turned to his own people.

But the third question is not so easily answered. As king he undoubtedly had his
intelligence services, even in those days. The Moabites, having recently been
defeated by Sihon, and seeing Sihon in turn defeated by Israel, were doubtless
afraid that Israel would attack them. But Israel had been instructed not to attack,
interfere with or even disturb Moab, and Moses had had the job of impressing this
on two million people! He could hardly do that without Balak knowing about it.
The Moabites might not believe it, but Balak the king knew, so what was he afraid
of? Israel had made a large detour to avoid even passing through his country
without his permission. Balak could simply have reassured his people that they had
nothing to fear!

The answer is not found in the Torah.

We read later of a war against Midian, in which Israel put the five named kings
of Midian to death. We find a reference to this in the book of Joshua (13:21 – it’s
worth looking it up) where the same five (referred to as ‘the chiefs of Midian’
instead of ‘the kings’) are named, but with a very interesting additional piece of
information: they are described as ¼Ô¼D ¼Ì¼Î HÖ ¼Î IÐ¼Î HÖ DÕ, those appointed by Sihon. Whatever
the precise meaning is of ¼E¼Î HÖLÕ, the context can only be interpreted to mean that
they were puppets. It does not take a giant leap of imagination to postulate that
perhaps Balak too was, not a Midianite but a Moabite, a puppet appointed by Sihon.
After conquering half of Moab, Sihon set up a puppet ruler in the other half (and
others in Midian), but Ammon was too strong for him (21:24).

[An analogous situation arose in 1940 in the Second World War, when the
Germans defeated France. They occupied the northern half of the country, including
the capital, Paris, and controlled it (and the West Coast strip) directly. But in the
southern half they set up an ‘autonomous’ government in Vichy under Marshal
Pétain. France’s allies all denounced Pétain as a traitor and collaborator, and
refused to have anything to do with him.]
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The picture then begins to take shape. As a collaborator Balak would certainly
not have been short of enemies at home. However, he was secure in his position,
backed up by Sihon of whom all were afraid.

But look what had happened! Sihon was no more, and what Balak now feared
was not Israel, but an insurrection! His throne could easily be toppled and he had
nobody to turn to for help. Ammon was strong, had resisted Sihon (Num.21:24)
(although he took quite a lot of their land (Joshua 13:25)), and was confident of
resisting Israel if necessary. Furthermore Ammon probably had a legitimate king
who would have nothing whatever to do with Balak the collaborator. Balak,
however, was able to turn to the kings of Midian, who were – he no doubt
impressed on them – in the same position as himself. Israel had arrived and
destabilised the entire region – any insurrection in Moab would soon be followed
by similar events in Midian.

His solution was to encourage fear of Israel among the Moabites. Then he,
Balak, would lead them in a war to drive out the Israelites from Sihon’s territory
and restore it to Moab. He, Balak, helped by Midian, would show himself not as
a collaborator and traitor, but as a true patriot and a great national hero! His throne
would then be secure. His only problem was how to win a war against Israel. He
was really afraid – not that Israel would attack Moab, but that if Moab attacked
Israel they would lose. How could he ensure victory? (Now read on .....)

Plotting wickedness against others who have done you no harm, who have even
gone out of their way to avoid doing you any harm, merely to protect and promote
your own personal interests, cannot be exonerated. Power politics has always been
a filthy game. The above is not an attempt to justify Balak in any way, but merely
to explain his motives, and to explain why he turned to Midian and not to Ammon,
and why the Torah uses that odd expression ¼Å¼Ê HÉ KÉ ¼ß I× LT ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó DÑ ¼E JÑ JÓ. Without that
verse in Joshua we would never have understood.
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Series I No. 18 (41) 5+4-8

THE SECOND CENSUS

If someone tells you to go and enjoy a meal, that involves eating it. You cannot
enjoy a meal without eating it. But ‘to enjoy’ does not mean ‘to eat’. You can
enjoy (listening to) a piece of music without eating it!

Likewise the Hebrew expressions ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ and ¼ÈÃÜ Lb may refer to activities
that involve counting, but neither actually means ‘to count’. The former means ‘to
call out’ or ‘call up’ for a purpose; the latter means ‘to appoint’, ‘to list’, ‘to
register’, ‘to be missing’, or one of very many other things not relevant here.

Moses and Aaron conducted a census – one main census, together with a count
of firstborn and a census (possibly two) of Levites (see Ki Mitsion I, 11(34) & 12
(35) on BemidbarNaso) – of those who left Egypt (26:4) when they reached Sinai
(26:64); the results of this are given in the first chapters of the book of Numbers,
with the grand total also mentioned incidentally in connection with the silver in
Exodus 38:26. Here, on the Aravot of Moab, Moses and Eleazar were told to call
up the people again. It is not clear whether this meant conducting another census,
or merely checking updated lists and re-counting the names, but the fact that the
instruction was passed on (26:3) suggests the former. Fresh lists were prepared –
note the use again of the expression ¼ß¼D ¼Ó II ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ DT (26:53) – and the numbers again
rounded off, with one exception, to the nearest hundred. There is no mention of a
poll tax as ordered the first time (Exodus 30:12), suggesting that ¼Î H] ¼Å LL Hß there
meant ‘when’ (once) and not ‘whenever’.

The reason given for the census here is to compile lists for the purpose of
allocating land on arrival in Canaan; on the earlier occasion it was for the purpose
of military organisation. Actually, the reason given here applied both times. Those
who fought in the army to conquer the Land would be allocated land; the Levites
would not fight and would not be allocated land. However, what happened after the
first census (at Kadesh Barnea) cancelled the use of the lists for land allocation, so
it was not mentioned. Note that the reason for the census here was not given before
it was conducted, but after.

(Since the original intention was to go directly to Canaan from Sinai, the results of the first census must
have been intended for use also for land allocation – unless this was unnecessary, in which case it would
have been unnecessary here too! The Talmud has a tradition that the allocation of land was in fact based on
a combination of both lists.)
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POLITICAL STRUCTURE

It is interesting to note how the land was to be divided up – first by tribe, then
sub-divided according to clans and families. But from the full story of Zelophehad’s
daughters a difference emerges. The main tribal division was of prime importance,
requiring contiguous territory, whereas the sub-divisions did not. The great
emphasis on tribal division implies more than just land division, it suggests a
particular social-political structure, reinforced by the use of the word ¼F¼Î JÍ LÆ DI HÑ in
connection with the appointment of judges (Deut. 16:18) who in those days were
also administrators and local rulers. (Separation of power between legislative,
executive and judiciary is a modern concept.) Permission is reluctantly granted for
appointing a king if demanded (Deut. 17:14), but ideally there is to be no central
government! Each tribe is to have an autonomous state, all twelve combined in a
federation with a common constitution (the Torah), held together by the Sanctuary
and by the priesthood (and Levites).

Everyone had to visit the Sanctuary three times a year: this was also the seat of
the priests who acted as judges in matters of ritual and religious law, and of the
head judge (Deut. 17:8-9). Being portable it could be moved as required. (The
German Chancellor Bismarck, asked why he did not sit at the head of the table,
replied ‘Where I sit is the head of the table!’ Here the administrative capital was
not fixed, but located wherever the Tabernacle happened to be at the time.)

The priests and Levites, by being spread out yet going backwards and forwards
to the Sanctuary, would act as a further cohesive force in the nation. Compare and
contrast the original federations of Canada, Australia and U.S.A.

When the people demanded a king, it was the concept of central government that
Samuel opposed, because that involves a devolution of responsibility from the
individual citizen to a select few; and he was aware that it was for that very reason
that they wanted it. He stressed that inherently such a change is accompanied by
a loss of freedom, not always initially apparent. The subject is too extensive to
develop here.

THE LEVITES

What was the purpose of a new census of Levites, with no breakdown by clans,
for which no instruction is even mentioned? It is possible that no census even took
place, an overall total (as given) was obtained from a current update of the lists, but
why? If, as suggested, it was for the allocation of Levitical towns, these are not
mentioned until later! Perhaps a new census of Levites did take place, but later, and
the result is mentioned here as part of the policy that ‘what belongs together is kept
together’.
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PERCENTAGES

In the war of revenge against the Midianites, unlike in Saul’s war against their
friends Amalek (where all spoil was condemned to destruction), the spoil was taken
by Israel, in accordance with contemporary custom endorsed by Divine instructions.
However, the soldiers did not keep it all for themselves, everyone had a share.

We find two cases in the Torah and a third in the Neviim which should not be
confused.

First, when Abraham rescued Lot and recovered the spoil taken from Sodom by
Chedarlaomer, he refused to take any of the spoil for himself for special personal
reasons, but did not renounce his right to it. (There is a big difference between
waiving a claim to something, which may be for one of many reasons, and
renouncing one’s right to it.) He took his expenses, and insisted that his allies Aner,
Eshcol and Mamre, who went with him, would take their share. There is no
mention of what their share was.

Here the spoil from the Midianites was first divided into two, half for the 12,000
soldiers who fought in the battle and half for the rest of the population. This does
not mean that everyone got equal shares: half of the spoil was divided between
twelve thousand and the other half between nearly six hundred thousand, so the
soldiers who fought got far bigger shares, as they deserved. (It is surprising how
many people do not realise this simple fact.) A pre-distribution tax was deducted
from each half: 0⋅2% of the soldiers’ share was given to Eleazar the High Priest;
2% of the rest was given to the Levites, who apparently did not share with the rest
of the population. All this applied to slaves and animals; metal was kept by the
soldiers. The officers later gave their gold as a thanksgiving. Whether or not the
whole procedure was intended to act as a precedent, there is nothing written
anywhere to suggest that it ever did.

By contrast, King David adopted a somewhat different procedure which he
decreed as a precedent and which was so observed (1 Sam. 30:9,10,20-25). He
declared the spoil as his, sending some to his friends (verses 20,26 ff.), but the rest
was divided equally among all the soldiers (not the general population) without
distinguishing between those who actually fought and those who remained behind
to look after the camp.
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YET AGAIN .....

... we encounter ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ (see KM I, 11(34) ÝÆÈÓÆ and 18(41) ÖÌÕÎÙ).

KÌ¼D ¼Ü DÑ KÓ ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß IÅ ¼Å LK (31:26) does not mean ‘count’ but ‘pull it out’ (so that it can
be counted and divided). ¼É LÓ LÌ DÑ H_ KÉ ¼Î II DÕ KÅ ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Å DKLÕ ¼F¼Î JÈLÆF× (31:49) also does not
mean that they counted them. Only when there are very heavy casualties do you
count the troops remaining, and here there were none. It means that they took a roll
call from the list of names. Even in English the word ‘call’ occurs both in ‘call-up’
and in ‘roll call’.

In the same verse ¼È KÜ DÙHÕ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ means ‘there was not missing’ – just as in the
famous haftarah Jonathan said to David LfUÈ KÜ DÙHÕ DÊ ‘and you will be missing’, i.e.
looked for and found to be not there, as here.

Note in 31:14, and again in verse 48, ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü Db and ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ OÜ Db KÉ ‘those appointed’, i.e.
those in charge, the officers. This is the accepted translation here, yet for some
mysterious reason nobody seems to realise that it likewise means those in charge,
named as Ithamar, Bezaleel and Aholiab, in ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼Î IÈ¼XÜ DÙ ¼É Ĵ IÅ (Exodus 38:21).

QUIET DISPOSAL

They killed the five Midianite kings (31:8), who had been set up as puppets by
Sihon (see Joshua 13:21 and Ki Mitsion I, 17(40) on Balak). Then they killed
Balaam – and the question raised is ‘What was he doing there?’ In 24:25 we were
told that he had gone home!

The answer usually given is that he had come back for his reward. But there is
an alternative: perhaps he was not ‘there’ at all, it only says that they killed him.
Perhaps he was sitting quietly at home, and they sent a hit squad?

THIRD AND SEVENTH

The cleansing was on the third day and again on the seventh day. Here 31:19 is
so obvious that even King James could not help getting it right, unlike the source
in 19:12, where he is joined by the editor of Onkelos in Torat Hayyim and by many
baaley keriah in getting it wrong (see Ki Mitsion I, 16(39) on Hukkat).
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MURDER IN TALPIOT

One evening, a few months ago,2 a young woman and an older one were
walking along Pier König Street in Talpiot, Jerusalem, talking. A car parked on the
footpath forced them to step down into the road. When the younger one did not
reply to a remark of hers, the older one looked at her – but she wasn’t there! She
looked round and found the other stretched out in the roadway. She had been
knocked down by a ‘hit and run’ motorist, a driver who had failed to stop. An
ambulance was called, the young woman lasted a few hours in hospital, and died.

What happened to the murderers? Apparently, nothing.

THE WOOD CHOPPERS

Two friends went into a forest to chop wood. As one of them brought down his
axe, the metal head flew off, hit the other one, and killed him. The first one had no
intention of doing the other one any harm – on the contrary, it was, as the Israelis
say, ¼ÉLÕLX KÐ DÆ ¼ÅWÑ , an excuse used to cover a multiple of sins, real sins, serious sins,
but one which the Torah does not accept. The latter calls the man a murderer. Not
a deliberate murderer, the action is described in English law as ‘manslaughter’ but
in Jewish law as murder. The penalty for deliberate murder is death, but for murder
¼ÉLÕLX KÐ DÆ ¼ÅWÑ, still called murder, it is exile to a Refuge City until the death of the High
Priest (Ex. 21:13, Num.35:9-34 and Deut.19:1-10, especially 19:5).

If ‘G-d caused it to happen’ why is the man punished? G-d caused it to happen
at that time, but the axe was unsafe and it was liable to happen at any time. The
man neither made sure that the axe was safe, nor made sure that the other was not
standing where he might be hit if the head did fly off. Criminal negligence.

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE?

The hit-and-run driver may not have even seen the woman, may not have known
that he hit her. Unlikely, but possible. She may have suddenly stepped out in front
of his vehicle, giving him no time to stop. This is no excuse for driving so near the
footpath at such a speed, when the footpath is obstructed. It is driving without care.
Maybe he panicked. He certainly cannot escape blame, but when judging we must
take into account that a sudden event can take someone unawares and produce a
wrong reaction. We are talking about the hit-and-run driver.

2. A few months before this article first appeared.
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Not so the one who parked his (or her) car on the footpath and forced the
pedestrians to walk in the road. He (or she) was simply a cold-blooded murderer.
Of course he (or she) would make several claims in self-justification. The first is
the infamous ¼ÉLÕLX KÐ DÆ ¼ÅWÑ mentioned above. The second is that it was up to the young
woman to exercise more care when entering the roadway. The woodchopper could
likewise have demanded that the other should not have stood in the way, but the
Torah does not accept such a claim. Then of course he (or she) claims to have a
perfect right to park illegally on the footpath, because ‘everyone does it’. This is
answered in Ex. 23:2. Next, the police encourage such behaviour because it saves
them a lot of trouble in sorting out traffic blocks, which are far less dangerous but
more inconvenient. Is this justification, or is it a serious condemnation of the
police? And finally ‘where else could I park?’, to which the answer is ‘that is your
problem – you have no absolute right to park, and certainly not at the expense of
others!’ The victim died!

One who parks on even a small part of the footpath and restricts the right of
others to walk there in comfort is a thief. He, or she, is stealing a piece of public
property for private use and preventing others from having the full use of it. One
who obstructs the complete footpath (whether by a parked vehicle, or a pile of sand
and gravel for building, or whatever) so as to force pedestrians into the roadway
is a potential murderer, and if someone is indeed killed as a result, he (or she) is
an actual murderer.

A LEGAL ESCAPE

It is of course impossible to identify the hit-and-run driver, but not very difficult
to identify the one who parked. The latter could receive, at worst (assuming that
the police took the trouble) a nominal fine.

In Jewish law, however, if two or more people jointly murder another, they are
(in some cases) not punished by the court. In our case, whether or not the blame
is equal there were two participants to the murder – the footpath parker and the hit-
and-run driver. So even though murder is particularly serious in Israel (Num. 35:33-
34) where an example is to be set to the rest of the world, both of them might get
away with it – in court. But there is a Higher Court, where technicalities carry less
weight, where different criteria are applied (Ex. 23:7), and where even a cabbalistic
election medallion will not help (if it indeed helps with anything else).

¼$ ¼ßÃ× LÝ DÑ ¼Ò¼Î HTKÝ ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ ¼ÉJÎ DÉ Hß ¼ÅWÑ – ‘Everybody does it’ is no excuse.
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“DEUTERONOMY”

Strictly speaking the Torah, or Teaching, of Moses is just one book, divided for
convenience into five parts or ‘fifths’, each of which was referred to in the Talmud
as ‘a fifth’ ( ¼I L_ OÌ), although nowadays we use the latter word (incorrectly) for the
whole lot. The last part was known as ¼É LÝ¼D ¼ß ¼ÉIÕ DI HÓ, as it consists largely of a
revision, or ‘second going-over’, of what comes earlier. [The word ‘revision’ here
not in the sense of amendment but as when revising for exams.]

Our Torah contains teachings of various kinds, which fall broadly into two
categories: the explicit, namely the laws, and the implicit which is mainly in the
form of history, from which lessons can be drawn. The teacher of the early
Christians, at that time a Jewish sect, stressed the need for observing all the laws;
but he maintained that they were over-emphasised at the expense of moral
principles; so he stressed the latter to compensate, leaving the laws alone to speak
for themselves. Paul, who never met his teacher, and who decided to change
Christianity from a Jewish sect to a new religion for reformed Gentile pagans,
wanted to show his belief as consisting almost entirely of moral teachings, and
denigrated the laws (which were harder for the pagans to accept) as being of
virtually no importance whatsoever. Since these laws occupied such a prominent
place in the Torah, which he could not reject without also rejecting the Nach, which
in turn formed a background to Christian teachings, he translated the word ‘Torah’
into Greek as o o (nomos) ‘law’, so that it should be treated with a relative
degree of contempt. [For that reason, a Jew should try to make it a practice never
to use the word ‘Law’ as a translation of ‘Torah’. Even – perhaps especially –
when talking to non-Jews, explain the word ‘Torah’ and then use it. It is hard to
break out of an ingrained habit, but it can be done.] ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼ß ¼ÉIÕ DI HÓ became, in Greek,
deuteros nomos (‘the second law’), corrupted through the Latin and mediaeval
English to ‘Deuteronomy’. As this word no longer directly conveys any meaning
in English, but is merely the name of a book, there is no real harm in using it.

STRUCTURE AND SUB-DIVISION

The book consists, in the main, of four speeches by Moses, the second of which
is extremely long. The division into weekly parashot is fairly arbitrary, by length,
and in no way reflects the structure of the book.
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Here is a summary of the structure:

1:1 - 1:2 An introduction to the whole book.

1:3 - 4:40 The first speech (with introduction).

4:41 - 4:43 Historical note.

4:44- 26:19 The second speech (with introduction).

Interrupted by 10:6-7.

27:1 - 27:10 Instructions and oddments.

27:11- 28:69 The third speech – the new contract.

29:1 - 30:20 The fourth speech.

31:1 - 34:12 The last days of Moses, including:

32:1 - 32:43 The Song.

33:1 - 33:29 The blessings.

The book differs from the earlier ones in many ways. After events that took
place from the time of the Exodus are reviewed, moral lessons are drawn, which
lead into the laws for which they form a background. It is worth noting that those
laws which are essentially ‘ritually orientated’ (and largely fill Leviticus) are given
minimum treatment, and then only in general terms, while most emphasis is placed
on those which have an aspect of justice. Moses was personally very interested in
justice from the very start, which is one of the reasons he was chosen. Many of the
laws have explanatory or other comments added. In the ‘exhortations’, emphasis is
placed on the fact that loyalty to G-d and observance of his laws and instructions
are ‘in your own interest’ – ( ¼ELÑ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í DÑ). In the long term you will gain.

Yet another point, that tends to be minimised in more recent Jewish ethical
teachings, is the need for courage as one of the highest virtues. Likewise, loss of
both personal and national self-respect is given as one of the worst punishments.
Our present troubles are due largely to the fact that we still lack courage and have
not yet recovered enough of our self-respect. These have been replaced initially by
cowardice and a distorted form of humility; when the latter is rejected by the
younger generation, pure arrogance takes over. Courage requires faith, and faith
demands courage, not running away and hiding. Studying Torah is essential, but not
as an excuse for evading responsibilities, especially when such study deliberately
avoids reading the book of Deuteronomy – reading it as a whole, trying to
understand it as a whole, following the thread of the argument and noting how each
piece has its specific place in the whole, and not dissecting it into verses and
phrases taken out of context. Such Talmudic dissection is only for advanced
scholars who are already thoroughly familiar with the book treated as a whole. It
is really a fascinating book, beautifully composed. We start by cutting it into pieces
and ruining it! No! Go back to reading and enjoying it, and learning from it.
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WHY NOT?

[The following is a conclusion to matters discussed in KM I, 15(38) and 16(39)
on ÌÝÜ and ßÜÌ and an attempt to tie up a few loose ends left there. It might be
worth while to refresh the memory by rereading these before proceeding.]

When Moses pleaded with G-d for a reprieve, his plea was rejected, with the
words ¼F DÑ ¼Æ KÝ, ‘Enough!’ Very strong, reminiscent of the identical expression used
(in the plural) by both sides in the argument with Korah. There, where Moses was
in the right, he demanded full justice and no mercy. And G-d backed him up. So
here, at Kadesh where Moses was in the wrong, perhaps he paid the price. Not fully
– the two could not really be compared – but he was told ‘Enough!’ He could not
be forgiven.

So it seems. But Moses was not asking for forgiveness, or appealing against his
conviction. Maybe he did that as well, but that is not what he is telling us here. He
was appealing, not against his conviction but against his sentence. Could it not be
mitigated? Could he not have some sort of remission? Or even an alternative
sentence?

It is of course possible that there was no alternative which, without being
excessive, would hurt sufficiently. But that implies that the object was purely
punishment, an expression of Divine anger that was not prepared to be calmed
down; and more likely the opposite is true.

‘Punishment’ for a sin is not necessarily to be regarded as an expression of
Divine anger. In many cases certainly, and in other cases possibly, it is the
inevitable consequence of disobedience. The punishment is there first, obedience
allows it to be avoided.

Moses, we will recall, disobeyed and struck the rock instead of merely speaking
to it, because he misjudged the people. Had he obeyed, he would have learned, but
he missed the opportunity. Instead, he demonstrated a fundamental fault in his
ability to lead. He was out of touch with the mentality, mood and thinking of the
current generation. And as such he was no longer fit to act as leader. He could
carry on in the desert, where they were used to him and he to them, he could
remind them of the past in his sermons, but he could not lead them in the new land,
in the new life they were about to start on crossing the Jordan. He would need to
be replaced with a younger man who could sense the pulse of the people and know
better how to handle them in a crisis.

There was no way out of this. It was not a matter of not being forgiven, of not
being given another chance. If you fall over in the mud, you will dirty your clothes
but you can clean them. But if it is gravel and you tear your clothes, you can never
repair them properly, and even if it is not your fault, that does not alter the
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circumstances. Here he was given a chance to avoid the trouble but did not take it,
and now it was too late to change things.

G-d did go out of his way to mitigate the effects. Moses was allowed to carry
on in charge meanwhile, up to the border, and to even take a look at the Promised
Land, but not to go there. He was able to round off his life’s work and do his best
to minimise the chances of its being undone, by leading the people in the victories
over Sihon, Og and the Midianites, by handling the problem of Peor (which would
have greatly handicapped his successor at the beginning of his career), by giving
his final sermons, and by dying in peace and dignity – even being buried by G-d
himself. But he could not lead the people into the Promised Land.

[That he could not simply retire, and leave someone else to take over the
leadership, is fairly obvious. His successor would need two things:

(a) a feeling of confidence and full freedom of action, without sensing – or even
imagining – that Moses was breathing down his neck;

(b) the full confidence of the people, who would regard him as Moses’s successor and
not as Moses’s deputy.

Neither of these would be possible with Moses present in an ‘emeritus’ capacity. That
meant that he could not go.]

It is possible that this was what Moses meant by ¼Ò JÐ DÕ K× KÓ DÑ (3:26) – it was for the
people’s sake that Moses was not allowed to enter the Land. They would not have
the leader that they required. Moses was no longer the right man.

Note: The concept of punishment as an inevitable consequence of disobedience (cf.
Lot’s wife) deserves further consideration.

DID YOU KNOW?

The haftarah, ¼X ¼ÓFÌKÕ, which has no connection with the parashah, is the first of
a series of seven, known as the ‘Seven Haftarot of Comfort’, read between Tish’ah
Be’av and Rosh Hashanah. But this custom, observed by Jews of Ashkenazic,
Hasidic, Sephardic and Yemenite origins, is strangely enough not universal! The
Italian Jews observe the first three only; instead of the other four, they read haftarot
that are related to the respective parashot.
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RAIN

¼I¼D ¼Ü DÑ KÓ¼X ¼ÉJÝ¼D¼Î. When we say these words, at least twice a day, we recall, if we stop
to think of their meaning, the words we were taught: ‘the early rain and the latter
rain’. Whatever that means. King James again!

After the long dry rainless Israeli summer, the ground is very
hard. A heavy fall of hard-shooting rain, called ¼É JÝ¼D¼Î, is then
needed to break up the surface and allow water to penetrate into
the soil. This, a type of rain, can only be translated as the yoreh.
It gives the ground a thorough dousing, and enables the seeds to
germinate. The yoreh can carry on right through the winter
without doing any harm, in fact the more of it the better. But in the early spring,
towards the end of the rainy season, when the crops begin to emerge from the soil,
it can do tremendous damage by destroying them. At that time what is needed is
a finer rain, not necessarily more gentle, but fine, and that is the ¼I¼D ¼Ü DÑ KÓ, the
malkosh. This can come down very heavily indeed (though if it does, it is usually
in short showers), but it is fine in texture, smaller and lighter raindrops. If we have
malkosh at the beginning, it is of no use whatsoever, as it will simply slide off the
ground. And as stated, yoreh at the end of the season can do enormous damage. It
is necessary to have the yoreh at the beginning, as the early rain, and the malkosh
at the end as the ‘latter’ rain – but this is the blessing, and not an inherent fact, not
in the meaning of the words! If the reverse happens, and it can happen, that is a
curse.

What happened at the time of Joel (2:23)? After a terrible plague of locusts had
left the land devastated, Joel asks the people to repent, so that G-d who is merciful
will abandon the punishment and give them rain as a reward. ( ¼É LÜ LÈ DÛ often means
reward, just as ¼ÔÂÊ L× often means punishment. Hence its use to parallel ¼É LÐ LÝ DT,
blessing, as in Psalm 24: ¼D ¼× DIHÎ ¼ ¼Å IÓ ¼É LÜLÈ DÛ¼X ¼ ¼É ¼ß IÅ IÓ ¼ÉLÐLÝ DÆ ¼Å LLHÎ.) G-d will bless the
people with rain – first ¼É JÝ¼D ¼Ó (which is the same as ¼É JÝ¼D¼Î) and then ¼I¼D ¼Ü DÑ KÓ, both in
the first month, Nisan, while it is still not too late, even though farmers by that
time have normally given up all hope!

Rain as such is not always a blessing. At the time of Samuel, when it came
during the wheat harvest (Shavuot) it was a curse! The blessing starts with the
words ¼Ò Lf H× DT ¼Ò JÐ¼Î IÓ DIHÇ ¼Î Hf KßLÕ DÊ (Lev. 26:4) or as here ¼D ¼f H× DT ¼ÒJÐ DÛUÝ KÅ ¼Ý KÍ DÓ ¼Î Hf KßLÕ DÊ (note the
punctuation – the stop, a tippeha, comes not before the word ¼D ¼f H× DT but after it), that
the rain should come at the right time; and then ¼I¼D ¼Ü DÑ KÓ¼X ¼É JÝ¼D¼Î in the right order!
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A FEW MORE WORDS

¼ÆLÝ DÜ K× DÊ ¼ØLÝ LK ¼I LÌLÕ. There are a few misunderstandings here. First,
there are two items mentioned, ‘seraph-snakes’ and scorpions, not
three (see Numbers 21:6). The vertical line (passek) between the first
two words is to separate them in pronunciation, not in meaning.

Second, they are not ‘fiery’, the result of translators trying to connect the word
¼ØLÝ LK with the verb-root of the same three letters meaning to burn. Almost certainly
there is no connection. The word here (rendered in English as seraph) comes from
the same source as the Latin serpens (English ‘serpent’) meaning a snake, except
that in Hebrew it is used to mean a certain type of snake. Isaiah (14:29 and 30:6)
talks about them flying.

Third, ¼Ò¼Î HÙLÝ DK as a type of angel appearing in Isaiah’s vision (chapter 6) is
probably a different word entirely, having no connection with either snakes or
burning. (Compare the verb K× IÝ LÉ, which can mean to do harm or to sound a
trumpet, and it is most unlikely that the meanings are connected.)

¼Î LÈLÎ ¼Î If DI ¼Ñ K× ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT KÉ ¼ßÃÌ¼X¼Ñ ¼ÎIÕ DI¼X. The word ¼ÈLÎ, in both Classical and Modern (but not
necessarily in Rabbinic) Hebrew, does not mean ‘hand’ as we were taught, but
hand-and-arm together. There is no separate word for arm ( K×ÃÝ DË is fore-arm)!
Likewise ¼ÑJÇ JÝ means leg-and-foot together, and there is no separate word for leg!
¼ØK] can mean either hand or foot, and where it is necessary to distinguish, ¼ÈLÎ¼? ¼ØK]
means hand, and ¼ÑJÇ JÝ¼?¼ØK] means foot (and not the palm of the hand and sole of the
foot; that was King James again, trying to reconcile the Hebrew and English where
they just do not correspond.) Hence also ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÓ Df ¼ßÃb K], not ‘palm palms’ but ‘palm
hands’ or leaves, because palm leaves often look like a hand with fingers.

Since ¼ÈLÎ means ‘hand-and-arm’ and such an expression cannot be used in
translation, you have to decide each time which is the more important or more
relevant, or which has a parallel idiom in English. ¼ÈLÎ ¼É LÜLËFÌ certainly means ‘a
strong arm’, implying power, the English idiom coinciding in meaning. (‘Strong
hand’ implies repression, something different.) Alongside it, we find the expression
¼ÉLÎ¼X ¼Í DÕ K×ÃÝ DË ‘an outstretched forearm’ implying range. In the same way ¼FUÈLÎ ¼Ñ K× ¼ß¼D ¼Å DÑ
(or ¼ÒJÐUÈJÎ ¼Ñ K× etc.) means ‘on your arm’. King James only assumed that Jews wear
the tefilin ‘on their hands’, he never actually saw them. However, ¼? DT ¼ÈLÎ KÌWÑ LI often
corresponds, approximately, to the idiom ‘to lay hands on’ (Ex. 22:7,10). And in
our case, Moses might have carried the stones in his hands, but not on them. They
were on his arms. They must have been quite large and fairly heavy.

Note, incidentally, ¼ÝÃÆ LI to break, ¼Ý IT KI to smash.
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WHERE, EXACTLY?

Mounts Gerizim and Ebal are situated on either side of Shechem (which the
Greeks called Neapolis – Newtown – corrupted by the Arabs to Nablus). It took
Moses the whole of verse 30 (chapter 11) to explain in great detail precisely where
they are, without mentioning Shechem! The whole point of the long description
appears to be to draw attention to the fact that Shechem is not named. (Just as the
reference to the death of Rebecca’s nurse Deborah draws attention to the non-
mention of Rebecca’s death.) The site was chosen for its acoustics (cf. Judges 9:7).

It is interesting to note that when Abraham arrived in Canaan he came, not to
Shechem, but to ¼Ò JÐ DI ¼Ò¼D ¼Ü DÓ (Gen. 12:6), ‘the site of Shechem’, presumably because
the city had been destroyed and did not exist at the time. (Excavations have shown
that it was destroyed many times.) Jacob likewise came to ‘Salem, a town (or
village) of Shechem’ (Gen. 33:18) presumably while the city of Shechem itself was
not yet rebuilt, but the district retained the name. ¼Ý¼D ¼ÓFÌ was given the title ¼ÒJÐ DI ¼Î HÆFÅ
‘father’ of the district, explained later as ¼ÚJÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Å¼Î HK DÕ, the word ¼ÚJÝ JÅ often being
used to mean ‘district’ or local region, especially in that part of the country (Gen.
12:6 and 34:30; 1 Sam. 9:4-5, etc.). (He also gave the name Shechem to his
favourite son, but it is unlikely that he was called ‘the father of Shechem’ for that
reason.) The district (not the town, you do not pasture sheep in a town) is referred
to again as Shechem in Gen. 37:12.

Its central situation made Shechem the natural capital of Israel, and Joshua (Jos.
24:1) seems to have used it as such. Jerusalem was chosen only later by David, for
its strategic advantages, and doubtless also for political reasons (being on the
border between Judah and ‘Israel’ viz. Benjamin); Solomon would have appreciated
its commercial advantage at the cross-roads on the main north-south and Jaffa to
Jericho (and Trans-jordan) routes; but Shechem was more central and more
accessible. It is not mentioned among the towns Joshua conquered, but is mentioned
among those that he allocated (Jos. 20:7), so it was probably rebuilt in his time.

None of this answers the question of why Moses was afraid to mention it by
name. Was it because the town did not exist at the time? Or because the name of
the district evoked memories he did not wish to arouse?

¼I JÓ JJ KÉ ¼Å¼D ¼Æ DÓ ¼E JÝJV ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ ‘beyond the West (lit. sunset) Road.’ (Rashi apparently
wants to stress that it does not mean ‘beyond a road, to the west’.) The Western (or
perhaps Westbound?) Road is believed to be the one that rises from Adam (Damya)
on the Jordan (a crossing about halfway between the Dead and Galilee Seas) to
Shechem. Mostly the Amorites inhabited the hills; the Canaanites lived in the
coastal plain and Jordan Valley (Aravah, Num. 13:29) but also around Shechem and
Bethel (Gen.12:6; 13:7, 34:30).
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MEAT AND OFFERINGS

The difference between olah and zevach explained in KM I, 1(24) on ÅÝÜÎÊ is
important here. The olah mentioned in 12:13 with its associated verb ¼É IÑF× KÉ –
always an offering, never eaten – may only be offered at the ‘chosen place’.
Contrast verses 15 and 16 ¼ÌKT DË Hf – zevach is not necessarily an offering but always
refers to eating meat. Animals may be slaughtered for meat, and eaten, anywhere.
But, verses 17-18 state (explaining verse 11), even a zevach that is meant as an
offering must be offered and eaten only at the chosen place. (See also ‘Punctuation’
in KM I, 6(29) on ÎÝÌÅ.)

A LITRE – MORE OR LESS?

‘You can’t get a quart into a pint pot’ runs the old English proverb.

¼X ¼̀ J_ HÓ ¼× KÝ DÇ Hß ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼Ê¼Î LÑ L× ¼Ø IÖÃß ¼ÅWÑ (13:1, a reiteration of 4:2) is one command, not two:
‘You are not to add to it, and will not (as a result) subtract from it!’ (Keli Yakar).

HOW PERMANENT?

¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼È JÆ J× (15:17) means ‘a permanent slave’, not ‘a slave for ever’. How
permanent is permanent? In this case, until the jubilee (Lev. 25:40). (Nothing
strange about that. A woman’s ‘permanent wave’ lasts about a month.)

MORE PERMANENT

¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼Ñ If (13:17). A tell (as in Arabic) is a mound that was piled on top of a
destroyed town or city. Usually they started again and built a new town on the tell.
Archaeologists have often uncovered several layers of towns that were frequently
destroyed and rebuilt. It was necessary to stress that in this case the tell was to be
permanent (which here does mean ‘for ever’) and not to be rebuilt on.

GO BACK HOME!

¼F¼Î JÑ LÉÃÅ DÑ Lf DÐKÑ LÉ DÊ (16:7) means just that. Very often ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ means, not a tent but just
‘home’. The famous quotation ‘To your tents O Israel!’ (1 Kings 12:16) was not
a war cry referring to soldiers’ tents, as popularly understood. It is a mistranslation
of ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼F¼Î JÑ LÉÃÅ DÑ, meaning, in that instance, ‘[Now that we have reached a decision,
there is nothing more to discuss, so] you can now all go home.’
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KING OF ISRAEL

If you want a king, you can have one, subject to certain
conditions. Among all else the king must not consider himself
as being ‘above’ everyone else, he and his descendants reigning
¼Æ JÝ JÜ DT – within, and not over, his people. The text implies that

having a king is a concession, like buying a Hebrew slave or
marrying a beautiful captive. Ideally you should not need one. Later this was
interpreted in different ways, some considering that a king should in fact be
appointed, others that the concession was a very reluctant one. Samuel was against
the idea altogether.3 By Talmudic times the concept was deeply ingrained that the
House of David was not only pre-ordained but represented the absolute ideal,
Samuel being understood as opposing a king ‘because the time was not yet ripe’.
That is not what he said!

In our daily prayers we first ask G-d to ‘restore the judges as of old’ and to
‘reign alone over us’ – the ideal situation proposed by Samuel. We then ask for the
throne of the House of David to be reinstated. Has anyone found a way to reconcile
these two conflicting prayers?

In Talmudic times, a king of the calibre of David was far better than anything
else they could imagine. But just as in the time of Samuel the people demanded a
king (as forecast by Moses) ‘because everyone else has one’, so today the people
would not want a king, if for no better reason than that ‘nobody else has one’. Jews
insist on following the fashion set by others.

The two main functions of a king in olden times were to lead the people in battle
and to act as chief judge. The advantages of a king are that a single supreme
authority makes decisions, avoiding constant arguments, and that a hereditary
position makes for stability. (The latter was not really necessary, because there was
the High Priest who could perform the function of a nominal ‘head of state’ when
a new chief was to be appointed.) But what we tend to overlook today, because
unlike Moses and Samuel we accept it even without a king, is that a king implies
central government. You can have central government without a king, but not the
reverse. And significant in the Torah is the absence (except here) of any hint of
central government, only a reference to a chief judge to give decisions in difficult
cases. The country was apparently to be run as a federation of twelve autonomous

3. Abarbanel travelled and lived in several countries and states, and was dead against a
monarchy, saying that a republic where a leader is elected every so many years is far
superior in every way, and that just as a soldier is not obliged to find and marry a beautiful
captive, so there is no obligation to appoint a king – both are reluctant concessions.
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states (see KM I, 18(41) on ÖÌÕÎÙ), and the Civil War (Judges 19-21) illustrates
how such autonomy was jealously guarded.

Samuel’s opposition was not just to a single ruler, or even to a hereditary one,
but to central government as such. It meant firstly devolution of personal
responsibility to the government, which he opposed in itself. (And what upset him
was the realisation that it was just that which the people wanted.) Secondly, as he
forecast and as happened, by handing over responsibility one descends into slavery
– the converse of the automatic acquisition of responsibility with freedom. The
Torah’s objection to slavery is not so much to a Jew enslaving his fellow as to a
Jew allowing himself to be enslaved. Even today, without a king, our slavery to the
Israeli government is emphasised by that abominable obscenity the identity card,
and even worse, by the humiliation of the identity card number. Originally justified
as necessary for security, it is now, alas, viewed as something which is not only
‘not evil’ but even ‘good in its own right’!

Samuel reminded the people that whenever there had been trouble in the past,
G-d had sent them someone to deal with the emergency, and there was no need for
a king. The tradition that he then wrote the Book of Judges to emphasise his point
makes a great deal of sense, if we consider the main part of the book, down to the
death of Samson. No need for a king, proving Samuel’s point.

But then somebody – certainly not Samuel – added two stories as appendices to
the Book. Samuel, in the main part of the book, reiterates how things went right
when the people turned to G-d and wrong when they turned away. The appendices
just present unpleasant facts, leaving the reader to draw morals for himself, a task
not always easy. The main theme is stated four times, twice in each story: ‘In those
days there was no king in Israel.’ Twice, once in each story, this is followed by
‘Each person did that which was right in his own eyes.’ The message is clear:
Samuel ignored situations of anarchy when bad things happened which would not
have happened had there been a king. Even the Urim and Thummim, or whatever
was used to ‘ask G-d’, were not used correctly. These stories were presented as
showing that there was a need for a king, a central decision-making authority with
power to enforce decisions.

The above is offered as an introduction to a subject worthy of study. Such study
is vital to a religious Jew who is interested in political theory and looking for an
appropriate philosophy. Times and circumstances have changed considerably in the
500 years since Maimonides. Today one must go back to first principles.
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DIVIDE IT BY THREE

There is a popular fallacy that the Hebrew expression ¼ÒHÎKÕ DI ¼Î Hb means ‘double’.
This fallacy is so widespread that it has been absorbed into Modern Hebrew (along
with French Hill in Jerusalem named after General French and known in Hebrew
as ¼ß¼Î Hß LÙUÝ Lc KÉ ¼É L× DÆHU KÉ, but with less justification) which has even added to it ¼I¼D ¼Ñ LI ¼Î Hb/
¼Ý JK J× ¼Î Hb meaning treble, ten times, and so on. It is based on the occurrence here in
Deut. 21:17 – the expression occurs twice more in the Bible but the other
references are ignored – and is perhaps the best illustration of how we make a false
assumption, fix it into our minds, then read it into the Torah, without noticing what
the Torah actually says. The assumption here is that the Torah tells us that when
a man dies and leaves several sons, the firstborn takes a double portion, referred
to as ¼ÒHÎKÕ DI ¼Î Hb. Of course it does not tell us anything of the sort. The trouble arises
from learning Talmud without troubling to understand it properly, before learning
the text of the Torah instead of after.

But let us suppose that it did mean that. We then have the second case, when
Elijah was about to leave this world. He asked Elisha if there was anything he
could give him, and Elisha said (according to this idea) ‘Yes, give me twice your
spirit,’ or as our old friend King James put it, ‘let a double portion of thy spirit be
upon me’ (2 Kings 2:9). What could be more idiotic than to ask a man to give you
twice what he has of anything?

If you look carefully you will see that it is just as stupid here (‘by giving him
a double portion of all that he hath’ – King James), as it is not talking about the
amount of inheritance that the firstborn has relative to any other, but out of (and
thus relative to) the entire estate!

So we turn to the third occasion, which (unlike the second) nobody seems to be
even aware of. Zechariah (13:8) forecasts a calamity in which, throughout the entire
country, ¼Î Hb ¼ÒHÎKÕ DI will perish, while the third will remain. (Look it up for yourself.)
Quite clearly he means that two parts out of three will perish, the third part will
remain. In other words, ¼ÒHÎKÕ DI ¼Î Hb is two thirds!

And likewise here. The Torah is not telling us about a man who dies and leaves
several sons, but about a man who dies and leaves only two. (The law regarding the
firstborn when there are several sons is deduced from this, it is implied in the law
as stated, but it is not stated explicitly.) A man dies leaving, in the case given, only
two sons, one of whom is the firstborn, who is entitled to two thirds of all that the
father has (or ‘hath’ if you must). The other one has only one third, so the firstborn
gets double the amount that his brother gets, not double what the father leaves.

Likewise, ‘two thirds’ certainly makes far more sense with Elisha, who was far
too modest to ask for the lot. (In fairness, the N.E.B. does get it right.)
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The law regarding the firstborn, however many sons there are, is correct as we
learned it. He gets twice as much as any of the others, but in the language of the
Bible that is not called ¼ÒHÎKÕ DI ¼Î Hb. We have misunderstood the Hebrew expression
simply because we have not taken care to read carefully what the Torah says. The
expression ¼I¼D ¼Ñ LI ¼Î Hb (or ¼É LIDÑ DI ¼Î Hb) is not found in the Bible, but if it was used in
those days (which is possible) it probably meant three quarters.

There are other fallacies here. ¼É LÝÃÐ DT KÉ ¼ÍKb DI HÓ does not mean ‘the law of the
birthright’, but ‘the firstborn’s share’. ¼ÜÃÌ frequently means, not ‘a law’ but a
legally allotted or allocated portion (e.g. Gen. 47:22 where they ate it), and ¼Í Lb HI HÓ
is used here in the same sense. ¼ÉLÝÃÐ DT similarly refers not to an abstract right, but
to the actual inheritance, which has a cash value and can be sold (Gen. 25:31-3),
and which can be transferred (although here that is forbidden), as explained in 1
Chron. 5:1-3.

A FEW MORE WORDS

Lß¼Î HÑ Lß DÊ (21:22). Hanging was not used as a form of execution as it is today, nor
was a corpse hung from a tree by suspending it with a rope around its neck. The
corpse of an executed criminal, rebel, or leading enemy slain in battle was often
suspended by impaling it high up ‘facing the sun’ as an example to everybody,
hence the verbs ¼ÉWÑ Lf and K× IÜ¼D ¼É are often interchanged.

¼Ú I× here means either a tree or (as in Esther 5:14 etc.) a wooden post, but not a
gallows.

¼Ò¼Î HÑ DÙÂÕ (22:4). As a general rule, the word ¼Ñ IÙÂÕ is a past active participle (not
present), meaning not ‘falling’ but having fallen. It occurs with that meaning
frequently, as here. Incidentally the verb ¼ÑÃÙLÕ often (though not here) means to
desert (to the enemy in time of war).

In 24:6 ¼Ñ K× occurs four times: the first three times it means ‘on’, the fourth it
means ‘together with’.

WHICH IS THICKER?

In 23:8-9 we find that the Egyptian, who is not related by race, is permitted, but
the Ammonite or Moabite, who is related by race (descended from Abraham’s
nephew Lot), is not. Comparing the reasons in verses 5 and 8 shows that at times
water is thicker than blood!
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FIRST OF ALL . . .

On no less than three different occasions I have been asked to translate or proof-
read educational material prepared orginally in Hebrew by people who are very far
from ignorant of such matters, material which was in other respects very well
prepared, but which reached utter confusion with respect to bikkurim. The word
appears in the Torah a number of times with respect to two totally different things,
so let us try to sort it all out.

The word itself is not easy to translate, nor is its precise meaning too clear. We
find ¼F Dß LÓUÈ KÅ ¼Î IÝ¼X¼] HT ¼ß¼Î HI ¼Å IÝ more than once. Since it says ¼F Dß LÓUÈ KÅ , your land, it cannot
mean “fruit” thereby restricting it to the produce of trees alone, but means produce
(though it can include fruit). As ¼ß¼Î HI ¼Å IÝ means “the first of”, ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼] HT cannot simply
mean “the first” or the expression is simply being duplicated to no useful purpose.
Probably the latter is the early part of the crop, which is usually of best quality -
the expression “prime produce” conveys the idea very well. ¼ß¼Î HI ¼Å IÝ would then
mean “the very first pickings”. These are to be brought to the Sanctuary (Exodus
23:19 and 34:26), and here (Deuteronomy 26:1-11) we are given full details of the
ceremony which is to accompany the bringing of these bikkurim, although the word
itself is not used here.

We rely on a tradition that this applies not to all produce, but only to the “seven
types”. These are wheat (and its sub-species spelt) and barley among ground crops
(the rabbis include also two other types of corn - rye and oats);4 and grapes, figs,
pomegranates, olives and dates, among fruit (Deut. 8:8).

These are the “personal bikkurim”, which each individual is obliged to bring as
an offering, according to which of them (if any) he grows on his land. The time at
which he brings them obviously depends largely on the season at which they ripen
- sometimes he can preserve them and bring them later, but never earlier! Barley
ripens in Israel in the early spring, wheat a few weeks later, grapes, figs, dates and
pomegranates in the late spring or summer, and olives - if at all - in the late
summer or autumn. (On alternate years the olive crop is very small or even non-
existent. How the olives know which year to produce fruit is a mystery.)

In Second Temple times it was customary for people to go to Jerusalem in local
district groups in order to offer their bikkurim, with ceremonies accompanying their
journey and their arrival. The description of this given in the third chapter of
Mishnah Bikkurim is not a description of pilgrims going to Jerusalem on the
pilgrim festivals of Pesach, Shavuot and Succot! However, to avoid an extra

4. Not all types of corn are included: maize for instance, which Americans refer to simply
as ‘corn’, is not among them.
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journey, a person could take with him on those occasions such bikkurim as he had
available and ready to take.

Now let us consider something else, also called bikkurim. It is the same word,
with the same meaning, but used in reference to a totally unconnected law. Two
loaves of bread, made from wheat bikkurim, were offered by the priests in the
Sanctuary on behalf of the entire population, in other words as a public offering,
accompanied by appropriate ceremony; and this was done on the Festival of
Shavuot, which was therefore known as the Day of the Bikkurim (Lev. 23:15-21,
Num. 28:26, compare Deut. 16:9-10). Shavuot, which is essentially the festival of
celebration of the wheat harvest, took place exactly seven weeks after the
celebration of the beginning of the barley harvest, when the omer was brought. It
is clear that the personal bikkurim referred to above had no connection whatsoever
with the festival of Shavuot, when the public bikkurim (wheat only) were offered.5

In describing the offerings, and specifically the minhah (meal offering), in the
second chapter of Leviticus, we meet the ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼] HT ¼ß KÌ DÕ HÓ (Lev. 2:14-16) the meaning
of which is controversial. Some (e.g. Ibn Ezra) assume that this is a voluntary
offering (of barley only) similar to the (compulsory) personal bikkurim mentioned
above. Others (e.g. Rashi) assume that the word is used with a third connotation,
unconnected with either of the above, and refers to the public offering of the barley
omer. The text is certainly not clear. If you find this a little too confusing, leave
this one out for the while, and concentrate on the two main meanings given above.

THE DECLAMATION

The Mishnah (Pesahim 10:4) states that on the seder night we are to read and
explain the entire declamation ¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼È IÆÃÅ ¼Î H_KÝFÅ down to the end of the parashah!
However this may be interpreted, it must at least include verse 9, which has been
omitted from our haggadahs. The reason, perhaps understandable, certainly does not
apply to Jews living in Israel, and verse 9 should be reinstated.

5. From the use of the same word for both things, the rabbis did indeed deduce a certain law
of procedure, but that is a technical matter of talmudic deduction not for beginners.
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DON’T SWEEP IT UNDER THE CARPET

Ki Mitsion does not set out to preach morality to its readers, but does aim to
help its readers tackle problems arising from what is written in the Torah, in
particular problems liable to be raised by children and pupils. This edition is
cheating a bit, by dealing with a problem only indirectly associated with the week’s
parashot (which, incidentally, were originally one parashah, compensated by
Mishpatim being two – Mishpatim and Im Kesef.)

¼ ¼É ¼È K× Lf DÆ KI DÊ. The Hebrew word teshuvah (in this sense), translated by ‘return’,
a word which, in this context, does not convey any real meaning, is complementary
to ‘repentance’, for which there appears to be no suitable Hebrew word; the two
generally go together, but are not the same. Teshuvah means going straight from
now on, never mind the past. The concept is simple and needs no explanation.
However, ingrained habits and instinctive reactions to the environment make it hard
– at times impossible – to implement in practice, unless it is preceded by
repentance, broadly speaking regret over the past. Repentance is a much more
complex concept, which needs explanation and elaboration; the elements of which
it is composed include recognising the fault (or ‘sin’), admitting it (‘confession’),
regretting it (‘remorse’), making amends (‘atonement’) where possible, resolving
to reform (‘resolution’), asking to be forgiven (‘apology’?), and receiving pardon
(forgiveness). We will merely consider a problem connected with the last two –
begging and receiving pardon.

Surprisingly, both (!) of these are expressed in the Torah by the verb ¼Ý Ib K] (e.g.
Gen. 32:21 and Deut. 21:8) ‘to cover’. The noun is ¼Ý JÙÃ] or ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ ObH] (rabbinic ¼É LÝ LbK]
from the Aramaic) ‘covering’ (Gen. 6:14) and ¼ßJÝÃb K] a cover or lid. The idea is to
‘cover over’ past wrongs with a clean sheet. One may then start again without
being handicapped by the past, which is ‘forgiven’ (¼ÌKÑ DÖHÕ) – e.g. Lev. 4:26, etc.

What is the point of it all? To an ordinary simple person, the point of starting
to go straight is to avoid the punishment involved (including carrying a troubled
conscience) in doing wrong. Teshuvah obviously prevents him entering into further
punishable actions. Repentance enables him, so he believes, to escape punishment
for what he has already done, and he is encouraged in this belief. But is this true?
And if not, then, once again, what is the point of it?

There is no mention in the Torah (only in the midrash quoted by Rashi) of Israel
being forgiven for the sin of the Golden Calf; Moses’s entreaties merely got the
bulk of the punishment deferred (Exodus 32:34). But for the sin at Kadesh Barnea
we are told clearly that they were forgiven ( ¼Î Hf DÌKÑ LÖ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ Num.14:20). Yet they
were still punished. David repented for both of his sins (Bathsheba and the census)
but did not avert the punishment.
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If repentance, however sincere, does not avert the punishment, what is its
significance, and is it worthwhile? What does the penitent get in return? Above all,
why if the sin is ‘forgiven’ is the punishment not averted?

The last is the easiest to answer. As we have seen in the case of Moses (and
similarly with Lot’s wife), the punishment is often not really an expression of G-d’s
anger, though it may be considered as such, but is an inevitable consequence of an
action. The punishment was not created as a result of the sin, but was there first,
waiting. In such a case (and we cannot always recognise such cases) repentance
cannot avert an inevitable consequence. Instead, G-d gives compensation in one or
more of a number of different ways. Here are a few possibilities, in cases where the
punishment itself cannot be mitigated (which it often can):

(a) the one who repents is given the strength to enable him to accept, endure and
survive the punishment;

(b) he may benefit from the suffering it entails, if it helps him to straighten out his
mind, making it easier for him to go straight in the future (teshuvah, see above);

(c) the repentance itself (irrespective of punishment) enables him to go straight in
the future (teshuvah), averting further punishment, which he might find impossible
without prior repentance;

(d) the one who has repented and accepts his punishment will be able to appreciate
and take advantage of the blessings that arise out of the very curses he endures;

(e) an independent blessing is given as compensation.

These can make repentance worth while even when the punishment cannot be
averted. Lack of space prevents illustrating these properly from the Torah, but some
excellent examples may be found in the life of Jacob after he deceived his father,
and in the wanderings of Israel after Kadesh Barnea.

The above are not clear-cut statements, but hint at ideas which need to be
expanded and developed. Here is not the place even if we had the room, but the
reader can find examples in literature – especially in the Torah – and in real life,
and develop the ideas for use in a sermon, in an article, in a book or in the
classroom. Over to you!
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MUD, MUD, GLORIOUS MUD! 6

¼ÒLT ¼Ì K̂ KIFÅ ¼ßÃÓ IÉ DT ¼Ô JI DÊ. ‘I will unleash ( ¼Ì K̂ KIFÅ – ‘send’ would be ¼ÌKÑ DI JÅ) the tooth (or
teeth) of domestic animals on them.’ What will they do with their teeth? Eat the
crops? They do that to some extent anyway, but what sort of threat is this, to
compare with those preceding and following it? It means ‘wild animals’? No! That
would imply a clear mistake (and a ridiculous one at that, not even a copyist’s
error), which is completely unacceptable. ¼É LÓ IÉ DT always means domestic animals,
never wild animals.

Well, not exactly. ¼É LÓ IÉ DT is a (feminine) collective noun, that is to say it is
singular in grammar but plural in meaning (like ‘fruit’). Only very rarely in the
Bible does it refer to a single animal (although in post-biblical Hebrew it normally
does), and only rarely, in poetry, do we meet the plural form ¼ß¼D ¼Ó IÉ DT. But in Job
40:15 we find a different ¼ßÃÓ IÉ DT, quite definitely a masculine singular noun with an
entirely different meaning. It refers to the hippopotamus, of which a very
interesting description is given. It is worth while here to add to that description a
few words quoted from Everyman’s Encyclopaedia: ‘By day it is sleepy . . . but by
night it . . . will make substantial inroads into crops and cause great destruction.’
It has teeth two feet (over half a metre) long, which cut grass like a sword or
sickle. In other words, with its teeth it leaves a trail of great destruction in its wake.
As it is (or at least was) found by the banks of the Nile, the Israelites coming out
of Egypt were familiar with it, and its behaviour was doubtless proverbial.

Its use here then makes sense. Certainly an invasion of hippopotami (led by
Flanders and Swann?) is not what is being threatened. In our own language we use
idiomatic and metaphorical expressions all the time, yet for some obscure reason
we insist that anything found in Classical Hebrew must be capable of being
dissected and taken strictly literally. If you say that a person is likely to ‘get into
hot water’ you do not mean that someone is going to literally immerse him in pre-
heated H2O, but that the effect will be similar. Here, likewise, the threat is of an
invading army that will leave in its wake a massive trail of destruction throughout
the country, reminiscent of a field of crops at which a hippo has ‘had a go’, only,
of course, on a much larger scale.

6. Flanders and Swann were a famous pair of radio comedians who composed and sang
songs with humorous, often sarcastic, words. One of these was called ‘The Hippopotamus
Song’, of which the chorus to each verse began ‘Mud, mud, glorious mud’.
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ALAS! ANOTHER IDIOM

¼Æ¼X¼Ë L× DÊ ¼Ý¼X ¼Û L× ¼Ö JÙ JÅ DÊ (see also 2 Kings 14:26) appears to be the cry of the defeated:
‘Alas! All is lost!’ Dissecting the words will not help you much here, either.

A FEW MORE WORDS

¼Î Iß¼ÊGÓ LT (32:13). This is not a genuine case of ¼Æ¼Î Hß DÐ¼X ¼ÎVÝ DÜ, a word not pronounced
as written. The kamats underneath the mem is short (To not Ra) and this is emphasised
by its being followed by a silent vav. It is quite common in the Tanakh for a silent
vav to follow a short kamats, just as it often follows a holem. (We follow a
convention among most scribes to write the holem on top of the vav D instead of
over the previous letter where it belongs, and think of the D as being the holem,
which it is not. There is a silent vav following the holem vowel. And this often
happens also after a short kamets.)

For the same reason, to further emphasise that the vowel is pronounced To it is
written here as a hataf GÓ instead of LÓ, but it is not really a hataf. In old
manuscripts, scribes (especially Sephardim) often confused the short kamets (known
as kamets hatuf) with the hataf kamets, a half-vowel replacing a sheva, which
strictly occurs only under the letters × Ì É Å.

¼ÒLÝ¼ÎHÇ DÖ HÉ (32:30). The verb does not directly mean ‘to hand over’ but to shut (i.e.
lock) someone up, or cause someone to be shut up, which is what happens when
you hand him over to his enemy. Compare 23:16, where the master will lock up a
recaptured slave to prevent his trying to escape again. With ¼Ô IÉÃ] KÉ ¼Ý¼ÎHU DÖ HÉ DÊ (Leviticus
13:4) the meaning is unambiguous.

¼Ø IÖ LÅ IÉ DÊ (32:50). The root ¼ØÃÖ LÅ does sometimes mean to collect or gather, and
hence to assemble, but more often it simply means ‘to take (or bring) in’. Here, as
we have an imperative, the word is used in a reflexive sense (the original meaning
of the niphal form) and not a passive (the more common use, but not the original),
since in Hebrew there is no imperative in the passive. ‘Take yourself in’ or more
simply, ‘Enter ...!’

¼È KÜ¼Î HfKÊ (32:22). To burn (kal, intransitive, a fire burns). Contrast ¼È KÜ¼X ¼f (Lev.6:6)
‘be made to burn’ (hophal).
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ROYAL EXCHANGE 7

¼E JÑ JÓ ¼Ô¼X ¼Ý OI¼Î HÆ ¼Î HÉ DÎKÊ. Who was king, Moses or G-d? Without taking sides in the
controversy, the second opinion gives us an excuse to digress and consider an
important problem in education. Although it involves theology, the problem is not
one of theology but of education.

How do you define something which already exists (as against creating a new
definition)? Try to define a table. You need to describe it by comparison with
something with which your audience is already familiar. You will find that you
cannot do this precisely; so you start with a rough idea, and as your listener
becomes familiar with the thing, he gets the ‘feel’ of it and understands it.

Now try to define G-d. Of course you can’t, and there is nothing similar with
which to compare him. But as you have to know what you are talking about, you
must start somewhere, with a comparison which you later modify.

The commonest approach in the Bible is to start with the idea of a god, then the
god of Israel, extended to be the One and Only God, creator and organiser of the
entire world. All this presupposes that you know what a god is in the first place.
In biblical times this was no problem. Everyone knew what a god was. They were
fashionable, thousands of them fighting each other; each had a function, and our job
was to unite into a single Source those functions worth uniting, and throw out the
rest.

In talmudic times, things were a bit different. Gods still existed, the Romans had
dozens of them, but were no longer taken very seriously. So the rabbis turned to
a less frequent biblical comparison, the King. G-d is compared first to a king, then
he is not just any old king but the Supreme King. As there were lots of emperors
about at the time who called themselves ‘King of kings’, we find the Supreme King
referred to as the King of Emperors.

This description, ¼Ò¼Î HÐ LÑ DÓ KÉ ¼Î IÐ DÑ KÓ ¼E JÑ JÓ , still used in the prayers and in aggadic
literature and sermons more than any other, raises an important question from the
point of view of the young pupil: ‘What is a king?’ Or, to be more accurate, ‘What
was a king?’, because even if you can find a modern king he is not taken seriously.
He is a figurehead and symbol, leading actor in fascinating ceremonies who,
without interfering in government, acts as a point of political stability between
regimes. In biblical times such a person was not called a king, but High Priest. So
we are concerned with an ancient king, not a modern one.

7. The name of a famous building in the City of London.
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This means that in order to introduce a child to G-d, we have to first explain to
him the idea of an ancient king. He will never meet one, nor anyone who has seen
one. His image will be hazy and vague, and probably highly inaccurate. But we
have to get him to grasp the idea as best he can, so that he can then go on from
there and begin to grasp the idea of G-d.

In ‘those days’ everyone was brought up to assume that a slave had his place,
and was in duty bound to respect, serve and obey his master; and everyone was a
servant or slave (in Hebrew the same word, ¼È JÆ J×) of the king, to whom he owed
respect, service, obedience and loyalty, and before whom he might have to crave
mercy. Nobody asked ‘why?’. In talmudic times all this was taken for granted.
Today, there are no masters and no slaves, not even servants. A king had to be
obeyed – obwhat??? Obedience and duty are obsolete concepts, respect is rare,
loyalty even rarer, bowing is ridiculed, and nobody owes anyone anything unless
he has first received (and in Israel not always even then). We have to teach the
child all these concepts, entirely absent from and in some cases rejected by our
current education system, so that he can understand what an ancient king was, in
order that he may grasp the idea of G-d. Is it really worth all the trouble? Not that
one should shirk trouble in teaching a child about G-d, but consider what sort of
distorted idea he is going to get after all this roundabout approach. Where does it
lead him? Since an ancient king is, in a child’s mind, at best something highly
artificial, G-d whose description is based on that of an ancient king is even more
artificial!

What does G-d actually do? What is he there for? What difference does it make
to us whether he is there or not? And what has this to do with eating or not eating
pork? These are the sort of questions to which the child needs answers, whether he
asks the questions or not. And presenting him with G-d as ‘a king’ is not going to
help him one iota in understanding the answers. It doesn’t even help us. We do not
feel any meaning in it. Alright, leave the prayers alone just as the rabbis left the
biblical comparisons. We still repeat ¼Ò¼Î HÑ IÅ LT ¼F¼D ¼ÓLÐ ¼Î HÓ ‘Who is like you among the
gods ....?’ even though we no longer have any gods, so we can keep the ‘kings’
without having any; but we must have something meaningful as well!

Lots of answers, unsatisfactory in varying degrees, spring to mind. We need a
meaningful answer that is satisfactory – both to ourselves and to our children. For
instance, while the child does not understand ‘obey’ or even ‘command’ (still less
‘commandment’), he does know – better than you or I do – that the thing might
work but won’t work properly unless you carefully follow all the instructions.

Could we start there? The Torah is the book of instructions for life, and God is
the one who has given it. Not sufficient, but certainly a step nearer to what we are
looking for. We need to think along these lines.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+
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WHAT HAD HAPPENED?

A word of warning – this week it’s tough! Hard going and complicated, but
important. Hold tight! Here goes!

Rashi in one of his comments refers casually to a grammatical point, apparently
merely drawing the reader’s attention to something the reader is familiar with. The
point in question is ignored by all the grammar books, and one may wonder where
Rashi got it from, but it is obviously valid (it can easily be checked) and important.

Unfortunately he quotes it in a case where a word normally misunderstood
occurs, which complicates the whole thing, as we do not wish to translate his
example with the wrong meaning, and the correct meaning is not easy to express
in English. We’ll do our best.

The verb K×ÃÈLÎ does not mean ‘to know’, as popularly understood, just as ¼Ô IÆ LÉ
does not mean ‘to understand’. Both English verbs, know and understand, refer to
a state of affairs, like when a person ‘is sitting’. The Hebrew ÔÆÉ means ‘to grasp’,
in other words to get to understand. (It is for this reason that in modern Hebrew
one asks B Lf DÕ KÆ IÉ ‘do you understand?’, literally the perfect tense ‘have you grasped?’
The use of BÔÎÆÓ ÉßÅ is slang copied from English.) So the verb ¼Ô IÆ LÉ does not
describe a state of affairs, but something that happens, like when a person ‘sits
down’. Likewise, K×ÃÈLÎ means ‘to get to know’, sometimes ‘to realise’, ‘to find out’.
The Biblical Hebrew for ‘I know’ is not K×IÈ¼D¼Î ¼ÎHÕFÅ (as in modern or even mediaeval
Hebrew) but ¼Î Hf D×KÈLÎ, (lit. ‘I have discovered’). ¼ß K×KV KÉ ¼Ú I× is not strictly the tree of
knowledge, but the tree of discovery. Eating its fruit enables you to get to know,
to find out, about right and wrong. (No, not ‘evil’, a word with which King James
is obsessed. Normally ‘good and bad’, but not here.) More relevant to our
discussion, in 4:1 Adam did not ‘know’ Eve (a euphemism for sex) but ‘got to
know’ her, which makes more sense of the idiom.

Have you got this clear so far? Because Rashi points to a further complication,
which in English translation appears to contradict what we have just said. It does
not say ‘Then Adam got to know Eve’ (4:1) because that, says Rashi (ibid.) would
be ¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ ¼×FÈI[KÊ, which is not what is written. What it does say is ¼×KÈLÎ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ DÊ,
meaning ‘Now Adam had got to know ...’, a tense that grammarians call the
‘pluperfect’. Too much? Then let us leave it for a bit and turn to the only other
case where Rashi raises the same point (although it applies frequently), without the
complication of an awkward verb.
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In 21:1 ¼É LÝ LK ¼ß JÅ ¼È KÜ Lb ¼ ¼ÉKÊ does not mean ‘Then G-d remembered Sarah’ because
that would be SSS ¼ ¼É ¼ÈÃÜ DÙH[KÊ. It means ‘Now G-d had remembered Sarah’, in other
words previously, before the last matter mentioned. The latter was the story of
Abimelech, and G-d had remembered her and caused her to conceive, or in modern
English to become pregnant, before that. Rashi mentions this in a bit that is missed
out of most of our editions (see Torat Hayyim, Rashi on Gen. 21:1), but explains
it more fully in his comments on Talmud Bava Kama 92a. Rashi tells us that the
text wants to reassure us that Abraham was the father, not Abimelech. (Rashi lived
before King James, and would have been horrified by the latter’s worse allegation,
based on Christian theology elsewhere, that G-d – heaven help us – visited Sarah!)

Here too, in 4:1, Rashi points out that it does not say ‘Then Adam got to know
...’ but ‘Now Adam had got to know ...’ previously, before the last incident, the
expulsion from Eden. Rashi wishes to contradict the Christian idea that Adam’s sin
was sex, something wicked later legitimized as a concession. Sex, says Rashi, took
place before eating the ‘apple’ (or whatever).

The normal Hebrew word-order in narrative puts the subject, if there is one, after
the verb. Putting the subject before the verb implies a relative tense – this is too
complicated to explain here, but the simplest and most common case is where the
verb is ‘past’ and the narrative is about the past, as here, and we have a pluperfect.
This occurs frequently in the Bible; one place with which we are all familiar is at
the end of the Song of the Red Sea:

SSSSS XÐ DÑ LÉ Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DÆX SSSSS É Æ JIL[KÊ SSSSS ÉÃ×UÝ Kb ÖXÖ Å LÆ Î H]
‘For Pharaoh’s horses came ..... and G-d brought back ..... while the Israelites had
walked on the dry land (before the sea came back on the Egyptians)’.

The rule must be applied, among other places, to the verse ¼É Lß DÎ LÉ ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ DÊ (1:2) in
order to make sense of the verse. (‘When G-d began to create the Sky and the
Earth, he said “Let there be light!”’ with verse 2 entirely in brackets – Rashi as
correctly quoted by Nachmanides, who disagrees but at least quotes correctly.)

Even more important is the application of Rashi’s rule three verses down (4:4)
‘Now Abel too had brought’, before Cain (compare 19:38), which alters the story
completely, and which we have no room to explain here.

Well, you were warned at the beginning!
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Series II No. 2 +4

GOOD OR BAD?

Bernard Shaw’s criticisms of certain ideas contained in the Bible are generally
sneered at by the traditionally religious, who have failed to answer him correctly
– namely that sometimes the criticism is in fact implied in the Bible itself! This
applies both to Job and to Noah.

On leaving the Ark, Noah offered animals and birds as olah sacrifices to G-d.
When G-d KÌÃÌ¼Î H̀ KÉ KÌ¼Î IÝ ¼ß JÅ SSS ¼ÌKÝL[KÊ ‘smelt the relaxing aroma’ (note the translation,
by the way), his reaction cannot be interpreted as one of pleasure. ‘Now I see that
man is inherently bad’ are words not of appreciation or of gratitude, but of
exasperation! Noah had been asked to take in animals and birds to preserve them,
‘to keep them alive’ (6:20, 7:3), and the first thing he does on leaving the Ark, with
the best of intentions, is to take some of them and kill them! It is with such good
intentions that the Road to Hell is paved. (The most harm is often done, not by the
wicked, but by those who refuse to listen and ‘mean well’.)

‘I have two alternatives’ said G-d. ‘I can dispose of Noah as well, and start all
over again. Or I can give him a chance – he has, after all, tried very hard – but if
so I must make a few concessions.’

WHY ALL THIS ANYWAY?

The Torah was given to serve the people of Israel as a constitution for a nation
living in a country which they had not yet reached, and as a guide to life for the
individual members of that nation. The need to explain its own religious basis, as
well as how the rights of the people to that country came to be granted, necessitated
a history from the time of Abraham. However, what need was there for the pre-
history in the first few chapters? We will allow the story of the Creation, to extend
the religious basis of the Torah from a national one to a universal one, and to
introduce the concept of the Sabbath. We will allow the line of descent of Abraham
from the first man, but why stop on the way for stories? Alright, the stories of the
Garden of Eden and of Cain and Abel contain moral lessons, so does that of Noah’s
Flood, but why all the detail? In what way does the number of days the rain fell,
or the size of the Ark, or the types of birds sent out to see if it was dry outside
affect the people of Israel? We do not even have a festival to celebrate it!

The answer is found in the works of the Italian Rabbi Umberto Cassuto, staunch
defender of traditional Jewish belief against heresy and in particular against ‘Bible
criticism’, professor at the Hebrew University, who was respected by the secular
in Israel and for that alone automatically disqualified in religious circles. As an
expert in the ancient history and cultures of Mesopotamia and Canaan, Cassuto was
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able to present a background (on which we have taken the liberty to elaborate).

Legends of ancient historical events and about the origins of the world (usually
with a religious aspect) have always abounded everywhere. (The latest is called
‘Big Bang’.) In ancient Mesopotamia these were even written on clay tablets, but
as few people could read, the main transmission was still by word of mouth from
father to son, generation to generation. Learning them by heart was not difficult –
in the days even before Mother Goose or Mickey Mouse, long before television was
invented (there really was such a time!) children would be fascinated by the stories
and demand to hear them told over and over again. There was little else in general
education anyway.

Among the most popular in Mesopotamia was the Epic of Gilgamesh, of which
copies have been unearthed in towns hundreds of miles apart. This included the
story of Ut Napishtim, who was saved from a great flood by building some sort of
boat, for which he thanked the gods. All these legends contained both religious and
moral ideas that conflicted fundamentally with those of the Torah.

With no Superman or Star Wars to oust them, the legends would not die out of
their own accord. The people might accept the Torah, destroy the idols, yet at the
same time not abandon the legends. They would tell their children, as instructed,
the stories of the Exodus and Mount Sinai (Ex. 13:8, Deut. 4:9 etc.) – and they did
so (Jud. 6:13) – but also of Ut Napishtim and how the gods fought each other when
the world was created. To criticise these legends or to forbid them would draw
attention to them, and the Torah wanted them forgotten.

Therefore, says Cassuto, the Torah simply ignored their existence, but presented
its own version of the events as an alternative, teaching a different set of moral
values. The pre-Abraham stories parallel the legends, and we can now see why they
were so important. We can also see why, in the story of Noah, so much detail that
appears to us to be totally irrelevant and out of place is really necessary. Telling
the story of Noah in our own words, with all the details that the children demand,
might even today help to counter some of the harm done by the more obnoxious of
computer games and television programmes.

Cassuto’s commentary on Bereshit (Genesis) – beware of one ‘using Cassuto’s system’ – is available both in Hebrew and in English
from Magnus Press (Hebrew University) Jerusalem.
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WHERE WAS SODOM?

‘Abram lived in Canaan, and Lot lived in [the district of] the towns of the Basin
( ¼ÝL] H] – not ‘plain’) and pitched his tent as far as Sodom’ (Gen. 13:12) So the Basin,
and its towns, were not in Canaan! They were across the Jordan. When Lot later
went up into the mountains, it was those on the east of the Jordan, where his
descendants later established the kingdoms of Ammon and Moab.

In the brief description of the Battle of the Dead Sea, an important problem
arises that is generally overlooked. In a battle, dangers in the local terrain always
help the defenders, who are familiar with their own territory, against invaders who
are not. The Vale of Siddim was full of pits of asphalt (Gen. 14:10), yet it was not
the kings of Elam and Sumer, but those of Sodom and Gomorrah who fell there!
This puzzled me for years.

The explorer George Adam Smith (no relation), in his classic work The
Historical Geography of the Holy Land, correctly points out that the idea that
Sodom was covered by the Dead Sea is a piece of post-biblical imagination. He
considers the debate on whether the Sodom of Genesis was to the north or south
of the Dead Sea (Jewish tradition favouring the south). The biblical evidence for
the north is that it is called the Basin of the Jordan, that Abram and Lot saw the
place from near Bethel (13:3,10), and that the four kings, coming north from
Kadesh, reached Hazazon-Tamar (identified in 2 Chron. 20:2 with Ein Gedi,
halfway up the Dead Sea on the west) before they reached Sodom. Citing other
(non-biblical) evidence for both north and south in turn, he concludes ‘We can only
wonder at the confidence with which writers dogmatically decide in favour of one
or the other.’

Others quote the asphalt, found in the south. But the story of Ahimaaz passing
the Cushite by running across the Basin (2 Sam. 18:23) does not fit this. Most
important, we read in Deut. 34:3 that Moses saw ‘the Basin, the Valley of Jericho
as far as Zoar’. The Basin was facing Jericho. How then do we explain the asphalt?

The invaders came and left a trail of destruction in their wake, starting in the
north of Transjordan, working their way southwards and turning right to Kadesh,
then returning northwards to Ein Gedi, on their way to Sodom and Gomorrah.
Perhaps it was only when they reached Ein Gedi that they realised that they could
go no further. Until after the Six Day War, when the Israeli army blasted a road on
the north-western bank of the Dead Sea, the cliffs came as far as the water, and
there was no direct access between Ein Gedi and Jericho. Dangerous mountain
paths through the Judaean desert could be negotiated by mules led by experienced
guides in a region (including Kumran) nowadays accessed by helicopter, but it was
impossible to get an army through. On the other hand, news would have got
through. The invading army had to turn back south and go round the Dead Sea.
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The five kings of the Basin did not wait – they went out to meet the invaders
and fight them (14:8), and the battle took place in the Valley of Siddim. This (and
not the towns) was in the south, full of pits of asphalt. The Dead Sea is some 50
miles long, the people of Sodom, who hated visitors, kept to themselves and
probably never travelled, so they found themselves in strange territory, and did not
recognise the dangers of pits of asphalt.

The invaders, however, included Amraphel, king of Shinar (Babylon, see 11:1,9)
where asphalt was plentiful (11:3). His soldiers would have recognised it, known
how to behave in such terrain, and warned their allies.

Siddim was south of the Dead Sea, Sodom was north.

WAIVING ONE’S RIGHTS

‘That you should not say “I have made Abram rich!” . . . what the men have
eaten . . . will take their share.’ Abraham’s reply to the King of Sodom requires
very careful study. At least four major points are involved:

1. Abraham did not disclaim his rights, merely expressed his determination not to
exercise them.

2. This was for a special reason in special circumstances, otherwise he would have
acted differently. (Compare his attitude later (21:30) to Abimelech over the well.)

3. He took his expenses (‘eaten’), not affected by this.

4. He insisted that the rights of others be maintained.

This is in direct contrast to traditional diaspora teaching that you should always
waive your rights (‘though I need not waive mine’), especially in the interests of
peace. For many generations, Jews have had this teaching used against them as
moral blackmail by their parents, by their teachers, and by the Gentiles, because we
search for our ideas in books of ethics and philosophy instead of the Torah itself.
Modern ideas go even further – I may give away what is yours, to a common
enemy, in the aforesaid interests, and you must thank me for doing so!

If the opportunity is granted, we may elaborate on this very important subject
on another occasion.
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$<-)Series II No. 4

LOT’S WIFE

Many of us have read or heard the story of two men who lived in a log cabin up
in the Rocky Mountains. One of them was injured, the other went out in a blizzard
to get help. He did not make it – they found him next day, frozen to death, standing
up. Completely covered in snow, looking like a snowman, he had become a pillar
of snow.

Anyone in the region turning round to watch fire, brimstone (sulphur) and salt
(Deut. 29:22), apparently sent up by a volcanic eruption or an underground gas
explosion, raining down on Sodom, is liable to become hypnotised by the fantastic
firework display, and to stand transfixed until overtaken by it and it is too late to
escape. He, or she, will get covered in so much salt as to be unable to move or
breathe – and to become a pillar of salt. Only our imagination, not the text, tells
us that when Lot’s wife looked back her body became converted into sodium or
potassium chloride. The salt would eventually erode the body, but the body was
initially intact.

[A digression. We find in 19:23-24 that when Lot arrived at Zoar at or just after sunrise,
¼Ý¼Î HÍ DÓ HÉ ¼ ¼ÉKÊ G-d had already rained brimstone etc. on Sodom, and not waited. When
Abraham got up early in the morning and took a look, he only saw smoke, it was ‘all over
bar the shouting’. The remark in verse 22 that nothing could be done until Lot arrived at
Zoar was apparently to make him hurry.]

The difference is of fundamental importance. The way we were taught, G-d
wanted Lot and his wife and daughters, for some unknown reason, not to look back,
and told them so. His wife disobeyed, and an angry Deity lost his temper and
punished her by a supernatural action. Warning to children, not to disobey. Until
one day the child does something wrong, feels a conscience, and waits for the
thunderbolt from heaven. He expects his punishment any minute. Only it doesn’t
come. Gradually he realises that it is not going to come. All these stories are fairy
tales. Bang goes his faith!

What we really have is something quite different. The punishment is not caused
by the sin, it is there first. The instruction not to look back was in order to avoid
the punishment, if you don’t obey you fall in.

Here is an analogy. There is a battle nearby. You are a soldier guarding the road.
A civilian woman wants to pass, you tell her to make a long detour. ‘Why?’ ‘Never
mind why, just do what I say!’ You cannot, dare not tell her that the road ahead is
mined. Of course, if she makes the detour you cannot guarantee that she will not
be killed in some other (unforeseen) way. Nor can you be certain that if she walks
through the minefield she will necessarily be blown up. But we have an idea of the
odds each way.
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In KM I on ßÜÌ and ÔÕÌßÅÊ we considered how the punishment of Moses was
an inevitable consequence of disobedience. Obedience would have enabled him to
avoid it. Life is full of pitfalls, and the Torah is a guide that helps you to avoid
many, perhaps most of them. The punishments are not the vengeance of an angry
G-d, but inevitable consequences that can be avoided by obedience. As with the
minefield, you might disobey and get away with it – once, twice – but sooner or
later you will fall. (And of course, each time that you do get away with it you are
tempted to try again.) We do not always see how it works, though we can often
understand the mechanism in retrospect. The lesson of a Mrs. Lot who was covered
in salt is a far more important, practical, realistic and relevant one than that of a
woman whose entire body was miraculously converted into sodium or potassium
chloride.

KNOW THY EXITS AND THY ENTRANCES 8

Some words get confused. ¼Ý K× KI (19:1) refers not to the gate, but to the large
public square inside the gates, where business was transacted, so that visiting
traders need not enter the town, and spies were kept out (normal practice in
Canaan). The town gates are called ¼ÒHÎ KßLÑUV.

In 19:6, S S S ¼ß JÑJV KÉ DÊ ¼B ¼É LÌ Dß Jb KÉ ‘to the entrance, and closed the door behind him’. A
large modern building has a reception area, an ‘entrance hall’, just inside the front
door. In a hot climate, a house had an entrance area, called ¼Ì Kß Jb, which was
outside, roughly the front garden. The word does not mean door (which is ¼ßJÑJV),
and seldom even doorway. (Hence ¼È I×¼D ¼Ó ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ ¼Ì Kß Jb, the Tabernacle courtyard or
reception area, not the actual doorway.) Note throughout the story the difference,
unnoticed by King James, between ¼Ì Kß Jb and ¼ßJÑ JV. In verse 11, the men who were
in the entrance (front garden) were smitten by blindness and tried to find the ¼Ì Kß Jb
– in this case not the entrance, as they were already there! Probably the exit, they
were trying to find the way out!

Incidentally, the Hebrew for blindness is ¼Ô¼D ¼ÝLX H×. The word ¼Ò¼ÎVÝIÊ DÕ KÖ (occurring
elsewhere only in 2 Kings 6:18, in a similar context,) probably refers to some
substance(s) that cause(s) temporary blindness (cf. tear gas).

8. ‘They have their exits and their entrances’ – Shakepear.
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THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE

¼Î HÅÃÝ ¼Î KÌKÑ ¼Ý IÅ DT ¼Ò H× ¼Ü LÌ DÛHÎ ¼Æ JII[KÊ (25:11). Isaac lived alongside Beer Lahai Roi. (In a
context such as this, ¼Ò H× means ‘alongside’, cf. Judges 18:3 and 19:11. The use of
T would have implied that he lived inside the well, which he didn’t.) Two questions
immediately spring to mind: ‘Why?’ and ‘So what?’. We will see that this
apparently insignificant piece of information, occupying less than half a verse,
provides an extremely important lesson, and also illustrates the function of Isaac.

(Consideration of our questions also illustrates a method of study that is
insufficiently used – when you have a question, do not worry too much about
finding an answer quickly, but concentrate on the question itself, and the answer
may come of its own accord.)

First, let us ask ourselves ‘Where exactly was Beer Lahai Roi?’ Good question!
The Torah itself assumes that you do not know, that practically nobody knows, so
it goes out of its way to tell you that it was between Kadesh and Bared (16:14),
assuming (perhaps over-optimistically) that you know where Kadesh and Bared are.
If you don’t, then you certainly haven’t heard of Beer Lahai Roi, or at least hadn’t
until you read about it in the Torah. In other words it is a – no, not G-d-forsaken,
that it certainly was not, but a dot on the map, if they remembered to put in the dot,
a spot in the desert in the middle of nowhere, on or near the road to Egypt. So why
on earth did Isaac go to live there? Was he so unsociable that he wanted to distance
himself from human habitation? Hardly likely. His father Abraham and his son
Jacob used to oscillate between Hebron and Beersheba (as he himself did later),
keeping to the south of the country, but this was even further south. It was near
Kadesh – this would be Kadesh Barnea, the southern border of the country (Num.
34:4). Isaac had the entire country at his disposal, so why live at the extremity?

This leads us to ask further – why at the southern extremity? Ishmael had been
sent away with his mother so that he should not inherit with Isaac, and had gone
to live in the region between Canaan and Egypt, just a little beyond Beer Lahai Roi,
so why did Isaac have to stay near Ishmael? Why not get away from him, go
further north to somewhere like Haifa?

And it is at this point that, from our very question, the answer emerges. Isaac
stayed there because it was near Ishmael, because it was a border spot, to prevent
Ishmael encroaching on the territory that had been allocated to him, Isaac, and
specifically not to Ishmael. He did not have to defend it against military attack –
Ishmael would not come to take it by force, but if Isaac kept well away from it
Ishmael might well take it over in Isaac’s absence and then claim some sort of
squatter’s rights. The danger was real, Ishmael would claim it as a holy place
because his mother had met the angel there (16:7-14).
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In other words, Isaac went to live in the middle of nowhere, just to prevent
Ishmael from establishing any claim on even the tiniest part of the country which
G-d had promised to him through his father. We see the extreme importance
attached to settlement of the Land.

And so we come to consider the function of Isaac as a patriarch and founder of
the nation. Abraham’s function was to enter Canaan, make himself familiar with the
place, make himself at home and establish a connection there, and produce a son
who would succeed him. Jacob’s function was to start to enlarge the family so that
it would ultimately become a people and then a nation. And Isaac? Rapid reading
of the stories gives us a false picture of him as a weak nonentity, whose sole
function was to mark time. This is not the case.

Isaac’s function was a very important one – to consolidate. Whatever Abraham
had achieved in one generation could very easily be lost in the next, and Isaac’s job
was to see that it wasn’t, to hold on. Far more difficult than it sounds. That is why
he had the trouble later with the Phi– sorry, the Palestinians over the wells and the
water. That is why he went to live in Beer Lahai Roi. It needed a third generation
to establish a firm connection with the country, and to begin to expand, a task to
be given later to his son Jacob» but when Isaac took over from his father the time
was not ripe for expansion. His job was just to consolidate and hold on tight, to
walk in his father’s footsteps and not to make fresh ones. The mere fact that he did
nothing spectacular must not allow his success to be underestimated. He is rightly
ranked along with Abraham and Jacob, who appear admittedly as more colourful
characters, as an equal in achievement.

A FEW ODDMENTS

¼Ì KfKÙ DÎKÊ (24:32). and unhitched.

¼Ý LÜ LT (24:35). Cattle. The only Hebrew word meaning ‘cattle’.

¼ÉLÝ¼X ¼J KÅ ¼É LÐFÅÃT (25:18). Whatever the original meaning of ¼É LÐFÅÃT (or ¼FFÅÃT), the
Torah always uses it idiomatically to mean ‘as far as’ or ‘upto’, probably
‘including’ (see 10:19, 13:10).
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THE REAL BLESSING

On reading the story of the blessings, we are puzzled, or should be, just as Esau
appears to have been. Why was it so difficult for Isaac to find a blessing for Esau
when he found that the original one had been taken by Jacob?

Esau’s cry is clear in meaning, even though he could not, obviously, express it
directly in words. ‘You wanted to give me a special blessing, me, your favourite
son. My brother has stolen the blessing. But after all, although I am your favourite
son, Jacob is also your son, and I am sure that you wanted to give him some sort
of blessing as well – not as good as the one you wanted to give me, but a blessing
all the same. So now that he has taken mine, at very least give me his!’ This is the
implication of verse 36, ‘Haven’t you kept something for me?’ Isaac’s reply (verse
37) can be paraphrased roughly as ‘I have given him everything, what have I got
left to give?’ Really? He had left nothing for Jacob?

The answer is that there were in fact three blessings, not two. The first is the one
that Isaac gave to Jacob, believing him to be Esau, the blessing originally intended
for Esau. The second is the one that Isaac then gave to Esau, knowing him to be
Esau, that he forced out under Esau’s pleas, that he never intended to give to Jacob.
The third one was the one that he later gave to Jacob, knowing him to be Jacob,
when he sent him to his uncle Laban, the blessing that he had intended to give him
all along. After some generalities in 28:3, we have the essence of this, the blessing
of Abraham to possess the Land of Canaan – this was the main blessing, the most
important of all, that Isaac had intended all along to keep for Jacob and refused to
give to Esau even after he realised that Jacob had deceived him. His original
intention had been to bless Esau first with a blessing with which Esau would be
satisfied. Then, with Esau happy, he would give Jacob simply the blessing of
Canaan, which was not so important to Esau, he preferred Seir. Isaac did not under-
estimate Jacob to the extent that Rebecca imagined.

Isaac, on discovering how Jacob had deceived him, seems to have forgiven Jacob
almost immediately. The clue is probably found in his hearing Esau’s reaction: ‘He
has taken my firstborn’s portion (not “birthright”) and now my blessing’ (a pun on
the similarity of the two Hebrew words ¼ÉLÝÃÐ DT and ¼ÉLÐLÝ DT). This was probably the
first that Isaac had heard about the firstborn-portion. Esau had despised it and sold
it to Jacob, Jacob had appreciated it sufficiently to buy it. Now Jacob had wanted
his father’s blessing so much that he was prepared to go to all that trouble to get
it. Jacob really appreciated whatever his father was able to give or leave him. Isaac
had a new respect for Jacob, despite his deceit.
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AN OVER - SIGHT

¼ÆÃÜF×KÎ ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü ¼ÑÃd KÉ Jacob would of course not recognise his own voice, but Rebecca
would have done – so how come that she did not consider this? The necessary
assumption is that the two voices were almost identical, but she overlooked
something else – Isaac was blind, and would therefore have developed his sense of
hearing to a very high degree, so that he could detect minute differences. This
oversight nearly upset the entire plan.

¼É JÈ LK never means a field, a specified limited area, but simply ‘land’. (Where
there is a limitation, it is provided by another word, e.g. ¼Ô¼D¼Ý DÙ J× ¼É IÈ DK Ephron’s land,
but there is no limitation in the word ¼É JÈ LK itself.) Sometimes it means ‘cultivated
land’ (e.g. Num. 20:17), but not here. Esau was certainly not a man ‘of the field’,
but of the countryside» he was a hunter, not an agriculturist! Jacob, the ‘man of
tents’, was nearer to being a man of the field than Esau was.

¼Î Ì KÓ DI HÓ (27:28,39) – note the absence of a dagesh in the ‘shin’ – comes from the
word ¼Ô LÓ DI HÓ, and the ‘mem’ is not a prefix (although Onkelos appears to treat it as
such). Contrast in each case ¼Ñ KZ HÓ where it is a prefix, short (as usual) for ¼Ô HÓ.
Kimchi (Radak) gives two explanations: the first explains only verse 28, the second
one is better.

HOW TO SPOIL A STORY

If you sort out one muddle, that of the blessings, you have another created by
the non-Jewish chapter division, starting chapter 28 in the middle of something. To
avoid telling Isaac of Esau’s threat, Rebecca complained about his wives (27:46)
with a hint. Isaac took the hint (28:1,2) and sent Jacob away with his blessing, not
to escape from Esau but to find a wife. This gave Jacob an excuse. The reader is
further misled by the custom of starting the maftir reading with 28:7 instead of
28:6, ignoring the sense. Verse 7 does not tell us what Jacob did (we know that
from verse 5) but what Esau noticed, a continuation of verse 6. Esau did not know
that his mother had heard his threat and warned Jacob, who was running away, but
noted Jacob’s reaction to Isaac’s advice. Note the very deep sarcasm at the end
(28:9) in the words ¼Ê¼Î LILÕ ¼Ñ K×.
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TWO WOMEN

Two questions are commonly asked: the first is how Jacob came to marry two
sisters. The second is why Leah (unlike both Rebecca and Rachel, who were
punished for deception and dishonesty) is nowhere condemned even by implication
for her part in deceiving Jacob into marrying her.

The midrash explains the first by saying that this was before the Torah was
given, conveniently forgetting that according to midrashic tradition Jacob kept the
entire Torah before it was given» forgetting also that it was for ignoring the bans
on such unions that the Canaanites lost their country (Lev. 18:27-28). Were they
to be ousted by a man who did the same thing?

The practice of splitting a marriage into two parts, the ¼Ô¼Î HÖ¼X ¼Ý IÅ or contract and
the ¼Ô¼Î HÅ¼X ¼LHÕ or consummation, which we maintain only symbolically today, was not
a Jewish or Torah institution. The Torah simply recognises it as accepted practice
in the region at that time, and states that a contracted (i.e. half-married) wife who
commits adultery sins no less than if she were fully married (Deut. 22:22-24). The
custom is implied in the story of Samson’s marriage to the Phi–– sorry, Palestinian.

Here, immediately after the celebration, Laban is supposed to bring the bride to
Jacob at the latter’s request, for the marriage to be consummated. So when was the
contractual ceremony? One is led to assume that it took place seven years earlier.
When Jacob and Laban made an agreement on seven years’ work in return for
Rachel, Jacob did not take Laban’s promise on trust. Rachel became his wife,
though only half-married, and could not be given to anyone else, even though the
marriage could not yet be consummated. Hence Jacob’s request (29:21) ‘Give me
my wife.’ (Information from the Talmud that the interval between the two parts of
a marriage was normally not more than a year cannot be taken as authoritative
regarding an event that took place two thousand years earlier, and especially when
a period of seven years was expressly stated in the original contract.) Jacob was
already married to Rachel.

As his union with Leah, even though he thought she was Rachel, was for the
purpose of consummating a marriage, it was legally binding. A marriage could be
performed by consummation without a prior contract, but this was socially
obnoxious, and only a worm like Laban could humiliate his own daughter that way.

Jacob then suddenly found himself married to two sisters! What was he to do?

We must bear in mind that this Torah prohibition is, unlike all the others, not
absolute, but applies only when both sisters are alive, and the reason is given – to
avoid mental cruelty to the first. Post-Sinai Jewish law may be bound up in
technicalities, but in pre-Sinai times it was the general principles and not the
technicalities that counted. Jacob had to choose one of four options – keep only
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Leah, keep only Rachel, keep both, or keep neither. Bearing in mind all the
circumstances, including the fait accompli and the relationship between Jacob and
Laban, any of the other three – quite apart from other considerations – would
almost certainly have caused considerably more mental suffering to one or other or
both of the women. It was not for such behaviour in such circumstances that the
Land ejected the Canaanites. (This does not explain the case of Amram and
Jochebed.)

Whatever the meaning of ¼Ò¼Î HÅLÈ¼X ¼V (mandrakes?) the word seems to imply an
aphrodisiac. But Rachel was not looking for an aphrodisiac, she wanted a fertility
drug! It may well be that she confused the two. She was so desperate for whatever
it was that she was prepared in exchange to forfeit her husband for one night to her
rival, – for which Leah despised her (29:16). Jacob had fallen, and remained, madly
in love with Rachel, who certainly accepted him, but we do not read of her being
madly in love with him to the same extent. Leah, however, lived under the constant
delusion that given the chance she would, sooner or later, persuade Jacob to love
her (Gen. 29:32,34 etc.). It was no doubt with such an idea in mind, and certainly
without malice, that she consented to her father’s plan to deceive Jacob. She would
justify it to herself on the grounds that she was acting in Jacob’s interests – he
would post facto appreciate her, and be glad that she did it. He was wasted on
Rachel, who did not appreciate him the way she did.

Such is the way of thought of a woman, and it cannot be condemned out of hand
as wicked. Neither Rebecca’s deception of Isaac nor Rachel’s subsequent stealing
of the teraphim could be so easily justified. (Laban’s motives were of course in a
different class entirely, a twisted brain that takes some matching even by today’s
standards.)

Rachel saw her husband’s love as a means to enable her to bear children (30:1).
Leah saw child-bearing as a means to acquiring her husband’s love.
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RACHEL’S TOMB

¼Ú JÝ JÅ ¼ßKÝ DÆ H] Based on various interpretations of the first word (including is it
kivrat or kiverat?) the commentators disagree on the meaning of the phrase,
coming to one of two conclusions. (To each of these we must ask ‘so what?’, but
that is not the point here.) Menahem, Rashbam and Hizzekuni understand it to mean
‘a fair (i.e. considerable) distance’, something like a day’s journey. This would put
Rachel’s Tomb somewhere in the region of Ramallah or the northern part of
modern Jerusalem, well north of Jebus (Old Jerusalem). Saadyah Gaon, Rashi and
Kimchi (Radak) understand it to mean ‘a short distance’, about a mile or even less.
This would put the tomb just outside Bethlehem (Ephrath), about five miles south
of (Old) Jerusalem. Nachmanides (Ramban) wrote that he first sided with
Menahem, but when he went to Israel he found the tomb a mere kilometre outside
Bethlehem, so he switched to supporting Rashi.

Did Nachmanides see the actual tomb of Jacob’s wife Rachel, or the tomb of
some other Rachel which the local population believed (and had formed a tradition
to the effect) to be that of Jacob’s wife? (Compare Yad Avshalom in Jerusalem.)

After burying Rachel, Jacob continued south towards Hebron, via Migdal Eder.

(1) 1 Sam. 10:2 states clearly that Rachel’s tomb was in the region of Benjamin,
of which the extreme south was Jerusalem. Bethlehem is in Judah, south of that.

(2) Jeremiah (31:14) describes the sound in Ramah of Rachel weeping. This
would be the Ramah of Benjamin (not that of Samuel, in Mount Ephraim, much
further north). The Levite travelling north from Bethlehem (Judges 19:13) refused
to stay in Jebus but insisted on going on further north to either Gibeah or Ramah.

(3) The Mishnah (Shekalim 7:4) assumes that it is reasonable for a lost animal
(bull, cow or sheep) to stray from (Old) Jerusalem as far as Migdal Eder, but not
further. An animal is unlikely, bearing in mind the local terrain, to stray five miles
as far as Bethlehem, so we may assume that Migdal Eder is nearer to Jerusalem
than Bethlehem is, i.e. is north of Bethlehem, though south of Rachel’s tomb.

(4) The Talmud mentions that when the Jews were dragged from Jerusalem by
Nebuzareden northwards to Babylon, they stopped en route to pray at Rachel’s
grave. Whether this is a historical fact or ‘a mere legend’, it makes no sense
whatever to even suggest that they first went south, then turned back north.

Three points are worthy of mention:

(a) the evidence suggests a site for Rachel’s Tomb in the northern part of modern
Jerusalem, towards Ramallah»
(b) this implies that ¼ÚJÝ JÅ ¼ßKÝ DÆ H] means ‘a fair distance’ but does not help us to know
what ¼ßKÝ DÆH] means»
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(c) the fact that the tomb outside Bethlehem, enlarged by Moses Montefiore, has
been venerated by Jews for centuries as a holy place, whoever’s tomb it may be,
is sufficient reason not to place it in enemy hands.

THE INTERLUDE

In a play, especially an opera, we frequently have a device known as an
interlude. The curtain goes down, and perhaps a piece of music is played before the
curtain goes up again, to give an impression of the passage of time and a break in
continuity. The Torah likewise often employs a device to produce the same effect.
(The composition of the Torah incorporated great attention paid to style, which in
our obsession for dissection and analysis we sadly tend to overlook.) The device
is that of digression.

Jacob, after numerous adventures, finally returns home to his father Isaac.
Rebecca, by implication, is no longer. As Isaac no longer comes into our story, we
finish with him (he eventually dies and is buried) even though he is still alive when
subsequent events are related.

We are about to start something completely new. Even though Jacob’s name
begins the story (37:1), in which he still initially plays a major part, he is gradually
pushed back from the front of the stage, and from now until the end of the book the
hero is no longer Jacob, but Joseph. Jacob has returned home, and his sons living
in their new homeland begin a new era. The next story starts some years later.

The interlude, before beginning all this, is a digression. Here is as good a place
as any to tell us about Esau, his family, and the family of his in-laws – why we
need to know all this is another matter – and we then put him in turn out of the
way, as he too no longer enters the story.

(We soon meet the device once again. The last verse of chapter 37 allows the
first verse of chapter 39 to re-establish a connection, while the interlude of Judah
and Tamar, chapter 38, expresses the discontinuity.)

THE YEMIM

What is or are ¼Ò HÓIÎ (36:24)? It is really not important. The legend of Anah and
the yemim was well-known, and what is being pointed out here is that the one
involved was Zibeon’s son, not his brother, whereas Esau’s father-in-law was the
other one. Compare 11:29 where we learn that Milcah was the daughter of Haran
‘father of Milcah and Iscah’. It doesn’t matter who Iscah was, the relevant detail
is that this Haran, known as ‘father of Milcah and Iscah’, is not to be confused with
Nahor’s brother, also Haran, mentioned in each of the three previous verses.
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FANTASY TO EXPLAIN ACT I

We start here with a completely new section of the book. Jacob, while
continuing to play an important part in the story, is gradually moved into the
background, while the centre of the stage is occupied by Joseph. ‘Stage’ is an
appropriate word, as the story is unfolded in the form of drama, with traditional
‘acts’ and ‘scenes’.9

The first part of the story, the sale of Joseph, when read in the way we are used
to reading it, presents a number of problems. Joseph told tales to Daddy – were
they serious? According to the midrash they contained very serious allegations.
Were these true? If so, little can be said to the brothers’ credit. Or were they false?
If so, even less can be said to Joseph’s credit.

If Jacob was living at Hebron, why did they go to Shechem to pasture the sheep?
Jacob sent Joseph to see how they were getting on – why? Was he worried about
them? Why was he worried?

A man found Joseph wandering around the countryside looking for someone or
something, and asked him what he was looking for. How come that Joseph did not
ask him, first? Was he dumb?

Why did the brothers move on further north to Dothan?

When Joseph appeared on the horizon, the brothers at first decided to kill him.
Why just then, at that time? Perhaps even more difficult, why the whole story of
his going to Shechem and not finding them? Is it not totally irrelevant? He left
home, found them at Dothan, they saw him and plotted – that should be enough!

Helped by a little imagination, simple answers may be found to these questions
which integrate different parts of the story, so that each part becomes relevant to
the whole. Fantasy? Perhaps. Read and judge the likelihood yourself.

First the expression ¼É L×LÝ ¼É LTVV. The adjective ‘bad’ implies that the noun itself,
¼É LTVV, is a neutral word. The same expression is used with respect to the report of the
spies (Num. 14:37), which was undoubtedly true, but which presented the facts in
a very unfavourable light. It is not unreasonable to assume the same to apply here.

We know from later (when they argued about taking Benjamin to Egypt) that
Jacob was a worrier. (Note especially 43:6-7.) He did not entirely trust his sons, did
not have great faith in them, and argued with them at times – especially after what
happened at Shechem.

9. See chapter entitled Joseph and his Brothers in Torah Insights by Nehama Leibowitz [published by
Eliner Library (Department for Torah Education in the Diaspora), Kiryat Moriah, Jerusalem, 5755
(1995)] which deals mainly with the later part of the story.
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One can visualise a family conference in the evening, at which the next day’s
activities are planned and agreed. But unforeseen circumstances lead to a change
of plan on the spot. When they arrive home, Jacob asks how things went, and they
tell him what happened. He asks what they did as a result, and they tell him that
they changed plans. He might approve, he would at least understand.

But no! Joseph gets home first and simply tells his father what they did. On
arrival, they are asked by their father ‘Why did you not do as we agreed?’ They
then have to argue to justify themselves. There might even have been some
unpleasant incident which Jacob did not need to be told about, but this way he
already knew. The brothers did nothing bad, but little sneak had to be a busybody
and tell Daddy everything, so that they were always on the defensive in constant
family arguments. It is not at all surprising that they hated him, and that he could
not understand why. Let us assume this, at least it answers the first of our
questions, and see where it leads.

One can understand Jacob being worried about his sons being in Shechem, a
district in which his family were not too popular. True it was many years ago, but
people have long memories. So why did the brothers go there, of all places – at
least two days’ journey from Hebron without sheep – in the first place? Nobody
ever seems to spot the answer to this, which in fact stares us in the face. They went
because Jacob, before the trouble, had bought a patch of land there (33:19). If the
land was not used occasionally, they would lose it by default!

Here again we can see a typical family disagreement. Jacob is not in favour of
their going, too dangerous, but they insist that they can look after themselves, Jacob
eventually agrees to let them go, but is worried. He sends Joseph on his own –
perhaps Joseph looked like his mother and would not be recognised as their brother
until he met them, so he was reasonably safe – but with instructions not to make
any business or have any conversations with the locals. So he does not ask the
stranger, but when asked – by which time he is pretty desperate – he answers.

Why did the brothers move on? Perhaps things were in fact too hot, the natives
were not friendly enough, and they felt it safer to move on. Or perhaps this had
nothing to do with it, there was no trouble on that score, and they moved on for
some other reason. The real reason, which we are not told, is not important, but
Jacob, on hearing simply that they had moved on, would certainly assume the first.
If he heard of it before they arrived home, they would be greeted on arrival with
‘Didn’t I tell you not to go?’ Another big argument about Shechem, the whole
business being raked up all over again. This they could not face.

But they did not need to. They would lead up to it and break it to him gently,
perhaps even lie a little in the interests of domestic peace. So they intended – until
suddenly they spotted, on the horizon, a familiar coat! There was now only one way
to prevent Father hearing before they got home – to dispose of Sneak!
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TWO YEARS

Let us go back one verse. ‘The chief butler did not remember Joseph, and he
forgot him’ (40:23). Many far-fetched explanations have been offered of this rather
oddly phrased sentence, but I once heard a Hasidic rabbi offer one that really made
sense. ‘The chief butler did not remember Joseph, and [so, in the course of time]
he (i.e. Joseph) [in turn] forgot about him (i.e. the butler).’ Joseph had pinned his
hopes on the butler using his influence with Pharaoh to get him out, in appreciation
not of the interpretation of the dream, but of the service he had given during the
past year (40:4). Each day he expected to hear of his release, each day passed and
he heard nothing. Eventually he gave up and forgot about the butler.

It was another two years before he heard anything. We are taught that Joseph
was punished by being made to spend a further two years in prison, because he
pinned his hopes on the butler instead of trusting G-d. There are three objections
to this explanation:

1. There is nothing in the story to suggest that had he not trusted the butler he
would have been released two years earlier.

2. Pinning his hopes on the butler does not imply lack of faith in G-d. It would
have been reasonable to assume that G-d sent the butler to help him.

3. That was in fact the case. It was indeed the butler whose words to Pharaoh
finally led to Joseph’s being set free.

It appears simply that when the butler was released the time was not yet ripe, in
G-d’s view, for Joseph’s release.

A POSTSCRIPT

The story told earlier of the events leading up to Joseph’s sale is given a
postscript (do not confuse this with a sequel) which deserves careful study. It is
worth asking, first, why Joseph took, of all his brothers, Simeon to put in prison.

Let us go back to what happened at Dothan and the events leading to the sale of
Joseph. What actually took place? We know, because we are told the entire story,
but who else knew, and what did they know?

Nine brothers certainly knew the whole story as it is told to us.

Jacob was given to understand that Joseph never even reached his brothers.

The Midianites apparently heard someone shouting from within the cistern, went
and found Joseph there, noted that he was shouting to some people nearby who
deliberately took no notice, decided to haul him out and sell him as a slave. Were
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they put up to it? Or was it their own idea? We are not told, but the brothers
certainly found it convenient. If they did not instigate the Midianites’ behaviour,
they certainly condoned it.

The Ishmaelites were offered a slave and bought him, asking no questions and
not being interested.

But what did Joseph know? What did Reuben know?

Look carefully at 42:21-23. Facing Joseph in Egypt, without recognising him
(though he recognised them), one brother said to another ‘We are being punished
for not showing compassion to our brother when he pleaded with us’. What was the
connection? Why suddenly attribute present troubles to something that happened
twenty-two years ago? No doubt, although they did not recognise Joseph, one of
them at least noticed something about the ‘Egyptian’ – perhaps a mannerism,
perhaps a physical characteristic – that reminded him of his brother. G-d had sent
someone who reminded him of his brother to cause him trouble, so that he should
know what he was being punished for! In verse 22, Reuben rebukes them for not
listening, and says ‘now his blood is being sought’. Verse 23 tells us that they were
unaware that Joseph was listening and understood, because there was an interpreter.

The logical place for this last is before verse 22. They say something, we are
told that Joseph was listening, and they continue. Wherever in the Torah a verse
appears to be out of place, it means that we have misunderstood something. What
impressed Joseph was not so much what he heard in verse 21, something he already
knew, but what he heard in verse 22! It was that which influenced what happened
next. Being dragged from the cistern where his brother Reuben had dumped him
(37:22) – in order to save him from being killed on the spot, but Joseph did not
know that – and screaming to his brothers to rescue him, he did not count them,
and did not notice that Reuben was not there. He was sold, at his brothers’
instigation it seemed, and he held Reuben, the oldest, as responsible. Now he
suddenly discovers that Reuben was not responsible, so he takes the next one,
Simeon, and gives him a taste of an Egyptian prison.

Reuben, it appears, knew even less than Joseph. On returning from wherever he
was and finding Joseph gone he tore his clothes (30:29) and cried to his brothers,
but we are not told that they answered him. Reuben knew nothing of the sale,
assumed that they had killed Joseph after all, and asked no questions. Only that way
can we understand verse 22 here, that ‘his blood is being sought’. He considered
that he himself was included in the punishment because he did not prevent it, did
not stay behind to protect Joseph, but allowed his other affairs to take priority.

All this from verse 22, and from the fact that verse 23 follows it instead of
preceding it.
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ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL

¼Ü Ib KÅ Dß HÉ DÑ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î ¼ÑÃÐLÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ This offers an answer to the obvious question: ‘Why did
Joseph not interrogate or even question his brothers about the “missing brother”
they had referred to, and force a story out of them?’ Probably he had intended to
do this, after first making them feel uncomfortable in other ways. (To do so at the
beginning would involve the risk of their recognising him.) But before he got
around to it, he found that he could no longer control himself.

¼Î HßÃÅ ¼Ò JfUÝKÐ DÓ We are told that the Midianites collected twenty pieces of silver
from the Ishmaelites (37:28), but not that the brothers received any of this.
Probably they did not, but (a) Joseph was not aware of this (b) it made no
difference – by condoning the sale they had acted as if they had sold him, and
would certainly not contradict him on that point. If they did get any of the money,
they did not tell Reuben (see last week’s issue of Ki Mitsion), they did not even tell
him that he had been sold.

A QUESTION OF AGE

FÎJ[ KÌ ÎIÕ DI Î IÓ DÎ É L_K] ÆÃÜF×KÎ Ñ JÅ ÉÃ×UÝ Kb Ý JÓÅÂ[KÊ

Many have commented on this question. Why should Pharaoh make such a remark
on meeting Jacob? Explanations include some that suggest it was indeed rudeness»
others point out that Egyptians and especially kings usually died very young
(between twenty and thirty) from illness and disease (as discovered from opening
mummies) and Pharaoh was amazed at meeting such an old man. Nobody seems to
have bothered to draw attention to two other verses in this connection:

(41:46) ÒHÎLÝ DÛ HÓ E JÑ JÓ ÉÃ×UÝ Kb ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ DÈ DÓ L× DT ÉLÕ LI ÒÎ HIWÑ DI Ô JT Ø IÖDÎ DÊ
(Exodus 7:7) ÉÃ×UÝ Kb Ñ JÅ ÒLÝ DT KÈ DT ÉLÕ LI ÒÎHÕÃÓ DIX IWÑ LI Ô JT ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÊ ÉLÕ LI ÒÎHÕÃÓ DI Ô JT É JIÃÓX

This cannot be coincidence. I would not venture to guess what the connection
was between a person’s age and his first official appearance before Pharaoh, but it
is absolutely certain that there was such a connection.

Professor A. S. Yahuda in his various books has drawn attention to references
in the story of Joseph in Egypt to a number of customs that applied in the Egyptian
court – and from this he draws very interesting conclusions that there is no room
to enter into here – but I have not noticed that he refers to this question of age. In
all such matters it is a waste of time to speculate.
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WHICH YEAR?

¼Å¼Ê HÉ KÉ ¼ÉLÕ LJ KT 37:13-17 cannot all refer to the first year of the famine. No amount
of famine, especially after seven years of plenty, could have used up everything in
just one year. This would have been the second, or probably the third year of the
famine. ¼ß¼ÎHÕ IJ KÉ ¼ÉLÕ LJ KT in verse 18 does not mean ‘the second year’ (of the famine),
but ‘the following year’. Just as ¼Ô¼D ¼I ¼ÅVÝ and ¼Ô¼D ¼ÝFÌ KÅ usually mean ‘first’ and ‘last’
respectively, but not always, sometimes meaning just ‘earlier’ and ‘later’, so ¼ÎHÕ II
can also mean ‘later’ – for example in Ex. 2:13 it does not necessarily mean the
very next day.

NOT ALWAYS ‘LEGAL’

¼ÜÃÌ often means a law, an institution, or a generally accepted custom (e.g. Jud.
11:39), but it also often means an allocated portion, a ration provided by law. It is
used for instance to describe the part of the animal offered as sacrifice that is given
to the priest as his entitlement (Num. 18:11 etc.). Here, Joseph did not buy the
priests’ land, not because Pharaoh’s law protected them, but because they received
a ration from Pharaoh which was enough for them to eat, so they were not forced
to sell their land (47:22). King James gets it right, but in 47:26 he states that
Joseph made it a law that 20% of the produce was paid as rent to Pharaoh. Almost
certainly not so, once again this was an allocation, here in the opposite direction.
The ¼ÜÃÌ was not a law that they must pay 20%. but the actual 20% that they paid.

Joseph utilised the famine as an opportunity to make major political reforms,
especially land reform. In effect he nationalised the land, breaking the power of the
great land-owners, but was unable to carry out his policy in full, as the biggest
land-owners were (almost certainly) the priests, who retained their land and the
power that went with it – not only power over the people who worked that land for
them, but also independence from and thus influence over Pharaoh himself.

Religious ‘authorities’ have always tended to exploit land ownership and the
power that goes with it. (Even today, the largest landowners in England are the
Church Commissioners, but there is no longer the associated power.) It is thus
interesting to note that the Torah does not allow this to happen, by not allowing any
land to be allocated to the priests or any of the Levites, except small areas around
specific towns in which they lived. If someone sold his allocated land, a priest
could buy it, but only on lease until the Jubilee – he could not obtain the freehold,
in which the real power is vested.

Those who oppose granting public money to religious institutions are in the main
prejudiced, offering no objection to such money being squandered on secular
institutions of very doubtful value to the public. But opposition to excessive public
funds being made to religious institutions is not always groundless.
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STILL ALIVE

¼ß IÓ ¼Î HÐÂÕ LÅ ¼ÉÌ HÉ does not mean ‘I am dead’. Nor does it mean ‘I am as good as
dead’, nor even ‘I am dying’. (Cf. Deut. 31:16), but simply ‘I am about to die.’

In Ki Mitsion on Bereshit (II, 1) we considered an important rule of grammar
that is ignored by the grammar books, that of the pluperfect. Another such rule,
much simpler to understand, is the structure of ¼ÉÌ HÉ followed by the subject (a noun,
or a pronoun, or a pronoun suffix as in ¼F D̀ HÉ) followed in turn by a present
participle. There are exceptions, but this generally implies the immediate future,
something that is about to happen, something that is going to happen. The idiom
was used a lot by Moses when telling Pharaoh of forthcoming catastrophes. Only
when the participle is absent does it imply a present. This rule enables us to solve
two problems that occur later on.

At the Burning Bush, G-d talked to Moses about his brother Aaron, saying that
¼F Jß ¼ÅLÝ DÜ HÑ ¼Å IÛÂÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼É Ì HÉ (KJ – ‘behold he cometh forth to meet thee’ Ex. 4:14). How
could Aaron be on his way, when (as we see later) he had not yet been asked? He
was not on his way, the correct translation is ‘he is about to leave [Egypt to come]
to meet you’. Likewise when Jacob arrived at the well (Gen. 29:6) and was told
¼Ô ¼ÅÃc KÉ ¼Ò H× ¼É LÅ LT ¼D ¼f HT ¼Ñ IÌLÝ ¼ÉÌ HÉ DÊ, the shepherds did not say ‘Look, here is his daughter
Rachel coming with the sheep!’, but ‘His daughter Rachel is about to arrive (“is
coming soon”) with the sheep’. There is no ‘behold’ – the word is not merely
archaic, in the context it is wrong.

The second problem concerns ¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT ¼ÉLÎD ¼É ¼ ¼É ¼ÈKÎ ¼É Ì HÉ (Ex. 9:3). The word ¼ÉLÎ¼D ¼É
is the present participle of the verb ¼ÉÂÎ LÉ, ‘to be’. This participle occurs nowhere
else in the Torah, and only twice more (in the irregular masculine form ¼ÉJÊÃÉ) in the
whole Bible, once in the semi-poetical book of Kohelet, and once in Nehemiah, a
book written over a thousand years after Moses. Why, if this participle is necessary,
is it not used elsewhere? And if it is not necessary, why is it used here?

The answer is the rule given above. ¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT ¼ ¼É ¼ÈKÎ ¼É Ì HÉ (without the participle)
would be a description of an existing current situation, which was not the case. It
was something that was about to happen in the immediate future, Moses even told
Pharaoh when – ‘tomorrow!’

The rule is an important one, the idiom is used quite often and it is worth paying
attention to it when it occurs.
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ASCENT

In chapter 50, verse 7 ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ ‘Joseph went up’, the kal form. But not so in
verse 9, ¼D ¼_ H× ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ. No! Here, as King James (and even Onkelos) failed to notice, we
have the hifil which happens to have the same form but a different meaning – ‘he
took up with him’. [Incidentally, the same confusion occurs in Exodus 19:18, where
¼Ñ K×K[KÊ is again hifil, the subject being Mount Sinai mentioned earlier in the verse. The
mountain behaved like ¼Ô LI DÆ H] KÉ ¼Ô JI J× – not the smoke of a furnace, which would be
¼Ô KIF×, but the smoker, i.e. either the chimney or the incinerator, ¼Ô JI J× being the
construct of ¼Ô II L× like ¼E JÝJÎ from ¼E IÝLÎ – and sent up its smoke.]

Why did they go round the long way to Transjordan, which was further away
from Egypt? (Incidentally this is the only case where we find Canaanites, as against
Amorites, living in Transjordan.)

Probably there were political considerations. The ‘large camp’ that accompanied
Joseph was like an army. Such a camp entering Canaan at that particular time from
Egypt might well have been interpreted as a provocative action and started a war»
at the very least they would have been prevented from reaching Hebron. This way
they got as close as they could» twelve men (Jacob’s sons) crossing the Jordan
carrying a coffin would not pose a threat to the inhabitants, who would not interfere
with them.

CORRECT AND INCORRECT
or “YES”? NO!

¼Ô I] in 50:12 does not mean ‘so’ or ‘thus’ but correctly, a meaning that it often
has. Compare the structure of the entire verse, paying special attention to the
punctuation and to the word ¼Ô I], with 7:1, and Ex. 39:32» 39:43» 40:16 and various
similar verses» contrast the usual translation, which ignores and contradicts the
punctuation.

¼×KÝI[KÊ in 48:17 certainly has nothing to do with ‘evil’, a word with which King
James is obsessed (and for which Hebrew employs an entirely different word
anyway). In this case it does not even have one of its more usual meanings of ‘bad’
or ‘harm’, it just means ‘wrong’. He (i.e. Joseph) thought it was a mistake.

In the previous verse, ¼¼×KÝ means, as often, ‘harm’» and ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ has its usual
meaning of ‘agent’ or ‘agency’, (from Latin agere ‘to do’, participle agens, agentis)
which even in English can be used to refer in a general way to whoever or
whatever gets things done, without necessarily being an agent or agency for anyone
else. (Cf. ‘a free agent’.) Here of course Jacob was referring to G-d.
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THOSE IN CHARGE

ÒÎ Ha HÓ ¼Î IÝ LK The word ¼Ö KÓ, a levy, in the Bible, refers not to tax (a post-biblical
usage) but to labour (or, out of respect for our American readers, labor). However,
it does not refer to ‘tasks’, the labo(u)r or work itself, but to gangs conscripted for
the purpose. The Israelites were not (at least at the beginning) full-time slaves –
otherwise they could hardly have maintained all their possessions, and especially
their animals – but were conscripted to do regular periods of labour service.
Pharaoh’s ¼É LÓ D] KÌ DßHÕ ¼É LÆ LÉ suggests that perhaps initially the work was voluntary and
well paid» the wages were then gradually reduced and eventually withdrawn, while
short periods of service became compulsory for some, then for all, and the periods
of service were extended. ¼Ò¼Î Ha HÓ ¼Î IÝ LK were the officers in charge of the work gangs,
of the conscripts, not ‘task-masters’. (The essential difference is in the translation
of the words, which if done correctly helps us to understand how it all happened.)
Solomon also conscripted workers, putting Adonijah in charge – the latter so abused
his position that the people eventually stoned him to death (1Kgs 5:27-28» 9:20-21»
12:18 &c.)

STOP ARGUING

When asked at the Burning Bush to go back to Egypt and bring out the Israelites,
Moses argued with G-d five times (as the commentators have pointed out):

1. Who am I to do this job?

2. When I speak to the Israelites, who will I say sent me?

3. They won’t believe me.

4. I am no good at speaking.

5. Please send someone else!

G-d answered him each time and became angry. Moses then went to Jethro, said
merely that he was concerned about his family, and asked permission to go and
visit them (4:18), which he received. In the following verse (4:19) G-d then tells
Moses to ‘go, and return to Egypt’. Since he had already been asked to go, this can
only be interpreted as meaning ‘stop arguing, stop messing about, and go!’

Here we have a problem. He had already told Jethro of his intention to go. Verse
19 is in the wrong place, it should have come before verse 18. After a long
argument, G-d says ‘stop arguing’, so Moses finally goes to Jethro to tell him of
his intentions, not the other way round.
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We have already seen (KM II, 10 ÚÜÓ, that where a verse in the Torah appears
to be out of place, we have failed to understand something. So let us take a careful
look at what happened.

Moses told Jethro that he wanted to visit his family, and Jethro said ‘Go ahead,
with my blessing’. Contrast the way Laban tried to hang on to Jacob and refuse a
similar request. Yet there is ample evidence that Moses and Jethro got on very well
together, far better than Jacob and Laban did. What is more, we find out a bit later
that Zipporah had either just given birth or was just about to.

What would we have expected Jethro’s reaction to be? Better, extend the
question: what would Moses have expected Jethro’s reaction to be? Probably the
same as we would have expected – that Jethro would raise all sorts of objections.
Having lost five arguments, Moses could then return to G-d with a sixth: ‘Jethro
won’t let me go! He has always been decent to me, I can hardly run out on him.’

But Jethro said ‘Go ahead with my blessing.’ Now we understand why verse 19
follows. G-d told Moses ‘You see, it didn’t work. I saw what you were trying to
do, and it didn’t work. Now stop messing about, and go!

‘Oh, but before you go, I notice that you have an ace up your sleeve. You can’t
go back to Egypt, because you are a wanted man there, and the moment you arrive
they will kill you. Well I hold the trump! All the people who wanted to kill you are
now dead.’

Moses presented G-d with five arguments. The sixth was aborted, and the
seventh was anticipated.

LOGICAL EXTREMES

Language analysis is a basic tool for understanding Torah» etymology and
comparison of word usage make important contributions, but can be over-done.
Every language has idioms which have or once had a topical significance later
forgotten. Could a foreign student of the English language deduce that to boycott
someone is to treat him the way people treated a land agent named Captain Boycott,
a man he has never heard of? He might guess that Mr. Hooligan was an Irish
ruffian, but not that ‘doodle-bug’ was the slang name given to the German ‘flying
bomb’ used in the Second World War, having no connection with either ‘bug’ or
‘doodle’. Does knowing the meaning of ‘cry’ and ‘wolf’ enable anyone to
understand the expression ‘to cry wolf’ without knowing the story on which the
expression is based, and without a context where the meaning is clear and
unambiguous? What is ‘to see the writing on the wall’ without Daniel?
Understanding the meaning of ¼Ô Lß LÌ and ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÈ will never help you to work out the
meaning of what is clearly an idiom used with two different meanings in 4:25 and
4:26. We need an ancient manuscript in which the expression occurs in a context
that explains it» until we find one, it is a waste of time guessing.

This issue is dedicated to the memory of the late Rabbi Mark and Mrs.Rose Smith ÑCË (27th
of Tevet and 7th of Shevat respectively).
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MIRACLE, MAGIC OR SCIENCE?

We keep meeting the words ßDÅ and ¼ß IÙ¼D ¼Ó. What, if anything, is the difference
between them?

First let us see where they occur separately. The Israelite elders wanted an ßDÅ
– in fact they were given three – to prove that Moses had indeed come from G-d.
This was not to verify that G-d had power, or that Moses was able to perform
supernatural acts – they believed and had faith in G-d, and as intelligent people
they were not to be impressed with flash magic. They just needed to authenticate
Moses’s claim, that he had indeed been sent by G-d and was not making the whole
thing up. So they were given signs, things that signified something. Each
presumably had a meaning which they could understand, and yet which they
realised Moses himself could not have understood, so that he could not have
devised it himself. (This is the standard way of authenticating a messenger – he is
given a message that has meaning only to the sender and to the recipient, but which
to himself and to anyone else is meaningless.) It was the significance of the signs,
the ßDßDÅ, not their being supernatural, that impressed the Israelites. (What the
significance was, or how they knew that Moses could not have understood it, we
are not told.)

Pharaoh and the Egyptians, however, were impressed by magic, miracles and the
‘supernatural’. So Pharaoh would ask for some such thing, a ¼ß IÙ¼D ¼Ó, and would be
given one – a stick turning into a crocodile.

[Do not confuse the rod of Moses, which turned into a snake +¼I LÌLÕ, for the Israelites, with that of Aaron
which turned into crocodile +¼Ô¼Î H̀ Kf, for Pharaoh. Likewise do not confuse taking a little water from the Nile
and pouring it onto the ground where it became blood, again a sign for the Israelites, with turning all the
water in the Nile into blood, first of the Ten Plagues.]

Now, in addition to the ‘magic’ of the rod becoming a crocodile, there was also
a sign, viz. the crocodile, which the Egyptians worshipped. And so each subsequent
performance involved a combination of ßDÅ and ¼ß IÙ¼D ¼Ó. The two words are then used
together as a pair» they did not represent different categories, each event fitting into
one or the other, but different aspects of the event. For each event people would be
impressed, some by one aspect, some by the other, and some by both.

The story of Aaron’s rod (7:8-13) is interesting. Pharaoh asked Moses and
Aaron, as G-d had foretold, to provide him with a mofet. Why?

Pharaoh was no atheist, he believed in gods. Moses and Aaron had claimed to
have come from a god, a divinity, but Pharaoh saw no reason to believe this
without confirmation. Someone who has divine connections can do supernatural
things on behalf of the god they represent, or get the god to do it for them. So he
asked them for a miracle, and Aaron promptly threw down his stick, which turned
into a crocodile.
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Pharaoh then called his ¼Ò¼Î HÙ DJKÐ DÓ¼X ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÐFÌ, known as ¼Ò¼Î H_ OÍUÝ KÌ (apparently an
Egyptian word), presumably priests also able to perform miracles, and asked them
to do the same – and they did. So what? What did this disprove?

The initial task of Moses and Aaron was not to convince Pharaoh that his gods
were false, or that theirs was superior, but just that Israel had a national God who
was in no way inferior to any of the Egyptian deities. They represented him, and
could perform miracles no less than Pharaoh’s men! The fact that the latter could
also do the same showed nothing.

Once again we come to the conclusion that we have misunderstood something.
The ¼ÒÃÍUÝ KÌ was not a priest but an ordinary secular scientist! Only whereas today
science is taught to every schoolboy, in those days all scientific knowledge was a
closely guarded trade secret. Wizards, sorcerers and magicians knew and
understood what they were doing» they did not attribute their actions to any divine
power but to their own skills, which were kept hidden from the uninitiated.

Pharaoh’s attitude was that Aaron’s ‘miracle’ was merely a cheap conjuring trick
that even his own secular scientists were able to do. It did not demonstrate that
they had any divine connections. Of course, when Aaron’s crocodile ate up theirs,
that was a different matter, but by then Pharaoh had made his mind up.

After this, we find the same attitude taken towards the Plagues. Moses turned the

Frog

water into blood, and they showed that they could do the same. Moses produced a
plague of frogs, so they produced more. (Big deal! Who
wanted more? If you want to show that you are clever,
get rid of those already there! That was too much for
them.) But when it came to the third – lice or gnats, or
more likely ticks – the scientists tried, failed, and
remarked that it was etsba elohim, the finger of a god
(or of the gods). There is absolutely nothing to suggest
that they recognised G-d. They merely stated that this was beyond the realm of
science and was of divine origin» there really was some sort of god at work here.
But they were too late to influence Pharaoh, he had already made up his mind.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Two further expressions used with the above, and frequently, are worthy of note:

¼É LÜLËFÌ ¼ÈLÎ strong arm (see KM I, 23(46) ÆÜ×) implies power.

¼ÉLÎ¼X ¼Í DÕ K×¼D ¼Ý DË outstretched forearm, implies range.
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PESACH & CIRCUMCISION

When the Israelites were slaves in Egypt and wanted to take a brief holiday to
worship God in the desert, permission was refused, but at one point Pharaoh
suggested that the people might worship locally, in Egypt. To this Moses replied
that they might be asked to sacrifice ‘the abomination of Egypt, in which case will
the Egyptians not stone us?’ From the story of Joseph we know that the
abomination of Egypt was sheep and goats. Later the Israelites were asked to prove
their worthiness of being liberated from slavery by doing that very thing –
sacrificing ‘the abomination of Egypt’ in front of the Egyptians, who, after nine
plagues, were, as it turned out, too frightened to do or say anything.

The sacrifice, of a lamb or kid in its first year ( ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT does not mean ‘a year
old’) was called the Pesach, from the verb KÌÃÖ Lb which means (not to ‘pass over’
but) to skip, both literally, as lambs skip, and idiomatically, as we talk about
‘skipping (over) something’ in the sense of leaving it out. When God killed all the
firstborn of Egypt, he ‘skipped’ over the houses of Israel, where the blood on the
doorposts was a sign of people worthy to be rescued.

The Exodus from Egypt is the starting point for all the laws of the Torah, their
justification, as well as the starting point of the history of the people of Israel.
(What happened previously can be called pre-history.) So to remember it, all the
people were told to re-enact the Pesach ceremony, publicly, every year on the
anniversary of the event. If done publicly, the logical place was of course the
Tabernacle (later the Temple), but someone living far away could hardly slaughter
the animal, rush home with the blood, put it on the doorpost, and get back in time
to eat! So instead, the blood was put on the altar, and a few other minor points of
procedure were amended or added, such as that no bones were to be broken. A man
who, for any reason whatsoever, is not circumcised, may not eat of it.

The connection between circumcision and the Pesach is interesting.

One was the first ‘regular’ instruction to Abraham, father of the People (not
counting the ‘one off’ instruction to leave Harran)» the other was the very first
instruction to the People.

Both were connected with the return to the Land of Canaan, one with the
promise and the other with the event. One is a reminder of the promise» the
other, after the event, is a reminder of its fulfilment.

Both were symbolised by blood, the blood of circumcision and the blood of
the Pesach.

Each was demanded initially as an act of faith, each was at times an act of
great courage: children circumcised in Egypt were likely to be identified as
Israelites and thrown into the Nile, but the tradition was kept up.
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Abraham by circumcision identified himself as a man of God, and the act was
followed almost immediately by the birth of a son. The Israelites in Egypt
identified themselves by means of the Pesach as members of the People of God,
and the act was followed almost immediately by the birth of a Nation.

Failure to keep the law of circumcision and failure to keep the law of the
Pesach (without justified excuse) are the only ‘sins of omission’ for which there
is the divine punishment of ‘severance’ ( ¼ßIÝL]) which normally applies only to
serious ‘committed’ sins.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

A note regarding the word KÌÃÖ Lb. The much-quoted challenge of Elijah, in the
words of King James ‘How long halt ye between two opinions?’, implies that the
people halted, stopped at the cross-roads (remember the old road sign ‘Halt at
Major Road Ahead!’?), undecided which way to turn. This is not what he said. The
Hebrew

ÒÎ Hb H× Da KÉ Î If DJ Ñ K× ÒÎ HÌ DÖÃb Ò Jf KÅ Î Kß LÓ È K×
talks about skipping, i.e. jumping backwards and forwards from one to another.
Whether G-d or Baal was being worshipped, the people wanted to ‘get in on the
act’ (there is an expression in Yiddish about ‘dancing at two weddings’), and Elijah
wanted to point out that the two are mutually exclusive - make your mind up, one
or the other! (The rabbis criticised him for this, saying that a number of people
immediately said ‘In that case we choose Baal’, but we are not concerned here with
the behaviour of Elijah, merely with the meaning of the word. Some justify King
James that ‘halt’ in Old English does not mean ‘stop’ but ‘limp’ – but hardly
anyone knows that, and anyway it is still not the right word.)

TO DISPATCH

Here is an opportunity to clarify the use of the verb KÌWÑ LI. In the kal (and
associated forms, no dagesh in Ñ) it means ‘to send’» and the idiom ?DT ¼ÈLÎ KÌWÑ LI (Ex.
22:7,10» Esther 2:21) means ‘to lay hands on’ or ‘to attack’.

However, in the piel (and associated forms, ^ with dagesh) it does not normally
mean ‘to send’ (an exception in Gen. 38:17 is ‘put right’ in verse 23), but has one
of three meanings:

(a) to send away, divorce, drive out (as ¼I IÝLU), e.g.

(Deut. 22:6, 19, 29) ÒIÅ LÉ ß JÅ Ì K̂ KI Df KÌ Î KI BW LÌ D̂ KI+ DÑ, ÑKÐXÎ ÅWÑ
(b) to release (as here) ¼Î H_ K× ¼ß JÅ ¼Ì K̂ KI, or unleash (Deut. 21:6)

(c) to see someone off ¼D¼Õ DßÃÌ ¼ß JÅ ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ì K̂ KI DÎKÊ (Ex. 18:27).

In many prayer books, instead of ? DT ¼É LÌ¼X¼Ñ DJ KÉ ¼ÈL[ KÉ ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÓ in the Yom Tov Musaf,
we find ? DT ¼É LÌ D̂ Kf DIH̀ JI, clearly a mistake as it is the dagesh form. (¼É LÌ DÑ DIH̀ JI would not
be wrong, but I have never seen it. ¼É LÌ¼X ¼Ñ DJ KÉ is correct.)
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CHAOS

¼Ò LÉL[KÊ (14:24). The English translation ‘confused’ is a gross under-statement.
¼É LÓ¼X ¼É DÓ is a much stronger word, worse than the modern Hebrew ¼ÔLÇLÑ KT, and the
expression ‘utter chaos’ is nearer the mark. Verses 14:24-5 describe what happened.
There was nothing supernatural» the miracle was in the precise timing. There is also
a lesson to be learned from the story which is often overlooked.

A strong east wind blew all night, pushing back the sea. (If the whole thing were
supernatural there would have been no need for the wind.) It pushed so hard that
the water ‘piled up’ ¼ÈIÕ ¼D ¼Ó D] ¼X ¼Æ DcHÕ (but that is not the meaning of ¼É LÓ¼D ¼Ì – see later),
and then dried off the surface of the sea bed that it revealed, producing a crust
sufficiently thick and strong for the people, with all their loaded animals, to walk
on it, which they did. As they walked, the water on either side acted as a barrier
(in the same way as a wall does – and that is the meaning of ¼É LÓ¼D ¼Ì) giving them a
much-needed sense of security, and forcing them to move forwards and not scatter.

Seeing the Israelites crossing the sea on dry land, the Egyptians (it does not
mention Pharaoh personally, it is not certain that he went with them) decided to
follow. Here they made their big mistake. The thickness of the crust of dry sea bed
was limited, and underneath it was mud. Compare a lake that gets frozen over,
where the strength of the surface depends on the thickness of the ice (hence the
expression for taking a risk: ‘skating on thin ice’). What counts is not the overall
weight put on the crust, but the pressure, which is the weight over a given area
(such as a square inch). The feet of both people and animals occupy a relatively
large area, able to support a comparatively large weight. But the area of contact
between a chariot wheel and the ground is extremely small – and two wheels had
to support the entire weight of a chariot containing three armed men carrying heavy
metal shields. Pharaoh’s idea of putting a third man on each chariot (modern
excavations have explained this – a driver, a warrior, and another warrior to fight
an attacker from the rear) actually made things worse for him.

The high pressure caused the crust to break, a wheel of one of the front chariots
would sink down into the mud. This would not happen on entering the sea, near the
shore, where the crust was thick, but only when they got further out, so that all the
other chariots had entered behind. The horses, probably whipped, would pull with
all their might. The wheel could not move, so it would get wrenched off. The
horses would then drag the chariot along on one wheel, with the axle scraping the
ground on the other side, and of course it would slow down and eventually halt,
probably askew. If this happened to the first few chariots, there were hundreds
following, driven by men with the mentality of modern motorway lunatics, leading
to an inevitable pile-up such as even our motorways have not seen. To quote
Macaulay (elsewhere), ‘Those behind cry “Forward!” and those before cry “Back!”’
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This is the meaning of ¼É LÓ¼X ¼É DÓ, and it is explained in verse 25. The only thing to
do was to abandon the chariots and try to escape on foot – and at that point the sea
returned!

The lesson that is often overlooked is that the cleverest of men, when devising
wicked plans, overlooks something sooner or later, however cool he is – and the
more hot and angry he is, the more mistakes he makes. Initial success gives
encouragement – Hitler scored victory after victory until his enemies began to
outwit him. Even if what is overlooked is both unforeseen and unforeseeable, that
is no excuse for the clever man who knows it all, because G-d did forsee it. This
is the basis of all detective stories, and of an interesting event in recent history.

Some twenty years ago,10 the Zimbabwe army went into the province of
Matabeleland, stronghold of the main political opposition to President Mugabe, and
committed massacres, just as years later a group of Arabs entered the Sabra and
Shatilah camps in Lebanon and massacred a few fellow-Arabs, but on a far larger
scale. (As they were not Arabs, and no Jews were in the region, the world did not
really care.) Mugabe persisted in denying that any massacre had taken place, and
strong confirmatory evidence was not available. A few years later there was a
drought, the land dried up, then cracked, and finally split open, exposing the mass
graves of the victims! They have got away so far with the massacre, but at least not
with the cover-up!

Pharaoh’s example was copied by the Midianites.

Both wheels removed

In Judges 4:15 we read of how Sisera led nine
hundred iron chariots into the bed of the Kishon, a
wadi ( ¼Ñ KÌKÕ) that fills up in the rainy season and dries
out in the summer. Note the word ¼Ò LÉL[KÊ. Although
some chariots escaped, Sisera had to abandon his own,
and lost the battle.

Some would try to attribute Pharaoh’s defeat to a
run of bad luck. We see it differently, how G-d lured him to destruction by
encouraging him to make a fatal error. Sadat, who tried to defeat Israel by ‘peace’,
was shot during a mass celebration of his ‘victory’ (i.e. to cover up his defeat) in
the Yom Kippur War. (‘The last time the Egyptian army scored a victory was in the
second act of Aïda.’) 60,000 Israelis mourned Sadat in public – no doubt there were
Israelites who mourned Pharaoh, too!

10. Twenty years before this was written.
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NO SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE

¼Ô LI DÆH] KÉ ¼Ô JI J× D] ¼D¼Õ LIF× ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ – the second word is the object of the verb, not the subject,
which is the Mountain (at the beginning of the sentence). ‘It (Mount Sinai) sent up
(‘hiphil’, causative) its smoke as the smoker (incinerator, or possibly chimney) of
a furnace [does]’. ¼Ô JI J× is the construct form of ¼Ô II L×, a present participle used as
a noun (cf. ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼I) – see KM II, 12 ÎÌÎÊ.

TEN WHAT? TEN? HOW?

It has been suggested that ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÆUV KÉ ¼ßJÝ JKF× really means ‘ten statements’, and that
the actual ‘commandments’ (more of this word later) are only nine.

I once read an article (but unfortunately cannot remember where, or by whom)
which convincingly points out that the verb ¼Ý ITKV often does not mean ‘to speak’ but
‘to command’ or ‘to order’ or ‘to tell’, synonymous with ¼ÉIX KÛ except that it is
followed by ¼Ñ JÅ. Thus ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý IT KÈ DÎKÊ means ‘God told Moses’ (i.e. gave him
instructions).

[The English verb ‘to tell’ has two meanings: (1) where you tell someone something, i.e. relate or inform,
Hebrew ¼Ý Ib KÖ or ¼ÈIU KÉ, or in modern Hebrew K×IÈ¼D ¼É» (2) where you tell someone to do something, i.e. order or
command or instruct (in the sense of issue an instruction, not in the sense of teach), and this is¼Ý ITKV.]

It follows that ¼Ý LÆLV often means, not ‘a word’ or ‘a thing’ (though it sometimes
does have either of these meanings) but ‘an instruction’, an alternative to ¼ÉLÊ DÛ HÓ.
Quoting Num. 30:2 and other instances, the author deduces that the expression ‘Ten
Commandments’, though archaic, is in fact correct. This is important, because while
it is easy to find nine it is not easy to find ten.

[Note that while the name ‘Ten Commandments’ is deeply rooted in English, I have otherwise used the
word ‘instruction’ to translate even ¼ÉLÊ DÛ HÓ. The reason is that it brings to mind, correctly, something that you
disobey at your peril. If you disobey the boss, you are likely to lose your job, if you disobey with an
electrical gadget you may find yourself sprouting wings. ‘Command’ implies something that you only have
to take notice of in the army, which you are fortunately not in, and a ‘commandment’ is something in the
Bible that nobody takes notice of anyway. See also KM I 54 on ÉÐÝÆÉ.]

The seven instructions concerning, respectively, taking the Divine Name in vain,
the Sabbath, respect for parents, murder, adultery, stealing and bearing false witness
are recognised as independent without controversy» but where are the other three?

One opinion puts one long one before all these, and two at the end. ( ¼ÈÃÓ DÌ Kß ¼ÅWÑ
is mentioned twice.) This arrangement, accepted by many Christian denominations
(who did not invent it), has some support in the paragraph divisions, which we
accept, and which divide up the entire ‘block’ into ten paragraphs that way. There
are, however, strong arguments against this, paragraphs notwithstanding, and the
version we accept is that there are two at the beginning and only one at the end.
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(Although the phrase ¼ÈÃÓ DÌ Kß ¼ÅWÑ is repeated, it refers to only one instruction. This
is supported by the way the details are re-arranged in the Deuteronomy version.)

But the problem does not end there. How then are the first two divided? Where
does the first end and the second begin? The version which we accept nowadays,
supported by the punctuation (te’amim and verse endings) in most old manuscripts,
ends the first with ¼Ò¼ÎVÈLÆF×, but some have been found which end the first at ¼ÎLÕ Lb.

The latter version does have the advantage of enabling us to see simply what the
two instructions were: the first is to have no other gods, the second not to make
images or worship them. But our version combines these two into the second
instruction, so what is the first? On the face of it we have a mere statement, which
led to the theory quoted at the beginning of this article! Maimonides claims that it
is a mitsvah to believe in God, which simply begs the question. If you do not
believe, there is no reason for you to accept the mitsvah, and if you do believe, you
do not need it! It seems more likely that the instruction is to believe (and
remember) that what follows is given to us by G–D our God who brought us out
of Egypt.

The punctuation of the ‘upper te’amim’ is our evidence for the ending of the
first with ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÆF×, since the ‘upper te’amim’ system (as found in most manuscripts)
divides up the entire ‘block’ into ten verses, each representing one ‘commandment’.
But the system known as the ‘upper te’amim’ is that of the Babylonian Masoretes,
and when these disagree with the Tiberian Masoretes we decide according to the
latter.

So how did the Tiberians divide it into ten? We do not know, because the
Tiberian Masoretes (using the lower te’amim system) did not divide the ‘block’ into
ten verses each representing a ‘commandment’, but into verses of reasonable length
which contained sometimes more than one, sometimes only part of one! However,
they did end the first verse in their system (we now know) with ¼ÎLÕ Lb! How does the
Aleppo Codex ( ¼É LÆ¼D ¼Û ¼ÒKÝFÅ ¼Ý JßJ]) help us? Alas, that part is missing, so we do not
know! In other words, the halakhic origin for accepting the division as we have it
is not very clear.

One thing is certain – the division in most chumashim into only nine verses in
the upper te’amim system, combining the first two into one verse (and breaking all
the rules of te’amim), long claimed to be a mistake (cf. Rödelheim), has now been
proved to be wrong. See the enclosed supplement on Ta’amey Hamikra (S 1).

Lack of space compels us to defer a discussion on the meaning of the Ten
Commandments (as a whole).
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A BULL-FIGHT

¼Î KÌ KÉ ¼Ý¼D ¼J KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Ý DÐ LÓ¼X (21:35) ‘If one
person’s bull (or cow) kills someone
else’s . . .’ (to Ben Zuta’s explanation
of which, incidentally, Ibn Ezra makes
an amusing comment), there is a
procedure. The rabbis deduce from this
text that the owner of the aggressor has to compensate the owner of the victim for
half of his loss, upto a maximum of the value of the former. In other words,
compensation is limited to:

(a) half the loss, and

(b) the value of the aggressor – whichever is the least.

Leaving aside for the moment the first limitation, the second is extremely
puzzling. Why should compensation depend in any way whatever on the value of
the aggressor?

To understand this properly, it is necessary to compare carefully verses 35-36
with verses 28-29 (modified by verse 30, which is not relevant to this argument).
In the latter case, where an animal kills a human being, the animal is put to death,
but, if it is a first offender, the owner is exempt from blame and penalty. True, he
loses his animal» but that is not considered as a penalty, it is merely his loss, his
hard luck. Only if the offence is repeated after warnings – how this can occur if the
animal is to be killed the first time is another question – is the owner held
responsible and liable to a penalty.

Why, then, should the owner be held responsible and liable if his animal merely
kills another animal, without killing a human being?

Careful reading shows that he is not. We ourselves have inserted that idea into
the text, which goes out of its way to avoid suggesting it. What happens is that
once again the owner is exempt from both blame and penalty, but the animal is
held responsible. What has the animal with which to pay compensation? Only its
own value. It is a piece of property with a cash value, so it is converted into cash
from which payment is made. The owner thus loses part of its value, but that is not
a payment made by him – contrast when the animal is a hardened offender (verse
36) – it is merely, once again, his loss, his hard luck. Such payment, however,
made by the animal, is limited to the amount which the animal has with which to
pay, and that is the total value of the animal.
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Rabbi A. Farbstein, head of Hebron Yeshivah, pointed out that Rabbi Hayyim Halevy reached the same
conclusion from a law stated in the Talmud as follows: if someone decides to take possession of a stray
(ownerless) animal which has previously injured or killed another, he is exempt from liability for this
because there is a special verse from which this exemption is deduced. Rabbi Hayyim asked why a special
verse is needed. Surely you cannot hold a subsequent owner responsible for the actions of an animal before
it was his! Rabbi Hayyim concludes that the animal is responsible, and the one who ‘took it over’ took an
animal against which the victim’s owner already had a claim, and only the special verse exempts payment.

What happens in practice is that when the offending animal is sold, the original
owner has first option to buy it, i.e. to buy back his own property. To express this
more simply, he may keep his animal if he pays its debt. So in practice it works out
that he pays for half of the damage upto a maximum of the value of his animal –
but strictly he is not obliged to pay anything at all, he merely loses all or part of
the value of his animal. It is his hard luck. That is why he pays for only half of the
damage. The owner of the victim has lost at least half the value of his animal, and
that is his hard luck. Each of the two owners carries a share (usually, but not
always, an equal share) of the loss, of the hard luck.

Why did the rabbis of the Talmud simply state that the owner of the aggressor
is liable to pay half the damage, upto a maximum of the value of his animal,
without even bothering to query the apparent injustice as we did above?

The answer is twofold. First, the Gemara at times tends to follow the Mishnah
in classifying issues according to the final pratical outcome of the law, regardless
of the underlying concepts, as long as the issues are externally similar or have some
sort of external connection. If the law in two issues is the same or similar, though
based in each case on a different concept, the issues may be classified together.11

The second point (which also explains the first) is that the Talmud was a book
for advanced scholars only, a point that we deliberately overlook. Between Torah
text and Talmud was a vast intermediate stage of learning that was (in general) not
written down, but which was taken for granted when the Talmud was written. In
trying to work backwards from Talmud to Torah in order to establish a link, we
tend to jump this stage and thus leave a giant gap in logic. True we no longer have
most of the intermediate stage available» still we can – but generally do not bother
to – make an effort to find it again.

Since the above was written and printed, Rabbi A. Farbstein has sadly left us, and his loss is felt

deeply. ¼ÉLÐLÝ DÆ HÑ ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ ¼ÝJÐIË. This issue is dedicated to his memory.

11. Note, for example, in the last Mishnah in ÔÓÊÜÓ ÊÉËÎÅ (Zevahim 5:8), how the Pesach
is linked with all the other offerings, from which it differs in many respects fundamentally
in concept, not just in laws. Also, the first Mishnah in Pe’ah¼Ý¼X ¼×¼Î HI ¼Ò JÉLÑ ¼Ô¼Î IÅ JI ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÆUV ¼É Ĵ IÅ
classifies three items that could easily be given a fixed quantity or percentage but are not,
together with two others that could not.
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THE TABERNACLE

The building of the Tabernacle was to serve two purposes: the obvious one is
that it should exist, to be used and to be available for use. The less obvious one is
that it should be built» it is for this reason that it had to be built in the desert, and
not on arrival in Canaan.

A people who had just been rescued from slavery and intense suffering needed
something to do to at least take their minds of the past for a while, though the past
was not to be completely forgotten. Occupational therapy. But more than that, they
had a slave mentality. They were used to working under threats and pressure, in
conditions of grave injustice against which there was no redress. They were now
to become free men, and the natural instinct for a freed slave is, given the
opportunity, to enslave others, an instinct that was to be overcome. They had to
learn how to work as free men, to be neither slaves nor enslavers, and to live and
work together with justice.

On arrival at Sinai, after the Revelation and receiving the Ten Commandments,
they were given a whole code of laws of justice. This code set out clearly the basic
principles, in the form of extremely simple cases» but the people also had to learn
how it was all to be applied in practice. For this purpose, they were given a project
which would involve nearly all the community, each using such skills as he or she
possessed. The work was to be entirely voluntary. Obviously there would be
overseers, but their job was merely to co-ordinate, not to coerce or otherwise
pressure anyone. The people were free.

It would be impossible for the entire population to work that way without
constant conflicts and frictions, disagreements, arguments and quarrels» and they
were not told to avoid these by stupid requests for them ‘not to quarrel’. What they
were given was the opportunity to bring their complaints to Moses (who later
delegated some of the work), who would dispense justice, thus solving their
problems and conflicts in a peaceful manner and at the same time, by example,
teaching them how to behave in a just manner to one another so as to minimise
conflicts in the first place.

Building the Tabernacle involved education as well as therapy – and while we
often tend to forget the fact, it is justice essentially that the Torah is all about. All
the rest (cf. Hillel) is a backing to support and maintain it.
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THE COURTYARD ?

The word ¼Ý IÛ LÌ occurs in the Torah frequently here in the latter part of Exodus
in connection with the Tabernacle, a few times in Numbers, and twice in Leviticus
(6:9 and 19). (Lev. 25:31 refers to something else.) In the two cases in Leviticus,
in post-biblical literature, and certainly in some cases later in the Bible (possibly
all), the word is correctly translated as ‘courtyard’ (e.g. Isaiah 1:12 ¼Î LÝ IÛFÌ ¼ÖÃÓUÝ), but
equally certainly that is not its meaning here, in Exodus (and in Numbers). It was
made (not surfaced or provided with a floor), and although the courtyard was not
covered, the ¼Ý IÛ LÌ had height (27:18)» without any doubt, the word refers not to the
courtyard itself but to the partition or fence that surrounded and enclosed it.

This ‘fence’ would have ‘length’ and ‘breadth’, the words being used rather
loosely, as we would use them in English, to mean the length and breadth of the
area that it enclosed, and ‘height’, being the actual height of the partition.
Understood this way, the figures given (27:18) match the details given earlier, and
with one problem: the breadth or width is ¼Ò¼Î HJ HÓFÌ KT ¼Ò¼Î HJ HÓFÌ. What does that mean?

To take this as 50 x 50 means either that it is an area, which it clearly is not,
or that it gives two dimensions, when we only need one since one (the length) has
already been given. None the less, this is the interpretation normally offered, with
the explanation that it refers to the width and half of the length, the area in front
of the Tabernacle itself. But as we have pointed out above, ¼Ý IÛ LÌ refers not to the
enclosure but to the bounding partition, and there is no such partition in front of the
Tabernacle dividing the courtyard in half. What then can it mean?

Once again, we must re-think from the start. We have made an assumption that
seems obvious to us, but which was in fact quite unjustified, namely that both
Tabernacle and courtyard were necessarily rectangular. True they were rectangular,
but only because this was specified. It is reasonable to expect some sort of
symmetry, and that the north and south sides, which were identical, should be
equal, but not necessarily the east and west sides, which were different (the former
being the entrance). East and west would be parallel, but not necessarily equal, with
north and south equal but not necessarily parallel – giving us a trapezium.
Excavations of ancient temples show that this was not at all unusual. To ensure that
the courtyard was indeed rectangular, the Torah specified that the breadth was to
be 50 in the east and 50 in the west. (A parallelogram is not precluded, but against
common sense.) This seems to be the most plausible explanation.

Since most of us never use the word ‘trapezium’ and have forgotten what it is,
the following may help. The most likely possibilities are:

By specifying ¼Ò¼Î HJ HÓFÌKT ¼Ò¼Î HJ HÓFÌ the Torah
eliminates the two trapezia, leaving the rectangle.

In Ki Tissa (the week after next, watch out for
it!) we find the reverse – a case where we imagine that something is specified, but
the Torah in fact makes assumptions.
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HOW TO DO IT

¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ KÌ¼X¼Ý The Cabbalists use the word hokhmah as a technical term, with two
distinct meanings, two types of hokhmah. The first type is ‘an act of perception’
in the way that a camera takes a snapshot (see Steinsaltz’s commentary, due to
appear also in English translation, on Tanya, which explains concepts of Hasidism).
The second type is alleged to be inherently incomprehensible, in other words the
Cabbalists openly admit that they are talking about something without having the
faintest idea what it is that they are talking about.

In the Bible, ¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ has neither of these meanings. Nor, in general (though there
may be exceptions) does it mean ‘wisdom’, as King James translates it. (In fairness
to him, it is certainly used in that sense later on.)

Wisdom is essentially understanding how something works, and knowing how
to tackle it, especially a problematical situation. Biblical ¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ is more than just
that – it implies also the ability to tackle it. We all possess enough wisdom to
criticise bad workmanship, we can watch an idiot doing a job, know that he is
doing it wrong, tell him how to do it, yet not be able to do it ourselves because we
lack the necessary skill. In other words, ¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ is skill.

Skill can be in making or doing something with one’s hands (or an implement),
or in handling a situation» it can come naturally, or through training, but even in
the latter case it is, at least in part, G-d-given, because not everyone responds to
training, and not everyone meets the right teacher able to train him (or her). Skill
implies some sort of wisdom as a necessary component, but wisdom is not
sufficient. Talent ( ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý LJH] in modern Hebrew, not ¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ) is nearly synonymous, but
tends to stress the ability, while skill stresses the application of that ability.

Here, the meaning is obvious: skilled workers were required to make the
components and accessories of the Tabernacle, and the only problem (justifying all
the above) is to reconcile what the word clearly means with the generally accepted
(wrong) translation. Elsewhere, however, the sense is changed.

I had always thought it somewhat arrogant of Solomon to pray for wisdom. ‘I
want to be clever!’ But he did not. In order to know what to do, a king asks his
advisers, they are the wise men, and no king is ever short of advisers.12 Solomon
considered that he had been placed in charge of a large population, for whose
welfare he was responsible, and he wanted the ability to discharge this

12. No Jew in Israel is ever short of advisers, whether he wants them or not, and there is
not a single person who does not know what the government should do better than the
government itself knows. It has been suggested that politicians should give way to those
who know best how to run the country, namely barbers and taxi-drivers.
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responsibility to their best advantage. What he asked for was the skill in handling
them, in dealing with them, especially in justice. It was not enough for him to have
the wisdom to be able to determine a policy, he wanted the ability to implement that
policy. His request was granted, and when two prostitutes came to him with their
babies, one alive and one dead, and the problem of which belonged to which, he
demonstrated his skill in justice, in handling the situation and finding the solution
to the problem. It was this, his skill, and not mere wisdom, that so impressed the
public and made them have such respect for him.

SOUND, NOT SILENCE, IS GOLDEN 13

¼D ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü ¼× KÓ DIHÕ DÊ (28:35). The purpose of these gold bells is obscure. Rashbam
connects this with Aaron’s annual entrance on Yom Kippur (Lev. 16), but on that
occasion he did not wear it, he wore special clothes instead. Also it says ‘so that
Aaron should not die’, not the others.

And why did Moses, who regularly entered the Inner Sanctuary, not wear bells?

THE CONSECRATION

Chapter 29 cannot be properly understood until the basic concepts of the
sacrifice ceremonies given in the first chapters of Leviticus have been fully
grasped. Some of these have been explained in Ki Mitsion I on Vayyikra and Tsav,
and it is hoped to extend the explanation in the current series on those portions.
This chapter had, of necessity, to be placed here, even though it would have been
easier to follow had it been placed later. If you find it difficult to follow, defer it.

13. The title of a famous song ‘Silence is Golden’.
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THE POLL TAX

A well-known contemporary rabbi wrote in his book that in preparing for Pesach
it is necessary to kasher false teeth – by immersing them in boiling water. Clearly
the words of an academic who knows all about halakhah, but nothing at all about
false teeth.

Here too we need to insert some realism into our understanding of what the
Torah is talking about.

We are taught that here Moses is told to count the people, as follows: each
person is to bring a coin, and he is to count the coins, essentially as a means of
avoiding having to do a head count, which he is not to do.

Have you ever tried to count accurately (e.g. for the purpose of serving cups of
coffee) the number of people present, standing and moving around, in a large room
or a small hall? With luck you may reach 20 or 30, but never 100. Nobody, nobody,
is going to even think of counting half a million people moving around in the desert
by means of a head-count. Not even with brother Aaron and a dozen tribe-leaders
to help. So there is not much point in telling Moses ‘don’t!’.

Coins were certainly not in general use at the time of Moses. A half-shekel of
silver would be weighed out, and might not even be in one piece. But assume that
coins were in fact used: even today, no bank clerk counts coins (beyond a mere
handful). He weighs them. So let us start again at the beginning.

Bear in mind that ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ does not mean to count, but to call out or call
up, and that ‘to count’ is also not among the many diverse meanings of ¼ÈÃÜ Lb (some
of which may involve counting) – see KM (I) on ÖÌÕÎÙ BÅÞÕ BÝÆÈÓÆ, with which
it may be worth while refreshing the memory. The Torah then starts off, before
giving instructions, with two assumptions:

(a) Moses would need to call up (conscript) the men for military service»
(b) this would require initial registration, just as it does today. Both of these were
probably standard procedure in Egypt, and Moses was aware of this. (A similar
system may have been used in conscription, implied by the word ¼Ò¼Î Ha HÓ, for periods
of slave-duty, something they would not want to be reminded of.) The register
would not be strictly accurate on call-up day, due to deaths etc. in the meantime –
just as a modern electoral register never is» but it would be near enough for
practical purposes.

The instructions are then that when you [are about to] have a call-up, each
person is to pay a poll-tax on registration (the meaning of the first ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÈÃÜ DÙ HT).
This tax, 1% of the erkekha (Lev. 27:3) for a man between 20 and 60, was to serve
three purposes:
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1) As a form of life insurance. The meaning of ¼I JÙJÕ ¼Ý JÙÃ] , together with the meaning
of the second ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÈÃÜ DÙ HT, is a subject on its own that we need not deal with here.

2) To provide silver for the Tabernacle, to which everyone, rich and poor, would
contribute equally.

3) As a check on the grand total obtained in the census. Twice the number of
shekels of silver should equal the number of people counted, which it did (Ex.
38:25-26, Num. 1:46. There was no significant change on actual call-up, the figure
for which is given in Num. 2:32.)

Modern registration lists are compiled according to address, street by street, a
system clearly not applicable at Sinai. However, while this would not be possible
today, they were then listed according to tribes, clans and families. This ensured
that nobody was left out, and also enabled appropriate sub-totals to be obtained
(Num. 1). The numbers were obtained simply by counting the names on the lists,
not the half-shekels and not the heads. This is the meaning of ¼ß¼D ¼Ó II ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ DT in Num.
1:2. To count – even people – is ¼ÝÃÙ LÖ e.g. Gen.32:13.

Ignoring realism can produce interesting results. When Saul prepared to go into
battle with an army of 210,000, we read (1 Sam. 15:4) ¼Ò¼Î HÅLÑ DZ KT ¼ÒIÈ DÜ DÙH[KÊ – ‘he
mustered them at [a place called] The Telaim’. We are taught otherwise – ‘he
counted them with sheep’. Each potential soldier, we are told, brought and handed
over a sheep, and some insomniac with nothing better to do was given the job of
counting nearly a quarter of a million of these without falling asleep in the middle!
On another occasion we read ¼ÜJË JÆ DT ¼ÒIÈ DÜ DÙH[KÊ (1 Sam. 11:8), the interpretaton of which
is left to your imagination.

THE SABBATH

The instructions given to Moses on the Mountain and referred to as such
concerned the building of the Tabernacle and, at the end, the Sabbath. The obvious
implication that the two are connected, and the meaning of the connection, should
be noted. This deserves more detailed consideration than space this week allows,
so we have deferred it to next week, when Moses passes on the instructions he has
received. The above discussion on the Poll Tax, taken in conjunction with previous
discussions on the census, is very important but far from simple, and quite enough
to digest for one week. It took far longer to work it all out.
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THE SABBATH

As promised last week. Here goes!

During his forty-day spell on the Mountain, leaving aside midrash and sticking
to the text, Moses appears to have received instructions connected with the
Tabernacle and the Sabbath, and nothing else. (Even the Poll Tax was mentioned
because of the silver for building the Tabernacle.) Other matters were told to him
earlier or later.

After all the instructions about the Tabernacle have been completed, a fairly long
paragraph starting with ¼E KÅ (meaning ‘nevertheless’, a very strong word for
‘however’ or ‘but’) introduces the Sabbath. Bringing it in that way at that point
indicates that Sabbath observance is to take priority over building the Tabernacle.
Stressing its importance, the paragraph then tells us that the Sabbath is not limited
to the Tabernacle, but is to apply permanently in the future as a reminder of the
Creation (31:12-17).

Here, in passing on his instructions to the people, Moses opens with the Sabbath»
to avoid repetition, what he said is condensed into one verse (35:2), but he
obviously elaborated. (Verse 3 adds something new – that is another story for
another time.)

What exactly does the Torah forbid on the Sabbath? (We are not considering
rabbinic legislation or modern practical law, only fundamental concepts.) The rabbis
tell us that by tradition – which we neither dispute nor question – there are thirty-
nine different basic types of activity that are forbidden. These are the thirty-nine
types of activity performed in preparing the Tabernacle and its accessories» the laws
of the Sabbath are deduced from those of the Tabernacle because instructions for
one are adjacent to instructions for the other (as explained above).

This all seems very far-fetched and hard to understand. The rule of ¼E¼X ¼Ó LÖ,
deducing things from ‘adjacency’, is a technical one that may be alright for details,
but hard to accept for a major matter such as this. Furthermore, we regard the
Sabbath traditionally as a reminder of the Creation and even of slavery in Egypt
and the Exodus, but nowhere at all do we mention it as a reminder of the building
of the Tabernacle, not even in the kiddush, so where does one come into the other?

First we must realise that the approach of the Talmud was to present laws in the
simplest way for the purpose of observing them, i.e. to grasp their practical effect.
As we have already seen (Ki Mitsion II 18, Mishpatim), this was not always the
best way, by quite a long chalk, of indicating their basic concepts. Here too we can
reach the identical results in law that the rabbis reached, by a different approach
which helps us to understand better what is happening.
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The Torah itself tells us simply of a ban on the Sabbath of ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, which
certainly does not mean ‘doing work’ or ‘performing labour’» nor does it imply a
list of thirty-nine activities. It can be shown (see next week’s issue) that the
expression means providing (oneself with) something, either by acquisition or by
production. ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ, a concrete noun, does not mean activity (an abstract noun)»
nor, in this context, does ¼ß¼D ¼KF× mean ‘doing’, but ‘making’ (Gen. 2:4 etc.) or
‘acquiring’ (Gen. 12:5 etc.). So initially, what is banned on the Sabbath is all types
of production and acquisition.

In KM II 19 ÉÓÊÝß we pointed out that one of the purposes of building the
Tabernacle was educational, for people to get practice in understanding the laws
and concepts of justice. Here we add another point, that emerges from the way the
Sabbath is ‘tacked onto the end of’ the instructions for the Tabernacle. The
construction of the latter was also, at the same time, intended as education through
practice in the observance of the Sabbath! Looked at this way, we see that the idea
that all construction was to cease each Sabbath was not mere coincidence» the
whole idea of observing the Sabbath was inherently built into the instructions for
building the Tabernacle, so that the latter should serve that educational purpose.
The two were thus intimately connected in practice, but building the Tabernacle
was a mere example, a demonstration, of observing the Sabbath» it was neither a
source for the latter nor a reason for observing it, so we do not have to ‘remember’
it today in that connection.

According to the Rabbis’ tradition, not every type of ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF× was forbidden
on the Sabbath» the ban, even for the future, affected only such things (and matters
similar in nature) as applied in preparing the Tabernacle, from which the people
learned about Sabbath observance in practice. The list of 39, either worked out or
handed down by tradition, was considered to be enough. In other words, placing the
Sabbath law alongside the instructions for preparing the Tabernacle does not
introduce a set of banned activities, but limits them. Only those things on the list
(and similar) are banned» without the adjacency and the list we would ban a few
more.

In practice, most forms of production were represented in one way or another
in preparing the Tabernacle – this too was intentional, so that each person with any
skill whatsoever could contribute if he or she wished – but not all forms of
acquisition were represented. Trapping an animal (in no way production or even
‘creation’) is on the list, but two common forms of acquisition – stealing and
purchase – are not. Stealing is no worse on the Sabbath than on any other day,
purchase is forbidden only by rabbinic legislation.

(N.B. Carrying is a separate law entirely.)
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‘Moses saw all the melakhah, and they had (?done) it. They had (done?) it correctly
as G-d had instructed.’ Note that they had (done?) it, not that they were (doing?)
it, which would have required ¼Ò¼Î HK¼D ¼×, not ¼X ¼K L×.

Throughout the last five portions of Exodus, which deal with the Tabernacle, we
meet the word melakhah. What exactly does it mean? The traditional translation of
‘work’ (in England) or ‘labor’ (in America) does not make sense of what we know
of the laws of the Sabbath, and it is hard to talk about G-d’s having worked hard
in creating the universe. It is always assumed, however, that it refers to some sort
of activity, or list of activities (it is a collective word), and some (such as Hirsch)
narrow it down to ‘creative activity’. (It is a sad fact that Hirsch did in fact find the right answer,
but did not throw out the wrong one. Instead he tried to combine the two, explaining it all with very deep
complex and totally unnecessary philosophy.)

Now activity can be observed when in progress, but not after it has been
completed. Moses could well have seen the activity in progress, but it does not say
that he did, only that he saw the melakhah after they had finished it!

To understand the meaning of the word we need to take a look at a few cases
where it occurs.

1) Start with Saul and the Amalekites (1 Sam. 15:9):

AXÓÎVÝEÌ JÉ SSS ÉLË DÆ HÓ DÕ ÉLÐÅLÑ D_ KÉ ÑLÐ DÊ SSS ÔÅÃc KÉ Æ KÍÎ IÓ SSS ÑK× SSS ÑÃÓ DÌK[KÊ
The best of the sheep, cattle etc. was preserved, while all the poorquality melakhah
was destroyed. Now activity is an abstract noun derived from a verb, but here we
are not talking about an abstract noun. Here we are talking about cattle, sheep and
so on, and melakhah refers to animals – a concrete noun, not an abstract one!

2) Jacob likewise told Esau (Gen. 33:14) that he would travel slowly ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼ÑJÇ JÝ DÑ
‘at the speed of the animals’, not of the activity.

A list of items that can be contaminated with sara’at is given in Lev. 13:47-8:

AÝD× ßJÐÅ JÑ DÓ ÑLÐ DÆ DÅ ÝD× DÆ DÅ BÝ JÓ LÛKÑ DÊ ÒÎ Hf DI HbKÑ Æ JÝ I× DÆ DÅ Î Hß DI HÆ DÅ – ÒÎ Hf DI Hb ÈJÇ JÆ DT DÅ Ý JÓ JÛ ÈJÇ JÆ DT
This list is repeated in successive verses a few times, with minor variations, and
specifically with ¼Ý¼D ¼× ¼Î HÑ D] instead of ¼Ý¼D ¼× ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ, but the meaning is clearly
unchanged. ¼Î HÑ D] means ‘an article’ (not necessarily a utensil, it can be an article of
clothing or even a weapon), which is not an abstract noun. Here ¼Ý¼D ¼× ¼ß JÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ means
a leather article.

3) In Exodus 22:7 and 10 we are given two cases where a custodian has to swear
that he has not laid hands on (i.e. misappropriated or deliberately or negligently
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destroyed or damaged) ¼X ¼É I× IÝ ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ, which can only mean that which was deposited
with him to take care of. What was that? We are told at the start of each paragraph,
in one case articles, in the other case animals, both concrete nouns. In neither case
was it an activity.

4) Finally, we may take a look at Exodus 36:7:

SSSSS ÉLÐÅLÑ D_ KÉ Ñ LÐ DÑ ÒL[ KÈ É Lß DÎ LÉ É LÐÅLÑ D_ KÉ DÊ
Here even King James capitulates, and renders the first melakhah as ‘the stuff’, i.e.
the raw materials, but still renders the second one as ‘work’. Why? Why not render
the second one also as a concrete noun, meaning the finished products? The verse
then makes sense, and so do all the others, including the one we started with.

That is what Moses saw, not the activity! Just as KÌ IT DË H_ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼K K×K[KÊ does not mean
‘he did the altar’, but ‘he made the altar’, so wherever we find the verb ¼ß¼D ¼KF× in
any of its forms used together with ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ it means ‘to make’ (or occasionally also
‘to acquire’ cf. Gen. 12:5) and not ‘to do’. (Hence the question marks earlier.) The
expression ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ does not refer to the work and activity performed in
producing the Tabernacle, but to what was produced. Melakhah is a collective, and
the expression includes all the components and accessories – ark, altars, table, veil,
walls, priests’ clothes, incense and so on.

From here we turn to the Creation. How does my not ploughing on the Sabbath
remind me of G-d abstaining from creating stars, trees and animals? But here we
see that what G-d did on the six days, abtained from doing on the seventh, and
asked us to imitate, was producing things that were not there previously. The
melakhah mentioned in Gen. 2:2 refers to the earth, sun, moon, stars, trees and
other plants, fish, birds, animals and man – not to the ‘work’ or even the activity
involved in creating them. That is covered by the word ¼É LK L×. This makes sense of
the laws of the Sabbath as explained by the Rabbis.

And so we begin to undestand the basic concept of the Sabbath. The
development of this is too long for here. The problem is that melakhah, an everyday
word in Biblical times, cannot be translated into English (or even into modern
Hebrew), though everyone knew exactly what it meant. There are words like that
in every language, and the difficult concept to grasp is not one of philosophy but
of the meaning of a word in a strange language.14

14. The frequently used modern Hebrew expresion ¼Ý IfKÊ DÑ may be rendered in English as to
waive (rights), to cede, not to bother with, not to make an issue of, etc. These are not
synonyms, but would be used in different contexts. Yet the Hebrew word conveys a single
idea, and every Israeli knows exactly what he means when he uses it. So biblical melakhah
is a deliberately vague word (like ‘thing’, ‘stuff’) which can include both animals and
articles, anything that is concrete, but not activity.
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RECAPITULATION

In series I on Vayyikra, we considered the problems involved in studying the
subject of offerings, and in particular of understanding what the Torah is talking
about. To overcome these problems it is first necessary to grasp the fundamental
concepts of offerings – not the spiritual concepts, but those of the actual ceremony
– and to obtain a clear picture of the framework, within which details can be added
later.

Animal offerings are basically of two types. The zevach is where part of the
animal is eaten, the olah where it is offered to G-d in its entirety. In each case the
first part of the ceremony is to fling the blood (after slaughtering the animal) onto
the altar. With the olah, the rest is cleaned and flayed, and the carcass is
dismembered and put onto the altar where it is smoked ¼Ý KÍ DÜ LÉ (not burnt) – just as
a cigarette is smoked – to produce a ‘relaxing aroma’, KÌ¼D ¼Ì¼ÎHÕ KÌ¼Î IÝ. With the zevach
certain fats and organs, known collectively as ‘The Fats’, are removed from the
animal and smoked on the altar, the rest of the meat is eaten.

That is all. The rest is all detail – albeit vitally important detail, but only to be
considered when the framework is clear in your mind.

The other essential point that needs to be stressed again (and again) is the use
of technical terms. These all had an original meaning, which is often not retained.
For instance the KÌ IT DË HÓ – literally ‘place of slaughter’ – was originally, long before
the time of Moses, a platform on which the animal was slaughtered. Though no
longer used for that purpose, the name was retained as a technical term for a
platform used in the Sanctuary service. In the Tabernacle there were two, one of
which was used only for incense! Technical terms should not be translated, but
retained, unless a similar technical term can be found in English. (For example, in
this case the English word altar had the same original meaning, but is used today
to refer even to places where no animal is slaughtered, so the word may be used.
But we will later meet the ¼Ò LI LÅ, which originally meant ‘guilt-offering’ and in the
Torah is still used once or twice in that sense, but usually in a different technical
sense where it should be translated only as asham. This point cannot be over-
stressed.)

Now to proceed. The Torah starts off with the Olah. We are told which animals
may be brought – cattle, sheep and goats. And only males. Details of the ceremony
are given, which we may gloss over quickly on first reading. [And likewise with
the bird olah and the minchah.]

Next comes the Zevach Shelamim, a particular type of zevach. The same animals
may be brought as previously, cattle, sheep or goats, but females are also allowed.
Details of the ceremony are given three times – once each for cattle, sheep and
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goats. The only difference is that for sheep the fat tail, which was usual in the
breed used in those days, was included with ‘the fats’ that are removed. A complete
list of ‘The Fats’ is given each time – do not worry at first about what they are, fill
that in later. The important thing is that the list is the same – precisely identical –
not only for the three types of shelamim but also for every animal offering that is
ever brought (some of which we meet later), apart from the olah where there is no
need to remove any fats etc. since everything except the hide goes onto the altar.
The only difference is that ‘The Fats’ of sheep include the fat tail in all cases.

The shelamim is not a ‘peace offering’ (although the midrash connects it with
¼Ò¼D ¼Ñ LI) but was originally a ‘payments offering’, i.e. an offering brought for payment
of a vow ¼ÝJÈJÕ ¼Ò Î KI DÑ. A person in trouble or who desperately needed something
would pray to his deity and promise, if his wish is fulfilled, to bring an offering»
the shelamim was the payment. However, once established, the name was applied
to a type of offering to which a specific procedure applied. Our shelamim,
described here in the Torah, was not only for payment of vows, but also used for
a voluntary goodwill offering, for a thanksgiving offering, and for the nazirite. At
the same time, payment of a vow was not always by means of a zevach, it could
also be by means of an olah, depending on what was promised. So it is important
to keep the technical term, shelamim. (Other types of zevach are mentioned in the
Torah, but full details of procedure are not written there. Tradition tells us of
certain differences of detail. The best-known of course is the pesach.)

Except in the case of the nazirite, a shelamim was always a voluntary offering,
other types of zevach were compulsory, an olah could be either.

Two final points. All zevach offerings are considered as ‘holy’ ( ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈGÜ), and had
to be slaughtered in the Sanctuary Courtyard, but not in any specific part. The meat
eaten, after the ceremony, belonged to the person who brought it, and was eaten as
holy food. The olah however belonged (after being offered) entirely to G-d and was
therefore designated as ‘extra holy’ ( ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈGÜ ¼Î IIUÈ LÜ), and had to be slaughtered in the
northern part of the Courtyard. (We will deal with the priest’s fee separately.)

Notice that in the first part of the ceremony the olah and the zevach are treated
identically – as the animal is slaughtered, the blood is collected in a receptacle and
then taken and flung (or hurled) against the side of the altar. It is not sprinkled
(King James again!), it is flung or hurled – that is the meaning of the verb ¼ÜÃÝLË.
(We will meet sprinkling later, where a different verb is used.)

[Continued in the next issue.]
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(Continued from ÅÝÜÎÊ)

THE THIRD GROUP

Somewhere between the olah and the zevach lies a third group, with some of the
characteristics of each, as well as a few of its own. We will try to explain the hatat
and the asham (leaving aside for the while the only other member of the group, the
rarely mentioned miluim).

Whereas there are references to olah and zevach throughout the Bible, each also
having its relevant verb (as explained in series I), the hatat and asham offerings are
mentioned only in the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Ezekiel, Chronicles
and once each in Kings and Ezra. Moses significantly makes no reference to them
in Deuteronomy. (Asham occurs in Samuel in the sense of a guilt-offering, but not
one offered in the Sanctuary.) With these we find neither KÌÃÆLË nor ¼ß¼D ¼ÑF× KÉ used as
a verb, only the more general ¼Å¼Î HÆ LÉ (bring) or ¼ÆIÝ DÜ KÉ (offer).

Hatat originally meant a sin-offering. However, having been established as the
type of offering brought in connection with a certain type of sin, it retains the name
and is used for that type of offering even where no sin has been committed.
Likewise asham originally meant a guilt-offering (and is sometimes used in that
sense) but normally refers to an offering to which a particular procedure is applied.
(Otherwise it would all be rather ridiculous – after all, if you sin you are guilty,
and if you are guilty it is on account of sin, so what is the difference? No, we
simply have names given to two particular types of offering.)

The Torah starts off with describing when an asham or hatat is brought – they
are not voluntary offerings, but only brought in certain circumstances. We will pass
over that part for the moment and deal only with the logistics – what is brought,
and the ceremony.

Once again only cattle, sheep or goats can be brought, but in general there is no
option – we are told which is to be brought in which circumstances, but this does
not affect the procedure. An asham can only be a male sheep. A hatat, if from
cattle, might be a bull or a calf, both male; if a goat it might be male or female; if
a sheep, only a female, never a male. An asham can only be a male sheep.

Now for the procedure, starting with the asham. This is something in between
the olah and the zevach. Like the olah, it is extra-holy, and must be slaughtered in
the northern part of the courtyard. The blood is offered, but then the ‘fats’ are
removed and smoked on the altar as with the zevach. Also, the meat is eaten, BUT,
like the olah, it is considered as extra-holy, it all belongs to G-d. The meat is given
by G-d to the priests, who eat it under conditions in which extra-holy food is eaten.
These are not the same as those under which normal holy food is eaten.
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This is not too complicated. To summarise: slaughtered like an olah, blood as
ususal, ‘fats’ as a zevach, eaten only by priests under special conditions. In Lev.
5:7 ¼D ¼Ó LIFÅ really means ‘his guilt-offering’ and does not refer to an asham.

The procedure for a hatat is identical to that of an asham throughout, except for
the blood which undergoes a totally different procedure.

There are two types of hatat, the normal (outside) one and the special (inside)
one, the latter usually dealt with by the High Priest in person. We will consider
first the normal one.

After it has been slaughtered and the blood has been collected, the latter is not
flung against the [sides of the] altar, but some of it is applied ( ¼ÔÃßLÕ) to the horns
[at the corners] of the altar by the priest with his finger, and the remainder is
poured out ( ¼EÃÙ LI) onto the base of the altar. Repeat, the priest takes some of the
blood and applies it with his finger to the horns of the altar, then pours out the rest
onto the base of the altar. All, as with all the other offerings, takes place outside
the Sanctuary in the Courtyard, hence the name ‘outside hatat’.

The special hatat is even more holy, and differs from the normal one in two
respects. First, in the ceremony of the blood, which is totally different yet again.
The High Priest takes some of the blood inside the Sanctuary, where he first
sprinkles (or splashes) some with his finger ( ¼ÉIY KÉ) a number of times in the
direction of the Veil (parochet). Details of where else he sprinkles vary in different
cases. He may also apply some with his finger to the horns of the inside altar.
Hence the name ‘inside hatat’. Do not worry about the details yet, just try to get
the general idea of sprinkling and applying. Again the remainder of the blood is
poured out onto the base of the altar outside.

The second difference between the special hatat and the normal one is that the
special one is too holy to be eaten, once blood has been taken inside the Sanctuary.
So ‘the fats’ are smoked as usual, but all the rest, including the hide, is burned,
destroyed by burning ( ¼ØÃÝ LK) – yes, really burned, it is not put onto the altar and is
not smoked like an olah to produce an aroma, but taken away from the Sanctuary
premises, out of the Courtyard to a special place, and burned for destruction.15

We must distinguish between burning and smoking, and between hurling,
applying, sprinkling and pouring out blood. The Torah uses different words.

Let us hope that this introduction to the subject of offerings will help the reader to
have some idea of what is going on!

15. This burning for destruction is also done to the meat of any other offering when it
cannot for some reason be eaten, for instance if it becomes contaminated or if the time limit
for eating has passed.
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I TOLD YOU NOT TO

In KM I, 3(26) ÎÕÎÓÞÉ we discussed the first of the three episodes that occurred
on the Eighth Day. Fire of Divine origin consumed (‘ate’) the fats and olahs that
were smoking on the altar, symbolising the ‘personal’ appearance of G-d to
participate in the ceremony. The people cheered and fell on their faces.

In the second episode, Nadab and Abihu offered up incense, with terrible
consequences. An important point here needs to be cleared up first.

You may recognise the problem of the difference in use between the English
word ‘must’ and the German (or Yiddish) müssen in negative sentences. German
ich singe ‘I sing’, ich singe nicht ‘I do not sing’. Likewise ich muss ‘I must’ or ‘I
have to’, ich muss nicht ‘I do not have to’ – but this is not the same as ‘I must
not’. The latter is idiomatic, not logical. (Contrast ‘I cannot’.)

Or, perhaps a better example. Every Israeli infant starting to talk learns its first
four expressions as follows: first ¼Å L_ HÅ (Mummy), second ¼Î HÑ?¼Ô Jf (give me), third
¼É ¼Û¼D ¼Ý ¼ÎHÕFÅ (I want), and fourth, while pushing it away with its hand, ¼É ¼Û¼D¼Ý ¼ÅWÑ. The
last, like the English ‘I do not want’, is idiomatic, not logical. (It also has a vital
educational value as important practice in bad manners.) ‘I do not want to do this’
really means ‘I do want, not-to-do this.’ Contrast ‘I did not tell him to do it’ which
does not mean ‘I told him not to do it.’ Here the use is logical.

Classical Hebrew extends the idiomatic use to this case also. Talking about
someone who wishes to worship idols or heavenly bodies ¼Î Hß¼ÎHX HÛ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ý JIFÅ (Deut.
17:3) Moses meant ‘that I told you not to do’. [Where it does mean simply ‘I did
not tell him’, as in Deut. 18:20, an extra word ( ¼Ý IT KÈ DÑ) is inserted to make this
clear.] If the same applies here, ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÉLX HÛ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ý JIFÅ (10:1) means more than that they
just did something without express authorisation, it implies direct disobedience!
(Cf.Jer. 7:31, 19:5, 32:35)

Why did they do it? They felt that the ‘Divine appearance’ demanded an act of
recognition, beyond the mere cheering and prostration of the public, and took it on
themselves to perform such an act. In this itself there were at least two things
wrong – Moses was there and they did not ask him» and anyway provision had been
made for this. The shelamim offering (9:4) was prepared for that purpose. But what
specifically went wrong, and why?

The direct instruction from G-d to Aaron immediately after the event, that priests
coming on duty are not to drink wine, is taken as an indication that Nadab and
Abihu (at least) had been drinking. Until then there was no ban on this, but alcohol
has the effect of impairing one’s judgement» it led to their making a bad decision,
with consequences for which they had to pay the penalty.
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An interesting digression is worth while here. Some years ago London Transport
did an interesting experiment. Experienced bus drivers were each given alcoholic
drinks, one glass at a time, and then asked to enter a bus and drive it (on the test
pad, not on the road) between two rubber bollards which were moved each time
closer together. They were to say when they considered that the bollards were too
close to get the bus through. The more they drank, the closer the bollards were (less
than the width of the bus) before they stopped trying to get through! This
experiment demonstrated how alcohol even in very small quantities can impair
one’s judgement, long before one apppears to be even slightly drunk.

So, with impaired judgement, N & A decided to do their act by offering incense.
We are not told where the fire for the daily incense was taken from, but from two
other instances when incense was offered (Lev. 16:12 and Num. 17:11) it is
generally deduced that the fire was always taken from that on the outer altar.
Anything touching the altar was ‘holy’ (Ex. 29:37) so the fire was ‘holy’. On this
occasion, however, there was not just the usual fire, the glowing coals, on the altar»
Divine fire, in the form of flames (or a lightning-type flash) had just descended,
and they would certainly have been afraid to approach it. So instead they took fire
from somewhere else, it matters not where from.

If drinking was not banned, common sense should have told them that this was
not the occasion for it. They were not punished for drinking, but held responsible
for the consequences.

In the Sanctuary Service, every rule is rigid and must be obeyed precisely, with
no additions, no omissions and no deviations» there is absolutely no room for
discretion. That is why Moses spent seven days training the priests. Contrast, for
instance, the difference between ‘town’ and ‘country’ in Deut. 22:23-27, clearly
meant as a guide, not as a rigid rule. In claims, it can happen in a complicated case
that strict application of the law will lead to injustice – then justice over-rides the
law. Even with the Sabbath (according to Torah law – rabbinic law is different) it
is not always the act itself but the purpose of the act that decides whether it is
forbidden or not. In the Sanctuary Service, the rules are rigid and the penalties
severe, as Nadab and Abihu found to their cost.
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TECHNICALLY HOLY

The following is a continuation of what appeared in KM I, 4(27) ×ÎÝËß, and is
intended to be read in conjunction with it. (Taken on its own, some of what follows
may not make much sense.) We used the term ‘holy’ without defining its technical
meaning, which is relevant. Let us now elaborate.

What do we normally mean when we describe someone or something as ‘holy’?
When, later, we are told ‘You are to be holy, because I G–D am holy’ (19:2) this
is explained by a list of instructions on how and how not to behave. In other words,
we become ‘holy’ by adopting a specified code of behaviour. (The meaning of ‘G-d
is holy’ is theology, outside our scope.)

If a person consecrates an animal by declaring it holy, it then belongs to, or is
set aside so that it will belong to, G-d» it must then (if suitable) be brought as a
sacrifice. Or he might dedicate some other property to G-d, or to the Sanctuary, and
it likewise becomes ‘holy’. Moses was told at the burning bush to remove his
shoes, because the ground he was standing on was ‘holy’ (Ex. 3:5), and Joshua was
told likewise when standing outside Jericho (Jos. 5:15).

But all this is very general. The word ‘holy’ is also used in the Torah for certain
purposes in a very strictly defined technical sense, and this must not be confused.
Here is as good a point as any to clarify this.

The term is first applied to certain types of food etc. (The ‘etc.’ is deliberately
vague, to avoid having to give detailed lists and exceptions.) In this sense, it
applies to sacrifices only after the animal has been slaughtered» these are then
referred to as ¼Ò¼Î HILÈ LÜ. It also applies to certain gifts that are given to the priests –
these are all obligatory gifts, not voluntary ones. All such ‘holy food’ is divided
into three groups. Food in the first group may be eaten by anyone, within a certain
area, within a given time-limit, and subject to that person’s condition (to be
explained). Food in the second group may only be eaten by priests and certain
defined members of their households, again subject to the same conditions. The
Torah calls the third group ¼Ò¼Î HILÈ LÜ ¼Î IIUÈ LÜ, viz. ‘extra-holy’ – food that may only be
eaten by priests themselves (not their families) and only within the Sanctuary
precincts.

The term ‘holy’ is also applied to a place, namely the site of the Sanctuary
(Tabernacle or Temple). The Torah calls the area as a whole, including the
Courtyard, ¼I LV DÜ HÓ (e.g. Ex. 25:8, Num. 18:2), and the actual building the ¼I JÈÃÜ.
Sometimes the word ¼I JÈÃÜ is used to refer to the Inner Sanctuary (e.g. Lev. 16:2),
which is otherwise referred to as ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈ LÜ ¼IJÈÃÜ – ‘extra holy’ (Ex. 26:33).
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TECHNICALLY BARRED

Now we start at the other end. The word ¼Å IÓ LÍ, as we explained in KM I (4,27)
×ÎÝËß, means ‘barred’, and it is used, for instance, to describe a type of animal
whose carcass is forbidden to be used as food. Rarely it is even used to describe
a live individual animal of that type. It is used at least twice to mean a woman who
is barred (or not barred) from her husband as a result of her having had (or not
having had) relations with another man, illegally or even legally (Num.5:11 ff,
Deut.24:4). And it describes people contaminated with sin (Lev. 16:16).

But again all this is general. The word is used in a strictly defined technical
sense to refer to people, articles, or items of food, that have become contaminated
in a certain way, as a result of which they are barred from certain types of contact
with ‘holy’ places or food (‘holy’ in the technical sense defined above). To be
precise, a person who is barred may not enter a holy place (nor may a contaminated
article be brought there), nor may he (or she) eat (technically) holy food» and any
such holy food that becomes contaminated may not be eaten but must be destroyed.

The four categories of ‘bars’ deal in turn with matters connected in certain ways
with (a) death, (b) sex, reproduction and the reproductory organs, (c) skin and
similar diseases, (d) the caracasses of various creatures.

The effect of the ‘bar’ is to keep anyone or anything carrying it away from
anything ‘holy’, as far as possible. When we realise that the term ‘holy’ applies to
matters pertaining to the rituals connected with the worship of G-d, and remember
that in pagan religious ritual both death with its attendant superstitions and sex
orgies (‘fertility rites’) played a major role, we begin to have some idea of what it
is all getting at, and see at least one good reason for the two groups (a) and (b).

The Torah has mentioned the effect of these bars in Lev. 5:2-3 and 7:19-21,
without really explaining what they are all about. It then deals with the above four
categories in the reverse order: chapter 11 discusses animal corpses, chapters 13-14
deal with the third group, and chapters 15 and 12 with the second. (Chapter 12
appears to be out of place, no doubt for some good reason. Logically we would
expect it to come just before the last two verses of chapter 15.) The first group is
deferred to Numbers 29.

[Continued in the next issue.]
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(Continued from 6-<*>)

In all matters of doubt regarding the bars, the decision of the priest is final. He
is the expert, and it is part of his job to be thoroughly conversant with the subject.
Where instructions given to Moses involved the priest having background
knowledge, and not merely having to apply a ritual, G-d spoke at the same time
directly to Aaron (see KM I, 6(29) ÎÝÌÅ). Where there was merely a ritual to be
performed, Moses was given the instruction to pass on.

There is a fundamental difference between a priest’s declaration regarding
sara’at (see below) and his decision in any other matter. Normally he decides
merely on a matter of fact, as to whether or not something is in fact tamey» if it is,
then it has been since the time it started, whether or not anyone was aware of it.
When sara’at, whether of person, cloth or wall, is suspected, the priest must be
consulted, but the bar or contamination only begins when the priest actually makes
a declaration. If you touch someone who is on his way to the priest to see if he is
or is not a zav, and when he enquires the priest rules that he is, then you have been
contaminated. But if he is on his way to ask the priest if he is a tsarua, and when
he gets there the priest declares that he is, then you have not become contaminated.

¼> K6 K< L: ¼6K&J4
The Hebrew word sara’at refers to some sort of skin disease (or a set of such

diseases) that can affect people, cloth, leather and the walls of houses. The primary
symptom appears to be some sort of flaking (see KM I, 5(28) ×ÝÛÓÉ). The Latin
and Greek translation of the word is lepra, which has absolutely no connection
whatsoever with ‘leprosy’. (People can recover from sara’at – the whole
procedure described in chapter 14 cannot take place until they do. But people are
not known to recover from leprosy, a disease affecting not the skin but nerves and
bones, and known in Latin and Greek as elephantiasis or elephas. To add further
to confusion, modern medicine uses the term elephantiasis to describe something
totally different again, a massive swelling caused usually by lymphatic obstruction,
whatever that may be.) The only correct translation of sara’at is sara’at (though
you may vary the spelling).

The primary symptoms of sara’at seem to have been familiar to everyone,
otherwise they would not have known how to suspect it. The symptoms given,
which the priests had to recognise, are secondary symptoms for what is called
‘differential diagnosis’. (‘Differential diagnosis’ is when a doctor has to
differentiate between two types of disease that are really different but look the
same, i.e. have similar primary symptoms.) Even so, the description given here is
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not sufficient, the priest had to understand it much better, but his decision had to
fit in within the framework of the description written here, preventing random
decisions by ignoramuses.

The various diseases that attack human beings and that are included in this
category seem to be (but are not necessarily) fungus diseases. Some have been
tentatively identified, but not with complete certainty. What attacks cloth or leather
(Lev. 13:47) is highly suggestive of a type of mildew, and the disease which attacks
houses seems to have all the symptoms of dry rot. If it is not dry rot, it is certainly
remarkably similar to it.

OTHER MATTERS MENTIONED

The verb ÆDË, meaning to emit or discharge, is used for different things in
different cases. The man considered in 15:1-15 as ¼ÆLË, a discharger, carries a
disease generally identified from the symptoms as gonorrhoea (or something very
similar). The woman described in 15:16-24 as ¼É LÆLË, also ‘a discharger’, is simply
a regular menstruant. More confusion arises because the rabbis call her ¼ÉLVHÕ,
reserving use of the term ¼É LÆLË for one who has a similar but irregular discharge
described in 15:25-30. Neither is gonorrhoea.

¼I KÆUÈX ¼ÆLÑ LÌ ¼ß KÆLË ¼ÚJÝ JÅ means a land [which is] a discharger of milk and sweetness
(fruit-sugar). The land is not ‘flowing’ with these, but will yield them if you work
it, the milk indirectly through the cattle that eat its produce.

When a ‘bar’ is the result of a disease, it is essential to distinguish between
contamination of the disease itself and contamination of the bar which it creates.
These are not passed on from one person to another in the same way, nor are they
removed in the same way. One who touches the victim will become contaminated
by the bar, the tum’ah, even if he does not become contaminated by the disease
itself. When the disease disappears, either on its own or as a result of treatment by
a doctor, the ‘bar’ remains until certain rituals are performed, which may include
‘treatment’ by a priest. Immersion is always required, sometimes an offering has
to be brought, and if this is a hatat that does not imply that there has been any sin
– a hatat is NOT a sin-offering, but simply a hatat.
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NOT TO DO

XKF× Kß ÅWÑ SSS ÔK×KÕ D] Ú JÝ JÅ É IKF× KÓ DÐX XKF× Kß ÅWÑ SSS ÒHÎKÝ DÛ HÓ Ú JÝ JÅ É IKF× KÓ D]
Notice that we have a list of forbidden actions, and the verb ¼X ¼K K× Kß means to do,

and not ‘to make’ – contrast what is forbidden on the Sabbath ¼X ¼KF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ÑL]
(Lev. 23:3) where the verb does not mean ‘to do’ but to make (or acquire) – see
KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ. Note two important differences.

First, with ‘making’ there is necessarily an end-product (melakhah), whose
existence is relevant to the law. There has to actually be an end-product, not just
the likelihood of one, for a sin to be committed. With ‘doing’ there is not
necessarily any end-product, simply action.

Second, with making, we have some fairly clear idea of what we are talking
about, and only need precise definitions, or the limitation of the Tabernacle (see
KM II, 22 ÑÉÜÎÊ), to sort out borderline cases and exceptions – without them we
could still manage to understand what it is all about. But here, not to do what the
Egyptians and Canaanites do would on its own be utterly and completely
meaningless!

After all, the Egyptians (and Canaanites) ate, drank, slept, talked, wrote, read,
stood, sat, breathed, walked and so on – are we indeed to do none of these things?

The clarification comes in the list that follows. In other words, the instruction
not to do what the Egyptians etc. did is merely a headline, an introduction, followed
by the word ‘namely’ (implied), forbidding only those things that are specified.

This is perhaps the best example for illustrating the fourth principle of Rabbi
Ishmael, recited every morning, for interpreting Torah – known as ¼ÍLÝ DÙ¼X ¼ÑLÑ D]. We
have a very general statement, followed by details. The first is merely an
introduction, which is there for an important but secondary purpose. From the
purely legal aspect, we only take the details seriously. Only the items in the list
(which we are told that the Egyptians did, but that fact is not directly relevant from
a legal standpoint) are forbidden» other things the Egyptians did (such as eating,
washing, etc.) are not forbidden (unless they are mentioned elsewhere, such as
swindling people with false weights and measures, worshipping idols, and so on).

The reverse sometimes occurs: ¼ÑLÑ DÐ¼X ¼ÍLÝ Db (Rabbi Ishmael’s fifth principle), where
some detail is given, followed by a general statement. Then we say that the detail
is only an example used as an introduction, it is the general statement that follows
it which is taken seriously, covering a much wider range.

A third type (the sixth principle) is more complicated: ¼Ñ LÑ DÐ¼X ¼ÍLÝ DÙ¼X ¼Ñ LÑ D] is where a
general statement is made, followed by one or more detailed examples, followed
in turn by a summing-up general statement. Here we take the general statements
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seriously, but not too seriously. The details give us examples of the kind of thing
referred to that would be covered in the general statements. The law is not limited
to the cases given as examples» but nor is it to include everything in the general
statements. Rabbi Ishmael himself explains that it applies to anything similar to the
examples (provided that it is in the range covered by the general statements).

Do not forget that principles 7-11, which are even more complicated, modify the
above three in certain cases.

All these principles were used by the Tannaim (rabbis up to and including the
time of the Mishnah) to interpret the Torah. Mostly they are rules for applying what
should be plain common sense, but some of them are not so obvious. (After the
close of the Mishnaic period the rabbis did not interpret the Torah directly for
halakhah.)

Rabbi Ishmael’s approach to the study of Torah differed quite a lot from that of
his famous contemporary, Rabbi Akiva. While the latter always emphasised the
derash, deducing laws from every tiny point (they humorously exaggerated his
method by saying that he would deduce a law ‘from the tail of the letter yod’),
Rabbi Ishmael’s famous dictum was ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ô¼D ¼I DÑ H] ¼É LÝ¼D ¼ß ¼É LÝ DTVV which he often
reiterated when refusing to apply rules of derash to ‘duplicated’ words (such as
¼Ò Î KI DÎ ¼Ò Î KI etc.), as such ‘duplication’ was idiomatic. Here, in our case, peshat and
derash coincide: our deductions from kelal uferat, the midrashic method of
interpreting a general statement followed by details, lead us to the only way of
understanding the text such that it can make any sense. But in the case quoted of
the Sabbath, ¼X ¼KF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ÑL], we do not have a general statement followed by
details, we do not need this, the statement if translated correctly is (contrary to
what we are generally taught) meaningful in itself: a ban on all production and
acquisition on the Sabbath. From ‘the Tabernacle connection’ (KM II, 22/23 ÑÉÜÎÊ)
we limit the ban by allowing a few exceptions, that is all. Everything else that is
banned on the Sabbath – apart from lighting or refuelling a fire (which is
specified), carrying (which is deduced from something else), and according to one
opinion travelling beyond a certain distance – is forbidden only by rabbinic law.
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AND, ER ..... BUT, ER .....

Sooner or later it had to come, so here it is: a discussion on the most widely
mistranslated Hebrew word – no, it isn’t a word, it’s a prefix, Ê (vav).

Grammarians talk about a ‘conjunctive vav’ and a ‘conversive vav’ as separate
things, but in fact the vav prefix is always ‘conjunctive’. (Sometimes it is also
conversive, changing so-called ‘past’ to so-called ‘future’ and vice-versa, but we
will leave that aside in the present article.) King James translates it where possible
(and often where impossible) as ‘and’.

The ancient Greeks liked to start a sentence with a link word (‘conjunction’) –
or at least put it as the second word, with another starting the second half of the
sentence. Classical Hebrew is even more obsessed with the idea, and in most cases
the vav prefix is used. It is used not only to link items in a list, but also

– to link a verse (or a clause) to the previous one when we would do likewise»
– to do that when we consider it unnecessary»
– to do it when we consider it undesirable, as we want to express a break followed
by something new»
– even when there is nothing previous to link it to (e.g. the start of Ruth, Jonah,
Ezekiel and Esther)!

However, it is not normally used to begin a clause or sentence, unless needed,
before certain short words including ¼ÉÌ HÉ B? ¼T B ¼É Ĵ IÅ B ¼ÉJË B¼Ë LÅ B¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ B¼Ô K×KÎ B ¼ß JÅ B ¼ÅWÑ B ¼Ò HÅ B¼Î H]
or before an imperative, (though there are always exceptions).
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As a link word the vav prefix often appears where in English we would use a
different link word, where translating it as ‘and’ can be misleading. Here are two
examples of this.

(i) In our parashah. The relevance is to Lev. 19:3, which certainly does not mix
two unconnected items with ‘and’. The correct translation is ‘but’.

XÝÃÓ DI Hf Î KßÃß DT KI ß JÅ DÊ XÅLÝÎ Hf SSS D_ HÅ IÎ HÅ
each is to respect his mother ... but observe my sabbaths.

The second clause (introduced by ‘but’) overrides the first in a case of conflict.
This is not a ‘derash’ but is obvious when the verse is translated properly. See also
example 20 in the list below.

(ii) Conditional sentences. For a simple condition, see example 14 in the lists
below.

A sub-condition (a condition within a condition) is normally represented as a
second condition using Ê ‘and’ (e.g. in Deut. chapters 20, 21, 22). But note how it
is handled when it gets complicated, in Deut. 20:11 & 25:2.

(Hence in Lev. 5:1 ¼Ò HÅ is the text of the adjuration, not a second condition,
otherwise we would have either ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼Å¼D ¼Ñ DÊ, or ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼Å¼D ¼Ñ ¼Ò HÅ ¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ.)

Sometimes it is hard to distinguish between ‘and’ and the ‘then’ following a
condition: in Jacob’s vow (Gen. 28:20-22), every vav is ‘and’ except one which is
‘then’ – which one? (Opinions differ. What is your opinion?)

Overleaf is a list of examples of twenty different common meanings of the vav
prefix. In many cases in English one would prefer to simply leave it out – apart
from cases where one should or even must leave it out. The list is probably not
complete.
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ÊÎLVKT ß JÅ DÊ Ô LÌ DÑ OJ KÉ ß JÅ4S

(Ex. 35:13) the table and its poles

(linking nouns)

I IÅ Ô IÉ LÆ XÕ DßX SSSSS ßDf DÌ KÓ ÒJÐLÑ XÌ DÜ5S

(Num. 16:6-7) take firepans ... and put fire ...

(linking clauses and/or verses)

Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ÌKÝ DË JÅ DÑX ÝIU KÑ DÊ BÒJÐLÑ ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ß KÌ KÅ É Ld OÌ6S

(Num. 9:14) for you, both for the resident and for ...

ßD× LT KÍ Î If DIX SSSSS ßD×LT KÍ Î If DIX SSSSS ÆLÉLË ßÃ× DT KÍ × KTUÝ KÅ7S

(Ex. 25:12) four rings ... namely* two rings ... and two

(* I am indebted to Rabbi YitzHhak Frank who pointed this out)

ÒHÎKÝ DÛ HÓ E JÑ JÓ ß LÓL[KÊ Ò IÉ LÉ ÒÎ HTKÝ LÉ ÒÎ HÓL[ KÆ Î HÉ DÎKÊ8S

(Ex. 2:23) During that long period the king ..... died

(ignore both vavs – ignore vayyehi altogether)

ÒÎVÝÃÌ KÉ XÆ DILÎ ÝÎ H× IK DÆX9S

(Deut. 2:12) Likewise in Seir .....

Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DT ßDÓ DI É Ĵ IÅ DÊ:S

(Ex. 1:1) Now these are .....

(‘now’ as a conjunction, not as an adverb)

É LÓ DÎLÝ DÛ HÓ ÈKÝXÉ Ø IÖDÎ DÊ;S

(Gen.39:1) Meanwhile Joseph had been brought to Egypt

ÝL] H] KÉ Î IÝ L× DT Æ KILÎ ÍDÑ DÊ Ô K×KÕ D] Ú JÝ JÅ DT Æ KILÎ ÒLÝ DÆ KÅ<S

(Gen. 13:12) while Lot lived in the towns of the Basin

SSS É Ĵ IÅ LÉ ÒHÎDU KÉ ß K× DIVÝ DÆX – CSSS Î Hß LÜUÈ HÛ DTC SSS Ý KÓÅÃf Ñ KÅ43S

(Deut. 9:4) whereas [it is] on account of the wickedness
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Ñ JÉÃÅ LÉ Ì Kß Jb Æ IIÂÎ ÅXÉ DÊ BÅ IÝ DÓ KÓ ÎIÕWÑ IÅ DT44S

(Gen. 18:1) ... Mamre, he sitting at the entrance ...

(Participle construction. We’d say ‘when he was sitting’)

SSS ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ ÑL] ß JÅ Ò JfUÝ KÐ DËX DßÃÅ Ò JßÎ HÅUÝX45S

(Num. 15:39) when you see it (then) you will remember

ÊÎLÈLÇ DT ß JÅ Ý IÉ KZ H_ KÉ Ö JTHÐ DÊ46S

(Lev. 14:8) then the ... is to wash his clothes

(‘then’ in the sense of subsequently, next in time)

Df H× DT ÒJÐ DÛUÝ KÅ Ý KÍ DÓ Î Hf KßLÕ DÊ SSSSS X× DÓ DI Hf K×ÃÓ LI Ò HÅ47S

(Deut. 11:13-14) then I will provide the rain ..... on time

(‘then’ in the sense of consequently, usually after ‘if’

– the ‘apodosis’ of a conditional sentence)

XÌ D̂ KIÎHÊ Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DT ß JÅ Ê KÛ48S

(Num. 5:2) that they should send ... out of the camp

DÑDÜ × KÓ DIHÕ DÊ SSSSS ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ Ñ K×49S

(Ex. 28:35) so that its sound will be heard

Ò L× LÉ ß JÅ XÍ DÙ LI DÊ SSSSS ÒÎHÙLÑFÅ Î IÝ LK4:S

(Ex. 18:22) (?and they will judge?) who will judge

DÈLÎ DT É LÙXÑ DI DTUÝ KÌ DÊ E JÝ JV KT Æ LcHÕ4;S

(Num. 22:23) standing ..... with his sword drawn

D_ HÅ DÊ ÊÎ HÆ LÅ É I] KÓX4<S

(Ex. 21:15) his father or his mother (the classic example)

Ô If Hß ÅWÑ F DÎ DÑ J] Ñ JÅ DÊ SSS ÒÎHÆLÕF× Lf DÑKÐ LÅ DÊ53S

(Deut. 23:25) but you are not to put [any] into .....

Whenever you meet a vav prefix be careful!
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<2$Series II No. 31

“MEANWHILE, BACK ON THE RANCH ...”

SSSSS ÈIÑLXHÎ Î H] Ë I× DÅ Æ JKJÐ DÅ ÝDI
È LÌ JÅ ÒDÎ DT XÍFÌ DI Hß ÅWÑ DÕ DT ß JÅ DÊ DßDÅ – É JK DÅ ÝDI DÊ

(Leviticus chapter 22, verses 27 and 28).

Here is an opportunity to sort out a great deal of confusion regarding nouns
describing animals. Considerable confusion exists because of:

(a) the variation in usage, both regionally and in time, of different names of types
of animals, in many languages»
(b) occasional minor inconsistency in the Torah, reflecting inconsistency in daily
use in the language of the time»
(c) the use of names of animals in the Talmud, differing from the use of the same
words in the Torah»
(d) the Talmud restricting certain names used in the Torah to certain age-groups for
legal (i.e. halakhic) purposes (e.g. suitability for certain sacrifices)» these need not
be a correct translation of the words in the Torah»
(e) an idiot.

The idiot, whose identity is unknown but who has unfortunately been taken very
seriously, translated the Hebrew word ¼É LÓ IÉ DT as ‘cattle’, which anybody – even
another idiot – can see makes nonsense of nearly every occurrence of the word.

To start at the beginning, we must make a clear distinction between gender and
sex. The latter, sex, is an attribute of living creatures (and sometimes plants) which
can be either male or female. Gender, on the other hand, is concerned with words
in a language – primarily with nouns, and secondarily with adjectives, pronouns
and verbs that may have to ‘agree’ with the noun. Gender may be masculine or
feminine or (in some languages) neuter. Swedish (they say) adds a fourth, common.

English has almost completely discarded gender, and in the exceptions (a few
nouns such as boy, mother, actor» titles» and the third person singular personal
pronoun) it is directly linked to sex. Alas, this is not true of other languages. In
French and Hebrew, all nouns are either masculine or feminine, while German and
Latin also allow neuter – but while sex where it is applicable tends to have some
connection with gender, there is no definite linkage. For example the Hebrew word
¼I JÙJÕ (French une personne), meaning ‘a person’, is always feminine even when it

refers only to males.

In the Torah the word ¼É LÓ IÉ DT is a collective meaning ‘domestic animals’. (On
rare occasions, e.g. Lev.27:10, it is a singular, as normally in the Talmud.) A less
common synonym is ¼Ý¼Î H× ¼T, with a major difference – ÉÓÉÆ is feminine but ÝÎ×Æ
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is masculine. These words include cattle, sheep, donkeys, etc. Very similar is ¼ÉJÕ DÜ HÓ
(masculine) ‘livestock’. (Do not confuse ¼ÉLÕ DÜ HÓ, fem., ‘a purchase’.) [Note – words
not too close in the verse to ÉÓÉÆ and ÞÙÕ may not always agree in gender, e.g. Lev.
27:9,10 or 5:1].

A particular species is known by another collective, ¼Ý LÜ LT (masculine), which
does indeed mean ‘cattle’, neither more nor less! As a collective, it is roughly
equivalent to a plural» and the singular, in English ‘a head of cattle’, is ¼Ý LÜ LT¼?¼Ô JT, or
more usually ÝDI. Now although this word is masculine, it does not necessarily
refer to a male, but to any individual head of cattle, irrespective of age or sex. (The
plural ¼Ò¼ÎVÝLÊ DI occurs only in Hosea, otherwise ¼Ý LÜ LT.)

[The Aramaic form ÝDf usualy means a male, viz. a bull, hence Latin taurus and
Spanish el toro.]

An adult male (bull) is ¼Ý Lb, an adult female (cow) is ¼ÉLÝ Lb, a young male (calf)
is ¼ÑJÇ I× and a young female (heifer) is ¼É LÑ DÇ J×. All are included in ÝDI which can
refer to either sex and any age. The two verses quoted above show that age is not
implied» and the reference in the second verse is clearly to a female (and such is
the halakhah).

An animal’s father is not always identifiable, and there is not even always a
parent-child relationship as with the mother. Hence in Lev. 22:28 quoted above the
masculine DßDÅ and the masculine suffix of ¼D¼Õ DT refer to ÝDI and ¼É JK which are
masculine in gender even though they refer here to animals of female sex.

[A word of warning here. The English translation ‘ox’ is correct in its lesser-used
meaning, which corresponds exactly. However, the word ‘ox’ is more often used as a
synonym for ‘bullock’, which does not mean a young bull but an emasculated or castrated
one. In many countries, because bulls tend to be wild and dangerous and their meat is
tougher to eat, bulls are generally castrated, leaving just a few under lock and key for
breeding. This practice is forbidden by the Torah, and while such animals may be eaten,
they are not allowed for sacrifice.]

Alongside ¼Ý LÜ LT for cattle we find ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ, a collective used for a combination of
sheep and goats (treated for some purposes as a combined species). The singular,
an individual of these, is either ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ?Ô JT or, more commonly, ¼É JK, which again is not
limited by age or sex. When we sub-divide, we have a singular noun ¼Æ JK J] meaning
‘a sheep’ of any age, usually male» the feminine is ¼É LT DKH]. An adult male (ram) is
¼ÑHÎ KÅ, and an adult female (ewe) is ¼Ñ IÌLÝ. A young sheep, i.e. a lamb, is, by
interchanging two letters, ¼K JÆ J] (female ¼É LK DÆK]). Note that KÆ] and ÆK] are NOT
the same. (Modern Hebrew uses the wrong one for ‘sheep’.) In both cases, as often
with animals, the masculine plural may include both sexes.

We must leave goats, where it gets more complicated, to another time. (Give a
sigh of relief!)
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<(%Series II No. 32

HOME, AND HOME FROM HOME

It is interesting to find the same word in two adjacent paragraphs with an
entirely different meaning in each.

In Lev. 25:40 we find ¼Ý¼Î HÐ LK and ¼Æ LI¼D ¼f mentioned together as a pair. The former
is simply an employee. He might be employed as a guard or a watchman, or as a
scribe (secretary) or to keep an invalid company and answer the door – there is
nothing to suggest that he is a ‘hired labourer’. The difference between this and
¼Æ LI¼D ¼f is clearly slight, and one might hazard a reasonable guess that the latter is an
employee who ‘lives in’, who receives a small salary ‘and all found’, i.e. free board
and lodging and possibly free clothing. In England a hundred years ago such people
were in abundance, and we even meet one in the Bible. Jonathan, a descendant of
Moses, was employed in that way, and we are even told what his conditions of
service were, and how he was treated as one of the family (Judges 17:10-11).
(Incidentally, it is interesting to compare the annual salary Micah paid him with the
amount he – Micah – previously stole from his mother, but Jonathan was satisfied.)

Such a person would often be treated as one of the family, certainly he was one
of the household, but not in the legal sense for certain specific purposes, where a
non-Jewish slave was regarded as a member of the household. We find one such
case in respect of eating the Pesach sacrifice (Exodus 12:44-45 which needs
interpretation), and another with regard to eating holy food permitted only to priests
and specified ‘members of their households’ (Lev. 22:10-11). In both cases the
slave is included, but the ¼Æ LI¼D ¼f, along with the ¼Ý¼Î HÐ LK who is also mentioned, is
excluded. As the Hebrew slave is compared to the employee, presumably (unless
the rabbis interpret it otherwise) he too is excluded.

Now compare Lev. 25:47 where ¼Æ LI¼D ¼f occurs together with ¼ÝIU, as frequently in
the Torah, starting with Abraham (Gen. 23:4). The latter word means a resident,
usually implying a foreign resident, while the former presumably means a settler.
There might in theory be a technical difference, but the words are used together as
a pair of near-synonyms, and wherever a pair of near-synonyms becomes idiomatic,
the distinction between the two members of the pair tends to become blurred.

(The expression ¼Æ LI¼D ¼ß DÊ ¼ÝIU occurs also in verse 35, where the overall meaning is
not too clear.)

Other pairs of near-synonyms that are found in the Torah and/or elsewhere in the
Bible are ¼Ò¼Î HÍ Lb DI HÓ¼X ¼Ò¼Î Hd OÌ (which deserves lengthy consideration on its own, but not
here), ¼ß JÓEÅJÊ ¼È JÖ JÌ, ¼É LÑFÌKÕ DÊ ¼Ü JÑ IÌ and ¼ÉLÐ Ia KÓ¼X ¼Ñ JÖ Jb.

In English we rarely meet such pairs of nouns – it is quite a long time since men
fought battles ‘for honour and glory’, though we still have ‘peace and quiet’, or did
until they invented car-alarms. But we do often meet adjectives in pairs of near-
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synonyms – for example ‘spic and span’, ‘neat and tidy’, ‘cool and fresh’, ‘hard
and fast’ – and we often use the two words where either alone might be enough.
The analogy is a very good one: we can analyse ‘neat and tidy’ and show that there
is indeed a difference between the two words, but when we say them together we
are thinking of one single idea, for which we do not have available one single
word. Another language may have such a word: in one of the examples quoted
above, the English word ‘laws’ requires, in Hebrew, at least two words, usually
¼Ò¼Î HÍLb DI HÓ¼X ¼Ò¼Î Hd OÌ. (We are not considering here what even the theoretical difference
is between them, which is certainly not that usually taught – the latter can be shown
not to work. But whatever the difference, the two together – sometimes with a third
word added – mean ‘rules’ or ‘laws’.) An important difference between the English
pair of adjectives and the Hebrew pair of nouns is that in English the two are
always kept together and in a specific order: we do not say ‘tidy and neat’ unless
we are thinking of two separate ideas. But Hebrew often splits up the pair,
rearranges the order, or puts other words in between. Furthermore the vav
connecting them may be optionally kept in or left out. Watch out for such pairs –
an etymological analysis of the meaning of each word so as to provide a ‘precise’
translation is misleading.

(Note: a pair of words that are near-synonyms must not be confused with a pair
of words that are complementary, such as ‘horse and cart’, ‘soap and water’, or
‘peaches and cream’, which do not overlap» near-synonyms, both in English and
Hebrew, may have started as complementary, but by now definitely do overlap.)

A difficult problem arises with verse 45. Does it mean that foreign residents may
be bought as permanent slaves? Or merely that slaves may be purchased from
them? From the language aspect it can mean either, but it is not easy to reconcile
the former with the general attitude of the Torah towards the foreign resident.

Verse 26:2 is a repetition of 19:30 which deals with the weekly Sabbaths, over
which operating (but not building) the Sanctuary takes priority. Here the reference
is to the Sabbaths of the land, with which the section is dealing. It is hard to see
what connection this has with the Sanctuary.
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->;+%Series II No. 33

TYPES OF LAW

Five Hebrew words: ¼ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ B ¼ß¼D¼Ý¼D ¼f B ¼Ò¼Î HÍ Lb DI HÓ B ¼Ò¼Î Hd OÌ B ¼ß¼D ¼È I×, e.g. Deut. 6:20, Lev.
26:46, Lev. 27:34. What is the difference between them?

We are usually taught that ¼ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ covers the lot, all of which can be classified
into one of two groups – ¼Ò¼Î HÍ Lb DI HÓ which are laws that clearly make sense, the
reasons for which are fairly obvious and easily understood, and ¼Ò¼Î Hd OÌ the others
which appear to be meaningless but which we accept on trust. The other two words,
which are not always used, presumably refer to sub-divisions.

In his famous ÈÊÓÑßÉ ÅÊÆÓ (The Student’s Guide Through the Talmud), Z. Chajes
rightly points out that this classification simply does not work, and he suggests an
alternative which fundamentally is little better.

The basic trouble lies not in the Torah itself in not being sufficiently clear, but
in ourselves for demanding that which one has no right to demand or expect. We
demand a simple clear-cut meaning for every word, which applies in all cases, and
languages simply do not work that way. Even with artificial languages in which
words are defined to have specific fixed meanings, such as the language of
computers, it is extremely difficult to maintain the idea. (Consider how the
computer people have confused us at the very start by using ‘directory’ in two quite
different senses, and as for ‘memory’ .....!)

In classical Hebrew we can see how a single word may have two quite different
meanings because they are derived from two originally different roots that have
worked out to have the same form: ¼È JÖ JÌ in connection with incest (Lev. 20:17) is
in no way connected with ‘kindness’. Similarly LßÃ× IÝFÉ can mean ‘you have done
harm’ or ‘you have behaved badly’ – two different connotations with a similar
basic meaning – or ‘you have blown a trumpet (or whatever)’ from an originally
different root.

¼ß¼D ¼ÑLÇF× can mean ‘heifers’ (female calves, plural of ¼ÉLÑ DÇ J×) or, from the same root,
‘carts’ or ‘wagons’ (plural of ¼É LÑLÇF×). But a single word, ¼Å IÓ LÍ, is used with a variety
of meanings, some highly technical, some semi-technical, and some not technical
at all – not just ‘in the Tanakh’ (written at different times) but in the Chumash
itself!

In short, while some words are given a clear precise single meaning which
always applies, enabling in most such cases a unique translation, other words do not
have a unique connotation and have to be translated differently according to the
context. (In KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ we considered the word ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ, a word with
essentially a single meaning which is none the less far from being clear and precise»
on the contrary it is a vague term, with a variety of connotations, it is extremely
difficult to translate, but such words are very useful, and even essential, in a language.)
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Let us return to the list of five words that we started with. To begin, we must
resist the temptation to apply rabbinic and Talmudic usage to the Torah itself.
Many words used in the latter with a variety of shades of meaning are taken and
used by the rabbis as technical terms – no harm in that as long as we do not apply
it to the original. A comparison of Lev. 26:46 with Lev. 27:34 shows that clearly
(here at least) ¼ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ does not include the others. The simplest is ¼ß¼D ¼È I× which one
can safely regard as meaning ‘testimonies’, in a context such as this customs that
bear witness to historical events.

¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f (literally ‘teaching’), as used by Moses a number of times towards the end
of Deuteronomy, refers in its widest sense to the entire Teaching of Moses, and is
in no way limited to laws» it includes lessons drawn from history. On the other
hand, in Leviticus we often find it used in a technical sense that cannot be
understood that way, and in contrast to ¼ÜÃÌ and ¼ÍLb DI HÓ. (There appears to be no
evidence to support making a distinction between ¼ÜÃÌ and ¼É Ld OÌ» the distinction in
Modern Hebrew is artificial.)

The following guide illustrates approximately the basic meaning of the terms,
and the sole authority for it is that it works in practice, better that any other that
I have seen.

¼ÍLb DI HÓ is a decision (and hence a judgement) where a situation arises involving
a problem that demands a decision. (In such cases, ‘no decision’ is itself a
decision.)

¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f is a procedure to be followed when a certain situation arises (e.g. when a
metsorah recovers). The situation does not demand a procedure, the Torah does.

¼ÜÃÌ is an institution, something that does not require a special situation to arise.
(Num. 19:2&14 illustrate this.)

The words also have other meanings. ¼ÜÃÌ can mean a universally accepted
custom (which is also a sort of institution), e.g. Jud.11:39-40» or (frequently) an
allotted portion or perquisite (Gen. 47:22, Num. 18:8,19 etc.). ¼ÍLb DI HÓ can also have
this second meaning ( ¼É LÝÃÐ DT KÉ ¼Í Kb DI HÓ Deut. 20:17), or it can mean a description (2
Kings 1:7), with a less certain meaning in Jud.13:12 and 1Sam.8:11.

However, it must be stressed that laws cannot all be classified this way.
Sometimes the word ¼ÜÃÌ or ¼ÍLb DI HÓ refers to a particular aspect of a law, not to the
law as a whole, just as with ßDÅ and ¼ß IÙ¼D ¼Ó – it is worth referring back to KM II,
14 ÅÝÅÊ where we considered this in detail, and also to KM II, 32 ÝÉÆ where we
considered overlapping pairs. The latter applies to ¼Ò¼Î HÍLb DI HÓ¼X ¼Ò¼Î HÜ OÌ (with the
occasional addition of ¼ßÃÝ¼D ¼f to make a triplet) in which the words are intended to
be not over-precise, the combination (pair or triplet) covering between them all
cases, including those in which the words overlap, to correspond to the English
word ‘laws’ which has no equivalent in Biblical Hebrew.

[We must defer comparing Lev. 26:46 with Lev. 27:34 andconsidering the technical meaning of ¼ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ
in the latter.]
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$=4?<%'2%Series II Nos. 34, 35

ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
(continued from Series I)

In KM I, 11(34) ÅÞÕ?ÝÆÈÓÆ we explained the principles, and now is the time to
do a little actual tidying up. First let us reproduce our table of contents of the early
chapters of Numbers, then try to explain how it all fits in.

1. 1:1  2:34. Starting 1st of 2nd month (2nd year).

Preparations for marching to the Land: calling up all except Levites for military
service and assigning jobs»
results of the census taken over six months earlier» location of each group in the
camp and order of travel.

2. 3:1  3:51. Flashback to several months earlier.

Census of all the Levites (with their charges and responsibilities), their location in
the camp, and their exchange for the firstborns.

3. 4:1  5:4. Early in 2nd month (2nd year).

No.1 above continued: calling up Levites for Tabernacle service, with results of
second census of Levites (or possibly figures extracted from results of the earlier
census?) and their jobs during travel» sending out the ‘contaminated’.

4. 5:5  6:27. Date not given, and unimportant.

Appendices to the book of Leviticus.

5. 7:1  7:89. Early in 2nd month (2nd year).

Dedication of the altar by laymen. Starts with flashback to 1st of 1st month, when
Tabernacle was completed (Ex.40:17) and gifts were brought (see Abarbanel).

6. 8:1  8:4. Date not given, and unimportant.

Another appendix to Leviticus.

7. 8:5  8:26. Later in 2nd month (2nd year).

Continuation of no.3 above: ‘clearance’ of the Levites.

8. 9:1  9:14. 15th of 2nd month (2nd year).

Starts with flashback to 15th of 1st month.

The ‘second’ Pesach for those ‘contaminated’.

9. 9:15  9:23. (No date relevant here.)

A description linking the building of the Tabernacle (end of Exodus) with the
march to follow.

10. 10:1  10:10. Later in 2nd month (2nd year).

Final preparation for the march: the trumpets.
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11. 10:11  10:34. The 20th of 2nd month (2nd year). The departure from Sinai.

To summarise so far, apparent chronological chaos in these chapters disappears
if we make certain assumptions. First, the golden rule that what belongs
together is kept together may overrule chronological order.

Second, instructions given here appear to be often final instructions to check and
ensure that all has been done correctly during the previous six months or so before
moving. The censuses in particular (with one or two possible exceptions) would
have taken place much earlier.

Third, the details of these arrangements were not given to us earlier, and are now
told ‘in flashback’.

Fourth, neither ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ nor ¼ÈÃÜ Lb mean ‘to count’, though they may refer
to activities that involve counting. The former means to ‘call up’ or ‘call out’,
usually in order to appoint someone for a particular purpose. ‘To appoint’ is one
of the many meanings of the latter word.

What presumably happened was something like this. Moses came down from the
mountain and gave instructions for the Tabernacle to be built (Exodus). Then
instructions were given for how it was to be used (earliest chapters in Leviticus)
and who was not to use it and when (middle chapters of Leviticus), followed by
general rules of behaviour for the people in general and for the priests in particular,
so that the latter should realise their extra responsibilities. Various other laws and
instructions were written to complete the book of Leviticus.

While the Tabernacle was being built and put into initial use, there was a great
deal of simultaneous activity on the organisational side in preparation for the move.
They arrived at Sinai as a disorganised rabble, but would not leave that way. There
was an army who would fight to conquer the land, and alongside this an ‘army’ of
Levites who would look after the Tabernacle» both had to be properly organised.
The final checking would start only once the Tabernacle itself was completed and
functioning.

Let us take a look at the table above which divides the early chapters into eleven
sections, and elaborate. All the dates are in the second month of the second year,
i.e. about a year after the Exodus, some ten months after they arrived at Sinai, six
months or so after Moses came down from the Mountain. (It is worth first re-
reading KM I 11(34) and 12(35) ÅÞÕ?ÝÆÈÓÆ, and KM II, 21 ÅÞß, as many points
explained there will not be repeated.)

§1. The first of the month. Moses is told to take Aaron and a named
representative of each tribe, ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Å DK call up the adult male Israelites by
families according to the number of names obtained when they registered for the
census some six months ago (in accordance with the instructions he received in
Exodus 30:11 ff.), and ¼X¼È DÜ DÙ Hf appoint them to their appropriate tasks (compare 3:3)
– or it could mean, as often, muster them. Starting at verse 20, we are given details
of the results of the census: the numbers are generally rounded off to the nearest
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hundred. This had been completed so long ago that the silver it provided had been
available in time for building the Tabernacle already erected a month earlier
(Ex.38:25-28).

In verse 49, Moses is told not to register the Levites or call them up among the
rest of Israel. This instruction was certainly given earlier before the census was
taken, otherwise verse 47 does not make sense» it is mentioned here because it is
followed by instructions to appoint the Levites to jobs associated with the
Tabernacle (see below) and ensure that they camped between the Tabernacle and
the rest of the population.

In chapter 2, Moses is told to arrange the way in which the people camped,
under flags and signs indicating tribe and family. This too must have been in
flashback. He would not be asked to reorganise two million people just a few days
before they moved. They would have started to organise themselves while
beginning work on the Tabernacle, leaving room in the middle of the camp for the
latter to be erected. On the date mentioned (1st of 2nd month) Moses was told to
check it all and see that everything was in order» a muster included checking on the
numbers in each area, which we are given here and which came out in agreement
with the results of the general census of registration. Of course a few men here and
there died in the meantime, but among men of that age group there would not be
enough to affect the rounded-off figures.

§2. Having explained in detail the arrangement of the general population to
provide a military formation without the soldiers being separated from their
families, chapter 3 gives details of the arrangements and allocation of tasks to the
Levites. We are told first, not the descendants of Aaron and of Moses, but those of
Aaron who, together with Moses, were in overall charge, with a reminder of why
ultimately only two sons of Aaron were involved. (We did not know that Nadab and
Abihu left no sons.) This too was in flashback – to take a census of all the Levites,
exchange them for the firstborns, and give them responsible jobs which involved
explaining their responsibilities, could not be done in a few days.

Note that all this was before the Tabernacle was ready. The task of the sons of
Levi was to take charge of and look after all the Tabernacle components as they
became ready. They are mentioned in order of seniority, Gershon first»
approximately, the Gershonites looked after the ‘software’, the Kehathies looked
after the holy furniture, and the Merarites looked after the rest of the ‘hardware’.
They would have been needed for this as soon as components began to be
completed, long before the Tabernacle was erected. All males aged one month
upwards (apparently ¼IJÈÃÌ ¼Ô JT does not mean ‘within the first month’) were included
in the census; apparently any Levite responsible enough to do the job could do it.

The exchange of the firstborns presents two problems. First, how is a surplus
obtained by subtracting an exact number (of firstborns) from a rounded-off number
(of Levites)? The second, how the surplus was determined, is easier to answer. The
older ones were ‘replaced’ first, the surplus (babies under five years old), being
redeemed at the rate applicable to that age group (compare 3:27 with Lev. 27:6).
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§3. This follows on the instructions given in §1, and the general call-up. A call-
up of Levites aged between 30 and 50 was easy, with the earlier fuller listing at
hand, or that earlier listing would enable a second more limited census, if needed,
to be done very quickly and efficiently early in the second month. The job this time
was not to take charge and look after, to guard and protect, but to transport. The
Tabernacle was now erected, and different degrees of holiness had been allotted to
different parts, the holy furniture being more holy than the structural components.
The holiest parts – which were also the first to be removed when travelling – were
allotted to the Kehathites, who are therefore mentioned first. Note how they were
‘called out’ from among the Levites. The Gershonites were then ‘called out’ and
allotted the job of transporting the ‘software’ which had to be taken down next
before the ‘hardware’ which it largely covered could be reached. Finally, the
Merarites remained – no need to ‘call them out’ (contrast verses 2 and 22 with
verse 29) – and they were given the job of moving the ‘hardware’. That was the
heaviest, which is why, when six wagons were later provided, the Merarites were
given four and the Gershonites only two (7:6-9).

§4. Why these laws are included here is not clear at all. No date is given.

§5. It seems that the dedication of the altar took place after all this, some time
early in the (second) month. The story opens by telling us, in flashback, how the
tribal leaders had brought their gifts earlier, in the first month, when the Tabernacle
was completed and consecrated (and perhaps even before the priests were
consecrated)» but they did not present them until now, which is why this is inserted
at this point.

The rest of the list does not need to be explained, except §8. Although chapter
9 starts with the Pesach which was observed in the first month, its main relevance
here is to tell us, as becomes clear later in the story, about the ‘Second Pesach’. So
we are now in the middle of the second month, but start with a flashback to the
first month, to tell us of the celebration of the Pesach, the problem that was raised,
and how it came about that there was a second celebration in the second month.

It is hoped that the above will enable the reader to read the early chapters of
Numbers in sequence as a story told progressively, with parts in flashback and a
few odd laws interspersed, and not as a chaotic set of scraps and pieces.

[This was originally issued in two parts, hence two serial numbers.]
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FACING FORWARDS

The lamps on the lampstand had to be lit so that their light illuminated facing
the front of the lampstand» many fancy interpretations have been given, suggesting
that the wicks were so turned at an angle so that the flame did not rise vertically
but at a slant. How could you do that? Even if the wick is at an angle, the flame
still rises vertically! Answer – it happened by a miracle!

The weakness of this is that if it was a miracle there was no point in telling
Aaron to do it. Likewise, if Aaron could do it there was no point in a miracle!

The simplest explanation is that of Cassuto, who observed the design of lamps
found in archaeological digs. The actual lamp was in the form of a deep saucer, the
rim of which ‘dipped’ at various points, something like an ashtray with ‘hollows’
or depressions at places on the rim on which to rest the cigarettes. The saucer
would be filled with oil, into which one end of the wick was inserted, the other end
(which was to be lit) trailing over one of these ‘dips’. The instruction here was that
in each of the seven lamps the wick should trail over a ‘dip’ at the front of the
saucer» the light would then illuminate the front of the lampstand as well as
anything facing it.

MUDDLE-IN-LAW

Who was Hobab? We are told that he was the son of Reuel the Midianite the
father-in-law of Moses, but this is ambiguous. Was Hobab the father-in-law, i.e.
Jethro under another name, with Reuel as his father (Rashi etc.)? Or was Reuel the
father-in-law, Jethro under another name, with Hobab being his son, Zipporah’s
brother, Moses’s brother-in-law (Ibn Ezra)? The punctuation of the taamey hamikra
seems to suggest the former, but it is not certain. This would tie up the story with
that of Jethro’s visit told in Exodus 18. On the other hand, the story told in Exodus
2:16-21 seems to suggest the latter, though again it could be interpreted otherwise.
A verse in Judges (4:11) finally decides the issue: Hobab was Moses’s father-in-
law, viz. Jethro. (Ibn Ezra finds a weak answer to this.) But we have already been
told in Exodus 18:27 that Jethro had gone home!

Do not be put off by that. In the Torah it is not unusual for a verse to ‘finish
off’ a story with something that happened later (cf. Gen. 11:32 or Ex. 16:32-36).

The odd thing here is that we are not told what happened in the end. On leaving
Sinai, Moses invited Hobab to go with them (Num. 10:29), but Hobab refused (vs.
30). Moses then urged him not to leave them ..... (vss. 31-32), but Hobab’s reply
to this is not given! Verses 33-34 tell us that they moved, but do not say whether
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or not Hobab accompanied them. Why the silence? In Exodus 18:27 we are told
that Jethro went home (but not when), so why not say so here?

A possible explanation is that Jethro, or Hobab, was persuaded to guide the
people through the desert – the pillars of cloud and fire indicated the general
direction in which they were to travel, but Hobab would find the best paths to use,
avoiding various pitfals and impassable sections from which they would have to
turn back. He agreed to guide the people to their Promised Land» once there he
could decide what to do – whether to accept Moses’s offer and stay there, or to
return home. And he guided them – up to Kadesh Barnea.

However, once the people were condemned to their punishment, he could see no
use in staying with them. They did not need him any more, he saw no point in
wandering aimlessly around the desert for forty years, and decided to go back
home. A certain amount of embarassment about this would explain the silence. Ex.
18 simply mentions what happened in the end, but not when.

There is no certainty – this is simply a scenario that might fit and explain the
given data, but there are others.

Note incidentally that when he said ¼Î HfUÈKÑ¼D ¼Ó ¼Ñ JÅ DÊ ¼Î HÛUÝ KÅ ¼Ñ JÅ (10:30) he was referring
to his country – ¼Î HÛUÝ KÅ – and his family (or his people – ¼Î HfUÈKÑ¼D ¼Ó – not ‘birthplace’),
family or people being the meaning of ¼ß JÈJÑ¼D ¼Ó in all cases. (See KM I, 15(38) ÌÝÜ,
and note in particular Gen.12:1 and Esther 8:6)

RESTRICTION ON SUPPLY OF SPIRIT

LIMITED AMOUNT ONLY AVAILABLE

The explanation offered by Rashi and Ibn Ezra of KÌ¼X¼Ý LÉ ¼Ô HÓ ¼Î Hf DÑ KÛ LÅ DÊ (11:17,25) is
that some of Moses’s spirit would be taken and given to the seventy without
reducing that which remained, like taking a light from a candle. This raises the
question why G-d had to draw on the spirit that he had given to Moses, instead of
just supplying some more. Was he out of stock?

More likely, the complaint was not accepted in full. Moses had been given
enough spirit to cope, it was up to him to draw on it more, and he was told that no
more was available for the purpose. G-d was not ‘out of stock’, but refused to
allocate an excess. Moses could have helpers, but the same amount of spirit would
have to be shared. Sometimes we feel that we cannot cope, we are nearing the end,
yet really there is quite a lot left. We can have extra help, but must pay for it.
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THE HAIRY ONES

Some weeks ago we discussed ‘and’ and ‘but’, with the following week devoted
to a list of names of animals, from which, due to shortage of space, we had to leave
one out. This time, the key word is not ‘but’, it is ‘butt’ – yes, you’ve guessed
right, it’s the one we left out, goats!

The adult male is called either ¼IHÎ Kf or ¼È¼X ¼f K×, and the occurence of
each of these in different places as parallel to ¼ÑHÎ KÅ (a ram) indicates that
they are synonyms. Both mean the same thing, and if you want to say
‘adult male goat’ you can take your pick of ¼È¼X ¼f K× or ¼IHÎ Kf.

In the list of presents given by each of the twelve tribal chiefs for the dedication
of the altar, a list mentioned twelve times and then summarised (Numbers chapter
7), we find both ¼È¼X ¼f K× and ¼Ý¼Î H× LK mentioned separately, so they are obviously not
the same. The latter is a young goat, a kid, equivalent among goats to the lamb
among sheep. A female kid is ¼ÉLÝ¼Î H× DK. Another word for kid is ¼ÎVÈ DU, of which the
feminine is (apparently) ¼ÉL[VÈ DU, found only once (Song of S. 1:8) – in the plural.

Are ¼Ý¼Î H× LK and ¼ÎVÈ DU synonyms? Or do they refer to different age-groups, one
being older than the other? There seems to be no biblical evidence either way. (Do
not be misled by the traditional translation of one as ‘kid’ and the other as ‘goat’,
which is clearly wrong anyway.)

(Onkelos translates ¼Ý¼Î H× LK into Aramaic as ¼Ý¼Î HÙ DÛ, as in Ezra 6:17, Hebraised as
¼Ý¼Î HÙ LÛ in Daniel 8:5.)

The apparently correct and only term for the adult female is ¼Ë I×, but the word is
not always used in its correct meaning. Sometimes it is used simply as a general
word for ‘goat’ regardless of sex or age (Lev. 2:12 and 22:27, where the word itself
is of masculine gender, and refers to both male and female as explained in 2:6).
This is usually the case in the plural, where ¼Ò¼ÎHY H× normally means ‘goats’ generally,
not just females, except where it means goats’ hair, used for spinning yarn (Ex.
25:4, 26:7, etc.). Confusion is increased by the phrase ¼W LßLÕ DI ¼ß KT ¼Ë I× in our current
parashah (Num. 15:27) where the reference is admittedly to a female, but clearly
to a kid and not an adult. We should have expected ¼ÉLÝ¼Î H× DK, but, as pointed out
earlier among other warnings (KM II, 31 ÝÓÅ) there is not always consistency in
the use of animal names.

Incidentally, the reference in Leviticus 17:7

Ò JÉÎ IÝFÌ KÅ ÒÎHÕÂË Ò IÉ Ý JIFÅ ÒVÝÎ H× DLKÑ Ò JÉÎ IÌ DÆHË ß JÅ ÈD× XÌ DT DËHÎ ÅWÑ DÊ
is generally taken to refer to the half-man half-goat satyrs (cf. Moffatt), but these
did not appear in history until Roman times, over a thousand years later. The
correct interpretation is likely to be, not satyr but satire: ‘goats’ being used as a
term of contempt for idols in general.
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Often we find ‘a goat’ referred to as ¼Ò¼ÎHY H×? ¼É IK. This is fair enough, as it
distinguishes it from ¼Ò¼Î HÆ LK D]? ¼É IK, a sheep. But our Talmudic training jumps up when
we find ¼Ò¼ÎHY H×?¼ÎVÈ DU or ¼Ò¼ÎHY H×¼? ¼Ý¼Î H× DK, to suggest that the words ¼ÎVÈ DU and ¼Ý¼Î H× LK do not
necessarily on their own refer to goats, they may refer to something else. None the
less, we never find them referring to anything else. We may go back and consider
the phrases ¼Ý LÜ LT ¼Ô JT ¼Ý Kb and ¼Ý LÜ LT ¼Ô JT ¼ÑJÇ I×, implying that the terms ¼Ý Kb and ¼ÑJÇ I× do not
necessarily refer to cattle, yet they are never found referring to anything else.

Perhaps we are overdoing it a bit. The demand for strict logic everywhere,
emanating from the Greeks and Romans, influenced teachers of the English
language (less so the continentals) as well as the Talmudic rabbis, and we have
been influenced from both sides. We demand strict logic in the use of language
from the Torah – yet the Talmud itself states ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ô¼D ¼I DÑ HT ¼É LÝ¼D ¼ß ¼É LÝ DTVV ‘The Torah
employs the ordinary language of ordinary people’, and ordinary people do not stick
to strict logic in their use of language. In biblical times they were far less particular
than we are today. The duplication in the above examples was probably idiomatic,
the way people spoke. They would mention a type of goat, and then add ‘of the
goats’, or a type of cattle and then add ‘of the cattle’. English strongly discourages
repetition, yet people talk about birds’ feathers (by definition a feather comes from
a bird), a young lamb (is there an old one?), and rhesus monkeys (a rhesus is
defined as a type of monkey). There is a temptation to take logic to extremes,
particularly in language where it quite often simply does not work.

A DIFFERENT AGE

The expression ¼W LßLÕ DI ¼ßKT ¼Ë I× raises another issue, that of age, and here is as good
a place as any to consider it. We talk of a person’s age (and the same applies to
animals) in terms of the number of years of life that have been completed. You
start at nought, and when you are one you have completed one full year – if you
are 21 you have completed 21 full years. Through misinterpreting the Bible,
modern Hebrew uses the ¼Ô JT idiom in that sense. But in biblical times they started
to count not at nought but at one. An incomplete year was counted as a year, so
that ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT meant ‘in the first year’ and when you passed your first birthday you
were ¼ÒHÎ KßLÕ DI ¼Ô JT. When they spoke to Pharaoh (Exodus 7:7), Moses was 79 years
old, not 80, and Aaron was 82 not 83. Even those of us who are aware of this often
forget to take it into account when calculating biblical periods of time based on
peoples ages. (Here, we have ¼ßKT instead of ¼Ô JT because ¼Ë I× is feminine, but the
principle is the same.)

[Note: This is the traditional explanation, not an original one. However, it is hard
to explain ¼I JÈÃÌ ¼Ô JT that way!]
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A LOT OF SHOOTING

Credit must be given where credit is due, and if on occasion King James is right
and everyone else is wrong we must be the first to admit it.

We find in Num. 17:24

ÒÎVÈ IÜ DI ÑÃÓ DÇH[KÊ ÚÎ HÛ Ú IÛL[KÊ ÌKÝ JÙ Å IÛÂ[KÊ SSSSS ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ É IZ KÓ ÌKÝ Lb É Ì HÉ DÊ
‘and behold the rod of Aaron for the house of Levi was budded, and brought forth
buds, and bloomed blossoms, and yielded almonds.’ (My italics, not King James’s.)
This in no way absolves him from mistranslating the words ¼ÌKÝ JÙLÊ ¼ÝÃf DÙK] as ‘a knop
and a flower’ in that order. It is hard to determine just where and when the error
of translating ¼ÌKÝ Jb as ‘flower’ began» in modern Hebrew it has become accepted
and entrenched. When we read in the Sabbath Psalm (Ps. 92) ¼Æ JK I× ¼D ¼Ó D] ¼Ò¼Î H× LIUÝ KÌÃÝ DÙ HT
do we think of the wicked blossoming and flowering ‘like grass’? What a simile!

Here in our case Rashbam explains what happened: Moses took out the stick, and
noted that it had already budded (17:23 as forecast in 17:20) – then in front of the
eyes of the people it produced more buds, then flowers, and finally fruit [so that
nobody could claim that Moses had switched sticks]. Rashbam stresses that all
occurred in the natural order, first buds, then blossom and finally fruit. He does not
try to correct the mistake in translating ¼ÌKÝ Jb because in his day the error had not
yet occurred.

[I have myself noted, incidentally, with an almond tree that was alongside my
garden once, that the three stages can take place one after another very rapidly
indeed, in a matter of just a few days – though not, as happened with Moses –
‘while you watch’. Rather surprisingly, there is no mention of the fourth product
– the leaves, which also emerge from the buds. It is also doubtful if all of this can
occur normally in a stick that has already been severed from the tree.]

The manuscript of a late mediaeval dictionary known as ¼Ü¼Î Hb DÖ K_ KÉ ¼E¼ÎVÝUÈ K_ KÉ contains
diagrams showing that the error had not yet occurred. Botanically, a bud and a
shoot are the same, the former being short and the latter long. Each is in effect
something that sprouts from the side of a stick or rod, and the Hebrew is ¼ÌKÝ Jb from
the verb KÌÃÝ Lb meaning to sprout. We find a reference in Exodus 9:9 to an
inflammation which sprouted boils – the latter, after all, do resemble buds on a
tree. Then again in Num. 8:4 there is mention of the lampstand with its trunk and
its offshoot (a collective meaning its offshoots, the branches). This is not to be
confused with the ¼ÌKÝ JÙLÊ ¼ÝÃf DÙK] mentioned above, where the first word is probably the
design found on the chapter of a column (which is often floral), while the second
word is a bud, which King James might well describe (not incorrectly had he put
it the other way round) as a ‘knop’ or knob.
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The verb ¼KÌÃÝ Lb is used in various different similes in the Bible, and it is worth
taking a look at what they are trying to convey in different cases.

¼Æ JK I× ¼D ¼Ó D] ¼Ò¼Î H× LIUÝ KÌÃÝ DÙ HT (Psalm 92:8) ‘when the wicked sprout like grass’ – the
simile is of grass shooting up all over the place»

¼ÌLÝ DÙHÎ ¼Ý LÓ LfK] ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ (Psalm 92:13) ‘the good (or righteous) man will sprout (or
sprouts) like the palm’ – the simile of a palm that grows up very tall and straight»

¼ÉL̀ KI¼D ¼J K] ¼ÌKÝ DÙHÎ (Hosea 14:6) ‘will sprout like the lily’ (and NOT blossom as a
rose!) – the simile is of a lily which shoots up extremely quickly (incidentally
proving that ¼ÉL̀ KI¼D ¼I is a lily, not a rose)»

¼Ô JÙLUKÐ ¼X ¼ÌUÝ DÙHÎ DÊ (Hosea 14:8) ‘will sprout like the vine’ – the simile is of a vine
which, after being cut down at the end of the season, grows again rapidly next year
as a shoot from a mere stump and produces a large crop.

It is worth looking up each of these in context, to see the relevance of the simile
in each case.

Incidentally, ‘a flower’ (or ‘blossom’) is ¼Ú¼Î HÛ (cf. ¼ß HÛ¼Î HÛ a fringe), and the verb
means to bloom or blossom. So we find in our Psalm (92:8) ¼ÔJÊ LÅ ¼Î IÑF×Ãb ¼ÑL] ¼X ¼Û¼Î HÛL[KÊ –
the wicked do indeed blossom, but not ‘like grass’.

FIRE!

¼É LÅ DÛLÎ ¼I IÅ DÊ (16:35) (meanwhile) fire had gone out (i.e. emerged) (while everyone
was busy watching what happened to Dathan and Abiram). Subject before verb,
pluperfect – contrast Lev. 10:2 ¼I IÅ ¼Å IÛ IfKÊ.

It is interesting to compare this story with that of Nadab and Abihu (loc. cit.),
and to note that incense may be offered to G-d only under three conditions: the
incense must be prepared specifically for the purpose to a given formula» the fire
must be ‘authorised’» and those who bring it must be authorised to do so. Those
who did not obey were punished by ‘fire from G-d’.

[Note that in neither case does it say ‘from heaven’ or ‘from the sky’ – it may well have emerged from
underground (as with an ignited petroleum or gas leak). Fire came from the sky (heaven) only in the
destruction of Sodom, the hailstorm in Egypt, Job (1:17), and in answer to David (1 Chron. 21:26), Solomon
(2 Chron. 7:1) & Elijah (1 Kings 18:38, 2 Kings 1:10, 12).]

Note also ¼É LÙ IÝ DL KÉ in 17:2 – ‘those who were burned’, not the fire. It is worth
reading chapters 16 and 17 (down to 17:15), paying special attention to all
references to fire (16:7, 18, 35» 17:2, 11) and incense, particularly 17:2.
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ASHES

While the laws regarding other types of contamination and bars (see KM I, 4(27)
×ÎÝËß) are dealt with in Leviticus, having been given to Moses at Sinai just after the
Tabernacle was erected, those regarding contamination arising from a corpse are
delayed until this point, many years later. Yet the basic law was applied much
earlier, even in Sinai, where those who had buried the dead were unable to offer
the Pesach (Num. 9:6). There are also references in Lev. 5:2 and 7:21. One is led
to believe that originally a law that created a ‘bar’ through contact with the dead
belonged in Leviticus with the rest» this law was later amended in some way
(possibly by the introduction of the law of the ashes, or of contamination by
proximity under a roof, or both)» and the original, a temporary law not needed for
future generations, was superseded and therefore withdrawn before the Torah was
finalised prior to the death of Moses.

This could explain why, although our entire chapter deals with rituals for which
a background knowledge is not required, Aaron is addressed directly (Num. 19:1,
see KM I, 6(29) ÎÝÌÅ1, As there was an amendment to what he had earlier been
told, he was addressed directly to ensure that he did not get confused. (An
alternative, less likely explanation is that it does indeed require background
knowledge, viz. how red the cow has to be, but that seems rather far-fetched.)

We do find evidence suggesting amendments of this type. In the instructions for
building and maintaining the Tabernacle, while Bezalel and Aholiab were in charge
of the construction, Eleazar and Ithamar were in charge of the Levites who looked
after it all (Ex. 38:21, Num. 3:32). Yet even when it was all completed, Nadab and
Abihu were still alive» were they given no responsibility? Since on their deaths the
responsibility was transferred to their younger brothers, this is what is eventually
mentioned. Even more suggestive is Ex. 32:33 where Moses is told that the one
who sinned is to be blotted out of the book – which could not be done to someone
not already there. It is the finalised version, which Moses handed Israel at Moab
before his death, which has remained unchanged – apart, possibly, from one or two
finishing touches added by Joshua such as the description of Moses’s death.

WHAT HAPPENS TODAY?

To get rid of the contamination caused by a corpse we need the ashes, not
available today, so we are all assumed to be contaminated and barred all the time.
Consequently nobody is allowed to eat holy food, and where this cannot be
redeemed we deliberately make sure that it is contaminated and then destroy it.
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We still observe the laws associated with tum’ah: a priest (Cohen) tries not to
add to his contamination from a corpse, and the bar due to menstruation etc. has
to be respected and dealt with on account of the simultaneous ban on sex. But note
that even when the bar is removed and sex is allowed, the woman does not cease
to be in the category of tamé any more than her husband or anyone else. All that
has been removed is one type of bar, to which the ban on sex is attached. The more
serious bar, that requiring the ashes, remains – as with everyone else.

Incidentally, the ashes are those of a red cow. This is very clearly stated, with
no room for argument. By confusion with the ceremony in connection with a corpse
found in the countryside, where a heifer ( ¼ÉLÑ DÇ J×) is involved (Deut. 21:3), someone
(King James again!) has used that same word here to mistranslate ¼ÉLÝ Lb. But the
word means cow (correct in Moffatt, JPS2).

TYPES OF LAW AGAIN

Following the discussion in Ki Mitsion II 33 (Behukkotay) on the meanings of
words describing laws, note in verse 14 ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß ¼ÅÂË – this is the procedure when
someone dies etc. In verse 2, ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß Kd OÌ ¼ß ¼ÅÂË – this is the institution 16 of (i.e.
required for) the procedure. The former ( ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f) requires a situation to arise, viz. the
presence of a corpse. The latter does not require a situation to arise, and so is ¼ÜÃÌ
or ¼É Ld OÌ, dealt with instantly without waiting for someone to die» in this case it is
in preparation for the procedure when such is required, hence ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß Kd OÌ.

BACK TO DUST AND ASHES

Ý JÙ IÅLÊ Ý LÙ L× is another example of two near-synonyms used as a pair (e.g. Gen.
18:27, Job 30:19 and 42:6 – see KM II, 32 ÝÉÆ), normally translated as ‘dust and
ashes’. But we see from Num. 19 here that in verses 9,10 and 17 each of the words
is used independently with the same meaning, ashes. Another synonym is ¼× KÆÃÝ ,
which in Num. 23:10 also means ‘ashes’. (‘Quarter’ does not fit in with the
parallelism – see J. H. Hertz’s commentary on Pentateuch & Haftorahs, popularly
called The Chief Rabbi’s Chumash, ibid.) In Gen. 13:16 ¼Ý KÙF× means ‘dust’. ‘Dust’
and ‘ashes’ were thought of as the same thing» it is wrong to allot one of these two
different English words to one of the Hebrew ones, and the second to the other.

16. ‘Institution’ is not the ideal word to use, but appears to be the nearest available. ‘Rite’
or ‘ritual’ is better English but would also include ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f!
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INSIDER TRADING?

Balaam was apparently a professional who earned quite a lot of money from
blessing and cursing people, with a reputation for a 100% success rate. Was he in
the habit of asking G-d before giving his blessings and curses? A cursory reading
of the first part of the story suggests that at least on major matters he normally
asked G-d and received an answer on what to do. The implication is that G-d
directly helped him with his business in a way that is not found anywhere with
anyone else. It is only one step short of a gambler at Monte Carlo who asks
whether to put his chips on red or black, receives advance knowledge that is 100%
reliable, and comes away with a fortune.

Our instincts, our experience and our entire religious teaching all tell us that G-d
just does not work that way, and we cannot accept that he does. True, David asked
for advice on what to do and was told (1 Sam. 23:1-12), and there are a number of
other cases (e.g. Num. 27:5, see also 2 Kings 6:8-12), but these are concerned with
laws, with major matters of national importance, or where the king’s (or future
king’s) life was at stake, not with profitable business deals.

It is important when reading the Torah to distinguish between what the text
actually tells us and what it quotes someone as saying. Nowhere are we told that
Balaam initially asked G-d, or even that he ever intended to. We are told that he
said that he intended to, but that is not necessarily the same thing. (One may
recollect Lot’s statement that two of his daughters were virgins. The Torah does not
state that they were, it merely quotes Lot as saying that they were, and he may even
have believed it, but their subsequent behaviour suggests otherwise.)

That Balaam was a shrewd man cannot be doubted, that he had a very high
intelligence and insight into people’s nature is nowhere denied, but there is no need
to believe in his total honesty and integrity. It is possible to read the text and form
a picture quite unlike the one that we normally form, a picture that is far more in
keeping with the character of such a man.

On hearing the business of the ambassadors, Balaam announces his intention of
first asking G-d’s opinion during the night. However, that is not his real intention.
The next day the ambassadors would anxiously ask him ‘What did he say?’, to
which he could simply reply ‘Well, er, mmm, er, mmmmm .....’

Their reaction would be something like ‘You mean he wasn’t too keen?’ ‘He did
not indicate his entire approval.’ ‘Perhaps if we pay a bit more ....?’

And that way, without telling a single lie, Balaam could up the price.

What really happened in this case? In the middle of the night he was suddenly
asked about the men who had come to visit him, and he automatically replied. We
can then imagine that he added something like ‘But who are you who is asking?’
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to which comes the reply ‘I am G-d!’ – at which Balaam almost falls out of bed
with shock!

In the morning he is still trembling and has to refuse his visitors’ request.
However, when a new lot arrive some days or weeks later he is beginning to have
doubts. Was it really G-d who spoke to him? Or was it just his imagination in a bad
dream? He would this time really ask and find out. If a reply confirmed the first
instruction, he could perhaps negotiate (with G-d). If, on the other hand, there was
no reply, he could assume that the previous conversation was simply a bad dream,
wash it out, and go ahead negotiating with his visitors.

In the reply, G-d was a step ahead of him, not waiting for him to ask and having
no intention of negotiating with Balaam or even of giving him the opportunity to
try. Not even a repetition of the instruction. ‘You really want to go? Alright, then
go –– but, with a condition .......’ All that remained for Balaam to do was to work
out some means of circumventing any ‘unacceptable’ results of this condition,
which he could think out on the way» his first wish was to get going.

All this certainly contradicts what the Torah seems to say, because the latter
depends on an interpretation that we ourselves have inserted. It does not contradict
what the Torah actually says.

WHERE THEY MET

¼ÔÂÕUÝ KÅ ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU ¼Ñ K× (22:36) – by the territory of Arnon. The River Arnon is very wide,
with numerous tributaries, and its valley constitutes a ‘territory’, not just a line.

¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU KÉ ¼É IÛ DÜ HT – on the border (lit. the edge of the territory). Note that ¼É JÛ LÜ, not
¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU, means ‘border’.

¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼Ý¼Î H× (earlier in the verse) – either ‘a town’, or, more likely, a place called
Ir. It was not ¼Ý L× (Ar) because (a) Ar was the capital, the king would not ‘go out’
to that place, and (b) Ar was not located on the border. If Ir was on the border, just
outside Moabite territory, it fits with the southern border of the land conquered by
Israel: ‘Aroer by (the edge of) Wadi Arnon and the town (or Ir) in the middle of
the wadi’ – Deut. 2:36» Jos. 13:9,16» 2 Sam 24:5» cf. Deut. 3:16 and Jos. 12:2.

‘Ir’ could be part of a compound name, just as ¼Ò¼Î HZ HJ KÉ ¼Ñ IÆ LÅ ‘Avel of the Shittim’
(33:49) was generally known for short simply as ¼Ò¼Î HZ HJ KÉ (25:1) ‘The Shittim’. A
number of places in both England and the U.S.A. are known for instance as
Newtown (or Newton), and if ‘new’ were a longer word in English this might have
been shortened to ‘Town’.
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What exactly does the above mean? Ask anyone who has learned and he will

explain it to you.

‘In Exodus 12:16 we are told that on the first day and on the last day of Pesach
¼É JK L×IÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ÑL], just as on the Sabbath, BUT the preparation of food is allowed.
Assuming that the law here is not going to contradict what is written in Exodus, it
must be saying the same thing, though expressed in a different form. Here it is
mentioned six times, once for each Holy Day (except Kippur), showing that the
same law applies to each of them as to the first and last days of Pesach. It is also
mentioned six times in corresponding cases in Leviticus 23.’

‘So what is melekhet avodah?’

‘Anything that you may not do on the Sabbath apart from that necessary for
preparing food.’

‘But what do the words melekhet avodah mean?’

‘I have just told you.’

‘You have explained the law, but how does that fit in with the actual words.
What do the two words, taken together, actually mean?’

Silence. Nobody bothers to explain it, because nobody understands how. With
the accepted understanding of melakhah as activity, it is virtually impossible.

We, however, have already seen that melakhah means not an activity but a
product (KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ). So we can try on that basis. What is the meaning of
avodah?

This word can mean either work or service. Although there may be an
etymological connection between the two, they are different, and this is recognised
in the Torah itself when it says (Num. 4:47) ¼É LÈÃÆF× ¼ßKÈÃÆF× ¼ÈÃÆF× KÑ – we need not worry
here what that means, but clearly the same word is used in two different senses.

To use ‘work’ in the phrase melekhet avodah would make sense in itself, but
would not agree with the verse in Exodus. Let us try ‘service’.

Think about the word ‘service’ in English and exactly what it means. Think of
a game of tennis, a dinner-service (crockery), a young girl working in domestic
service (now obsolete), a bus or train service, the service that you get (or do not
get) in a restaurant, giving your car a 5,000-mile service, the service of a writ or
summons, the Civil Service, the armed services, and of course the synagogue
service. Think especially of the dinner-service. All have a common idea, but
different connotations – and we must expect the Hebrew also to cover a wide range.
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In both French and Modern Hebrew, the verb ‘to use’ is simply the reflexive of
the verb ‘to serve’, which in turn may be the passive of ‘to use’» even in English
we sometimes say ‘serves as’ as an alternative to ‘is used for’. There is a
connection between service and use.

Now when you produce something, broadly speaking you do so either to eat or
to use. (Even a mere ornament is for use as an ornament.) So melekhet avodah is
a product that is for use (like the dinner-service), i.e. excluding food. This matches
the definition in Exodus. Simple!

However, we used the term ‘broadly speaking’. The expression is not precise,
but concise and practical, which is why it can be repeated twelve times. For its
precise definition in law we need to go back to the original in Exodus and look at
it carefully. It does not actually exclude the production of food, but the production
– or here a better word is the preparation – of that which is to be eaten, obviously
in a reasonable time. Sowing seeds that will produce food in six months’ time is
clearly not in the exclusion, let alone planting a fruit-tree. The most important
exclusion in practical terms is of course cooking. We have in melekhet avodah a
technical term whose approximate meaning is clear from the words themselves, and
whose precise meaning is found from the original (in Exodus) to which it relates.
All the forms of production and acquisition that are forbidden on the Sabbath are
also forbidden on the Festivals, except where necessary for preparing something
which is to be eaten, presumably on that day.

Carrying, which is dealt with separately in respect of the Sabbath and not
included under asot melakhah, is not banned» and the ban on lighting a fire applies
specificaly to the Sabbath only. (See Exodus 35:3 and Midrash Mechilta on that
verse. The law which allows taking fire from fire but bans creating a flame is
rabbinic.) The remark about the last day of Pesach in Deut. 16:8 is not a basic
source of law, but a reminder, which should refer you back to Exodus 12:16 where
the exclusion is given.

Yom Kippur is quite different. We find all production etc. banned (not just
melekhet avodah), it is referred to as a Sabbath, and it is treated as the Sabbath in
all respects, including the bans on carrying and lighting a fire, except that the
penalty for infringement is less severe.
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BOUND OR NOT BOUND

In 30:3 we find reference to a man (here specifically a man, though elsewhere
it might include a woman) who makes a vow or takes an oath to impose some
restriction on himself. Note that the concept of an oath ( ¼É L×¼X ¼Æ DI) is implied in a vow
( ¼ÝJÈJÕ or ¼ÝJÈIÕ), and so does not need to be mentioned specially. However, a
restriction ( ¼Ý La HÅ) might be a simple statement on which one can legitimately change
one’s mind, and the laws only apply to one made on oath, hence the oath has to be
mentioned. To avoid unnecessary clumsiness the oath is not mentioned every time,
but it is reiterated, to remind you, in verses 11 and 14. In other words a vow is
always binding, but a restriction is only binding if made on oath.

Two unusual grammatical forms occur in this paragraph. One is the form ¼ÝJÈJÕ
(vs. 3 etc.) as an alternative to the more regular ¼Ý JÈIÕ (vs. 10 etc. hence ¼W LÝUÈHÕ,
compare ¼W LÝ DÙ HÖ0¼Ý JÙ IÖ as against ¼W LI DÙKÕ0 ¼I JÙJÕ). The second, far more strange, is the
absolute form ¼Ý La HÅ with the (expected) construct ¼Ý Ka HÅ (vs. 13), but always the
derived forms LÉ¼Î JÝ LÖEÅ ¼WLÝ LÖEÅ without a dagesh, as if from a different word (though
clearly not)!

It is also interesting to compare and contrast the last verse of the section, 30:17,
with Lev. 26:46, Lev. 27:34 and Num. 36:13, and to see what conclusions (if any)
you can draw from a careful comparison.

WHICH IS WHICH?

In verse 31:16, the first words are confusing. The first word ¼Ô IÉ is an abbreviated
form of the more usual ¼É Ì HÉ. The second word ¼ÉL̀ IÉ means ‘they’ (feminine) which
is shortened in post-biblical Hebrew (but never in the Bible) to ¼Ô IÉ. One is therefore
inclined to get an initial (false) impression that the words are placed back to front.

A POINT TO NOTE

¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ô KfOÎ (32:5) – the use of ¼ß JÅ before the subject of a passive verb is not
unusual in Classical Hebrew, despite the fact that it goes completely against all that
has been indoctrinated into us when using English and other languages. The form
¼Ô KfOÎ is the hophal form, but some claim that it is really the passive of the kal. There
are arguments against this. (The niphal form is not really the passive of the kal, but
is merely used as such, and sometimes the pual or, as here, the hophal is used
instead.) Here we are getting into deep waters.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?

Quite a lot when it causes confusion. ¼ÎHYHÕ Dd KÉ ¼ÉJ̀ OÙ DÎ ¼Ô JT ¼Æ IÑL] mentioned in 32:12 had
a younger brother ¼ËKÕ DÜ ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅÎHÕ Dß L× (see Jos. 15:17, Jud. 1:13 and Jud. 3:9). Several
solutions are possible when we consider that ¼Ô JT does not always mean ‘son of’ but
often ‘grandson of’. Here, however, the simplest solution is that offered by Rashi
– Caleb was brought up by Kenaz who was his step-father and father of Othniel.

In 32:41, Jair was certainly not the son of Manasseh the son of the original
Joseph, since that Manasseh had only one son, Machir. It may mean that he was
simply one of that Manasseh’s descendants» or he may have been the son of a much
later Manasseh of the tribe of Manasseh – we find a great deal of evidence that
names were often repeated in the same families.

MORE POINTS TO NOTE

In 34:2 ¼Ô K×LÕ D] ¼ÚJÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Ñ JÅ ‘to the Land, viz. Canaan.’ The expression ‘the Land of
Canaan’ occurs later in the verse.

LÉ¼Î JßWÑ OÆ DÇ HÑ means ‘according to its territories’, not ‘borders’» and although later in
the paragraph the word ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU is exceptionally (this word ‘exceptionally’ cannot be
over-stressed) used to indicate a boundary, the connotation there is ‘the extent of
the territory’ and definitely not ‘the demarcation line between territories’. It is
merely an abbreviation, a shortened form, for the more accurate ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU KÉ ¼É IÛ DÜ that is
used elsewhere.

In 35:4 we find ¼Ý¼Î H× LÉ ¼Ý¼Î Hd HÓ, not ¼Ý¼Î H× LÉ ¼ß KÓ¼D ¼Ì IÓ as might be expected. It seems that
notwithstanding Jos. 2:15 the distinction between two words for wall, ¼Ý¼Î HÜ and
¼É LÓ¼D ¼Ì, is not as simple and clear-cut as we are led to believe.

COW’S HORNS

In verse 35:5 the first ¼ÉqL_ KÅ LT ¼ÒHÎ bKb DÑ KÅ contains two very rare te’amim. The second,
karney farah (lit. ‘cow’s horns’), may happen to look (in current printed texts) like
two telishas, one ‘big’ and one ‘small’, but that is merely an accident of
development of script, and it should definitely not be sung that way. In fact it is a
variant of the pazer, which it replaces in a few rare cases in the Tanach (this is the
only occurrence in the Torah), nobody knows why, and it is known alternatively as
pazer gadol. Compare n2 and q2 – the ‘circles’ are added like knobs afterwards.
(With the telishas it is the circle that is important – the lines attached to them were
added later.) If you do not know the tune – who does? – sing it like a pazer and
make it a bit longer. Karney farah is always immediately preceded – wherever it
occurs – by a yerach, which never occurs in any other situation, which looks like
an etnachta upside down, and which is equivalent in all other respects to a munach.
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THE SPEECHES OF MOSES

In composing his speeches, Moses went to great pains to structure them in a
particular way. He did not put things in what Euclid or Maimonides might call
‘logical’ order, but in a psychological order, to catch the listener’s attention with
a point of interest and then lead on to something that follows from it. Further, he
liked to start with facts, obtain basic ideas, and build on them.

We are so concerned about either studying the Torah or reading and translating
the words, that we fail to simply read the whole context. For this reason we do not
appreciate even the main structure of the book of Devarim, let alone the internal
structure and style of the speeches, which were designed less for students (who are
interested in the content rather than the style) and more for ordinary readers whose
interest must be captured and held. The broad structure is further concealed by the
way the book is divided into weekly parashot, a division that we tend to follow
even when studying. This division, based primarily on length, is (in Devarim) with
two exceptions always artificial, as will become apparent.

Ki Mitsion will try to guide the reader through the book, showing how the text
(with which the reader is probably familiar) fits together. First let us reproduce
from Series I a plan of the structure of the book:

1:1 - 1:2 An introduction to the whole book.

1:3 - 4:40 The first speech (with introduction).

4:41 - 4:43 Historical note.

4:44 - 26:19 The second speech (with introduction).

Interrupted by 10:6-7.

27:1 - 27:10 Instructions and oddments.

27:11 - 28:69 The third speech – the new contract.

29:1 - 30:20 The fourth speech.

31:1 - 34:12 The last days of Moses, including:

32:1 - 32:43 The Song.

33:1 - 33:29 The blessings.

THE FIRST SPEECH

[The first two introductory verses are obscure and controversial.]

Moses begins with a review of events all of which some of the people remember,
and some of which all of them remember, basing on these the importance of faith
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in G-d and obedience to his instructions. The speech itself is prefaced with the date
on which it was delivered, stressing that it was after the defeat of Sihon and Og,
when following forty years of wandering in the desert the people were beginning
to ‘get somewhere’. The light at the end of the tunnel was visible to all, helping us
to understand the mentality of the audience, and to what statements they would be
most receptive» the speech could not have been delivered in this form a year earlier.

Reviewing events that took place in the living memory of the oldest, he starts
not with the Exodus but with the departure from Sinai, when, after spending a
whole year there, they were told by G-d to go and conquer Canaan. Finding it too
hard to cope with the people on his own, Moses appointed deputies, stressing his
main concern, to ensure that these deputies administered justice, honest justice.

(Nowhere does Moses find room for leaders who claim that ‘My position as
leader compels me at times to tell lies, to make promises that I do not intend to
keep, and to make undertakings that I have no intention of fulfilling.’ 17)

After a journey through a long and terrible desert, they reached Kadesh Barnea.
He accepted the people’s request to send spies ahead, whose report would help
them to devise a strategy of attack, but alas things went wrong: the spies praised
the Land, but the people got cold feet! Moses reminded them that G-d who had
helped them through the desert had promised to help them likewise in battle, but
they rebelled and refused to listen. For this, they were condemned to die in the
desert in the course of forty years, only their children entering the Land. Hearing
this, they suddenly decided to fight after all, but were told not to. Again they
rebelled, paid the penalty by suffering a heavy defeat, and G-d refused to heed their
tears. So they spent a long time in the area.

After nearly forty years, during which G-d saw to it that they lacked nothing,
they moved on, by-passing Edom, Moab and Ammon, with each of whom they were
to avoid conflict because these nations had obtained their lands as G-d’s gift. Moses
digresses to explain how each had had to overcome and drive out a strong
aboriginal population, mostly giants, the implication being obvious.

Then came the encounters and battles with the Trans-Jordan Amorites led by
Sihon and Og. (Moses enlarges on the extent of the victories, to give
encouragement.) They found themselves in possession of a large vacant land, which
Moses allocated conditionally to the tribes of Reuben, Gad and Manasseh in return
for an undertaking to laed in the conquest of Canaan. The condition was stressed
to Joshua, who was given overall encouragement.

It is important to note not merely what points Moses chose for mention, but the
way he mentioned them, and the angle from which he presented his resumé. Here,
in the middle of the speech, we take our break (the end of the parashah)» the
speech is continued next week.

17. As claimed by an Israeli Prime Minister on being rebuked for reneging on a promise,
remembered at the time this article was first issued.
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THE FIRST SPEECH (Continued)

At that time (continues Moses) he pleaded with G-d to be allowed to enter the
Promised Land, but was refused. He would be allowed to see it, but not cross the
Jordan» instead he should encourage Joshua, his successor.

Moses then reminds the people of their duty to observe all the instructions and
laws and of the very recent trouble with Baal Peor and its consequences – and to
remember all that they had witnessed and teach it to their children and
grandchildren. Once again he returns to earlier events, this time to the Revelation
at Sinai, gives a warning against idolatry, for the first time makes a brief mention
of Egypt, and blames the people for G-d’s refusal to let him enter Canaan.

Finally he warns the people of what will happen in the future, when they disobey
all that they have been taught: they will be exiled from the Land. But they will then
repent and G-d will take pity on them. A reminder of duties to G-d who loves his
people ends the speech.

THE SECOND SPEECH

Moses allocated three towns in Transjordan as Refuge Cities, and then assembled
the entire population for his second speech, the main one. In this, after a lengthy
introduction, he enumerates the laws that must be observed, the ones affecting the
people as a whole. The assembly was in a large ravine or canyon ( ¼Å DÎKU) almost
certainly chosen for its acoustics. Two million people listened to what he said,
without electronic loud-speakers.

The speech is very long, starting in the middle of Va’et’hanan, including all
of Ekev, Re’eh, Shofetim and Tetseh, and extending into the first part of Tavo.
It is most unlikely that he delivered it all in one day – but it is still an entity, it
is written down and presented as such, and it should be (even though, alas, it
usually isn’t) treated as such. There is much to be learned by analyis, by taking
various bits out of context and studying them separately» but there is also much
to be learned from seeing it all as a whole, the way it was deliberately and
consciously presented in the first place, and then in seeing the various bits in
context, in the way that they fit into the overall scheme. Based on rabbinic
teaching originally intended only for advanced students, the Torah is today
presented as a scrap-book, in which all sorts of unconnected oddments are stuck
together, totally ignoring all the tremendous efforts that Moses made throughout
the book of Deuteronomy to show it as a comprehensive whole, a complete
integrated entity.
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Moses starts by returning to something that he merely touched on towards the
end of his first speech: the Revelation at Sinai. But whereas before he merely
concentrated on the Divine Appearance, as a warning against idolatry, now he
elaborates on the message itself. This was the Contract ( ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT) of which the central
part was the Ten Commandments, which he re-states so that they should remember
what they were. Minor amendments to the wording show that the essential thing is
not the holiness of the precise words, but their meaning, the message that they are
intended to convey, which is identical in both versions even when expressed
slightly differently.

He reminds the people how, at their request, as they were frightened at listening
to G-d’s voice, it was agreed that G-d would teach his instructions to Moses, who
would pass them on to the people. He stresses G-d’s unity, the importance of
following his instructions in all matters, and of teaching one’s children to do the
same» and to constantly remind oneself, by repeating the Creed (Shema) twice daily,
by tying reminders on arm and head, and by fixing reminders to the doorpost.

There is a warning not to forget G-d in times of prosperity, and then, when
children ask what it is all about, to tell them how it all started with our rescue from
slavery in Egypt. Throughout this, the need to observe the laws and instructions is
intertwined with possession and enjoyment of the Land being given – the Torah and
the Land are inseparable, and the penalty for neglect of the former is to be driven
out of the latter.

(It appears that it never even entered Moses’s mind that the people, once in
possession of the Land, would ever want to trade it or even part of it, still less give
it away! However, he did, later on, warn them that one consequence of sinning is
¼×LU OI DÓ Lß¼ÎHÎ LÉ DÊ (28:34) – ‘You will go out of your mind!’)

After all these warnings comes a specific instruction not too easy to accept, and
that one is inclined to talk oneself out of. On arrival in the Land, Israel is to
exterminate the local inhabitants without pity, completely destroy all of their
religious symbols, and resist the temptation of becoming war-weary and making
peace with them or granting them any concessions» above all, not to inter-marry.

(Peace is of course the ultimate objective, but bad influences which are not
uprooted and removed at the start will always threaten its stability. Pacifism and
coming to terms with the forces of evil can at best produce a short-lived peace that
is very soon regretted.)

At this point we again take a break (the end of the parashah), till next week.
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THE SECOND SPEECH (Contd.)

Moses now continues with promises of blessings for obeying G-d’s commands,
including divine help in defeating the enemy, the inhabitants of the Land, who must
be completely annihilated with all their religious objects.

He reminds the people of the wonderful way they have been taken care of for
forty years in the desert, and then describes the wonders and riches of the Land, in
fertility, agricultural products, fruit trees and minerals. Finally (in this section), a
warning that disobedience will lead to destruction, and to the same fate that those
they are about to displace are receiving.

It is worthwhile here to take a more careful look at the overall concept of
blessings and curses directly connected with the land. Superficially it looks as
if the warnings are of punishment inflicted by G-d in anger for disobedience. To
remain in the Land the people must keep the Torah. Why? Other peoples have
countries in which they remain without the Torah, so why is Israel different?
The Torah is important in its own right, and disobedience must be punished, but
why by exile?

The fact is that here, as with Lot’s wife (see Ki Mitsion II, 4 Vayera), the
punishment is not in retaliation but is there first, in the beginning. Canaan is an
inherently insecure country, due largely to its position at the cross-roads –
perhaps one of the most insecure countries in the world. Whoever lives there is
at risk and liable to be sooner or later displaced from the country or destroyed.
The Torah is a means of living there and avoiding such a fate. Treaties with
surrounding nations are no guarantee of security, as subsequent history
repeatedly proved. Faith in G-d coupled with obedience is the only preventive
of a ‘punishment’ that is embedded, the only way of avoiding it, and at the same
time enabling advantage to be taken of all the benefits that the country has to
offer. Faith without obedience is worthless (as Jeremiah kept reiterating), and
without faith full obedience is not possible – how can you fight against
overwhelming odds and hope to win? Hence Moses’s constant reiteration of the
theme of faith and obedience.

In the next section of his speech, Moses first warns the people against self-
righteousness. They are not getting the country because they deserve it – quite the
opposite, they certainly do not deserve it. He then digs up, at length, the whole
murky episode of the Golden Calf with full details, and reminds them of its
consequences and how but for his prayers they would have been destroyed and
annihilated on the spot.

(In the middle of his narrative two verses (10:6-7) mysteriously intrude whose purpose is hard to
explain.)
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It was at that point, after the Golden Calf incident (Moses reminds them) that
G-d took the tribe of Levi to act as guardians of the Ark and to serve in lieu of
possessing a land legacy.

Again exhorting the people to follow the Right Path, Moses includes a reference
to loving the foreign resident, and warns them to put aside their traditional
obstinacy with which he had become too familiar. Once again he reminds them of
events, this time of the fate of Pharaoh and that of Dathan and Abiram. (What have
these three in common and why are they relevant here? They all shared the
characteristic of obstinacy.)

The next section summarises the promises and threats, and this section, like an
earlier one, is to be recited twice daily, taught to the children, and placed as a
reminder on the arm, on the head and on the doorposts.

We are again ready to take our weekly break.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

PUNCTUATION PROBLEMS

It is difficult and confusing to read something without punctuation, for which
reason we rely very largely on the taamey hamikra to help us» they are in many
ways better than our modern system, but do let us down with the absence of
quotation marks. In 9:4 we find difficulty: some will learn it correctly from the
start and see no problem, while others will initially get it confused and try for years
to sort it out. We will try to help the latter, and ask the forbearance of the former.

To some extent the word ¼ÝÃÓ ¼Å IÑ performs the function of opening a quotation, but
this is not sufficient as there is no closure. Applying the modern punctuation signs
of inverted commas, colons and parentheses, we get:

AÝÃÓÅ IÑ +FÎJÕ LÙ D̂ HÓ Ò LßÃÅ F???Å É ØÃÈFÉ KT, F DÆ LÆ DÑ HT Ý KÓÅÃf Ñ KÅ
CßÅÂY KÉ Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ß JÅ ß JI JÝLÑ É ÎHÕ KÅÎ HÆEÉ Î Hß LÜUÈ HÛ DTC
$FÎJÕ Lb HÓ Ò LIÎVÝDÓ É É Ĵ IÅ LÉ ÒHÎDU KÉ ß K× DIVÝ DÆX ––

‘When G-d pushes them out of your way, do not say “It is because I deserve it
.....”, whereas it is on account of the wickedness of these nations ........’ (see Ki
Mitsion II, 30 Kedoshim example 10).

In the first part of verse 9, Moses explains that ‘you do not deserve it’ and then
repeats the last part of verse 8, ‘it is because of the wickedness of the nations’» in
verse 10 he repeats the first part of verse 9 ‘you do not deserve it’. (The repetitions
are justified by subtle differences, but do not worry about that yet» first get the
syntax right and make sure that you are quite clear about it.)
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THE SECOND SPEECH (Contd.)

Upto now Moses has spoken at length about the need to obey G-d’s laws and
instructions, but has not said what they are. He is now ready to get down to the
nitty gritty, the details of at least some of them. Well, almost ready.

As an ‘incidental’ he tells them of blessings (for obedience) and curses (for
disobedience) which he is handing to them (and which are not mentioned here) to
be publicly proclaimed after they have arrived in Canaan. They are to be called out
from Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal respectively, with the people apparently in
the middle in Shechem, which Moses goes to tremendous pains not to name (see
Ki Mitsion I, 47 Re’eh). The place was no doubt chosen, like the ravine or canyon
in which Moses was speaking, for its acoustics – attested to by the story of Jotham
(Judges 9) – coupled with enough room to hold the entire population. Moses gives
more details only later, in his third speech.

Now at last he gets down to it. First a reminder to obliterate all reminders of the
religion of the Canaanites and their co-inhabitants. Then, in a place which G-d will
determine, they can institute ceremonies for G-d. All sacrifices and holy food are
to be brought to this place and only to this place, where people are to take pleasure
in enjoying the blessings they have received. Their slaves are to share in the
enjoyment, and –– don’t forget the Levite! The ceremonies include eating meat –
meat as such need not be brought as sacrifices, but may be eaten elsewhere, subject
to certain conditions such as avoiding consuming the blood. Once again there is a
warning not to be seduced into idolatry, and not to add to the laws Moses is giving,
so that you will not detract from them.

Idolatry presents great temptations, and one must be careful not to be led into
it without realising it, or under the impression that it is in some way permitted. He
instructs how to deal with a false ‘prophet’ who persuades people to worship idols,
or a relative however close, and with a town whose inhabitants go astray en masse.
In the latter case the penalty is the most severe in the whole Torah, massacre!

Back to meat, and a repetition, with significant variations in the choice of words
(discussed below), of instructions on which members of the animal kingdom are fit
to be eaten and which are not. This is followed by some of the principal laws
connected with agriculture, and the cancellation of debts on the Sabbatical year.
Great stress is placed on the need to care for the Levite, the foreign resident, the
orphan and widow, and the poor in general. The last-named must be helped when
in need.

The laws regarding Hebrew slaves are repeated, there is mention of the firstborn
of animals, and laws regarding the three pilgrim festivals lead us to our weekly
break.
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FOOD OF ‘ANIMAL’ ORIGIN

Divine instructions recorded in Leviticus 11 are repeated by Moses in abridged
form in Deut. 14 (1-21). Although in some ways this version is simpler and clearer,
in another way it is more confusing, and we will try to sort it out.

The chapter in Leviticus attempts to deal with two quite different matters
together. It tells us which members of the ‘animal kingdom’ are forbidden as food,
and it tells us which of them generate a ‘ritual bar’ (as explained in Ki Mitsion I
– Tazria). There is a connection, there is considerable overlap, but the two lists are
not identical. (In all cases it is only the carcasses that are affected – no living
creature other than a human, not even a pig or a rat, can ever contract, acquire or
pass on a ‘ritual bar’, and no living creature may be eaten» these laws only apply
when they are dead.) To distinguish the two, the word ¼Å IÓ LÍ is used, in a technical
sense, to refer to a ‘ritual bar’, and the prohibition of eating is spelled out» where
there is no ‘bar’ but merely a ban on eating the meat (as with most insects, birds,
sea creatures etc.) the word ¼Ú JÜ JI is used, to avoid confusion. One who kills an
insect with his fingers, or handles a dead crab, is not barred from entering the
Sanctuary, and apparently commits no sin if he takes it in with him!

In Deuteronomy, Moses is in general not concerned with ‘ritual bars’, and here
he simply gives us a list of types of forbidden food. We should therefore expect
him to use the word ¼Ú JÜ JI throughout. Unfortunately he does not –– he uses the
word ¼Å IÓ LÍ throughout, but in a non-technical (or perhaps semi-technical) sense of
‘forbidden’, the words ‘as food’ being implied. The laws normally associated with
the word ¼Å IÓ LÍ do not necessarily apply.

Please do not blame me – it is very confusing, but no doubt Moses had his
reasons. In fairness, those who listened to Moses certainly knew exactly what he
meant, and so did those who, initially, read what he wrote. But four thousand years
later, when we tend (and are encouraged) to demand unfairly just one meaning for
each word written, we have to have it all explained to us – and even then we still
feel a bit confused.
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THE SECOND SPEECH (Contd.)

Continuing the laws and instructions, Moses now leaves aside the exhortations
for a while and concentrates on the specifics. You are to appoint judges and
enforcement officers.

The principles for appointing judges were laid down in Exodus where Jethro’s
advice (Ex. 18:21) was accepted. The idea was to find men of proven character, men
with a reputation for honesty and integrity, men who had been successful in facing
the trials of life, and to appoint them as judges. It might well be necessary to first
teach them the rudiments of law, at very least» difficult cases they could pass on to
those more learned in law and more expert in its application.

That, of course, is very far removed from what is done today, when (as with the
Gentiles) men who have spent all their lives in study and are extremely learned in
law and the application of legal arguments to theoretical cases, but with no real
personal experience of life’s hardships and tribulations, are appointed as judges.
They are then forced, willy nilly, to learn in court something about the seamier side
of life in the real world, a life which they despise. This is all based on the
assumption that one who is educated and learned, especially in Torah, cannot
possibly be corrupt or bad, and cannot possibly fail to understand human nature, how
it operates, and its effects. His education has taught him how to see everything
clearly even in a world of which he is almost totally ignorant, and his theoretical
training has enabled him to apply his legal knowledge to any practical issue that may
arise –– at least, that is the assumption.
Returning to Moses’s speech, there are warnings about justice and how it is to

be applied. With oddments interspersed there is the law of how to deal with an
idolater, the appeal of judges to a higher authority for a decision, the conditions
applying to the appointment of a king, some priestly dues not mentioned elsewhere,
certain types of idolatry that take the form of superstition, and the importance of
obeying a navi like Moses who may arise in the future. Then comes the allocation
of further Refuge Cities, their two uses (security before trial and punishment by
exile there) and the definition of the form of accidental homicide that merits exile;
not to encroach on a neighbour’s territory, and laws regarding witnesses.

All in all, there seems to be no logical order, and this is perhaps deliberate. If
a speaker starts to dwell on a subject that does not interest you, you may stop
listening. Laws in the earlier books are there for students, to be studied» the speech
was to be listened to, and read (as explained previously), and the speaker by
jumping around from topic to topic holds your interest. You can always take odd
bits out of context and study them, later. There are many cases, however, where
there are small groups of laws that do have something in common» associations
‘discovered’ between one group and the next, though, are often forced, and if an
association has to be forced there is little point in it.
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Moses then turns to the subject of war, and for a while there is some continuity
in the form of association of ideas from one item to the next. First come the
preparations for battle, and no officers are to be appointed until all the cowards, or
those who are likely to have a worry that might impede their efficiency and reduce
their courage, have been weeded out. Next comes how to conduct a battle and how
to deal with a defeated enemy, not to destroy fruit trees for use as battering rams,
and then an interloper – what to do when you find a corpse in the countryside of
someone who has been ‘murdered by a person or persons unknown’. Moses then
returns to the subject of war, but before that, in the middle of the battle, we take
our weekly break.

JUSTICE THEN AND NOW

It is very sad indeed to see what has happened to justice since the time of
Moses. It has all been placed in the hands of the professionals, and look what a
mess they have made of it! Moses’s whole idea was ‘Bring me your problems and
let me see if I can solve them according to justice’ – starting in Egypt: ‘Why are
you striking your colleague?’ (Ex. 2:13). The response to this (next verse) was a
bitter blow, but did not discourage him. He ran away, but G-d said to him, in
effect, ‘Never mind those two, you were right!’ When he came back G-d appointed
him as the judge, and the very first instructions he received on Sinai were laws of
justice.

And today? First we are taught to keep as far away from courts as possible, on
principle» better to find some other way of solving your problems, failing which
suffer in silence and accept such injustice as comes your way. If we do go to court
we have to wait months (maybe years) for a hearing, and another long time for a
decision. And when we do get there, we are up against the professionals. Without
a lawyer, who is expensive, we do not stand a chance, and if we lose – perhaps on
a technical point – we have to pay the costs of the other side. Justice can be very
expensive. Finally, at a rabbinical court, we are asked to accept arbitration, which
is the next best thing to justice but not justice itself, in lieu of a fair legal decision.
While students of ‘Torah’ concentrate on laws of washing the hands, of tying up
shoelaces every morning and of blessing the Moon (the three main topics where I
live), Moses lies shuddering in his grave.
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THE SECOND SPEECH (Contd.)

In one sense, the ‘break’ we have taken here has been at an unsuitable place, as
we are in the middle of a group of laws connected with wars and battles. But in
another sense it is appropriate, because many of the laws mentioned from now on
have a new characteristic in common: a law is followed by an explanation, a reason
(often introduced by the word ¼Î H]), or failing that some sort of comment beyond
that of the need to uproot what is rotten in society and dispose of it. (Comments
and even reasons have been attached to some of the earlier laws, but from now on
there are more of them.)

Another thing to notice is how special cases involve major general issues that
are not mentioned elsewhere, and the entire general law is learned only from the
implications of a peculiar special case. Notable are the basic laws of marriage,
divorce and inheritance.

After the battle (Moses continues) a soldier finds an attractive girl among the
captives» the rights of the firstborn in inheritance» the rebellious son» the executed
criminal» the return of lost property and giving a (literal) helping hand»
transvestism» birds’ nests» the need to put a parapet on the roof of a house (one of
two laws concerning safety)» various types of ‘mixture’» and a reminder about the
fringe on a four-cornered garment – all are topics dealt with, in that order. Next
comes a group of laws on sex offences and, by association, forbidden (and
permitted) types of intermarriage, on the following themes: a husband slanders his
bride» a bride who has been unfaithful» adultery by mutual consent» a half-married
woman found with another man» rape of an unmarried virgin» incest with a step-
mother» the total ban on marriage with one whose sexual organs are damaged, with
a mamzer, with an Ammonite or Moabite, and the limited ban on marriage with an
Edomite and Egyptian, with various other comments about these four ‘foreigners’
interspersed. Back to the ‘front’ and personal behaviour during a war» sanctuary for
an escaped slave» prostitution» interest» remembering vows» eating (the owner’s
food) while you work» when not to re-marry a divorcee» a bridegroom’s exemption
from military service (and why)» kidnapping» a warning about sara’at» loan
securities» prompt payment of wages» more about justice» leaving things for the
poor when harvesting» corporal punishment» the levirate marriage» a woman’s bad
interference in her husband’s quarrel» honest weights and measures» to take revenge
against Amalek at a convenient time and not to forget» and shortly before Moses
has finished we again take our weekly break.

While noticing in the above a somewhat haphazard order, we also get, as
intended, an overall picture of what the Torah expects of us. In addition, we note
what is not mentioned, especially (apart from the short reference to sara’at) all
the ritual details that fill up the first half of Leviticus. Voluntary sacrifices are
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often mentioned, but (apart from the tithe and firstborn) compulsory ones are
not, and there is no mention of either hatat or asham in the whole book.

RAPE AND SEDUCTION

Among the sex offences dealt with here is the case of the rape of a young
unmarried virgin (22:28-29). The case bears a superficial resemblance to the case
of the seduction of a young unmarried virgin (Exodus 22:15-16), and some are
puzzled as to why the cases are not placed next to one another. (True the Talmud
puts them together and seems to regard the ‘punishments’ as reflecting a mere
difference of degree, but that is for legal purposes and we are not here considering
halakhah.) Careful examination of the location of each shows a different
fundamental concept involved. Rape is treated as a criminal matter, with severe
punishment, and is placed alongside similar types of sex offences. Seduction,
however, is treated as a civil matter, where a father must be compensated for
financial loss – his daughter is worth less on the marriage market without her
virginity. This is the last, and in a sense the least, of the ‘judgements’ (Ex. 21:1 –
22:16) which occur in roughly descending order of seriousness, because the loss is
indirect and could not be derived from the earlier cases listed.

One who damages someone else’s property must pay ‘of the best quality’ (22:4
¼X ¼É IÈ LK ¼Æ KÍ¼Î IÓ) because anything of poor quality is less easily marketable than
something of good quality even of the same value. This is perhaps why in the first
instance the seducer has to marry the girl, with full payment 18 as for a virgin. A
girl who is not a virgin is less easy to marry off, even at a lower payment (or none
at all). The man is ‘punished’ in having to ‘pay’, not merely in money, for his
actions. However, the father (with whom we are concerned) has the option to refuse
to let his daughter marry the man, and demand payment of the financial loss in lieu.
Unlike rape (where we are also concerned about the girl herself), it is not treated
as a sex crime. The conceptual distinction between the two types of case is not
absolutely clear-cut – unlike modern legal systems, the Torah does not make a
clear-cut distinction between ‘civil’ and ‘criminal’ matters – but there is sufficient
gap to justify these two appearing in different categories.

18. Not, as King James puts it, ‘dowry’, which is what the bride brings into the marriage.
This, the reverse, though customary in very many cultures, has no word in English to
describe it, but could at best be rendered (rather clumsily) as the ‘bride price’.
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THE SECOND SPEECH (Concluded)

With two laws – the bringing of the ‘first produce’ with the accompanying
declamation, and that of the third year tithe with its declamation – followed by a
few words to round things off, Moses concludes his second speech.

Did we really take our last break at the most appropriate point? The speech
has been so long that we do not always notice that it has finished. Or, if we do,
we do not realise that this is only the second speech in the entire book.

INTERLUDE

Before his next speech, Moses gives instructions for the entire Torah to be
written on large stones when the people enter Canaan, accompanied by celebration.

He also is joined by the Levites in reiterating the importance to the people of
obedience to G-d’s laws.

THE THIRD SPEECH

Moses first gives details of the blessings and curses to be proclaimed at
(Shshsh!) Shechem which he referred to earlier – only he doesn’t quite. He
specifies the curses, but not the blessings.

Confusion must here be avoided. These are twelve curses on individuals who
quietly do things that they appear to stand a good chance of getting away with. The
law is unlikely to catch them, hence the curses. Note that the curses themselves are
not specific, only the individuals to whom they are to apply. These are what is to be
proclaimed.

Following this is the New Contract, the real genuine ¼É LILÈFÌ KÉ ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT, made by
Moses on G-d’s instructions as a supplement to that entered into at Sinai. It
involves the people as a whole undertaking to observe the Torah as a whole, with
blessings as a reward for doing so and curses to be invoked as sanctions for breach
of the contract. These curses are themselves specific, but not the individuals to
whom they apply, on the contrary they apply to the people as a whole. (Why the
innocent should to some extent suffer with the guilty is a subject on its own.)

The Contract is the main theme of this speech – all else leads up to it – and with
this the speech closes.
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THE FOURTH SPEECH

Moses reminds the people of all that they themselves saw done to Pharaoh, of
how they lived forty years in the desert without bread or wine, and the victories
over Sihon and Og» and he adds words of exhortation.

[At this point we should take our weekly break, but as the next issues of Ki Mitsion deal with other
topics, we will complete our review of the structure of the book.]

For the first time Moses addresses his audience, not in general terms but as a
collection of different types of people, all assembled together: chiefs and elders»
men, women and children» foreign residents» including the wood-choppers and
water-drawers, or as we would say today, the road-sweepers and the dustmen. All
are equal in the contract, as are those as yet unborn. He then issues a warning
against any individual who wishes to go his own way and ‘opt out’.

Then comes the unpleasant part – when all these things have taken place, the
blessings and the curses. It will all happen, the people will then repent, and G-d
will take pity on them and rehabilitate them – to end with words of hope. Nothing
is asked that is too difficult – it is all possible if you have the will. You have the
choice between blessing, which is life, and curse, which is death: choose life, to
live in the country that G-d promised on oath to give to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

THE LAST DAYS OF MOSES

Briefly, Moses gives a final exhortation to the people and to Joshua, writes the
Torah and gives special instructions to the Levites. Note that ¼Ò¼ÎHÕFÉÃ] here refers in
a wider sense to the sons of Levi, not just those of Aaron.

G-d tells Moses that things will go wrong after the latter’s death, but eventually
go right again, as evidence of which he offers a special poem to be taught to the
people. The poem, Ha’azinu, is given in full.

Moses is told to ascend Mount Nebo to view the Land, but first he gives his
blessings to the various tribes.

Finally, he goes up to the peak of the mountain, obtains a view of the whole of
Canaan, and then dies on Mount Nebo, being buried (by an avalanche?) by G-d
himself in an unknown grave in the ravine in which he delivered his final speeches.

OUR EPILOGUE

If you have read this and the previous issues of Ki Mitsion week by week starting with
Devarim (Series II), you will really appreciate the point of all this summary if you sit down
one day and read it all through (or at least the contents of the Second Speech) in one go.
Then you will begin to visualise the book as a whole and appreciate how each part fits in
whenever you subsequently read the Hebrew. That is the whole purpose of producing this.
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YOM HAZZIKKARON

The advent of Nitsavim, where Moses gives us his last warnings (quoting
extensively from the more familiar Yom Kippur prayers), reminds us that The
Season has arrived – ‘The Season of Repentance’. Depending on where you happen
to live and pray, you may have vast amounts of mussar rammed down your throat,
ordering you to repent for a minute few of the many sins that you know that you
have committed (or for things at least that you have omitted, because you have not
found time to do them, despite good intentions) and for a large number that you
know very well you have not committed. Still, it is obvious that many other people
have committed them, and it all goes to show what a rotten world we live in – if
only everyone did the right thing all the time, as we ourselves do at least most of
the time, all the world’s problems would instantly be solved. Come the Messiah!

One of my teachers, the late Rabbi Kopul Kahana of Jews’ College ÑCÛË, an
outstanding Talmudical scholar from Lithuania who maintained the old Lithuanian
yeshivah tradition, once described something to me as ‘the finest piece of mussar
than I have ever read!’. He was referring neither to a rabbinic work nor to a book
on ethics, spiritual values and morality, but to a short story by Somerset Maugham.
(‘Short story’ is a technical term. Those of Maugham, including this one, are not
all that short.) It is entitled simply Rain. This Rabbi Kahana described as the finest
piece of mussar he had ever read!

I will not spoil things for you if you have not read it by telling you the story, but
in case you have read it and do not recognise the title, here is a reminder of what
it is about: a doctor, together with his wife, another couple, and a third woman, are
stranded for a fortnight on a South Sea island, where the local population is
augmented by a number of sailors, to whom the third woman provides ‘professional
services’» and all the time it is raining – hence the title.

From the angle that we are interested in here, there are two things about the
story. The first is the message that it conveys, the actual mussar. The second, no
less important, is the way in which it is conveyed. Not only is it not rammed down
your throat, it is not even stated. Even less, the explanation is not even given. The
doctor gets a surprising reaction to a tragedy, from an unexpected source. When he
expresses his horror he just gets words of abuse. “Dr. M. gasped. He understood.”
And that is the end. The reader, like the doctor, is left to work it out for himself,
and it may take a moment or two for the penny to drop.

When teaching Torah generally, not merely mussar, it is always best where
possible to leave something for the reader or listener to work out for himself.
However, it is hard to resist the temptation to drive home the point by dotting the
i’s and crossing the t’s. (Note how careful Moses is, when forced to drive home his
point, to constantly draw his audience’s attention to the evidence of facts and
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reality, to recent history and to events in the surrounding world, and not to simply
push his ideas down people’s throats.) Nowadays there is a vast literature appearing
in English about Torah and Judaism, in which at every point and turn the author
goes out of his way to drive home all the ‘spritual values’ of Judaism, specifically
of the symbols. Not enough that the Torah has been reduced from being a guide for
a good healthy natural life to a description of an artificial life composed in the
main of symbolic ritual with ‘spiritual values’» we have to have it all thrust down
us with pressure. Nothing is left for us to work out, unless we can find more
spritual values to add. Instead of having our attention drawn to things from which
we might make the obvious deductions, we are treated like machines and given
instructions, not only in what to do but also in how to think. And if there is
something there that we cannot accept, there are no facilities for expressing
disagreement.

In contrast to all this, a beautiful anecdote came my way recently, and as it is
a trifle shorter than Rain, I have decided to reproduce it here.

A certain Jew borrowed some money from a traveller, and promised to repay it
on the latter’s next monthly visit. When the time came, he had the money ready,
but the traveller did not arrive. Nor did he turn up the next month, nor the month
after. The man was worried about holding the money – there were no banks in
those days – and turned to the rabbi for advice.

‘Do you think he has forgotten about it?’ he asked.

The rabbi’s reaction was strange.

‘Does the man daven?’

‘No, he does not daven.’

‘Then,’ said the rabbi, ‘you need not worry. He has forgotten all about it.’

‘But what is the connection?’

‘Simple’ replied the rabbi. ‘We always remember things like that while we are
davening.’
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THE UNIFYING THEORY

This week, instead of the parashah we will consider a haftarah which has a
direct bearing on something written in the Torah – the haftarah of Yom Kippur.

Towards the end, Isaiah refers to people who instead of observing the Sabbath
indulge in ¼Î HIUÈ LÜ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DT ¼FO¼ÎQJÛ LÙFÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF× (Is. 58:13) – ‘doing thy pleasure on my holy
day’ as King James puts it. (Only it is plural: pleasures.) If you enjoy taking a
stroll, visiting friends or playing with the children, why should you for that reason
not do it on the Sabbath? Metsudat David explains that Isaiah’s words mean only
those things that are forbidden on the Sabbath. But that is not what Isaiah says.

At the week-end your wife nags you to mow the lawn. You do not want to, you
hate doing it, but it has to be done so you do it reluctantly. Yet you are still not to
do it on the Sabbath! What you want to do, or enjoy doing, and what you do not
want to do and hate doing, have nothing whatever to do with what you may or may
not do on the Sabbath. So what was Isaiah talking about?

Standing one day in the old Egged central bus station in Jerusalem, while
waiting for a bus, my eye alighted and rested on a notice that I had seen and read
many times: ÈÊÞÌ ÚÙÌÑ ÆÑ ÒÎÞ – ‘Pay attention to any suspicious object’. As
happens when waiting for someone or something and your eye absently rests on an
object, the subconscious mind starts to think about it, and if any positive thought
emerges it breaks through into the conscious. I recollected that in the Bible ¼Ú JÙ IÌ
is an abstract noun – there are not that many in the Bible – meaning a wish, a
desire» and in modern Hebrew it has become a concrete noun meaning a package
or a suitcase, in short an object. Contrast this with ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ which in the Bible is a
concrete noun (see KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ), whatever it may mean today. Or indeed am
I right? Could ¼Ú JÙ IÌ possibly also be used in the Bible as a concrete noun? Could
Isaiah have used it in that sense, not as a desire but as the object of a desire, a
want? In that case, ¼ß¼D ¼KF× would not mean ‘doing’ but ‘making’ or ‘acquiring’, just
as with asot melakhah (KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ and also 29 ÎÝÌÅ). Only that melakhah is
always a concrete noun, whereas hefets can be, and usually is, abstract.

Suddenly it all began to fit together and make sense! What is forbidden on the
Sabbath is to produce or acquire something that you want,19 in other words to
supply your needs!

19. Breach of the Sabbath in Torah law is only by an intentional act of production etc.,
which implies that you want the product. If you unintentionally produce something, that
does not constitute a breach of the Sabbath, unlike other unintentional breaches of law, of
which the extreme example is unintentional murder, which is punished.
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This not only unified the two concepts of acquiring and producing, it also
explained the manna. Our main need is food» we work to supply ourselves with this
for six days a week, but not on the seventh. As training for this, the needs of the
Israelites in the desert were supplied (by manna) up to the last stage, collecting,
which they had to do themselves, but not on the Sabbath.

Note that ‘supplying your needs’ is certainly not a translation of the words asot
hafatsekha, but merely an explanation of what the phrase as a whole indicates. It
is certainly not a translation of asot melakhah, which is more limited, and which
is included in it.

(In explaining the latter, I have used the word ‘production’ and not ‘creation’ because
the implication is different. ‘Creation’ implies bringing something totally new into
existence, and if you make something new you ‘create’ it, but if you make another one like
it, and then another and so on, you do not use the word ‘create’ but ‘produce’. Not just
creation, but production in general is forbidden on the Sabbath.)

In this way we see what it was that God did in the Creation. He supplied himself
with what he wanted – he spent six days doing this, and then he stopped, doing no
more on the seventh. And that is what we are to do – for six days a week we work
to supply ourselves with our needs, and on the seventh we stop and make do with
what we already have. We do this for various reasons given in different places in
the Torah, both as a reminder of the Creation and for its own sake.

This is all that there is to it. No need for Hirschian philosophy intelligible only
to intellectuals, no need to study for years at Yeshivah before even starting to
understand what it is all about. Even the dustman and the road-sweeper – and
perhaps they more easily than the academic – can understand it. For six days we
work and supply ourselves with all our needs, and on the seventh we stop and make
do with what we have got – preparing for this in advance if necessary. That is all,
the rest is detail! The detail then fits in to the overall idea.
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THE VIEW

Before he died, Moses was granted a view of the Promised Land which he was
not allowed to enter. From the peak (IÅÃÝ) of The Pisgah (a place name,
erroneously understood in modern Hebrew to mean ‘peak’) on Mount Nebo, above
the Aravot of Moab and facing Jericho, he was shown, apparently on a clear day
when there was not the usual haze, the whole of the Land in perspective» that is to
say he saw it alongside the neighbouring country in which he already found
himself. He was shown first Gilead, the country that Israel had conquered from the
Amorites and been given as a bonus, as far north as Dan. Then he saw, turning
leftwards, Naphtali in the north of Canaan, then looking southwards he saw in turn
the region of Ephraim and Manasseh, that of Judah as far as the Mediterranean, and
the Negev. Finally he saw, closer at hand, the (Jordan) Basin (viz. the Jericho
Valley) as far as Zoar. (Deut. 34:1-3.)

Zoar, at the end of the Basin (Gen. 13:10), was the only town there to survive
after the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah. Jericho, the City of Palms, was on the
west bank of the Jordan, in Canaan itself, but the Basin was on the east bank (Gen.
13:12 and 2 Sam. 18:23)» it either included, or was included in, the Aravot of Moab
– or the two overlapped, or at very least they were contiguous. (See also Ki Mitsion
II, 3 Lekhlekha.)

Some of the names mentioned are those given later by the Israelites, who at the
death of Moses had not yet entered the country. Even if he had been told of these
by some prophetic message, for Moses to have written them down and handed them
to the people would have been to pre-empt the task of Joshua. From the book of
Joshua it does appear that the areas allocated to Judah, Ephraim and Manasseh were
indeed determined in advance, only the subdivisions being allocated by lot (Jos.
chapters 15, 16, 17, especially 17:14 and 18:5), but that given to Naphtali was
decided in toto and ab initio only by lot (Jos. 18:1-10 and 19:32).

To the Talmudic suggestion that the last eight verses were added later by Joshua,
we might suggest, along with Ibn Ezra, that Joshua added the entire chapter, all
twelve verses. But this still does not solve the problem of Dan, whose capture by
the Israelites is told in the book of Judges (chapters 17 and 18) in a story that could
not possibly have occurred during the lifetime of Joshua. (True this is referred to
in the book of Joshua, 19:47. Alright, someone else added a bit to that book after
Joshua’s death» but nobody other than Joshua could have added to, still less
amended, the Torah.)

The problem is compounded, and yet paradoxically in that way perhaps solved,
by the earlier reference to Dan in the time of Abraham (Gen. 14:14). It appears that
by some chance the name of the town was originally Dan, later changed to Laish
or Leshem (or perhaps Lasha in Gen. 10:19), and when the tribe of Dan conquered
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it they found the old name so singularly appropriate that they changed it back (Jos.
19:47, Jud. 18:29). Changing names backwards and forwards (cf. St. Petersburg and
Leningrad in our time) was quite common in those days.

Incidentally, Moses went up the Mountain and died there, but was buried by G-d
himself not on the mountain but down below in the valley, in the ravine or canyon
where he assembled the people and delivered his speeches, in such a way that
nobody could find his grave. An avalanche would explain all this.

A LOAF OF BREAD AND (THREE) THOU 20

The Jordan Basin (¼Ô IVUÝK[ KÉ ÝK]H]) was so called because

Round loaf ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼Ý K]H]

of its shape, which was like that of a loaf of bread, also
¼ÝL]H], perhaps inverted. The same word is used for a unit,
generally translated as a ‘talent’, of three thousand
shekels (Ex. 38:25-26 – ‘three thou’ in modern
financiers’ slang). Presumably long before the time of
Moses, when this name was acquired, the shekel was a
piece of silver (or gold where specified) in the shape or
at least the size of a coin, and three thousand of these
were congealed into a large lump that looked like a loaf
of bread. Before Archimedes jumped out of his bath shouting ‘Eureka’, Greek
swindlers used to fill the ‘lump’ with lead.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+

20. A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,

A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread – and Thou

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

At the same time, ‘thou’ is modern financiers’ slang for ‘thousand’.
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CAIN AND ABEL

Certain aspects of the story of Cain and Abel are rather puzzling. The question
‘Just what did Cain say to Abel?’ has been asked many times, but there are other
questions that have not been asked, or to which unsatisfactory answers are given.

First of all, ‘Who brought his offering first?’ The obvious answer given is
‘Cain’. In that case, why was it not accepted? Answer: Abel, as we are told,
brought the best, but Cain did not bother.

This answer is quite unsatisfactory. If Cain had the first idea of bringing an
offering, the mere fact that Abel subsequently improved on that idea is no reason
for Cain’s offering to be rejected.

The next question is more complicated. A person may have a ‘feeling’ that his
offering to G-d has been accepted or not accepted (although such a feeling may not
be too reliable), so Cain may have felt that his offering was not accepted; but one
cannot have such a ‘feeling’ about someone else’s, so how could Cain know that
Abel’s was accepted? Rashi’s Midrash, based on what happened to Elijah and
Solomon, claims that ‘fire came down from the sky’, but we are not told this. Why
not? Nor does this help us to learn any moral from the story.

In KM II, 1 (last year’s ßÎÞÅÝÆ) we explained (following Rashi) that in 4:1
¼×KÈLÎ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ DÊ means, not ‘Then Adam knew’, nor even (correcting the translation of
×ÈÎ) ‘Then Adam got to know’, but ‘Meanwhile, Adam had got to know’, i.e.
previously, using a tense that grammarians call the ‘pluperfect’. Surprisingly,
nobody (apparently not even Rashi himself) seems to have noticed a repetition of
the construction only three verses later, in verse 4, where we find ¼Å¼Î HÆ IÉ ¼Ñ JÆ JÉ DÊ. On
the same basis, this can only mean ‘Meanwhile, Abel had brought’. In other words
Abel brought his offering first, before Cain brought his. This alters the picture
considerably, though not sufficiently to give a full answer to our question.

At this point two questions are generally raised. The first is the use of the
expression ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼ÒKÇ, to which the answer is that the Hebrew word ¼ÒKU is not
used in quite the same way as the corresponding ‘too’ or ‘also’ is used in
English. It is also worth carefully comparing 19:38 ¼É LÈ DÑLÎ ¼Å¼Ê HÉ ¼ÒKÇ ¼ÉLÝ¼Î H× Dc KÉ DÊ
where Lot’s younger daughter gave birth before her sister did, although the
latter is mentioned first.

The other problem raised is ‘Why should the Torah express it this way, and
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not more simply in chronological order?’ The answer here is simpler: literary
style. We demand, in English, an interesting literary style, and cannot put up
with a succession of short sentences that soon become boring, yet we demand
the latter of Classical Hebrew (unless there is a special reason to the contrary)
just because it makes it easier for us to translate. How very inconsiderate of
the Author not to take our problems into account when writing!

Here, if we go back to the beginning of the chapter, we see the order in which
the names occur: we have inserted verse numbers in brackets, and semi-colons to
separate the matter referred to: (1) Cain, (2) Abel; Abel, Cain; (3) Cain, (4) Abel;
Abel, (5) Cain; Cain. Just why this style has been chosen here is something I would
not venture to suggest, but there need not be a special reason. It is as good a style
as any other, and that should be sufficient.

Now let us return to the problem of how Cain knew. G-d ‘turned to’ Abel’s
offering, in other words said ‘Thank you’ – how would he do this? The most likely
way would be to give him a blessing, so that next year his flock would multiply far
more. Cain observed this, and so we see his motive in bringing his offering – he
brought it, not out of gratitude and appreciation as Abel did, but as an investment,
and for this reason it was not accepted.

Note also that in verse 3 ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ, ‘a year’ (see Ibn Ezra – also KM I, 36
ÏßÑ×ÉÆ), is usually taken to mean a year after sowing, but does the harvest take
so long to appear? Or is it a year after Abel brought his offering?

A midrash tells the same story. An emperor, seeing an old man planting a fruit
tree, asked if he thought he would live to see the fruit. The man replied that he was
planting it for his children, as his ancestors had planted for him.

When the tree bore fruit, the old man took some in a bowl to the emperor,
reminded him of his remark, and gave him the bowl of fruit – the first pickings –
as a present. The emperor told his servants to take out the fruit and return the bowl
filled with gold.

The man’s wife told her neighbour, who told her husband that he should take a
bowl of fruit to the emperor and ask for gold in return. He did so, and on the
emperor’s instructions the servants took the fruit and pelted the man with it, then
pelted him with stones.

The story is the same, the moral is the same. In fact the entire story of Cain and
Abel has no value whatsoever as a historical incident. (Hence the irrelevance of fire
coming from the sky, if indeed it did.) The story is intended to typify human
behaviour and attitudes right back to the very beginning, from the time when there
were first two men on the Earth. This does not mean that it did not actually happen
as stated, but that if it did not, our faith in the Torah need not be shaken, nor is the
latter ‘false’. The story of Oliver Twist (by Charles Dickens) brought to light the
terrible situation in orphanages and achieved reform in a way that no factual report
of a commission of inquiry could ever have done. Did Oliver Twist really exist?
The story of Cain and Abel is told for a purpose, to achieve something; historical
authenticity is indeed relevant from the time of Abraham, but not here.
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MILCAH
DAUGHTER OF HARAN THE FATHER OF

MILCAH

SSSSS ¼Ô LÝ LÉ ¼ß KT ¼É L] DÑ HÓ ¼Ý¼D ¼ÌLÕ ¼ß JI IÅ ¼Ò II DÊ (11:29) – what is the purpose of telling us this?

The usual answer is that the Torah wishes to inform us that Nahor married his
brother’s daughter.

Then why does it not say ‘daughter of Haran the father of Lot’? One recalls the
case (from The Official Irish Joke Book) of the Irish girl who found herself pregnant and
employed two private detectives to find out if the baby was really hers. But the
Torah does not involve itself in such nonsense, and we do not have to be told that
she was her father’s daughter, which looks utterly ridiculous.

There are other ways of rearranging the wording of the verses using less words
and making more sense. Verse 27 could have said that Haran fathered Lot and
Milcah, then

ÎÝÞ ÒÝÆÅ ßÞÅ ÒÞÊ ÉÞÅÑ +ÊÑ, ÔÝÉ ßÆ ÉÐÑÓ ßÅ ÝÊÌÕ ÌÜÎÊ
There is also the problem of Iscah, who is not mentioned anywhere else – who is
she? And why is she brought into it? (A midrashic identification of Iscah with Sarah is torn to

pieces by Kimchi (Radak), q.v.)

A careful look at the text will show us that the purpose of the Torah was
precisely the reverse. It wishes to inform us that, contrary to what we might be led
to think, Nahor did not marry his brother’s daughter.

Milcah may have been a good woman, a bad woman, or something in between;
we are given no information. But we do know that she was a famous woman, a
prominent personality in her own right. Look at the way Rebecca identified herself
(24:24) as the daughter of Bethuel ‘the son of Milcah who bore him to to Nahor’!
(Even the wording of 22:20 is suggestive, though less positive.) It appears that she
made quite a name for herself, and so independently did her sister Iscah, to such
an extent that her father was known as ‘Haran, father of Milcah and father of
Iscah’, Iscah being mentioned only to help to identify her father. We are told that
Milcah was the daughter of the man who was known as Haran father of Milcah etc.,
and who is therefore not to be confused with Nahor’s brother, also Haran,
mentioned four times in the past three verses! Nahor’s brother and his father-in-law
were two different people, with the same name. Read this way, it all fits in and
makes sense, and there is no need for lengthy twisted explanations.
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Incidentally, Haran is a rendering of the Hebrew ¼Ô LÝ LÉ. We also meet here the
town ¼Ô LÝ LÌ, which, to add to the confusion, is also rendered as ‘Haran’ in most
English translations. One can forgive a Christian who is dependent on the
English, but it is painful to read a suggestion by an American Rabbi and
Professor of Judaism that Terah named his son after the town! The New English
Bible spells the name as Haran but the town as Harran (with two r’s, although
there is only one in Hebrew) to stress the difference – an excellent idea.

Why does the Torah bother to mention the name of Milcah’s father at all, since
Sarah’s (or Sarai’s) father’s name is not given? (20:12 is capable of various
explanations.) The probable reason is fairly simple.

In olden times History, which included genealogy and family legends, was
mainly transmitted orally. Traditions were often committed to writing – the Torah
was certainly not the first – but books were not used as the primary source in the
way they are today. Facts, stories and legends handed down by word of mouth have
a tendency to get distorted, and conflicting versions of the same story were not
unusual. At the time of Moses it would be remembered that Milcah was the
daughter of Haran, and perhaps assumed that this was Haran son of Terah. The
Torah, as Cassuto points out, often sets out to correct old legends and put the
record straight, simply by giving its own version of details without referring to
other versions that may differ. But why here should it matter to us?

This is easy to answer. We learn later of three cases of intermarriage between
the families of Abra(ha)m and Nahor; we might be led to believe that the family
of the third brother, Haran, also intermarried with them, and we are told that this
was not the case.

We find something similar in 36:24 – ‘he is the Anah who found the yemim
when pasturing the donkeys for his father Zibeon.’ (Cf. Esther 1:1.) All the
commentators worry about the meaning of yemim, an obscure word on which we
have no guidance. What happened is that at the time of Moses there was a well-
known legend about Anah and the yemim. The Torah does not tell us about it, does
not even hint as to what happened, but merely refers to it. There was some
confusion in the oral tradition as to which Anah was concerned, and in verse 24 we
are told that it was Zibeon’s son, not Zibeon’s brother (Esau’s father-in-law
mentioned in verses 20 and 25). If you know the story of the yemim, then it tells
you which Anah was involved; if you do not know the story, then knowing the
meaning of yemim will not help you one iota! There is no point in worrying about
it. Just why it should matter to us which Anah it was – why we should be
concerned at all with the family of Seir the Horite – is not easy to surmise; but we
can make a reasonable conjecture with regard to Milcah and the two Harans.

Is it really worth making such a fuss about all this? Yes, because it shows
how you can make sense of the Torah without having to twist yourself in knots,
just by reading it carefully.
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WHICH ROUTE?

S S S ÒJÐ DI ÒDÜ DÓ È K× Ú JÝ LÅ LT ÒLÝ DÆ KÅ ÝÃÆF×K[KÊ AÔ K×LÕ D] É LÛUÝ KÅ XÅÃÆL[KÊ

We picture Abram travelling from Harran across Syria, through the Lebanon and
Galilee (the Fertile Crescent) southwards until he reaches the site of Shechem, as
shown on biblical maps. When he gets there, G-d appears to him and tells him that
this place will be his, and he builds an altar there.

The Canaanites and their fellow-nations had settled in an area bounded (see
10:19) by Sidon in the north-west, Gerar and Gaza in the south-west, Sodom and
Gomorra etc. in the south-east, and Lesha (probably Dan, referred to as Laish in
Jud. 18:7 and Leshem in Jos. 19:47) in the north-east. The western and eastern
borders would have been the Mediterranean and the Jordan respectively. This,
extended somewhat to the north and south (Num. 34), was the land eventually
promised to Abraham and to Israel. The site of Shechem lies roughly in the middle.

The question then arises: Why did nothing happen until then? Why was he
allowed to pass through the Lebanon and Galilee under the impression that this was
just part of the journey and of no importance, without his attention being drawn to
his surroundings as the future home of his descendants? (12:7 and 13:15-17 came
later.) There were many important places on the way, unless he by-passed them all,
which is unlikely.

Unsatisfactory answers based on guess-work have been offered, but perhaps we
should question our assumptions. Much later, when Jacob travelled from Harran to
Canaan (and initially in a very great hurry) he did not go through the Lebanon and
Galilee, but through Transjordan, until Laban
caught up with him in Gilead. After he had settled
his affairs with Laban, he took his time but he kept
to the same route, crossing the Jordan and arriving
at Shechem. But even on his way to Harran he
crossed the Jordan (Gen. 32:11).

Let us explain a bit. The Jordan descends ( ¼ÈIÝÂÎ
and hence ¼Ô IÈUÝKÎ) from Lake Galilee (Kinneret) to
the Dead Sea, the lowest point on the surface of the
Earth. (What happens north of Lake Galilee does
not concern us here.) Until they recently put
barriers south of the Lake, it was a torrential river
with a very strong current ( ¼ßJÑÃT HI, which the
Ephraimites were forced to mention, Jud. 12:6) that was normally fordable at two
places: one was in the south, near Jericho, the other near the middle (about two-
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thirds down from north to south) at Adam (which the Arabs today call Damya). In
the springtime, when the river was in full flood, the fords near Jericho could not
be used, presenting Joshua initially with a problem – but he was ‘far from Adam’
(Jos. 3:15-16), suggesting that perhaps at Adam the fords could have been used
even then. This (Adam), anyway, is where Jacob crossed the Jordan, and facing him
was a road (the ‘West Road’ referred to by Moses in Deut. 11:30) going inland up
a valley between the hills and leading to the district of Shechem (a journey of about
20 miles), where, it being higher and cooler than in the Jordan Valley, he camped.

There is no reason to suppose that Abra(ha)m, coming from the same town
(Harran), did not follow the same route. The site of Shechem would then have been
the first place in Canaan of any significance that he reached, and he was told ‘This
is it!’ (To have told him this in the Jordan Valley would have given a bad first
impression of a red-hot desert below sea level, at times a hell-hole.)

Of course there is no proof that he did not come in from the north, as usually
taught, but nor is there any evidence that he did!

It makes little real difference which way he came, but it is important to notice
the danger of making rash assumptions about the text and taking things for granted
for which there is no evidence whatever, when an alternative exists. In this case,
such evidence as there is shows a preference for that alternative.

THE FAMILY

A -Ó prefix before a noun often implies ‘place’, but no less often does not.
¼ßJÈ JÑ¼D ¼Ó never means ‘birthplace’, but generally ‘family’ as a synonym for ¼É LÌLb DI HÓ
(which also starts with Ó), sometimes (as here, 12:1) in a very wide sense of ‘a
people’ (compare verse 3 and note Esther 8:6). [In Gen. 48:6, Lev. 18:11, etc. it means

offspring.] ¼Æ LÅ¼? ¼ß¼Î IT also means ‘family’, usually a relatively smaller unit (see KM I,
15 (38) ÌÝÜ) so ¼F¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT is ‘your immediate family’ – here it could mean literally
‘your father’s house’, since in this particular case that amounts to the same thing.
Abram was asked in Harran to ‘leave your homeland ( ¼F DÛUÝ KÅ), your people ( ¼F DfUÈ KÑ¼D ¼Ó),
and [even] your immediate family circle ( ¼F¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT)’.
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A DIFFERENT APPROACH

Normally when considering peshat and derash we imagine that the former is the
plain, simple interpretation and the latter being deeper is more complicated. We
assume, falsely, that this is by definition. In fact, the situation is often the reverse.
The principal differences are that the latter takes the piece it is dealing with out of
context, often over-simplifies the grammar, is not afraid of distorting the text
slightly, is not afraid of forcing an interpretation, and adds essential data that is not
mentioned but which helps with its interpretation. Peshat tries to avoid all these.
It often happens that the derash, not being bound by such restrictions, appears
simple and direct, it takes things very literally, whereas the peshat, in order to
make sense of a section of text in context, has to dig very deep. The essential
difference is noticed in practice by the fact that an explanation which is peshat
should become self-evident – that is to say, you might not notice it until it is
pointed out, but once it is pointed out you should see it for yourself as obvious. It
should also solve all or most of the problems posed by the text – where these
cannot be solved, there is no peshat. Derash, on the other hand, which often creates
more problems overall than it solves locally, involves something that has to be
accepted – you either accept it (on someone’s authority) or you don’t. That is, if
you wish to take it as the interpretation, which was never its original purpose. The
idea of derash is not to give the real interpretation, but to produce from the text
something from which you can learn something useful. (All this refers to aggadah.
In halakhah it is different.)

Here, in Chapter 18, as often elsewhere under Rashi’s influence, the usual
approach taught is that of derash. But unusually the peshat does not lead to a fully
satisfactory understanding of the text, with many problems unsolved.

The derash is well-known. G-d appeared to Abraham and they were having a
chat, when suddenly three men appeared on the scene. Abraham said ‘Excuse me,
please, I have visitors, but don’t go away.’ He invites the men to a meal, during
which they start to tell him something, and then suddenly G-d joins in the
conversation. Afterwards, Abraham accompanies his guests a little way to see them
off, they depart on the way to Sodom, and he resumes his conversation with G-d.
Later, two of the men arrive in Sodom, the third having mysteriously got lost on
the way.

The men, of course, are not really men at all, but angels, mysterious ethereal
beings, disguised as men. We might clear the air a bit if we understand the Hebrew
properly – and the Greek! The word ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ in Classical Hebrew is replaced in
Mishnaic Hebrew by KÌ¼Î HÑ LI and in Modern Hebrew approximately by ¼Ô IÐ¼D ¼Ö or ¼Ý¼ÎVÝ DÇ KI.
It means simply an envoy, messenger or agent, for which the Greek word is

o , or angelos. (The ‘g’ is hard.) From this was derived the English angel,
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used to translate ELÅ DÑ KÓ whenever it had its later ‘mystical’ significance, and often
when it did not.

The peshat, based on the commentary of Rashi’s grandson Samuel (known as
Rashbam), takes them to be G-d’s messengers, whether they were real people or
merely disguised as such. First ‘G-d appeared to him (Abraham)’ – here, as usually
when a Divine Appearance is mentioned, the phrase is used as a headline, which
is followed by details. The appearance was in the form of the visit by three men
sent specially, who spoke on G-d’s behalf and in his name; so when it says that the
man spoke or G-d spoke, there is really no difference. Whether Abraham addressed
the leader in the singular (verse 3) or all of them in the plural (verse 4) is not
important – the Torah anyway does not always stick to singular or plural
consistently (cf. the second paragraph of the Shema).

The story really begins in the middle, with verse 17. Notice ¼Ý LÓ LÅ ¼ ¼ÉKÊ ‘G-d had
said’ (subject before verb, a pluperfect), i.e. before what is told in the preceding
verses. Concerned about Sodom and Gomorra, G-d decided to ‘go down and take
a look’ (verse 21), and this was in the form of sending down messengers. Now we
come back to the beginning – three men came to visit Abraham with a triple
purpose: first, to test their reception so that it could later be compared with the way
they were received in Sodom; second, to inform Abraham and Sarah of the
promised arrival of a son; third, to tell Abraham of G-d’s intentions regarding the
destruction of Sodom.

In verse 22, when the men ‘turned from there and went towards Sodom’ leaving
‘Abraham still standing before G-d’, this meant that two of them went on to
Sodom, the third one staying behind for a while, and it was with him that Abraham
had his argument. When (verse 33) G-d finally departed, this meant that the third
man, his task finished and being no longer needed, went his way. The other two,
as we are told in the next verse, arrived in Sodom to perform their tasks there: to
test the reception, to rescue Lot, and to destroy the four towns.

The above is essentially (with a few additions) the approach of Rashbam, who
insists that throughout, and particularly in the argument, G-d spoke through the
mouths of the men. It is not entirely satisfactory, leaves many questions
unanswered, and is in some respects even inferior to the derash. On the other hand,
it does have facets that are far more acceptable.
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LAND AND WOR(L)D

A word, in any language, may have different meanings, sometimes even
contradictory. For example, in English, to replace something may mean to put it
back where it came from, or to put something else there instead; to cleave may
mean to stick something to something else so that the two things are as one (to
cling) or to split something into two. But apart from this, words may have different
connotations, shades or variations of meaning.

Specifically, in English we have world, earth, land, soil, ground, country – all
(except perhaps for the first) are used in different connotations which often overlap,
and where two words overlap they are interchangeable, but no two of the words are
complete synonyms. That is to say, no two of the words mentioned are completely
(i.e. always) interchangeable.

In Biblical Hebrew we have ¼É LÓLÈFÅ B ¼É JÈ LK B ¼Ú JÝ JÅ B ¼Ñ IÆ If which likewise are all (except
perhaps for ¼Ñ IÆ If) used in different connotations, and often overlap; but there is no
direct correspondence with the English words mentioned above, for each of the
Hebrew words overlaps with some of the English words, but is not completely
interchangeable with any one of them. Our Parashah features prominently the word
¼É JÈ LK, which is generally mis-understood and usually mistranslated; we are taking the
opportunity to enlarge on its various meanings, and those of the associated words
quoted above.

Start with ¼Ú JÝ JÅ, often used to mean the whole world. In Gen. 1:10 it is defined
as meaning (the dry) land, as opposed to sea. (Here the original word ¼É LI LTKÎ is more
specific, and despite Gen. 1:10 is usually preferred, as in Exodus 14 and in Jonah.)
However, when it is used in contrast to, or in association with, ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LI sky, it means
the earth or ground including the sea. Often it is limited to mean a particular
section of land, which can be large – a complete country as in ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼ÚJÝ JÅ, or small,
a mere county or district, as in Gen. 35:22 and 1 Sam. 9:4-5. (Incidentally, which
do you think it is in Gen. 21:34, bearing in mind 26:1-4, especially vss. 2-3? And
which do you think it is in each of the two cases in turn in Gen. 12:6, so as not to
make nonsense of the whole thing?) Thus ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ can mean ‘the land’ (i.e. ground)
as opposed to the sky or heaven (or even as opposed to the sea); it can mean the
country or district that happens to be relevant in context; or it can mean the whole
world.

¼É LÓLÈFÅ means ground, or soil, but is often used as a synonym for ¼ÚJÝ JÅ, with which
it overlaps in meaning.
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A field is a plot of arable land that is defined by clearly visible boundaries.
These may be natural, such as a river, or artificial, such as a fence, or a hedge with
or without a ditch. A river never flows through the middle of a field, but
automatically splits the land into different fields on either side. So the word ‘field’
is never an appropriate translation for the Hebrew ¼É JÈ LK, which means ‘land’ with
no concept of its being in any way bounded. It may of course be bounded by an
associated possessive adjective (as when Farmer Giles comes charging along with
his pitchfork shouting ‘Get off my land!’), and so here we have ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý DÙ J× ¼É IÈ DK,
Ephron’s land, which of course is by definition bounded (by the possessive
Ephron’s), but is still not a field. It may have consisted of several fields, or may
not even have been arable at all! The nearest we have to a ‘field’ is ¼É JÈ LK ¼ß KÜ DÑ JÌ, a
plot of land, often shortened to ¼É LÜ DÑ JÌ, but even that is not necessarily a field, a
concept that did not exist in that part of the world in those days.

The word ¼É JÈ LK often means ‘country’ or ‘countryside’ as opposed to ‘town’,
especially in the phrase ¼É JÈ LL KÉ ¼ßK[ KÌ ‘wild animals’ (and certainly not ‘beasts of the
field’, they are as far as possible kept away from fields). Other times it is limited
to arable land as against that on which trees are grown ( ¼Ò JÝJÐ DÆ¼X ¼É JÈ LK DT Num. 20:17).
Frequently it overlaps with ¼ÚJÝ JÅ to mean a land or complete country; there seems
to have been local preference for using one word or the other, so that we always
find ¼ÚJÝ JÅ with Egypt, or Canaan, or Palestine ( ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db), but generally find ¼É JÈ LK
(in the construct form ¼É IÈ DK) with Edom, Moab or Syria. The tendency is to use
¼Ú JÝ JÅ for the larger areas (e.g. the whole world), ¼É JÈ LK for the smaller ones
(somebody’s plot), with a large overlapping zone in between. Compare the use of
¼É LÌLb DI HÓ or ¼ß JÈJÑ¼D ¼Ó for a large family, ¼Æ LÅ¼? ¼ß¼Î IT for a small one, and a large region of
overlap in the middle.

The plural of ¼É JÈ LK (‘lands’) is rarely used, but where it occurs it is ¼ß¼D ¼È LK (e.g.
1 Sam 8:14). Confusion is caused by the fact that an archaic form of ¼É JÈ LK that
occurs quite often is ¼Î KÈ LK, which is NOT a plural with first person singular ending,
but an ordinary singular noun. The construct form of this (‘the land of’) is ¼Î IÈ DK,
which is singular, not plural; hence in the book of Ruth ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼Î IÈ DK, the Land of
Moab, similar to ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ. Only ignoramuses (plural of ignoramus, according to
Fowler not ‘ignorami’) translate this as ‘the fields of Moab’! Naomi and Ruth did
not sleep in the field!
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THE PLAIN MEANING

Rabbi Joseph Kara (a contemporary, pupil, friend and probably a neighbour of
Rashi, not to be confused with Rabbi Joseph Karo or Caro of Shulhan Arukh fame)
wrote a popular commentary on the Tanakh and is quoted by Rashbam and others.
Because the printers (who came on the scene a few hundred years later) did not
take a great interest in his work, it fell into neglect, but is now being slowly re-
published.1 He was very emphatic that Midrash is there to elaborate on the text,
and not to explain it. The view of Rashi’s grandson Rashbam (of whom yours truly
is a pupil) is well known from his comment on Gen. 37:2, where he reports on his
argument with his grandfather. Recently I happened to come across a comment in
which Rabbi Joseph Kara expresses himself far, far more strongly. Although
considering the Neviim, he makes it quite clear that his attitude applies to the Torah
no less. I have decided to reproduce it here, with the addition of vowels, my own
punctuation, and an approximate translation, being sure that readers of Ki Mitsion
in paricular will find it of interest.

OSCÏßÑÞ ßÅ ÔßÎC ËÎ BÅ Å?ÑÅÊÓÞ Ñ× ÅÝÜ ØÖÊÎ ÝQ

– F DÑ ×KV E KÅ SELÑ ÒÎ HÜÎ HÛ DÓ KÉ ßDÌUÈ HÑ ÑKÐXf SSS XÕÎ IßDÆFÅ XÝ DÓ LÅ JI I LÝUÈ H_ KÉ Ñ K× EÃÓ DÖ Hß DÊ BÚ KÌ DÑ Hß ÅWÑ Ò HÅ
BÒÎ HÅLT KÉ ßDÝDV WLÆ XÑ DI L]HÎ ÅŴ JI E JÝDc KÉ ÑLÐ DÊ WLÕDÝ Dß Hb Ò H× BÉ LÆ Df DÐHÕ É LÓ IÑ DI BÉ LÅXÆ D̀ KÉ É LÆ Df DÐ H̀ JI D]
É LÓÎ HÓ Df É LÝDß Î H] BILÝUÈ HÓ ÅWÑ DÊ BÝ IÌ KÅ ÒDÜ L_ HÓ ÉLÎ LÅUÝ ÅÎ HÆ LÉ DÑ ÏÎVÝ LÛ ÔÎ IÅ DÊ SÒXÑ D] Ý IÖ LÌ ÔÎ IÅ DÓDÜ D_ HÓX
ÑL] Ñ LÆFÅ SÝÎVV DÅKÎ DÊ É LÝDf ÑÎVV DÇ KÉ DÑ Î IÈ D] – XÕÎ IÓLÐFÌ I KÝUÈ HÓX SW LT ÑÃ] Ý Ia KÌ Dß Hß ÅWÑ DÊ BÉ LÆ Df DÐHÕ É LÓÎ HÓ Df BÉLÕ DfHÕ
ßJÑDT HI XÉ Dß KÙ LÍ DJ JI ÉJË DÑ É JÓDÈ Ý LÆ LV Ñ JI DILÝUÈ HÓ Ý KÌ KÅ DÑ É JÍDÕ DÊ ÅLÝ DÜ HÓ Ñ JI DÍXI Db K× IÈDÎ DÕÎ IÅ JI Î HÓ
Ý KÌ KÅ Ý IÜDÌ ÉLÎ LÉ É ÝKÆUV Ñ JÅ DT HÑ Ò LK X^ HÅ DÊ SÑ IÛL̀ HÉ DÑ DÈLÎ DT Ý JIFÅ ÑL] Ë IÌDÅ DÊ ÔÎ HÙÎ HÛ DÓ ÒHÎ KÓ Î Id KÓF× KÓX Ý LÉL̀ KÉ
ÔÎ HÆ Lf Ë LÅ ÉL̀ JK Db DÌ Kf ÒÎHÕDÓ DÍ K_KÐ DÊ Ø JÖL] KÐ ÉL̀ JI DÜ KÆ Df Ò HÅC Ý KÓEÅ J̀ JI É KÓ ÒI[ KÜ DÑ BÅ IÛDÓX DÍXI DÙX Ý LÆ LV Ý JI Ib

SSSSS ÔÅKÐ DÆ DÓ D] B+É0È BÆ ÎÑÞÓ, CÅLÛ DÓ Hf EÅ ß K×KÈ DÊ É ß KÅUÝHÎ

The following is an approximate translation:

(Kara indicates a problem that arises if you translate the word ¼Ô IfHÎ DÊ in 1 Samuel
1:17 as a prayer ‘May he grant’ instead of a prophecy ‘He will grant’, and says:)

‘If you rely on the Midrash’ – (a long one which he quotes in full) – ‘you can
push aside your problem; but you should realise that when the text of the Neviim
was written, it was written complete with explanation and all that is necessary
so that future generations should not stumble over it’ (i.e. be misled or confused
by it), ‘and there is nothing missing. There is no need to bring evidence from
elsewhere, nor [to bring] any midrash, because the Torah was given complete,
was written complete, and nothing is missing from it. The Midrash of our Sages

1. Rabbi Joseph Kara’s commentary on Samuel can be found in ÝßÐÉ – ßÊÑÊÈÇ ßÊÅÝÜÓ
published by Bar Ilan University, Israel.
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is to enhance the Torah’ (lit. to enlarge on it and glorify it, based on Isaiah
42:21). ‘But whoever does not know the straightforward meaning of the scripture
and turns to the midrash [to explain it] is like one who is suddenly overpowered
by the current of the river and a flood of deep water and who grasps whatever
he can get hold of in order to save himself. If he were to put his mind to G-d’s
words he would search for their explanation and simple meaning and find them,
fulfilling what is written (in Proverbs 2:4-5) “If you look for it as for silver and
search for it as for hidden treasure, then you will understand fear of G-D and
discover knowledge of the Almighty.” As in this case .....’ (Kara then explains
how his translation solves the problem).

WHO GETS THE CURSE?

¼ÎHÕ DT ¼F DßLÑ DÑ HÜ ¼Î KÑ L× (27:13). Of the explanations usually offered, the simplest – ‘I will
accept your curse to fall on me instead’ – is hard to accept.

Perhaps what Rebecca was saying was ‘Any curse that falls on you would be a
curse on me, as I am your mother, so you can rely on me to prevent it.’

WOMEN

28:8 can be paraphrased as ‘Esau noticed that his father strongly disapproved of
Canaanite women.’ His father probably suffered from his daughters-in-law in
silence. Open friction (as probably existed) between his wives and his mother
would not have worried Esau.

A FEW

The word ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÌFÅ in 27:44 clearly means ‘a few’, and its use again in 29:20 is
a sort of quotation of this. The same meaning occurs in Daniel 11:20. But in Gen.
11:1 it certainly does not mean ‘a few’. Until the building of the Tower of Babel,
the people all had unique words, that is to say they all used the same word for the
same thing. The only other occurrence of the word is in Ezekiel 37:17, where it
means single or united (it is a bit difficult there) but certainly not ‘a few’.
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NOT THE BAKER’S

‘I’ve told you at least a dozen times not to do that!’ she screamed. The little boy
took no notice.

Nobody actually counted, not even the little boy. Nor would anyone call her a
liar if they actually did count, and found that she had in fact told him only ten or
eleven times. Not so at the grocer’s – there, if she (or anyone else) bought a dozen
eggs they would expect neither thirteen nor eleven, but exactly twelve. In the
former case, a dozen is what we call a ‘round number’ which people take to be
only approximate except in such cases as it is clearly intended to be exact.

There is no ‘dozen’ in Hebrew, the nearest equivalent is the word for ten. When
used as a round number, this is best translated as ‘dozen’ (modern Hebrew ¼ß¼D ¼Ý DK J×
as a rule means ‘dozens’, not ‘tens’), and when Jacob said to his wives that their
father ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ¼D ¼Ó ¼ßJÝ JKF× ¼Î HfUÝO] DK KÓ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ø HÑEÌ JÉ (and again, to Laban himself, in 31:41) he
meant ‘a dozen times’. (We know that ‘a baker’s dozen’ is thirteen – was it for
forgetting this that Pharaoh’s baker lost his head?)

It is interesting to note that in the Torah we find not only ten used as a round
number, but also – in particular when punishment is referred to – seven. We find
it repeated in the warnings against breach of contract (in Lev. 26, verses 18, 21, 24
and 28), in the punishment for killing Cain (Gen. 4:15) – note too Lemech’s 77 in
4:24 – and Amos makes up the number of unforgivable sins for which punishment
is incurred by adding 3 and 4 (again round numbers) in 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13; 2:1, 4, 6.
Rounding off figures to the nearest hundred is of course more obvious, as with the
census results (Num. Chap. 1 etc.) and Jephthah’s ‘300 years’ in his letter to the
king of Ammon (Jud. 11:26) when the latter demanded of Israel, as Hitler later did
of Czechoslovakia, ‘Land for Peace’. Another round number is 70, which we will
not consider here. None of these or similar figures (apart from the chapter and
verse numbers) should be taken literally, but of course there are those who insist
on doing so.

STRIPED SPOTTED AND SPANGLED

Or whatever else is meant by ¼Ò¼ÎVVOÝ DT ¼Ò¼ÎVV OÜ DÕ ¼Ò¼Î HÅOÑ DÍ ¼Ò¼ÎVV OÜF× – if you are not too clear
about the difference at the beginning of the story, by time you get to the end you
are in a complete and utterly hopeless muddle. But do not let this get you down!
You are not alone. If you read about Jacob’s dream (Gen. 31:10 and 12) you will
see that even Jacob, who was quite clear about the difference when he started, was
a trifle confused (perhaps a gross understatement?) by the time Laban had finished
with him. And perhaps it is in just that way that the Torah wishes to convey to us
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its message: you can try to sort it out, but you never will, you cannot. It inherently
defies sense. That is the way Laban behaved, he deliberately created confusion so
as to avoid having to keep his agreement and pay. He not only changed the words,
but probably also made good use of variations in the usage and connotation of the
words. The Torah tells us the story the best it can, and if you cannot follow it – and
your interest is merely academic – you can imagine, and begin to feel, what Jacob
went through, as to him this was what he was working for. There is an old proverb
‘If a man deceives me once, shame on him; if twice, shame on me!’ Yet we always
feel that perhaps we should give the poor devil another chance!

Jacob came out well in the end, and despite Laban’s efforts he received a due
reward for what he earned, even if Laban’s attitude left a very nasty taste in his
(Jacob’s) mouth. Was Jacob a fool, who did not deserve to succeed, only that G-d
took pity on him because he was, after all, a good and just man? (See Psalm 116:6).
Or did he do the right thing in the first place, to give Laban a second chance – such
that G-d in whom he trusted dealt justice, and saw that he did not lose on account
of Laban’s treachery and deception? Sadly, the Torah does not give us a clear,
unambiguous answer. A pity. (But of course, this helps the preacher – he can give
a sermon, and quote from this, to prove a point either way.)

Postscript: In 30:38 we find the peculiar word ¼ÉLÕ DÓ KÌI[KÊ (instead of either ¼X ¼ÓEÌJ[KÊ
or ¼ÉLÕ DÓ KÌ IfKÊ). To suggest that this too was under Laban’s influence is perhaps going
too far!

WHICH CAME FIRST?

Note that 31:33 ends with Laban entering Rachel’s tent. Then in verse 34 we
find our old friend the pluperfect again ¼Ò¼Î HÙ LÝ Df KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼É LÌ DÜ LÑ ¼Ñ IÌLÝ DÊ, subject before the
verb: ‘Rachel had taken ...’. Obviously she had taken them and hidden then before
he entered, and not after. Likewise earlier, in verse 25, when Laban caught up with
Jacob we are told ¼× KÜ Lf ¼ÆÃÜF×KÎ DÊ Jacob had pitched his tent; but the next one ¼× KÜ Lf ¼Ô LÆ LÑ DÊ
is not a pluperfect, it means simply that Laban pitched his tent; here the subject is
before the verb for contrast. This is less common. It takes a little practice to get
used to it all.

ANOTHER COUPLE

Note also the phrase ¼É LÑFÌKÕ DÊ ¼Ü JÑ IÌ in 31:14, an example of an overlapping pair (see
KM II 14 ÅÝÅÊ, 32 ÝÉÆ and 33 ÎßÜÌÆ). Please do not try to split ¼É LÑFÌKÕ DÊ ¼Ü JÑ IÌ into two
separate items. They go together like spic and span.
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COURAGE AND COWARDICE

Jacob’s encounter and struggle with the ‘angel’ (see KM III, 4 ÅÝÎÊ) is open to
various interpretations: the man symbolised Esau in a spiritual sense, or Jacob’s
conscience in not wanting to kill his brother even to save his own life and those for
whom he was responsible, or one of numerous other possibilities.

Rashbam, whose commentary is sadly often neglected, has a much more down-
to-earth approach. Jacob passed his family over the wadi and intended to follow
them, and then to escape with them across the Jordan during the night, hoping to
get well away before Esau arrived. G-d sent the man to struggle with him and hold
him back, so that he would be forced to face Esau and not be able to run away. At
daybreak the man asked to be released – his task was complete, it was too late for
Jacob to escape in the dark without being seen from a distance.

While this still leaves much unexplained, it has supporting evidence, and there
is much to commend it. Above all, it carries with it by implication a moral teaching
that is certainly no less important in life than any that can be learned from either
of the other two interpretations mentioned above – the idea that you cannot, in life,
keep running away. There are times when you have to run away, when it is at very
least prudent (as when Moses ran away from Egypt to save his life), but if this
becomes a habit, a time comes when you must stop, turn round, and meet whatever
it is face to face.

So it was with Jacob. His initial running away from home, after Esau had uttered
his intention of disposing of him, was justified. But when G-d told him to leave
Laban in Harran and return home, he did not tell him to run away. Jacob took the
opportunity of Laban’s temporary absence to disappear suddenly with his family
and all his possessions, described in the Hebrew idiom which literally means ‘he
stole Laban’s mind’, just as Rachel (previous verse) stole her father’s household
idols, and ran away – read Gen. 31:19 and 20 very carefully. He was afraid to face
Laban and tell him that he was leaving, in case the latter took various steps to
prevent him from doing so. Not only physical steps, but also psychological ones.
G-d had told him to go home, but had not insisted that he should face Laban first,
and he considered it prudent not to do so. Perhaps, after all (he thought), G-d had
provided the opportunity by arranging Laban’s absence at that particular time?

But this time, with Esau, it was too much. Running away was becoming a habit
which Jacob had to break. We see in Jacob not a precursor of David, a man of
outstanding courage and bravery, but a man possessed of inherent cowardice; his
greatness lay in his struggle throughout life to overcome this. There is no
achievement in being brave if that is your nature, but overcoming an inherent
cowardice is something that very few are able to do. Most of us are cowards,
though reluctant to admit it, and we try to run away quietly when nobody is
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looking. When we consider events and attitudes in our own time, starting with the
Diaspora Jew who was brought up and taught to always run away, going on to the
establishment of Israel, and followed by an inclination to revert, we can see the
whole relevance of this problem.

There is a big weakness in Rashbam’s explanation. Jacob had sent on ahead a
whole series of presents to Esau, with servants who announced that he himself was
to follow. It appears that he had already decided to face his brother, so why should
he suddenly want to run away? Rashbam argues that the presents were intended to
delay Esau, and the statement that Jacob would follow was a deliberate deception
to give himself a chance to escape. Had Jacob not yet learned his lesson about
deception? One could argue that he wanted to get the family out of the way, so that
he could return and face Esau alone, and if he was killed, he would at least not be
responsible for the deaths of others, and his family would survive. This argument
is not presented because in that case, why should the man be sent to prevent him?

Seeing that Jacob was likely to break away and escape (continues Rashbam), the
man injured Jacob, who then asked for a blessing that the injury should not be
permanent. But it was, he limped. This, says Rashbam, was a punishment for lack
of faith in G-d’s protection – and he draws analogies, including the case of Balaam.

A parallel that he does not mention is that of Elijah. After his dramatic victory
on Mount Carmel, when he persuaded the entire congregation to exclaim and repeat
that G-d (and not Baal) is the God and then executed all four hundred and fifty of
Jezebel’s ‘prophets of Baal’, he heard that Jezebel, on learning of this, had
promised to deal with him in the same way. Did he rely on the help of this same
G-d, whose power he had just demonstrated, to stand by him and protect him
against Jezebel? Did he face her and challenge her, as he had done to Ahab? No,
he ran away – from a woman! He ran away to Horeb, and when he arrived he was
asked what he was doing there. His reply was not satisfactory, so he was told to go
and appoint his successor!

Back to our story, the whole description of Jacob’s encounter with Esau
(approximately chapters 22 & 23) is full of difficulties and not easy reading. Why
abandon the original idea of two camps? Did he have to humiliate himself before
Esau to such an extent? Certainly he felt a twinge of conscience. Perhaps because
of that he did not wish to rely on G-d’s protection? But without it what would his
other plans avail? There is room for thought.
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EFFICIENCY EMERGES

Last year, in series II (9 & 10), we deduced various items of background to the
first part of the story of Joseph. It is perhaps worth summarising the story, filling
in some gaps from the conclusions reached and adding a few points of note
regarding the Hebrew.

Joseph, acting as an attendant or servant ( ¼Ý K×KÕ) to some of his brothers, used to
bring home bad reports to his father about their behaviour in what were really
harmless matters. He probably criticised their inefficiency, but the tales caused
trouble and led to family disharmony, so that his brothers all hated him. His
father’s favouritism (especially the special coat which he would i.e. used to make
for him – ¼É LK L× DÊ – if he only made one, once, it would be ¼K K×K[KÊ) created jealousy,
and the dreams that he would one day lord over them infuriated them.

One day his brothers went to Shechem, where years earlier Jacob had purchased
some land for 100 kesitas, to pasture sheep – probably against Jacob’s advice, as
Shechem was a district where the family were not too popular. Worried about how
they were getting on, Jacob sent Joseph from Hebron to find out and report back.
Presumably Joseph looked like his mother, who was not the mother of the others,
and so would not be recognised as one of the family by the locals, with whom (one
may assume) he was told not to engage in any business.

Not finding the brothers near Shechem, and afraid to ask about them, Joseph
wandered around like a lost sheep until a man found him and asked what he was
looking for. When Joseph told him, he said that he had overheard the brothers
talking about moving on to Dothan, so Joseph went there. (Shechem is at least two
days’ journey from Hebron, Dothan one day beyond.)

Recognising his coat from a distance, the brothers foresaw a catastrophe. Joseph
would find them there, go home and tell his father. Jacob would then – rightly or
wrongly, it matters not – assume that they had had trouble with the locals at
Shechem, paying for not listening to his advice to keep away from the place. The
prospect of another big family row about Shechem was the last straw. The only way
to prevent trouble was to take advantage of the distance from home and dispose of
Joseph.

Reuben rescued him and lowered him into an empty water cistern, intending on
his return from some business matters to take him back (presumably with a strong
warning to change his attitude in future) to his father. In his absence, Judah spotted
an Ishmaelite caravan in the distance, en route to Egypt, and suggested that selling
Joseph might be more profitable than killing him. Some passing Midianites hauled
Joseph out of the cistern, dragged him screaming for help past his brothers (who
took no notice) and sold him to the Ishmaelites for twenty pieces of silver. It is not
clear whether the brothers asked them to do this or merely condoned it, nor whether
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or not they took a percentage of the money, but it matters little. Joseph, knowing
only that Reuben had put him into the cistern in the first place and not knowing the
motive, assumed that Reuben was primarily responsible, and only discovered
otherwise some twenty years later.

Reuben, on his return, found Joseph gone, assumed that the brothers had killed
Joseph in his (Reuben’s) absence, and went along with their killing a goat and
dipping Joseph’s coat in its blood to deceive Jacob. They threw away the coat
somewhere nearer home, in a place where it would be found and recognised and
brought by the finders to Jacob, who, as anticipated, assumed that Joseph had fallen
victim to a wild animal. Neither Reuben nor Joseph knew the full story until some
twenty years later; Jacob almost certainly never knew, though he may have guessed
that something was being kept from him. On his death bed, he would have spoken
more kindly of Reuben had he known how Reuben had saved Joseph’s life. In the
meantime the Midianites (37:36) had sold Joseph to Egypt – indirectly, via the
Ishmaelites. (The Midianites themselves did not take him there.)

Next we find a parallel to the musical interlude in a stage drama (see KM II, 8
ÌÑÞÎÊ). While Joseph was on his way to Egypt, Judah began to be involved in
another story, extending over nearly twenty years, which is related here in full as
an interlude to indicate (apart from its own value) the passage of time. And then
we return to Joseph (39:1). Note again the pluperfect (subject before verb) –
‘Meanwhile, Joseph had been taken down to Egypt’ and sold to Potiphar, Pharaoh’s
Chief Executioner, an Egyptian. Really? An Egyptian? In Egypt? This tends to
support the theory that Egypt at the time was under foreign rule (the Hyksos) and
an Egyptian in a high government position was an exception.

You can’t hold a good man down. Joseph, who kept telling his brothers how to
do things better but never got the chance to take over, now had his opportunity. In
next to no time, he was in charge of all the other slaves and running the place,
better than Potiphar himself could do – and the latter, having other things to do –
left him to it.

‘Hell knoweth no fury like that of a woman scorned’, and Mrs. Potiphar,
sexually frustrated, got the other slaves, who were doubtless jealous of Joseph, to
back up her story, which landed him in gaol. There, once again, he was soon
running the place, the governor pleased to let him get on with it!

One day Pharaoh had stomach pains. Background details of the story of how this
led to Joseph’s release three years later must be left to another time.
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ANY OLD SHIBBOLETHS?

Pharaoh saw, in his second dream, ¼Ò¼Î HÑGT HI ¼× KÆ JI – and this deserves a digression
to straighten out one of the most idiotic translations ever given.

There is no doubt that the word ¼Ò¼Î HÑGT HI means ‘ears of corn’. (The hatafkamats,
incidentally, is not a true hataf, which can only occur under the letters × Ì É Å, but
is merely put there to help Sephardim to remember that the vowel is pronounced
To and not Ta.) The word nearly always occurs in the plural. What is the singular?

It is found once only, in Job 24:24, as ¼ß JÑÃT HI. (Nobody ever really knows the
meaning of a word in Job, but it appears to be the singular of ¼Ò¼Î HÑGT HI.) On that
basis people have applied it to Judges 12:6. Let us see what happened there.

There was a battle in Trans-jordan between the men of Gilead and those of
Ephraim. The Ephraimites were defeated and the Gileadites then ‘took’ the fords
of the Jordan to cut off the escape of the survivors. Anyone who approached and
asked to be allowed to cross was asked if he was an Ephraimite, and if he said ‘No’
he was asked to say ‘Shibboleth’. If he said ‘Sibboleth’ he was killed on the spot,
because the Ephraimites could not pronounce ‘sh’. (42,000 men died because they
could not pronounce Hebrew properly!) The Oxford Dictionary rightly refers the
origin of the English word ‘shibboleth’ to Judges 12:6, but wrongly adds, exactly
as I was taught, that it comes from the Hebrew meaning ‘an ear of corn’!

Why on earth should the Gileadites ask the others to say ‘an ear of corn’? Why
not just ask them to say the far more common word ¼I II (meaning ‘six’ and
occasionally a type of linen) which contains the consonant twice?

The author of Judges did not want to go into irrelevant detail, but it seems most
unlikely that they actually asked them to ‘say Shibboleth’. Far more likely, they
asked a question which necessitated using the word in the answer. The word ¼ßJÑÃT HI,
occurring only once (in Job) with the possible meaning of ‘ear of corn’, occurs
three times (Isaiah 27:12 and Psalm 69:3 & 16) meaning ‘the current (of a river)’.
Here they were standing next to the Jordan which they wanted to ford, a river with
a very powerful current! Why talk about ‘an ear of corn’? (Editor of the Oxford
Dictionary – please note!) The Gileadites would ask the man a question which
forced the other to use the word Shibboleth (the current of the river) in his answer.

Pharaoh certainly dreamt of ears of corn, not currents. There are a number of
other words in the section that deserve comment.

¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼ÒHÎ KßLÕ DI (41:1) – the second word does not mean ‘a year’ nor ‘days’ but is
entirely superfluous, a peculiar Hebrew idiom, and is best totally ignored as if it
were not there. (See KM I, 13(36) ÏßÑ×ÉÆ.)
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¼ÝÃÅ DÎ KÉ (41:2) does not mean ‘river’ but The Nile, name of a specific river in
Egypt.

¼X ¼Ì LÅ (41:2) is an Egyptian word that seems to mean ‘rushes’ or ‘reeds’ (possibly
papyrus) that grow on the banks of the Nile, hardly a ‘meadow’.

¼Ý K×KÕ (41:12) When the Butler described Joseph as ¼Ý K×KÕ he was referring to his
status (a servant), not his age. In Gen. 22:5 we find both meanings, and likewise
in the haftarah of that portion.

¼Ò¼Î H_ OÍUÝ KÌ (41:24) were not magicians, but scientists. (See KM II, 14 ÅÝÅÊ.)

¼ß¼D¼Õ LJ HÉ (41:32) ‘the repetition of’. The dream was not ‘doubled twice’
(quadrupled ?) as King James says.

¼Ô¼D ¼ÐLÕ (41:32) – prepared, or ready.

¼Ô¼D ¼ÆLÕ (41:33) – intelligent, able to understand.

¼ÒLÐ LÌ (41:33) does not mean ‘clever’ but ‘skilful’ (see KM II, 20 ÉÊÛß), i.e.
knowing how to do something and possessing the ability to implement that
knowledge. Here the English equivalent is ‘competent’.

¼D ¼Ñ DÇKÝ ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼D ¼ÈLÎ ¼ß JÅ (41:44) In Biblical Hebrew, as in Modern Hebrew, ¼ÈLÎ means
‘hand and arm combined’, ¼ÑJÇ JÝ means ‘foot and leg combined’ – see KM I, 23(46)
ÆÜ×. The word for ‘hand’ or ‘foot’ is ¼ØK] (which does not mean ‘palm’ or ‘sole’).
There are no words for ‘arm’ or ‘leg’ alone.

¼Ý¼Î H× LÉ ¼É IÈ DK (41:48) The countryside of (i.e. surrounding) the town. See KM III, 5
ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ.

¼ÎHÕ KJKÕ (48:51) The commentators (Rashbam, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi) quote the views of
two grammarians. One takes this as an irregular form from the root ¼ÉWILÕ, and
means ‘made me forget’. The other claims that it is a regular form from the root
¼IWILÕ – a more acceptable explanation, only that the root does not occur elsewhere,
and none of the five above (nor anyone else) even suggests what it might mean!

¼ÒHÎ Kb KÅ (42:6) is the dual of ¼Ø KÅ, nostril, and therefore means nose. Bowing down
‘nose to the ground’ or ‘face to the ground’ amounts to the same thing, but ‘nose’
does not mean ‘face’ or vice-versa. The Hebrew for face is ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ Lb which is rendered
by Onkelos in Aramaic as ¼ÅL[ Kb KÅ ¼B ¼Î Ib KÅ etc., hence the confusion. There is no real
evidence that ¼ÒHÎ Kb KÅ in Hebrew ever means ‘face’. (1 Sam. 1:5 is hard to make sense
of however it is translated. If we reject the possibility of a mistake, the word there
may have a totally different meaning that is not met with elsewhere.)

¼X¼Õ IfUÈKÑ¼D ¼Ó DÑ¼X (43:7) ‘and concerning our family’ – see KM III, 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ.
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ARITHMETIC

Immediately after the story of the sale of Joseph we read (Chapter 38) how at
that time Judah left his brothers and went out on his own. His adventures led to the
birth of Pharez (best nowadays, in this case in particular, to retain King James’s
spelling) and Zarah. Gen. 46:12 seems to imply that Pharez’s two sons went to
Egypt with Jacob, a mere twenty-two years later.

[The figure 22 is obtained as follows. Joseph was 17 when he went to Egypt (37:2). At the age of 30
he interpreted Pharaoh’s dream (41:46) that the seven years of plenty were imminent, so he was 37 when
the seven years of famine began. Two years later, with five more years of famine to go (45:6) he sent
for his father, who came immediately, so Joseph was 39. Subtract 17 leaves 22!]

Another calculation is required to parallel this. Judah, Jacob’s fourth son, was
born at absolute earliest three years after his father’s marriage, and Joseph seven
years after the marriage (30:25 etc.), so on his arrival in Egypt with Jacob, Judah
was at most 43. In the 22 years between the ages of 21 and 43 Judah found a wife,
produced three sons one after the other, waited till the first one grew up and
married him off, and could have married off the third one (38:26) but made it
obvious that he had no intention of doing so (so that his third son was at very least
14) before he had relations with a woman who turned out to be his daughter-in-law,
producing twins, one of whom grew up and produced the two aforesaid sons. This
is just not possible. If E is the earliest possible age of Judah, we have as follows:

Judah gets married E=21
7 8 9

4 5 6

3 2 1

0

Shelah (3rd son) born E=24

Tamar gets impatient E=38

Pharez born E=39

Pharez’s sons born E=53

Even ignoring the words ‘at that time’ in 38:1, and assuming that
Judah got married at 13, eight years earlier, you cannot squeeze it in.

We are left with the conclusion that Pharez’s two sons did not actually go to
Egypt with Jacob. Careful reading shows that it does not say that they did, either
here or anywhere else. Here we are told ‘These are the names of the sons of Israel
who came to Egypt, Jacob and his sons.’ We are then told ‘Jacob’s firstborn
Reuben; Reuben’s sons ... ’ etc., but merely told that ‘The sons of Pharez were ...’,
apparently a piece of additional information. They are mentioned apparently to
make up for Er and Onan, who died in Canaan; all the others mentioned are Jacob’s
sons and grandsons (not great-grandsons) apart from two of Asher’s grandsons
(46:17).

The numbers given, especially Leah’s section, present other problems which
have puzzled scholars and students for many generations.

Let us look at the numbers.
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Reuben + 4 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Simeon + 6 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Levi + 3 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Judah + 5 sons

less 2 + 2 grandsons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Issachar + 4 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Zebulun + 3 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Dinah (daughter) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Total in Leah’s section (it says 33) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

Gad + 7 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Asher + 4 sons + daughter + 2 grandsons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Total in Zilpah’s section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Joseph + 2 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Benjamin + 10 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Total in Rachel’s section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Dan + 1 son . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Naphtali + 4 sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Total in Bilhah’s section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

These add up to 69. Omit Joseph’s sons who were born in Egypt, gives 67, but
it says 66. Add them back in and you get 69 again, but it says 70, so you must also
add in Jacob himself. Why does it give Leah’s section as 33?

Whichever way you do it, something somewhere goes wrong. Various solutions
have been offered, none completely satisfactory. We merely present the problem,
with the figures laid out in a table which you can check against the text, so that you
too can ‘have a try’. Note that all possible adjustments are in pairs:

= Joseph’s two sons,

= Judah’s first two sons (who died childless in Canaan),

= Judah’s two grandsons (Pharez’s sons),

= Asher’s two grandsons,

= the girls – Dinah and Serah – either include both or exclude both!

It is intriguing to note the way the problem was raised by one of the rabbis
quoted in the Midrash (Bereshit Rabba chapter 94). He asked ‘Have you ever seen
anyone give his friend 66 cups of wine and then give another 3 cups to make a total
of 70?’ After finding that sixty-six cups of wine were insufficient and calling for
another three, your arithmetic might well become inaccurate!
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‘ALL PUBLICITY IS GOOD PUBLICITY

AS LONG AS THEY SPELL YOUR NAME RIGHT’

One of Asher’s grandsons was called ¼Ñ IÅÎ H] DÑ KÓ. Nothing surprising – we find quite
a few names of similar type, ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎHÕLV B ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎVVKU B ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼Û – well not quite. We do not
actually find ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎHÕ LV anywhere, at all, ever! At least, not in the Tanakh. What we do
find (as someone pointed out) is ¼Ñ ¼ÅI[HÕLV in the book of that name and elsewhere.
Look carefully and note the difference! Ezekiel (14:14,20 and 28:3) refers to a
(probably) different Daniel, spelt ÑÅÕÈ without a ‘yod’ at all, but to be pronounced
just like the one who was in the lions’ den. Perhaps it is as well that King James
did not notice, or he would have called them both Danijel.
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-+-)Series III No. 12

DID JACOB KNOW?

¼ÝÃÓ ¼Å IÑ ¼D ¼ß¼D ¼Ó ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ ¼ÉLX HÛ ¼F¼Î HÆ LÅ (50:16). This was clearly an invention, which was why
Joseph wept on hearing it. He knew very well that the relationship between him and
his father was such that the latter would, had he given any such instruction, have
certainly spoken to him directly.

The interesting question is whether or not Jacob ever knew the story of what
happened. The odds are that he did not, though he must have guessed that there was
something that had been kept from him. Either he felt it best to ask no questions,
or he asked and was told to ask no questions.

The evidence for this is from his blessing. First, there is no hint of criticism of
any of them for this, nor any criticism whatsoever of Judah. He would know that
if anyone was to blame it was Judah most of all.

However, that could easily be answered – he accepted the fact that they had
deceived him as divine punishment for the way he had deceived his father – the
way Laban had deceived him was merely punishment for what he did to his brother
Esau – and he could not criticise.

But the more important evidence is from what he said to Reuben. We heard
earlier how Jacob had heard about Reuben’s misbehaviour (whatever it may have
been, though the text seems clear enough), and it seems that he said and did
nothing about it, until this time. Here he spoke very harshly, without a kind word,
and this is understandable. But one would have expected at least something in
mitigation in return for the fact that it was Reuben who saved Joseph’s life. Judah’s
idea, on seeing the Ishmaelite caravan, that there was no profit in killing, came
later as ‘second thoughts’. Had Reuben not interfered when he did, Joseph would
have been dead before the Ishmaelites appeared.

Of course Jacob would have found out from the Egyptians that Joseph had been
a slave and later a prisoner, assumed that he had been kidnapped and brought to
Egypt, and probably guessed that the brothers knew a little bit more about it than
they were willing to tell – Joseph himself would have kept quiet – but he would not
have known the full story.
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TRY TO TAKE THIS IN

For the stout-hearted only!

In chapter 49, in verses 1, 29, 33, we find the root ØÖÅ with different meanings
( ¼Ø IÖ LÅI[KÊ B ¼ØÃÖEÅJ[KÊ B ¼Ø LÖEÅJÕ B¼X ¼Ù DÖ LÅ IÉ). The basic meaning of the word is not, as usually
given, to collect or gather – though it can mean that – but to take in. To understand
this properly we must first remove a popular grammatical misunderstanding.

The kal and pi’el (also the hiphil, but that is not relevant here) are active forms of the verb.

The passive of the pi’el is the pu’al. So far, so good.

The hitpa’el is neither active nor passive, but what is known as ‘middle’ –
usually a reflexive or something with a ‘sort of reflexive’ idea. But what they do
not teach you is that it is the middle only with reference to the pi’el, just as the
pu’al is the passive only of the pi’el. It is not the reflexive of the kal. (Modern
Hebrew makes a mess of the whole thing.)

Now we come to the niphal. This is NOT the passive of the kal (as we were
taught), in fact it is not really a passive at all. It is the middle (approximately the
reflexive) of the kal, related to the kal exactly as the hitpa’el is related to the pi’el.

However, the passive of the kal (except for the participle form ¼Æ¼XßL]) somehow
got lost. Don’t ask me how you can lose a passive, I don’t know, but it got lost
somehow all the same. So they used the niphal instead. The niphal is really the
middle, but is also used as the passive because the real passive got lost. This
explains why it often does but very often does not have a passive meaning.

[Just for the record, the hophal is the passive of the hiphil, and there is no
middle – because, er, er – you’ve guessed already, it got lost.] Hence:

ACTIVE PASSIVE MIDDLE

Pi’el Pual Hitpa’el

Kal (lost) Niphal

Hiphil Hophal (lost)

All this is important here, because we find the niphal of the root ØÖÅ both in its
correct use as a middle and in its artificial use as a passive.

The principal kal (i.e. active) meanings of the root ØÖÅ, which is replaced in
later Hebrew by the root ÖÕÐ, are

(a) take or bring in(side). Sometimes it means to take back in;

(b) collect, or gather, or to assemble (transitive);

These two different meanings should not be confused.

(c) a combination of the two, where produce that has been drying in the sun is both
‘collected’ and ‘taken in’ into store at the end of the summer.
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The niphal (¼Ø LÖEÅJÕ ¼Ø IÖ LÅ IÉ etc., cf. modern ¼ÖLÕ DÐHÕ ¼ÖIÕ L] HÉ) can be either middle or
passive, as explained above:

(a) middle – take oneself inside, i.e. enter (cf. Num. 11:30)

(b) middle – gather, assemble (intransitive) Gen. 49:1

(c) passive – be taken inside (cf. Ex. 9:19)

(d) passive – be gathered, be assembled.

Here we find (b) in 49:1 – ‘gather round!’ – note the imperative, which never
occurs in Hebrew in a passive.

In verse 29 we have (c), ‘I am being taken in to (the fold of) my people’ an
idiom used as a euphemism for dying. He had not left his ancestors, they had left
him, but he is being taken to rejoin them.

In verse 33, he ‘took his legs back into the bed’ (kal, active), or as we should
say ‘got back into bed’, and again the niphal (passive) ‘was taken to his people’.
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STRIKING

The Hebrw verb ¼ÉÃÐ LÕ used in the Hiphil as ¼ß¼D¼] KÉ B ¼É I] KÉ means to strike, and the
noun ¼É L] KÓ means a blow. What is confusing is that the verb frequently – but
certainly not always – means to strike dead, or to kill. Later on, in Ex. 21:12 we
find ¼ß IÓLÊ ¼I¼Î HÅ ¼É I] KÓ – ‘the striker of a man who (viz. the latter) dies’ – implying that
it is possible to strike a person (using that word) such that he does not die.
Likewise three verses on, ¼D ¼_ HÅ DÊ ¼Ê¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼É I] KÓX certainly refers to one who strikes a
parent without killing, otherwise it would be unnecessary to mention it (since the
penalty is the same if he kills a parent or anyone else). And in Sodom Lot’s guests
¼Ò¼ÎVÝIÊ DÕ KaKT ¼X ¼] HÉ the locals, i.e. struck them with blindness (or, more probably, with
something that caused blindness), but did not kill them.

On the other hand, frequently in the Tanakh we find a description of a battle in
which it says ¼X ¼]K[KÊ followed by a number, which clearly gives the number of the
other side killed, not just wounded, and there are other examples. For instance, in
Ex. 12:29 ¼Ý¼D ¼Ð DT ¼ÑLÐ ¼É L] HÉ certainly means ‘killed’. (Also Deut. 21:1). So the verb can
mean ‘to strike dead’ or simply ‘to strike’. The difference can be important when
trying to understand the text, but which meaning is implied is not always obvious.

Here in 2:11 we find ¼ÎVÝ DÆ H× ¼I¼Î HÅ ¼É J] KÓ ¼ÎVÝ DÛ HÓ ¼I¼Î HÅ, then in 2:12 ¼ÎVÝ DÛ H_ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼EK[KÊ, and in
2:13 ¼F J× IÝ ¼É J] Kß ¼É L_LÑ. Verse 14 makes it doubly clear that Moses killed the Egyptian,
so the second of the above three means ‘struck dead’. What interests us is the first
– it is always hard to believe that Moses killed an Egyptian simply because he was
beating an Israelite, but the story takes on a different aspect if we assume that he
was beating him to death. Such a situation was quite likely, after all who (apart
from other slaves, who do not count anyway) cares if a slave is beaten to death?
An Egyptian was beating an Israelite to death, Moses came along and killed the
Egyptian instead.

Now we come to the second incident. Two Israelites were fighting, and one was
clearly getting the better of the other, who was presumably trying to defend
himself. Moses arrived, and did not know how it all started or what the fight was
about, so he asked the stronger one ‘Why are you beating your colleague?’ How
hard he was beating him is neither clear nor really relevant.

A digression is necessary here to explain the midrashic comment of Rashi.
Assuming that ¼É J] Kß is ‘future’, Rashi translates the question as ‘Why are you about
to strike your colleague?’ He had not yet done so, yet is referred to as ¼× LI LÝ a
wicked man. Seeing that he had not yet hit him, Rashi asks ‘Why is he called
wicked?’ and replies that as soon as he raised his hand to strike the other he is
called ‘wicked’. This is midrashic, and there is no arguing with a midrash, but it
is based on mistranslating the text. ¼É J] Kß is the ‘imperfective aspect’ which can be
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used as a future tense (and often is) but is not necessarily. It is also used to
represent repeated action in past, present and future (cf. Ex. 33:7-11), and here (as
very often in the Psalms) represents repeated action in the present, hence the first
translation given above ‘Why are you beating your colleague?’

The question Moses put was not rhetorical. He had a profound instinct for
justice, and wanted to find out the cause of the dispute so that it could be settled
peacefully, on fundamental principles, in a way that would satisfy both sides
without the need for violence. (This is what annoyed the man being addressed, who
wanted an excuse to give vent to his wicked, violent instincts, hence the retort
‘Who appointed you as judge?’) It was because of this powerful desire for justice
that Moses was chosen to give the people the Torah. After the Sabbath and the Ten
Commandments, the first thing he taught the people, before going up the mountain
to receive instructions on building the Tabernacle, was a set of laws of justice. He
did not need to simply accept these as G-d’s wishes and remember them and pass
them on verbatim. When he was given these laws he instinctively understood and
felt them. He was able not merely to remember them but to explain them in
different ways as occasion demanded, to apply them (as Jethro found him doing),
and to teach others to apply them. These were not laws of blind obedience, but
something that he felt in the depths of his soul. He had spent years in the desert as
a roaming shepherd, turning over ideas in his mind, using an intellect trained and
knowledge obtained through his education in the Egyptian court. His mind was
ready to receive G-d’s laws of justice, which fitted into ‘receptacles’ awaiting them.

His relationship with G-d and his instinctive ideas on justice interacted. But
above all, Moses was no theoretical philosopher telling others how to live their
lives. He was a practical man with his feet on the ground. He himself started by
striking dead the Egyptian who was striking a slave to death, by trying to solve a
violent dispute peacefully (but by justice, not compromise), and by chasing away
the shepherds who were bullying the girls.

‘Who appointed you as judge over us?’ Later he was indeed appointed as the
supreme judge over all Israel – by G-d himself! If we say (as in Yigdal) that there
has never been in Israel a navi (the meaning of which we hope to consider next
week) like Moses, we should also add that there has never been in Israel a judge
like Moses!
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AUTHORITY AND SPOKESMAN

¼ÒHÎ KßLÙ DK ¼Ñ KÝF× ¼ÎHÕFÅ ¼Ô IÉ (6:30). It somehow appeals more to the imagination that this
means that Moses stuttered or lisped (with colourful midrashim about his tongue
being burned by glowing coal as a baby), and it may indeed mean that, but it need
not. It could simply mean that he was not adept at expressing himself, at
formulating his words, especially in response. The fact that he expressed himself
extremely well later (in Deuteronomy) then merely indicates that he eventually
managed to overcome this disability, but had not done so while still in Egypt.

¼F JÅ¼Î HÆ DÕ ¼ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ¼F¼Î HÌ LÅ ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÊ (7:1). First, the word elohim means, basically, ‘an
authority’, hence its use to mean a god, or gods (or, subsequently, G-d himself).

As a digression, before continuing, it is worth noting that three words occur
frequently in the Tanakh, with various meanings that overlap considerably, and
all are often used in the plural with a singular meaning. The three words are–
¼Ñ K× KT B KWWÑ EÅ B¼Ô¼D ¼È LÅ. For examples, see Ex. 21:4, Jud. 11:24, and Ex. 21:29 – in each

of these cases there is a singular verb, and the singular is clearly intended. (They
can, of course, also be used in the plural with a plural meaning. The context, and
often the verb, help us to know which is intended.)

Returning to our theme, here Moses is appointed as the authority, not ‘over
Pharaoh’ as ‘with respect to Pharaoh’. Elohim very often means ‘the authorities’
in the sense of ‘judges’ (e.g. Ex. 22:7-8 – note there the plural verb). Bear in mind
that in olden times – not only in Israel – the concept of separation of power
(‘legislative, executive and judiciary’) did not exist, and the words ‘government’
and ‘judges’ were to a large extent interchangeable. The king, head of the
government, was ipso facto chief judge – that, along with leading the people in
battle, was his primary function.

Aaron was the navi, from a word meaning to speak or say (usually on behalf of
someone else). He was the spokesman. Note that here he is not described as a navi
of G-d, but of Moses. Moses was the authority who would tell Aaron what to say,
and Aaron, acting as Moses’s spokesman, would express it. For a further discussion
on this, see KM I 13(36) ÏßÑ×ÉÆ.

LO AND BEHOLD!

In KM II, 12 ÎÌÎÊ we considered two uses of the word ¼É Ì HÉ (including ¼ÎHÕ DÕ HÉ etc.),
and in the early chapters of Exodus we have numerous examples. In 1:9, 2:6, 2:13,
3:2, 3:4, 3:9, 4:6, 4:7, 5:16, 7:16, 9:7, 14:10, 16:10, 16:14 we have a description
of a current state of affairs. On the other hand, in 3:13, 4:14, 4:23, 7:15, 7:17, 7:27,
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8:16, 8:17, 8:25, 9:3, 9:18, 10:4, 14:17, 16:4, 17:6, 19:9 we have a statement of
intention or a forecast of something that is about to happen. Look up a few of
them, especially 4:14 (note ¼Å IÛÂÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼É Ì HÉ, not ¼Å IÛÂÎ ¼É Ì HÉ) in particular 9:3 (note there
¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT ¼ÉLÎ¼D ¼É ¼ ¼É ¼ÈKÎ ¼É Ì HÉ, not ¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT ¼ ¼É ¼ÈKÎ ¼ÉÌ HÉ).

Usually (but not always) where there is a subject and a participle following, it
is the second type (‘about to’). Where there is not both subject and participle it
normally represents a state of affairs (rare exceptions 7:15, 8:16).

ONLY ONE? SOMETHING FISHY!

We mentioned above three special cases where the plural form of a noun is used
as a singular. What is very common is the use of a singular noun as a collective,
which may sometimes have to be translated into English as a plural. The word may
be an inherent collective, such as ¼Ò L× B ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ B¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ B ¼Ý LÜ LT, which may take a singular
or plural verb (Num. 32:1 ¼ÉLÎ LÉ ¼ÆKÝ ¼ÉJÕ DÜ HÓ¼X but Gen. 33:13 ¼Ô ¼ÅÃc KÉ ¼ÑL] ¼X ¼ß IÓLÊ; also
compare Ex. 19 verses 8 and 16, where we find ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÑL] ¼È KÝEÌJ[KÊ SSSSS ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÑLÐ ¼X¼ÕF×K[KÊ). Or
a word that is usually a normal singular may be used as a collective, for example
¼É LÌ DÙ HI DÊ ¼È JÆ J× DÊ ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ ¼Ý¼D ¼ÓFÌKÊ ¼Ý¼D ¼I ¼Î HÑ ¼Î HÉ DÎKÊ (Gen. 32:6). Jacob had more than one of each.

An example of the latter is found here with K×IVUÝ KÙ DÛ, which in 8:2 is clearly
collective (‘the frogs’). The midrash takes the singular literally, only one frog came
up from the Nile, and split up into an enormous number. The only trouble with this
is that it must then be applied to an earlier case in the same way: ¼É Lß IÓ SSS ¼ÉLÇ LV KÉ DÊ
(7:21). One (female) fish in the Nile died, yet the whole Nile stank! What a fish!

PHARAOH’S CAPITAL

No, not his bank balance. In 9:28 we read that the thunder and hail frightened
Pharaoh. Yet in verse 26 we are told that there was no hail in Goshen. So wherever
Pharaoh’s palace was, it was not in Goshen. This means that it was not Rameses
(believed to have been rebuilt by the Israelites on the site of the former Zoan, or
Tanis or Avaris) as most scholars claim. But Joseph would have stayed near his
Pharaoh, whose capital was in Goshen (Gen. 45:10).

COMING AND GOING

¼ÉÃ×UÝ Kb ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ÅÃT. The verb ÅDT means either ‘to come’ or ‘to go’, but always to
somewhere, never merely moving ( ¼EWÑ LÉ) or going from ( ¼ÅÃÛLÎ). It can also mean ‘to
arrive’ which we would follow in English with at, or ‘to reach’, and when this
aspect is stressed it may replace ¼EWÑ LÉ. It does not necessarily incorporate the
English idea of ‘coming’ meaning ‘towards the person who is speaking’.
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MIDNIGHT (corrected)

In forecasting the timing of the massacre of the firstborns, Moses used the
expression ¼É LÑ DÎ K̂ KÉ ¼ßÃÛFÌK] translated as ‘at about midnight’ (11:4). The description of
the event (12:29) uses the phrase ¼É LÑ DÎ K̂ KÉ ¼Î HÛFÌKT ‘at midnight’. The apparent
discrepancy, noticed by those ignorant of Hebrew grammar, has led to much
discussion and all sorts of ‘explanations’ that are without basis.

Moses’s forecast is incorrectly understood – he said that it would happen ‘at the
dividing of the night’. Note that ¼ßÃÛFÌ is the gerund of a verb, not a noun. In such
a case the prefix does not mean ‘about’ but ‘at’ or short for ¼Ý JIFÅK] ‘when’, ‘as’,
hence ‘as the night divides’, i.e. at midnight. But 12:29 says something quite
different. Note ¼É L] HÉ ¼ ¼ÉKÊ has the subject before the verb, and as quite often pointed
out (see in particular KM II, 1 and III, 1 ßÎÞÅÝÆ) this is a pluperfect – ‘G-d had
struck’. The verse then tells us that ‘At midnight, G-d had (already) struck (dead)
every firstborn ...’ It was instantaneous, started at midnight, and at midnight it was
all over.

HOUSES

The Hebrew word ¼ßHÎ KT, used a few times in connection with the actual Exodus,
has two quite different meanings, and there is some confusion as to which one is
used where in this section. One meaning is simply a house, a building. The other,
for which the word ‘House’ is also sometimes used in English, is a family.

(A third meaning, ‘inside’, does not concern us here.)

When we are told (12:30) that there was not one in which there was no death,
it makes no difference which is meant. But elsewhere it does.

Verses 7, 13 and 23 talk about putting blood on the doorposts and lintels, which
G-d will see and then ‘skip over’ those houses when attacking the Egyptians.
Clearly the buildings are intended. Likewise in verse 22, they were not to leave the
‘entrance of the house’ till morning. (Note that the ‘entrance’ was something like
the front garden – see KM II, 4 ÅÝÎÊ – it does not mean the doorway and does not
imply that they had to stay indoors, merely within the precincts of the house.)
Clearing the leaven from the houses (12:15) again means buildings. But what of
verses 3 and 4 – taking a lamb or kid for each ¼ßHÎ KT? Does it actually mean each
house, each building inhabited by Israelites, or does it mean each household, each
family? It is not too clear.

Verse 27 talks about remembering how G-d skipped over our ‘houses’ when
attacking those of the Egyptians. Since they left a few hours later, the buildings
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were of no consequence, so it probably means the inhabitants of the buildings, on
the assumption that in Egypt one family occupied one house. But that assumption
cannot be held for later generations, and the problem arises in verse 46, where the
word is ambiguous and the halakhah for future generations is affected. Is it telling
us that the offering must be eaten by one household, or at least one ‘company’ who
get together for the purpose, and not given to an outsider? Or does it mean that it
must be eaten within the precincts of one building? Or perhaps it must be eaten
inside the building, and not out of doors? Ki Mitsion does not involve itself with
halakhah, but merely wishes to point out that here it is not obvious from the text.

Moses did not want anyone to leave their premises until morning (12:22), until
the job (of killing the Egyptian firstborns) was completed, but by midnight it was
all over, and the Egyptians immediately threw them out (12:29 and Deut. 16:1).

The mentality of the Egyptians is interesting, as an illustration of the way G-d
leads the wicked to make mistakes. They witnessed two events, connected them,
and drew the obvious but wrong conclusion. The Israelites had just offered a
sacrifice to their God, who thereupon killed lots of Egyptians. If they were not
thrown out quickly they would offer another one and the rest of the Egyptians
would be killed. We are told otherwise. The attack on the Egyptians was coming
anyway; the sacrifice was to rescue and protect the Israelites from being included
in it! The Egyptians did not realise this.

CALENDARS

AÉLÕ LJ KÉ Î IIUÈ LÌ DÑ ÒJÐ LÑ ÅXÉ ÔDIÅVÝ SÒÎ HILÈGÌ IÅÃÝ Ò JÐLÑ ÉJY KÉ I JÈÃÌ KÉ

The Egyptian New Year began in the autumn, when the agricultural year is
renewed. The harvest is over, and sowing begins for the next season. On leaving
Egypt the people of Israel were to start a new life with a new calendar which would
remind them of the Exodus.

The ancients had different ideas on when to start the year. Some started in the
autumn (for the reason given above), some in winter when the days begin to get
longer, some in summer after the sun has reached its peak (in length of day), and
some in spring when life is renewed, lambs are born, vegetation appears, and so on.
After all, a child’s age is counted from birth, not from conception. Simultaneously
with the emergence of life in nature, we, Israel, have the emergence of the life of
the people. This was to be our New Year.

The Babylonian year was like ours, but the Persian year began in the autumn.
Their New Year coincided with our Remembrance Day when we blow the shofar,
the first day of the seventh month. Even in rabbinic tradition, which calls this the
New Year for spiritual matters, it is not to be used for counting dates, these starting
in the spring ( ÒÎÐÑÓÑ ÉÕÞÉ ÞÅÝ – Mishnah R.H. 1:1).

Alas .....!
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START AGAIN

– KÌÃ] KT ÎVÝLV DÅJÕ LÎ DÎ E DÕÎ HÓ DÎ
AÆIÎDÅ Ú K×UÝ Hf BLÎ DÎ BF DÕÎ HÓ DÎ –

– LÎ DÎ BÒHÑ IÅLT ÉLÐÃÓLÐ?Î HÓ
AÅ JÑ JÙ É IKÃ× ßŴ HÉ Dß ÅLÝDÕ BIJÈÃd KT Ý LV DÅJÕ ÉLÐÃÓL] Î HÓ –

– LÎ DÎ BF D_ K× ÝÃÆF×KÎ?È K×
A LßÎHÕ LÜ XË?Ò K× ÝÃÆF×KÎ?È K× –

Rashbam points out that it is a particular poetical style in Biblical Hebrew to
start a verse, break off in the middle, and then start again with a slight difference,
this time completing the verse. We have three examples in the Song of the Red Sea.

The Song of Deborah has something vaguely similar, but not quite the same:

ÉLÝDÆUV BÎ Hf DÓ Kd KI È K×
AÑ IÅLÝ DKHÎ DT Ò IÅ Î Hf DÓ Kd KI –

É LÝDÆUV BÎVÝX× ÎVÝX×
SÝÎ HI ÎVÝ DT KV ÎVÝX× ÎVÝX× –

(Note that ¼Î Hf DÓ KÜ KI is an archaic form of Df HÓ Kd KI, ‘you arose’.)

Here are examples from the Psalms, some of which are quoted by Rashbam.

– ÒÎ HÑ IÅ ÎIÕ DT B É KÑ XÆ LÉ
AËÃ×LÊ ÈDÆL] É KÑ XÆ LÉ –+5<,

– É BFÎ JÆ DÎÃÅ ÉÌ HÉ Î H]
SXÈIÆÅÂÎ FÎ JÆ DÎÃÅ ÉÌ HÉ Î H] –+<5,

– É BßDÝ LÉ DÕ XÅ DKLÕ
SÒLÑDÜ ßDÝ LÉ DÕ XÅ DKLÕ –+<6,

– É BßDÓ LÜ DÕ IÅ
K×Î HÙDÉ ßDÓ LÜ DÕ IÅ –+<7,

– É BÒÎ H× LIUÝ Î Kß LÓ È K×
AXËWÑF×KÎ ÒÎ H× LIUÝ Î Kß LÓ È K× –+<7,

– É Î IÈ DÆ K× BXÑ DÑ KÉ
A É Ò II ß JÅ XÑ DÑ KÉ –+446,
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The important thing to note is not mere repetition – biblical poetry is full of
repetition – but that the first part is followed by a ‘vocative’ (the one(s) addressed)
and then broken off unfinished; it is then repeated without repeating the vocative,
and the sentence is completed. [Cf. ‘d.c.’ (= da capo)

–––––––––––– ––––– ––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––– d.c.––––––––––––––––

in musical language, meaning ‘Go back to the
beginning and start again’.] There may be other
examples, but these are certainly most of them. An
interesting point to note in the examples from the Psalms is the Psalm number, at
the end of the line. Of the six cases, four occur within the eleven psalms (viz.
Psalms 90-100) starting with ‘A prayer of Moses’, whose authorship is by rabbinic
tradition ascribed to Moses, in other words are very old psalms, and they
incorporate the same stylistic form of expresion used three times in the Song of
Moses at the Red Sea!

Going back to the three pieces quoted above from the Song of the Red Sea,
notice how, as most of the commentators point out, KÌÃ] KT ¼ÎVÝ LV DÅJÕ (masculine) refers
to G-d and not to his right arm (which is feminine); the first four words are not a
complete statement, there is no predicate.

What I have not found pointed out is that logically the same applies to the
second example. ¼ ¼É ¼Ò¼Î HÑ IÅ LT ¼F¼D ¼ÓLÐ ¼Î HÓ does not mean ‘Who is like you among the
powerful?’ It is not a self-contained statement paralleled by the second part of the
verse. It is incomplete, without a predicate: ‘Who, like you, among the powerful,
O G-d –– ’. It is followed by a partial repetition ‘Who, like you ..... is ¼ß¼D ¼̂ HÉ Dß ¼Å¼Ý¼D¼Õ
(however you care to translate that phrase), a performer of wonders?’ In other
words, ‘Among the powerful, who can perform wonders like you can?’

Those words whose meaning is obscure or controversial, or simply hard to render in English, have been
deliberately left untranslated. Here we are concerned not with the meaning of the individual words, but with
the syntax of the sentence, i.e. how the words are strung together, which is not the way we imagine.

We read this verse three times a day in our regular prayers, yet do not even
begin to understand it! Once we get the syntax right, we can tackle the words and
try to make sense of it.

(Sorry if the above is a bit difficult. You can’t have it easy every week!)

¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ÅUÝK[KÊ (14:30 and 14:31). Contrast the two meanings of this phrase. In the
first case it means ‘and Israel saw’; in the second it means ‘When Israel saw’ –
¼X ¼ÅUÝ¼ÎH[KÊ ‘then they feared’. (In English the word ‘then’ is usually omitted, but it is
understood.)

¼ÝÃÆF×KÎ ¼È K× (15:16). The verb ¼ÝÃÆ L× does not mean ‘to cross over’ but ‘to traverse’,
to pass through (e.g. Num. 21:22). Here it refers to traversing the desert to reach
Canaan, and certainly not to crossing the Jordan, which, before the trouble at
Kadesh Barnea, was not envisaged even by Moses, let alone the Israelites.

¼X ¼Ð DÑ LÉ ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ÎIÕ DÆX (15:19). Note once again the subject before the verb – the
Children of Israel had walked on the dry land – before the water of the Sea
returned to cover the Egyptians and drown them.
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MORAL TEACHINGS?

In Series II we dealt with the structure and technical side of the Ten
Commandments (‘The Decalogue’), but not with what they signify as a whole.

Many Christians have written about how these represent the highest moral
standards of man, the highest spiritual values which the individual should strive to
attain, and so on. Sadly there has been more than a mere tendency for English-
speaking rabbis in their sermons, books and articles, to follow the same line of
reasoning. (‘The Decalogue laid down the foundations of Religion and Morality’
– J.H. Hertz in Pentateuch & Haftorahs, Additional Notes on Exodus. Is there no
religion and no morality without it?) This is like praising Albert Einstein for his
achievements as a trapeze artist, or Margaret Thatcher as the world’s greatest
footballer.

Not only is the attitude of these Christians self-contradictory: G-d did not take
them out of Egypt, most of them do not observe the Sabbath as commanded, and
what is to them the basis of all moral values (which we do not accept) is not even
mentioned! But even for us, if you are looking for the ten highest concepts in
morality, in the Torah itself you can do much better. Discarding any suggestion that
someone has got muddled and picked the wrong ten, we are forced to conclude that
the Ten are not intended to represent the basis of a ‘Moral Code’, but something
quite different. What?

The Morning Service at one time consisted of reciting the Shema, the Amidah
and the Ten Commandments. The rabbis removed the third, as part of their
deliberate policy to ‘play down their importance’ in reaction to the claims of certain
sects (followers of Paul?) who declared them to be the be-all and end-all of
Judaism – ‘keep them and the rest does not matter’. ‘This is Torah and that is
Torah’ said the rabbis: ‘When it comes to observing, no mitsvah is more important
than any other, and the Ten are no different.’ This ‘falling over backwards’,
necessitated by religio-political circumstances, cannot alter the fact that the Ten do
have a special importance of their own, which is clear from the Torah itself. Do not
forget that the rabbis themselves originally instituted their daily recital!

We must first ask ourselves what the Torah itself is all about. The midrash
claims that Abraham, Isaac and Jacob all kept the Torah. Bearing in mind Gen.
18:19, we then ask why they did not teach it to their children and why it had to be
given all over again to Moses!

A midrash is not meant to be taken literally, but to teach us something by
conveying an idea. The idea here is that the Patriarchs observed the underlying
behaviour concepts on which the Torah is based, but they observed them merely as
individuals. An individual can easily set an example for which he is highly
respected and esteemed, but that example is rarely followed because those who
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witness it say ‘it’s alright for him, he is a saint, but it is asking too much of the
ordinary person.’

To set a useful practical example to the rest of the world, one which can be
followed, G-d deemed it necessary to have a complete nation of ordinary people
who would set a pattern of behaviour. When an entire nation works six days a week
and rests on the seventh (a novel idea that the Romans could never grasp) this
shows that it can be done, not merely by odd individuals, and that a society which
maintains the principles of the Sabbath can still survive. This society was to be
found among the descendants of Abraham, in the section headed by Isaac, the sub-
section headed by Israel, alias Jacob.

This society, once it came into being – which was only later in the time of
Moses – needed a constitution, a book of rules and guidance which included also
a historical background (sic – ‘a’ not ‘an’), and that is the Torah. This was to give
an idea of the behavioural relationship demanded between the society and G-d,
between each individual and that society, and between the individual and G-d in the
individual’s capacity as a member of that society. If a man steals we do not need
the Torah to tell us that he sins against G-d, still less that he sins against his fellow
man. The transgression against the law of the Torah that his stealing involves is
that he sins against the Israelite society, by weakening the maintaining by that
society of the principles which it has contracted with G-d to observe as an example
to the rest of the world.

So we return to the Ten Commandments, which are the core of the contract
(berit) with G-d to observe the constitution; these are the main pillars on which the
constitution is built, the pillars of survival of that society. The Sabbath, as the
rabbis insist, was given to Israel and not to the other nations; so the Ten, which
incorporate the Sabbath, were given to Israel and not to the nations. (This does not
mean that they cannot learn from them.) And the basic laws for maintaining the
structure of society are not the basis of a moral code, which concerns primarily the
individual, but the basis of the criminal code, which is there to protect society
against destructive influences from within. An individual’s relationship with G-d
should be influenced by the Torah and should interact with it, but his purely
personal direct relationship with G-d in which he by-passes society (mussar),
though important, is not Torah. Torah is his relationship with the society of Israel,
and through that his relationship with G-d who is directly involved in the structure
of that society.

Food for thought. This can be developed at length.
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THE CONTRACT DOCUMENT

Following the giving of the Ten Commandments, which not only constitute the
core of the Contract ( ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT) but also the symbol that represents it ( ¼ß¼X ¼È I×), Moses
entered the cloud (Ex. 20:17) and was given a very large number of instructions,
which he conveyed to the people and then (24:4,7) wrote down in a three-part
document ( ¼Ý JÙ IÖ) that he called ( ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT KÉ ¼Ý JÙ IÖ), the Contract Document:

Part 1. A preface, 20:18-22.

Part 2. The main part of the Contract, 21:1 - 23:19.

Part 3. An epilogue, 23:20-33.

The main part is itself divided into two parts:

A. 21:1 - 22:16 2 constitutes the original parashah of Hammishpatim (for short
Mishpatim).

B. 22:17 2 - 23:19 constitutes the original parashah of Im Kesef 2, (which
continues to the end of Chapter 24).

1-,8=2(

The theme of this part of the Contract is a set of laws dealing with the
responsibilities and liabilities of an individual vis à vis another individual. There
are three main sections (with numerous sub-sections).

The first section (21:1-11) is an introductory paragraph. Justice begins with
freedom from slavery, as the people just released from Egypt should be well aware.
An Israelite should remain free, but if for any reason he becomes a slave, his
slavery is limited. Note that ‘Hebrew’, the name by which they were known in
Egypt, is used instead of ‘Israelite’.

The remainder (second and third) deals with claims by one person against
another (assuming that when someone is murdered, another claims on his behalf)
where there is responsibility and liability, without the clear modern distinction
between ‘civil’ and ‘criminal’. The laws are grouped sensibly in roughly descending
order of seriousness, starting with murder and finishing with a case of loss of
potential financial gain; but there is no obsession with strict logic.

2. The traditional parashah division, as well as the sidrah division and the major paragraph
break (parashah in the other sense) is seven verses later, between 22:23 and 22:24, hence
the name Im Kesef; this is probably to avoid starting with something unpleasant, even
though it means finishing the first part with something unpleasant. But verses 17-23 clearly
belong to what follows, not to what precedes.
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The second section, (21:12-27 i.e. following the introduction on slavery), deals
with cases where one person directly injures another physically, whether fatally or
not. Cursing a parent and kidnapping are included, as they are considered to be
equivalent.3

The third section (21:28-22:16) deals with lesser issues: indirect injury to a
person (e.g. by someone’s animal) for which there is responsibility, and loss or
damage to property – direct or indirect – for which there is responsibility. The final
instance is the loss caused to her father by seducing a young virgin (explained in
KM II, 49 ÅÛß).

75/ 1$

When we start reading this (strictly at 22:17 as explained above) a direct contrast
with what precedes immediately hits us. Instead of a set of laws with a common
theme logically grouped, we have a complete hotch-potch, jumping form one thing
to another with no apparent connection: witches and bestiality; taking care of the
resident and the unfortunate; loans; curses; presents to G-d; forbidden food;
administration of justice; agriculture; festivals; and so on. Nothing is dealt with in
detail – it ‘mentions’ things, and jumps!

This haphazardness, in direct contrast to what we find elsewhere and in
particular in the preceding part of the document, cannot be ‘just one of those
things’. It has a definite purpose which is not at first obvious.

The Contract being offered to the people (and not yet accepted) involves
agreeing to obey G-d’s instructions. Before they commit themselves, the people are
entitled to have some idea of what they are committing themselves to, what these
instructions are, as they are being offered a package deal, all or nothing, with no
option to pick and choose what they want and what they do not want.

The laws of justice are first given in full, for the people to see and study, so that
they should know that injustice is not being imposed on them. As for the rest, they
are shown samples (just as a commercial traveller shows samples to a buyer) to
indicate the sort of thing that will be required of them. These are deliberately
selected in random order, and details are given later in the package itself if they
accept it, which they have to take largely on trust. In accepting the contract, the
people have ‘placed the order’ and committed themselves.4 Forty years later (Deut.
28:69) the people signed another contract, confirming that the package had been
received, examined, tested and found without fault.

If we read Im Kesef bearing all this in mind we make sense of it, we see it in
context and can understand what is happening, what is expected of us, and why!

3. Note the major paragraph division after verse 27, and not after verse 37 which is in the
middle of something.

4. The revised contract (34:10-27), offered after the contract was broken with the Golden
Calf, is another story.
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CHERUBIM
The popular image of cherubim is based largely on fanciful ideas. We have no

idea of what they were or what they were like. (Gen. 3:24 could mean almost
anything.) They appear in some Psalms and figure largely in Ezekiel’s vision (Ezek.
10), but if the latter have a certain form it does not follow that the form is inherent
in the idea of ¼Æ¼X¼Ý D]. (If a man has a vision of a lamp-post with arms and legs, it
does not mean that a lamp-post normally has arms and legs.)

We find two distinct references in the specification of the Tabernacle. One is the
cherubim on the Ark, the other those in the drapes – let us deal with the latter first.

In 26:1 the verse states quite clearly that the cloth was to be woven into
cherubim, and the punctuation (tevir on ¼Ò¼Î HÆ¼X ¼Ý D], not zakef) supports this. Despite its
masculine form, the last word in the verse, ¼Ò LßÃÅ, refers not to the cherubim but to
the ¼ßÃ×¼ÎVÝ DÎ – compare verse 7. The reverse idea, that designs of cherubim were to
be woven into the cloth, is based on wishful thinking, with no basis in the text.
Possibly cherubim here means simply embossed materials, i.e. they are to have
unspecified embossed designs.

Back to the Ark, which had a gold lid ( ¼ßJÝÃb K] – the word means simply a lid,
from the verb ‘to cover’, see Gen. 6:14, but since it is only used in connection with
the Ark it is not certain whether it means any sort of lid or a special type of lid of
which this is an example; it is certainly not a ‘mercy-seat’). From this lid two
cherubim emerged as some form of embossing. The word may just imply
embossing, or may mean something more specific. But the idea of some sort of
statue representing a combination of man, animal and bird, as popularly supposed,
would directly contravene 20:4 and the whole spirit of the Torah!

Two things have misled us in forming our ideas. One is misinterpreting the
visions of Ezekiel, as explained above. The second is taking too literal a translation
of certain words in 25:20, as follows.

¼ÒHÎ KÙLÕ DÐ ‘Wings’ suggests birds and the popular concept of angels. In fact the word
means flaps – such as the wings (flaps) of a bird, or even the flaps of a garment
(Num. 15:38, Deut. 22:12, 1 Sam. 15:27 &c.). The flaps covering the lid of the Ark
need not bear any resemblance whatever to the wings of a bird.

¼Ò JÉ¼ÎIÕ DÙ¼X The normal meaning is ‘faces’, but it can mean the surface (Gen. 1:2)
or the ‘face’ in the wider sense used in English (such as a rock face, which is in
no way like that of a child, animal or bird). Whatever the cherub was, it had a
recognised face or front, which here had to be placed against that of its fellow,
facing downwards.

¼Ê¼Î HÌ LÅ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼I¼Î HÅ Literally ‘a man to his brother’, but ¼I¼Î HÅ means ‘each’ and can
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refer to any item whatever, ¼Ê¼Î HÌ LÅ being used figuratively to mean its companion,
just as you might refer to either of a pair of ornaments as being the companion of
the other. In 26:5 we find the feminine form ¼W LßÃÌFÅ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼É LJ HÅ/ lit. ‘a woman to her
sister’ referring to hooks or loops made of wool; the feminine is used because the
word for hook or loop happens to be feminine. The phrase here does not imply that
the cherub in any way resembled a living creature.

We have not attempted to explain what a cherub is, merely what it need not
necessarily be. ‘Embossing’ would explain this chapter, but not Genesis, Psalms
and Ezekiel. It is of course quite possible – there is no evidence for or against –
that the word has one meaning here (such as the one suggested) and quite a
different unconnected meaning in the other places. Cf. ¼ØLÝ LK which means a snake
(serpent) in the Torah, but that makes no sense in Isaiah (6:2, 14:29; 30:6).

The idea of a solid image of two pseudo-living-creatures placed over the Ark is
much harder to accept than a word having two different meanings in different
places. Ezekiel’s vision is no problem – he alone had the vision, it is symbolic and
he attempts to describe it, but nobody could go and visit Ezekiel’s creatures to
worship them, or imagine anyone else doing so.

The difficulty in making sense out of something does not justify distorting the
text to squeeze out an unacceptable explanation based on preconceived unsupported
imaginative ideas. Leave it alone.

THE LAMPSTAND

We are not given sufficient details to enable us to picture it. Various people have
drawn pictures based on their own concept, but others are equally possible. In one
respect though, most of them appear to be in error. When described briefly in Num.
8:4 as consisting of ‘base and branches’, the word used for base is ¼E IÝLÎ, which
means a thigh. It seems that the base was like a tree trunk, vertical and thick rather
than horizontal, though of course it may well have been conical, the bottom being
wider than higher up. (Cf. ¼E IÝLÎ of the altar.) Alternatively, if there indeed was a
horizontal base supporting a vertical stem, then ¼W LÐIÝ DÎ refers to the stem, not the
base.

¼ÌKÝ Jb of course does not mean a flower – see KM I, 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ. Nor is K×¼Î HÆLU a cup,
but probably some sort of decanter – see Jer. 35:5 where ¼ß¼D ¼ÖÃÐ are cups. Likewise
Ò LßÂÕ DÜ (25:36) is not the plural of ¼ÉJÕ LÜ (which, as has been pointed out, is ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÜ) but
of ¼ÉLÕ LÜ (as in Job 31:22).
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HOSHEN AND EPHOD

Whoever was the culprit who first translated ¼Ô JIÃÌ as ‘breastplate’? A garment
made of a specially woven cloth material can in no possible way be described as
‘plate’! Ever since childhood I have visualised it as something vaguely resembling
the silver ‘shield’ hung on the front of a sefer torah; this is completely and utterly
wrong, but it is very hard to remove such a deeply rooted image from the mind.

If ¼ÈÃÙ IÅ is simply translated as ephod, then ¼Ô JIÃÌ should be translated as hoshen.
Neither word has an equivalent in English. Both represent items that are not at all
familiar to us, even hard to visualise, but they almost certainly were familiar to the
ancient Israelites. The Torah merely needed to specify the details of how these
particular ones were to be made. In particular, the hoshen was to be made the way
an ephod (not ‘the’ ephod) was generally made (Ex. 28:15). (Note ¼ÈÃÙ IÅ ¼É IKF× KÓ D] and
not ¼ÈÃÙ IÅ LÉ ¼É IKF× KÓ D].)

The use of an ephod crops up a number of times in the Tanakh, especially in the
books of Judges and Samuel. Usually it is made of linen, ¼È KT, unlike the one here.
In 1 Sam. 22:18 we read of the murder of 85 priests, each of whom wore an ephod;
Samuel, who was certainly not a priest, wore one (1 Sam. 2:18), and on one
occasion so too did David (1 Chron. 15:27). Yet the ephod described here was
exclusive to the High Priest. In Judges 17:5 we read that Micah made one for his
idol, while Gideon made one not of linen but of gold (Jud. 8:27) and set it up in
Ophrah, where to his discredit people came to worship it. David expected Abiathar
to use his as an oracle – 1 Sam. 23:9 – a function that was normally performed by
the hoshen. Surprisingly, the word hoshen is found outside the book of Exodus only
in Lev. 8:8.

Connected with the hoshen we find the word ¼ÍLb DI HÓ in its original meaning of
‘decision’, from which the more common meanings (‘judgement’ or ‘justice’,
neither of which makes sense here) is derived. At times of crisis, the hoshen would
give a decision (via the urim – see below). This use is implied, though not stated
explicitly, in Judges 20:27-28 (see also verses 18 and 23 there).

An example of the use of the word ¼ÍLb DI HÓ in this sense (though not with the
hoshen) is in Judges 4:5, where the Israelites, suffering under Canaanite oppression,
went to Deborah ¼ÍLb DI H_KÑ – not for justice, but for a decision. She was judging Israel
(a continuous tense) at the time, and they went up to see her (a single time) to ask
what to do about the situation. (If it meant that they used to go to her for justice,
that would be ¼X ¼Ñ L× DÊ and not ¼X ¼ÑF×K[KÊ. The misunderstanding occurs because the
haftarah omits the background, starting at verse 4 instead of verse 1.)
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PRECIOUS STONES

Certain things should not be confused.

Two stones, known as ¼Ò KÉWI ¼ÎIÕ DÆ KÅ, were placed one on each shoulder of the
Ephod. They are traditionally assumed to be onyx stones, some suggest carnelian
or lapis lazuli, but the correct type of stone is not relevant for our purpose here. On
these were inscribed the names of the twelve tribes, six on each stone, and the High
Priest would wear them ‘as a reminder’ (28:12). (We are not told what they are to
remind him of, and there is ample scope for interpretations.)

The hoshen, which as explained was a garment in some ways similar, was linked
to the ephod by gold chains such that it did not come away from it. Twelve
different precious stones were insetted in the hoshen, presumably on the front, in
four rows of three; only the middle one on the fourth row was a shoham, the type
used on the ephod (but probably smaller). On each of these twelve was inscribed
– once again by engraving – the name of one of the tribes, so that all twelve
appeared, not on two stones (as on the ephod) but on twelve. Once again Aaron
would wear the names – this time over his heart – ‘as a reminder’ regularly (28:29).
(Remember that ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf means ‘regularly’, not continuously – see KM I, 8(31) ÝÓÅ.

Finally we are told that the urim and thummim were to be put (inserted, not
insetted) into the hoshen, so that they would be over Aaron’s heart, where he would
carry the mishpat of Israel regularly. Here to make sense of the word mishpat we
must understand ‘the means of obtaining mishpat’ (i.e. a decision) – see Rashi –
supported by Num. 27:21. For all that, we are not told what the urim and thummim
were, and as Nachmanides (Ramban) points out, there is no mention of making
them. The really odd thing is that there are two words, implying two different
things, each of which is in the plural, so that there were more than one of each!
The use of urim alone where their practical use is referred to (Num. 27:21 and 1
Sam. 28:6), but in all other cases only with thummim (which never occurs alone),
suggests that the former were the direct items – perhaps some sort of light – and
the latter were something that was needed to back them up (just as a stone needs
a socket, or a hook needs an ‘eye’ or loop to fit into, or a bolt needs a nut) but all
is to some extent guesswork and we have a mystery. If we knew what they were,
we could perhaps understand what Moses was talking about when he blessed Levi
(Deut. 33:8). Conversely, if we understood the latter we might know what these
mysterious things were! When the exiles returned with Zerubbabel there was as yet
no High Priest wearing them (Ezr. 2:63, Neh. 7:65) – tradition maintains that they
never reappeared. Some suggest that they were in fact the twelve stones insetted
into the hoshen, and that ‘inserted’ means in fact insetted. Possible.
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AARON’S IDOL?

Various excuses have been offered for Aaron’s making the Golden Calf, but all
leave vital questions unanswered. That he did wrong is without doubt, as Moses
mentioned when recalling the affair forty years later (Deut. 9:20) –

SSSSS ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ È K× DT ÒKU Ñ Î Kb Dß JÅLÊ BDÈÎ HÓ DI KÉ DÑ ÈÃÅ DÓ É ØK̀ KÅ Dß HÉ ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÆX
Aaron had sinned, seriously, such that G-d had wanted to destroy him, yet not

so seriously that Moses’s prayer could not save him.

Here are a few of the problems connected with the story of the Golden Calf.

1. What happened to Hur, who was left jointly in charge with Aaron (Ex. 24:14)?
(The wider question, ‘Who was Hur?’ does not affect this story except that he acted
jointly with Aaron as Moses’s deputy.) When a crisis arose, why was Aaron left to
deal with it on his own?

2. Why did the people all assemble on Aaron? Why did they need his approval –
more, his participation?

3. Why did Aaron make the idol and apparently condone idolatry?

4. What as an alternative should or could he have done?

According to tradition, one is expected to sacrifice one’s life if necessary to
avoid committing idolatry. The excuses offered for Aaron are

(a) that he was playing for time, till Moses returned;

(b) that he was under extreme pressure, his life was in danger, and he felt that
if he were killed there would be nobody to at least limit the excesses.

While these offer answers to question 3 above, these answers are not satisfactory
because they lead to question

5. If Aaron weakened and was not ready to sacrifice his life (and who are we to
judge him in such circumstances?), as a result of which he was tainted with
condoning idolatry – even slightly, so that he could be (at least partly) forgiven,
how could he then be fit to be appointed as High Priest? It is as if G-d were to
approve of a Nobel Peace Prize for a mass murderer5 who claimed to have
reformed (or even if he had indeed reformed).

The midrash offers an interesting explanation: Hur tried to stop the attempt at idolatry and the people
lynched him – so Aaron did not want to follow him. The consequence of this theory is that Hur, who gave
his life to prevent others worshipping idols, was rewarded with passing into obscurity, the people were not
punished or even rebuked for their action, and his self-sacrifice is not even recorded; Aaron’s reward for
condoning idolatry to save his own life was to be appointed High Priest and to go down in history as a great

5. Yasir Arafat, friend of Shimon Peres, both of whom shared in a Nobel Peace Prize.
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man! Far from solving the problem, this theory actually makes it worse.

To find a better answer to question 3 we must re-read the story (Ex. 32:1-6).

There were four stages in which Aaron acted.

(1) The people demand that Aaron make them an idol.

Aaron tells them to bring gold from their wives’ and childrens’ ear-rings.

They break off and bring their own ear-rings.

(2) Aaron fashions it (with chisel or mould – the dispute about the meaning of
¼Í JÝ JÌ does not affect the issue). This is stated as fact. Aaron told Moses, when he
was afraid, that he simply threw the gold into the fire and it came out as a calf; but
the fact is, clearly stated, that he fashioned it.

The people shout ‘These are your gods!’

(3) Aaron builds an altar in front of it.

(4) Aaron proclaims ‘A festival to G-d tomorrow!’

The people get up early, offer sacrifices to the idol, sit down to eat and drink,
then get up to start an orgy.

Rashi quotes Midrash Tanhuma’s suggestion that Aaron asked them to bring the
ear-rings of their wives and children, expecting the two latter to refuse. So Aaron’s
fault (not yet a sin) was in underestimating the people’s mentality. This is very
reasonable, so why not carry on in the same way? He made a golden calf, like the
ones they were familiar with seeing in Egyptian temples, but out of their own gold
and in front of their own eyes, with the implied statement ‘Is this what you call a
god?’ He was convinced that they would immediately see how ridiculous it was!
And the reaction – they took the thing seriously and said ‘Yes!’ Aaron had
underestimated them again.

He built an altar to ridicule it, like a child’s toy, and again he failed.

Finally he felt that they were a little ‘drunk’ with their ideas. A good night’s
sleep would make them feel better, they would wake up and realise how stupid they
had been acting the previous day. He proclaimed a festival to G-d the next day,
knowing that they would assume he meant the idol, but that did not matter: they
would keep quiet for the rest of the day and wake up feeling more sensible.

What happened? They got up extra early next morning to start festivities – with
the idol! He could do no more!

Aaron admittedly made an idol, but in order to ridicule it, to prevent idolatry and
not to condone it in any way; neither under pressure, nor to play for time. He was
in no way tainted with condoning idolatry, his intention was the precise opposite,
and he was not unfit to become High Priest! So what was his sin?

His sin was that he had made the idol, disobeying the Second Commandment
which does not discuss reasons. He had ‘meant well’ and with good intentions
paved the road to Hell. Only Moses’s prayer saved him, but his punishment (later)
was not unconnected. Sorry, there’s a lot more, but no more room here.
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‘WORK’ DOES NOT WORK

In KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ (see also II, 22 ÑÉÜÎÊ, 29 ÎÝÌÅ, 53 ÊÕÎËÅÉ) we explained the
meaning of ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ. Since this involves a whole new concept, and contradicts what
we have always been taught (but it works – pardon the pun – which the traditional
translation does not), it is worth taking a look at some of the cases where it occurs.
In our two parashot it refers to articles, and in this context means, in most but not
all cases, products. The verb ¼ß¼D ¼KF× when associated with it normally means ‘to
make’ (sometimes ‘to prepare’, but NOT to ‘do’).

At the same time note also that the word ¼É LÈ¼D ¼ÆF× in the Torah has at least two
distinct meanings, and this is recognised by the Torah itself. The words (Num.
4:47) ¼Å LL KÓ ¼ßKÈÃÆF×KÊ ¼É LÈÃÆF× ¼ßKÈÃÆF× ¼ÈÃÆF×KÑ. make sense only if ¼É LÈÃÆF× is used in two different
senses; otherwise it is meaningless gibberish. It can mean work, and it can mean
service, in particular the Service of the Sanctuary. (It can also mean service of G-d
in the wider sense, and has a slightly different meaning in the phrase ¼É LÈÃÆF× ¼ß JÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ
used in connection with the Festivals, see KM II, 41 ÖÌÕÎÙ.)

Again ¼ÒLÐ LÌ in our context means a skilled [worker or craftsman], a person with
special talent – see KM II, 20 ÉÊÛß.

Back to our portion. Ex. 35:2 refers (as explained) to making (or sometimes
acquiring) products. (Note again that it is production that is forbidden on the
Sabbath, not merely creation. The latter suggests making something completely
new, whereas the former includes copying something already made.)

35:21 refers to the articles to be made for the Tabernacle, its service, and the
uniforms. Likewise verses 24 and 49. Verse 31 tells us that Bezalel was gifted with
skill, intelligence and knowledge and with (familiarity with) all materials, but in
verse 32, to make articles that need to be designed. Verse 35 talks about products
of metal- (or stone-) workers, designers etc. and then again craftsmen and
designers.

Now comes the confusing bit: 36:5 mentions the products they were told to
make; 36:6 talks about preparing raw materials, and 36:7 tells us that there were
sufficient raw materials to make all the products, and more (i.e. a surplus).

So it carries on for the rest of the book – nowhere does it mean ‘work’ or any
form of ‘activity’. There is no need to explain every occurrence, but two in
particular are worth pointing out. In 36:8 the expression ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ× means simply
‘those who made the products’ – we will see in a moment that elsewhere it can
mean something completely different. And 29:23 tells us that Moses saw all the
finished products, and that all had been made as G-d had instructed.
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A DIFFERENT TYPE OF TALENT

Now let us look at the phrase ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ× in the Book of Esther. It occurs twice
– in 3:9 and 9:3. In the former case Haman offers to pay these people ten thousand
talents (thirty million shekels) in return for the king’s signature to destroy the Jews.
King James calls them ‘those in charge of the business’ – but Haman was paying
the money to the royal treasury, not to the assassins (or even their employers)!
JPS2 translates the phrase in both cases as ‘the king’s stewards’, but it seems
almost certain that they were in fact the treasurers. The second reference is non-
conclusive, but the first says explicitly that they would put the money into the
king’s treasury.

(Only in modern English do we find the two concepts combined, when the
modern equivalent of the Royal Treasurers, called Income Tax Assessors, are
referred to by their victims as the ‘Income Tax Assassins’.)

TEMPLE FUNDS

Now compare 2 Kings 12:12 (the haftarah of parashat shekalim) where the
Temple treasurers are referred to as ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ×. They would receive the money
collected – at the instigation of King Joash – for repairing the Temple, they were
the men appointed in charge, and they paid the workmen. In verse 15 they appear
again. But in verse 16 the phrase appears to refer to the workmen themselves that
the treasurers employed, in keeping with the use in the Torah in Exodus! (Both
Rashi and Rabbi Joseph Kara seem to be of the opinion that the money was given
– verse 12 – to the treasurers who were in charge of – ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ DÙ O_ KÉ who were
appointed over – ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ× the workmen. But it does not say that, and they
distort the text to get that explanation. The money was given to the ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ×
who in turn employed the workmen. They were the treasurers, as in Esther. Both
the context of the reference in Esther 9:3 and the statement in 2 Kings 12:12 that
they were ‘in charge’ imply that they were considered to be very important people.)

The same story is told from a slightly different aspect in 2 Chronicles 24 (where
there is no criticism of the Priests), and there in verse 12 we find the expression
referring to those in charge, who hired the workmen.

To summarise, the phrase ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼Î IKÃ× in the Torah means those who make (viz.
the artisans and craftsmen); in Esther (and Chronicles) it means the treasurers; and
in Kings it means first the latter, then the former.
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MORE ABOUT OFFERINGS

By now, following what we have explained in the last two years’ issues, the
basics of types and procedure of animal offerings should be fairly clear. To
summarise, the animal is first slaughtered merely as a preliminary. The procedure
then consists of three parts:

= there is a ceremony with the blood, the same in all cases (except the hatat);

= ‘the Fats’ are removed (exception see below) and smoked (not burnt, Hebrew
¼Ý IÍ DÜ KÉ to smoke, lit. to cause to smoke) on the altar;

‘The Fats’ ( ¼Ò¼Î HÆ LÑFÌ KÉ) is a term used by the Torah to refer to a specified list of certain fats and organs,
always the same except that with sheep it includes the fat tail.

= something happens to the rest of the animal, the food.

Now how this fits in with the three main types:

the zevach is called ‘holy’, the food is eaten normally by the person who brings
the offering or his friends;

the asham is called ‘extra-holy’ ( ¼Ò¼Î HI LÈ LÜ Î IIUÈ LÜ) which means that it all belongs
to G-d, who gives it to the priests to eat (as explained below);

the olah is also ‘extra-holy’, but is not eaten. Instead the second and third stages
above are combined, the animal is flayed (i.e. its hide is removed), dismembered,
washed, and smoked on the altar in its entirety (without removing the ‘fats’). There
is only one type of olah, but various types of zevach.

There are two different types of hatat: the ‘outside’ or regular one has a
different blood ceremony, but is otherwise the same as the asham. The ‘inside’ or
special one (brought only in special cases and dealt with only by the High Priest)
has a very complicated blood ceremony, part of which takes place inside the
Sanctuary (hence its name the ‘inside’ hatat), the ‘fats’ are dealt with as usual, and
everything else (including the hide) is taken away and burnt to destruction ( ¼Ø LÝ DKHÕ
– not smoked) in a suitable place away from the Sanctuary (not in the courtyard).

The above gives the basics, the first stage of learning. In the second stage we
learn details stated in the Torah. In the third stage we begin to consider further
details, plus details of details, known by tradition or derived by interpretation from
the wording of the Torah. By the time you reach the fifth stage, you will find Rashi
of great assistance, but will need to know some Talmud. However, it is possible to
understand enough Torah to get the general idea without all that.

Let us now consider the different types of ‘holiness’, which affect eating the
food of both animal and other offerings and certain compulsory gifts to priests.
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‘Extra-holy’ food (e.g. the meat of the hatat and asham as explained above) may
be eaten only by priests, in the Sanctuary precincts (the courtyard). Priests
disqualified from serving because they have a physical deformity may also eat this
(Lev. 21:22).

‘Holy for priests’ (e.g. certain parts of the meat of the zevach, and in one case
the entire animal) that have to be given to the priests as a ‘fee’, may be eaten
anywhere by priests and their ‘households’ (the latter being clearly defined
elsewhere).

‘Holy’ otherwise (the rest of the meat of the zevach) may be eaten by the one
who brings the offering, or his family or friends, within the locality (the town, not
just the precincts) of the Sanctuary.

In all cases there may be a time-limit for eating; the food must not become
contaminated ( ¼Å IÓ LÍ), nor may the person who eats it be contaminated at the time.
Any holy food (except oil) that becomes contaminated or exceeds the time limit
must be burned to destruction.

Before considering any further details about animal offerings, or when they are
brought, or which animals are suitable for which type of offering, let us give the
above a chance to sink in properly, so that we have got the main ideas perfectly
clear, and take a look at what other types of offering there are.

First there are birds. These may be offered as an olah, or in specified cases only
as a hatat. There is a special procedure in each case, with which we will not
confuse ourselves at this stage.

Next, so as to get them out of the way, are two types not mentioned in the Torah
as independent offerings (though by tradition they may be brought as such), but
only in conjunction with other offerings: libation (of wine), and offerings of
frankincense (see below). We will leave them for the while.

Finally (and there are no others) there is the minhah or meal-offering, of which
there are various types. The only ingredients allowed (and not always all of them)
are flour cooked or uncooked (or in one case toasted barleycorn), olive oil, and
frankincense. The oil is sometimes mixed in, possibly cooked in, and sometimes
added afterwards; the frankincense is added afterwards. Anything cooked must be
in the form of unleavened bread (matsah), leavened bread is strictly forbidden.

Along with the minhah are two other meal-offerings not called minhah in the
Torah. One is a meal-offering sometimes offered as a type of hatat, the other is the
weekly showbread when it is removed from the Table inside the Sanctuary.

Part of the minhah (sometimes all of it) is removed by the priest and smoked on
the altar. Anything that remains is eaten as ‘extra-holy’ food (as above).

Frankincense, a gum resin from the bark of a certain tree, is used as an
ingredient of, but is not itself, incense.

[Continued in the next issue.]
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(continued)

WHO BRINGS WHAT

Enough for the while of technical details of the ceremony and what happens
afterwards. Let us take a look at who brings what, and when.

The olah is first introduced as a voluntary offering, brought by an individual. It
may be a bull, sheep or goat (but only male) or a certain type of bird. (We have not
dealt with bird offerings in these articles.) However, in certain circumstances or on
certain occasions the olah is compulsory, and specified – either for an individual,
or for the community; the procedure is the same.

The zevach is always brought by an individual, and the shelamim is (except for
that of the nazirite) always voluntary. It may be a bull, sheep or goat, male or
female, and normally the one who brings it can choose. Other types of zevach are
compulsory, but we will leave them for the while.

When we come to the hatat and asham, however, these are never voluntary, but
are only to be brought – whether by an individual or for the community – in
specified circumstances. What is more, there is (with one exception) no choice in
which type of animal is to be brought. The Torah however does maintain one rule
to avoid confusion: the asham is always a male sheep, either a ram or a male lamb
(and which of these two is always specified), while the hatat is NEVER a male
sheep. It can be a bull or calf, or a goat (male or female), or a female sheep – as
specified in each case – but never a male sheep. A male sheep is an asham and
vice-versa.

The common case for bringing a hatat is as a sin-offering, for negligence in the
form of forgetfulness which has led to serious consequences. A person commits a
sin – a sin of commission, not of omission, that is to say he does something he
should not do (and not where he fails to do something he should do). Tradition
limits this still further to a serious sin, one for which a deliberate offender invokes
the penalty of karet (which we will not discuss here) or something more serious
(e.g. death). The hatat applies only where someone does it unintentionally through
forgetfulness. It can be for forgetting a matter of law (one type) or fact (two types);
this is best illustrated with an example.

Eating hamets on Pesach (unlike eating pork) is a serious sin to which the
penalty of karet applies. The three types of forgetting are as follows:

(a) (law) Knowing that it is Pesach, the person forgets that eating hamets is
forbidden, and eats some.

(b) (fact) Remembering the law, the person knowingly eats hamets because he
forgets that it is Pesach.
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(c) (fact) Remembering the law and that it is Pesach, the person forgets that what
he is eating is hamets – perhaps because there was a piece of matsah cake in front
of him, somebody changed it for hamets cake with his knowledge, and then he
forgot that it had been changed.

In all cases, he at first knows and then forgets. When it is too late he remembers
or is reminded. Where a serious matter is concerned, he should have paid more
attention, and his forgetfulness is negligence which constitutes a sin, even though
the act which he did as a result was not a deliberate sin. For this sin of negligence
a sacrifice can atone, it cannot atone for a deliberate sin.

(The same applies to the exile to a Refuge City in the case of unintentional murder – there it was not
forgetfulness, but none the less negligence for which he is punished, and the exile atones. As with the hatat,
the exile atones for negligence, and the consequence is then treated as accidental. Exile applies for example
to where a person fails to check the safety of his tool, which hits someone accidentally (Deut. 19:5); it does
not apply to where two people are fighting and unintentionally hit a third party who dies (Ex. 21:22-23),
since that is beyond negligence and exile is not sufficient to atone. = I am indebted to Rabbi Raphael
Shmuelevitz, head of Mir Yeshivah, who explained this to me as well as the parallel with the hatat.)

If the High Priest sins through forgetfulness, or the whole community (taken by
the Talmud to mean that the Supreme Court gives an erroneous ruling), a bull is
brought and offered as a ‘special’ (or ‘inside’) hatat, the cermeony being performed
by the High Priest himself.

If the culprit is a ‘chief’ (taken by the Talmud to mean the king) he brings a
male kid for an ordinary (‘outside’) hatat; an ordinary individual brings a female
kid or a female lamb. (Note that ¼Ý¼Î H× LK is a kid, ¼K JÆ J] is a lamb, not to be confused
with ¼Æ JKJ] a sheep of unspecified age.)

The same applies to certain ‘combination sins’ such as where a person becomes
tamé, forgets, and then eats holy food (and then remembers), or takes an oath to do
(or not do) something, forgets his oath and breaks it, then remembers – with one
major difference. Here a means test applies, and if he cannot afford the kid or
lamb, he may bring birds, or if he cannot afford them, a meal-offering similar to
(but not quite the same as) a minhah. Note – in 5:6 and 5:7 the word ¼D ¼Ó LIFÅ
confusingly does NOT mean ‘his asham’ but ‘his guilt-offering’, ¼D ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ means ‘his
sin’, ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ DÑ means ‘for a hatat’. In verses 15 and 25 the ‘guilt-offering’ is indeed
an asham, but in verses 6 & 7 it is a hatat.

Thirdly, there are cases (later) where the bringing of a hatat, either by an
individual or for the community, is specified, even when there is no sin (e.g. a
woman after childbirth). There too there may be a means test. Remember the word
hatat which originally meant a sin-offering became a technical term for a type of
offering with a certain procedure, with or without a sin.

Please remember that the above is intended to give background and summary so that whoever reads the
text can understand what is happening. The halakhah in the Talmud, especially on matters of offerings, may
contradict the text.
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CAUSE AND EFFECT?

Let us refer back to earlier issues discussing two apparently unrelated topics and
combine them.

In KM III, 21 ÅÞß, we surmised that Aaron’s sin in respect of the Golden Calf
was in making the idol, even with good intentions (for the purpose of mocking and
ridiculing it) ‘disobeying the Second Commandment which does not discuss
reasons’. He wrongly used his initiative where unquestioned discipline was
required.

In KM II, 26 ÎÕÎÓÞÉ (last year) we explained the sin of Nadab and Abihu, and
why they were punished. ‘In the Sanctuary Service, every rule is rigid and must be
obeyed precisely, with no additions, no omissions and no deviations; there is
absolutely no room for discretion.’

Combining the two, we see how Aaron’s two elder sons adopted an attitude
similar to that of their father. Aaron had not obeyed strictly, nor trained his sons
in strict obedience. If the loss of his sons was Aaron’s punishment for his part in
the episode of the Calf, we see a connection. While we do not have cause and
effect (as in the case of Lot’s wife), we do see a common cause. G-d did not
‘punish’ arbitrarily.

YET AGAIN?

There were three incidents recorded as happening on the Eighth Day. The first,
the appearance of fire of Divine origin, we considered in Series I, and the second,
the sin of Nadab and Abihu, in Series II. Now the third, the burnt hatat.

The midrash gives a very complicated explanation based on their being three
goats, but those who reject this 6 have not offered a clear, simple alternative.

Let us assume that only one goat was offered, and look at the situation first
through the eyes of Moses.

6. Commentators. There are many grounds for objection.

(i) It is hard to accept that Nahshon’s Great Day, specially separated from each of the
others which were in turn separated from one another, coincided with Aaron’s Great Day.

(ii) Instructions for New Moon additional offerings were not given until forty years later,

(iii) the Talmud states clearly that the ‘additional’ offerings were not brought in the
Desert, only in the Land of Israel. There are also other objections.
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Moses had spent seven whole days very carefully training the priests to perform
the ceremonies precisely as required. He stated the instructions clearly and no doubt
there were mock rehearsals. It was absolutely vital that on the Great Day everything
should go according to plan without a hitch.

And so, at first, it did. Aided by his four sons, Aaron offered up as follows:

1. His hatat, a calf. The blood ceremony was performed, the ‘fats’ were smoked on
the altar, and the rest was burned outside the camp as if it were an ‘inside’ hatat,
which it was not. This was exceptional, and no reason is given.

2. His olah, a ram, with usual procedure. All smoked.

3. The people’s hatat, a kid. Same procedure as with his calf, the fats were smoked,
but the meat was left to be eaten later by the priests.

4. The people’s olah, a calf and a lamb. Usual procedure, smoked on the altar.

5. The people’s minhah, from which a handful was smoked, the rest to be eaten
later by the priests.

6. The people’s shelamim, a bull and a ram. Usual procedure, ‘fats’ smoked on the
altar, breast and right shoulder taken as a present for the priests (which their
families could share), remaining meat presumably to be eaten later by the elders on
behalf of the public (as recognition for the ‘Divine appearance’.) (Note: the verb
KÌÃT DË HÑ in vs. 4, used only for shelamim, cannot be used for olah or hatat.)

Fire then suddenly appeared on the altar and consumed ‘fats’ and olahs (which
normally smoulder for hours) in possibly seconds, at most minutes, since everyone
saw it happen. So far so good.

Then something went wrong, Nadab and Abihu did their act and paid for it.
Moses, however much upset, kept his head. After sorting out the corpses etc. he
told the others what to do with the remaining food. Eat the minhah as matsahs, take
home the breasts and shoulders of the shelamim, and – he was about to say ‘eat the
meat of the people’s hatat’ when he discovered that it had been burned! After all
the trouble of the other two, these had messed up everything, confusing the goat,
the people’s hatat, with the calf, Aaron’s hataf! Moses was furious! Seven days’
careful training wasted!

Aaron and his sons however had not been confused. Before bringing a hatat to
obtain pardon for the people, the High Priest has to bring one to obtain pardon for
himself and the other priests. They cannot ‘clear’ others until they ‘clear’
themselves. Here the hatat on behalf of the priests had been brought, and soon
afterwards two of them had died. Not everyone in the population knew exactly what
happened, and it looked as if their hatat had not worked, had not been accepted,
and even the remaining three were not fit to eat that of the people! It would not
look right, and G-d could hardly approve.

They did not amend, add to or detract from the law in any way, nor introduce
any innovation, but simply applied the rule that any sacrificial meat that is for any
reason not fit to be eaten is burned. (See KM I, 2(25) ÊÛ, final paragraph.) Moses
accepted this.
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WHY ALL THE DETAIL?

In series I and II we considered the fundamental concepts involved in the laws
of tum’ah – ritual bars. There are essentially three laws:

= no person or article that is contaminated may enter a technically ‘holy’ place; =
no person who is contaminated may eat ‘holy’ food;

= ‘holy’ food that becomes contaminated must be burnt.

This is simple. The rest is merely details of what creates a bar, who or what
becomes contaminated, who or what contaminates, how the bar is passed on, and
how it is removed – that’s all!

That’s all? Merely details? It is in these ‘mere details’ that tremendous
complications arise, with highly complex rules that are full of exceptions at every
turn. Despite that, the Torah does not give us all the information that may be
needed (especially with sara’at), and does not claim or pretend to do so. Full
details were handed to the priests who passed them down by tradition within their
families. (For this reason, when matters of identification of animals or diagnosis of
disease were concerned G-d spoke directly to Aaron at the same time as he spoke
to Moses (see KM I, 6(29) ÎÝÌÅ), whereas mere instructions about ritual were given
directly only to Moses, to pass on to Aaron.) In this sphere, the decision of the
priest in all matters of doubt is final, he is the expert and the sole authority, right
or wrong.

(Traditions were not always maintained fully. The Mishnah – Yoma 1:1 and 3
– explains how, in the days when the job became political, the High Priest was
taken aside a week before Yom Kippur and asked to watch a parade of cattle, sheep
and goats, so that he should learn to recognise which is which!)

In the preceding chapters we are given lots of laws about offerings (a word
preferred to ‘sacrifices’, since the latter has more than one meaning). Here,
admittedly, it is possible to introduce more system into the laws, and though there
are a lot of them, they are multiple but not complex. However, here too it is the
priests who really need to know all the details, the ordinary citizen being concerned
only with the generalities.

Both the laws of offerings and those of ritual bars are part of the in-built
‘protections’ of the Torah. Their purpose is in a sense secondary, viz. to make us
aware and fully conscious of G-d’s presence and the need to follow his instructions
and teaching on fundamentals. The primary purpose of the Torah is to teach us
justice and correct behaviour – ¼ÍLb DI HÓ¼X ¼Ü JÈ JÛ. The relative importance of justice and
ritual is made quite clear in G-d’s words to Solomon (I Kings 9) and repeatedly by
the neviim (e.g. Jer. 7:22-23, Isaiah 58:2-10 and numerous other places).

Yet the laws of offerings and ritual bars occupy a large chunk of the Torah, in
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which space is of great value, with masses of detail, while in contrast the laws of
justice are highly condensed, occupy very little space, and are very sparse on detail.
Here we have judges who are not necessarily priests and do not have family
traditions on details. So why not give more details of justice?

The answer to this is not difficult to find. With justice, unlike ritual, we are
asked to use our intelligence. The laws of the Torah are to set us off on the right
path, giving us basic simple cases. Actual cases are never simple, but it is for the
judges to analyse the case into its elements and apply the principles derived from
the simple cases given. Further, the essential is not for us to blindly ‘obey
instructions’ but to use the intelligence that G-d has given us, so as to follow the
principles and apply them, not only in court but throughout our daily lives. Not so
with ritual, where the reverse is the case. For justice we have judges, but we are
all involved, we all need to learn and understand all the principles. For ritual we
have the priests to tell us what to do and what not to do.

That leads to the second question. Since many of the details are understood only
by the priests, to whom we have to turn anyway, why does the Torah devote any
space to details? Why not omit all details (at least of offerings and ‘bars’) and
leave it all to the priests?

The answer is that the Torah of Moses wished, in contrast to contemporary
practice in other religions, to strictly curtail priestly power. It is the latter more
than anything else that leads to overall corruption of the people. Look at the power
of the Christian Church in the Middle Ages, which in many Catholic countries has
not diminished greatly since then. See how they amassed wealth, above all land.
When Joseph tried to exploit the famine in Egypt as an opportunity to nationalise
the land and break the power of the great land-owners, he could not break the
power of the priests (of whom his own father-in-law was one). And contrast how
the Levites, who were semi-priests, were all unable to amass land and hold on to
it.

Here, as many details are given as possible, so that while the priest’s decision
is not to be questioned, it must be within the framework of what is written. If he
distorts or amends the law or invents one of his own, it can only be in a matter of
small detail, and the damage can only be slight. Otherwise it is too blatant. The
Talmud in fact mentions a law instituted by the priests that a layman was not
allowed to slaughter an animal for an offering; the Rabbis insisted that while there
was nothing they could do about this, the true Torah law (which the Rabbis did not
amend) allows even a woman or a slave to do it. If personalities wish to assume
authority to dictate laws to obedient, impressionable but ignorant masses, instead
of teaching them to understand the whole basis and structure fully and properly,
that is not Torah!
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-<+$Series III No. 29

HEART AND SOUL

We are brought up to blindly accept the words of King James that Jacob our
ancestor took seventy souls with him (on wagons) into Egypt. The reverse is true
– the seventy people who accompanied Jacob certainly took their bodies with them;
whether or not they also took their souls is arguable.

Leaving aside any Talmudic, mediaeval, modern or above all cabbalistic ideas
of the meaning of ¼I JÙJÕ, the word in the Bible has one of two meanings.

The first is a person. Sometimes ¼I JÙJÕ is synonymous with ¼ÒLÈ LÅ. The connotation
of the French une personne is slightly different (to the English ‘person’), and
perhaps closer to the Biblical Hebrew. (Incidentally in both Hebrew and French the
word is feminine whether referring to a male or female.)

The second meaning is ‘life’ in the sense of the life of a particular person. It is
something the possession or non-possession of which determines whether a person
is alive or dead. (Not ‘life’ in a more general sense, which is ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ KÌ.) And in this
sense its use is not restricted to humans, but can apply to any living creature. The
Torah here seems to apply it to any warmblooded creature. (Compare and contrast
KÌ¼X ¼Ý, spirit, which can apply to anything that seems to have motivation, even if
inanimate, even – specifically – to the wind, which has no other word to describe
it.)

Now take a look at Lev. 17:10-15. We have already been told not to eat the
blood or the fat of any animal that is of a type that is suitable for an offering (Lev.
3:17) and Lev. 7:26-27 makes it clear that the prohibition of eating blood is much
wider. Here we have it spelt out carefully and repeatedly, with a reason which has
nothing to do with offerings. But note the two uses of the word ¼I JÙJÕ in the section.

In verse 10 and 12 (and again in a different connection in verse 15) we find the
first meaning of the word. In verse 11 and three times in verse 13 we find the
second meaning. A second occurrence in verse 11 is not easy to understand but
appears to combine both meanings. This alternation is not accidental but clearly
deliberate. It is aimed at a reader who is quite used to using the word in two
different meanings, to indicate to him that they are really in a sense the same.

But there is a further point that needs to be noticed.

ÅÊ HÉ ÒLV KT Ý LK LT KÉ I JÙJÕ Î H]Verse 11

ÅXÉ DI DÙKÕ DÆ DÓLV Ý LK LT ÑL] I JÙJÕ Î H]Verse 14

ÅÊ HÉ DÓLV Ý LK LT ÑL] I JÙJÕ Î H]but then

There appears to be a contradiction somewhere.
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The first says that the nefesh is in the blood, the second that the blood is in the
nefesh, and the third that the nefesh is the blood (or vice-versa).

Such a problem lends itself to midrashim, but as far as the plain meaning is
concerned, one can point to a number of cases of inversion in the Bible. A common
case is that of ¼ß K×KÑ¼D ¼ß ¼ÎHÕ DI and ¼ÎHÕ LI ¼ß K× KÑ¼D ¼f, where you are led to assume that the
first is the thread obtained from (or dyed with dye obtained from) the worm (or
similar creature) and the second is the worm that supplies the dye – but this is not
the case. Both refer to the dyed thread. There are other cases.

But here there is an alternative. Perhaps it is to stop argument. Today we might
tend to express the idea in scientific terms, but in the time of the Torah it would
be thought of in what we nowadays call pseudo-scientific terms. Some might
consider the blood to carry the nefesh, others that the nefesh carries the blood
(since the blood can be seen but the nefesh cannot be seen), and to avoid argument
the Torah quotes both – then says that it makes no difference, in effect (the third
statement, at the end of verse 14) they are one and the same thing.

Note how although the altar is mentioned in verse 14, the prohibition is not
limited to potential offerings, unlike the associated prohibition of fat – where the
fat of wild animals is allowed to be eaten. But we also need to treat this chapter as
a whole. It is one we tend to overlook, partly because it is omitted on Yom Kippur
when we read all the rest of the parashah. Look back to the beginning. In KM I,
6(29) ÎÝÌÅ we explained the punctuation of the first half of verse 4 and how it
affects the meaning. Now look at the second half of verse 4.

A}® K6 %J< J́ H2 $|(K( ¸- H$ L( >K< D/H4 D) ¦ L8 Ļ 1 Lz $|(K( ¸- H$L0 % I̧ L+I- 1Lz
Strange, is it not? Somehow understanding this verse requires adopting a mentality

that is not easy for us to appreciate. (It is easy enough to take a midrash, or even
without one, and understand what the law is that is being expressed, but that does
not help us to understand why that particular type of expression is used.) Even the
idea of the blood being used to obtain pardon for our sins ( ¼Ý IbK] does not mean
‘atone’, see KM I, 51 ÒÎÆÛÕ) is not a concept that we can readily absorb. In
Moses’s time people had ideas regarding blood that we no longer have today, some
of which the Torah emphasises while perhaps it rejects others without mentioning
them, though we do not know what these were.

The references are to domestic and wild animals (although the latter is omitted
in 7:26) and birds; it seems, and tradition supports this, that the blood of otherwise
permitted cold-blooded creatures such as insects (e.g. locusts, if they have any
blood?) and fish is not forbidden. Possibly such ‘cold’ blood is not referred to by
the word ¼ÒLV, but this is unlikely, since we even find wine called ¼ÆLÕ I× ¼ÒKV, blood of
the grape (Deut. 32:14).
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1-=';Series III No. 30

HOLINESS – A PUZZLE

The division of the Torah into weekly parshot (or parashiot) is essentially for
convenience; a ‘portion’ is read in public each week so as to complete the entire
Torah in a year. The actual division is based largely on size, and tends to be
misleading when we begin to think of it as division by logic. Sometimes there is
logic, more often from the point of view of subject matter the division is, in effect,
arbitrary. In particular, there is a structure in each of the five books which is
sometimes of importance but which is often obscured by the parashah division. In
earlier series of Ki Mitsion we have considered the structure of Numbers and
Deuteronomy, here we need to say a few words about Leviticus, though leaving a
fuller analysis for another time. We are fortunate in having here a division that is
an excellent one, namely frequent paragraphs that begin with ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý ITKÈ DÎKÊ or
similar; furthermore the conventional chapter division (of non-Jewish origin and
often even less logical than that of parshiot) is in this book largely guided by these
paragraphs and therefore on the whole sensible.

First we have sections on the basic laws of offerings (chapters 1-5, ¼ÅLÝ DÜH[KÊ ) with
additions (6-7, ¼Ê KÛ ). Next comes the story of the consecration of Aaron and the
priests (8-10, ¼ÎHÕ¼Î HÓ DJ KÉ B¼Ê KÛ ), including implementation of instructions given earlier
(Exodus 29), and what went wrong. Before concluding the subject, there is an
interlude in which we have laws connected with tum’ah (11-15, ¼ÎHÕ¼Î HÓ DJ KÉ/ B K×¼ÎVÝ DË Kf
¼×LÝÃÛ D_ KÉ) after which we return to the Sanctuary Service with the Yom Kippur
ceremony, and, in conclusion, a warning to the lay population about offerings and
associated matters (16-17, ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ ).

Chapter 18 starts something new, a large section (with sub-sections) that
continues up to and including chapter 22. (Chapter 23 starts something completely
different again, which does not concern us here.) This large section, chapters 18-
22, which spans the weekly portions of ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ (last part), ¼Ò¼Î HIÃÈ DÜ (all) and ¼ÝÃÓEÅ
(first part), should be considered as a unit. (But don’t tell the synagogue rabbi this,
as it spoils his whole plan of sermons, which is based on the total independence of
each weekly portion, apart from a fine thread that links them!) The characteristic
of style in this section is the constant repetition of the phrase ¼ ¼É ¼ÎHÕFÅ, to which,
depending on which sub-section is considered, there is sometimes the addition of
¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÉ–EÅ when addressing the Israelites in general, or of ¼I IV KÜ DÓ with a pronoun suffix
when addressing the priests. This characteristic of style, absent from both preceding
and succeeding sections, in no way implies change of author (as the ‘critics’ claim),
but does imply an independent section.

The subject matter of this section consists in general of rules of personal
behaviour. This is a rough definition. The first part emphasises ways in which the
behaviour of others, i.e. non–Israelites in the surrounding nations, is not to be
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emulated; the second part tells the priests what is expected of them specifically,
over and above what is expected of the rest of the population.

Chapter 18, the first sub-section deals with forbidden sexual relationships, and
is fairly clear-cut. Chapter 19 deals with personal relationships, social and business
relations, behaviour with regard to sacrifices and in respect of agriculture, all mixed
up. We will return to this below. Chapter 20 gives warnings against committing a
number of serious offences and states the penalty they incur, which is often (but not
always) death. Chapters 21 (all) and 22 (first part) give special instructions
regarding restrictions on the behaviour of priests – it is worth noting how part of
it parallels Chapter 19. The remainder (second and third parts) of Chapter 22
instruct both priests and Israelites generally on when an animal is and when it is
not fit for an offering.

These divisions are not adhered to rigidly; now and again a bit is stuck in that
does not appear to belong.

The real puzzle is the general mixture in Chapter 19. We found a similar mixture
in the Contract Document (Exodus 22:17 - 23:19, following the mishpatim) which
we considered in KM III 18 ÒÎÍÙÞÓÉ. There we suggested that a number of laws
with no direct connection were placed in apparently random order for a definite
purpose – to indicate a sample selection so that when contracting to accept the
Torah the people would have some idea of the sort of thing they were letting
themselves in for. They could not afterwards say ‘We never expected anything like
this’. Such an explanation cannot apply here.

Why is there no logical order here? Why the jumping around? Why the constant
repetition of the phrase ¼ ¼É ¼ÎHÕFÅ, and why is it sometimes, but not always, followed
by ¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÉ–EÅ ? Why is this phrase often used to separate one matter from the next,
but not always? Why is the very odd case of a man with a non-released (according
to rabbinic tradition a half-released) slave girl, which seems to be completely out
of place here, stuck in the middle? The whole chapter is completely uncharacteristic
of the Torah, yet we feel that, quite apart from the individual matters dealt with,
it is trying to convey something as a whole – something which eludes us. What is
the key that helps us to get the feel of the chapter as a whole, and at the same time
to see how each component fits into it?

There must be such a key, but I have not found it. Perhaps you, on reading this,
have found it. If so, I will be delighted to hear from you, so that you can help me,
and others, to understand better this vitally important, yet sadly neglected, section.
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<2$Series III No. 31

SHELTER

It is one thing to translate ¼Ô L] DI HÓ as ‘tabernacle’. A tabernacle is a sort of hut, but
is not a word in common use in that sense. We need a word to translate ¼Ô L] DI HÓ,
because the strict meaning ‘dwelling’ does not convey the right idea. Cassuto, who
was also an expert on Canaanite archaeology, tells us that the words ¼Ô L] DI HÓ and ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ
were both used by the Canaanites (whose language was Hebrew very close to ours)
to describe a temple. But we use the word ‘temple’ to describe a permanent
building, and The Temple refers to the stone structure built later in Jerusalem.
(Some claim that it had a predecessor in Shiloh, but that is controversial). So we
refer to the portable religious centre built in the Desert as The Tabernacle, and
nobody is confused.

Not so with ¼ÉL] OÖ, for which the translation ‘tabernacle’ is wholly misleading
(and which has led to the festival of ¼ß¼D¼] OÖ being called ‘Tabernacles’). A tabernacle
is a hut, and the essential of a hut is that it has walls. It should have a roof as well,
but if the roof is absent (but looks as if it should be there) it can still be a hut, a
hut without a roof. A booth is the same thing, only that a booth can be indoors as
well (e.g. a telephone booth), in which case it often does not have a roof. A shelter
is the exact opposite – the essential is a roof, and as long as this is supported there
is not always a need for walls. It all depends on what you are sheltering from. And
this is the meaning of succah – a covering, used as a shelter. In the Diaspora we
have shelters in parks, and bus-shelters (they are not really bus-shelters, they do not
shelter buses but shelter us while we are waiting) to protect us from the rain. In
Israel it is far more important to have a shelter to protect you from the sun, and
they used to build them for the use of watchmen in vineyards. At the end of the
harvest season, when the vines lose all their leaves and are often cut down, the
shelter or succah stands out like a surviving building in an area of desolation.
Hence the forecast of Isaiah (1:9) that after the Assyrians have destroyed all the
land around, Zion (Jerusalem) will remain (untouched) like a succah in a vineyard.
(Haftarah, Shabbat Hazzon.)

The one we build for the Festival has to have walls, because the law demands
it – without walls it is not a kosher succah, but it is still a succah, just as a piece
of trefah meat is still meat even if we are not allowed to eat it. However, the
primary purpose is to protect us from the sun above. (Contrast an air-raid shelter,
which must protect against powerful onslaught from any direction.) Unfortunately
the name of the Festival has stuck. If you call it ‘Shelters’ nobody will know what
you are talking about, but you can say that the name is a mistake. It is wrong to
explain to anyone that we live in booths or tabernacles for a week – we do not, we
live in shelters to protect us (in the Diaspora, only symbolically) from the sun.

Why? Lev. 23:43 explains
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ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ Ú JÝ JÅ IÓ Ò LßDÅ Î HÅÎ HÛDÉ DT Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DT ß JÅ Î Hf DÆ KIDÉ ßD] Oa KÆ Î H]
There is a famous talmudic dispute as to what this means.

Succah

Rabbi Eliezer says that the shelter was in the form of divinely
appointed clouds. Rabbi Akiva takes it simply to mean what it
says, and we will follow that line. The Israelites lived in succot
when they left Egypt. Nowhere does it say that they lived in
them for forty years in the desert. Quite the contrary. The
Talmud distinguishes for various legal purposes between three
types of dwelling: ohel, a tent, which is temporary in both time and place; succah,
a shelter, temporary in time but fixed in place; and bayit which is permanent in
both time and place.

In the desert they used tents. We know this from various references (Num.
16:26-7, Deut. 1:27, etc.); in any case even a succah had to be built, and it would
not have been easy for each family to have to build a new one each time they
moved. However, when they left Egypt they did not have tents to take with them
(they had lived in houses), and so initially each time they stopped they had to build
succot – until, gradually, they obtained skins and made themselves tents. We are
not asked to live in tents to remind us of the forty years’ wandering in the desert,
but to live in shelters to remind us of the Exodus – Pesach reminds us of what
immediately preceded it, and Succot of what immediately followed. The word
¼Î Hf DÆ KI¼D ¼É implies, among other things, that G-d provided them with the materials to
build them with. These are not always readily available in all places, especially in
the desert.

It is interesting to note what is written in Ex. 12:37, or better expressed (for our
purpose here) in Num. 33:5

AßÃ] OÖ DT XÕFÌK[KÊ Ö IÖ DÓ D×KÝ IÓ Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DÆ X× DÖH[KÊ
No, that is NOT the meaning of ¼Î Hf DÆ KIDÉ ¼ß¼D ¼] Oa KÆ here (spelt also twice in the
previous verse, Lev. 23:42, as ¼ßÃ] OaKT). But it is interesting to ask if indeed that was
already the name of the first place at which they stopped – or if the name was
given to it by the Israelites (and possibly later also by the Egyptians) because two
to three million people suddenly arrived and built shelters there!

King James is not the only one to imagine that ¼ßÃÆ L× Ú I× means ‘thick trees’. You
have to be a bit thick to believe it – look at the grammar! Although there may be
an etymological connection with ¼É JÆ L× meaning ‘thick’, the root here is ßÆ×, plural
¼ß¼D ¼ßÃÆF× (e.g. Ex. 28:24, though ¼Ò¼Î HßÃÆF× is also found). The general idea seems to be
of intertwining or twisting, but here it is simply the name of a type of tree, possibly
so-called because it twists and possibly not. The Talmud identifies it with the ¼ÖKÈFÉ
myrtle, causing a problem in explaining the observance of the Festival in the time
of Nehemiah and Ezra, when both types of tree are mentioned as different (Neh.
8:15).
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->;+%?<(%Series III No. 32-33

THE LAND CONTRACT

The Book of Leviticus concludes with two sections that form a sort of appendix.
They are not really connected with the earlier parts of the book, but they have to
go somewhere, and this is as good a place as any. Yet they do have something in
common with the rest of the book in the way of style. The two sections have
nothing really in common with each other, and yet they are deliberately contrasted
with one another. The first consists of Chapters 25 and 26 (and the parashah split
in the middle is artificial), the second is Chapter 27.

Each of these sections opens with ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý IT KÈ DÎKÊ, which is not unusual; but
each also has a concluding summary verse, a sort of headline in reverse which we
might perhaps call a ‘footline’, which is characteristic of this book (Leviticus). Let
us take a look at them.

ßÃÝDf KÉ DÊ ÒÎ HÍLb DI H_ KÉ DÊ ÒÎ Hd OÌ KÉ É Ĵ IÅ
Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DT ÔÎ IÆX DÕÎ IT É Ô KßLÕ Ý JIFÅ

AÉ JIÃÓ ÈKÎ DT ÎKÕÎ HÖ Ý KÉ DT1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 126:46

ßÂÊ DÛ H_ KÉ É Ĵ IÅ
Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ÎIÕ DT Ñ JÅ É JIÃÓ ß JÅ É ÉLX HÛ Ý JIFÅ

AÎLÕÎ HÖ Ý KÉ DT1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 127:34

That we have something from G-d to Israel through Moses is not unusual in the
Torah. The common unusual thing is the reference to Mount Sinai (the explanation
of which involves controversy), and other things mentioned are clearly stated to
draw attention to the contrast.

There is not enough room to analyse these ‘footlines’ here, but note that they do
come at the end. Before understanding them we need to have a better idea of the
nature of what precedes them, and will concern ourselves only with the first.

What we have here is not a mere list of instructions, but a contract, which in
many ways resembles the Contract Document in Exodus (approximately the
parashah of Mishpatim – see KM III 18). There we have a contract that concerns
the entire Torah, modified slightly after the Golden Calf incident (Ex. 34:10-26)
and confirmed with another contract forty years later at Moab (see Deut. 28:69).
Here we have a more limited contract dealing specifically with the Land. We might
call it the Land Contract. It is an unusual contract in that it concerns three parties
who mutually interact – G-d, Israel, and The Land. (If Israel mistreats the Land,
then to some extent the Land itself inflicts punishment on Israel – but in talking
about punishment for breach of contract we are jumping the gun.)

As the concept of a contract is important in the Torah, mentioned many times,
here is a good place to consider certain aspects of it, starting with the fundamental
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difference between a simple agreement and a contract. Two (or more) parties can
make a simple agreement in which each makes undertakings, relying on the honesty
of the other to fulfil his part. In a contract, each party does not rely on the honesty
of the other to fulfil his obligations.

It follows that mere undertakings are not enough.

(1) If one side does not fulfil the terms and conditions, this may nullify the contract
so that the other side’s obligations are no longer valid. This does not work when
the two sides are not acting simultaneously.

(2) If one side is stronger, he may threaten punishment for breach; the weaker relies
on the honesty of the stronger, but not vice-versa.

(3) Better if the weaker relies on the self-interest of the stronger.

(4) If neither side holds power over the other, an unbiased third party may be
brought into it to enforce the conditions by means of sanctions. The third party is
asked to punish either side that commits a breach, and will do this out of kindness,
or duty, or self-interest. The strength of the contract lies in the fear of sanctions,
fear of the third party, which may be a court of justice, or an external arbitrator,
or a deity. The solemn oath in the name of any deity, which occurs often in the
Bible, is a form of contract in which it is assumed that the deity will deal with any
breach out of self-interest, to defend his own name and reputation. It is of value
only if each party really believes in the deity by whom he swears. (Cf. the oath
between Jacob and Laban, Gen. 31:53.)

A signature is of value only because it is recognised by a court, but if there is
no court (with power to enforce its decisions) to appeal to in the case of breach, the
signature is worthless. The exception is if it holds the word of the signatory at stake
and this matters to him, but this too is of no value if the signatory is a known liar
– something obvious which in recent decades has been consistently ignored by
international politicians, from Neville Chamberlain (the Munich Agreement with
Hitler, ‘This piece of paper ...’) onwards.

The present case appears to fall into category (2) above. G-d issues instructions
which we undertake to observe, promises rewards (blessings) in return, and
threatens punishment, which he has the strength to impose, in case of breach. As
the weaker party we have to rely solely on his honesty? No! We can rely on G-d’s
self-interest in keeping his part of the contract: he risks his name and reputation,
which really matter to him. The contract is in category (3).

When two self-confessed (and proven) liars sign an ‘agreement’ for one to
slowly hand over to the other something that does not belong to him, which he
starts to do, in return for undertakings by the other side which are then totally
ignored, and there is neither external nor internal means of enforcement, this is not
a ‘contract’ but just a plain piece of stupidity – or worse.7

7. The accursed ‘Oslo Agreement’, signed by two self-confessed liars.
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<%'2%Series III No. 34 *

TWO REDEMPTIONS

In series I and II on Bemidbar and Naso we explained how the censuses which
are mentioned there are in flashback, having taken place some months previously.

There were two censuses of Levites. The results of the first, of all who were one
month and older, are given in order of seniority of the clans – Gershon, Kehath and
Merari (3:14-43). The Levites were put in charge, temporarily, of all the
components and accessories of the Tabernacle. Because there was no priority of
holiness, the clans are given in order of their own seniority.

The results of the second census (of the 30-50 age-group) are given in a different
order. The first use to which this census was put was for a call-up for Tabernacle
Service, of which the main task at that time was transport. After the Tabernacle had
been erected and sanctified, different degrees of holiness were attached to different
parts, most of all the Ark. The Kehathites, who moved the holy furniture, the
holiest part, were mentioned first. The Gershonites, who moved the ‘software’
(drapes and other woven material) came next, and then the Merarites, who moved
the ‘hardware’ (wooden boards and planks, metal sockets etc.). So that the
Kehathites should not look at the Ark, they were warned to let the priests cover it
before they arrived to lift the poles (and presumably to put it down and go away
before the priests uncovered it) – 4:17-20.

The first census, however, was mainly for a different purpose, namely for the
exchange of Levites for the firstborns. [Pedants insist that ‘firstborn’ is an adjective that cannot

take a plural, but it looks wrong. The word has become a noun.] This was on account of the
incident of the Golden Calf. Initially there had been no intention of treating Levites,
apart from Aaron and his descendants, any differently to (or, if you insist, differently from)
the rest of the population. That is why Levites were not mentioned (for exclusion)
when Moses was given his first instructions about registration for military service
(Ex. 30:11 ff., Ki tissa). By time the registration actually took place, the situation
had changed (Deut. 10:8).

There is a certain amount of confusion here which is not easy to sort out. It
seems that there were two redemptions. The first was to redeem the firstborns,
whom otherwise G-d claimed as entirely his (and not yours at all) on account of his
having spared them when he killed all the other firstborns in Egypt (whether
Egyptians or not). Both animals and children are (in theory) given to the priests,
but children are (in practice) redeemed (Num. 18:15). This had been intended and
ordered all along from just before the Exodus (Ex. 13:1-16, especially verses 2, 13
and 15). Apparently (but this is by no means certain) this redemption was for the
lives of the firstborns, who were still to serve G-d in a sort of priestly capacity.
They were still to be given to the priests to assist them. The main or class I priests
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(not mentioned there yet) would be the family of Aaron, but the firstborns would
assist them as priests class II. Following the incident of the Golden Calf, they were
found unworthy of the job and unsuitable, so they were to be replaced by the
Levites, who were given to the priests to assist them (Num. 8:19) instead (Num.
8:16-18). Here the firstborns and the Levites were exchanged and the surplus of the
former were ‘redeemed’, but this was a once-only matter.

Some money of this second redemption was given to the priests (Num. 3:48, 51),
because they were entitled to the firstborns’ help, and got the Levites instead. As
they got less Levites than they would have had firstborns, they received money to
compensate for the shortage.

Note that in the exchange, the redemption rate for the surplus was five shekels
per head (3:47) which is the same as the erkekha for a boy aged between one
month and five years (Lev. 27:6).

In Num. 18:15-16 we are given details of the first redemption, of which the
amount (again five shekels) was certainly based on the erkekha (verse 16). This too
was (and is) given to the priests, but not for the same reason.

In other words, each firstborn son must be redeemed for his life, in remembrance
of what happened in Egypt. This would have been necessary even without the
Golden Calf, even with the firstborn serving as a priests’ assistant. The son of a
priest need not be redeemed, because the priest can simply take it back, i.e. give
the money to himself. The (second) redemption with the Levites was a once-only.
Why then (according to halakhah, though not mentioned in the Torah) is the
firstborn of a Levite exempt from the first redemption?

We have already mentioned the problem of how a rounded-off number of Levites
is deducted from a precise number of firstborns to obtain a precise surplus (KM II,
35 ÅÞÕ), without offering a solution.

Yet another problem arises from the census of Levites. We always assume that
¼É LÑ D× KÓLÊ ¼IJÈÃÌ ¼Ô JT HÓ means ‘from one month old and upwards’. But if ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT means,

not ‘a year old’ but ‘less than a year old’ i.e. within the first year (see KM II, 37
ÌÑÞ), then ¼I JÈÃÌ ¼Ô JT must mean ‘less than a month old’ which does not make any
sense! If the latter means ‘one month old’, then ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT must mean ‘one year old’.
Changing it to suit our convenience is not acceptable.

[Note: An explanation was received in response to this, and is given later, in III,
42 ßÊÍÓÉ.]
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$µ4Series III No. 35

ODDMENTS OUT OF PLACE?

The early part of this book, until the actual departure from Sinai, deals
essentially with matters of preparation for the departure, ready to go directly and
enter the Holy Land, other than the building of the Tabernacle (in Exodus) and
instructions and preparations for its use (in Leviticus). Here we are dealing with
matters concerning the management of the Tabernacle and in particular its
transport, dismantling and re-erection, which involved the Levites. So we are given
all the details of how the Levites were registered and counted, how they were
consecrated for the job and what in detail their job was.

Before this we are given details of general organisation of the population for
military formations. All of this fits together, even if the order may appear at times
to be a bit haphazard. In matters of organisation (for travel in the desert etc.) as
opposed to management (which is for all time) the two – the Tabernacle and
military formation – are integrated. Not merged or mixed or confused, but
integrated. There is National Service: fighting units for the general population in
the army, and Tabernacle duties for the Levites.

The consecration of the altar and the Second Pesach interrupt somewhere – it is
hard to see why they interrupt in the middle of something else, but at least they do
belong in this part of this book, as they were events that took place at the same
time. (The consecration of the altar is probably put here and not in Leviticus since
it primarily concerns the lay leaders and not the priests.)

Less easy to understand is the inclusion here, also as interruptions, of five
oddments that do not seem to belong here at all.

Two of these (5:5-10 and 8:1-4) seem to say ‘Oh, by the way, I forgot to
mention earlier ....’ Certainly they were not forgotten or overlooked, but they do
simply add bits of information that were omitted earlier where they might have
fitted better. The first adds to the case of the law of misappropriation followed by
a false oath, where the property misappropriated has to be returned before an
offering (asham) is brought (Lev. 5:20-26). Here we are told what to do if there is
nobody to return it to. It is surprising that this simple piece of information was not
added the first time!

The second of these two applies only to the priest and how he is to light the
lamps, as well as reminding us how the lampstand was made. This surely belongs
either at the end of Exodus or in Leviticus!

The third oddment is an instruction to the priests on how to bless the people
(6:22-27). This does not seem to ‘belong’ anywhere, so it is hard to say where else
it could go, unless perhaps in Leviticus, but the fact that ‘it has to go somewhere’
does not justify its interrupting something.
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The remaining two are self-contained portions, dealing with the suspected
adulteress (5:11-31) and the nazirite (6:1-21) respectively. Each of these is in the
style of sections in Leviticus – note the characteristic ‘footline’ at the end, which
we mentioned in KM III, 32-33 ÝÉÆ). They do not give the appearance of
‘afterthoughts’ or additions, but of something new. Why were they not included in
Leviticus? True we find this style again later in the book, with the Festival
Offerings (chapters 28-29) and the laws of vows (chapter 30) but those laws were
only given later at Moab, not at Sinai like these here.

Those who take ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KT ¼Ý KÌÃÅ DÓ¼X ¼ÒLV DÜ OÓ ¼Ô¼Î IÅ literally to imply that there is no
systematic order have no problems. But we have shown (in Series I and II on
Bemidbar and Naso) that overall there is a system, there is order, only that certain
details are given in flashback. We do not really have the total chaos at the
beginning of this book that we appear to have at first glance. It is even
chronological. There must be a simple, readily-acceptable explanation that enables
these five bits to fit in where they do, of the type that is ‘obvious once you see it’.

TRIAL BY ORDEAL?

The case of the suspected adulteress is unusual in the Torah in that it represents
‘trial by ordeal’. One is tempted to dismiss this as essentially a threat, something
never necessary to implement. (The case of the rebellious son who was to be put
to death (Deut. 21:18 ff.) and that of the town whose inhabitants were to be
massacred (Deut. 13:13 ff.) are interpreted this way.) But we have evidence from
the Talmud that the law was in fact implemented, and frequently. The priest had
to express certain curses to which the woman had to answer ‘Amen’, and he then
had to write it all down. Did he do this from memory, or from a written text in
front of him? Queen Heleny of Adiabne (who came to Israel and became Jewish)
supplied the Temple with a gold plaque on which the text was written, from which
he copied it. The story is nice, but the fact that it was of any use is not so nice.
Even worse, later on the practice (of the curses and making the woman drink) was
discontinued, but only because it happened too often! (See Mishnah Sotah 9:9.)

A very important point is the occurrence of the word ¼É LÅ DÓ DÍHÕ (with variations)
in the chapter. This does NOT mean ‘polluted’ or ‘contaminated’ or ‘defiled’ but
is used here in the sense of ‘forbidden’, as in a similar context (Deut. 24:4) where
we find ¼É LÅ L_ KZ OÉ and the other words do not make any sense. (The different
meanings of ¼Å IÓ LÍ, applying likewise to its associated verb, are considered in KM
I, 4(27) ×ÎÝËß and 10(33) ÎßÜÌÆ, and in KM II, 47, ÉÅÝ.)
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ONE MAN’S MEAT
IS ANOTHER MAN’S POISON 8

It occurs more than once in the Torah that a story bears great similarity – in
outline and even in a number of details – with an earlier one, such that those who
do not read carefully jump to the false conclusion that the same story is being
repeated. Abraham goes to Egypt in a famine and has problems with the king over
his wife, then goes to Palestine in another famine with similar consequences; the
latter story seems to be repeated with Isaac with all-but the same consequences –
note how in this case the Torah even anticipates the reader’s problem (Gen. 26:1);
Moses strikes the rock to produce water at Rephidim, called as a result ‘Massah U-
Meribah’, and again forty yeas later at Kadesh-Zin (not to be confused with Kadesh
Barnea), called as a result ‘Mey Merivah’; and then there are the quails.

These appear first at Sin (Ex. 16:13), reached by the Israelites on the way from
Egypt to Sinai on the fifteenth of the second month, and then again a year later
(Num. 11:31-32) soon after the Israelites left Sinai on the twentieth of the second
month (Num. 10:11-12) on their way to Kadesh Barnea. The locality was more or
less the same, and the solar date would coincide almost exactly. We know that after
crossing the Mediterranean at a stage in their annual migration, quails arrive
exhausted in the region, where they stop for a rest and can be picked up by hand
over a very wide area.

The first time, they were followed by the advent of the manna (‘bread’), which
then continued daily for the next forty years; but the quails themselves (‘meat’)
were a ‘once-only’, or rather a ‘twice-only’.

The lesson is not that G-d performed a special miracle for the moaners and
groaners – the quails were coming then anyway – but that he had taken all the
problems into account in advance. What impresses us today in the ‘scientific’ age
is not the ‘whizz-bang’ that impressed the ancients, but the careful programming
of the whole operation (i.e. fetching Israel from Egypt to Canaan), that took all
possibilities into account and made allowances for all sorts of things to go wrong.
We too can and do imitate G-d, up to a point, in programming complicated
operations, just as we do in designing and producing things – ‘man was created in
G-d’s image’ – but we are limited and not infallible. With our programming there
is always a risk, often quite a large risk, that with all our care and foresight we
have omitted to take something into account: there is something that we have
forgotten or overlooked, or through limited advance knowledge not foreseen. As a

8. Humorously transcribed as ‘One man’s fish is another man’s poisson’.
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result of experience we try to reduce that risk so that it does not happen again ‘next
time’ – but for ‘this time’ it is already too late. One example is the space-craft that
blows up. (We even ‘blame’ a factor which we call ‘human error’.) Another is the
enabling of sexual relations to be unrestricted and still ‘safe’ by using antibiotics
to eliminate venereal diseases and ‘the pill’ for contraception – then up pops aids!

What went wrong here, for instance, that was allowed for? Had they not sinned
with the Golden Calf, they would have left Sinai much earlier and not found the
quails. Then what? Then we can be sure that G-d had something else up his sleeve.
It is all arranged in advance, and we walk into the traps or safely out of them (or
avoid them) at G-d’s will, according to our deserts. This is an extension of the
‘cause and effect’ that we considered in connection with Lot’s wife (KM II 4 ÅÝÎÊ).
The trap here was the poisoned quails; because of their attitude the people were not
warned against eating them!

But we have a problem. The promise, or threat, that they would eat the meat for
a whole month (so that the very thought of eating any more would make them – er
– quail?) though faithfully recorded in the Torah appears not to have been
implemented. Those who tried to eat the quails suffered as soon as they put them
in their mouths, even before the first bite; the birds were evidently poisoned. This
was no less effective a punishment, but it was not what was foretold.

G-d did not actually tell Moses ‘They will eat ...’, but told him to tell them ‘You
will eat ...’ This warning did not make them repent. They certainly collected
enough quails to have meat for every meal for a month until it came out of their
eyes and ears (see KM I 13(36) ÏßÑ×ÉÆ where the meaning and implication of ¼É LÝ LKF×
¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÓGÌ is explained), which answered Moses’s objection and also showed the people
that it was possible, but they deserved and got worse. Could it be that Moses was
not told of this so that he should not try, by prayer, to prevent it? A rather far-
fetched and not very satisfactory explanation; so too is that of Nachmanides
(Ramban) who says that only the worst offenders died, the others (really, despite
this?) continued to eat the birds for a month, as foretold!

ØÖÅ The root occurs a few times: ¼Ø OÖ DÙ KÖ ¼Å LÉ (11:4) is ‘the collection’ in a
derogatory sense. In 11:16 ¼É LÙ DÖ JÅ is the active (kal) ‘assemble’, and likewise ¼ØÃÖEÅJ[KÊ
in 11:24. In vs. 32 both ¼X ¼Ù DÖ KÅK[KÊ and ¼Ø KÖ LÅ are active (‘gathered’ or ‘collected’), and
in vs. 22 the niphal ¼Ø IÖ LÅIÎ is used for the passive of the same meaning.

But not so ¼Ø IÖ LÅI[KÊ in verse 30, where (a) the root has a different meaning, and (b)
the niphal is not used as a passive but for its original purpose as ‘middle’ (a sort
of reflexive) – he entered (lit. ‘took himself in’) – and again with Miriam in 12:15-
16. (See KM I, 30(53) ÊÕÎËÅÉ, and III, 12 ÎÌÎÊ).
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BIT BY BIT

The Torah is very kind to us in the way it sets out, in particular, laws regarding
offerings. It sets it all out in small sections, each beginning ¼ÝÃÓ ¼Å Î ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý ITKÈ DÎKÊ.
The idea is to absorb each bit thoroughly before going on to the next bit. But we,
with our obsession over the weekly parashah which has to be completed at all
costs, have to take it quickly in large amounts, and never get round to sorting it
out. ‘Take one tablet, three times a day for a week’ says the doctor, but Clever
Dick calculates that this is 21, and takes twenty-one tablets at once, as this will
work more quickly, and wonders why it doesn’t.

(It was precisely to overcome this problem in this particular subject that Ki
Mitsion was started.)

But the Torah helps us even more, by not telling us the whole story at the
beginning. Some things are deliberately left out till later, till you get a chance to
sort out and understand the basics.

In Vayyikra at the beginning, we were given a list of offerings of different types,
which have been discussed slowly in three successive series of KM. There is the
olah, the minhah, two types of zevach shelamim, the hatat and the asham. Each is
dealt with independently and you are left to believe that each is entirely
independent and can be brought on its own.

Now we are told that this is not strictly true. You (i.e. whoever reads the Torah)
may (or may not) have noticed that on every special occasion described where there
has been an olah there has also been a minhah. The Torah has deliberately let you
carry the impression that this is merely the regulation in those cases mentioned.
Now it becomes apparent that this is not so. A minhah, hatat or asham can each be
brought alone, but never an olah. Whenever an olah is brought, we are now told,
if as a voluntary offering or if for a Festival, it must be accompanied by a minhah.
Furthermore, if we go back and look at all the special cases when an olah is
brought, we will see that there too we have already been told to bring a minhah
with it. In short, we can combine the information given here and previously into a
simple rule: = an olah must be accompanied by a minhah.

The reverse is not true. A minhah can be brought on its own, and can be one of
various types (raw mixed with oil, baked spread with oil, stewed, fried and so on
– see Lev. Chapter 2). But the one that accompanies an olah is given a detailed
specification, as follows:

1. It must consist of solet mixed with oil. Oil always means olive oil. Solet is not
just ‘fine flour’ but either white flour (as against wholemeal), or some sort of flour
specially treated.

2. The quantity of solet must be exact, and depends on the animal being brought.
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3. The quantity of oil must be exact, and depends on the animal being brought.

4. An olah brought as a private voluntary or public festival offering must also be
accompanied by a libation (an offering of wine that is poured out onto the altar, but
not onto the fire). Other types of olah also? Probably – it does not say. The libation
also requires an exact quantity of wine, which depends on the animal being brought.

The basic unit of dry measure (capacity, not weight – cf. our bushel) for flour
is the omer or issaron, which is a tenth of an ephah. The unit of liquid measure for
oil or wine (again capacity, cf. our pint) is the hin. Here are the amounts required
for each animal (Num. 15:1-16):

Cattle: 3 omers solet per animal with ½ hin oil

Rams: 2 omers solet per animal with ¾ hin oil

Lambs: 1 omer solet per animal with ¼ hin oil

(The more flour, the greater the ratio of flour to oil.) Verse 11 seems to imply that
goats are treated in the same category as lambs.

The libation is easy. The quantity of wine used for the libation is the same as the
quantity of oil used in the minhah (viz. half a hin per head of cattle, a third of a hin
per ram and a quarter per lamb). There is no mention of frankincense, but it seems
that this is taken for granted. It is always added unless specified otherwise.

We have talked about the olah. What of other offerings? The asham and hatat
are not accompanied by a minhah. But at least in certain cases, a zevach must be
accompanied by a minhah just like the olah, exactly as above. Whether or not this
applies to all cases of zevach is not quite clear in the text, and that is left to the
interpreters (the Talmud etc.) to work out. They also have another problem to work
out – what about ewes, which are neither cattle, nor rams, nor lambs nor goats, but
which are eligible for a zevach yet not mentioned? The problem does not arise with
an olah, which has to be a male anyway, or in the words of a once popular song,
‘I know there’ll never be another ewe!’9 (Yes, I know, people have been hanged
for less – still, I’ll risk it: ‘Might as well be hanged for a ewe as for a lamb’.)

9. Actually ‘I know there’ll never be another you!’
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THE LEVY

Not Mr. Levy, though he also comes into it.

For some reason, when talking about a portion that is removed for a purpose, the
expression used even in English is that it is ‘raised’. Nothing is placed any higher
in position than it was before, but it is ‘raised’. The government decides to ‘raise’
a tax, or to ‘levy’ a tax – or to ‘raise a levy’ – from the Latin word levare, ‘to
raise’, taken in turn from levis meaning ‘light’ (as opposed to ‘heavy’, not as
opposed to ‘dark’). (Hence the English ‘levitation’, ‘alleviate’ and so on.) Not only
are taxes raised, an organisation ‘raises’ a subscription from its members, charitable
institutions embark on ‘fund-raising’ and so on. Money is removed from among
other money possessed by the same source; in olden times produce was removed
from among other produce to pay a tax.

Hebrew uses almost the same idiom. The verb ÒÊÝ means to ‘rise’, (from ¼ÒLÝ
‘high’) and in the hiphil or causative form ¼ÒIÝ LÉ means to ‘raise’ (note one of the
few words in which there is a ‘hiphil’ or causative form in English, likewise ‘fell’
from ‘fall’). Only whereas in English the recipient (government, charity etc.)
‘raises’ the tax or funds, in Hebrew ‘raising’ is by the donor. The verb implies
paying, not demanding.

There is some concept behind all this, because even in slang, ‘lifted’ is used as
a euphemism for ‘stolen’ when the theft is in the form of physical action.

The Hebrew verb gives us a noun, ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df, meaning that which is raised, a levy.
From this, Mishnaic Hebrew created a new verb, ¼ÒÃÝ Lf (instead of ¼Ò IÝ LÉ), which,
like the Biblical verb, implies paying (or separating and removing in order to pay),
not demanding. In Modern Hebrew ¼ÒÃÝ Lf means ‘to donate’.

The verb ¼Ò IÝ LÉ and the noun ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df are used quite widely in the Torah in this
idiomatic sense. Where something is taken from people, it may be a voluntary levy
(e.g. Ex. 25:1) or a compulsory one (e.g. Ex. 30:13). The usual word for ‘to
remove’ is ¼Ý IÖ LÉ, as when ‘the fats’ are removed from an offering (Lev. 3:4 and
frequently) or when the crop is removed and then discarded (Lev. 1:16), but often
¼ÒIÝ LÉ is used instead (Lev. 6:3, and compare Lev. 4:19 with the identical procedure
in Lev. 4:35).

In English, the word ‘levy’ is also used when a sort of tax is ‘raised’ in the form
of compulsory conscription of labour, usually for a certain period or for repeated
periods (such as for three months every year). Here Biblical Hebrew does not use
¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df but ¼Ö KÓ which means labour, not (as in modern Hebrew) money; see a
detailed description in 1 Kings 5:27-28, note Gen. 49:15, and of course the well-
known Ex. 1:11 ¼Ò¼Î Ha HÓ ¼Î IÝ LK ‘officers over the levies’ (and not as usually translated),
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not (at least at first) full-time slaves.

So here, in Chapter 18, the word ¼É LÓ¼X¼Ý Df refers to the various taxes that are
levied and given to the priests or (vs. 24) the Levites, and we see that, as we hinted
at the beginning, Mr. Levy is also not exempt (vs. 28). Included is the right lower
hind leg of a shelamim offering, but there the rabbis interpret the word also
literally, that it has to undergo a ceremonial ‘lifting’ in the physical sense, i.e. be
waved up and down. Even so, that is not, even here, its prime meaning, and other
types of ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df do not have to be physically lifted.

ØDÕ means ‘a height’ (as in the Monday morning Psalm, though it is used today
to mean ‘a view’) from which comes the modern word ¼Ø¼D¼Õ LÓ a crane which ‘raises’
things; so we might expect ¼É LÙ¼X¼Õ Df to mean much the same, a levy, and in fact this
may well be its meaning here (Num. 18:11). But the verb more often means to
wave. Also the often repeated phrase ¼É LÙ¼X¼Õ Df KÉ ¼ÉIËFÌKÊ ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df KÉ ¼Ü¼D ¼I contrasts the noun
¼É LÙ¼X¼Õ Df with ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df, so it is assumed to mean that which is waved from side to side,
as against that which is waved up and down. Two ceremonies take place – the
¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df (rear shank) is waved up and down, while the ¼É LÙ¼X¼Õ Df (breast) is waved from
side to side.

Chapter 18 gives a summary of perks to which the priests are legally entitled.
It is surprising that the compulsory gifts of non-sacrificial meat (Deut. 18:3) are
omitted. Also, note the statement in verse 14 that the priests are to have all that is
‘condemned’. Where this is mentioned in Lev. 27, verses 21 and 28, there is a
controversy as to whether the priest acquires ¼ÒJÝ IÌ (condemned) as a gift or in the
capacity of a custodian (KM I 10(33) ÎßÜÉÆ and see Rashi). The reference here is
brought to support the former view – that it is a gift.

¼Æ IÝ Ld KÉ ¼Æ IÝ Ld KÉ (17:28) Apparently the first word is the noun derived from the
participle, the second is the actual participle – ‘any (or every) approacher who
approaches’. The form of the noun is reminiscent of ¼Ô LI DÆ H] KÉ ¼Ô JI J× (Ex. 19:18) where
¼Ô JI J× is the construct form of ¼Ô II L× ‘a smoker’ (like ¼E JÝJÎ from ¼E IÝLÎ etc.) which is
likewise a noun formed from a participle (see KM II, 12 ÎÌÎÊ, and II, 17 ÊÝßÎ). For
all that, the duplication seems unnecessary – SSS ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ÆIÝ Ld KÉ ¼ÑL] would have sufficed.
As these were the words of the people and not of G-d, it is even hard to apply
derash!
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BEYOND ARGUMENT

The route of the Israelites in Transjordan, as described in Chapter 21, is not easy
to follow even with a map. ‘Experts’ claim that the route given contradicts that
given later in Chapter 33 – I fail to see that, but that route too is not clear. The
main problem is that we cannot identify most of the place names. There is also an
odd quotation from an ancient book, which is obscure and consists of phrases,
without a verb to help us. However, while the Torah seems to be making a great
effort to make itself clear, pointing out in particular how they went all the way
round to avoid passing through the territory of Moab, we find ourselves in a
muddle and a mire.

Much of the trouble is caused by our misunderstanding just one verse, 21:13 –

SSSSSSSSSSSS ÔDÕUÝ KÅ Ý JÆ I× IÓ XÕFÌK[KÊ
AÎVÝÃÓEÅ LÉ ÔÎ IÆX Æ LÅDÓ ÔÎ IT Æ LÅDÓ ÑXÆ DU ÔDÕUÝ KÅ Î H]

As we are taught to read it, it is simple: ‘for Arnon is the border of Moab,
between Moab and the Amorites.’ (King James). Arnon, a wadi and therefore
simply a line on the map, is the border between Moab and the Amorites, and they
camped beyond it. Easy to understand, but it raises a few problems. The first is that
they entered Amorite territory and camped there without asking permission until
they were already there.

More serious is the fact that ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU does not mean ‘border’. Today, yes – then,
no! This is one of the major errors that Ki Mitsion sets out to correct. The word
means ‘territory’, viz. an area of land that is normally owned or under some
jurisdiction (which need not be human). At least it is a specified area. That you can
talk about unowned, or even unknown, territory does not contradict this. Translating
¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU generally as ‘border’ when it means ‘territory’ can, and often does, distort the
meaning and make nonsense of the text. An extended border which snakes instead
of going straight is not a blessing (Deut. 12:20), and there is no reason for children
to return to a ‘border’ (Jer. 31:16 alias 17 – a verse which has been extensively
quoted using the modern Hebrew meaning to justify political stupidity).

Our next problem is that Arnon is not a narrow river or wadi, but a very wide
valley through which the river flows. Our verse says, twice, ¼Ô¼D¼ÕUÝ KÅ and not ¼Ô¼D¼ÕUÝ KÅ ¼Ñ KÌKÕ
– contrast Deut. 2:36 and 3:16. A number of mountain streams (small wadis) flow
into it, as mentioned in the next verse ¼Ô¼D¼ÕUÝ KÅ ¼Ò¼Î HÑ LÌ D̀ KÉ ¼ß JÅ DÊ.

Good! So we have two errors which cancel one another out. Our verse tells us
that Arnon is Moabite territory (i.e. untouched by Sihon), which makes sense; but
it then says that it is ‘between Moab and the Amorites’! Which? Is it Moabite
territory, still part of Moab? Or is it a sort of no-man’s land ‘between Moab and
the Amorites’? One or the other, but not both!
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It took a lot of pondering before I spotted our mistake. Arnon is (or was, at the
time) Moabite territory – it says so. It is not between Moab and the Amorites, nor
does the text say that it is. We have misconstrued the syntax. The statement that
Arnon is Moabite territory is in parentheses, and the rest goes back to the
beginning. Look again at the verse (as quoted above): They camped beyond Arnon
.... (because Arnon is Moabite territory [which they were not allowed to enter]) between
Moab and the Amorites. They camped between Moab and the Amorites, evidently
in a no-man’s land that was not suitable for settlement, the ¼Ý LTUÈ HÓ referred to.

This has still not made everything crystal clear, but it at least removes the three
specific problems that we raised. In the first half of the verse, is it Arnon or the
¼Ý LTUÈ HÓ (not really ‘desert’, just uncultivated and unowned land – see Gen. 37:22)
which emerges from Amorite territory? Also, what is meant by ‘beyond Arnon’?
Does it mean that they went beyond it from the East, the way they came, i.e. they
went round it and camped to the west of it? Or does it mean that they remained
beyond it from our viewpoint, from the West, i.e. to the east of it? Or perhaps they
camped to the north of it?

Take a look at the map and follow the course of the Arnon inland from where
it enters the Dead Sea. It goes east for a bit, then splits – the main part turns right
and carries on south, while one part turns left and goes north. Is the second also
called Arnon, or given another name? Is this the part that they went ‘beyond’, or
the other? Careful study of the texts with the aid of a map and some knowledge of
the topology should, I am sure, enable us to make progress on this, if not to grasp
it completely. It is a fascinating subject that deserves further study. I must confess
that despite having bought maps specially for the purpose, I have not carried out
my intention of pursuing the matter. But before going any further it is absolutely
vital to get this verse right. Scholars who have tried to make out the route have
based themselves on King James, and inevitably found themselves in a muddle.

Incidentally, while parentheses are obvious in Deut. 3:19, they do tend to be
overlooked (as in our case) in Gen. 14:13

AÉLÕ LI ßDÅ IÓ × KTUÝ KÅ +Ò LßÃÅ X` H× DÊ ÒXÈ LÆF×KÊ, Ò JÉLÑ ÅWÑ Ú JÝ JÅ DT FF×UÝKË ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ÝIÇ ÎH]
Keep an eye open for other examples.
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ODDMENTS

¼D ¼_ K× ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼ÚJÝ JÅ (22:5) no more means ‘the country of his people’ than the expression
¼D ¼È¼D ¼V ¼Ô JT ¼É LÅ¼X ¼b ¼Ô JT ¼×LÑ¼D ¼f (Jud. 10:1) means that Tolah was the son of his uncle. Hard
to believe, but in both cases there are those who have tried to take it that way! Less
ridiculous, but no less wrong, is to assume that ¼D ¼_ K× is short for ¼Ô¼D ¼_ K×. Ammon was
very near indeed, whereas Balaam lived a long way away, by ‘The River’ which
always, when unspecified, means the Euphrates. In fact there was a tribe, the
Ammu, who lived alongside the northern stretches of the Euphrates.

Î Ĥ ? ¼ÅLÝ LÅ ¼ÅL̀¼? ¼ÉLÐ DÑ (22:6). In Biblical Hebrew, certain verbs are used as auxiliaries,
and must not be taken literally. It is the style of the language to use them. One is
¼E IÑ (here ¼ÉLÐ DÑ, plural ¼X ¼Ð DÑ etc.) before an imperative, which is used loosely just as
in English we might say ‘go and fetch me a spoon’ or in the army ‘go and get your
hair cut!’ Another word used similarly is ÒXÜ – in verse 20 ¼E IÑ is literal, but ÒXÜ
is a mere auxiliary. If there is not a suitable equivalent idiom in English, you need
not translate these words; you lose nothing by leaving them out. (Like ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ in the
expression ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼I JÈÃÌ). In derash might they possibly have a special significance,
but certainly not in the plain meaning of the text.

The dot in the nun, and likewise that in the lamed, is neither a weak dagesh nor
a strong dagesh; grammarians call it ¼Ü¼Î HÌUV. It occurs quite often (in the first letter
of a word), and is merely a reminder not to join the word completely to the
previous one. There are no simple rules for when it is used and when not. Contrast
the dot in the first letter of a word after ¼? ¼ÉJË (with a makkef or hyphen) or after ¼É KÓ
(with or without a hyphen) which is indeed a strong dagesh, due to the dropping out
of a nun, and therefore doubles the letter.

The imperative of ÝÝÅ is ¼ÝÃÅ, which in the longer form becomes ¼É LÝÃÅ; because
it is hyphened to the next word, the holem is shortened to a kamets, but this is a
short kamets – orah, not arah. Likewise from ÆÆÜ kovah (vss. 11, 17) though we
should have expected kobbah.

¼È¼D ¼× ¼Ø JÖÂ[KÊ (22:15) is a duplication. The verb does not as a rule mean to continue
to do something, but to repeat, i.e. to do it again. Since ÈD× conveys the same idea,
putting both together is like saying ‘again again’, but this repetition is idiomatic
and often found. The root ØÖÎ can also mean ‘to add’, hence the use in verse 19.

¼Ô LÍ LK DÑ (22:22). It is hard to say what the exact meaning of this word is, but here
it seems to mean one who hinders, one who gets in the way and causes trouble, and
prevents you getting on with what you want to do (Ezra 4:6). (If a man is trying to
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live a good life and work his way to heaven, a satan will try to turn him aside and
prevent him.) The usual translations of an adversary or a tempter or an accuser do
not fit well in all cases.

¼Ú IÌ L̂ HfKÊ (22:25) ‘and pressed herself’ is an excellent example of the use of the
niphal in its original meaning of a reflexive. It cannot be passive (‘she was pressed’
– by whom?), the active ‘and (she) pressed’ is ¼Ú KÌ DÑ HfKÊ (next word but two). This is
obviously reflexive (or ‘middle’ voice – see KM III, 12 ÎÌÎÊ for a full explanation).

¼Ò¼Î HÑLÇUÝ ¼IWÑ LI (22:28, 33) simply means ‘three times’, and so also with the festivals
in Ex. 23:14, being synonymous with ¼Ò¼Î HÓ L× Db ¼IWÑ LI (cf. Ex. 23:17, 34:23-24; Deut.
16:16). ‘Foot-festivals’ is again taking an idiom literally.

¼ÑHÎ KÅLÊ ¼Ý Lb (23:2) – collective. Seven, not one, of each.

¼× KÆÃÝ (23:10) occurs in only one other place in the Bible (2 Kings 6:25) where it
means a quarter (as if ¼× KÆ JÝ), but here that makes no sense. Hertz explains that it is
from an Aramaic root meaning ‘ashes’ and parallels ¼Ý KÙF×. See KM II, 39 ßÜÌ (if
you do not have Hertz’s commentary).

¼ÊLÎ DÑLV HÓ (24:7). The scribes did not like to repeat a yod alongside a vav, so they
wrote only one where we should expect ¼Ê¼ÎLÎ DÑLV HÓ. Nonetheless, it is a plural. Compare
how instead of writing ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ¼D¼U as we should expect, they wrote either ¼ÒHÎ¼D¼U or ¼Ò¼ÎHÎÂU,
as well as always ¼ÒH[HÊ DÑ for ¼Ò¼ÎH[HÊ DÑ (which should be ¼Ò¼ÎHÎHÎHÊ DÑ as has been pointed out).
We find the plural yod missed out in the second person, and are misled by it, in Ex.
33:13 ¼F¼O¼Î¼Q JÐLÝUV, Is. 58:13 ¼F¼O¼Î¼Q JÛ LÙFÌ, and particularly Gen. 38:18 ¼F¼O¼Î¼Q JÑ¼Î Hß DÙ¼X.

¼F DÑ¼? ¼ÌKÝ DT (24:11). Here again we have an idiomatic usage (like those mentioned
above) putting ¼F DÑ (or, in the plural, ¼Ò JÐLÑ, feminine ¼E IÑ etc.) after an imperative. It
does not necessarily imply that it is for the benefit of the one spoken to, but is
idiomatic, as we might say, modifying the army example given above, ‘get yourself
a hair-cut!’ Again it need not always be translated. Here it means ‘run away!’ but
we could say ‘get yourself out of here!’

¼Ò¼Î HZ HJ KT is short for ¼Ò¼Î HZ HJ KÉ ¼Ñ IÆ LÅ DT – ‘The Shittim’ short for ‘Abel of the Shittim’
(Mourning Place of the Acacias), which we unjustifiably shorten still more by
leaving out the definite article. Nobody refers to The Hague as ‘Hague’, so in
Hebrew it is ‘The Shittim’, ‘The Ai’, always.
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FESTIVALS

Anyone who has followed the various discussions in Ki Mitsion on the subject
of offerings, with which we started in Series I, should by now feel fairly
comfortable and at home in any consideration of the subject that is not at a
particularly advanced level. In fact, what we have here in the list of regular public
offerings and additional ones for Festivals is actually extremely simple, compared
with what we have had to deal with earlier. The background knowledge we have
already dealt with, and the structure here is basically constant, with small variations
sometimes for different occasions, despite considerable variation in wording, which
may be partly to avoid monotony.

Let us take a look at it all, to get the general idea, before reading (again) the
original Hebrew.

First come the instructions for the regular daily offering. With minor variations
of wording this is a repeat of what was already told in Exodus 29:38-42. Each day
two lambs are to be offered up as olahs, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon, with the identical procedure each time. The olah of a lamb is to be
accompanied by a minhah – as we explained in KM III 37 ÌÑÞ, and which you may
find easier to refer back to than the Hebrew text – consisting of one omer (or
issaron) of solet mixed with a quarter of a hin of oil; and accompanied also by a
libation (nesekh) of a quarter of a hin of wine. Nothing difficult about that so far.

The repetition here (Num. 28:3-8) includes the phrase ¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KÉ DT ¼ÉLÎ OKF× LÉ ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf ¼ßKÑÃ×,
because this had already been offered at (‘at’, not ‘on’) Sinai, when the Tabernacle
was first set up (and presumably regularly since then). There was no change to be
made, but the instructions are repeated only so as to place the additional offerings
set out below alongside the regular one, to make the list complete. The subsequent
offerings listed here, in this set of laws given when the Israelites were staying in
the Aravot of Moab, were intended (explains the Talmud) for the future, to be
brought only on reaching the Promised Land. Moses was passing on instructions for
what was to be done after his death, not during his lifetime.

Now come the extras. First the Sabbath extra, which is simply a duplication of
the daily ones. An extra two lambs, making four in all for the day, with the
appropriate minhah and libation. (Note: no hatat.)

The rest all follow a standard pattern, and it is as well to see that pattern first.
Although the Torah repeats many of the details each time, we need not do so here.

First there is an olah, which consists of a number of bulls, rams and lambs, the
numbers varying from occasion to occasion, as we will see. Then there is the hatat,
which consists always of one young goat. The olah, as we explained four weeks
ago, must always be accompanied by a minhah and a libation; the hatat is not. In
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each and every case, without exception, the minhah consists of 3 omers of solet
mixed with half a hin of oil for each bull, 2 omers of solet mixed with a third of
a hin of oil for each ram, and 1 omer of solet mixed with a quarter of a hin of oil
for each lamb. In each case, the quantity of wine used for the libation is the same
as the quantity of oil mixed with the solet – half a hin per bull, a third of a hin per
ram, and a quarter of a hin per lamb.

Now for details of the olah – actually it is far simpler than you would imagine.

1. New Moon, each of the seven days of ‘Matsot’ (our ‘Pesach’), and Shavuot:

2 bulls, 1 ram, 7 lambs.

2. On ‘Sounding Day’ (our Rosh Hashanah)*, Kippur, and Shemini Atseret:

1 bull, 1 ram, 7 lambs.

3. Succot alone is complicated. Starting with 13 bulls on the first day, the number
decreases by one each day, till you have only 7 on the seventh day. Each day there
are, unlike all the above,

2 rams and 14 lambs! Double!

The number of rams and lambs suggests that here we have two festivals: a
seven-day festival superimposed on an eight-day festival.

* There is a rider concerning ‘Sounding Day’. Since it is on the first of the
seventh month, it always occurs on New Moon. The Torah then makes it clear that
the offering mentioned is in addition to the olah of the New Moon (with its minhah
and libation) and of course the regular daily one. (The combined additional olah
would then be 3 bulls, 2 rams and 14 lambs. Compare Succot.)

Unfortunately the Torah does not make it clear 10 whether or not the hatat is
in addition to that of the New Moon. In other words do you bring two goats, or just
one? The post-talmudic Early Rabbis (Rishonim) disagree on this. The style of the
wording suggests that there should be two of these as well – olah is mentioned,
hatat is implied. Or is the mention of olah intended to exclude hatat?

In the Rosh Hashanah musaf amidah therefore, some mahzorim say, as on the
other festivals, ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ DÑ ¼Ý¼Î H× LK DÊ, while others say ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ DÑ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼Î H× DK ¼ÎIÕ DI¼X. We cannot say
which is correct.

However, there is no justification for those printers who have by analogy copied
this into the musaf of Kippur, where ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼Î H× DK ¼ÎIÕ DI¼X is wrong, ¼Ý¼Î H× LK DÊ is correct.

(Some printers further confuse the issue by bringing in the ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ ObH] KÉ ¼Ý¼Î H× DK. This is totally unjustified, as
this is not a musaf, any more than the bikkurim offerings on Shavuot, which though similar, are not musafim,
and are not mentioned in the prayers. Also if it was you would have to add the extra ¼ÉLÑÃ× DÑ ¼ÑHÎ KÅ.)

10. My acknowledgement to Rabbi Dr. E. Wiesenberg, who explained all this to me, down
to the end of the article.
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FROM HERE ..... TO THERE ..... TO YOU 11

A problem raised in KM III, 34 ÝÆÈÓÆ was left unsolved there. If ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT means,
not ‘one year old’ but ‘within the first year’, i.e. less than one year old, then ¼Ô JT
¼I JÈÃÌ must mean ‘less than one month old’, which in context (Num. 3:15,40 etc.) is
nonsense. Against this, ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼ßKÕÃÓ DI ¼Ô JT in Gen. 17:12 must mean when the child is
seven (not eight) days old, if it is to match Lev. 12:3 ¼ÎHÕ¼Î HÓ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KÆX ‘on the eighth
day’, viz. when the child is again seven – not eight – days old.

Rabbi Ahron Batt has explained this; to be clear and concise, however, his
explanation needs a short preamble. In English, when we say ‘from A to B’ – or
(and this is important) ‘from A up to B’ – do we or do we not include A and/or B?
The answer is that normally we include A, we often specify whether or not we
include B, and if we do not the result may well be ambiguous. ‘From Monday to
Thursday inclusive’ is clear, or ‘from the 4th (of the month) up to and including
the 9th’, or ‘from the 4th up to but excluding the 9th’. ‘The 4th’ is included.

[Americans often say ‘Monday through Thursday’ which is very misleading to those unfamiliar with the
expression, as it appears to include Friday, but does not. It actually means the same as ‘Mon-Thurs. incl.’]

Here (in Num. 3:15 etc.) we have ¼ÉLÑ D× KÓLÊ ¼I JÈÃÌ ¼Ô JT HÓ, and, Rabbi Batt points out,
the word ¼Ô HÓ (in practice joined as HÓ followed by a dagesh, or IÓ) is exclusive: ‘from
but excluding within the first month, and upwards.’

Let us now look at Lev. 27:3-7. Verses 3, 5 and 6 have the form ¼È K× DÊ SSSSS ¼Ô HÓ.
Since the 5 years and 20 years are repeated, this means that if the ¼Ô HÓ is exclusive
then the ¼È K× DÊ – ‘(and) up to’ – in each case is inclusive.

To summarise, in English ‘from A (up) to B’ always includes A but may or may
not include B. In Biblical Hebrew ¼O ¼Æ¼Q ¼È K× DÊ OÅQ ¼Ô HÓ excludes Å but includes Æ – at
least in the cases we have considered, and this answers our problem.

Someone who assumes that ¼Ô HÓ here is inclusive and also that ¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT means
‘one year old’ will make two mistakes that cancel out. He will get the right answer
for the wrong reasons, and find himself in trouble elsewhere.

Nevertheless, Hebrew is not always consistent, any more than English – for
example ¼Ñ IÆ¼D¼[ KÉ ¼ßKÕ DI ¼È K× in Lev. 27:23 is certainly not inclusive. Likewise +?HÓ, ¼Ô HÓ
certainly is inclusive in ¼× KÆ JI ¼Ý IÅ DT ¼È K× DÊ ¼Ô LV HÓ. Inconsistencies such as this occur
frequently in the Torah, as in any language, and do not require special concern or
deep interpretation. The Talmud in Berachot 26b discusses whether ¼È K× in the
Mishnah is inclusive or exclusive.

11. Title of a popular song ‘From here to there to you.’
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So far, so good. We have dealt with periods of time. How about place? Here in
Num. 34:1-12 we are given a precise definition of the territory of Israel. An
important side-issue has already been mentioned (KM III, 39 ßÜÌ) viz. ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU
nowhere means ‘border’ in our sense, though in this case, exceptionally, its
meaning approaches that. It means ‘territory’, but rarely, as here, it is used in the
sense of the extent of the territory, in order to define it. ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU is here the limit of the
territory, and thus what we might call the boundary, or in an older sense the border.
However, it never means ‘border’ in the modern sense of a dividing line between
two regions, merely (here, unusually) the limit that defines what constitutes the
territory referred to. What is beyond the limit need not belong to anyone else.

To return to Num 34: 1-12, we have each section defined at one end by ¼Ô HÓ, and
at the other end by the verb ÅÛÎ or its derived noun ( ßÊÅÛÊß) followed by ¼Ñ JÅ
(replaced in practice by ¼É L– at the end of the word). It is not clear here what is
inclusive and what is exclusive, but since we are dealing with a continuous stretch
that comes back to where we started from, it does not matter which is which.
Contrast ¼É LÐFÅÃT SSS ¼Ô HÓ or ¼È K× SSS ¼Ô HÓ (not ¼È K× DÊ, which may or may not make a
difference) in Gen. 10:19; there the circuit is not completed, and what is included
and what is not included is not at first clear. The mention of four places together
(Sodom etc.) after ¼É LÐFÅÃT (which means ‘as far as’ and appears to be synonymous
with ¼È K× – see KM II 5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ) implies that these are included; whether ¼Ô HÓ here
is inclusive or not is uncertain – was Sidon part of their territory or not? Since Tyre
is south of Sidon and they usually went together, Sidon was probably included.
¼Ý I×ÃÝF× IÓ (Deut. 2:36 & fr.) is certainly inclusive.

Against this, in Num. 21:24 ¼Ô¼D ¼_ K× ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼È K× SSSSS ¼ÔÂÕUÝ KÅ IÓ without any doubt excludes
– both Arnon which was a part of Moab (Num. 21:13) and the territory of Ammon
(which the verse itself explains, and see also Deut. 2:19). In other words, when it
comes to places there is inconsistency and possibly ambiguity (just as in English),
but where age-groups are defined the usage is consistent: ‘from’ excludes, ‘and up
to’ includes. ¼Ô JT followed by ‘x years (or months)’ does not mean ‘x years old’ but
‘within x years’, or, mathematically, (x-1) years old.

Note: When not dealing with either place or time, ¼È K× SSS ¼Ô HÓ sometimes means
‘both ..... and’: in Num. 5:2 ¼É LÆ IÜ DÕ ¼È K× ¼Ý LÐLY HÓ can mean nothing else!
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TIME AND TIME AGAIN

There are many ways in which we notice fundamental differences in style
between the Book of Deuteronomy and the rest of the Torah. This is essential
because even where the subject matter is similar (history, laws etc.) it is presented
in a different manner. But the subject matter also differs, at least in emphasis, in
that while the first four books deal essentially with the past, Moses in the fifth book
places greater emphasis on the future.

Hence the most outstanding difference in style is that the verbs tend to be mostly
in the future, whereas hitherto most of them have been in the past. We notice this
less at the very beginning of the book, which reviews history; but the future
gradually takes over.

This gives us an opportunity to take a closer look at the whole concept of tense.
By false analogy with other languages, the application of this in Classical Hebrew
is generally misunderstood. Most of us have had the difference between ‘tense’ and
‘time’ drummed into us in school, but Israelis are taught to identify the two (as in
Modern Hebrew) and cannot understand the difference.

Those who have studied Latin and Greek have found a large number of tenses
formed by inflection, viz. by changing the form of the verb. (Latin has six, Greek
has seven.) English, almost at the other extreme, has only two – I eat, talk, and I
ate, talked – but also has a large number of other tenses formed by the use of
auxiliary verbs with the infinitive, participles, etc. – I am eating, will eat, was
eating, have eaten, had eaten, used to eat, and so on. Notice that other parts of the
verb which are formed by inflection (such as the infinitive, participles and so on)
are used in forming these tenses, called ‘compound tenses’. Of ‘simple tenses’,
those formed purely by inflection, English has only two.

Aramaic (which has influenced both Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew) over-
simplifies everything. It has just three tenses, formed by inflection – ‘past’,
‘present’ and ‘future’ – and you have to work out for yourself whether the ‘past’
means ‘I was eating, used to eat, ate, have eaten, had eaten’, and so on, each of
which in English means something different.12 (Whoever lives in Israel has met
this problem, called, in Modern Hebrew, ¼Ô KÓ DË ¼Ô¼Î IÅ.)

And what of Classical Hebrew? The surprising fact is that Classical Hebrew has
NO TENSES WHATSOEVER that are formed by inflection. This does not mean
that tense does not exist. Parts of the verb formed by inflection – from the infinitive

12. In fairness, Onkelos also uses the participle, with or without the verb ‘to be’, to get
three compound tenses in Aramaic, but all this seems to have dropped out in later Hebrew.
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(root) we have a gerund, participle, and two aspects (imperfective and perfective,
which will be explained in a moment) – are used, not with auxiliary verbs but in
various other ways (including word-order and other aspects of syntax) to produce
a variety of tenses. This enables a great degree of subtlety in expression almost to
the extent available in English, which is certainly not possible in Aramaic.
Sometimes in Classical Hebrew the identical mode of expression is used for more
than one tense, and we rely on the context to make it clear which is intended.

The two ‘aspects’ – perfective and imperfective – originally referred to actions
that were completed (‘perfected’, hence ‘perfective’) and not completed
(‘imperfective’), as in Russian. (Only Russian has tenses within the aspects,
Hebrew does not.) However, the original meaning is not important, and in fact can
be confusing. What does matter is not the meaning, but the form of each aspect, and
the different ways in which it is used. Think of form, not meaning. The perfective
of ¼ÆÃßL] is ¼Æ KßL] (also ¼Î Hf DÆ KßL] etc.) and the imperfective is ¼ÆÃf DÐHÎ etc. but these are
NOT past and future. Mostly they are used, in certain ways, to indicate past and
future respectively, but often the reverse! Nor is it correct to call them ‘perfect’ and
‘imperfect’, as these terms are used to indicate in most other languages two tenses,
both of which are necessarily ‘past’. They are ‘aspects’, and the terms ‘perfective’
and ‘imperfective’ used by grammarians for ‘aspects’ in other languages apply
more or less here.

There is one complication, the bugbear of Hebrew grammar which makes it all
so confusing, ‘the conversive vav’, which nobody really understands but which we
are forced to accept. What this does is in itself simple, only its use confuses – it
does not change the tense, it simply changes the aspect. An imperfective with a
conversive vav behaves exactly like a perfective without one, and means the same
thing. And a perfective with a conversive vav behaves exactly like an imperfective
without one, and means the same thing.

So why use it? The rules of grammar demand its use in certain cases, and in
narrative and in continuous speech this means most cases. Why? We do not know.
Aramaic manages quite well without it, and appears to lose nothing, unlike the lack
of tenses from which it does lose.

As an introduction only to the subject, we may say that the main use of the
perfective (or imperfective with conversive vav) is to express a simple past tense.
The three main uses of the imperfective (or perfective with a conversive vav) are
to express (i) a simple future tense, or (ii) a repeated action in the present, past or
future, or (iii) a strong command or instruction. Usually the context helps us to
distinguish between the last three, but not always. (Deut. 21:22 Lß¼Î HÑ Lß DÊ – statement
or command? Likewise LÉ¼Î J_ K× IÓ ¼Å¼Ê HÉ KÉ ¼I JÙJ̀ KÉ ¼É LßUÝ DÐHÕ DÊ, statement or command?)

Failure to grasp the concepts of tense in Biblical Hebrew correctly can, and
sometimes does, lead to a total misunderstanding of the text. We may need to refer
back to this introduction from time to time.

If you find this difficult refer to Supplement No.5 which takes a different approach.
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NOT TO BE PROUD OF

Moses completes his historical review of what has happened since leaving Sinai
by telling how his pleading with G-d to let him enter the promised land – just to
look at it – met with a categorical refusal. Meanwhile they were in the canyon
(probably chosen for its acoustics) facing Bet Peor.

He then begins to emphasise the importance of obeying all the instructions that
he is giving them, observing the laws and so on, without, for the while, specifying
what these laws are; yet pointing out that his Teaching is complete, not to be added
to so that nothing will be removed from it. (It is very easy in this book, when we
arbitrarily and illogically divide Moses’s speeches into parashot according to
length, to lose track of what is going on overall – see KM series I and II).

After reminding them of the most recent incident, one whose shame was
remembered for a long time (it is worth looking up Joshua 22:17 and comparing it
with what Moses says here in 4:3-4), Moses goes back in history once again, this
time to the Revelation at Sinai. Here he stresses again and again the dangers of
idolatry and the need to recognise G-d as the One and Only and observe his
instructions. With that he closes his first speech. Verse 39 should be looked at
carefully – note where the main pause is in the verse, which is not where we tend
to put it. The last five words do NOT go together – the last two words stand alone.

The reference to Bet Peor in 3:29 (omitted under ‘Peor’ from the Concordances
of both Mandelkern and Ibn Shushan) raises a question. Was this indeed the temple
to Peor? And if so, why did they not pull it down? More likely (but not necessarily)
this was just the name of the place, and Baal Peor was the name of an idol
associated with that place, or even, since the idol was Midianite and they were not
in Midian, an idol associated with another place of the same name. There is of
course the possibility that the Israelites gave the place that name as a reminder of
their shame, but this seems most unlikely and inappropriate.

AROUSING ENVY ABROAD

In 4:5-8 Moses points out how the laws of the Torah make sense, a sense that
becomes apparent to all who watch them being observed. Many things do not make
logical sense in advance – you can see no good reason for doing them – but they
do make sense in retrospect; having done them you can see the advantage. So,
claims Moses, with all the laws of the Torah. Even those that you cannot see the
point of will be appreciated even by outsiders and foreigners if you observe them.
They all have a meaning. It is rather sad to see how we have, over the generations,
systematically worked to remove any sense or apparent sense from so many of them
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until they have only an obscure symbolic meaning (just as idolatrous customs
originally symbolised something practical) and as little connection as possible with
practical everyday life – and that it is just these that are stressed most strongly in
our education system (both for children and for adults). Those which do not involve
any sort of artificial existence or behaviour, but which concern normal everyday
living with no symbols or rituals, are pushed out of the way as things to be simply
taken for granted and not worried about, until they are ignored and go by default.
‘Progress’ and technological advances, plus historical tragedies (the loss of our
land) have helped to take many of the remaining meaningful laws into the
meaningless group – for instance tithes and levies for the priests and Levites who
had no legacy land have become a mumbo-jumbo that can hardly be respected by
the foreigners, yet are considered by the rabbinate to be of prime importance. Not
so retroactive price-increases in electricity and telephones – or far worse, changes
in the actual times during which cheap-rate calls apply, with customers notified five
months after the changes have been implemented – or rabbinic institutions that
flatly refuse to pay wages on time.13 Local Councils refuse to repay money
overcharged in error in the past. The worst thing of all is a legal system for which
one has to pay money, depositing a vast sum for an appeal so that the whole thing
becomes a gamble – justice? Banks who undergo the mumbo-jimbo of the heter
iska (designed originally to allow money to be lent to the rich on interest, but
abused to allow it to be lent likewise to the poor), may with impunity charge
interest to squeeze the blood out of the living poor, but heaven help them if in
building their new branch they overturn bones of the ancient dead (as happened)!

The laws handed over by Moses concern in the main behaviour in respect of
normal everyday living. They demand a natural life, not an artificial one, but with
restrictions and obligations to prevent abuse through power or wealth and to
maintain care of the less well off, so as to produce a society built on justice for all.
There are a number of rituals thrown in, which perform various functions: these
include acting as reminders of our duties and obligations, adding harmless spice and
interest to life, and keeping us away from alternative rituals (as practised by others)
which are harmful. Taken in perspective this way, even the rituals are seen by
outsiders to be of great value, as an adjunct to a normal healthy natural life, not an
artificial one. The Torah does not demand that we follow a different way of life,
but that we should adopt a specific approach and attitude to life. We may ask
ourselves whether the Garden of Eden was created as a place in which man is to
work hard ( ¼W LÝ DÓ LI DÑ¼X ¼W LÈ DÆ L× DÑ Gen. 2:15) or merely where he can sit and study while
others do all the work for him. Modern ideas are not always compatible with those
of Moses.

13. I once worked for one.
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THE OPTION

In KM III, 21 ÅÞß we considered Aaron’s behaviour in connection with the
Golden Calf. We indicated that he in no way encouraged or even condoned idolatry,
he did not make the Calf for people to worship, nor did he for a moment suspect
that they might indeed worship it.

Yet recounting the incident in his Second Speech, Moses said (Deut. 9:20) that
G-d had been sufficiently angry with Aaron to want to destroy him, until Moses
himself intervened with a prayer on his brother’s behalf.

This immediately raises two questions. The first is, of course, ‘If Aaron did not
intend to condone idolatry, what then was his sin?’ An answer was suggested (KM
III 21 ÅÞß) but we did not go into the matter, nor will we do so here. What we
wish to consider at this point is the second question: ‘If what Aaron did was wrong,
what else could he have done? What other option did he have?’

We must refer back to the original description of the incident (Ex. 32:1-6).
¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ Ñ K× Ò L× LÉ Ñ IÉ LdH[KÊ – the people gathered around Aaron, and just two verses later
¼Ò L× LÉ ÑL], ‘all the people’. All the people?

There are two types of exaggeration. One is falsification – if there are twenty (of
whatever) and someone says ‘a hundred’, that is false, and not acceptable in the
Torah. The other is what we call ‘figure of speech’, it is never intended to be taken
too literally: it includes rounding off numbers (100 when there are only 99) and
using a generalisation such as ‘all’ when it seems like all. The description is
subjective. This form of exaggeration is met with in the Torah and is acceptable.
It is not false, because it is an acceptable figure of speech never intended to be
taken literally. Here is an example in point, as shown by what we are told later.

The Levites remained faithful to G-d and supported Moses when he asked for
support. More than that, altogether there were only 3,000 who actually worshipped
the Calf (32:28), out of a total of 600,000 – a mere ½ % of the population! And the
rest? Their sin was in condoning it, in allowing it to happen and making no effort
to prevent it. This even includes the Levites, who partly redeemed themselves later
by rallying round Moses when he asked for support. But we were – and still are –
all punished (and here ‘all’ is meant literally, without exception) for the sin of the
Golden Calf (Ex. 32:34).

Aaron found himself surrounded by three thousand excited people. Try to picture
it! Without doubt he did not stop to count them. He felt that the entire population
was there, and the pressure was enormous. So he tried by a ruse to discourage
them. What better could he have done? Had he stood firm against the mob, would
they have listened? Would he have stood a chance of achieving anything at all?
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In this he made a bad judgement. Let us ask ourselves why the people all went
to Aaron, why they wanted Aaron to make them an idol. There was a revolt, the
revolt must have had a ringleader, so why did the ringleader (finding himself with
so much support) not make an idol himself and rally the people round him?

The answer was with the other 99½ %. The silent majority. They were prepared
to go along with the militants, or at least not to interfere. Moses, who had led them
out of Egypt, had indeed disappeared. But not Aaron, who had been with Moses
and who had been left in charge meanwhile by Moses himself. They respected
Aaron, and would not tolerate any revolt against his authority. Try to remove Aaron
and the silent majority would cease to be silent and would intervene. The militants
realised this, and that it was therefore vital for them to get Aaron on their side at
the outset. If the ringleader wanted to get rid of Aaron, he could do that later
(compare the way Yeltsin rescued Gorbachov from his captors and praised him
before he later deposed him), but at the moment Aaron’s support was essential.

Aaron failed to realise that he was needed. A mob of thousands of people
surrounding him was not, as he imagined, a sign of his weakness, but a sign of his
strength. Without his support they could not proceed. A small group might well
have carried on anyway, but they would have been seen as a rebellious minority,
and a call from Aaron for support would have brought out all the people, who had
hitherto shown little interest, on his side. All that he had to do was to shout a
resounding ‘NO!’ and then remonstrate with them, in the way that Moses much
later remonstrated with the Reubenites and Gadites when they first approached him,
and the other side would immediately have begun to climb down.

(In the case of the Reubenites and Gadites this was followed by negotiation,
because there was room for it. Here there was no room for negotiation, and it
would have had to be ‘No!’ to the bitter end, come what may. This might even
have led to some bloodshed, but what actually happened was far worse. Aaron on
the other hand was a man of peace – he loved peace and we can see the results of
‘peace at all costs’, significant to us just sixty years after Chamberlain met Hitler
at Munich.)

Aaron was too humble, and undervalued himself. In a position of authority you
must exercise authority. You can of course overdo it – Thatcher overdid it with the
Poll Tax and got thrown out – but Aaron would have been in no way overdoing it,
as this was a fundamental issue. He failed. Up to a point G-d is prepared to make
some allowance for human weakness, and accepted Moses’s prayer. Even so, Aaron
was not completely forgiven, because he did have an alternative. He was punished
on the Eighth Day.
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WE WHO ONLY SERVE?

¼ÒIÈ DÆ L×LÕ DÊ (13:3) This peculiar form occurs only in three other places, where we
have ¼Ò IÈ DÆ L× Lß ¼ÅWÑ DÊ: in the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20, the verse number varies in
different editions), in the second version of the same (Deut. 5, verse again
variable), and in Ex. 23:24.

Most go along with Kimchi (Radak) who says that these are simply variations
of the more usual ¼Ò IÈ DÆ K×KÕ and ¼Ò IÈ DÆ K× Kß, the kal form, meaning ‘to serve’, but that is
very hard to accept. It means that the verb is doubly irregular. If we had ¼Ò IÈ DÆ K× Lß
(with a long kamets) that would be slightly irregular, but to have two is too much.
This variation of the regular form is found nowhere else; on the other hand it is the
correct regular form of the hophal: ¼Æ Kf DÐ Lf hence ¼È KÆG× Lf but ¼Ò IÈ DÆ L× Lf. Both kametses
are short – ‘tTo-Tov© dRem’ (even though Sephardim pronounce the first one as Ta, as
if it were long, instead of To). It is far more reasonable to assume that it is the
hophal form, but in that case what does it mean?

It could mean, as someone suggested to me, ‘cause to be served’, i.e. set up for
people to serve. This however is not quite the usual meaning of the hophal. More
likely it means ‘be caused to serve’. In the context ‘be made (or forced) to serve’
does not fit very well, but it could and probably does mean ‘be persuaded to serve’.
It seems a little strange that this form is used, but there it is!

BIRDS AND ALL THAT FLY

In chapter 14, verse 20 ¼X¼ÑIÐ ¼ÅÃf ÝDÉ LÍ ØD× ÑL] and verse 11 ¼X ¼Ñ IÐ ¼ÅÃf ¼É LÝ¼D ¼É DÍ ¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ ¼ÑL] are
not the same. The words are not synonyms.

¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ, normally feminine irrespective of sex, means a bird. Verses 11-18 deal
with birds. You may eat any that are alright, followed by a list of those that are not
alright. Biologists insist that a bat is not a bird, and that a whale is not a fish and
so on, but a bat is thought of as a bird and a whale is thought of as a fish. In those
days scientists kept their knowledge very much to themselves and did not try to
drive ordinary people round the bend.

ØD× however, a masculine noun, refers to anything that can fly, including but not
only birds. Verse 19 reminds us that ¼Ø¼D ¼× LÉ ¼Ú JÝ JI, flying insects, are in general
forbidden; then vs. 20, where the word ¼Ú JÝ JI being unnecessary is omitted, concedes
that there are exceptions (in the grasshopper-locust family, Lev. 11:21-23).

A major difference between this chapter and the one it summarises (Lev. 11) was
pointed out in KM II, 47 ÉÅÝ.
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HAPPINESS AND ENJOYMENT

With respect to the Festival of Succot, we are told in 16:14 ¼FJU KÌ DT Lf DÌ KÓ LK DÊ, and in
the next verse KÌ IÓ LK ¼E KÅ Lß¼ÎHÎ LÉ DÊ. Contrary to popular belief, these do not mean the
same thing. The latter simply means that you are to be happy – inserting the word
¼E KÅ is lke saying ‘within limits’, i.e. within reasonable limits. Do not go berserk and
say that you were authorised to do so. Alternatively, but less likely, this is not a
mitsvah but a statement. From the blessing you will be happy.

The former expression, on the other hand, involves an idiomatic use of the verb.
Just as ¼ÉÃÅLÝ means ‘to see’ but ¼– DT ¼ÉÃÅLÝ means something a bit different – to look
at, consider, notice, take an interest in (e.g. Ex. 2:11, and incidentally which
explains 1 Sam 6:19) – so ¼– DT KÌÃÓ LK is an idiom meaning ‘to enjoy’, which is similar
to, but not quite the same as, to be happy on (or with). Mainly it implies deriving
benefit. When in law a tenant is said to be entitled to the ‘peaceful enjoyment of’
the property he rents it does not mean spending the whole day and night singing
and dancing; but it means a bit more than mere contentment. In other words, the
second expression means ‘enjoy yourself’; the first means ‘enjoy your festival’
which is similar to, but not exactly the same as, ‘enjoy yourself on your festival’
(as we were taught).

This brings us to Ben Zoma’s famous statement quoted in the Mishnah (Avot
4:1) ¼D ¼Ü DÑ JÌ DT KÌ IÓ LL KÉ ¼B¼Ý¼Î HI L× ¼X ¼ÉJË¼Î IÅ. To understand this as meaning ‘one who is
contented with what he has’ makes little sense philosophically. One who is fully
satisfied with what he has and asks nothing more is no better than dead. He has no
ambition, no wish, so what is he living for? We always want something more, and
pray for it, and if we did not we should have nothing left to pray for. Further, the
Mishnah is not talking about a virtue, something one must try to achieve, but about
a state of affairs. ‘Who is rich?’

The answer is ‘One who is able to enjoy what he has.’ The prefix ¼¼– DT goes with
the verb as part of the idiom. You may consider someone to be rich because of his
vast possessions, forgetting that for one of a variety of reasons he cannot enjoy
them. What use is a beautiful park and large estate to a blind man who is also
permanently house-bound? What use are delicious foods to one forbidden by his
doctor to eat them? Or frozen assets in a foreign bank to a man who is starving for
want of ready cash? One who has many things which he cannot use and from which
he can derive no benefit is not rich by virtue of merely possessing them, and to
work to amass such pseudo-wealth is folly. One who can (and does) use and derive
benefit from that which he has – that man, says Ben Zoma, is a rich man.
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JUSTICE OR COMPROMISE?

¼Ü JÈ JÛ ¼ÍKb DI HÓ ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Í DÙ LI DÊ. Justice is the basic theme of the Torah. All else is built
around it. Even worship of G-d is pointless and meaningless if it is without
knowing and understanding what the G-d who is being worshipped stands for, and
it is repeated throughout the Bible that our G-d stands first and foremost for justice.

We have in Hebrew two words which in combination produce the concept of
justice. The first, ¼ÍLb DI HÓ, means a judgement or decision. The second, ¼ÜJÈ JÛ, means
correct and fair. Human nature is such that disputes between people inevitably
arise, and decisions have to be made between conflicting demands and interests.
The Torah sets out before us a system of just decisions to be made on simple basic
issues; complicated ones can generally be analysed into simple elements, to which
these decisions may be applied, so as to produce a just decision in complex cases.

The modern tendency is to concentrate on ¼Ü JÈ JÛ, on personal behaviour, and to
ignore communal responsibility in helping with the problems of others who cannot
reach agreement, to ignore ¼Í Lb DI HÓ, justice, almost completely. Moses was chosen
to hand over the Torah because he was the man best able to understand it and grasp
the significance of its details, and hence to be able to explain and teach it, without
its having to be explained to him in too much detail. He had a very deep inherent
sense of justice, a great feeling for it and an equally great hatred of injustice. This
is shown by the stories told of him as a (comparatively) young man, indicating the
way he reacted to three situations: an Egyptian trying to kill an Israelite, two men
trying to settle a simple dispute by violence, and shepherds bullying young girls
who were too weak to defend themselves. In the third case he not only secured
justice by bullying the bullies, but even went out of his way to give unsolicited help
to the victims.

The best way to solve a dispute where no quiet agreement can be reached is for
an unbiased outsider to give a fair decision that both parties are prepared to accept.
Ideally both parties should be shown the fairness and justice of the decision, but if
this is not possible then it must be imposed on the basis of the authority of the one
who gives it. This authority should be obtained through popular respect. People
have an inherent respect for justice when they see it. Hence they should have
respect for the Torah on the basis of its justice. We find this theme in Deut. 4:6-8
and the Talmud (Kamma 38a).

So far, so good. Unfortunately things have, in the course of time, got a bit
distorted. Great emphasis has been placed on respect for the Torah without
worrying too much about the justice it contains. This respect is extended to those
who study and teach the Torah, on the assumption that they must automatically
appreciate justice far better than anyone who does not. Sadly this assumption is
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often false. Systems of justice other than that of the Torah may still have, despite
their shortcomings, much to be respected, and they are not to be despised as
worthless. Justice (and sometimes even injustice) without Torah is superior to
Torah without justice – at least it does not involve any ¼Ò IJ KÉ ¼Ñ¼X ¼̂ HÌ.

A very poor substitute for justice is arbitration, and an even worse one is
compromise, especially if it is imposed. When each party is convinced that it is in
the right, compromise leaves both unsatisfied. When one side knows that it is in the
wrong, that party is pleased because it gets half of what it wanted but did not
deserve, whereas the other is grieved that it has been forced to give up half of what
it is entitled to as the only way to avoid losing the whole lot. He hates not only the
other side, but also the system! Hatred is not removed, only repressed and
intensified, to emerge later in a more virulent form.

Pure arbitration, an arbitrary decision made for instance by tossing a coin, is
certainly better than a decision by biased judges. Each party knows that it stands
a chance, and if both can be persuaded in advance to consent it is usually better
than a human arbitrator who from the start seeks compromise. But neither is justice.
There are times when justice fails, in rare cases where it inherently defies
application, but often, tragically, because it is not obtainable except at great cost
and risk. Then arbitration and compromise are available as a last resort. To start
with these is an abuse, and adopting such a policy in certain Rabbinical courts
implies a shirking of responsibility by the judges, who thereby show their contempt
for the very fundamentals of the Torah (‘their’ Torah), and their total unfitness to
act as judges.

Studying Torah is for everyone to learn the basic principles of justice, such that
litigation can often be avoided. But where it cannot, there must be justice. We read
in Ex. 21:35 SSS ¼Ý¼D ¼J KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Ý DÐ LÓX – who sells it? The commentators say ‘the court’.
Not necessarily. If it is known that this is the law, two reasonable people in dispute
will take it on themselves to apply it amicably themselves without going to court.
‘My animal killed yours, I admit it. Though I did not intend it to, I accept
responsibility for it up to the full extent that the law demands, but no more.’ If they
cannot agree to do this, the court, backed up by society, must impose its decision.
(In this case exceptionally there is compromise, but it is inherent in the law and not arbitrarily imposed by

judges; and on a third occasion there is no compromise.) If people in dispute cannot agree, they
may go to court, and there should be no shame or disgrace in using the court, that
is what it is for! That way you – and observers – learn G-d’s teaching better than
from books. So taught Moses.
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BREAD AND WATER

The attitudes that we are to take towards Edom, Ammon and Moab are puzzling.

The parting of Abraham and Lot on good terms, to avoid a quarrel but to retain
good relations, was, in the time of Moses, turned into a permanent breach on terms
that were far from friendly. 23:4-7 says in effect that as far as possible we are to
have nothing to do with Ammon and Moab. We had already been told that we are
not to start a war with them, but here we are told that nor are we to make a peace
agreement. King David, who had Moabite ancestry (Ruth 4:22), asked the King of
Moab to look after his parents for him when he was threatened by Saul (1 Samuel
22:3-4) but seems to have redeemed himself later (2 Sam. 8:2). However, his
friendship and treaty with the King of Ammon had disastrous results when the latter
died and his son took over (2 Sam. Chap.10). It was during the resulting war with
Ammon that David took advantage of Uriah’s absence to take an excessive interest
in his (Uriah’s) wife Bathsheba and to arrange for the quiet disposal of her
husband, in the course of which a number of innocent people were also killed (2
Sam. 11:17). It was Baalis, King of Ammon, who incited Ishmael to assassinate
Gedaliah (Jer. 40:14), with such tragic results for the whole Jewish people. In
general, bad relations between the people of Israel on the one hand and Ammon and
Moab on the other persisted.

The reasons given here by Moses are rather puzzling. The first – not that they
refused to supply bread and water but that they did not actually bring it out to meet
us. We made a long detour around Moab, so there were plenty of opportunities for
the latter to show hospitality. But we only came somewhere near the territory of
Ammon (Deut. 2:19), not all that close. As for the second reason, the hiring of
Balaam was by Moab and Midian, and it seems that Ammon had nothing to do with
it. (See also KM I 40 ÜÑÆ). Furthermore, no warning was given against Midian.
(They were not wiped out in the time of Moses, as they reappeared at the time of
Gideon – Jud. 6:1 ff.) Why? Cynics will remark that Moses had a private vested
interest (as his wife was a Midianite) but this is shown to be false by his anger at
women and children being left alive in the war against Midian (Num. 31:14-17).

A more serious problem arises from Moses’s statement that the Moabites did in
fact supply food and drink, even though they charged for it (Deut. 2:29). In this,
they apparently behaved in exactly the same way as the Edomites (loc. cit.). If they
should have provided food and drink free of charge, why are Edomites to be treated
differently (Deut. 23:8-9)? Because the Edomites are our blood-brothers? We need
only go back two generations further to find the Ammonites and Moabites,
descendants of Haran, to be also blood-brothers! Furthermore in the case of the
Edomites we were actually told to make sure that we did not take any food or water
from them without paying (Deut. 2:6). Food was really not necessary anyway since
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we had the manna, but if we were tempted to take additional food from them it had
to be by purchase. Water in those regions is a very valuable commodity –
remember what happened when they reached Kadesh (Zin) on the border of Edom
(Num. 20:1-2) – and nobody could be expected to supply two million people
without payment.

Simple answers to these questions do not appear to exist. One can squeeze an
answer, distort the text, or guess; answers obtained that way are not satisfactory.
Certainly in explaining his reasons instead of just giving us instructions of what not
to do Moses seems to have made it all more difficult to understand, not easier.

We can easily find a very big difference between Edom on the one hand and
Ammon and Moab on the other. The two latter were steeped in idolatry, especially
with their national gods Milcom (Moloch) and Chemosh (who had both already
been invented – Lev. 18:21; Num. 21:29). These had a serious bad influence on
Israel in later generations. I cannot recollect any reference to a national god of
Edom, who for all their other faults do not seem to have misled Israel in that way.
But Moses does not give that as a reason; instead he gives ‘reasons’ that appear to
have no validity!

All that we can assume is that there is a lot more to the story – even relevant
material – than is told. Details added by Moses in Deuteronomy, especially about
the journey from Kadesh to the Jordan, supply information not given at all in the
main narrative in Numbers, and some things at first sight seem to conflict. That still
more background information is sometimes needed, which is not provided at all in
the Torah, has been shown in the explanation of the attitude of Balak (KM I, 40
ÜÑÆ) which relies on a chance comment in the Book of Joshua. This is in surprising
contrast to the earlier stories where, in general, sufficient background information
is provided, and where assumptions that are required are reasonable assumptions
which we can guess at with a fair degree of confidence. For all that, there are
things that we may never know.
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KEEP OFF

It is distressing to find rabbis writing books on Talmudic subjects in which they
misquote the Torah and attribute to it what is not written there. Specifically they
write (sometimes in the preface) about the ‘well-known’ sin of infringing the
mitsvah ¼Ç¼Î HL Kß ¼ÅWÑ or ¼Ç¼Î HL Kf ¼Ñ KT. No such instruction exists and there is no such sin.
The nearest we find is ¼D ¼ÈLÎ ¼Ç¼Î HL Kß ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ which certainly implies no ‘sin’ or offence.
¼Ç¼Î HL Kß is not an instruction, but a third person feminine, to match ¼D¼ÈLÎ which is
feminine. It comes from the root ¼ÇWKLÕ which we find in e.g. Gen 44:6 ¼ÒIÇ HLK[KÊ ‘he
caught up with them’. The word occurs quite a few times, usually after the verb ‘to
chase’, and means ‘to reach’ or better ‘to catch up with’. In this idiom it means
literally ‘if his hand does not reach’, which we would express more directly as ‘if
he cannot afford’. What is the sin in not being able to afford?

In this week’s section we find ¼X ¼É I× IÝ ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU ¼Ç¼Î Ha KÓ ¼Ý¼X¼Ý LÅ (Deut. 27:17) based on 19:14
¼FF× IÝ ¼ÑXÆ DU ¼Ç¼Î Ha Kß ¼ÅWÑ , the meaning of which we will consider in a moment. Now in
31:11 Moses said ¼ß ¼ÅÂY KÉ ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ß JÅ ¼ÅLÝ DÜ Hf ‘read this Torah’ (in front of the entire
population) and the aforementioned rabbis would of course be horrified if anyone
were to write ¼× KÝ DÜ Hf ‘tear it up’! Why then confuse ¼Ç¼Î Ha Kf and ¼Ç¼Î HL Kf? It is done too
often to be a mere oversight in printing, and the Modern Hebrew usage of ¼Ç IL KÉ for
‘to acquire’ or ‘to obtain’ makes this usage thoroughly misleading.

[The appearance of a very odd spelling on one occasion in the Book of Job, where all sorts of things
happen, is no justification. It was possibly a dialect, but one does not distort a quotation from the Torah
by using an isolated instance of a different spelling from an obscure corner of Job. If anyone wrote
about Isaac as ¼Ü LÌ DKHÎ, even though this form occurs four times in the Tanakh, and even though this
would not mislead anyone, everybody would – sorry about this – laugh at him!]

Now let us consider what 19:14 does in fact mean, because this too is
mistranslated. King James says ‘Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour’s landmark.’
We know that K× IÝ never means ‘neighbour’ (which is ¼Ô IÐ LI), but is used in the Torah
as an expression for a fellow-Israelite. In this case, however, although it is not the
meaning of the word, exceptionally the idea of a ‘neighbour’ is implied in the
sentence, so we will on this occasion let King James get away with it. But there is
no mention anywhere of a ‘landmark’, or of any word that even could be so
rendered. As we have often pointed out, ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU means ‘territory’ (and not the other
word, still less ‘landmark’). JPS2 gives ‘You shall not move your countryman’s
landmarks’. Avoiding King James’s lesser sin that we were prepared to overlook,
this makes his greater sin of ‘landmark’ worse by making it plural!

The verb ÇÊÖ, especially in the niphal which is a ‘middle’ or sort of reflexive,
means to go back, retire, recede, withdraw or retreat. (In a war or battle, your
forces may decide to ‘withdraw to new positions’, but the enemy in such a case is
said to retreat. A neutral observer sees no difference.) It is usually followed by
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¼Ý¼D ¼Ì LÅ, ‘backwards’, to emphasise its meaning (v. concordance). The hiphil * form
¼Ç Ia KÉ means ‘to cause to recede’.

(* Note for grammarians. The hiphil form of such a verb is often formed as if it came from the root
ÇÖÕ. For example, we find both KÌ¼ÎHÕ IÉ like ¼Ò¼Î HÜ IÉ, and KÌ¼Î H̀ HÉ like ¼I¼ÎHU HÉ. Some prayer books read ¼Ô¼Î HÑ¼Î HÙ Df KÌ¼ÎHÕ LÉ DÑ
and others read ¼Ô¼Î HÑ¼Î HÙ Df KÌ¼Î H̀ KÉ DÑ – each is correct as long as the lamed has no dagesh.)

What is forbidden here is not to reach or even acquire someone else’s territory
(you may buy it if he agrees to sell) but to cause your fellowIsraelite’s territory
to recede. You do this by taking your neighbour’s land, or part of it, and treating
it as your own without his permission. In English we could re-phrase the verse as
‘You are not to encroach on your neighbour’s territory.’ The temptation to do so
is especially great when the land is not currently in use, and in particular when the
owner is absent; when he returns you are tempted to claim it as your own – or at
least the right to use it as such – by accepted custom. In such circumstances you
have a good chance of getting away with it without being caught, at least at the
time, and it is to such things, those that you think you can get away with, that these
curses apply.

This is further evidence that it does not mean ‘landmark’. If you start to use land
alongside yours that has been lying neglected for years and there is no landmark,
people assume that it is an extension of your own land. Hence the curse. People
notice if you remove a landmark, and this is not the sort of sin included in these
curses.

Since the curses were publicly pronounced in the time of Joshua (Jos. 8:30-35
following Deut. 11:26-30 and 27:11-26), each one endorsed with a lound ‘Amen’
from the entire population, one who encroaches in this way (like one who
deliberately misleads a blind man and so on) automatically brings upon himself no
less than six hundred thousand separate individual curses!
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FAULTY BREAKS

Rabbi Aaron of Worms, some two hundred years ago, added a special appendix
(ÝÊÉÍ ÔÜ) to his famous book ÝÊÅ ÎÝÊÅÓ. In slightly different words he explained
that the division of each weekly portion into aliyyot in the way we find them in
printed humashim was decided not (as is popularly supposed) by our Rabbis in their
wisdom, but by an idiot (whom he calls ÞÆÊÞÓÉ ÞÎÅÉ) in his stupidity. Rabbi
Aaron lists alternative ‘breaks’ (explained below) which are quoted favourably by
Rabbi Hayyim Eleazar Shapiro, author of ÝË×ÑÅ ßÌÕÓ, who used his system, and
who mentioned that the Gaon of Vilna (roughly a contemporary of Rabbi Aaron)
refused to accept the divisions that appear in printed humashim.

Long before I ever heard of Rabbi Aaron, the issue was brought to my attention
by Rabbi Sam Brazil, then in London. He complained that when, as this year, the
parashah of EJÑI[KÊ is read separately, the division between 6th and 7th (between
31:24 and 31:25) is in the middle of a sentence and makes no sense. It appears to
have been influenced by the words at the very end (31:30).

Let us start at the beginning. Laws were set stating the minimum (and sometimes
the maximum) number of people to be called; the total (with certain exceptions)
must not be less than 10 verses; each person reads at least three verses; and no
individual’s reading may start or finish less than three verses from a paragraph
break (parashah) unless the stop is itself a paragraph break. [The usual splitting of
the weekday Rosh Hodesh reading breaks this rule, hence the Vilna Gaon’s
alternative.]

There are also certain sections where we do not stop in the middle. One such
section, the curses in Deut. 28 (the ¼É LÌ IÐ¼D ¼f), is discussed in the Jerusalem Talmud
(Megillah 3:7) where different reasons are given. One opinion (note, one opinion)
stated that we should start with something good and finish with something good,
i.e. we should not start or finish with terrible curses. Later authorities, apparently
on their own initiative, determined from this a ‘rule’, that you should not start or
stop with something bad, like a death penalty or any reference to tum’ah. This
however was much later, since although R. Aaron accepts this rule, the Yemenites
never heard of it. Their traditional division into aliyyot, much more sensible than
ours all round, does not take this ‘bad’ into 14 It also seems, sadly, that Rabbi
Aaron never heard of the Yemenites, or undoubtedly he would have quoted them.
Furthermore the pre-Talmudic rabbis who set the weekly parashah divisions
certainly did not observe it – see the end of ¼Ò¼Î HIÃÈ DÜ or ¼ÜLÑ LT or the start of ¼ÌKÝÃÜ!

14. A list of Yemenite divisions can be found at the back of Rabbi Breuer’s Humash,
published by Mosad Rav Kook, Jerusalem.
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However, ignorant people who did not understand the Torah took this new ‘rule’
to extremes, always looking for something ‘good’ to start with and end with,
regardless of where it was (as long as it did not conflict with the main rules), and
often chose places that were utterly ridiculous.

Rabbi Aaron laid down two guide lines which he felt should have been self-
evident. Given the main rules which must be obeyed, preference for ‘breaks’ should
always be given to paragraph breaks, provided that they do not occur at points of
‘something really bad’, in which he includes references to tum’ah. (The Yemenites
do this without worrying about the ‘bad’.) And a break should not occur ¼ÔLÎ DÕ H× ¼E¼D ¼ß DT,
i.e. in the middle of something reasonably short. For instance, if someone says
something (or within a speech is making a certain point) which covers three or four
verses, you do not break in the middle. Even a short conversation, if it is contained
in about a dozen verses or so, should not be broken up. These guide-lines should
be self-evident, but the fanatics went even further.

Often a single sentence is split up into two or three verses (e.g. Gen. 1:1-3,
where Gen. 1:2 is entirely in parentheses – see Rashi there as quoted by
Nachmanides), so as to retain verses of reasonable length. In such cases the fanatics
have not been afraid to put aliyyah breaks in the middle, making utter nonsense of
it all! One such case is here, Deut. 31:24/25, where the sensible break, causing no
problems at all, is either one verse or two verses earlier. Another glaring example
is Gen. 44:30/31, where not only is it bad anyway to break up Judah’s speech, in
which each point follows from the previous, but verses 30-32 (certainly 30 and 31)
constitute one sentence.

Even worse, because it also breaks the rule about not finishing with something
bad, is Num 16:13/14, where a short speech (less than three verses) is interupted
in the middle, at a point where Moses is directly insulted!

Rabbi Aaron gives a complete list of recommended ‘breaks’. He points out that
in his synagogue in Worms they did not believe in ‘additions’ (which the late Rabbi
Kopul Rosen once described aptly as ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ß K×¼ÎVÝ DÜ) but they are permitted, and if
you must have them, then at least put the breaks at sensible places.

In fairness, we must not put all the blame on the printers. A tradition that was
very close to that of the printers has been found on a manuscript that almost
certainly pre-dated printing. The subject is complicated, and with the help of Rabbi
Ezriel Levy (who supplied a great deal of source material) I have prepared tables
comparing the ‘break points’ according to different customs, along with R. Aaron’s
suggestions. The really important thing is to avoid the most glaring idiocies, such
as those quoted and of course Deut. 1:12/13 (where the correct stop is 14/15 after
¼ß¼D ¼KF× KÑ). The traditional ‘aliyyah division’ has absolutely no significance, and of
course even less holiness.
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THE SONG

The exception to all that was written in last week’s issue about aliyyot is Shirat
Haazinu. The Talmud cites a tradition that the Levites used to sing this in the form
of six sections or stanzas (one could call them ‘verses’ were this word not used in
the Bible in a different sense), and the Song may be divided into six parts for six
aliyyot in accordance with those traditional divisions. In other words, for the Song
itself we may call up six people, neither more nor less.

The parashah of Haazinu consists of the Song, followed by two paragraphs
which are read by the seventh person called; these two paragraphs may, if we wish
to call up an extra one, be split so that two people read them, one each paragraph.
The paragraphs themselves are too small to be subdivided, in accordance with the
rule we mentioned last week, so even for a Barmitsvah in a large, wealthy and
influential family we may call up either seven people or eight, no less than seven
and no more than eight, not counting maftir.

The locations of the divisions of the Song itself are not undisputed. The Talmud
simply gives a mnemonic for remembering them. Combining a Hebrew word with
a Hebraised Aramaic one, the mnemonic is ¼ELÑ ¼Ê¼ÎHY KÉ, an acronym, each letter in turn
representing the first word of the verse starting a stanza. (The stanzas are referred
to in Hebrew as ¼Ò¼Î HÜ LÝ Db, of which the usual translation ‘chapters’ is not appropriate
here.) But this is ambiguous in more than one case. Consider the mnemonic:

The ( all agree stands for ¼X¼Õ¼ÎHËFÅ KÉ (32:1).

The * all agree stands for ¼ÝÃÐ DË (32:7).

The - could stand for ¼X ¼É IÅLÛ DÓHÎ (v.10) or ¼X ¼É IÆ H]UÝKÎ (v.13).

The ) could stand for ¼Ô KÓ DIH[KÊ (v.15) or ¼ÅUÝK[KÊ (v.19).

The 0 could stand for ¼Î IÑ¼X ¼Ñ (v.27) or ¼X ¼Ó DÐ LÌ ¼X¼Ñ (v.29).

The . could stand for ¼Ô¼ÎVÈLÎ ¼Î H] (v.36) or ¼Å LL JÅ ¼Î H] (v.30).

Not all possible combinations are legitimate, because some involve having less
than three verses in a section. But the entry ÏÑ ÊÎËÉ in the Talmudic Encyclopaedia
discusses this, and gives six different combinations found in the Early Authorities
(Rishonim), who disagree as to where the divisions are. The printers of our
humashim have decided somewhat arbitrarily according to one opinion, and as this
has been accepted as standard it should be respected, unlike some of the stupid
divisons mentioned last week. The alternative is to have everyone doing something
different, each with the backing of a learned authority, but the Talmud itself is
strongly against such practice. However, the Yemenites have different traditional
ways of dividing the Song, used by different communities in the Yemen and based
on the views of different authorities. (See the comment by Rabbi Breuer on page
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+; of the Humash he edited, published by Mosad Rav Kook.)

On the preceding Sabbath afternoon(s), Monday and Thursday mornings, we
traditionally split the first stanza so that the second person (Levi if there is one)
reads verses 4-6. However, there are some who object to this sub-division even
here, and insist on reading the first three sections as on the Sabbath morning. This
is not just ‘a different custom’ as happens in many cases, but something in support
of which a strong argument can be presented. (I am not suggesting that the other
view is therefore wrong, each can be justified, but this one is safer, and the extra
trouble involved, of reading a few extra verses, while not to be sneered at – causing
unnecessary delay to the congregants, especially in the morning, is a serious matter
– is really very slight, to prevent what may in this case be halachically wrong.)

In three cases the actual layout of the Song differs in the Yemenite version from
that of Ashkenazim and Sephardim, not just as it appears in printed books but as
it appears in the actual siferey torah, and the Yemenite version is supported by the
text as it appears in the Aleppo Codex ( ÉÆÊÛ ÒÝÅ ÝßÐ), which, fortunately, we do
possess for this part of the Torah! (See Breuer’s Chumash referred to above.) Our
version seems more logical, giving a more even sub-division of verses, but the
other is based on tradition which over-rides logic.

Another unusual point is the beginning of verse 6, where the letter ( is not only
‘large’, but also actually a word on its own, the only case ever of a Hebrew word
consisting of just one letter. The vowel under it is a full patach – KÉ and not FÉ –
followed by a sheva under the lamed DÑ, which must be a silent sheva since it is in
turn followed by what is written as DÎ and pronounced as FÅ. (Normally with ÉÑ we
do not say ÃÈFÅKÑ but ÃÈ ¼ÅKÑ, the aleph becoming silent. Not here.) In other words, we
should read it as ¼Ñ KÉ, followed by the Divine Name as usual. It is hard to see why,
or what sense this makes. However, if the ( is a word on its own, without a taam,
then by the Masoretic rules it must be hyphened to the next word. The fact that it
is not, even in the Aleppo Codex, is almost certainly due to an oversight. Anyway,
listen ( ÊÕÎËÅÉ) to how your ‘baal koreh’ reads it.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+
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CREATION OR PRODUCTION?

Production and creation do not mean quite the same thing. Does it matter? From
our point of view it does. Roughly, production (manufacture) is making something
– something that was not there before; creation is making something new, unlike
anything that was there before. [To produce also has another meaning, to pull out and show, as
when you produce a rabbit out of a hat, produce evidence of identification when so required, and so on. We

are not concerned with that meaning.] In other words, creation is production, but production
is not necessarily creation. Modern Hebrew uses the same verb – ÝÛÎ – for both (but
different nouns – ¼Ý¼X ¼cHÎ ¼B ¼ÉLÝ¼Î HÛ DÎ). In the beginning of the Bible the word that is mostly
used is ÉK×, although the forms ÝÛÎ and ÅÝÆ (with subtle differences of meaning
that need not concern us at the moment) also occur.

In the Creation of the World, G-d created the Sun, the Moon, and a star – and
then produced (or made) more stars. You could say that he created more stars, only
when you think in terms of each one differing fundamentally from the others. When
you think of them as basically the same, the word produced is more appropriate.
You may say that he produced (‘made’) the Sun, but ‘created’ adds the idea of
originality.

However, when considering the Sabbath and its laws in relation to the Creation
of the World, on which it is based, what is relevant is not the creation that G-d did
but the production. It matters not that something completely new appeared, what is
relevant is that something was taken and used to make something else.
(Traditionally, on the first day G-d created the raw material, from which he made
the world; it was not from creating the raw material that he rested on the Seventh
Day, but from using it to make everything else.) To remind us of this, we are not
allowed on the Sabbath to make or produce things. Samson Raphael Hirsch will
never convince me that by sewing two pieces of cloth together I am performing an
act of creation, but I do admit that I am producing one large piece out of two
smaller ones. If this brings to mind a picture not restricted to an artist’s studio but
including also a factory where you put something in, press the button, and out
comes something else, then so much the better. If by pressing the button you are
producing something, then on the Sabbath you may not do it.

Note especially that what is forbidden is not an ‘act of production’, but
‘production’. This requires a combination of act and endproduct. If by pressing the
same button you do not produce anything, you merely push a button with no other
effect, then you are performing the identical act, but it is not forbidden. What is
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forbidden is expressed in Hebrew by ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, the act (making, manufacture, not
‘doing’), followed by ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ the end-product (not the act).

Note also that there is no question of activity, which may be present but may
not. When you grind something there is activity, but when you drop a raw cabbage
into boiling water and take it out cooked a half-hour later, there is no activity.
There is, however, an act of production. If the water instead is cold, there is the
same act, but as there is no end-product there is no production.

In olden times much more than today, production generally required effort,
continuous activity, work, labour. It was failure to realise that this was irrelevant
that led to misunderstanding and mistranslation.

How does trapping an animal fit into this? We said that ¼ß¼D ¼KF× means to make,
it also means to acquire, and acquisition is prohibited along with production.
However, some things are excluded from the ban because they did not apply in
building the Sanctuary (see KM II, 22 ÑÉÜÎÊ), and many forms of acquisition (such
as stealing, which though forbidden does not infringe the Sabbath) are in the
exclusion.

How does carrying fit into it? It does not. Carrying is also forbidden, but it is
not included in ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, it is additional to it – ¼D ¼ÓÃÜ D_ HÓ ¼I¼Î HÅ ¼Å IÛIÎ ¼Ñ KÅ (Ex. 16:29
– see Jeremiah 17:21,22,27).

The unifying idea is of supplying your needs, regardless of effort or lack of
effort. In the words of Isaiah, ¼F JÛ LÙFÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×. This can be by making something,
acquiring, or carrying (e.g. bringing into the house from the fields). And this is
what G-d did in the Creation – he felt he wanted something, so he produced it! On
the Seventh Day he said ‘Enough! No more for the present. I will make do for this
day with what I already have,’ and as a reminder we too stop acquiring, producing
and bringing in things on the seventh day of each week. This reminds us of his
production, which in that case was creation, the Creation of the World, and so we
remember who did it and how.

We often forget that ¼Ý JIFÅ is not a relative pronoun but a conjunction, requiring
a pronoun to go with it. As in English, the pronoun is often left out; to make sense
of the text we may have to put it back in, and take care not to put it back in the
wrong place. Gen. 2:3 must be read as if it were written ¼W Lß¼D ¼Å ¼ß¼D ¼KF× KÑ ¼ EÅ ¼ÅLÝ LT ¼Ý JIFÅ
(and not as if ¼ß¼D ¼KF× KÑ ¼ EÅ ¼W Lß¼D ¼Å ¼ÅLÝ LT ¼Ý JIFÅ which leaves ¼ß¼D ¼K K×KÑ hanging in the air and
encourages far-fetched explanations). In English, ‘from all his products to make
which G-d had created [raw material on the first day]’ – see Nachmanides
(Ramban) who takes ¼ÅLÝ LT to mean specifically ‘he created out of nothing’ (which
is not the ‘creation’ that we are considering in this article).
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ORNITHOLOGY

A fancy word for birds, or at least the study of birds. And the relevance? Why
did Noah specifically choose a raven, of which he had two, and a pigeon (alias
dove), of which he had fourteen, for his tests to see if the ground was visible? He
had an enormous choice, a better selection than any modern zoo. Something in the
behaviour pattern of these two made then suitable.

Cassuto points out that in the Mesopotamian myth of Ut Napishtim (see KM II,
2 ÌÕ), which parallels the story of Noah and which was clearly based initially on
fact however much the facts were distorted, there were three birds – the third being
a sparrow (?) – and the pigeon was released before the raven. This reinforces but
does not answer our question – why were these particular birds chosen? The answer
was probably obvious to those who read the stories – whether the Mesopotamian
myth or the Biblical account – at the time, otherwise the reason for the choice
would have been included in the story, but it is not obvious to us today. The only
clue that we have, though quite insufficient, is that the dove could not find a place
to rest its foot (Gen. 8:9 – not ‘the sole of her foot’ as King James puts it, but just
‘its foot’); on its own this could lead to lots of wild speculation and guesswork.

The pigeon or dove, incidentally, is belligerent, cruel and vicious, and the worst
possible choice to represent ‘peace’, though it might well be suitable to represent
a so-called ‘peace process’. (One recalls Tom Lehrer’s weekly mitsvah of Poisoning
Pigeons in the Park.) Nor did it bring back an olive-branch, or even a twig as
shown in the picture above – sorry about that – but a leaf! See 8:11.

Konrad Lorenz, author of King Solomon’s Ring, wrote that while an animal that
has been kept prisoner in a cage longs to get out, if released it will not run away
to assure maintaining its ‘precious freedom’ as a human would, but (except the very
lowest) will return, as animals do not like to break habits. Some birds are however
too stupid to find their way back into the cage, or even into the house. The raven
(an intelligent bird) either re-entered the ark on its own, or stayed perched on the
roof, but Noah had to stretch out his arm and take the pigeon back inside (8:9).

The difference between the roots ÆÝÌ ‘partly-dry’ and ÞÆÎ ‘fully-dry’ is
explained by verses 13 and 14. Verse 7 uses the latter – after its release the raven
kept coming back ‘until the water was fully dried’, which was long after the
pigeon, despite its homing instincts, failed to return. Why did the pigeon, of all
birds, stop coming back altogether once there was visible land outside? Was the
food in the Ark tasteless? Or was he glad to get away from his wife? (The use of
a feminine pronoun to refer to ¼ÉLÕ¼D¼Î, a feminine noun, does not imply, as King
James thinks, that the one Noah sent was a female. Sex and gender are not the same
– see KM II 31 ÝÓÅ). Marital ties among pigeons are usually very strong (see below)!
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My attempts to find answers to these questions have not been very successful.
I have noticed that ravens walk around and feel at home on the ground, whereas
smaller birds generally prefer trees (except when eating) and hop instead of walking
– does this have anything to do with it? Perhaps, perhaps not. Encyclopaedias have
been most unhelpful. There are people who spend their whole lives bird-watching,
but do not know and cannot guess why Noah picked on the raven and the pigeon.
Perhaps you, or your ornithologist friend, can tell me the answers.

One thing I have found out: the raven and pigeon are not friends. A pair of
pigeons recently built a nest on the window-sill of my friend’s second-floor flat in
Jerusalem, and the female then laid its eggs there. The children anxiously watched
the birds alternately sitting on the eggs for weeks till they were hatched – then, a
catastrophe, down swooped a raven and took the young birds!
[My thanks to another friend, my neighbour Mr. Jay Harwood, who lent me books and scoured the
Internet for me, alas so far without success.]

OPPOSITES

¼É LÑ DÎKÑLÊ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DÊ ¼Ø JÝÃÌLÊ ¼ÚHÎ KÜ DÊ ¼ÒÃÌLÊ ¼ÝÃÜ DÊ ¼Ý¼Î HÛ LÜ DÊ ¼× KÝJË

The above four pairs (8:22) have been the cause of a lot of unnecessary
headaches. Some (Talmud, Rashi) are of the opinion that the first three pairs divide
the year into six parts, others (Ibn Ezra, Kimchi) that the first pair divides it into
two, and the middle two pairs divide the whole year into four seasons (as we do).

The simple answer is that there is no intention of dividing the year into four or
six seasons, simply of listing various extreme opposites that occur alternately.
‘Summer and winter’ is not the same as ‘hot and cold’, as temperature is not the
only difference between them: trees bear fruit and ‘die’, there are short days and
long days, there is rain and dry, illnesses are associated with one or the other,
insects and pests appear and disappear, and so on. The cycles of life will continue,
and it just happens that one of these is the daily cycle, two are annual cycles, and
one (cold and heat) is mostly, but not entirely, an annual cycle. (Birth and death are
tactfully omitted.)
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A full discussion of this raises many very important and interesting points, but

to get the main idea onto a single page considerable abridgement has been
necessary, and some points have had to be omitted.

The last three words of 12:6 raise two problems for which I have had to work
out the solution; my guess is that it might appear in the missing commentary of
Rashbam, since the solution follows his approach.

As we understand it, the verse tells us that Abram arrived in Canaan and found
Canaanites living there. Had it said Amorites, we could understand, but Canaanites?
Big deal! A man went to Germany and found it full of Turks, alright. But he found
it full of Germans? And would you believe it, he found Spain full of Spaniards!
This is nonsense, so we have got it wrong somewhere.

We must remember that ¼Ú JÝ JÅ does not only mean country, it often means county,
district and so on. (See Gen. 35:22, 1 Sam. 9:4,5 etc.) Here it means the district of
Shechem-Bethel, later known as Mount Ephraim or Samaria (with Eli in the middle) and
it now makes sense: Canaan was so called after the principal tribe that lived there,
but there were others as well, and they lived in different areas. This part was
inhabited specifically by Canaanites (Deut. 11:30), not Amorites or others. Alright,
but so what? Why mention it? They do not come into the story till the time of
Moses – Hittites, Hivvites, Amorites and Philistines enter the stories of the
Patriarchs, but not Canaanites. You can bust your brain trying to squeeze out an
explanation, but you will not find one here, because there isn’t one to be found.

Later, in 13:7, we find a similar remark ¼ÚJÝ LÅLT ¼Æ II¼D¼Î ¼Ë LÅ ¼ÎHYVÝ Db KÉ DÊ ÎHÕF×KÕ D] KÉ DÊ. In the
earlier verse, ¼Ë LÅ refers to the time when Abram first arrived in the country; in the
latter it refers to the time of his return from Egypt some years later (with the same
situation in the time of Jacob, 34:30). This verse tells us that the situation had
changed – the Perizites had arrived in the meanwhile, and the relevance of this will
soon become apparent. (We now see why we could not explain the first verse on
its own, where it was irrelevant. It was only put in there so that we could see the
change later.) The word ¼Æ IIÂÎ means that they were the settled inhabitants, unlike
Abram and Lot who were just nomads passing through. Why then does this remark
appear at the end of verse 7, in the middle of something else, when its logical place
is in the middle of verse 4, or following the end of that verse?

To appreciate the text, as it appears, without any distortion, we must see that the
insertion of an external matter in this position implies that the remark had a bearing
on what follows. The new situation regarding Canaanites and Perizites which Abram
observed had no bearing on his dispute with Lot, but did have a bearing on his
reaction to that dispute (verses 8-9).
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First let us consider what the changed situation implied. Perizites entering
Canaanite territory could lead to quarrels starting with land disputes.

Now let us examine the dispute between the shepherds, in which, it seems,
Abram and Lot each took the side of his own team. (Otherwise the matter could
easily have been resolved from the top.) If there was a shortage of land, they could
have moved on together somewhere else. The country was big enough. But the
problem was similar to that of a large kitchen which is big enough for ten men to
work in, but never big enough for two women.

How did it the problem suddenly come about? On leaving Egypt, Lot came with
Abram but was independent (13:5) whereas on their first arrival he was part of
Abram’s family. Compare Lot’s position in 13:1 after Abram’s property with that
in 12:5 where he comes first. On arrival there was one family, headed by Abram
(12:5) – just as on arrival in Harran there had been one family headed by Terah
(compare 12:5 with 11:31) – and one tribe of inhabitants, Canaanites (12:6). On the
return from Egypt there were two families – one headed by Abram and one headed
by Lot – who started to quarrel; and two tribes of local inhabitants – Canaanites
and Perizites – who were already quarrelling. Abram noticed the latter when his
own quarrel began to erupt, and saw the parallel. This explains in full his next
remark – ‘Let there not be a quarrel between me and you ..... because we are
brothers!’ He then offered a solution.

Among the classical commentators Sforno approaches this with (13:7) ‘we
should not set (the Canaanites and Perizites) a bad example.’ The above implies
‘we should not follow their bad example.’ The presence of Perizites in land
previously held exclusively by Canaanites strongly suggests that the quarrels were
already taking place. Otherwise, while the remark in 13:7 is relevant, the earlier
one in 12:6 is completely unnecessary.

JUST A DREAM?

That is how you must interpret the ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ Lß DT KÉ ¼Ô¼Î IT ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT if you insist on translating
¼É LÓ IVUÝ Kf (15:12) as a ‘deep sleep’. If you believe that it really happened, and
Abraham witnessed it happening, then you must assume that the word means the
opposite, ‘drowsiness’. Likewise Saul’s guards (1 Sam. 26:12), Jonah (1:5,6) and
Sisera (Jud. 4:21), did not necessarily fall fast asleep, but may have simply dozed
off. There it does not matter, here it does. Abraham did not even doze, he merely
became drowsy, otherwise it was all just a dream!
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LOT’S DAUGHTERS

An American lady who had accepted Judaism once approached me with a
problem, which is the reason for my tackling something which I otherwise might
not consider suitable for Ki Mitsion.

The lady in question was prepared to accept all of the Torah except for the story
of Lot’s daughters! ‘It says that they raped their father in his sleep, and that is a
physical impossibility!’ I am no expert on what is physically possible or impossible
in that field, but I did consider the problem from a different angle. Careful study
of the text revealed that it does not say or even suggest that they raped their father
in his sleep. So what does it say? What actually happened?

Whenever, as here, we are not given sufficient details to provide a full picture,
we tend to fill in a background from our imagination. That background is often,
without our realising it, incompatible with some of the details of the text, or by
stretching our imagination unnecessarily it may add things not even hinted at. So
instead, let us try to fill in a background that is fully compatible with the text, and
which adds to that text nothing that stretches the imagination unreasonably.

Before that, however, we need to carefully examine what the text says and what
it does not say, so that we are aware of what we are adding. The older girl, we are
told, got her father drunk, she lay with him, and he was not aware of her lying
down or getting up. That is all.

Two reasonable deductions may be made from this. One is that Lot was drunk
enough to be asleep when she lay down, and asleep when she got up, but not
necessarily all the time in between. The other is that when she thought out the plan,
she expected it to work with her father (and it did), but that does not mean that it
was a plan that would necessarily work with anyone else. She knew her father.
Compare how, much later, Tamar laid a plan for Judah which worked as expected
but might well not have worked with anyone else; she knew her father-in-law and
the whole plan was based on her anticipating his reaction to a certain situation.

Here too, the girl knew her father and could anticipate his reaction. Lot had his
redeeming features, but was no great saint. It is not at all unreasonable to assume
that he frequented the pubs and night-clubs (or their equivalent) of Sodom, which
would not have been short of such places, and was in the habit of getting drunk and
picking up a woman for the night. If therefore he got drunk, fell asleep, and then
woke up in the middle of the night – still in a drunken haze – to find a strange
woman lying next to him, this would not puzzle him. He would assume that this
was some woman that he had found earlier that evening, and then carry on. And
this, we may assume, is what his daughter (correctly) expected to happen.
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Lot got drunk and fell asleep. The girl then lay down next to him, without his
being aware. When he awoke, in a drunken haze, and found a strange woman lying
next to him and encouraging him, he acted consciously in the way he normally
acted in such a situation, which was not strange to him. He would not recognise the
girl, partly because it was dark in the cave, partly because he was hazy, and partly
because it is difficult anyway to recognise anyone who is too close to your eyes.
After he finished he fell asleep again, and the girl got up and went back to her
corner of the cave. Waking up in the morning with a hangover, he would have a
hazy recollection of what had happened, but seeing only his daughters in the cave
(at the other end) he would assume that he had simply dreamt it all. This enabled
the process to be repeated by the younger girl on the next night. There is nothing
in the story that is ‘physically impossible’ or even that stretches credibility.

All this is not necessarily correct, but is a possible explanation, not incompatible
either with the text or with reality, and the American lady found it acceptable.

It is hard to believe that the older girl could have felt confident enough to handle
the whole thing if she was indeed a virgin; but the Torah does not say that she was.
It merely quotes Lot as saying that she was (19:8) and he may have believed it.
Remember, she grew up in Sodom. She gave her sister careful instructions, but
having succeeded herself she could afford to risk the younger one failing. (The
Rabbis do not criticise the girls. They saw the entire world that they knew
destroyed, and it was up to them as the last humans alive to ensure a continuation
of the human race.) The puzzle is where they got the wine from. If a resident of
Sodom had stored wine in a nearby cave, he would certainly not need it any more.

The younger girl gave birth first (use of the pluperfect tense in 19:38), so that
Ammon was the elder brother even though Moab is mentioned earlier in the
previous verse. The comparison with 4:4 where Abel brought his offering first, and
the use of ¼ÒKU in each case, has been noted in Ki Mitsion III 1.

Finally, there is no mention of crossing the Jordan. Sodom and Zoar were both
on the East (KM II 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ), so the mountain they climbed up was almost certainly
on the East, and it was in Transjordan that Ammon and Moab later conquered
territory, given by G-d as a reward to Lot for accompanying Abraham from Harran.
After the split, Abraham lived in Canaan (13:12), implying that where Lot lived
was not Canaan, but across the Jordan, and if we assume that he stayed there, it all
fits. In return, Abraham’s descendants were not allowed to interfere with those of
Lot (Deut. 2:9,19).
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IDENTIFICATION

For some reason hard to fathom, one of the aims of Midrash is to reduce to an
absolute minimum the number of individuals referred to in the Bible, and as far as
possible to ascribe to each a name. This is done by identifying an un-named person
in one place with a name mentioned elsewhere, or by identifying a name mentioned
in one place with another name mentioned elsewhere. When the same name occurs
in different places, there has to be an extremely good reason for the Midrash not
to assume that they refer to the same person, even though there is no supporting
evidence. (See KM III, 2 ÌÕ, on the two men named Haran.) This week’s parashah
gives a lot of scope to all this.

Midrash is neither to be criticised nor questioned, but nor is it to be taken too
literally or as a serious interpretation of the text. This applies especially to these
identifications, for which there is often no evidence, and which at times are really
quite impossible. (The extreme case is the identification of Phinehas with Elijah –
what the Midrash means is that they were the same type, and even that is
questionable.) The one case for which, even though there is no direct evidence there
is a strong hint in favour, is that of Abraham’s servant, who went to fetch a wife
for Isaac. He is not named, but traditionally is identified with Eliezer of Damascus
referred to in 15:2. It is by no means certain, but admittedly quite likely. It still is
surprising that he is not named here.

At the other end is the identification of Keturah (25:1) with Hagar. Abraham
married Keturah after Sarah died, which was when Ishmael was about 50, so Hagar
would have been close to 65 if not more, and she then produced six sons – a
miracle almost matching that of Sarah, yet not mentioned as such. It is also hard
to believe that Abraham would insult Sarah’s memory by taking back after Sarah’s
death the woman she had thrown out! This identification certainly cannot be taken
too seriously (compare Rashi with Rashbam).

Somewhere in between comes Keturah’s son Midian. It is always assumed that
he was the father of the tribe of Midian, the Midianites often referred to later on,
but there is no evidence for this.

We are told that Abraham’s son Ishmael became a great nation, which we are
not told about Abraham’s son Midian. Yet the Ishmaelites, who do not seem to
have troubled Israel much if at all, disappeared early from history, while the
Midianites did not. The ‘Ishmaelites’ in Judges 8:24 were actually Midianites, the
term having acquired a technical meaning, but that does not mean that the
Midianites were descended from Abraham. Both apparently participated in the sale
of Joseph, unless the name Ishmaelites had come to mean traders, in which case
even the ‘caravan of Ishmaelites’ there did not necessarily consist of sons of
Abraham.
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Surprisingly the name Ishmael became accepted among Jews – there was the one
who murdered Gedaliah, there was a Rabbi of that name in the Mishnah, and others
are mentioned in Ezra and Chronicles.

Connected with this, though not with this week’s portion, is the more
controversial case of Amalek. The Amalekites, who enter Jewish history a number
of times from the time of Moses onwards, were almost certainly not descended
from Esau, who admittedly had a grandson of that name. Like the Midianites (with
whom they sometimes made common cause) and the Ishmaelites, they too were a
wild tribe of nomads and village dwellers who did not seem to settle in proper
towns, and who lived by plundering others. But we find them already in existence
in the time of Abraham (Gen. 14:7), long before Esau was thought of. The Torah
asks for some consideration for Esau’s descendants (Deut. 23:8-9), despite their not
being too friendly to Israel after the Exodus (Num. 20:18-20), without mentioning
Amalek as an exception, even though we are told elsewhere that for Amalek there
is to be no consideration – not just for an Amalekite who comes to us, but that we
are to go out of our way, at an opportune time, to attack them and annihilate them.
It does not say ‘although they are descendants of Esau’ and it seems clear that they
were not.

FAMILY

Excuses are made for Abraham’s servant ‘inventing’ an instruction to go to
Abraham’s family that he was not exactly given, on the grounds that tact demanded
a white lie. Compare the instruction as given (24:3-4)

BDTUÝ HÜ DT Æ IIDÎ ÎHÐÂÕ LÅ Ý JIFÅ ÎHÕF×KÕ D] KÉ ßDÕ DT HÓ ÎHÕ DÆ HÑ É LJ HÅ Ì Kd Hß ÅWÑ
AÜ LÌ DÛHÎ DÑ ÎHÕ DÆ HÑ É LJ HÅ Lf DÌ KÜ LÑ DÊ BE IÑ If Î HfUÈKÑDÓ Ñ JÅ DÊ Î HÛUÝ KÅ Ñ JÅ Î H]

with the instruction as reported by the servant to Rebecca’s family (24:37-38)

BDÛUÝ KÅ DT Æ IIÂÎ ÎHÐÂÕ LÅ Ý JIFÅ ÎHÕF×KÕ D] KÉ ßDÕ DT HÓ ÎHÕ DÆ HÑ É LJ HÅ Ì Kd Hß ÅWÑ
AÎHÕ DÆ HÑ É LJ HÅ Lf DÌ KÜ LÑ DÊ BÎ Hf DÌKb DI HÓ Ñ JÅ DÊ E IÑ Iß Î HÆ LÅ ßÎ IT Ñ JÅ ÅWÑ Ò HÅ

and again later as given (24:7)

AÒ LJ HÓ ÎHÕ DÆHÑ É LJ HÅ Lf DÌ KÜ LÑ DÊ FÎJÕ LÙ DÑ DÐ LÅ DÑ KÓ ÌKÑ DIHÎ SSS É
and as reported (24:40)

AÎ HÆ LÅ ßÎ IT HÓX Î Hf DÌKb DI H_ HÓ ÎHÕ DÆ HÑ É LJ HÅ Lf DÌ KÜLÑ DÊ SSS DÐ LÅ DÑ KÓ ÌKÑ DIHÎ SSS É

We are led to understand that Abraham did not mention the family, but when we
remember that the two words ¼É LÌLb DI HÓ and ¼ßJÈ JÑDÓ are really synonyms (see KM III,
3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ), we see that he did. The instructions were to find a wife from Abraham’s
family, only the word used for family was not clearly defined – it could be a wide
one (as much as the whole nation) or a narrow one. The servant just tactfully
narrowed it down a bit by adding ¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT, which does not necessarily mean ‘my
father’s house’ but does usually mean a narrower family (see KM I, 15(38) ÌÝÜ).
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?

¼Ò¼D ¼ÈEÅ ¼D ¼Ó DI ¼ÅLÝ LÜ ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K× (25:30) illustrates two interesting general points in
translation and interpretation.

The first is the use of the word ¼ÅLÝ LÜ, he called. Who called? The nearest it is
possible to get in English is ‘one called’. It is what is called ‘impersonal’, where
the subject is nobody in particular. We find the impersonal used both in the active
and in the passive.

In the passive, the impersonal usually appears as ‘it’ in English, where ‘it’ does
not denote anything specific; on the contrary ‘it’ is used only to provide a subject
for the verb, as in ¼Ò LÉLÝ DÆ KÅ DÑ ¼ÈKUO[KÊ (Gen. 22:20) it was told (or reported) to Abraham,
where ‘it’ is impersonal.

Compare Gen. 48:1 ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î DÑ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ. Who told Joseph? Someone or other, certainly
not ‘he’. Again, in the next verse 48:2 ¼ÆÃÜF×KÎ DÑ ¼ÈIUK[KÊ, ‘he’ would mean Joseph, which
does not make sense; someone else told Jacob.

[There is another type of impersonal active, ‘it is raining’ – what is raining? However, we are not dealing
with that type.]

This use of the impersonal active often arises in many languages from a fear of
using the passive. Classical Hebrew has a bit of that fear, Modern Hebrew is
absolutely terrified of the passive (except in the participle) and so to almost the
same extent are French and German. French makes frequent use of on, German uses
man; the corresponding English one is rarely used, and is considered clumsy,
sometimes even pompous. It may be used sparingly, but generally we prefer to use
the passive. [Rewrite the last sentence: ‘One may use it sparigly, but one generally
prefers to use the passive’. Doesn’t one? Ugh!] In conversation, but not in writing,
we often use the impersonal ‘you’, but sometimes feel embarassed lest it be taken
too literally. Modern Hebrew simply uses the participle in the masculine plural
without a subject, based on the style of the Mishnah.

In translations of works on Halakhah, a Germanic influence can always be
detected when we read ‘one should do this’ or ‘one should not do that’ (German
man) which is clumsy, but less harsh than the original Rabbinic Hebrew ¼Ý¼X ¼Ö LÅ ‘it
is forbidden’. The latter, the impersonal passive, is grammatically acceptable, but
to keep repeating it is not acceptable culturally (unlike Germans we do not like to
have obligations and restrictions constantly rammed down our throats), and the
associated ¼Ý Lf OÓ ‘it is permitted’ sounds patronising. Instead of ‘it is forbidden to
bake a cake’ or ‘one may not bake a cake’, English prefers ‘a cake may (or better,
should) not be baked’. With an intransitive verb, one that does not have an object
that can turn into a subject in the passive, e.g. ‘it is forbidden/permitted to smoke’,
English prefers simply ‘smoking is (not) allowed’.
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Here we have ¼D ¼Ó DI ¼ÅLÝ LÜ which in English we should turn into a passive – his
name (better, he) was called. This occurs frequently and should not lead to
arguments and discussion on exactly who gave someone their name. The only time
it matters is in the case of Benjamin, where the text makes it clear.

This use of the impersonal active in Biblical Hebrew is dangerous, as it can lead
to a misunderstanding of halakhah. In regard to sacrifices, and especially the
slaughtering, it is often used, and at times it is not clear from the text whether an
action is to be performed by the last-named person or by someone else unspecified.
We have to rely on tradition. See Lev. 1:5,6,9, Num. 19:3, and various other cases.

The second point of interest is the use of ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K× which we wrongly understand
to mean ‘on account of this’ or ‘therefore’. We often find a place or a person being
given a name apparently ‘because of’ some incident. The phrase ¼D ¼Ó HDI ¼ÅLÝ LÜ ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K×
does not mean that the name was not used before that, but that after that incident
the name was associated with it so that the incident should be remembered. Esau
was probably nicknamed Edom because he was red-skinned (25:25) but later the
name was associated with the red soup. Was Beersheba so called on account of
Abraham (21:31) or on account of Isaac (25:33)? Almost certainly neither – it was
called that much earlier, perhaps because someone unknown to us found his seventh
well (not ‘seven wells’) there, or his name was Sheba (1 Sam. 20:1). But the name
was later associated with each of the two incidents recorded, in turn. Certainly
Moses did not invent the name Eliezer (Ex. 18:4) for his son, as the name already
existed in the time of Abraham (Gen. 15:2); he chose it because it could be
associated with the idea he wanted to use. This probably applies to most of the
names for which reasons are given.

Somewhat similarly, the origin of the expression ‘Is Saul too among the
prophets?’ is attributed to two different incidents (1 Sam. 10:11,12 and 19:24). It
probably originated with the first, but was later associated also with the second.
Even in Gen. 2:24 what follows is not the reason. ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K× does not strictly mean
‘therefore’ or ‘because of this’ or ‘on account of this’, or ‘as a result of this’ or
even ‘following this’ (often it does, but only as a sub-division of the full meaning)
but ‘in connection with this’, which may or may not indicate a cause. This eases
understanding of Ex. 13:15, Num. 18:24, Deut. 19:7, and perhaps even ¼Ò JfUÝ KÆF× ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K×
(Gen. 18:5).
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HOME SWEET HOME

On awaking from his dream at Bethel, Jacob made a vow (28:20-22). Because
of a peculiarity of Hebrew grammar (see KM II, 30 ÒÎÞÈÜ on ‘AND’) it is not
certain which are the terms of the vow and which are the promises. The terms are
certainly that G-d should be with him, take care of him on the journey, and give
him food and clothing; the promises are certainly that the stone should become a
Temple and that he would give G-d tithes. That he should return safely to his
family and that G-d should be his god are possibly terms and possibly
consequences.

Without going into all that, we look at the modesty of his requests – protection
on the journey was an obvious one, but in addition to that he asked merely for
something to eat and something to wear – ¼IÃT DÑ HÑ ¼ÈJÇ JÆ¼X ¼ÑÃÐ EÅ JÑ ¼Ò JÌ JÑ. To these
fundamentals of life we should certainly have added one other, which for some
reason Jacob did not feel to be essential, perhaps because he was alone and had no
family – wife or children – for whom to feel a responsibility, perhaps because he
was travelling anyway, and perhaps because it was summer in a fairly hot dry
climate. He did not ask, as we should have done, for ‘a roof over my head and
walls to protect me from the elements’. Certainly he was modest in his requests.

Someone based a prayer on this, a quiet prayer that it has become customary for
the hazzan – or in some places the congregation – to say on Rosh Hashanah and
Kippur, when the sefer torah is taken out of the Ark. In this we are far less modest
and ask for a lot more. We ask for long life and a good life, peace and sustenance,
here adding Jacob’s ¼IÃT DÑHÑ ¼ÈJÇ JÆ¼X ¼ÑÃÐ EÅ JÑ ¼Ò JÌ JÑ – so far so good – but then we also add
¼È¼D ¼ÆLÐ DÊ ¼Ý JIÃ×. We have become greedy. Our having food and clothing need not
adversely affect anyone else, but being rich is relative – you can only be rich if
someone else is poor. If poverty is abolished, so automatically is wealth. That does
not mean that one should not ask for protection from poverty, nor should the
blessing of wealth be despised if G-d decides to grant it, but asking for wealth is
another matter.

At the same time, the author of the prayer forgot to ask for protection from the
elements, obviously taking this for granted. Those of us who throughout their lives
have found themselves moved from place to place, at times uncertain of shelter,
have learned otherwise. The man who forgot this vital detail may be forgiven, but
it is sad that nobody has ever seen fit to correct this and rectify the omission. And
when we receive these blessings, we thank G-d for our food, sometimes for our
clothes, but never for our home. Taking things for granted and thereby failing to
appreciate them is one of life’s hazards – we cannot always remember everything,
but basic essentials are something we should be taught to appreciate, and should
teach others to appreciate.
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We may go further than that, long before we come to ‘wealth’. Beyond the need
for a shelter whenever required, we may feel justified in asking for the security of
our own home, a place from which we cannot be moved. We are constantly made
aware of this in our prayers, when we pray for a national home, which we lost,
which many of us failed to appreciate when we recently got it back, but which we
now begin to appreciate when we see the efforts to slowly take it all – yes, all,
every bit of it – away from us again. We appreciate G-d’s blessing in giving it to
us – as a people. What we do not appreciate, what we have failed to appreciate for
at least two thousand years, is how the original blessing went far beyond that,
beyond the blessing of a national home, to that of a personal individual home
within the national one. We were given the ¼É LÑFÌKÕ, the personal legacy given to each
individual, a plot of land that cannot even be sold for more than a limited period,
the Levites alone being denied this security and forced to rely on G-d’s goodness
from day to day. However, even the Levites were given Levitical towns in which
a Levite could buy a house and fully own it.

All this went by the board with the destruction of the First Temple, and as far
as we are aware its loss was not even mourned! Ezekiel promised that it would be
restored, in a different form, but there has been no sign of this happening, and
throughout the Second Temple period there was nothing like it. After the Second
Temple was destroyed, the rabbis instituted mourning over its destruction and
prayers for its restoration, but not a single word about the legacy. Its loss was taken
for granted and it has been regarded as if it never existed, except as a piece of
history. Contrast the way Moses stresses it in Deuteronomy. In modern Israel it is
almost impossible to buy a piece of freehold land anywhere, even for a house. A
Jew can purchase freehold land in England or America, even if he is a foreigner,
but not in his own country. If he ‘buys’ a flat (or apartment) there he owns nothing,
but is subject to the whims and fancies of his neighbours, who can and do dictate
how he lives there. All he has is a piece of space in mid-air, and if the whole lot
collapses he cannot even re-build it without the full approval and co-operation of
the others!

An Englishman appreciates, above all else, his home. An Israeli is brainwashed
into believing that the only thing needed is that which the late Sir Winston
Churchill ridiculed by singing a famous folk-song in Parliament, substituting a
bureacratic term accommodation unit for the traditional words!15 Ideal for animals!

Our prayers need modifying.

15. Churchill in opposition, ridiculing the government, sang ‘Accommodation Unit, Sweet
Accommodation Unit’ to the tune of the folk song ‘Home, Sweet Home’, and it worked! In
Israel today, however, there lacks a Churchill and they actually say ¼Ý¼X¼[VV ¼ßKÈ¼Î HÌ DÎ!
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HOLLOW WORDS?

The Hebrew verb K×ÂÇ Lb is difficult to translate even in cases where it is not too
difficult to understand what it means. It has a variety of meanings, of which
Modern Hebrew adopts just one, very roughly ‘to attack’. However when Jacob
arrived at Bethel (28:11) one evening ¼Ò¼D ¼Ü L_KT ¼×KÇ DÙH[KÊ he certainly did not attack the
place – he simply encountered it. Likewise on his return at Mahanaim – ¼D ¼Æ ¼X ¼× DU DÙH[KÊ
¼ EÅ ¼Î IÐFÅ DÑ KÓ (32:3) – all that happened is that Jacob saw them and was impressed.
There is nothing to suggest that they attacked him.

But who were they? We know that the word elohim has many meanings, even
if they all originate from just one. It can mean G-d, but can also mean idols
(beginning of Second Commandment and elsewhere), an authority (Ex. 7:1, see KM
III, 14 ÅÝÅÊ), authority (or the authorities) (Gen. 20:11), judges (Ex. 22:8) or
simply a judge (Ex. 22:27). It can also be used descriptively to mean ‘extremely
powerful’ (Ex. 9:28 and according to Kimhi (Radak), Gen. 1:2) or ‘extremely large’
(Jonah 3:3 – see Kimhi). None of these seem to fit here very well, even though
Jacob used the word again (next verse) to describe the camp. The word occurs
again in 32:29 where the translation ‘G-d’ is even harder to accept; it is worth
comparing the use in 33:10 where one can hardly imagine Jacob comparing Esau
to G-d! (In 33:11 of course it does have the usual meaning, and this presents no
problems.) As usual in such a case there is much speculation.

Another difficulty occurs with ¼ØK] in 32:26,33. The usual translation (King James
and even Moffatt) is the hollow [of the thigh], but the people who see no problem
in that are those who insist on wrongly translating ¼ØK] as a palm (of the hand, when
followed by ¼ÈLÎ) or sole (of the foot, when followed by ¼ÑJÇJÝ), whereas in those
cases it means simply a hand or foot (see KM I, 23(46) ÆÜ×). Gesenius in his
dictionary goes so far as to claim that palm leaves are called ¼ßÃb K] (Lev. 23:40)
because they are hollow! The real reason is because they resemble a hand with
fingers. JPS2 renders ¼E IÝL[ KÉ ¼ØK] as the socket of the hip, which is little better. On the
other hand (sorry about the pun, not intended) while the word does not mean ‘a
hollow’ or the hollow side, it does seem to mean something which does have a
hollow shape, including a spoon (Num. 6:14 and eleven more times in the chapter).
In that case it is likely here to mean not the hollow of the thigh, nor even the
socket of the hip, but the hip itself (i.e. the broad hollow-shaped bone of the thigh,
which is on the outside of the leg, whereas the ‘hollow of the thigh’ would be on
the inside of the leg). The relation of the hip to the thigh is perhaps similar to that
of the foot to the leg or the hand to the arm. The man wrenched Jacob’s hip and
dislocated it, causing Jacob to limp. ¼É JIL̀ KÉ ¼È¼ÎHU (where presumably the injury was)
is the sciatic nerve, which is connected to the hip, ‘sciatica’ being a pain in the hip.
It is today assumed to be the sinew of the femoral vein (whatever that means).
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(In Modern Hebrew, ¼E IÝL[ KÉ ¼Ø K] means the hip-socket. This implies the same false concept of ‘a hollow’
instead of a hollow-shaped item. Many terms in Modern Hebrew are based on traditional mistranslations of
the Bible, e.g. ¼Ì KÝ Jb now means ‘flower’ instead of ‘bud’ or ‘shoot’, ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU now means ‘border’ instead of
‘territory’, ¼ß JÈ JÑ¼D ¼Ó now means ‘homeland’ or ‘birthplace’ instead of ‘family’ or ‘a people’, and so on. A
change of use does not change the original meaning.

The Biblical word for the hollow of the hand is ¼Ô JÙÃÌ.

Incidentally, apologies to doctors, biologists and so on for not using the correct scientific terminology,
but the assumption is that most laymen would not understand it.)

WHY THE DELAY?

A great puzzle is why Jacob hesitated so long in returning home. He appears to
have spent a long time in Transjordan (the Midrash claims two years) after Esau
left him, even building houses there. Then he arrived in Salem, in the district of
Shechem, bought some land and apparently spent some time there. (Had he moved
on straight away, the problem with Dinah would not have arisen.) Even after the
trouble, he had to be told by G-d to move himself and go on to Bethel and build
an altar there. Why, after his initial rush in his flight from Harran, did he dilly-
dally after settling the problems of Laban and Esau?

A possible partial explanation is that he was not too anxious to get home and to
have to face his father. We do not know when his mother died, or even when he
heard about it, only that he returned eventually to his father, implying that his
mother was no longer. But even allowing for that, one would have expected him
to have been anxious at least to get to Bethel, to thank G-d for answering his
prayers there, and to perhaps build an altar without being asked to. There was a
hint in the way G-d described himself as the G-d of Bethel, when he told Jacob in
his dream at Harran to go back home to his own country and family. Having taken
his time getting back to his country, he had to be told again to go on to Bethel.
Only after Jacob left Bethel do we get the impression that he was at last getting a
move on going home, with not even the tragedy of Rachel’s death holding him back
(it may have had the opposite effect), but even that may be a false impression: if
he stopped ‘beyond Migdal Eder’ and something happened ‘while he dwelt there’.
The rest of his journey was apparently uneventful, the whole appearing to have
taken place in a short span, even if it took a long time. How to explain all this?
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WHO SOLD JOSEPH?

Joseph’s brothers threw him into an empty water cistern at the suggestion of
Reuben, who then disappeared to deal, apparently, with some business matter.
While he was away, they sat down to eat and suddenly noticed an Ishmaelite
caravan approaching, on its way from Gilead to Egypt. Judah suggested that they
sell Joseph to the Ishmaelites, and his suggestion was favourably received.

‘Midianite merchants came by, and they pulled Joseph out of the cistern, and
they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for twenty silver [coins], and they brought
Joseph to Egypt.’ (37:28) Who, in each case, were ‘they’?

Several explanations have been offered, based on different combinations. One
of these assumes that the Midianites and the Ishmaelites were one and the same, but
this seems most unlikely. We are told that the brothers saw the Ishmaelites coming,
and then that ‘Midianite traders came by’, which is an odd way of expressing it if
they were the same people.

If we dismiss this theory, then it is clear that the last ‘they’ above refers to the
Ishmaelites, who took Joseph to Egypt. We could rewrite the last part of the verse
quoted as ‘they sold Joseph for twenty [silver] coins to the Ishmaelites, who then
took him to Egypt.’ But who pulled Jospeh out of the cistern, and who sold him?
In neither case the Ishmaelites, because he was sold to them. If the brothers pulled
him out and sold him to the Ishmaelites, then where do the Midianites come in? If
the brothers pulled him out and sold him to the Midianites, why? Why bother with
a middleman, when they saw the Ishmaelites coming and could have dealt direct?

It seems clear that the Midianites pulled Joseph out of the cistern; what is
uncertain is whether the brothers instigated this by asking them to do so, or the
brothers merely condoned it by not objecting. We learn later that Joseph cried out
to his brothers who ‘saw his suffering’ and ‘did not listen’, i.e. took no notice
(42:21). The way this is expressed is anyway far more compatible with their turning
their backs while the Midianites did the dirty work than it is with their dragging
him themselves.

So we see Joseph being dragged out by the Midianites either at the brothers’
instigation or at least with their quiet approval. Who then sold him to the
Ishmaelites? Clearly it was the Midianites who effected the negotiation and sale,
but that does not imply the brothers’ innocence. Perhaps indeed they had no say in
the matter. But if they actually instigated the affair, they may well have made a
bargain. The Midianites would sell him and give them a commission – or worse,
would sell him on the brothers’ behalf and receive a commission. All we know is
that the Ishmaelites paid twenty [coins] to the Midianites, who certainly made
something on the deal; whether the brothers did or not we do not know.
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Apparent evidence comes from 45:4 when Joseph told his brothers who he was:
‘I am your brother Joseph whom you sold to Egypt.’ However, from Joseph’s
viewpoint it was clear. The brothers stood by as he was sold, and it was reasonable
for Joseph to assume that they got at least some of the money. We even know that
that was their intention. But this is no proof. In effect they sold him, since even if
they did not profit, they condoned the sale. When challenged suddenly, it would not
do any good to say ‘We did not take the money’. Their guilt is only slightly less
if they did not than if they did. The text remains ambiguous: The Ishmaelites paid
the Midianites, but if the brothers received money or not we cannot tell. (See KM
II, 11 ÞÇÎÊ).

Something which puzzles many is 37:36, a verse which needs to be approached
carefully. Because Abraham had a son named Medan and another named Midian
(25:2) it is assumed that the two names must not be confused. But it is more than
likely that they were confused. In particular, we have the definite article ‘the
Medanites’, and there seems little point in bringing another lot into the story and
referring to them as ‘the’ without explanation. Verse 36 here starts with the subject
before the verb, so we have – as often pointed out – a pluperfect: ‘Meanwhile the
Medanites (or Midianites) had sold him to Egypt’. This seems to conflict with verse
28 and again with 29:1, but there need be no conflict. They had sold him to Egypt
does not mean that they had sold him directly to Egypt, but just that they sold him
(to Ishmaelites who were bound for Egypt) so that he landed in Egypt. It is like
saying ‘he posted a letter to Egypt’ when he simply popped it (stamped) into the
box near his home, hoping that it would eventually arrive in Egypt. The point is
that the first actual sale of Joseph was made by the Midianites, who took a free
man and sold him out of the country. The Ishmaelites merely bought and sold.

We then have the story as follows: the Midianites (or Medanites) pulled Joseph
out of the cistern and sold him to the Ishmaelites – possibly at the instigation of the
brothers, but certainly with the latter’s connivance. The brothers may or may not
have profited from the deal. The Ishmaelites took Joseph to Egypt where they sold
him directly to Potiphar. (Note, incidentally, another pluperfect in 39:1 –
‘Meanwhile, Joseph had been brought down to Egypt.’)
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TWELVE CHILDREN .....

‘We are twelve brothers ..... one is [at home] with Father ..... and one “is not”.’
In KM II, 11 ÞÇÎÊ we considered why Joseph never asked about the one who ‘is
not’ – probably he intended to do so in due course, but broke down (45:1) before
he could reach that point. Here we ask a different question: why did they say ‘We
are twelve’? Joseph had been ‘missing, presumed dead’ for twenty-two years
already. We could understand their saying that they were eleven, and one was at
home, but why mention the twelfth one altogether? They still thought of Joseph,
after twenty-two years, and regarded him as one of them, even though they had, as
they thought, disposed of him! Of course they could not forget him completely –
Jacob would not let them, he still mourned for him and must have constantly
mentioned him, but he believed him dead (as did Reuben – see KM II, 10 ÚÜÓ).
They were glad he was no longer about. They were eleven brothers, ten of them
here and one at home. Why mention twelve?

There does seem to have been something special in those days in the ‘round
dozen’ when it came to sons or brothers. That Jacob had twelve sons (a daughter
does not count) was a special blessing. Ishmael was likewise blessed (with
emphasis on the number – Gen. 17:20 and 25:16), and even Nahor had twelve sons
(22:21-22, 24). Esau had only five. It seems that Jacob’s sons wished to impress
the Egyptian viceroy (Joseph in disguise) that they were really twelve, neither more
nor less, even though they had tried to reduce the number to eleven!

... BUT NOT TWELVE KIDS
(only one!)

In 41:56 ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ DÑ ¼ÝÃT DIH[KÊ is an unusual form, we should have expected ¼Ý IT DIK[KÊ, the
hiphil (or causative) form, meaning ‘he sold’ – compare 42:6 and Deut. 2:28. The
kal form (41:57, 42:2 etc.) normally means ‘to buy’. The word is used only for
buying and selling food and drink. [The same root also has a totally different and unconnected

meaning of ‘to break’.]

In a wider sense, not restricted to food and drink, Aramaic similarly has a verb
ÔÆË which, in the kal, means ‘to buy’; and it uses the intensive form (pa’el, with a
dagesh in the middle root letter) as a causative meaning ‘to sell’. The ignorance of
certain printers has alas ingrained into us a mistake at the end of the Haggadah,
when perhaps we are too tired (and too much under the influence?) to worry about
it. ¼ÅLÎUÈKU ¼È KÌ – ‘one only kid’ – was of course ¼ÅLT KÅ ¼Ô KÆ DËVV ‘which father bought’. To
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A MATTER OF STYLE

At least three things in Chapter 41 are brought to mind when reading something
else: the description of the honours given to Joseph (41:42-43), the use of the
infinitive ¼Ô¼D ¼ßLÕ DÊ in verse 43 instead of a finite verb, and the phrase ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ HÜ Db ¼È IÜ DÙKÎ DÊ in
verse 34. We remember these (and possibly other similarities) when we read the
Book of Esther, especially Est. 2:3 and 6:8-11. The author of the latter seems to
have deliberately copied the style in order to draw our attention to similarities in
the story. [In fact he copies the style of Genesis frequently.]

SAND IS NOT UNHOLY

It is worth noting the difference between ÑDÌ (41:49), which means sand, and
¼ÑÃÌ which is found as the opposite to ¼I JÈÃÜ (e.g. Lev. 10:10). The latter comes from
the root ÑÑÌ meaning ‘profane’ (an English word which is itself ambiguous), and
is not spelt in the Bible with a vav, whereas the word for ‘sand’ is never spelt
without one.

FOR DRINKING WINE

As pointed out in KM III, 19 ÉÓÊÝß, Jer. 35:5 makes no sense if K×¼Î HÆLU is a cup.
It appears to mean a decanter, a bottle used on the table into which the wine is
poured (but not one in which wine is stored, which does not look nice on the table)
and from which the cups are filled. [A decanter need not be a slendernecked, stoppered, glass

bottle, as the dictionaries claim, as long as it is used for decanting.]

STRICTLY GRAMMAR
(44:3) XÌ D̂ OI ÒÎ HILÕFÅ LÉ DÊ ÝDÅ Ý JÜÃT KÉ
(44:4) Ý KÓ LÅ Ø IÖDÎ DÊ SSSSS XÅ DÛLÎ Ò IÉ

In each of the above two verses, the subject in the second part precedes the verb.
Despite this, contrary to the general rule, the verb is not a pluperfect. This appears
to be a different type of construction, the pluperfect normally being the first verb
in the sentence. (Note that ÝDÅ in verse 3 is a verb, something like ‘shone’.) Also
in each case the verse does not begin with a vav where we might have expected it
to do so (compare 34:27 which is different again). However, here the meaning is
clear. The same construction used in 19:23 is complicated by the uncertainty as to
whether ¼ÅLT is a participle or perfective, and the meaning there is far from clear –
did Lot arrive before, after or at sunrise? No, it is not obvious, but we will leave
that one for another time.
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ISRAEL AND EGYPT

HISTORICAL ACCURACY

Before beginning the subject that directly interests us, we might make a
digression to consider a wider issue, perhaps not directly all that relevant but of
overall importance in all Biblical study.

Our knowledge of general ancient history is based on records, either discovered
by archaeologists (from engravings, diggings etc.) or quoted by later historians; the
latter based their knowledge on traditions or on older records that were in their
possession.

It is traditional when studying the Bible to compare what is written there with
what we find in such history. There is no harm in that. But when there is a
discrepancy, for some unknown reason it is always the biblical record that has to
be ‘somehow explained’.

Professor A. S. Yahuda (of whom more later) wrote an otherwise excellent book
called ‘The Accuracy of the Bible’, in which he uses Egyptology to verify that the
Bible is accurate! The comparisons are fascinating, but could he not rather have
used the Bible to verify the accuracy of Egyptology?

If we base our total belief and trust in the biblical records on our overall faith
in their holy origin, then we cannot expect others who do not share our overall faith
to share our faith in the biblical records. But if you claim to be unbiased and
‘scientific’, demanding ‘proof’ or at least supporting evidence for everything, why
give preference to the archaeological and other records mentioned above? Why
accept them without ‘proof’? Why not accept the Bible as a primary source of
knowledge, explaining and verifying (or otherwise) other sources? If the biblical
records are likely (as they claim) to be at fault, the others are no less likely to be
so. Many conclusions drawn by archaeologists are based on interpretation, which
is often controversial and at times later retracted. As for written records, we know
how even in our own day the writing of current, let alone past, history is constantly
deliberately distorted and falsified to serve various vested political interests.
(Newspapers are not satisfied with distortion but include downright lies, based on
invention or unconfirmed rumour later discredited, but the lies are not retracted.)
And this is nothing new. All this is quite apart from writing down history from oral
tradition which has been unintentionally distorted and changed through generations.

Often the biblical accounts are the only ones written by people who were very
close to the events yet neither in power nor close to anyone in power, having no
interest in boasting of the achievements of a king (as the king himself had) or in
flattering him.
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Take one example. According to Daniel, King Darius (son of Ahasuerus, i.e.
Xerxes) the Mede (not to be confused with Darius the Great, the Persian, who came
later) captured and took over Babylon from Belshazzar, and was later succeeded by
Cyrus. Since this Darius appears only in the Bible and nowhere in Greek history,
he is not recognised by our history and reference books. These teach that Cyrus
himself captured Babylon from the Chaldaeans and immediately declared himself
king there. The Bible is ‘explained’ by saying that ‘Darius the Mede’ was merely
a general; but Daniel makes it clear that at least for a few months this Darius
reigned, having been appointed as king (Dan. 9:1). Daniel was living there at the
time, so why not believe him – even if you are an agnostic or atheist – in
preference to Herodotus (famous for inaccuracy) and the rest?

There are, here and there, difficulties in the biblical accounts, especially with
numbers. The ‘four hundred and thirty years’ of Israel’s settlement in Egypt (Ex.
12:40-41) worried even the Rabbis; the lengths of the reigns of kings in different
biblical records do not always tally; nobody really believes that Saul, head and
shoulders taller than anyone else (1 Sam. 10:23), was one year old when he became
king (1 Sam 13:1).

If mistakes have crept in, these were almost certainly after the books were first
published and not before, the culprits being the copiers, not the authors. This limits
the type of error to one that a copier is likely to have made, but even so a
discrepancy between a remark in the Bible and an archaeological or Greek record
does not justify the automatic assumption that our biblical record contains a
mistake. The Pentateuch in particular was always the object of great care by
copyists (which admittedly was not always the case elsewhere) and should therefore
be regarded even by agnostics as one of the most, if not the most, reliable of all
ancient historical records. There is every reason to believe, even without religious
faith, in the overall reliability of the entire Bible in its historical aspect; it is
certainly no less reliable than other records, especially official ones in the writing
of which various vested interests were concerned. Where there is disagreement, we
might first try to ‘explain’ the other records, bearing in mind that even two that
seem to confirm one another may have originated from one (unreliable) source.
Repeated mention of camels in the Torah (Abraham, his servant, Jacob, sale of
Joseph etc.) shows that they were in use at the time, and if archaeological findings
suggest otherwise, it is they that require re-interpretation.

We must bear all the above in mind when comparing aspects of the Biblical
account of Israel in Egypt with what we are told from elsewhere of Egyptian
history. The comparison is then well worthwhile, because the two sources are
complementary and shed a great deal of light on one another.

[Continued in the next issue.]
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ISRAEL AND EGYPT (continued)

FOR AND AGAINST THE HYKSOS

We are not too certain about all periods of Egyptian history. [We are not certain.
The professionals are all quite certain, but unfortunately they do not all agree.]
Nonetheless the records we have do establish that there was a period when Egypt,
or a major part of it, was conquered by a group of ‘Semitic’ nomads. (‘Semitic’ is
how Egyptologists refer to the fair-skinned people from the north, as against the
dark-skinned true Egyptians and the black-skinned Sudanese and Ethiopians from
the south, three types shown clearly in Egyptian drawings.)

The Egyptians called these conquering rulers Hyksos, ‘shepherd kings’,
presumably because the kings tolerated shepherds (an abomination to Egypt*)
among their people. The Hyksos tried to impose a totally alien culture on the
Egyptians, who hated them and after eventually throwing them out obliterated as
far as possible all historical records referring to them. (* In fairness, the hatred of shepherds

may have been a result of the hatred of the Hyksos who included shepherds, a calling perhaps unknown in
Egypt before the Hyksos arrived. This is not compatible with the theory – see below – that they arrived long
after Joseph.)

Some have assumed that the Hyksos were in power when Joseph arrived. This
theory explains many things in the Torah and has much to commend it.

First it explains the statement that Potiphar was ‘an Egyptian man’, when one
would hardly expect an official of the Egyptian government not to be. If Egypt was
under foreign occupation and most of the government officials were foreigners, the
statement that he was an exception makes sense.

Then it explains the cordial reception given by Pharaoh to Joseph’s family, and
his suggestion, when he heard that they were shepherds, that if any of them were
any good they could look after his livestock. Shepherds, an abomination to the
Egyptians, were acceptable in Goshen, where presumably there were alien
shepherds. The Hyksos certainly settled in Goshen and the Nile Delta.

Joseph ate separately from the Egyptians, because he employed real Egyptians
in order to be popular with the local population. He knew how to get on with them,
he had got on very well with Potiphar until Mrs. P. threw a spanner in the works.

Later, a new king arose ‘who did not know Joseph’ – quite understandable if the
Egyptian dynasty was restored after the Hyksos had been expelled and records of
their rule (during which time Joseph had been in power) had been expunged. Even
the vast treasure of Egyptian records available today contains no mention of Joseph.
Remaining memories of Hyksos rule (without details of names etc.) would explain
the new Pharaoh’s genuine fear of another war with the Hyksos, who might try to
re-enter the country and use the Israelites as a fifth column.
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The dates would allow for Rameses II to be the first Pharaoh of the oppression,
and his son Merneptah to be the Pharaoh of the Exodus, which would fit in with
the naming of the city as Rameses and with what is known of the characters of
these two kings.

Despite all this, Professor Yahuda argues very strongly against it. He maintains
that Joseph came long before the Hyksos and Moses some time after (taking the
430 years literally) but still well before Rameses II. One of his main points is that
Joseph was ruler over all Egypt.

There was Upper Egypt (the South) and Lower Egypt (the North) which were at
times separate kingdoms and at times united. The expression ‘All Egypt’ is, he
claims, a literal translation of an Egyptian expression that was used only when
referring to North and South united together, and the Hyksos never conquered the
South, only the North. Were Joseph’s Pharaoh a Hykso, he could never have
appointed Joseph over ‘all Egypt’.

Then, Pharaoh giving an Egyptian name to Joseph does not make sense unless
Pharaoh was an Egyptian.

Further, the Hyksos constantly tried to weaken the power of the priests. One of
their kings would not appoint Joseph as ruler and simultaneously give him a priest’s
daughter in marriage. Still less would a Hyksos Pharaoh grant the priests a special
allocation of food in time of famine – Gen. 47:52! (This not only made sure that
they had enough to eat; it enabled them to evade Joseph’s nationalisation policy by
which he deprived the rich landowners of their power. The priests kept their land
(Gen. 47:26) and hence the power that went with it.)

These arguments, assuming that the facts on which they are based are correct,
are on the whole sound. Yahuda overdoes it with other arguments that are not
sound, and some of which even tend to prove the reverse. He also answers the
points in favour of the Hyksos theory with weak arguments that he considers
strong. All in all, it is not simple. There are very strong arguments both in favour
of the Hyksos theory and against it, neither set being easy to refute.

Yahuda brings many examples of matters mentioned in the Torah that correspond
to known customs of the Egyptian Court, and of literal translations of widely used
Egyptian phrases which had special significance. He also considers Egyptian
aspects of Jacob’s funeral, which led to the Canaanite comment (Gen. 50:11). There
is no room to consider these at present.
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WHAT’S THIS?

Following the Arab massacre of Jews in Hebron seventy years ago 16 the
British Mandate authorities solved the problem by simply evicting the remaining
Jews, most of whose ancestors had lived there for centuries, from the city. Arab
squatters moved into their abandoned property, but there was never any dispute
over title to ownership. In the War of Independence, Transjordan (the East Bank)
invaded and occupied a large part of the West Bank including Hebron, and later
annexed it, changing their own name to Jordan. (The annexation was never
internationally recognised except by two countries – Britain and Pakistan.) In
accordance with international practice (and possibly international law) the
Jordanians put Jewish-owned property in Hebron in charge of the Custodian of
Enemy Property, whose job was to take care of it on behalf of the Jewish/Israeli
owners.

When Hebron was liberated in the Six Day War, the Israeli authorities did not
hand back the property to the owners, but gave it to the Israeli Custodian of Enemy
Property, to look after on behalf of the Jordanian Custodian of Enemy Property,
who was supposed to look after it on behalf of the Israeli/Jewish owners.

We appear to have something similar in this week’s portion. A Masoretic note
attached to 4:2 says that ¼ÉJY KÓ is to be read (keri) as if it were written ÉË ÉÓ, i.e.
two words. The trouble is that if it were written as two words, the zayin would still
carry a strong dagesh (after ¼É KÓ) and the words would be hyphened (as demanded
by the rules of the te’amim), so that they would automatically be read as one single
word, as if written ¼ÉJY KÓ!

Now stupidity in Israeli government policy is nothing new to us, we are used to
it, but stupidity in the Torah is unacceptable, so what is going on here?

To see what is happening we must first realise that the ketiv and keri remarks
in the Masorah originated long before the invention and full acceptance of a
standard system of vowel notation (nikkud) – there are references even in the
Talmud, long before the time of the Masoretes – and the invention and acceptance
of the vowel system made these remarks in many cases redundant. This becomes
clearer when we realise the second point: while in some cases ‘ketiv’ and ‘keri’
indeed means that one thing is written and something else is read instead, that is
not the usual meaning, which is that you are not to read the word the way you
would normally be tempted to read a word spelt that way (ketiv) but the way you
would normally read a word spelt a different way (keri). All this means is that the

16. Seventy years before this was written.
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spelling is unusual, but in many cases still an acceptable alternative, and with our
vowel system there is no problem. We no longer need the Masoretic comment, but
these comments of ketiv and keri were still included in all manuscript and later
printed versions of the Bible, even where all other Masoretic comments were
omitted. Most of these have been removed from modern editions, but not this one.

The Hebrew for from is ¼Ô HÓ. This word is frequently attached to the next word,
where the nun drops out and is replaced by a strong dagesh in the next letter. So
¼ÒJÈ JÜ ¼Ô HÓ becomes ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ. If the next letter cannot take a dagesh, the vowel is changed
from hirik to tserey: ¼ÚJÝ JÅ ¼Ô HÓ becomes ¼Ú JÝ JÅ IÓ. This is well-known.

Less known is that the Hebrew for what or how was originally ¼Ô KÓ (cf. Aramaic,
and Ex. 16:15). Except in the latter reference, this is always joined to the next
word, the nun drops out and is replaced by a strong dagesh in the next letter –
BUT, to avoid confusion it became a convention not to do this in writing; instead,
it was still written as a separate word, the nun was omitted and a silent hey put
there instead, producing ¼É KÓ but still with the strong dagesh in the first letter of the
next word. Where the letter could not take a strong dagesh, the vowel was
lengthened and we have ¼É LÓ. Now for some reason, in this case (Ex. 4:2) this was
not done, and it was necessary to point out that although written as one word it was
to be pronounced as ¼ÉJY KÓ and not as ¼ÉJY HÓ. In other words, it was to be read as if
it were written as two words, but NOT actually read as two separate words! In
brief, with our modern vowel notation (nikkud) we are not tempted to read it as
¼ÉJY HÓ; the Masoretic comment is not only redundant, it is confusing, and should be
ignored. Baaley keriah who make a point of pausing between the ‘two words’ are
well-meaning but not correct, since even if it were written as two words it would
be read as one, the two syllables being joined by both the strong dagesh and the
hyphen. To summarise: just read ¼ÉJY KÓ as written!

Incidentally, it is only after ¼É KÓ (and after ¼ÉJË with a hyphen – compare Aramaic ¼Ô IV, again with a
nun) that you ever find a strong dagesh in the first letter of a word. A weak dagesh, yes – the entire
Tenakh starts with ¼ß¼Î HI ¼ÅIÝ DT – but not a strong one. The dot in the lamed of ¼ÝÃÓ ¼Å Î ¼É JIÃÓ or ¼Î Ĥ ¼É Lf KßLÕ for
example is not a dagesh, weak or strong, but something else.

This is not a terribly important point, but something that deserves to be cleared
up; it has also provided an opportunity to remove a major misconception of the
entire function of ketiv and keri. To end on a lighter note, we may observe that the
Masorah is concerned largely with keri, ketiv and statistics, corresponding to our
famous ‘Three R’s’ – Reading, ’Riting, and ’Rithmetic!
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HOMONYMS AND SYNONYMS

We are all familiar with synonyms – two different words having the same
meaning (such as ‘choose’ and ‘select’). We are perhaps less familiar with
homonyms, which are the opposite – two words of identical form having different
meanings (such as a bat used in cricket and a fly-by-night found in the belfry).17

Normally homonyms found in one language are not found in another. As an
exception, Modern Hebrew deliberately translates them from English. (The word
‘cash’ has at least three totally different meanings which sometimes conflict, all of
which are rendered by ¼Ô L_OË DÓ.) But it is surprising to find the same homonyms,
usually idiomatic, in both English and Classical Hebrew.

For example ‘dear’ can mean either ‘beloved’ or ‘expensive’. We are fully aware
of the difference between the two – for the latter we can always substitute
‘expensive’, but never for the former. Classical Hebrew uses ¼Ý LÜLÎ for both.

Another interesting example is the word turn, used transitively, i.e. when you
turn something round. In Modern Hebrew the word ¼E¼X ¼Ù LÉ means turned – inside out,
back-to-front, left-to-right or upside-down (the only trouble being that you never
know which). So we find in the Torah ¼ÒÃÈ DÖ ¼ßKÐ Ib DÉ KÓ D] (Deut. 29:22), the place of
overturning or overthrow, expressed in Gen. 19:29 by the near-synonym ¼ÉLÐ IÙFÉ KÉ, that
which has been overturned. But we also talk of turning something into something
else (as with Cinderella and her pumpkin), where the idea is not one of rotating or
inverting, but of change. It is very surprising to find the identical idiom in Hebrew
– here in Ex. 7:20, ¼ÒLÈ DÑ SSS ¼ÒHÎ K_ KÉ ¼ÑL] ¼X ¼Ð DÙ LÉI[KÊ, all the water ... was turned into blood.
(We also find Balaam’s curse being turned into a blessing, Deut. 23:6, only there
is there an idea of inversion, which there is not here.)

But we must be careful. Sometimes we use homonyms in English without being
aware that we are not really using the same word, and are surprised that Hebrew
does not do the same. A good example is take, which can mean either to gain
physical possession (or some similar idea), or to move something from one place
to another, the opposite of ‘bring’. (‘Take a plate and then take it into the dining
room.’) Normally the former is KÌÃÜ LÑ but the latter is expressed by ¼ÅWKLÕ, a verb
which has a number of meanings, to which we may add take, in the sense of carry
or transport. In 10:13 G-d sent an east wind which brought the locusts – then later
¼ÒLÎ KÌ¼X ¼Ý ¼ ¼É EÃÙFÉK[KÊ the wind was turned round to come from the west ¼É JTUÝ KÅ LÉ ß JÅ Å LLH[KÊ
‘and it took (away) the locusts’ (10:19), the same word that earlier means ‘brought’.

17. Antonyms are the opposite to synonyms in a different sense – two different words of
opposite meaning.
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SOME MORE WORDS

Remember not to confuse ¼Ô¼Î H̀ Kf, a crocodile, with ¼I LÌLÕ, a snake, and thus not to
confuse Aaron’s mofet (for Pharaoh) with Moses’s ot (for the Israelites) – likewise
not to confuse Moses’s ot of pouring water from the Nile onto the dry land, where
it turned into blood, with the first of the Ten Plagues when the water turned into
blood in the Nile (KM II,14 ÅÝÅÊ).

Rashbam clarifies another cause of confusion: ¼Ò¼Î H̀ H] means lice (or ticks, or
whatever), whereas ¼ÒL̀ H] is an infection of lice (or whatever).

Further we find ßÃ× OT D× KÆFÅ KÌ IÝÃb ¼Ô¼Î HÌ DI – the last word (compare the modern word
K×¼X ¼T) means bubbles or (here) blisters; ¼Ô¼Î HÌ DI is an overall inflammation. KÌ IÝÃb of
course means ‘breaking out’, ‘shooting out’ or ‘budding’ – the blisters come out
like buds on a tree. ‘Bud’ (and not ‘flower’) is the correct meaning of ¼ÌKÝ Jb (see
KM I, 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ and in more detail KM II, 38 ÌÝÜ).

¼É LÛUÝ LÅ ¼I IÅ ¼EKÑFÉ HfKÊ Ibn Ezra overdoes it a bit here, saying that fire normally rises,
here miraculously it descended. However, the ‘fire’ here was lightning, which
normally descends. (Lightning that ascends is very rare and extremely dangerous.)
The point is that rain in Egypt is rare, thunderstorms extremely rare (so that
lightning is more terrifying), and this storm was unique in its severity.

THE WORD OF PHARAOH

Pharaoh landed himself into terrible trouble just by giving his word and not
keeping it. It was not for this that he was punished, since the Torah admits that
‘G-d hardened his heart’, but for his earlier wickednesses. However, they were not
visible to the entire world, this way his wickedness was made apparent to all. The
‘hardening of his heart’ was to make sure that he did not weaken from his habitual
dishonesty and for once keep his promise. Pharaoh kept undertaking to release the
people, entering into agreements, and reneging. After a while, Moses did not even
expect him to fulfil his commitments.

Two things may be said in Pharaoh’s favour, which still did not help him. First,
there is no indication that he did not at the time intend to keep his word. In return
for immediate favours he made promises which he later felt need not be kept. He
did not cite precedents that his religion authorised him to make agreements with
Israel which he had no intention of keeping. 18

The second is that whatever his wickedness, it was not done in G-d’s name –
something unforgivable. Still, his constant reneging showed the world what he
really was. Only the early ‘Palestinians’ (1 Sam. 6:6) ever learned from history!

18. Yasir Arafat, justifying to the Arabs his signing the accursed ‘Oslo agreement’ with
Israel.
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$%Series IV No. 15

ON LOCUSTS

In normal circumstances locusts are fairly harmless insects. They only cause
trouble when they swarm, which occurs in certain areas from time to time (once
every few years, in some areas more rarely than others) at irregular intervals. A
fairly graphic description of what happens then is given in the Book of Joel, most
of which deals with locusts, their behaviour, and their effects. It is a very short
book, that can be easily read through fairly quickly, and the first halves of the first
and second chapters give vivid descriptions. In brief, they come in millions, darken
the sky, get in everywhere, eat all the vegetation, and then go away. However, it
is a bit more involved than that. Do you recall the following?

CßD] KÓ × KTUÝ KÅ Ñ JI É Lß DÎ LÉ SSS ÒÎVÝ DÛ H_ KÉ Ñ K× ÉCÆÜÉ ÅÎ HÆ IÉ JI SSS ÉL] KÓ ÑL] JIC SSS Ý IÓDÅ ÝJË J×Î HÑEÅ Î HT KÝ
[('&(] S+CI IÓ LÌC Ý IÓDÅ ÅLÆÎ HÜF× Ý,

Joel starts his discussion on locusts as follows:

É eJTUÝ KÅ LÉ Ñ K̂Ð LÅ iÒLËLU KÉ Ý Jß[JÎ
Ü JÑXL[ KÉ Ñ K̂Ð LÅ ÉYJTUÝ KÅ LÉ Ý Jß_JÎ DÊ

AÑÎ½HÖ LÌ JÉ ÑYKÐ LÅ Ü JÑeJ[ KÉ Ý Jß ĴÎ DÊ
Many commentators assume that the four words used here refer to four different

types or species of locust, but it is hardly likely that four different species should
all come almost at the same time, one after the other. Others suggest that the
reference is to four stages in the development of the insect, and this has recently
been confirmed as being most likely and most compatible with Joel’s descriptions.

A terrible plague of locusts, probably equal in severity to that described by Joel,
hit Israel just 84 years ago, in the year 5675 (=1915). The effects, which hit the
Yishuv very badly, were well documented, and while my efforts to locate source
material have not been very successful, the following information is from articles
based on that material. The species of locust that hits Israel is the Sudanese locust
(Schistocerca gregaria), which normally comes from the south, but in 5675, as in
the time of Joel, reached Jerusalem from the north. Here is its life-cycle:

1. In a hole she makes in the ground the adult female lays a cluster of eggs which
hatch into larvae the size of tiny ants. These (apparently the ¼Ü JÑJÎ) eat up all the
tender vegetation in the field, grow rapidly, and shed their skin.

2. At the next stage, instead of a pupa (which does not eat) there is the ‘nymph’
which eats enormous quantitites, destroying all the vegetation in the field, ¼Ñ¼Î HÖ LÌ.

3. It again sheds its skin, grows short wings, and at this stage (apparently the ¼ÒLËLU,
see Amos 4:9) has powerful jaws with which it eats even the bark of the trees (see
Joel 1:7). The Targum calls it a ‘creeper’.
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4. It yet again sheds skin and becomes the adult (imago), of which the female is
ready to lay eggs – the ¼É JTUÝ KÅ of Joel, the word probably used in Exodus in a more
general sense to include the lot.

It is not clear why Joel starts with the gazam (cf.2:25).

The term ÆDU or ¼Î KÆÂU (used also in the Talmud where our editions spell it ÎÅÆÊÇ)
may have been a more general term, or just an alternative for one of them. Related
to the locust are the grasshopper ( ¼ÆLÇ LÌ) and cricket ( ¼Ñ KÛLÑ DÛ).

In addition to all the above, the locusts themselves when they arrive darken the
sky, blotting out the sun. To the Egyptians this meant removing the most important
of their gods, the sun. (Hence the relevance of the quotation above from the
Hagadah about four or even five plagues in one.)

It looks at first as if

A locust (I think) sitting on my windowsill at Eli

Joel’s plague was
followed by a hot spell
that dried up the water
and set off forest fires
(1:19,20). However, a
more usual explanation
is that Joel was
comparing the result of
the destruction caused
by the locusts to the
s t a t e o f a f f a i r s
following a very hot
spell with forest (or
similar) fires.

A plague of locusts
leaves famine in its
wake, and so having nothing else to eat the people collect the locusts, dry them,
preserve them and eat them – if they do not first get blown away as happened in
Egypt. (See Mishnah Berakhot 6:3, noting Rabbi Judah’s view.)

The only known successful way of dealing with a plague of locusts is with
modern poisons (including aerial spraying), but as with all pesticides we cannot be
sure of the side-effects.

[The above information was gathered mainly from the Book of Joel and from the article in the
Encyclopaedia Judaica entitled Locust, both of which are worth reading if you want further
information. The latter, re-worded to avoid copyright problems, is not guaranteed to be one
hundred per cent reliable, encyclopaedias never are, but it is certainly no less so than the biblical
commentaries, as it takes the experience of the 5675 plague into account.]
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+0=%Series IV No. 16

ON THIS AND THAT
(AND WHAT ELSE)

In KM IV, 13 ßÊÓÞ, we considered the conundrum of ‘What is this?’ Here we
consider further conundrums (conundra?) on the same two words, but this time they
are separate and dealt with separately.

WHAT

As explained in KM IV, 13 ßÊÓÞ, the original Hebrew for ‘what?’ was ¼Ô KÓ or ¼Ô LÓ,
but this was always shortened by dropping off the Ô to ¼É KÓ or one of its variations,
followed by a strong dagesh. Why then does the original form remain here in 16:15
with the nun? Answer – simple, it is at the end of a verse and is not followed by
anything. The nun only drops out when followed by something. But no! It is not
at the end of a verse, it is followed by ÅXÉ!

The most probable answer is as follows. The people when speaking did not say
‘What is that?’ but simply ‘What?’ and pointed to it. This was the context. The
Torah, by taking it out of context to report it, would make it meaningless. It had
to insert a word to replace the ‘pointing of the finger’, for it to make sense to the
reader. Now this necessitates adjusting the grammar (i.e. dropping the nun), but to
do this would be to lose the whole point of the thing – it was called ¼Ô LÓ, not ¼É KÓ!
The grammar then had to be left wrong.

This illustrates a very important point in reading and studying Torah. Wherever,
as on a number of occasions, there is a conflict between strict logic (on which we
have been brought up not only by the Talmud but also by our education concerning
use of the English language) and plain common sense, it is the latter that prevails.
This is very painful to the grammatical pedants, but to the rest of us it is far better.
Contrast the way the grammatical pedants who edited the prayer-books, in which
they put vowels into Talmudic quotations, dealt with something which those
familiar with the Ashkenazi pronunciation always puzzled over:

A¼EHÎLÕ¼D ¼T ¼Å L̂ JÅ EHÎKÕ LT Î IÝ DÜ Hf ¼Ñ KÅ CA¼EHÎLÕ LT ¼Ò¼D ¼Ñ DI ¼ÆKÝ DÊ ¼ ¼É Î IÈ¼X ¼_ HÑ ¼EHÎKÕ LT ¼ÑLÐ DÊC
We all know what this is supposed to mean, but put this way it is grammatically

correct and utterly meaningless.

Incidentally, it is interesting to compare then and now. The people of Israel
found something new and did not know what it was, so they called it ‘What’.
Today, when the people of Israel find something thrust on them which they can
make no sense of whatever, and which to say the least they find totally
unnecessary, they call it ‘Why’.
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THIS (OR PERHAPS THAT?)

The normal Hebrew for ‘this’ is ¼ÉJË in the masculine, and ¼ß ¼ÅÂË in the feminine.
(When used as adjectives they follow the noun, and both the noun and the adjective
take a definite article. This becomes relevant below.) The feminine is occasionally
shortened to ¼ÉÂË, which in later Hebrew is spelt DË, as we say in the Seder ¼D¼Ë ¼É Lc KÓ,
mis-spelt as XË in many Haggadahs. (Later Hebrew left out the definite article.)

Here in the Torah we find XË, in Ex. 15:13 & 16: Lf DÑ LÅLU ¼X¼Ë¼? ¼Ò K× and Lß¼ÎHÕ LÜ ¼X¼Ë¼? ¼Ò K×.
What does it mean?

Kimchi (Radak) brings two opinions which others argue over. One is that it
simply means ‘this’ as an alternative to ¼ÉJË. The other is that it is a totally different
word, not to be confused, meaning ‘that’ – only not the demonstrative ‘that’ but the
conjunction ‘that’ (pronounced in English as th© t), synonymous with ¼Ý JIFÅ. By now
you think you are utterly confused, but hold tight, you have not yet reached the
end. To make it worse, we even find ¼ÉJË used, in poetry as here, in the same way.
In Psalm 104 alone

ADT Ü JÌ KK DÑ LfUÝ KÛLÎ?ÉJË Ô LßLÎ DÊ HÑ SSS AÒ JÉ LÑ LfUÈ KÖLÎ ÉJË ÒDÜ DÓ Ñ JÅ SSSS
A word of comfort to you. On the first explanation, all mean ‘this’ and there is

no problem; on the second explanation, it seems that you are not the first, they
themselves (the people who spoke the language in those days) confused the
different words in the two meanings.

In our case, there is a big difficulty each way. If it means ‘this’ then why is
there no definite article? Perhaps in poetry it was left out, as in later Hebrew –
possibly it was normally left out in speech, but included in the classical literary
style. However, it does not fit quite so well. On the other hand, if it means ‘that’
(i.e. the conjunction ‘th© t’), why is it hyphened to the previous word? Contrast
¼Ý JIFÅ which, though not hyphened, is always connected by the te’amim to the what
follows. Connecting it to the previous word does not make sense. (In Psalm 104,
each time ¼ÉJË is indeed connected by the te’amim to what follows, once with a
hyphen, but without a dagesh – see below.)

It is interesting to note that when ¼ÉJË meaning ‘this’ is used as a pronoun (e.g.
‘this is ...’) and therefore has no article, it is sometimes hyphened to the next word
– nothing surprising here, except that when it is hyphened to the next word, the
next word usually begins (where possible) with a strong dagesh. (Ex. 3:15
illustrates both hyphen-and-dagesh and no-hyphen-no-dagesh.)

Now look at the Aramaic. ‘This’ is ¼Ô IV, and the Aramaic È often corresponds to
the Hebrew Ë. If the original Hebrew was similar we can see the dagesh dropping
out and a strong dagesh coming in. The Aramaic for ‘that’ (i.e. th© t, corresponding
to the Hebrew ¼Ý JIFÅ) is ¼ÎVV, usually joined on to the next word as ¼?UV. We recognise
both forms from the Kaddish ¼ÅLÝ DÆ ¼ÎVV and ¼Ô LÝ¼Î HÓFÅKV. Jastrow connects ¼ÎVV with ¼Ô IV or
¼Ô¼Î IV. So XË here and ¼ÉJË in Ps. 104 really stands for both together, ‘this ... that’ or
‘this which’, not repeated. Alternatively, it is for ‘this’ with ¼Ý JIFÅ omitted but
implied, as in ¼W LÆ ¼X ¼Ð DÑIÎ OÝÞÅQ ¼E JÝ JV KÉ (Ex. 18:20).
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)<>-Series IV No. 17

JETHRO’S VISIT

The dictum ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KT Ý LÌ OÅ DÓX ÒLV DÜ OÓ ¼Ô¼Î IÅ, used in the Talmud in a special sense
concerning halakhah, has unfortunately been abused and misinterpreted in
application to historical events to the extent that many have refused to accept it. It
was never intended to mean that there is chronological anarchy, only that strict
chronological order is not necessarily followed where this would conflict with the
common-sense rule that ‘what belongs together is kept together’ (see KM I, 34 and
II, 34 ÝÆÈÓÆ). There are four main types of case in which this occurs:

1. One or two introductory verses are added to a story (with a pluperfect), e.g. Gen.
21:1 ¼ÉLÝ LK ¼ß JÅ ¼È KÜ Lb ÉKÊ.
2. A verse or more about something that took place much later is added at the end
to complete a story before going on to something else, e.g. Ex. 16:32-36 (about the
manna) or Gen. 11:32 ¼Ô LÝ LÌ DT ¼ÌKÝ Jf ¼ß LÓL[KÊ.
3. A ‘flashback’ is used to tell an earlier story not relevant in itself but relevant
here, e.g. Gen. 14:4 (the subjection of Transjordan 14 years before the Battle).

4. Instructions given (and possibly implemented) at different times, spread out and
scattered over a period, which are connected and for future reference may be
considered together, are combined in one place, e.g. the first few chapters of the
Book of Numbers.

In particular, involved and complicated preparations and activities were
performed at Sinai within just a few months, between when Moses reported to the
people on his final descent from the Mountain (Ex. 35:1) and the departure from
Sinai. The subjects are grouped in the text, so that the building of the Tabernacle
(followed by laws given there) and the organisation of the army, which overlapped
in time, are not confused.

An exception to all this is Jethro’s visit, which is recorded before the arrival at
Sinai although it certainly took place some time later. Moses was occupied all day
in judging law-cases and using his judgements to teach the people the Torah. This
could not have taken place before the Revelation, as they needed a few days to
settle in and rest after a long and difficult journey and there was not the time.
Further, Moses had not yet received the judgements, which he received after the
Revelation. As soon as he received them and reported on them, he was sent for and
spent forty days on the Mountain; due to the Golden Calf fiasco this was followed
by another forty days (but not, according to the text, to a third period – that is
midrash); and he then had to spend some time issuing instructions all round so that
people would know what jobs they had to do and could get on with them. One can
safely estimate a minimum of ninety days (three months) after the arrival at Sinai
before Moses could spend all day sitting judging the people.
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Nachmanides raises an objection to this. If Jethro’s visit was so much later, how
is it that there is no mention of Jethro hearing about the Revelation (18:1), nor of
Moses telling him about it (18:8)? A further question can be raised: why did Jethro
take so long to come? He lived not very far away, because Moses had visited the
place ‘by chance’ with Jethro’s sheep (3:1)! On the other hand, these objections
concern what the text does not say. The objections to saying that Jethro arrived
before the Revelation are based on what the text does say.

Either way, we may ask, along with Ibn Ezra, why the story of Jethro’s visit is
placed where it is, before the arrival at Sinai is even mentioned, even though we
are told that the people were already there (18:5)? If Jethro arrived just a few days
after Moses did, there are merely one or two verses out of place to be accounted
for (which could perhaps be explained), but if the visit took place much later, we
are forced to conclude that the story has been put out of place deliberately, and we
ask why.

The most (though not entirely) satisfactory answer is that of Ibn Ezra (and
others), that this self-contained story is placed next to that of Amalek for
comparison and contrast.19 We today make extensive use of the parashah division
of the Torah, which sets a clear break between the story of Amalek and that of
Jethro; but this is not the only (nor always the best) method of division. (In setting
this division, the length of the sections was often more important than logical
partitioning; in any case the divisions were never intended for studying purposes
but for public readings.) Midrash Mekhilta 20 divides the Biblical text into
masekhtot, which are shorter, and Masekhta deAmalek contains just these two
stories – that of Amalek and that of Jethro. Further, the descendants of Jethro were,
later, on very close friendly terms with the Amalekites (1 Sam. 15:6) and, as other
commentators have pointed out, this may be relevant.

The last verse, telling us that Jethro went home, does not imply a short visit, but
may have been put in here to round off the story, as in the examples in (2) above.
For a discussion on how this ties up with the story of ‘Hobab’ (Num. 10:29-32) see
KM II 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ.

It is worth noting that the Kenites, the descendants of Jethro, are the only people
who have consistently been our friends throughout history. The Druse (or Druze)
living in Israel have identified themselves with them, they serve in the Israeli army,
and many have given their lives in the defence of our country and people. They
have not always received from us the consideration that they deserve.

19. The midrash always asks why something is put next to something else, and in most cases
the simple answer is that it happened that way. This case is exceptional, especially if it did
not happen that way.

20. A (Tannaitic) halakhic midrash, not an aggadic one, but this makes no difference.
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FOOT AND MOUTH

A notorious mistranslation is traditional for Ex. 22:4.

É eÃÝÎ H× DT?ß JÅ iÌ K̂ HI DÊÝXIÌ KÅ É ÎÈ DK HT ÝYI× HÆX
We will consider three translations: the traditional one of King James, which is
nonsense; that based on the Masorah; and the one understood by the Talmud, which
is different, but not nonsense. (Nor is the latter a form of derash that distorts the
peshat.)

First King James: ‘..... and shall put in his beast, and shall feed in another man’s
field .....’. (Some editions number this in the English as verse 5 instead of 4, but
that does not matter.) Let us look at the mistakes.

(1) ¼Ì K̂ HI DÊ does not mean ‘put in’; nor does it mean ‘send’. It means ‘release’ (see
KM II, 15 ÅÆ – the other meanings given there do not fit in with the context here).
The difference here is obviously important.

(2) ¼É JÈ LK does not mean ‘field’, it means ‘land’ (unbounded – KM III, 5 ÉÝÞ?ÎÎÌ).

(3) While the law applies to all cases, petty as well as more serious, the Torah
does not give an example from a petty case, but from a typical one. If a lone
animal causes damage on someone’s land, provided the damage is not too much the
owner is not likely to make a great fuss. The more typical case is when a herd of
cows or a flock of sheep enter someone’s land and within a very short space of
time do extensive damage; the landowner is then ready to play merry hell!

¼Ý¼Î H× LT or ¼Ý¼Î H× DT (since it is never found in Hebrew without a suffix, we are not sure
which of the two is correct) is the regular word used in Aramaic to translate the
Hebrew ¼É LÓ IÉ DT. In Hebrew it is used comparatively rarely, but means the same
thing. However, whereas in Classical Hebrew ¼É LÓ IÉ DT is nearly always a collective,
not a singular, ÝÎ×Æ is always a collective (Gen. 45:7, Num. 20:8,11). So in English
we must use a plural, translating ¼ÉÃÝ¼Î H× DT not as ‘his beast’ but as ‘his animals’.

(4) Consequently the following verb ¼Ý I× HÆ¼X must be rendered by a plural ‘they eat
(or consume)’.

The JPS2 translation, while ignoring (2) above, is a great improvement on King
James: ‘When a man lets his livestock loose to graze in another’s land, and so
allows a field or vineyard to be grazed bare .....’.

The second word in the verse ¼Ý J× DÆKÎ is a hiphil which is active, to ‘cause [animals] to graze’; this is
difficult in English, and therefore to render it as passive ‘allows a field or vineyard to be grazed bare’ is not
incorrect. Except for using ‘field’ instead of ‘land’, it is, though not literally correct, a good translation.

Notice the way the verse has been set out above. A gap, based on the
punctuation provided by the Masorah, the taamey hamikra, indicates where there
is a pause. Now the Masorah gives us a definitive version of the taamey hamikra,
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and that is the version that we accept. However, it is not always the only version
that existed, and some passages in the Talmud can only be explained properly on
the assumption that the Rabbis used a different version. (They did not have symbols
to express the te’amim in writing as we do, nor did they give them names, but they
did have the te’amim as a system of punctuation.) This is one such case. The
Gemara in Bava Kama (pp. 2b/3a) assumes that ¼Ì K̂ HI DÊ and ¼Ý I× HÆ¼X refer to different
things (‘foot’ and ‘mouth’ respectively), and two different ways of doing damage
are being dealt with, the law being the same in both cases. It even suggests that
otherwise one of the two verbs could be left out! This is compatible only with a
different punctuation:

ÝYI× HÆX É]ÃÝÎ H× DT?ß JÅ ÌaK̂ HI DÊÝXIÌ KÅ É ÎÈ DK HT
Taken this way, ¼Ý I× HÆ¼X does not mean ‘and they eat’ but ‘or they eat’. Either the
man releases his animals [i.e. does not prevent them from going, in which case they
automatically do damage merely by entry, by virtue of trampling on the crops] or
they eat [the crops, however they managed to get there], on (not ‘in’) someone
else’s land. The latter phrase ‘on someone else’s land’ applies to both verbs (which
it does not on the Masoretic punctuation). This makes sense of the argument of the
Gemara (which did not make sense to me until I spotted this).

(Incidentally, note how the Gemara quotes only verses that use the piel form, and also preserves that form
in Aramaic – ¼Î IÌ¼D ¼̂ KI ‘to release’. The kal form ‘to send’ would be ¼ÌKÑ DI¼Î HÓ. See Rabbi Y. Frank’s Grammar
for Gemara. To appreciate how appropriate Deut. 32:24 is in the context, see KM I 30(53) ÊÕÎËÅÉ.)

Which punctuation system is correct here – the Masoretic one that we have and
use, or the one presumably accepted by the Talmud? We do not know and have no
way of finding out which is ‘correct’, i.e. which was the original. We accept the
Masoretic one for our own use, in accordance with halakhah, but we need to
appreciate the other in order to understand the Gemara. At worst we can treat the
latter as no worse than a derash. However, the general rules of Classical Hebrew
grammar tend to favour the second version, that of the Talmud! In that version, the
two verbs are equal and therefore have the same form. In the Masoretic version,
one farmer releases his animals so that, as a result, they eat etc. The second verb
would then be a result or consequence, more usually expressed at least in the Torah
by the optative, and we should expect not ¼Ý I× HÆ¼X but ¼Ý I× LÆ¼ÎHÊ (or perhaps ¼Ý I× KÆ¼ÎHÊ –
compare ¼Ý IÅKÙ Dß in Deut. 24:20 with ¼Ý IÅLÙ DÎ in Psalm 149:4, in Breuer’s version).
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TO BE PRECISE

In 25:8-9 we find ¼X ¼KF× Kf ¼Ô IÐ DÊ SSSS ¼Î HÑ ¼X ¼K L× DÊ. King James starts off alright with ‘and
let them make’ – nothing wrong so far – but concludes ‘even so shall ye make it’,
whatever that means. JPS2 starts off the same way, but finishes with ‘Exactly as
I show you – the pattern ....... so shall you make it’ (my italics). Moffatt starts the
last bit with ‘You must make it exactly as I show you ....’ All overlook the fact that
the end is ¼X ¼KF× Kf ¼Ô IÐ DÊ (not just ÔÐ). Both KJ and JPS are obsessed with the idea that
Ô I] always means ‘so’ or ‘thus’, despite the difficulty this poses with understanding
the words of Joseph’s brothers (Gen. 42:11) ¼X¼Õ DÌKÕFÅ ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ I] (‘We are so/thus men’, a
description better applied to the translators).

Take a look at a few verses. First Gen. 6:22.
AÉ ½LK L× Ô_I] YEÅ D]ßÃÅ É_LX HÛ Ý jJIFÅ ÑÃÐpD] KÌXÂÕ K K×YK[ KÊ

Note especially the punctuation. For those who do not understand the te’amim I
have inserted a large gap.
Here are some more (Ex. 39:43; 40:16; Num. 8:4)

AX ½K L× Ô_I] YÉ É_LX HÛ Ý]JIFÅK] W eLßÃÅ XK̂ L× iÉ Ì HÉ DÊ
AÉ ½LK L× Ô_I] DYßÃÅ ]É ÉaLX HÛ Ý jJIFÅ ÑÃÐpD] ÉXJIÃÓ K K×YK[ KÊ

AÉLÝÂÕ D_ KÉ ß JÅ É LK L× ÔI] É JIÃÓ ß JÅ É É LÅUÝ JÉ Ý JIFÅ É JÅUÝ K_K]
and of course Num. 27:7 ¼ßÃÝ DÆÃV ¼È LÌ DÙLÑ DÛ ¼ß¼D¼Õ DT ¼Ô I] (which, despite all the wise-cracks,
does not really mean ‘Yes, the girls are busy talking.’)

Frequently ¼Ô I] does indeed mean ‘so’ or ‘thus’, but certainly not in the above
verses. Otherwise why, in three of the above, is the verb ÉK× unnecessarily
repeated? And why is the punctuation up the creek (as King James and others seem
to think)?

One must try to find the precise meaning from the context, it has to mean
something that makes sense, and it seems that there is no precise word that
corresponds in English. The nearest appears to be ‘correct’ or ‘correctly’, which
explains the post-biblical use of the word for ‘yes’ and also the use by Joseph’s
brothers (‘We are correct’ i.e. honest and straight). Possibly – even probably – it
means ‘properly’ or even ‘exactly’ or ‘precisely’, but not with ‘so’ in addition as
in the translations quoted above. Our text here would then mean that they are to
make a Sanctuary, according to the plans and specifications that you are being
shown here, with respect to both the Tabernacle and its accessories, and you are
to make it exactly. Put this into the above verses, and you see why there is a
repetition of the verb ÉK×. Unlike the English ‘so’ or ‘thus’ which are weak, the
Hebrew word ¼Ô I] is very strong and emphatic. First you are told that something was
done (or made), and then that it was done (or made) properly, exactly as required
or requested.
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THE ALTAR

We have met before problems that arise from a practical and realistic appraisal
of the situation, which tend to be ignored because from an academic viewpoint they
present no difficulty. (See KM II, 21 ÅÞß.)

One such is the construction of the altar. Constant fires are burned on wooden
planks coated with thin sheet metal, yet the structure survives! Experts claim that
with the fires burning on it, it could not survive one day. (Standard answer: a
miracle!) Furthermore, what is the point of asking for an altar of earth, or if you
must build an altar with stones make it from uncut stones (Ex. 20:20-21), when the
main altar, which is supposed to be the only one, is made of wood and metal only?

The man who tackled the problem realistically and from a practical angle,
without distorting the text, was Cassuto. His angle (which applies also to many
things in the Torah) is that not all details are given, certain things which were
obvious at the time of Moses are taken for granted, and only the extra information
required is given. (Cf. the issue of ¼ß K× KÝ LÛ ¼×KÇJÕ discussed in KM I, 5(28) ×ÝÛÓÉ.)

Cassuto sets out to reconcile the requirement to build an altar of (local) earth or
stone with that of building a permanent if mobile (i.e. portable) structure. He
answers that the structure specified in Chap. 27 is meant to be hollow, not solid.
This would cover the stones or earth. What is more, it did not have a ‘roof’, in
contrast to the golden altar where a roof is mentioned (30:3), and the fire did not
burn on the copper covering the wood, but on the earth or stones that could be seen
on top in the middle (where there was a hole in the wood-metal structure). This
certainly seems to make sense.

How does he explain Num. 17:1-5? Unfortunately he did not make it, he died
before his commentary reached that part of the Torah. But we do find there that the
copper fire-pans of Korah’s mob were beaten into sheets to be used as ¼Î¼X ¼b HÛ for the
altar; the word implies a covering in the sense of a coating, not a covering on top
which would have been ¼ß¼X ¼Ö D] or ¼É JÖ DÐ HÓ.

STRANGE WORDS

The specifications for the Tabernacle contain many words which were certainly
common in those days but whose meaning has been forgotten. Whatever ¼ÝIË was
(evidently some sort of collar), note that the Table had two – one for itself (25:24),
and one for the ¼ßJÝJU DÖ HÓ (closure?) that surrounded it (25:25).

[The last paragraph above originally appeared in Series VI but has been transferred to here for space reasons.]
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THE FIRST OFFERINGS

In this part of the book (of Exodus) we read the instructions given to Moses for
building the Tabernacle and consecrating the priests. It is here, at the beginning of
Chapter 28, that we learn (as apparently Moses learned) for the first time that
Moses was to appoint his brother Aaron, together with Aaron’s sons, as priests.
Later it is made clear that they are to be hereditary priests. They were not chosen
because they were Levites; the ‘priests’ in the wider sense were to have been the
firstborns. It was only later, after the incident of the Golden Calf, that the latter
were replaced by the Levites.

A report on the implementation of the plans to manufacture the necessary
components and accessories and to construct the Tabernacle is given at the end of
the book. The report on consecrating the priests is deferred to the next book,
Leviticus, but the instructions are here.

It is now nearly three years since Ki Mitsion started, with a greatly simplified
explanation of the fundamental principles, the skeleton, of the sacrifices, a subject
that usually frightens most people on account of its complexity. In the course of six
issues (Vayyikra and Tsav) we built up a picture of the basic types of offering, but
recommended that for the beginner Chapter 29 here, which is ahead of its time,
should be left alone.

Now perhaps we can begin to tackle it. There was to be a seven day consecration
period, in which Moses was to train his brothers and nephews in their new duties.
On each of the seven days there was to be a ceremony of offerings, Moses being
the ‘acting priest’ on a temporary basis. (Later we learn that on the eighth day there
would be a special ceremony with the new priests doing it all themselves, but that
is not mentioned here.) During the seven days, Aaron and sons were to play a
mainly passive part, except for eating what they were told to eat where and when
they were told to eat it.

The ceremony required a bull, two rams, and various ‘accessories’ in the form
of loaves of (matsah) bread. After dressing the priests in their uniforms, Moses was
to offer first the bull as a hatat. Aaron and his sons had to lean on the animal’s
head, then it was slaughtered, some of the blood was put (by finger) on the horns
of the altar and the rest poured onto the base of the altar, the ‘fats’ were separated
and smoked on the altar, and the rest of the animal was burned.

This was just an ordinary hatat, except that the meat, instead of being eaten, was
to be burned (note – burned, not smoked) outside the camp. This latter procedure
was compulsory with the ‘special’ hatat, of which some of the blood was taken
inside the Tabernacle, but that was not the case here. Otherwise the priests
normally ate the meat, but if for any reason they could not do so (e.g. if it became
contaminated, or if it was left uneaten beyond the time limit) then it was burned.
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Here the reason was probably because the priests themselves had not yet been
consecrated and were not yet fit and ready to eat it as priests; while Moses, as
acting priest, could perform the sacrifice but was not eligible to eat the meat.

The next stage was for Moses to offer one of the rams as an olah offering. This,
you will remember, was slaughtered, cleaned and dismembered and then smoked
entirely on the altar – again the priests had to lean on the animal before it was
slaughtered, and here (as usual with an olah but unlike with the hatat) all the blood
was hurled against the altar. So far, so good; the only difficulty is that although the
procedures were standard, as we learn later, the standard procedures are not given
till later.

Now comes the last part, which is really complex. Moses was to offer the second
ram as a different type of offering altogether, a unique one, called the milluim or
consecration offering, and here the accessories (the loaves of bread) were also used.
If you have not yet fully mastered all the other types of offerings, the best thing to
do here is to leave this alone for a little longer. Rather than struggle with it and get
even more confused over this subject, let it go till next year. The important thing
to remember first is the structure of the ceremony: Moses offers the bull as a
regular hatat, then the first ram as a regular olah, and finally the second ram as a
complicated but once-only milluim which does not really fit into any of the
categories we have met.

THE GOLDEN ALTAR

What we wrote last week about the main altar applies in part but not completely
to the ‘gold’ (more accurately gold-plated) one. This too was presumably hollow,
not solid, but as it was only used for burning incense it did not need either earth
or stones underneath. It also had a ‘roof’ – presumably incense burns at a much
lower temperature than the ‘fats’.

It is interesting to note how the word KÌ IT DË HÓ which originally meant ‘place of
slaughter’ came to mean a platform on which a sacrifice was slaughtered (Gen
22:9-10), and later simply a platform associated with a Temple, since no animal
was ever slaughtered on either of the two altars in the Tabernacle. (See also Joshua
22:26,28.) The important lesson to be learned from this is that when faced with an
obscure word, while etymology (the source of the word) may help, it is not always
reliable in determining the meaning, and can in fact mislead totally.
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MORE ABOUT THE CALF

In KM III, 21 (ÅÞß) we considered Aaron’s motivation in respect of the Golden
Calf, where he went wrong, and what he is usually blamed for but in fact did not
do. In brief, he tried to prevent idolatry by means of ridicule, set about it the wrong
way, and botched it.

In KM III 46 (ÆÜ×) we started to consider what alternative he had. Aaron’s
apparent weakness in the face of a menacing mob was in fact his strength, and he
failed to appreciate this. The very fact that they were trying to bully him and press
him showed that they needed him, and he was in a position of strength. He could
have stood out firmly and loudly against them and rallied the people in his support.
This might have involved some bloodshed, but the alternative was far worse. There
was in the end plenty of bloodshed anyway – three thousand Israelites were killed
by the Levites at the time, apart from all those who suffered in later generations for
a sin that to this day has never been forgiven (Ex. 32:34). Aaron was a ‘lover of
peace’ to the extent of being a pacifist; far from reducing bloodshed, pacifism in
the face of an aggressor has the reverse effect, and only a confrontation stands at
least some chance of maintaining peace.

Instead of having a confrontation, Aaron turned to a gentle approach. However,
there are times when a gentle approach does not work (Ecc., i.e. Kohelet 3:8), and
in dealing with such people a strong firm reaction is essential. Aaron’s failure to
rally the people against the rebels led to their being leaderless and thereby
uncontrolled; this is what Moses meant by

ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ ÉÃ× LÝ DÙ Î H] ÅXÉ K×OÝ LÙ Î H] Ò L× LÉ ß JÅ É JIÃÓ ÅUÝK[KÊ32:25

A leaderless people is one that is easy prey to enemies wishing to attack them,
hence ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÓ LÜ DT ¼É LÛ DÓ HI DÑ. (The precise meaning of ¼É LÛ DÓ HI is uncertain, there are
various guesses, but what is being conveyed is clear.)

WHO WAS THE RINGLEADER?

In contrast, three thousand people do not spontaneously converge on the man in
charge with a demand like that made of Aaron unless they have a ringleader.
Whoever he was, he may have led them in the approach to Aaron and acted as chief
spokesman; or he may have incited the crowd and then stood quietly in the
background. Either way, he existed. Who was he?

We are not told the name of the person primarily responsible for the revolt, but
we are told something about him: ¼ÎVÝ DÙ Ha HÓ ¼X¼̀ JÌ DÓ JÅ ¼Î HÑ ¼Å LÍ LÌ Ý JIFÅ ¼Î HÓ (32:33). For his
name to be removed from the Book, it must have been there in the first place, so
he was someone who initially merited inclusion. Either in Egypt, which they had
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left only a few weeks earlier, or during the short journey to Sinai, or perhaps in the
few days at Sinai before Moses ascended the Mountain, he had earned a place in
the Book, had achieved prominence. He was not a nobody, he was a somebody. The
reference was not to Aaron, because his name was not removed. Nor was it Joshua,
because (apart from his name not being removed) he, alone apart from Moses, was
not there! Whoever was behind the revolt was someone who certainly should have
known better. Did he, perhaps, have pretensions of taking over the leadership of the
people from Moses whom he sincerely believed would not return? There are hints
in the Torah, and if we take them seriously (contrary to accepted midrash) other
apparent difficulties are solved, such as why Aaron had to face the entire
population alone.

NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN

The whole story can be looked at from another angle.

At Sinai the people declared ¼É JK K×KÕ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý JTVV Ý JIFÅ ¼ÑÃ] (19:8);

they later reiterated ¼× LÓ DIHÕ DÊ ¼É JK K×KÕ ¼ ¼É ¼Ý JTVV Ý JIFÅ ¼ÑÃ] (24:7).

It has taken us four thousand years to begin to understand how, so soon after
this, they could worship the Golden Calf, especially considering that G-d had just
helped them to defeat Amalek. This last is not unconnected.

The evidence to support the following is our recently discovered understanding
of human nature. Amalek wanted the destruction of Israel (that much we do know),
and we may assume that they wanted this even more so after their own defeat.
What better method than to get the people to worship an idol, and then let G-d do
the dirty work of disposing of them? (Balaam later proposed the same tactics, but
it was more difficult because Moab had not been defeated.) How could Amalek get
them to do it? The answer now is plain – simply by asking them to do so.

We now know two things. First, if Israel defeats its enemies it is obliged,
morally and in every other way, to pamper them and give them everything they ask
for and more, even to the extent of committing suicide (e.g. by idolatry) if the
enemy is determined to achieve our extinction. This is called being ‘noble’.21

The second thing we have learned is that those who shout loudest ¼× LÓ DIHÕ DÊ ¼É JKF×KÕ
are obliged, as soon as there is a change of government (as when Moses
disappeared), to renege, to break all their undertakings, and to be the first to
worship the idol. We even find evidence in ¼Î HTUÝ KÌ ¼Ü¼ÎVÝ LÅ SSS ¼ÆIÎ¼D ¼Å ¼Ý KÓ LÅ ‘the enemy said
“Arik is my sword”’ – Arik the sword of the enemy! 22 All this is justified in the
interests of what we might call – avoiding sensitive terminology – ‘the general
welfare’, i.e. mass suicide. As Hitler pointed out, once there are no longer any Jews
there can no longer be any Jewish problem.

21. A pun on Nobel, who bequeathed the ‘peace prize’ shared by a murderer and a suicider.

22. A contemporary reference to Arik ( ¼;¼-V< L$) Sharon’s destroying and handing over Gush
Katif to the enemy and exiling its citizens, a most shameful episode in Israel’s history.
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NO FIRE AND NO SMOKE

After receiving instructions concerning the Tabernacle and associated matters,
and just before being given the two Tablets of Stone so that he could descend from
the Mountain, Moses received final instructions about the Sabbath. The written
report on the message he was given occupies an entire paragraph of six verses, Ex.
31:12-17. This section does not go into details of how it is to be observed (except
by implication that it is to over-rule work on building the Tabernacle) but why –
stressing its meaning and importance, and the penalties for breach.

On his final descent form the Mountain, Moses assembled the people (Chapter
35) and reported on the instructions he had received, deciding that it was best to
put the Sabbath first. The first verse is a mere introduction, the second verse
encapsulates all the six verses mentioned above, and the third verse adds something
that is mentioned nowhere else:

AßLT KJ KÉ ÒDÎ DT Ò JÐÎ IßÃÆ DIÃÓ ÑÃÐ DT I IÅ XÝF× KÆ Dß ÅWÑ
(This is followed by a new paragraph dealing with an entirely different matter
which does not concern us here.)

The second verse certainly does not contain all of the exact words that Moses
said to the people. If G-d found it necessary to use at least six verses talking to
Moses, the latter must have needed to explain it all at far greater length – but the
verse is merely intended to inform us of what he told the people, not how he said
it. We already have the longer form, and there is no need to repeat it.

All this is obvious. The problem arises with the next (i.e. third) verse. Here we
have a detail, just one detail, fire, and it is mentioned nowhere else. We naturally
ask, ‘Where did Moses get it from?’ If it was part of the instructions given, why
is it not mentioned along with the rest in Chapter 31? If not, how come that Moses
added something of his own, on his own initiative? What right had he to do this?

From reading the whole Torah we see that Moses was the very last person to
even dream of adding anything on his own initiative. He was meticulous in passing
on only G-d’s instructions exactly as given, without addition or subtraction, and
insisted that others should follow him in this (Deut. 4:2 and again in Deut. 13:1).
He may have used his own discretion in arranging the order in which he passed on
the instructions (as here), and did not mind re-expressing them – he even changed
the wording of the Ten Commandments (Deut. 5) – to convey the same idea, but
he would not add anything of his own. The only time that he in any way deviated
from his instructions was much later at Kadesh-Zin when he struck the rock, and
there his error is pointed out, as well as his punishment. There he was under
pressure and reacted wrongly, which was not the case here. So where does this
business of not burning a fire come from?
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In KM II, 22 ÑÉÜÎÊ, and more carefully in II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ, we explained that in the
Torah (though not in the Gemara) the word ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ is not, as popularly supposed,
an abstract noun meaning some sort of activity, but a concrete noun which, in the
context, approximately means ‘products’ (though it may also include acquisitions).
It was an everyday word with a vague meaning that everyone used and understood,
but whose meaning cannot easily be defined, such as ‘things’, ‘items’ and so on in
English, and like these words it cannot easily be translated exactly into other
languages. Such words are found in all languages, and meanings overlap – it is not
normally necessary to have a one-for-one translation available, but with the way
this word is used in the Torah concerning the Sabbath, the absence of an exact
translation causes problems. Essentially, however, when used after the verb ¼ß¼D ¼KF×
in any form it is the end-product of an action (the action being conveyed by ¼ß¼D ¼KF×)
and is something, a product of whose existence one is aware without doubt.

We may then assume that even in the time of Moses, when the word was a
familiar one, a question would have arisen. On the Sabbath you may not produce
cut wheat, a sown garment, cooked food, writing, and so on, but what about fire?
Is it included in melakhah or not? Someone would answer ‘Of course! It isn’t there,
and then you produce it, so it is a product!’ Someone else would then shout out
‘Nonsense! Fire isn’t really something. It is there and then disappears and ceases
to exist. It is ephemeral, transient, you cannot call it melakhah.’ Visualise the
scene. Supporters of the first shout back, supporters of the second retaliate, and
there is a typical Jewish (fiery?) argument, until someone shouts on top of his voice
‘SHUT UP!’ (the only way to silence them) ‘Let Moses have a chance to tell us!’

Moses gave the sentence quoted in answer to the question. ‘I do not care whether
you call fire melakhah or not, on the Sabbath you are not to cause one to burn’ (i.e.
by lighting one or by fuelling one). Where did he get the answer from? Either he
understood the whole concept of the Sabbath so well that he was able to give the
answer immediately himself (without it having been spelt out to him), or he popped
into the Tabernacle and asked, and was given the answer. It matters not which. The
point is that the verse about fire (verse 3) was added after he gave the main
instructions (verse 2), maybe at the time but maybe even some time later, and was
put here on the principle already discussed a few times in Ki Mitsion, that in the
Torah what belongs together is kept together. Where else could he put it?
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BIRD OFFERINGS

Bird offerings are of two types only – an olah, and sometimes a hatat. They are
generally regarded as a poor man’s offerings, brought by someone who cannot
afford an animal. There is a choice between a ¼ÝÃf and a ¼ÉLÕ¼D¼Î?¼Ô JT, and some
controversy as to what these are. Certainly both are pigeons (alias doves), but some
are of the opinion that they are different species, while others consider that they are
different age-groups of the same species. Sometimes there is a requirement to bring
two together, one for a hatat and one for an olah, and in such cases it appears that
both should be the same – either two torim or two yonim. (This requirement may
or may not be the halakhah, it is merely what is written.)

The procedure is detailed in 1:14-17 and 5:7-9 respectively. (The latter gives
insufficient details and we have to rely on oral tradition to fill in the rest.)
Essentially the bird is killed by hand by pinching its neck, and not by slaughtering
as normally required for food. With the olah, part is discarded, the blood is
squeezed onto the wall of the altar, and the rest smoked on the altar. With the hatat,
part of the blood is sprinkled onto the wall of the altar, the rest of the blood is
squeezed onto the base of the altar, and we are not told what happens to the rest;
traditionally, the priests eat the meat.

A DIGRESSION

The Talmud states the tradition that in the case of the olah the blood is squeezed
onto the upper part of the altar wall, while that of the hatat is squeezed onto the
lower part – the opposite to what happens with an animal, where the blood of the
hatat is applied to the horns (at the top) while that of the olah, like that of all other
animal offerings, is hurled at the side (lower down). A mnemonic for this was
invented:

¼É LÑF× KÓ DÑ ¼ÉLÑ¼D ¼× ¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ
which means literally ‘a bird rises upwards’ and can be taken as ‘[with] a bird, the
[blood of an] olah [goes] to the upper [part of the altar]’. Unfortunately someone
spoilt it by replacing ¼Ý¼D ¼b HÛ (feminine) with ØD× (masculine), so that you have to
replace ¼É LÑ¼D ¼× with ¼É JÑ¼D ¼× and miss the whole point!

MEAL OFFERINGS

The word ‘meal’ is here used in its archaic sense of powdered grain (flour), or
something similar, and in this case includes also bread or cake made from it. The
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word is still used occasionally in that sense, and its counterpart in German or
Yiddish (mehl) is used regularly (hence matsah meal). It is not meant in the modern
sense of ‘meal’. The term ‘grain-offering’ would be better, but the other is accepted
and not really misleading.

The Hebrew ¼É LÌ DÕ HÓ is strictly a present, and can include animals (Gen. 32:14-19),
but with offerings it refers in a technical sense exclusively to grain products.

Various types are mentioned, of which the first is the most important. Solet, a
special type of flour (possibly white flour) is used: (olive) oil is poured onto it,
frankincense (not to be confused with incense – see KM III, 24 ÅÝÜÎÊ – and salt are
added. The priest takes a full handful of the flour and oil, including all the
frankincense, and smokes it on the altar as an azkarah. (The meaning of this word
is obscure. It is connected etymologically with the word ‘memorial’, and is used
today to mean the anniversary of someone’s death, but that is not the meaning here.
At the time it was a word that was in use and understood.) Smoking the azkarah
is equivalent to smoking the ‘fats’ of an animal offering on the altar. The remainder
is eaten by the priests as ‘extra-holy’ food, like the meat of the hatat and asham.

Three points need to be noted here:

1. If a priest brings such an offering, the whole lot is smoked on the altar, the
priests do not eat any of it.

2. The same applies to a public offering.

3. When brought not on its own but as an accompaniment to an animal offering
(see later), whether the latter is a private offering or a public one, this is the type
of minhah brought, but the quantity of flour is specified, as is the quantity of oil
mixed with (and not poured onto) it. (See KM III, 37 ÌÑÞ.) These quantitites
depend not on the type of offering accompanied, but on the type of animal brought.

For a simple voluntary private offering, a number of variations are possible, in
which the flour is cooked (as matsah, never leavened), as specified in 2:4-13.

The final case (2:14-16) is controversial – there are at least three different
opinions as to what it is referring to.

Really, after all, it is not all that difficult!
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THE FEE

If a priest goes to the trouble of offering an animal brought as a sacrifice, he is
(in most but not all cases) entitled to get something out of it for his trouble. He
gets no wages, so he is awarded certain perks.

From an olah he gets the hide as a present. After the animal is slaughtered,
flayed (i.e. the hide is stripped off), dismembered, washed and smoked on the altar,
the hide remains, and this is the priest’s fee. (Contrast the ‘inside’ hatat which is
all burned, including the hide.)

From a zevach it depends – from a shelamim, the only type of zevach mentioned
here, the breast and right shoulder are removed along with the ‘fats’, a special
ceremony is performed with them, the ‘fats’ are smoked on the altar, and the breast
and right shank of the animal are given to the priest as his fee. They are a
compulsory fee given by the person who brings the offering, who is entitled to eat
all the meat but must fist pay his fee; they are in the category of ‘holy for priests’
(see KM III 24 ÅÝÜÎÊ) and are referred to in the Torah as ¼ÜÃÌ, which (in this and
similar cases) does not mean a law but an allocation (see KM II, 11 ÞÇÎÊ).

Other types of zevach are not mentioned here, nor is their procedure given
elsewhere in detail, but tradition maintains that there is no fee.

The hatat and asham are different: since the person who brings it gets nothing
out of it, he does not pay any fee. The special or ‘inside’ hatat offered by the High
Priest is burned in its entirety, including the hide; but although the asham and the
regular (or ‘outside’) hatat are ‘extra-holy’ (as explained in KM III, 24 ÅÝÜÎÊ) and
therefore belonging entirely to G-d, their meat is given by G-d (and not by the
person who brings them) to the priests to eat as extra-holy food. However, this
meat belongs to all the priests to share between them (even one who is disfigured
and not allowed to serve at the altar, Lev. 21:21-23), and not just to the one who
performs the ceremony. (Regarding 7:7 see Rashi.) What happens to the hide we
are not told, but it seems that as with the olah it is given to the priest who performs
the ceremony.

With a minhah it is a bit more complicated. From a private offering, part is
smoked on the altar, the rest is eaten by the priests as extra-holy; however, in some
cases it belongs to the priest who performs the ceremony (like the hide of an olah),
and in others it is shared (like the meat of the hatat or asham) – but if the minhah
is brought by a priest, it is all smoked (Lev. 7:8-10, 6:16).

Note how the priest’s fee from the zevach – the breast and shoulder – is referred
to as ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ÎIÕ DT HÓ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼Ü LÌ, while the minhah and the meat of the asham and hatat
are referred to as ¼ ¼É ¼Î IJ HÅ IÓ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼Ü LÌ. The High Priest has to pay a fee by bringing
a special minhah which is smoked entirely and not eaten, ¼ ¼É KÑ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼Ü LÌ (6:15).
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There are only two types of bird-offerings – an olah and a hatat. From the
former (1:14-17) the priest gets nothing. From the latter (5:8-9), traditionally the
priest eats the meat, as with an animal hatat, though this is not stated anywhere.
But the bird is not slaughtered, its neck is pinched off! This, the Talmud points out,
is the only case where a bird may be eaten without shehitah.

SUMMARY

We have considered the main structure, the skeleton, of the ceremonies of the
principal animal offerings. The olah has been presented as a voluntary offering;
there are times when an olah is compulsory, but the procedure is the same. The
hatat and asham have been explained as being necessary in certain cases only.
There are also other cases, mentioned elsewhere, where these need to be brought
(e.g. a woman after childbirth), but again unless specified otherwise the procedure
is the same as given in these chapters. We have also seen the procedure for birds
and for different types of minhah. The cases given cover nearly all types of
offerings; a few oddments here and there are not stated in these chapters, so as not
to confuse you. (The Torah really goes out of its way to simplify its presentation
of the laws of offerings.)

However, there are complications that you are not intended to think about until
you have grasped these essentials. Some of the offerings mentioned have to always
(and others sometimes) be accompanied by other things which may or may not have
to be offered on the altar. For instance the thanksgiving shelamim has to be
accompanied by loaves of bread etc., which are not offered on the altar. Other
shelamim, as well as olahs, have to be accompanied by a specific minhah which is
offered on the altar, along with a specific libation of wine. In some cases there is
compulsory ‘leaning’ on the animal’s head before slaughter, from which there are
various exemptions. All this you can leave alone for the while.

The vast majority of Torah students either admit or are afraid to admit that the
subject of offerings frightens them. They regularly read the first chapters of
Leviticus and even translate the words without having the faintest idea of what is
going on. If you are among them, then it is hoped that these eight articles in the
four series of Ki Mitsion (two in each series), taken slowly, will have helped you
to overcome that fear, and that you can now understand the essentials and find
yourself able to read the original and make sense of it. It is hoped that you will also
be able to fill in from the text the bits we have not mentioned, and subsequently
various other bits scattered throughout the Torah will begin to fit into place.
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FOOD CONTAMINATION

After reading about offerings and ‘holy food’ largely connected with them, much
of which is to be eaten only by the priests, we are given (Chap. 11) details of
creatures whose carcasses we are not allowed to eat. Many of these carcasses are
also sources of tum’ah, and the two concepts – carcasses forbidden as food and
those which contaminate with tum’ah – are given together. Those which are
forbidden as food but do not contaminate are referred to as ¼Ú JÜ JI, while those which
also contaminate are referred to by the term ¼Å IÓ LÍ.

[The confusion caused in Deut. 14 where latter term includes all of them is discussed in KM II, 47 ÉÅÝ.
Here there is no problem.]

While the Torah explains clearly in this and subsequent chapters (plus Num. 19)
how tum’ah originates, how it is passed on (by contact and sometimes also by
proximity) and how each type when it affects a person may be ‘cleared’, the text
is not always very clear on exactly what items can and what cannot become
contaminated. Certain articles (depending on what they are made of) can become
contaminated (and then contaminate food), others cannot; those that do can in most
cases be ‘cleared’. Food (once wetted, 11:34) can become contaminated, and if so
can never be ‘cleared’ but if not holy it may still be eaten; holy food that becomes
contaminated may not be eaten, but must be destroyed.

THE STONE AGE

In KM IV, 11 ÎÌÎÊ we said that archaeological findings can be misinterpreted and
false conclusions drawn. The following is an excellent example of this.

Excavators in the Old City of Jerusalem discovered a house which they dated as
belonging to the period of the Second Temple. All the utensils found there were
made of stone, showing that the inhabitants lived in the Stone Age. The problem
was that the Stone Age ended long, long before the period of the Second Temple,
and archaeologists spent many sleepless nights trying to re-adjust their ideas so as
to reconcile the two.

One day, someone made a suggestion: perhaps it was a house inhabited by
priests? The priests used to eat a relatively large amount of ‘holy’ food, and to
prevent waste had to ensure that this did not become contaminated with tum’ah,
especially by contact with contaminated utensils. Metal utensils are subject to
contamination, but stone ones are not. Stone cannot become ¼Å IÓ LÍ. So the priests
were inclined to play safe and use stone utensils!
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The theory was verified when they discovered the name of the family that lived
in the house, a name mentioned in the Talmud as that of a priestly family!

The moral is clear: correct conclusions cannot always be drawn from
archaeological finds unless one has sufficient background knowledge of religious
and other customs of the times. With Jewish customs, at least there is ample written
data (Talmud etc.) to explain such customs in detail, but in many other cases,
knowledge of the customs is itself based on the finds. So we have a vicious circle,
solved by guesswork. Someone guesses something, the idea is fitted into the vicious
circle, and if it works then ‘Hey presto!’ the solution has been found. From this
now verified conclusion, others are drawn, and if something then conflicts with the
Bible it is the latter that has to be explained (or is simply wrong). But has the
solution been found? The whole theory could be overthrown by the discovery of
one previously unknown (even pagan) law or custom that affects perhaps only the
priestly caste, and leads them to behave in just one respect in a way that is not
typical of the behaviour of the rest of the people. Other things can also go wrong.
Archaeology is an important science not to be despised, but nor is it (or its
findings) to be excessively revered.

FISH AND INSECTS

A¼X ¼Ñ IÐ ¼ÅÃf ¼Ò LßÃÅ ÒÎ HÑ LÌ D̀ KÆX ÒÎ H_K[ KT ÒHÎ K_KT ß JK JÜ DK KÜ DÊ ÝÎ HbKÕ DÖ DÑ Ý JIFÅ ÑÃ]44=<
A ¼Ò JÐLÑ ¼Ò IÉ ¼Ú JÜ JI SSSSS ÒÎHÑ LÌ D̀ KÆX ÒÎ H_K[ KT ß JK JÜ DK KÜ DÊ ÝÎ HbKÕ DÖ DÑ ÔÎ IÅ Ý JIFÅ ÑÃÐ DÊ44=43

A ¼Ò JÐLÑ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼Ú JÜ JI ÒHÎ L_ KT ß JK JÜ DK KÜ DÊ ÝÎ HbKÕ DÖ DÑ ÔÎ IÅ Ý JIFÅ ÑÃ]44=45

The meaning of the text is simple: on the one hand anything in water that has
fins and scales .... and on the other hand anything in water that has not. There is,
though, some repetition which seems to be redundant, and this is where midrash
comes in, interpreting a law by changing the punctuation. It may be used for food
provided that it has fins and scales [while it is still] in the water, even if they drop
off as soon as it is taken out, as happens with certain types of fish. It is midrash
that decides the halakhah, even though the Masoretic punctuation is against this;
but the midrash is not to be used as a translation of the text.

ØD× means anything that flies, and ¼Ú JÝ JI is anything that reproduces in large
numbers (not quite the meaning of ‘swarm’ as given in the Oxford Dictionary), so
the combination ¼Ø¼D ¼× LÉ ¼Ú JÝ JI means flying insects. Those permitted are all members
of the grasshopper/locust family, but not all of that family are permitted. The
Yemenites have traditions as to which species are allowed, and do in fact eat them.

Neither fish nor insects (when permitted) require slaughtering, nor do the
carcasses of either of them (even when forbidden) generate tum’ah, hence those
forbidden are referred to as ¼Ú JÜ JI. Verses 24-25, as pointed out by Rashi et. al.
(since it is not too obvious), thus refer not to what precedes but to what follows.
[Ibn Ezra’s view, while grammatically possible, contradicts Mishnah Kelim 17:13.]
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HENRY HIGGINS 23

Every genuine baalkoreh (as opposed to the many charlatans) is aware of the
need to take special care in reading Chapter 12. In a short pragraph of eight verses
we find twice the expression RÉLÝGÉ LÍ ¼Î IÓUV (demey tohorah with the final hey silent)
and twice ¼WLÝGÉ LÍ ¼Î IÓ DÎ (yemey tohorah with the final hey sounded), and whether or not
you pronounce that final hey affects the meaning. A pseudo-baal-koreh who fails
to pronounce it when he is supposed to should be pulled up and made to read it
again, correctly. Many, however, do not really understand what is going on and
what difference it makes.

In each case we have a verbal noun (‘gerund’). Twice it is in the masculine form
¼ÝÃÉ DÍ with a feminine possessive suffix, making ¼W LÝGÉ LÍ, her being (or becoming)
‘clear’ (cf. Gen. 2:15 ¼WLÝ DÓ LI DÑ¼X ¼WLÈ DÆ L× DÑ), and twice it is in the feminine form RÉ LÝGÉ LÍ
with no suffix (cf. RÉ LÅ DÓ LÍ DÑ Lev. 19:31 etc.). The use of a verbal noun sometimes in
the masculine form and sometimes in the feminine without any difference in
meaning is often found, e.g. ¼ÅÃÝ DÎ and RÉ LÅUÝHÎ or ¼ÔÃß DÕ and ¼ß If. The same also applies
to abstract nouns, for example ¼ÜÃÌ and RÉ Ld OÌ or ¼Ü JÈ JÛ and RÉ LÜ LÈ DÛ, where some
commentators try to ascribe a difference in meaning, but without success. (Modern
Hebrew only may ascribe a difference.) The important difference in our paragraph
is that in two cases there is a possessive suffix (‘her’) and in two cases there is not.

[The actual meaning is a bit obscure. Other less likely grammatical possibilities also exist, for instance
¼WLÝGÉ LÍ might not be from a verbal noun ¼ÝÃÉ DÍ but from an abstract noun ¼Ý KÉÃÍ; and/or ¼ÉLÝGÉ LÍ might also be an
abstract noun – and likewise later in 14:2 etc. when it has a masculine suffix ¼D ¼ß LÝGÉ LÍ. Or are such abstract
nouns, such as RÉ LÆFÉ KÅ, really verbal nouns anyway? One can argue the meaning at length – our sole purpose
here is to point out the relevance of the mappik, the dot in the hey, indicating a suffix.]

Be careful not to confuse RÉ LÝFÉ LÍ DÊ (vetaharah) in 12:7, which is a pure verb.

ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME?

There is an old controversy as to whether ¼ÒKV DÓKÈFÅ means very red (deep red), or
reddish (pale red). The Talmud (not supported by all the commentators) accepts the
former, while Modern Hebrew has adopted the latter. (The same applies of course
to other colours, e.g. ¼Ü KÝ DÜKÝ DÎ in 13:49 and 14:37.) Looking at 13:19 and 24 the only
meaning that seems to fit is the latter, where there is a choice of white and ‘reddish
white’, i.e. pale pink or rosy. ‘Deep red’ is a midrash that contradicts the text.

23. The character in Bernard Shaw’s play ‘Pygmalion’ (produced as a ‘musical’ called ‘My
Fair Lady’) who taught a cockney to pronounce the ‘H’ at the beginning of appropriate
words including his name (not Enery Iggins!) Here it is the { at the end of the word.
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SUSPICION!

It is interesting to look carefully at the first stage in dealing with suspected
sara’at. In the case of a person we find (13:2 and again in 13:9) ¼Ô IÉÃ] KÉ SSS ¼Ñ JÅ ¼ÅLÆ¼X ¼É DÊ.
Not ¼ÅLÆ¼X! (See Ibn Ezra.) The man is taken to the priest, who examines him. If the
latter clears him, he has a witness to that effect, and if not, he cannot say that he
went to the priest and was declared clear.

An article, such as a garment etc., is shown to the priest (13:49). Here there is
no need to say ‘taken’ since it is obvious.

In the case of a house, it is up to the owner to go and report it to the priest
(14:35), since he cannot take it to him. Only the priest can decide whether or not
there is anything serious to worry about, so the owner declares simply ¼×FÇ JÕ D], there
seems to be something wrong. It is then the duty of the priest to go and investigate,
but he must first issue instructions for all the contents to be taken out before he
arrives, for reasons given.

In all cases, while it is essential for the priest to be an expert on what is and
what is not sara’at, and while there is no need for anyone else to be an expert, the
Torah assumes that ordinary people have at least some idea of what it is, so as to
know when to suspect it. Certainly they will not learn about it from what follows,
which is technical detail for the expert. For a full consideration of what sara’at
actually is, see KM I 5(28) ×ÝÛÓÉ.

ARTICLES

In 13:48 we find ¼Ý¼D ¼× ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ which is paralleled in verses 49, 52, 53, 57, 58 and
59 by ¼Ý¼D ¼× ¼Î HÑ D] ‘a leather article’. We have shown (KM II 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ) that ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ is
in fact a wider term than ¼Î HÑ D] (an article) as it can also include animals – but not
in all cases, and clearly not here, where it is used as a synonym for ¼Î HÑ D]. Why the
whole list is repeated so many times is a question we will not deal with, but in
verse 51 we find ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ HÑ ¼Ý¼D ¼× LÉ ¼É JK L×IÎ ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼ÑÃÐ DÑ, literally ‘for anything that the leather
can be made for an article’ which sounds rather clumsy – we should say simply
‘any article into which the leather is made’ or even more simply, ‘any article made
of (the) leather’.
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THE TRUTH

The instruction ¼Í Lb DI H_KT ¼ÑJÊ L× ¼X ¼KF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ (19:35) is not limited to judicial cases of
complaints between two parties in the law courts. The word ¼ÍLb DI HÓ means ‘a
decision’ (see KM II, 33 ÎßÜÌÆ) and is used in the Bible at least once referring to
a political decision. (See Jud. 4:5, not to be taken out of context as it usually is, but
seen as following on from the previous verses 4:1-4.) Those who make political
decisions are not exempt from an earlier instruction in the Torah ¼Ü LÌUÝ Hf ¼Ý JÜ JI ¼Ý KÆUV HÓ
(Ex. 23:7). However, before we throw blame on individuals we must remember that
a certain disease attacks those in a particular position. A remark by the famous
short-story writer Saki (H. H. Munro, 1870-1916) seems to be particularly
appropriate:

We all know that Prime Ministers are wedded to the truth, but like other
married couples they sometimes live apart.

The disease seems to affect them all. As Kohelet said, ‘There is nothing new
under the sun’.

WITHOUT OFFSPRING

Chapter 20 lists a number of punishments for various offences, some of which
are rather difficult to understand. Where there is a traditional explanation that at
least is understandable, it does not always fit in with the text. Let us look at a few
of them.

¼ß LÓ¼X¼Î ¼ß¼D ¼Ó is quite clear – the person is to be put to death. ¼D ¼T ¼Ê¼Î LÓLV means that he
has forfeited the right to live. Punishment is to be inflicted by the community, or
by their representatives. Clear-cut instructions like ¼X¼ÇÃÝFÉ Kf and methods of doing it
need no explanation.

Against this we have ¼Å LLHÎ ¼D¼ÕÂÊF×, ‘he will take his punishment’ (KM I, 15(38) ÌÝÜ)
unspecified and obviously divinely inflicted. Similarly ¼D ¼_ K× ¼Æ JÝ JÜ HÓ ¼D ¼ßÃÅ ¼Î HfKÝ DÐ HÉ DÊ (with
variations) in verses 3, 5 and 6 is not an instruction, but a statement of eventual
divine punishment. The expression is found frequently, e.g. 1 Kings 14:10 and
21:21, Deut. 12:29 and so on, and seems to mean elimination, the complete wiping
out of a person and his descendants. Note how it is the hiphil form that is used; the
kal form means to sever or cut down (or idiomatically with ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT to mean making
a contract or treaty). The niphal is the form used as the passive for both the kal and
the hiphil. So in verse 18 ¼Ò JÉ¼ÎIÕ DI ¼X ¼ßUÝ DÐHÕ DÊ the meaning appears to be the same – they
will both be eliminated by divine action. This gives us two problems.
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First, if children are not to be punished for the sins of the fathers (Deut. 24:16),
why then are the descendants to be wiped out?

Second, it is not obvious that the niphal is a statement of divine punishment in
all cases where this idiom is used. Sometimes it seems to make more sense to
translate ¼W L_ K× ¼ÆJÝ Jd HÓ ¼É LßUÝ DÐHÕ DÊ as an instruction, and the passive of the kal: the person
is to be ‘severed from the people’, i.e. excommunicated. It has been suggested that
this was the original meaning, but the idea lacks supporting evidence.

The big puzzle is the word ¼ÎVÝ¼ÎVÝF×, found in Gen. 15:2 where ‘childless’ appears
to be the obvious meaning. How can that apply here, where the person concerned
may already have children? If it means that he will lose them all, what is the
difference between that and elimination ( ßÝÐÕÊ)? The Talmud gives technical
explanations, which may be alright for the technicalities of halakhah, but do not
satisfy anyone looking for a plain meaning.

Either in Gen. 15:2 childlessness, though implied, is not the meaning of the
word, or here the meaning is different. We are missing something.

The word is found only once more, in Jer. 22:30, where in reference to
Jehoiachin it cannot mean ‘childless’: we know that he had descendants for over
a thousand years. The context there (look it up) spells out the meaning: Jehoiachin
is to be ultimately a failure, unsuccessful, in that whatever his achievements so far,
no offspring will take over and inherit. It does not imply that he will have no
offspring. Abraham complained that he was ¼ÎVÝ¼ÎVÝF× because he was childless. This
interpretation could be applied here too: if the offender does have any children,
they will not inherit.

Take it or leave it.

SOME IMPORTANT NOTES

¼ß KÅ Db (19:9) – the word ¼É LÅ Ib always means edge (never ‘corner’).

¼X ¼IFÌKÐ Dß ¼ÅWÑ (19:11) – you are not to falsely deny an obligation so as to avoid
liability.

¼ÜWIF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ (19:13) – you are not to withhold wages from, either by not paying
or by delaying payment.

¼Ô¼Î HÑ Lß ¼ÅWÑ is not second person masculine, but third person feminine. The subject
is ¼ß K̂ O× Db and the verb is intransitive: ‘the wage is not to stay overnight’. The same
applies in Deut. 21:23 ¼D ¼ßLÑ DÆHÕ ¼Ô¼Î HÑ Lß ¼ÅWÑ where ¼D ¼ßLÑ DÆHÕ, also feminine, is the subject.
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THE FESTIVALS

While some sets of laws and instructions in the Torah seem to be set out
chaotically (such as Chapter 19), others are set out neatly in a reasonably logical
order. There are two sets of instructions with respect to the Festivals, and though
the layout is parallel and the wording similar, there is no reason for them to be
confused. The second set is in Numbers 28-29, where the purpose is to simply list
the public offerings associated with every occasion, commemorating the day as
such. Starting with the two regular daily offerings, which alone were brought at
Sinai (and presumably in the desert), the list includes Sabbath, New Moon and the
various Festivals (the musafim or ‘Extras’). Any other aspect of the occasion is
mentioned there incidentally. The main details are for the priests to act on, on
behalf of the public who should be aware of what is being done on their behalf. (A
simplified summary of the details is given in KM III, 41 ÖÌÕÎÙ.)

Here in Lev. 23 we are given more general details of the Festivals as they affect
the ordinary person, and the ‘Extra’ offerings are merely referred to incidentally by
the phrase ¼ ¼ÉKÑ ¼É JJ HÅ ¼Ò Jf DÆKÝ DÜ HÉ DÊ – no details, you will find them later in Numbers 28-
29. (Note that we have translated musafim as ‘Extras’ with a capital E, because we
are using the term in a technical sense. These are the ‘regular extras’, but there are
also ‘specials’ which are explained below.) There is no mention here of the New
Moon as there is nothing special about it, even though an ‘Extra’ is offered.
Unfortunately there is also no mention of or reference to the ‘Extra’ of Shavuot,
and this does cause some confusion. We will return to this.

Special aspects of the Festivals are mentioned and sometimes detailed here –
Pesach and Matsot are merely mentioned, as they are already explained in detail
earlier (in Exodus) – and the agricultural aspect, where relevant, is stressed. This
involves including an occasion which was not a Festival, the day of the bringing
of the Omer. On that day, and also on Shavuot seven weeks later, there is a
ceremony which includes a special offering not to be confused with the Extras
given in Numbers. (Surprisingly, the special offerings brought on Yom Kippur, in
a ceremony detailed in Chapter 16, are not even referred to! Perhaps because only
the High Priest is involved.)

THE SPECIAL OFFERINGS

At the beginning of the harvest season, on the day after ‘the Sabbath’, an omer
(a measure of dry capacity, also called issaron, one tenth of an ephah) of the first
cutting of the crop is brought to the Sanctuary. This would be barley, which ripens
first, and the instruction is to the public at large, not to each inidividual, i.e. one
omer is brought on behalf of the entire population. Which ‘Sabbath’ is meant has
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been a matter of great controversy, with four totally different opinions that we will
not consider here – the Rabbis decided that it means the first day of what we call
Pesach (Festival of Matsot), but that is not obvious from the text. What is clear is
that it is the day after something.

A ceremony is performed with the sheaf, and a special offering is brought,
consisting simply of one lamb as an olah, together with its minhah and libation as
usual. Well, the libation is, but the minhah is not quite as usual! It is the usual flour
mixed with oil, but the quantity of flour is exceptionally two omers to accompany
a lamb, instead of just one as on all other occasions. How much oil is mixed in is
not stated – could it be a third of a hin as is usual with two omers (for a ram), or
could it be the usual quarter of a hin to match the libation? We are not told.

Now comes the doubly confusing bit. Seven weeks later the bikkurim are
brought, later in the wheat harvest. Here is the first confusion – the term bikkurim
is used to describe different things, and it is amazing how many people (especially
teachers and even rabbis) confuse them! In KM I, 27(50) ÅÊÆß, the matter is sorted
out. Despite the first word of verse 17, this too is an instruction to bring one set of
bikkurim on behalf of the public, and not one by each individual. The flour is baked
into hamets which is offered in conjunction with a special offering, but the hamets
is not offered on the altar (Lev. 2:11).

Now let us consider the special offering. First, the ‘Extra’ for Shavuot, in
conformity with a general pattern for ‘Extras’ (Num. 28:26), is as follows:

Olah: 2 bulls, 1 ram, 7 lambs. Hatat: 1 kid.

Usual minhahs and libations accompany the olah.

The ‘Special’ with the bikkurim (specified here) is:

Olah: 1 bull, 2 rams, 7 lambs. Hatat: 1 kid,

Shelamim: 2 lambs. Plus minhahs and libations.

Because (as stated above) the Shavuot musaf is not even referred to in this
chapter, there is a tendency to assume that this is it, but clearly they are different.
The musaf is brought, as on any Festival, and the Special is brought at a special
ceremony with the bikkurim.

And what of the shelamim? This is the only case of a public shelamim (which
is otherwise only a private offering). The Rabbis call it shalemey tsibbur, and by
tradition the procedure is not that of shelamim at all but identically that of the
asham – only for some reason it is given a different name here. (See Mishnah
Zevahim 5:5 which appears also in the prayer-book in the morning service under
the heading of ¼Ô LÓ¼D ¼Ü DÓ ¼X ¼ÉJË¼Î IÅ.)

Note that we do not refer to this ‘Special’ offering in the prayers. We do not
even recite it on Shavuot. We do not even read it from the Torah. In the musaf
service, only the musaf offering is mentioned.
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WHERE?

The expression ¼ÎFÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KÉ DT does not mean ‘on Mount Sinai’ but ‘at Mount Sinai’.
This is confirmed by the reference in Num. 28:6 to ¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KÉ DT ÉLÎ OKF× LÉ ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf ¼ßKÑÃ×,
where the olah was certainly not offered on the Mountain but in (or rather outside)
the Tabernacle when the people were camped near the Mountain. On his first visit
up the Mountain, Moses received the Contract Document, the ‘Judgements’ and so
on. On his second visit, lasting forty days and nights, he received instructions
concerning the building and operation of the Tabernacle, the induction of the
priests, and incidentally the Sabbath; and he was given the Tablets.

What we have here in Lev. 25-26 is something that was given a bit later. There
is no trouble with the last verse (26:46), nor with the last verse of the next section
(27:34). The problem arises with Lev. 7:38; Moses received those instructions from
the Tabernacle (1:1), so what is the difference between ¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KÉ and ¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KTUÈ HÓ?
Some commentators suggest that the former means the part near the Mountain
where they camped for nearly a year, and the latter includes all the desert through
which they wandered for nearly forty years (or at least as far as Kadesh Barnea).
Were this acceptable it would solve our problem, but ¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KTUÈ HÓ refers only to that
area near the Mountain where the people camped (see Ex. 19:1), which they left as
soon as they started to move towards Kadesh Barnea (Num. 10:12). Then in Num.
1:1, when the Tabernacle was already erected but they had not yet moved, we have
¼ÎKÕ¼Î HÖ ¼Ý KTUÈ HÓ. How does this fit in? If a reader has a satisfactory answer, we will be
delighted to publish it (giving, of course, full due credit).

THREATS OR CURSES?

Last year we considered here the fact that we have in Chapters 25-26 a contract,
what a contract is, and how it differs from a mere agreement (KM III, 32 ÝÉÆ). A
few contracts are mentioned in the Torah, especially the one between the people
and G-d at Sinai (embodying the Contract Document and the Ten Commandments,
see KM III 18 ÒÎÍÙÞÓÉ), and the one at Moab (see Deut. 28:69). Here we have a
more limited one involving, unusually, three parties – G-d, Israel and the Land.

In both style and content there are many similarities between this one and the
one in Deuteronomy, but also some fundamental differences in the presentation. We
tend to use the terms ‘blessings and curses’ very loosely and say that they are there
in both, only that one contains 49 curses and one contains 98. However, it is not
put that way, and here we do not really have ‘blessings and curses’ as in
Deuteronomy.
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Following on from our introduction to the idea of contracts (see KM III, 32-33
ÝÉÆ), we have here a contract which was made out by G-d and in effect dictated to
Moses, to pass on in G-d’s name (25:1-2). G-d is offering and making the contract,
a section of or appendix to the main contract at Sinai already accepted (Ex. 24:7).
He therefore includes in it, as sanctions to make the terms meaningful, promises
and threats. ‘If you do this, then I will ... and if not, then I will ...’

The second main contract, at Moab, also between G-d and the people, was set
out by Moses who acted as an authorised agent and also in a sense as a third party
who had an interest in seeing the contract accepted (as it would put a seal on all
the work he had put into educating the people). Though acting under instructions
(Deut. 28:69), it was Moses who drew it up and presented it. It does not contain
promises and threats, but blessings and curses. ‘If you keep the terms, then may
Gd bless you ... and if not then may he curse you.’ Moses is not saying what will
or will not happen, but what he hopes and wishes (and, knowing and trusting G-d,
expects) will happen.

(If you are not too clear about this, read Lev. 26 and Deut. 28 carefully and
compare the verbs. For example in Deut. 28:22 ¼ÉLÐ D]KÎ is not a statement meaning ‘he
will strike you’, which would be ¼F D] HÉ DÊ, but an invocation, meaning ‘may he strike
you!’ – and so on throughout.)

Now the first is easy to understand: G-d himself makes promises and threats.
The question arises with respect to the second – elsewhere throughout Deuteronomy
Moses makes promises and gives warnings, yet in the actual contract warnings are
not enough, he has to curse! Why should Moses curse Israel, even if they fail to
keep the contract? Is it not enough to warn them of what will happen? Does he
need to actually invoke such awful and horrible punishments?

Were the curses needed to balance and increase the blessings? Or were they to
prevent something even worse? In the event of the people breaking the Contract,
perhaps only these curses could lead to repentance and so prevent the utter and total
destruction and elimination of the entire people of Israel. These words, spoken by
Moses in his own name, are in some ways even more effective in driving the
message home than the direct threats spoken (albeit through Moses) by G-d himself.

Here we are dealing only with the Land. As we have become aware, we can be
driven out of this Land – given to us by G-d – ‘piece by piece’ in various ways,
and such a piece process – sorry, Piece Process – can get under way without even
the need for a military attack. The tragedy is that too many people take all for
granted and do not appreciate the Land enough to care.
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DOES IT REALLY COUNT?

We have already pointed out a few times that neither the verb ¼ÈÃÜ Lb nor the
expression ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ mean ‘to count’; they may refer to actions which
sometimes involve counting, but that is not the same thing. ‘She fried the potatoes’
normally (but not necessarily) implies that she added fat, but ‘fried’ does not mean
‘added fat’. To change the wheel of a car you usually need to jack the car up, but
‘changing’ does not mean ‘jacking up’. The Hebrew for ‘to count’ is ¼ÝÃÙ LÖ or ¼ÉÂÕ LÓ.

The phrase ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ means ‘to call up’ (remember, Pharaoh did not count
his chief butler or his chief baker, Gen. 40:20) or ‘to take a roll call’, i.e. to check
off the names on a list and make sure that nobody is missing (Num. 31:49), without
necessarily counting the total. We have discussed this in detail in KM Nos. 34 and
35 ÅÞÕ BÝÆÈÓÆ in earlier series, and in KM II, 21 ÅÞß.

The verb ÈÃÜ Lb has many different meanings. It occurs often in the Bible –
Mandelkern’s concordance to the Tenakh lists three hundred and eighty occurrences
with only five printer’s errors (in Mandelkern, not the Tenakh), of which one
hundred and eight are in the Book of Numbers (the book which the Talmud calls,
appropriately, ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ¼X ¼Ü Db KÉ ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ). There is not one instance where it needs to be
translated as ‘count’, and it seems certain that that is not the meaning of the word.
Was Moses (Num. 3:10) told to count Aaron and his sons?

Here in the early chapters of Numbers, and in the associated section in Exodus
(30:11-16), there are two principal meanings. The first, to list or register, is the
meaning of the first ¼ÈÃÜ DÙ HT in Ex. 30:12 (but not of the second occurrence of the
word in the same verse). It is also possibly (but not necesarily) the meaning of
¼X ¼È DÜ Lb Dß LÉ (a word which involves a discussion on its own).

The other meaning is to appoint (Num. 1:3 etc.). Hence ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ¼X ¼Ü Db (and in the
construct form ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü Db) usually means those who are listed or those who are
appointed – in Num. 31:14 the army officers and in Ex. 38:21 the people in charge,
Itamar, Bezalel and Aholiab, and not ‘the accounts’ (KM I, 19(42) ßÊÍÓÉ. These
meanings, found also elsewhere in the Tenakh, are perhaps connected with two
other meanings – to check by roll-call (1 Sam 14:17, Jud. 21:9), and to muster or
organise an army. Mustering an army involves counting them, appointing officers,
and allocating men to different units or sections, with appropriate tasks and so on.
The task allotted to Moses is very similar to this.

In fact, although the word does not correspond exactly, it seems that very often
the word ¼ÈÃÜ Lb is used where we would use the word ‘organise’ – there seems to be
no word in Biblical Hebrew for ‘to organise’, and this is the closest to it. Perhaps
the meaning here is not too precise, the word is used loosely in the framework of
the above meanings. Very often a translator is the first to worry about the precise
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meaning of a word, when in fact the word was not intended to be too precise in the
first place. Moses knew what he had to do, it is anyway not spelt out in detail. All
that he needed instructions for were when to do it, who to do it to (sex, age-groups,
without Levites, just Levites, etc.) on what basis (viz. tribes, clans and families)
and who was to help him.

OTHER MEANINGS

Out of general interest, what other meanings does the word ¼ÈÃÜ Lb have? Here are
some, which may or may not have an original etymological connection with the
above or with each other.

One is to remember, and in this it is synonymous more or less with ¼ÝÃÐLË. In
poetry we very often find the two together as ‘parallels’ (e.g. Ps. 8:5).

Another is to impose or inflict, especially punishment (the latter being ¼Å DÍ IÌ or
¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ or ¼ÔÂÊ L×) – Ex. 32:34, and frequently in the Neviim.

It can mean to miss (someone who is absent), especially in the passive to be
missed or be missing (Num. 31:49 and of course 1 Sam. 20:18).

Sometimes it means to take care of or take charge of, and in the hiphil, to
deposit. Hence ¼Ô¼D ¼È Ld Hb, a deposit (Lev. 5:23).

In Aramaic, the verb (at least in the ‘intensive’ form) means to order, instruct
or command, corresponding to the Hebrew root ¼ÉIX KÛ. Onkelos translates ¼Ê KÛ as ¼È Id Kb,
and, more directly relevant, ¼ßÂÊ DÛ H_ KÉ as ¼ÅL[ KÈ¼X ¼d Hb. This is found in the Hebrew ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ Od Hb
which occurs only in the Book of Psalms, where it has just that meaning! It may
there be an old Hebrew form, or it may have been adopted from Aramaic.
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NAZIRITE OR WRONG?

Sometimes a man feels an urge not just to purify himself but to go further and
make himself specially holy. In Israel he cannot make himself a priest, because the
priesthood is reserved for the descendants of Aaron; nor can he make himself an
assistant priest, as that job is reserved for the Levites. He can of course make
himself a sort of assistant assistant, like Samuel, but that is not enough for him –
it is too modest, too small, and he wants to at least feel himself something big, to
revel in his holiness, to be able to show off at least to himself and to G-d if not
also to everyone else. He is prepared to deprive himself of something, that he can
boast (at least by implication) of his self-sacrifice. The Torah makes provision for
such a person, by offering him a special ritual, mainly a negative one. A strict set
of rules is laid down, which he must follow precisely – otherwise his efforts are not
merely useless, but worse, since he starts off with a vow, and by breaking any of
the rules he breaks his vow, his oath to G-d.

The usual things do not apply. Abstention from sex is considered to be an
unnecessary extreme and is in no way advocated or encouraged. The same appears
to apply to fasting. Abstention is required from two things only: cutting the hair,
and eating any product whatsoever of the grape vine. This may seem unnecessarily
easy, but when something that one can normally do without is strictly forbidden
there is a great temptation to indulge, and abstinence suddenly becomes difficult!

(Note, incidentally, that a nazirite can be a man or a woman – Lev. 6:2. It is
only for convenience and simplicity in language, in Hebrew as in English, that the
reference is to a male throughout.)

The person starts with a vow which (it seems) specifies the period of abstention.
Permanent abstention, though asked of exceptional individuals (e.g. Samson) is not
mentioned here and apparently was not the normal thing. During this period he is
a holy man, a very holy man, in fact a holier man than even the High Priest. As a
holy man, in Israel where paganism is abhorred, he must like a priest keep his
distance from death (which plays an important part in pagan rituals), and may not
contaminate himself from a corpse. In fact he is more restricted than an ordinary
priest, and as restricted as a High Priest. Should he become contaminated by
accident, he must wait a week, cleanse (or clear) himself of the contamination in
the usual way, shave his head, bring certain offerings, and then start all over again
from the beginning. The previous period that he has observed does not count, it is
wasted, goes by default, he now once more starts the period allowed for in his vow.
But there is more than that – the offerings he has to bring are to atone for his sin!

Even the High Priest does not have to do that. Should a man standing next to
him suddenly drop dead, the High Priest is not to blame: it just happened, it could
happen to anyone, it is not his fault, and he could not have done anything to avoid
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being there at the time. Not so the nazirite, who is to blame. Why? Because nobody
asked him to become a nazirite in the first place, and in taking the vow he accepted
absolute responsibility, even if what happens is completely beyond his control!

Finally, at the end of his period of abstention, he has to bring further offerings.
Let us see what offerings he has to bring and set them out clearly.

(a) If suddenly contaminated by a corpse (see above) he brings:

= one bird as a hatat;

= another bird as an olah;

= a male lamb as an asham

(an asham is always a male sheep).

(b) At the end of his period of abstinence, in any case, he brings:

= a female lamb as a hatat

(a private hatat is always female);

= a male lamb for an olah

(an olah is always male)

= a ram for a special shelamim.

In addition he must bring the usual accompanying minhahs and libations as
required, and a basket containing two types of matsahs for a special ceremony to
go with the shelamim. On the assumption that the reader has followed earlier notes
about offerings, but not gone any further, we will leave out a discussion on the
shelamim here; the others should not need explanation.

It is a difficult and dodgy business making yourself holy by becoming a nazirite.
If anything goes wrong you have to take the blame even if it is not your fault, and
start all over again, and even then the whole thing is only temporary. Today there
are much better and easier ways of making yourself a holy man equivalent to (or
greater than) a High Priest, far less fraught with risks. To start a new cult within
Judaism is not easy. To start a new sect within an existing cult (e.g. found a new
hasidic dynasty) is going out of fashion. Best is to head a political party. The latter,
especially if you also issue legal (religious or secular) decisions (or if you issue
legal decisions without actually heading a party, as long as you are sufficiently
biased), puts you absolutely above all criticism, and you acquire instant holiness
without worrying about hair, wine or sheep, with a direct pass to heaven and
martyrdom if you are shot! Often there is also money in it. What more?
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[The following has been transferred here from Series V, 36 ( ÏßÑ×ÉÆ) where it
originally appeared.]

A COLLECTION

This week’s portion includes ten occurrences of the root ØÖÅ, with different
meanings, listed here as they occur. Bear in mind the two main meanings:

(a) to take in (‘to take oneself in’ is ‘to enter’)

(b) to collect, gather or assemble.

See also KM III, 12 ÎÌÎÊ and 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ.

10:25 ¼Ø Ia KÅ DÓ The relatively rare use of the intensive (piel) form, in this case ‘the
collector [of the stragglers]’. In Judges it occurs meaning one who takes travellers
into his home (i.e. shows hospitality).

11:4 ¼Ø OÖ DÙ KÖ ¼Å LÉ ‘The collection’ (derogatory, i.e. rabble).

11:16 ¼É LÙ DÖ JÅ (Imperative) ‘Assemble ...!’

11:22 ¼Ø IÖ LÅIÎ ‘is (i.e. will be) collected’

11:24 ¼Ø IÖEÅJ[KÊ ‘and he assembled’

11:30 ¼Ñ JÅ ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ø IÖ LÅI[KÊ ‘Moses entered ....’

11:32 ¼X ¼Ù DÖ KÅK[KÊ ‘and they collected’

11:32 ¼Ø KÖ LÅ ‘collected’

12:14 ¼Ø IÖ LÅ If ¼Ý KÌ KÅ DÊ ‘and afterwards she may [re-]enter’

12:15 ¼ÒLÎUÝ HÓ ¼Ø IÖ LÅ IÉ ¼È K× ‘until Miriam’s [re-]entering’ i.e. ‘until Miriam [re-]entered’
(or ‘was brought back in’).
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1-<%'( – .>06(%Series IV Nos. 36-44

Series IV – Ki Mitsion from .>06(% to 1-<%'( inclusive was not produced,

so that issues nos. 36-44 incl. do not exist.
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EMPTY AND FALSE

In restating the Ten Commandments, Moses deviated from the original text a few
times. (Compare and contrast Deut. 5 with Ex. 20.) The main message is clear –
that the important thing is the content, not the precise wording. However, the
precise wording does help to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation. The
most prominent difference is with the Sabbath, which in the first version is based
on the Creation and in the second version on slavery in Egypt and the Exodus.

Here we will consider a smaller but also important variation. In the first version

A ¼Ý JÜ LI ¼È I× ¼FF× IÝ DÆ ¼ÉJÕF× Kß ¼ÅWÑwe have

A ¼Å DÊ LI ¼È I× ¼FF× IÝ DÆ ¼ÉJÕF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ DÊand in the second version

Leaving aside the ) at the beginning, why the change from ¼Ý JÜ JI to ¼Å DÊ LI? We
assume that the first means ‘false’ and the second means ‘vain’? Is that so?

¼È I× can mean either a witness (one who testifies), or testimony/evidence. (The use
of ¼ß¼X ¼È I× alone for the latter in order to make a distinction is post-biblical.) ¼Ý JÜ JI –
a noun, not an adjective – means, and for the moment we will not question this, a
falsehood, or a lie. So the first version tells us ‘You are not to declare against your
fellow-man “evidence-of-falsehood”’ (an idiomatic way of saying ‘false evidence’);
or, more probably, ‘You are not to declare ..... as “a witness of falsehood”’ (i.e. a
lying witness). The effect is the same – you are not to give false evidence. This
means that you are not to make a statement as evidence knowing that it is untrue.

In contrast, ¼Å DÊ LI, also a noun, is assumed to mean ‘vanity’, something that is
worthless, meaningless, a waste of time. The second version would then mean that
you are not to make a statement as evidence for which there is no foundation – not
quite the same thing. You may well believe that it is true, and it may be or may not
be true, but your basis is not real knowledge but belief or feeling. It may be based
on ‘circumstantial evidence’ (facts from which you have drawn conclusions), which
is unacceptable in Jewish Law, or on ‘hearsay’. Far worse, you may assume and
feel convinced that someone did something because it ‘is typical of him’. Or you
may feel that ‘even if it is not true, he deserves it on account of something else’.
There are other temptations for giving evidence without foundation which is not
necessarily false.

Thus, based on the meanings we have assumed, the two versions in the Ten
Commandments mean different things and both are important.

However, let us be fair, the two words ¼Å DÊ LI and ¼Ý JÜ JI are often used in the
Tanakh as ‘parallels’, so the meanings are much closer. They are also sometimes
parallel ¼ÆLËL] a lie. Certainly ¼Å DÊ LI at times means ‘in vain’, something wasted, but
¼Ý JÜ JI is also used occasionally in that sense. If you work through the concordance
and check each occurrence you will find that both words have both meanings, so
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that the change made by Moses makes scarcely any difference. The concept is the
absence of ‘truth’ (something established and of value as fact) with no clear
distinction between what is specifically false and what is not necessarily factual
(even though it may be).

On the other hand, there is a tendency for one word to more often mean one and
one the other, and the change of word implies that both are equally wrong, so that
you should not interpret the word as meaning only one and not the other. The
instruction ¼Å DÊ LI ¼× KÓ II ¼× KÓ DI Hß ¼ÅWÑ (Lev. 23:1) does not mean ‘do not listen to a false
report’ since until you have heard it and compared it you do not know whether or
not it is false. Clearly it means that you are not to accept a report without
foundation unless you can confirm it. Once you have solid confirmation (and not
just a repeat of a rumour from another source) it ceases to be ¼Å DÊ LI.

Evidence is one thing, an oath is another. The custom of giving evidence ‘on
oath’ is not a Jewish one. The Third Commandment ‘taking G-d’s name’ refers to
an oath (however much we extend the idea in halakhah), which can be on the past
or the future. The sin is not merely to swear falsely (e.g. that something happened
which you know did not happen) but to swear that something happened when you
are not absolutely sure that it did, or to promise on oath to do something that you
do not have a full intention of doing in the way (or at the time) specified. Of
course, we can bring in under this heading also using G-d’s name unnecessarily, i.e.
in taking an unnecessary oath; for instance if you swear in G-d’s name that it is
raining, when you can see and feel the rain and there is no occasion requiring an
oath on the matter. However, that is not the fundamental of the Commandment,
which implies an element of falsehood. The falsehood need not be in the facts
sworn to (or in the previous case in the facts stated in evidence) but in the oath or
evidence itself, made without solid foundation.

It is usually possible to avoid swearing altogether (though sometimes at a price),
but failing to give evidence can itself be a sin (see Lev. 19:16 – not 5:1 which
refers only to failing to observe an oath to testify).
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S S S ¼3 J8J& D) ¼( L<N6 Dµ¼| ¼( L¢ H+ ¼9 J< J$
Food. That is what they used to eat over three thousand years ago. Food,

remember? But now it is out of date. Perhaps this should be re-expressed as Moses
would have written it today, using the more simple everyday terms with which we
are familiar and which make us feel more at home.

‘A land of citric acid, certified colours, emulsifiers, artificial flavouring and
monosodium glutamate; a land whose taps issue forth chlorine, fluorine and
chemically treated sewage fluid; a land of artificial fertilisers, pesticides and
insecticides; a land whose rivers exude all types of pollution.’

Sometimes it is worth taking a look at what G-d has given us and what we have
done to it – we and our ‘effluent society’!

Actually it is not really food anyway. There is a popular misconception that we
have here a list of edible products, but just one word gives the lie to that
interpretation – ¼Ô JÙJÇ. We find ¼ÉLÕ IÅ Df meaning ‘fig-tree’ more often than ‘fig’, and
¼Ô¼D ¼_VÝ can also mean a tree (Joel 1:12); ¼É LÝÃ× DK generally means the barley stalks
standing uncut in the field (barley ready for use is ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃ× DK) and ¼É LZ HÌ similarly for
wheat; but ¼Ô JÙJU stuck right in the middle of the list only means the tree, never the
fruit. So what we have here is not a list of edible products, at least in the first five,
but of producers (or sources) of edible products, which makes more sense in the
context. (Otherwise Moses would have committed a serious offence in not listing
the nutritional value of each item, not to mention the expiry date.) In the same way
¼ßHÎKË often means an olive-tree – but then why suddenly ¼I KÆUV (juice of the date)
instead of ¼Ý LÓ Lf ‘palm-tree’?

There is no easy answer. It is possible that there is a switch from the source in
the first five to the product in the other two (which explains why there are two
groups, not just one group of seven). In that case ¼Ô JÓ JI ¼ß¼ÎIË refers neither to the tree
(from which oil is derived) nor to the fruit, but to the oil itself. In other words the
literal translation (an oil-producing olive) is wrong, and what it means is ¼ßHÎKË ¼Ô JÓ JI,
olive oil, put back-to-front. This back-to-front style is not so unusual: we find both
¼ÎHÕ LI ¼ß K×KÑ¼D ¼f (Ex. 25:4) and ¼ß K×KÑ¼D ¼ß ¼ÎHÕ DI (Lev. 14:4) – neither of them refers to the dye,
and neither refers to the worm from which it is extracted, both are the same and
refer to the dyed thread (or possibly cloth made from it)! There are other examples.
So here, ¼Ô JÓ JI ¼ß¼ÎIË really means ¼ßHÎKË ¼Ô JÓ JI, olive-oil, the product which goes along
with ¼I KÆUV. This leaves us puzzled as to why we find ¼Ô JÙJU in the first lot, instead of
¼ÔHÎKÎ in the second. True, the vine produces grapes which (unlike olives) are also
eaten as unprocessed fresh fruit, but so are dates!
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The placing together of the two trees ¼Ô JÙJU and ¼ÉLÕ IÅ Df suggests a possible answer
– these two trees have another very important use apart from food production,
namely the provision of shade (1 Kings 5:5, Micah 4:4, Zech. 3:10). Then why not
also the Lebanese cedars, valuable for their wood? (The Lebanon is part of Canaan
given to Israel.) Presumably Moses only mentioned those that also produced fruit
– but he then mentions ores of metals!

Are we hair-splitting? What we do know is that the first five items, those in the
first group, are sources, the seventh item is an extracted product, and the sixth
might be the tree, the fruit, or the extracted product (oil).

¼1¼-H4W̧ ¼$V< L¤ ¼1¼-H4 L%F$ ¼>N+¼| ¼0 ¼-I4 Ḑ
The first word of 10:2 ( ¼ÆÃf DÐ JÅ DÊ) breaks all the rules of grammar. We should

expect either ¼Î Hf DÆ KßLÐ DÊ ‘and I will write’ (in effect the ‘imperfective aspect’, wrongly
called the ‘future tense’) as in Ex. 34:1, or ¼É LÆ Df DÐ JÅ DÊ ‘so that I may write’ (the
optative mood). The form that we find does not strictly exist in Classical Hebrew
grammar, and cannot be explained except by saying that rules of grammar are, as
we know, occasionally broken. The only alternative is to say that the original form
was indeed LÆ Df DÐ JÅ DÊ (compare Lam. 5:21 LÆ¼X ¼ILÕ DÊ also written with the final silent É
absent), but that since the É is omitted the Masoretes changed the vowels – most
unlikely, and to many inherently unacceptable. There may be other similar
exceptions, but if so they are extremely rare.

It is worth noting two differences between the two pairs of tablets. The first set
were handed to Moses, only the second set had to be prepared by him first (see
Rashi on Ex. 34:1). And for the second set Moses was told to make a box. This box
is not mentioned in the original version of the story (Ex. 34) but only here by
Moses in his recapitulation. What happened to it later has been the subject of much
discussion; Rashi’s explanation is torn to pieces by Nachmanides (Ramban), who
first simplifies matters and then seems to complicate them further. Was the box
really so important, from our point of view? If we accept Hizekuni’s explanation,
that it was to prevent Moses from breaking the second set of tablets, then we can
see that the instruction to make it (for the second set) implied a mild rebuke, not
mentioned in the original version, so as not to appear to humiliate Moses, but
Moses himself accepted the rebuke and included it in his version here.
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SLAVES AND SERVANTS

The section about Hebrew slaves (Deut. 15:12-18) is basically the same as the
original (Ex. 21:1-6) with one or two additions and omissions that though important
do not concern us at the moment. The addition that does concern us is in verse 17:
¼Ô I]¼? ¼É JKF× Kf ¼F Dß LÓFÅKÑ ¼Ø KÅ DÊ.

First here is an opportunity for a digression to consider the word ¼È JÆ J×. The
expected feminine form ¼É LV DÆ K× is never found, and one may hazard a guess why. In
many (but not all) ancient societies a female slave would be abused to a great
extent and considered almost as ‘anybody’s’; hence the word would become a term
of abuse for any woman who allowed herself to be treated as ‘anybody’s’ and
eventually would become unusable as a term for a respectable female slave. A
different word then has to be found. This is purely a guess, but has a parallel in
Latin, where the word for a wolf (masculine) is lupus. The feminine form lupa
came to mean a prostitute, so to describe a she-wolf one had to say lupus femina.

Two words are used, not just one, and they appear to be entirely synonymous.
Neither seems to be a pure Hebrew word, both are probably imported from some
other language. One is ¼É LÌ DÙ HI which is at least treated as a Hebrew word, whatever
its origin. The other is ¼É LÓ LÅ which is treated as a Hebrew word in the singular (as
here) but has the peculiar plural form ¼ß¼D ¼É LÓFÅ.

(Confusion over this led to the post-biblical use of the Aramaic ¼ß¼D ¼É L_ HÅ as the
plural of ¼Ò IÅ to mean ‘mothers’ instead of the more normal biblical form ¼ß¼D ¼_ HÅ.)

Neither ¼É LÓ LÅ nor ¼É LÌ DÙ HI means a hand-maid or hand-maiden – both words mean
‘a slave’ as the exact counterpart of ¼È JÆ J×, and they are used interchangeably. An
incorrect reading and understanding of 1 Sam. 25:41 has led some to consider that
there is a difference, but all other references (especially 2 Sam. 14:15) indicate the
reverse. However, when a woman addresses a man with extra respect and calls him
her master ( ¼Ô¼D ¼È LÅ) out of courtesy she describes herself with one of these words as
‘his slave’ – ¼F Dß LÓFÅ or F Dß LÌ DÙ HI – in exactly the same way as a man in such
circumstances uses the word ¼FUV DÆ K× to describe himself.

The correct word for ‘hand-maid’ (an archaic term in English, but there is no
modern substitute) is ¼É LÝF×KÕ, to which there is a masculine counterpart ¼Ý K×KÕ meaning
a servant or attendant who is not a slave; this is apart from its other meaning ‘lad’
or ‘boy’ or ‘young man’. It is interesting to compare the two uses in Gen. 22:5

SSS ¼Ý K×K̀ KÉ DÊ ¼ÎHÕFÅKÊ SSS ¼Ê¼Î LÝ L× DÕ ¼Ñ JÅ SSS ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ
at the end of Vayyera. In the haftarah of the same week (2 Kings 4:8-37) the word
¼Ý K×KÕ is used in reference to four different people, three of them with one meaning
and the fourth with the other. (See verses 12, 19, 24, 29.)
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The reason for the use of the word ‘Hebrew’ ( ¼ÎVÝ DÆ H×) in laws only in connection
with slavery has been considered in KM I, 9(32) ÝÉÆ. (The four alternative
expressions used are all found in Lev. 17-18; in a legal question, but not in the
legal answer, a fifth is used in Lev. 24:10, which is discussed in KM I, 8(31) ÝÓÅ.)

Leaving our digression and returning to our main subject, it is quite clear from
the two sets of instructions (one here and one in Exodus) taken together with 15:17
quoted above, that the law regarding Hebrew slaves is intended to apply equally to
men and women. The second paragraph in Exodus (21:7-11) deals with a special
additional case of a man who sells his daughter as a slave, to which there is no
masculine parallel, but otherwise there is no difference between a man and a
woman regarding the six-year limit and the awl.

Nonetheless, the Talmud (and hence halakhah) does not accept this, and insists
that there is no such thing as a female Hebrew slave except in the case of a man
who sells his daughter. So a woman thief who cannot pay (Ex. 22:2) is not sold.

There are cases where the Talmud appears to go against the text, but in fact
merely reads the text differently. There are also other cases, like this one, where
a different reading is too far-fetched to be acceptable, and we have to accept that
the text is contradicted by the halakhah. This is not the place to discuss why this
is so. We must simply accept it.

The same does not apply when the text is contradicted by the Midrash Aggadah,
which we are not obliged to accept. An aggadic midrash does not have to be taken
literally, or even accepted altogether, even when it is written in the Talmud. (Mevo
Hattalmud by Rabbi Samuel Hannagid, printed in our Talmuds after Tractate
Berachot, section beginning ÉÈÇÉÉ; Maimonides also makes this perfectly clear in
his Introduction.)

An example of this is found here in 16:1, where the last word states
unambiguously that the Israelites left Egypt at night; this fits in with the story told
in the original source (Ex. 12:30-33), but the midrash insists that they left by day.
If you must tell your children that they left by day, tell them at least that the
midrash says so, not that the Torah says so!
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EVERYWHERE

Note carefully ¼F¼Î JÝ L× DI ¼ÑLÐ DT ¼F DÑ ¼Ô Jf Hf ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ DÍWI DÊ ¼Ò¼Î HÍ DÙWI, note especially ¼ÑLÐ DT. The other
sources for the setting up of a system of justice are Ex. 18:21-26 (Jethro giving
advice and Moses acting on it), Deut. 1:13-17 (Moses recapitulating in his first
speech) and Deut. 17:8-12. (We are talking about setting-up the system. How it is
to operate has further references.) According to the last, it may be necessary to
travel a considerable distance ( Lß¼Î HÑ L× DÊ Lf DÓ KÜ DÊ) to the Religious Centre which G-d will
choose from time to time, but that is only for difficult cases that cannot be dealt
with locally. It is not unreasonable to assume that such a centre will be chosen at
an accessible place, for a variety of reasons of which justice is just one.

Moses himself started the ball rolling by setting up judges over groups of 1,000,
100, 50 and 10. Judges are to be appointed in all places where there is a group of
people, with a tiered system so that small cases that can be dealt with easily and
quickly should be dealt with locally. Some cases cannot be dealt with locally for
a variety of reasons – the case is too difficult for the local judges to cope with, or
the judges are too close to the litigants (or are themselves litigants), or the case is
somewhat complex and the hearing will take a long time which the local men
cannot spare, and so on. Such cases are sent to a higher court, and in the last resort
to the High Priest or the Chief Judge.

It does not seem consistent with the Torah that Moses handed us that a village
with a population of 1,000 should not have a court, let alone that a large village
with a population of over 3,000 (as the one in which I live) should have to send
people to the regional court, which is situated in a most inaccessible village over
twenty miles away, visited daily by only 4 buses (one at midnight) to board which
you have to take another bus and change, and wait perhaps several hours at the
interchange point, a petrol station in the middle of nowhere. Even then the bus
might not arrive at a time acceptable to the judges for the hearing. Then comes the
return journey. This for even minor matters. (This is the ‘rabbinical court’ – the
‘civil court’ is probably more accessible, but even further away.) The ‘regions’,
incidentally, are neither historical nor sensible, but set up arbitrarily by the
government.

We are indoctrinated with propaganda which tries its very best to discourage us
from going to court whenever it is avoidable, and our peculiar set-up system helps.
The teaching of Moses goes in the opposite direction – if there is a dispute you
should go to the judges to get a ruling, rather than harbour ill feeling against one
another. Pacifism (peace at any price, always give in, never demand your rights,
think only of your obligations, always accept a compromise) was never a Torah
teaching, but introduced in the Diaspora when we were underdogs, and we have not
been able to shake it off, despite the heavy price we are now paying for it.
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An inaccessible court has a further great disadvantage, beyond the trouble to
prospective litigants. Jethro found Moses holding court in public, and through his
decisions he was teaching Torah to the people – not merely those involved in a
case but also the onlookers would hear the problem and the answer, and in that way
learn. That is the way to learn, not from books listing laws in systematic order –
you learn the vocabulary of a language from reading, hearing and speaking, not
from a dictionary. ‘Systematic’ books are for filling in gaps in revision and for
reference, not for initial study. Assuming that the rabbinical courts in fact hold their
hearings open to the public (as the civil courts do), who is going to travel to an
obscure and inaccessible village over twenty miles away to listen to court cases in
a spare hour or half-hour?

People who know the law and are prepared to accept it can behave accordingly,
and often anticipate disputes, in that way making a court case unnecessary. If for
instance a custodian is unable to return what he was in charge of, and both sides
know when he is responsible and liable to pay compensation and when not, they
only need to go to court if one of them is awkward. But if they do not know, then
they should be encouraged to go to court even if there is no argument, to get a
public decision on the law.

Furthermore, even though Moses specified that the highest court would be at the
place chosen by G-d, Samuel went better than that and held his court on a circuit
(1 Sam. 7:16-17). If we cannot expect that of the Chief Judge in every case, at least
the regional court (for moderately difficult cases, the petty cases being dealt with
by a local court) should travel on circuit, and a village of any size whatsoever can
and should provide at least a courthouse where the regional court can sit, say once
a month, with room for spectators. (Today they could even watch from outside via
closed-circuit television.) There is absolutely no excuse for the terrible
shortcomings in the administration of Torah justice (if there is any) in Israel today.

Part of the problem is that the system of administration and appointing judges
is in the hands of ‘professional rabbis’ – a concept unknown even in Talmudic
times – instead of the public. It is for the citizens to appoint judges ( ¼F DÑ ¼Ô Jf Hf), from
among people of proven character (Ex. 18:21) who may need to be taught law (Ex.
18:20) and are answerable to the public. Recent criticism of the Israeli civil courts
and judges has a great deal of validity, but the severest critics have been for a long
time in a position to offer a highly superior alternative, deserving top priority, and
have failed to provide it, preferring to spend their energies in other less salubrious
directions.
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ON CREDIT

SSSSS D¼Ó D̂ KI DÑ ¼Ý IÌ KÅ Dß ¼ÅWÑ SSSSS ¼ÝJÈJÕ ¼ÝÃV Hß ¼Î H] (Deut. 23:22-24).

When considering laws of wide application, there is a fundamental difference
between the approach and presentation of the Torah and that of the Talmud. This
is essential because they aim to fulfil different functions. The Torah generally
illustrates the principle by taking a common occurrence, a typical instance that
everyone is very familiar with, from which legal principles may be deduced. The
Talmud is concerned with this deduction and applying these principles more widely,
for which reason it is involved largely with borderline cases that may occur rarely
(or even never), and for that purpose it seeks a more fundamental case. While the
Torah tells us not to steal, everyone knows that if one person takes for himself
something that belongs to someone else when the owner is not looking, that is
stealing, and you do not expect to find a discussion on it in the Talmud. However,
the Talmud does tell us that stealing includes a case where a person sees a bargain
and buys it, and another then quickly throws in the money and takes it and says ‘I
bought it’. Many people think that in such a case, since the second one pays for it,
he is not stealing, but the Talmud (Baba Metsia Chapter 1) tells us that he is.

Sometimes, for the above-mentioned purpose, the Talmud treats the ‘common’
case in the Torah as if the Torah were referring to a more ‘fundamental’ case. We
met an example in KM IV, 18 ÒÎÍÙÞÓÉ, where a man allows his herd of cattle or
flock of sheep to go onto someone else’s land and cause damage to the crops by
eating them or trampling on them (Ex. 22:4). Of course the law will apply equally
to the far rarer case of one solitary animal doing this, but that is not the case the
Torah is talking about. The Talmud treats it as if it were, because it is a more
‘fundamental’ case from which it is easier to obtain a definition that will show
where the borderline is. The approach is permissible in studying, but we must not
let it persuade us to distort the original text.

Something similar occurs with vows. People do not normally go around making
vows at random in the air, even though the Talmud is full of cases of those who do
so, intentionally and unintentionally – because these are the borderline cases. The
laws deduced from the Torah apply to such cases, but the case quoted is the one
more commonly found. A person makes a vow not just in the air and at random,
but when in trouble. In effect he is making a business deal with G-d, purchasing
a service on credit. ‘Help me now and if you do I will pay you later.’ A typical
example is the man locked in a prison who says ‘If you get me out of here I will
offer a sacrifice.’ This explains the use of the word ¼D ¼Ó D̂ KI DÑ, to ‘pay off’ the vow,
rather than ¼Ò¼Î HÜ LÉ DÑ ‘to fulfil’ as is used with a promise, even a promise on oath. It
also explains the need for the warning given in our verse: people tend to make
vows when in trouble, and then to find excuses for not paying, or at least for
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delaying, when out of trouble. You have made a deal, a contract. You may have
made conditions – ‘If you do A and B and C, then I will do X.’ As long as the
conditions of A, B and C have not been fulfilled, you are under no obligation to do
X, but once they have then the obligation falls immediately, and you must fulfil
your part of the bargain at the first possible opportunity. To receive something on
credit and then not pay is plain stealing. This applies especially when dealing with
G-d, because if you do not pay voluntarily, then what you owe will be taken from
you and you will also be punished (verse 22). If you find difficulty in fulfilling that
which you undertake, there is an easy way out – do not make undertakings or
promises, do not take credit (verse 23). (Politicians who buy votes on promises they
then fail to keep show themselves that way to be the lowest and most contemptible
form of human life, to be despised, not respected. ‘They all do it’ is no excuse –
Ex. 23:2.) Try to live within your means, pay for what you get when you get it. In
other words, do directly the opposite to what we are being bullied and brainwashed
into doing all the time by that medium that has been so abused as to become a
terrible curse, the advertisement. A fair use of advertisement is to inform you that
something is available. Once it tries to persuade you to buy it, that is abuse – even
without a misleading approach that does not constitute direct dishonesty. We now
find it entering the very synagogues on ‘Torah pamphlets’ that cost money to
produce and are paid for by pressure advertisements. The next stage is that you are
persuaded to buy things in what has now become an acceptable way, credit and the
illegal use of cheques that are not covered at the time of issue. Once you get used
to this it is only a small step to do a business deal with G-d in the same way – why
not? And then, as you are warned here, you are likely to find yourself in serious
trouble. The best way of avoiding such trouble is not to make deals with him that
way; and to avoid being tempted to do that, it is best to avoid such deals altogether.
The pressures against trying to live within your means are very great, but so too are
the pressures in the Diaspora against observing the Sabbath or even kashrut. One
of the main functions of the Torah is to help you to fight against brainwashing, an
evil that takes many subtle forms, though nowadays even subtlety tends to be
discarded. A businessman needs credit, but when the man-in-the-street, who is not
poor, cannot live without it, there is something radically wrong. What efforts do
rabbis and religious teachers make to combat the situation or to educate people
correctly? If the current trend is reversed, many financiers will go bankrupt. Good!
Are they any better than brothel-keepers?
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PRESSURE

We are familiar with at least part of the bikkurim declamation and the midrashic
commentary on it, namely that part which is read in the Haggadah on the Seder
(although, as pointed out in KM I, 27(50) ÅÊÆß, we are supposed, according to the
Mishnah, to read and give a midrash on the whole declamation ‘down to the end’).
One comment, which seems to get us nowhere, is ¼Ü LÌUV KÉ ¼D¼Ë – ¼X¼Õ IÛFÌKÑ ¼ß JÅ DÊ, which is
followed by a confirming verse which confirms nothing! It seems that ¼Ü LÌUV is
simply the Hebrew ¼Ú KÌKÑ translated into Aramaic – why should this be needed?
Either translate the whole section into Aramaic, or leave it – why just one word?

The trouble is probably largely due to our English translation, which renders it
as ‘cramped conditions’. Now ‘pressure’ can be of two types, pressure of space and
pressure of time. Both the Hebrew root and the Aramaic can mean either, but
whereas the former is normally found referring to space, the Aramaic seems to
more often refer to time. Hence the rabbinical comment that here the Hebrew too
refers to time (and not as in our translations). This seems to make much more sense
in the context (and in the other verse, Ex. 3:9), in other words harassment. There
is no reason to suppose that the Israelites lived in cramped conditions, but every
reason to suppose that the Egyptians were constantly harassing them in their forced
labour (‘Faster, faster!’).

(It is tragic that, admittedly without the persecution, the impatience has been
infectious and left its mark on the people of Israel to this very day. Among other
things it is a current major cause of road deaths; these are caused mainly by an
inherent mentality of impatience which first manifested itself in the Golden Calf.
They could not wait for Moses to return, and did not even send up a search party.
¼C¼$¼Ô LÓ DY KÉ ¼Ñ K× ¼Ñ KÆFÌC)

ODDMENTS

THE WAY

The Talmud (Kiddushin 2b) quotes from 28:7 (and 25) ¼Ò¼Î HÐLÝUÈ ¼É L× DÆ HI DÆ¼X and
discusses the fact that normally ¼E JÝ JV is feminine. This has a bearing on interpreting
the Mishnah and Tosefta. The whole discussion centres on why it says ¼É L× DÆ HI and
not ¼× KÆ JI, and our brilliant genius printers in their traditional laziness (never mind
the reader!) manage to spoil the whole thing by printing ÒÎÐÝÈ Ë ! (Should we put
all of the blame the printers, or most on the lazy scribes whose work they have
copied, who have managed to make the Hebrew language so complicated and undo
so much of the excellent work of the Masoretes?)
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PARENTS-IN-LAW

In 27:23 ¼D ¼f DÕ KßÃÌ means his wife’s mother, just as ¼Ô IßÃÌ means wife’s father. (Do
not confuse these with ¼Ô Lß LÌ son-in-law, and ¼ÉLÑ K] daughter-in-law, used later also
for bridegroom and bride respectively, because they were looked on from the point
of view of the two sets of parents who arranged the wedding.) These words should
not be confused – but alas, in Mishnaic times they already were confused – with
¼Ò LÌ husband’s father, and ¼ß¼D ¼Ó LÌ husband’s mother. The distinction is clear
throughout the Tanakh. Thus there is no such thing as ¼Ê¼Î HÓ LÌ or ¼F¼Î HÓ LÌ or ¼WLÕ DßÃÌ, these
are impossibilities.

CURSES

The correct word for blindness is ¼Ô¼D ¼ÝLX H× (28:28) and not ¼Ò¼ÎVÝIÊ DÕ KÖ. The latter (Gen.
19:11 and 2 Kings 6:18 only) almost certainly does not mean ‘blindness’ but some
chemical (liquid? or powder?) which causes it (KM II, 4 ÅÝÎÊ).

¼Ô IÓ LÅ Traditionally we say this only after a blessing, and so it appears in the later
books of the Bible, but in the Torah the word occurs only after a curse!

¼Ò JfUÝ K] KÓ Dß HÉ DÊ (28:68) lit. ‘and you will sell yourselves’ (NOT ‘be sold’ which makes
no sense) – more accurately, in context, ‘you will put yourselves up for sale’ i.e.
‘you will try to sell yourselves’.

KADDISH

In verse 28:43 ¼É LÑ D× L_ ¼ÉLÑ D× KÓ is translated by Onkelos* as ¼É LÑ I× DÑ ¼É LÑ I× DÑ (with NO
dagesh in any lamed – the siddurim are incorrect), which is the origin of the phrase
used in the kaddish according to the Italian and Yemenite customs. (The Sephardim
cut it down there to one ¼É LÑ I× DÑ, while the Ashkenazim and Hasidim compromise,
retaining the original version during the Ten Days and cutting down in the rest of
the year. As with all such customs, ‘reasons’ and ‘explanations’ are invented to
justify this. Cf. ‘“Why do we not say hallel on Succot?” “We do say it!” “That is
one explanation.”’) [* My thanks to Rabbi YitzHhak Frank for pointing this out.]

A BLESSING

The phrase ¼FJÕ ¼ÅÃÛ ¼ßÃÝ Df DI K× DÊ ¼F¼Î JÙLÑFÅ ¼ÝKÇ DI is clearly an idiom, using, like many such
in all languages, rare and archaic words (except ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ). ¼ßÃÝ Df DI K× (except where it
refers to the goddess Astarte) occurs only in this phrase (Deut. 7:13; 28:4, 18, 51),
¼ÝJÇ JI appears also in Ex. 13:12, and ¼Ø JÑ JÅ in this sense only a few times in poetry,
where the singular is synonymous with ÝDI and hence the plural with ¼Ý LÜ LT.

¼Æ¼D ¼Z KÉ ¼ÑLÐ DT Lf DÌ KÓ LK DÊ (26:11) ‘then enjoy all the good ...’

Remember the idiom ¼– DT KÌÃÓ LK (KM III, 47 ÉÅÝ).
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UNDER THE WATER?

– ¼Æ JK I× ¼ÑL] ¼W LÆ ¼ÉJÑF×KÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ B KÌ HÓ DÛ Kß ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼×KÝLY Hß ¼ÅWÑ ¼S ¼W LÛUÝ KÅ ¼ÑLÐ ¼É LÙ IÝ DK ¼B ¼ÌKÑ JÓLÊ ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DÙLU
SSSS ¼Ò¼ÎHÎÃÆ DÛ¼X ¼É LÓUÈ KÅ ¼É LÝÃÓF×KÊ ¼ÒÃÈ DÖ ßKÐ Ib DÉ KÓ D](29A22)

In his classic work The Historical Geography of the Holy Land, George Adam
Smith (no relation) quotes a popular fallacy, based on ¼ÌKÑ J_ KÉ ¼ÒLÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼Ò¼ÎVV HL KÉ ¼Ü JÓ I×
(Gen. 14:3), that as a result of the Overthrow the four towns – Sodom, Gomorrah,
Admah and Zeboim – were all covered by the Dead Sea and remain under it until
this day. Smith points out that there is no evidence to support this, all it says is that
The Valley of Siddim is the Dead Sea. (Even this does not necessarily mean that
Siddim is now covered by the Sea, it could mean just that it was alongside the Sea.)
When we considered the relevant geography (KM II, 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ) we found evidence
that in fact the Valley of Siddim was to the south of the Sea and the four towns
were to the north of it, a great distance away, so that the Siddim Valley may not
even have been affected by the overthrow.

In fact our verse (Deut. 29:22) gives the full lie to the fallacy. Moses does not
suggest that Sodom was covered by water, but that the land was ‘burned’, nothing
could be sown there, nothing grew or could be grown there (in contrast to its state
before the destruction where it was described as ‘G-d’s garden’ – Gen. 12:10).
[Note that ¼É LÐ Ib DÉ KÓ does not mean ‘overthrow’ or ‘overthrowing’ but ‘that which has
been overthrown’, ‘the remains’.] To this, warns Moses, the whole of the Promised
Land will be one day compared if Israel forsakes G-d and his teaching.

(Incidentally, Mark Twain, a ‘foreigner from a distant country’, summed up his
impressions on his visit to the Holy Land in one sad word – desolation!)

Moses was not just quoting from history, but also from familiar geography. He
was comparing a potential to something that they could all see for themselves – not
a set of towns buried under the water, but an area of desolation. The people had to
accept that it had once been a flourishing garden – for that they did not have to rely
on the word of Moses, the tradition would still be alive in the region – but the
present state of affairs did not have to be ‘accepted’, it could be seen. What is
more, it was not very far away. As we pointed out in KM II, 54 ÉÐÝÆÉ, the ‘Jordan
Basin’ in which the Four Towns were situated (five if we include Zoar, which
survived) was adjacent to, or very near to, or perhaps even overlapped, the very
Aravot of Moab where the people were listening to Moses giving his address. They
did not have far to go to confirm his description of the current state of Sodom.
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MORE MISTAKES

Another popular fallacy is in the translation of the phrase ¼F Dß¼X ¼Æ DI ¼ß JÅ ¼Æ LI DÊ in 30:3
as ‘turn thy captivity’ (King James). The second half of the verse talks of exile, but
even there not of ‘captivity’. The phrase occurs frequently in the Tanakh, the best
illustration of its meaning being in Job 42:10 – for all his sufferings there is no
suggestion anywhere that Job was ever in captivity! The idiom means ‘to rehabil-
itate’, or better, as JPS2 expresses it, ‘to restore the fortunes of’. (See KM
supplement S.3 near the middle.) We are told that G-d will restore our fortunes and
bring us back from the countries to which we have been exiled.

King James was not the only one to get things wrong. Far less excusable is a
pseudo-Chumash produced long ago by Lewin-Epstein, difficult to read and full of
mistakes yet for some unknown reason photocopied and republished over and over
again, and alas the only thing available in many Israeli synagogues. In verses 31:16
and 20 the word is ¼Ý IÙ IÉ and not as printed there. So many other Chumashim, also
out of copyright, are far better in print, in readability and in accuracy (especially
that of Heidenheim published in Rödelheim), but nobody reprints them. This is
apart from the far better modern edition produced by Mosad Harav Kook, where
even the text is copyright, held jointly with Moses.

WHO WERE THE PRIESTS?

There were three orders of priesthood instituted by Moses. The lowest order was
that of the Levites, who were priests. Above them were the descendants of Aaron,
who formed a higher order, and above them the High Priest. To avoid confusion,
the Hebrew word ¼Ô IÉÃ] is normally used in the Torah in a technical sense to denote
only the Aaronites (the High Priest is specified as such where necessary), and the
lower order are referred to simply as Levites. But in his final speeches Moses
sometimes departs from the technical sense and uses the word ¼Ò¼ÎHÕFÉÃ] to refer also
to the lower order, the Levites, whose task included carrying the Ark. When
referring to ‘the priests the Levites’ he sometimes means ‘the priests, namely the
Levites’ (e.g. 31:9 – see 31:26, and also Joshua 3:3, as well as later in that chapter
where ‘Levites’ are not always mentioned, but it was they, not the Aaronites, who
carried the Ark); sometimes he means ‘the (Aaronite) priests, who are Levites’ (e.g.
Deut. 24:8, and also Ezekiel who is referring only to the clan of Zadok, an
Aaronite); and sometimes we cannot really be sure which (e.g. Deut. 17:9, 18;
27:9). Note how squashed between 18:1-2 which is explicit and 18:6-8 which is
also explicit, both dealing with Levites generally even though the word ¼Ò¼ÎHÕFÉÃ] is
used in verse 1, we find 18:3-5 which by their position would seem to refer to
Levites generally, but the context implies otherwise.
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A NAME OF SHAME

G-d buried Moses, presumably by an avalanche, in the ravine or canyon facing
Beth Peor (34:6). The place had been mentioned earlier as that in which the people
gathered to hear Moses’s speech (Deut. 3:29, 4:46), and it is not unreasonable to
suppose that a canyon was chosen because of its acoustic properties. All the people
(some two million) could congregate there, and all could hear what Moses had to
say without the need for electronics or loud speakers. Peor itself was a very high
spot, to which Balak took Balaam (Num. 23:28). Beth Peor is mentioned as a place
allocated by Moses to the tribe of Reuben (Jos. 13:20).

Peor was the name of an idol to whom the Midianites, on the advice of Balaam,
led Israel astray. We tend to read the story (Num. chapter 25) as an almost minor
incident, one of so many incidents that occurred in the desert, but in fact it was
extremely serious and made a tremendous impact on the people, comparable almost
to that of the Golden Calf. The latter occurred when the people had just left a land
of idolatry, and much of the filth still clung to them, but a completely new
generation after forty years of monotheism in the desert suddenly turned to Peor.
The number who died as a punishment for worshipping the Golden Calf was ‘about
3,000’ (Ex. 32:28), and for worshipping Peor 24,000! (Num. 25:9). In some ways
one of the two sins seems to have been the worse, in other ways the other one.
Certainly they were comparable in seriousness.

Moses raised the subject of Peor twice (Num. 31:16 and Deut. 4:3), Hosea
mentioned it (9:10) and so did the Psalmist (106:28). However, the most forceful
was the way it was quoted in Joshua’s reproof to the Reubenites and Gadites (Jos.
22:17). It is interesting to contrast the reference of Moses in Deut. 4:3 (‘Every
person who followed Baal Peor, G-d destroyed from among you, while you who
were faithful to G-d are all alive today’) with that of Joshua in Jos. 22:17 (‘the sin
of Peor from which we have not been cleansed until this very day!’). While the
Psalmist includes the incident in a long list of Israel’s serious misdeeds, Hosea,
complaining about Israel’s behaviour in the desert, picks on just and only this
incident – Peor.

We have Baal Peor the idol, and Beth Peor the place. One possibility is that a
local god took his name from the place, so named because there was a gap ( ¼Ý I× Db)
there, or for some other reason. Alternatively the place may have been named after
the idol. Either way, what is strange is that Israel did not re-name the place, to blot
out the idol’s name from everyday speech. Various places mentioned in the Bible
were renamed from time to time, including Jerusalem (Jebus), Ephrath
(Bethlehem), Dan (Laish) and Bethel (Luz). Why not this one too?
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CHRONOLOGY

Reading the final paragraph of chapter 32 we learn that on the very day that
Moses and Joshua taught the people the Song, Moses was told to ascend Mount
Nebo to view the Promised Land and then die up there. He had finished all his
speeches. But this was the final instruction only, ‘do it now!’, it was not the first.
He had been told earlier to ascend the mountain and view the Land, but not
immediately – he was given a chance first to make his speeches. How do we know?
At the end of his first speech (Deut. 3:27) he tells the people that he had been told
already to ascend the mountain and view the Land.

It was not unusual for G-d to give Moses general instructions about something,
to give him a chance to make plans and general arrangements, and then at the
appropriate time to give final orders to implement the instructions fully. We found
this, you may remember – or at least we assumed it, in order to make sense of the
text and of the story – when considering the early chapters of the Book of
Numbers. (See KM I, 11(34) ÝÆÈÓÆ, and for further details I, 12(35) ÅÞÕ, II, 34
ÝÆÈÓÆ and II, 35 ÅÞÕ.) It should not be assumed that Moses dithered and played for
time and ‘had to be told twice’; he indeed did at the very beginning of his career
(see KM II, 13 ßÊÓÞ on Ex. 4:19), but he had gone a long way since then – in a
mere forty years!

ALL RIGHT?

Verse 33:2 is of course obscure, but look at it and consider the geography as far
as possible. It raises many questions, apart from the grammar of ¼ÌKÝLË DÊ and ¼Å Lß LÅ DÊ
(which we will not consider here). Is it really ¼I JÈÃÜ or should it be ¼IIÈ LÜ? We read
¼ßLV ¼I IÅ but the spelling suggests ¼ßÃV DI KÅ ‘the slopes of’ – in which case, could ¼D ¼ÓLÑ
here (and earlier in the verse) be a place name? Note that Seir is Edom, and
compare Habakkuk 3:3 (a Diaspora haftarah). Bear in mind that ¼Ô LÓ¼Î If in modern
times is used for the Yemen, in southern Arabia, but not in the Bible, where it is
the name of a town or district in Edom; it also means ‘south’ but Edom was in the
south!

(Before the compass was invented and before the Pole Star was used for navigation, people started
by looking East to the rising sun, so that north would be ‘left’ – Gen. 14:15 – and south would be ‘right’
¼Ô¼Î HÓLÎ and hence ¼Ô LÓ¼Î If. Some suggest that Arabic which is similar called South Arabia ‘Yemen’ for that
reason, though others suggest that as you enter the Red Sea you have Yemen – ¼Ô¼Î HÓLÎ – on the right and
Somalia – ¼Ñ ¼ÅÃÓ DK – on the left.)

No explanation for the reference to Teman is being offered. Look at the two
verses (Deut. 33:2 and Hab. 3:3) and think about it.
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VEGETATION & PUNCTUATION

There is a rude awakening for those who think that the punctuation (ta’amey
hamikra) is only of secondary importance, when they come to realise how they
have misunderstood verses 11 and 12 of the first chapter and provided themselves
with unnecessary difficulties. Far worse, some editions have been printed with the
wrong ta’am signs, evidently the result of a ‘correction’ by some well-meaning
ignoramus.

First note how in verse 11 we have ¼Å JI gJV, and not ¼Å JI eJV. (Minhat Shay discusses
this.) This changes the meaning entirely from that which we were taught. ¼Å JI JV
itself means ‘vegetation’, but here it is construct and means ‘vegetation of’.
Whether or not elsewhere ¼Æ JK I× means a single blade of grass or a single species of
grass (over which the commentators disagree), the word here is collective and
refers generally to all types of vegetable growth other than trees (which are
mentioned separately). Thus we have ¼×KÝJË K×¼ÎVÝ DË KÓ ¼Æ JK I× ¼Å JI JV meaning ‘vegetation
[consisting] of seed-producing grasses’. (‘Grasses’ is not an accurate translation,
any more than ‘vegetables’, but we are using it here for want of a better word, to
illustrate the grammatical structure of the verse.) Next comes ¼Ú I×, again a
collective, ‘trees’; more accurately ¼ÎVÝ Db ¼Ú I× ‘fruit trees’. We may assume that the
word ¼Å JK JV covers these too, otherwise it is totally superfluous. So we have
‘vegetation [consisting] of grasses [and of] trees’ which makes a lot more sense
than the usual explanations.

Verse 11 then brings in ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ DÑ after the trees, with the variant form ¼X ¼ÉIÕ¼Î HÓ DÑ twice
in verse 12, following both the ‘grasses’ and the trees. Anyone who has learned to
understand the ta’amey hamikra will instantly recognise that the punctuation is not

ÊÕÎÓÑ ÎÝÙ ÉK× BÎÝÙ Ú×
but ¼De¼Õ¼Î HÓ DÑ i¼Î VÝ DHb ¼É JK[Ã× ¼Î mVÝ Db ¼Ú Î×
and similarly in verse 12

¼X ¼ÉeIÕ¼Î HÓ DÑ i¼× KÝjJË K×¼Î[VÝ DË KÓ ¼Æ JK Î×
S¼X ¼ÉXIÕ ¼Î HÓ DÑ + ¼DY¼Æ?¼D ¼×UÝKË ¼Ý_JIFÅ, ¼Î]VÝ Db? ¼É JKÃ× ¼ÚaI× DÊ

The word ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ DÑ (or ¼X ¼ÉIÕ¼Î HÓ DÑ) does not qualify ×ÝË and ÎÝÙ but ÆK× and Ú×. In
other words, it does NOT mean ‘according to its species’ (or ‘after its kind’ as
King James puts it) but ‘of various species’ or ‘of different kinds’. This is the
way of expressing it when singular nouns are used as collectives (as explained
above). ‘Different types of fruit-bearing trees.’ In Lev. 11:14, 15, 16, 19, 22 etc.
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the same idiom is less open to misinterpretation. ¼D ¼Æ ¼D ¼×UÝKË Ý JIFÅ and ¼ÎVÝ Db ¼É JKÃ× imply
reproduction, but the idea that ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ DÑ or ¼X ¼ÉIÕ¼Î HÓ DÑ means that each species reproduces
only itself is midrashic, and not in accord with the syntax of the verse.

Note how ¼D ¼Æ ¼D ¼×UÝKË ¼Ý JIFÅ occurs in verse 11 after ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ DÑ and in verse 12 before
¼X ¼ÉIÕ¼Î HÓ DÑ, showing that it makes no difference, the meaning is the same either way.

EVOLUTION

The Theory of Evolution and the subsequent theories of Darwin (to whom the
Theory of Evolution has been falsely ascribed, perhaps because he gave it wide
publicity that was previously lacking) have aroused tremendous controversy, not
just between the religious and the scientists but among the scientists themselves.
There are countless arguments for and against, from a scientific viewpoint, but to
claim that the theories directly contradict what is written in the Torah is not sound.

There are two elements in the theory: the first is the idea of progressive
development, and the second is that this took place automatically. The idea of
progressive development is not new, it is actually given here! Development occurs
from plant to animal, from ‘lower’ forms of life to ‘higher’ ones. If we claim that
each stage was developed in turn, then G-d created each in turn, and to say that
each was a development of previous efforts does not contradict what is written
here. If we say that the development was automatic, then, as a friend of mine
expressed it, ‘G-d created evolution’ – so what is the problem? The statement that
G-d made something is not contradicted by a theory that he did not make it
directly, but made something from which it emerged.

Consider the splitting of the Red Sea. We say that G-d split the sea. Yet we find
him telling Moses to wave his wand and split the sea (Ex. 14:16) which Moses did,
and then that G-d caused a wind to blow, and the wind split the sea (14:21). What
difference? If a man takes a saw and cuts a piece of wood with it, who/what cuts
the wood? The man? Or the saw? (If he presses a button and gets an electric saw
to cut the wood, we might confuse the issue and call it devolution.) Here too, as
long as we recognise that G-d alone was behind it, effected it all, the means by
which he effected it – direct or indirect – are all of secondary importance.

The ‘days’ are clearly periods or eras, otherwise there is an internal conflict
between the first chapter (six days, ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LI on the second day and ¼Ú JÝ JÅ on the third)
and 2:4 ‘the day’ on which both were created. It is pathetic to see that people still
to this very day waste time and energy discussing the ‘conflict (or non-conflict)
between science and religion’ specifically in the sphere of evolution. This is even
more pathetic when you realise that the scientific theories which provide one side
of the ‘conflict’ change day by day, and each in turn has to be ‘reconciled’!
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MORE ON CONTRACTS

The word ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT means a contract, pact, treaty or alliance. ‘Covenant’ is today
used only as a technical term by lawyers, and most people do not know what it
means, except that you use it to avoid income tax liability on charity donations;
however, the word does have one advantage which we will mention below.

Earlier (see KM III, 32 ÝÉÆ and IV 49 ÅÛß) we considered the seriousness of
contracts, and penalties for breach. Here we wish to consider the actual logistics of
making a contract in Biblical times. Various casual references, together with the
absence of any clear-cut general instructions, suggest that in those days the
procedures were customary and taken for granted. A number of ‘elements’ involved
in the procedure appear from time to time, but there is no suggestion that they were
ever all applicable in any one instance. Here is a list: we hope it is complete and
nothing has been overlooked.

1. Undertaking(s). This is self-evident. Without any undertaking there is no point
to the whole thing.

2. An oath. This, whether part of a contract or just a simple oath on its own,
consists of two parts:

(i) raising one’s arm (e.g. Gen. 14:22),

which was taken for granted until it became a phrase such that even G-d
himself, who has no physical arm to raise, uses it (e.g. Ex. 6:8; Num.
14:30; Ezek. 20:15, 23, 28, 42).

(ii) uttering the oath – obvious.

The oath would be taken in the name of a deity whose name one feared to take in
vain. Jacob swore in the name of the ‘Fear’ of his father, and preferred to let
Laban swear in the name of the idols that he (Laban) believed in, rather than the
G-d that Jacob believed in. G-d himself swore by his own name, staking his entire
reputation on his keeping his word. Contrast today when someone gives you his
word of honour, breaks it without caring, and then (like a modern lawyer) expects
you to believe him a second time. A person who does not make absolutely every
effort to keep his word no longer has any honour and his word is from then on
completely worthless.

3. Sanctions stated or implied. These would be connected with the previous, and
might include curses for breaking the contract – when G-d himself spoke, he
substituted threats and warnings for curses, and promises for blessings (see KM III,
32 ÝÉÆ).
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4. A written document containing all the details (e.g. the one Moses wrote down,
Ex. 24:4) or perhaps a stone on which the main points would be engraved (e.g. the
Two Tablets, ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT KÉ ¼ß¼D ¼ÌOÑ ¼ÎIÕ DI – why two were needed there is a different question).

5. A sign ( ßDÅ) by which the contract would be remembered. This sign would then
also testify as a witness ( ¼ß¼X ¼È I× B ¼ÉLÈ I× B ¼È I×). Typical examples are the rainbow (Gen.
9:12-13) and Jacob’s pillar and heap of stones (Gen. 31:44-49); a non-typical
example (why non-typical we hope to explain another time) is circumcision, which
is both part of the contract (Gen 17:10) and a sign of the contract (Gen. 17:11).

It should be pointed out here that the word ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT is used not only for the
contract, but at times to refer to one side’s undertaking(s) or obligation(s) under the
contract, or even to a one-sided undertaking. (Otherwise many biblical passages are
very difficult to understand.) For that reason, the word ‘covenant’ is appropriate,
but since few people realise that it can mean that, this does not over-ride the fact
that the word is archaic, leads to students missing the point, and is best avoided.

6. Blood seems sometimes at least to come into it somewhere. (Moses in Ex. 24:8;
Zech. 9:11; and the tradition that blood is essential in circumcision. The blood of
the offerings that goes on the altar also seems in some way to be connected with
a ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT – see following.)

7. Salt seems to be relevant. There is no direct reference to its being used in the
making of a contract, but implications that it has or had been used for that purpose
(2 Chron. 13:5; Num. 18:19) and a reference to its use in reminders (Lev. 2:13).

8. Walking between the two parts of an animal carcass (or carcasses) split in two
(explicit in Jer. 34:18 and implicit in Gen. 15:17-18). In all cases, the verb used in
connection with making a ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT is ¼ßÃÝ L], which strictly speaking means to ‘cut’ or
‘sever’, and one is tempted to believe that the use is derived from this custom, but
here nothing is ‘severed’ but cut into two parts in the middle, and the verb used is
¼ÝÃßLT. The use of ßÝÐ seems to be connected with some unknown earlier custom, not
referred to in the Bible.

9. A present (Abraham and Abimelech, Gen. 21:27).

10. Eating. Both parties eat together as a sign of a treaty, (Isaac and Abimelech,
Gen. 26:28,30; Jacob and Laban Gen. 31:44,46).

Even when we are told what was done, we are not told what was on that
occasion not done, so we do not have enough data to be able to say which of the
‘elements’ occurred when, from which we might deduce why.

There is no intention here to offer any explanation of these things, which we
prefer to leave to those who love to devise imaginative interpretations.
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CIRCUMCISION

In last week’s issue we mentioned that circumcision is both a part of the contract
and a sign of the contract; we called it non-typical, but we did not explain how.

Normally a sign or reminder is in the form of something added, something that
otherwise would not be there. In the case of circumcision, the sign is negative, it
is in the absence of something, and this is most unusual. The foreskin is removed
and disposed of, it is no longer required, and the sign is its absence. On
consideration, the reason becomes apparent: a sign that is present always incurs the
risk of its being worshipped for its own sake, even though it is initially only
symbolic. This is always how idolatry begins. But you cannot worship something
that is not there. We worship G-d who is not visible, but not who ‘is not there’!

Other interesting points, apart from the association with the Exodus and the
Pesach offering (considered in detail in KM II, 15 ÅÆ) arise in connection with
circumcision. One is that the obligation applied to Abraham and all his descendants,
explicitly including Ishmael, presumably Abraham’s children by Keturah, and
certainly Esau and all his descendants. The descendants of Israel (Jacob) received
the Land of Canaan in return, from which all the others were specifically excluded,
and Esau was given Mount Seir, but what did Ishmael get out of it? We find cases
of one-sided obligations voluntarily undertaken, but not of one-sided obligations
imposed on anyone!

Another is that the other surrounding nations were not descended from Abraham.
(Exceptionally, the Midianites may have been descended from Abraham’s son
Midian, though this is unlikely. The Amalekites were certainly not descended from
Esau’s grandson Amalek – see KM IV, 5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ) So there is no reason to believe
that the Ammonites, Moabites, Amalekites, Phoenicians from Tyre and Sidon,
Canaanites, Amorites, Egyptians, Syrians (from Aram), let alone Babylonians or
Assyrians, all of whom enter Biblical history, were circumcised. Yet alone the
Philistines were constantly referred to as ¼Ò¼Î HÑ IÝF× ‘foreskin people’ (politely
translated as ‘uncircumcised’ but this politeness when describing the Philistines
misses the point) as a term of great contempt! (The modern self-styled Philistines
practise circumcision, claiming descent from Ishmael.) David was asked by Saul
(1 Sam. 18:25) to provide a hundred Philistine foreskins as a ‘marriage price1 for
Saul’s daughter (and provided two hundred). Why are the Philistines singled out?
It seems likely that they not only did not remove it, they actually worshipped it,
and to remove it from them, even after death, was a great humiliation. To the
Israelites, the Philistine boasting of it was a matter of great contempt.

1. ¼Ý KÉÃÓ which the groom pays the bride’s father – NOT a dowry!
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GOING, GOING ......

There is much confusion, for most of which the teachers of Hebrew grammar are
responsible, between the infinitive of a verb and the gerund. The gerund is a verbal
noun, it encapsulates the concept of the verb in the form of a noun, but can take an
object like a verb. In English (as in Latin, but not in Hebrew) the infinitive is often
used instead of the gerund. For example, instead of ‘I like eating sweets’ we can
say ‘I like to eat sweets’. The grammarians, thus confused, often call the gerund
‘the infinitive’, which it is not. (Worse, they call it the ‘infinitive construct’ when
as a noun it is more often ‘absolute’ than ‘construct’.) The kal gerund may take the
form ¼ÆÃß D] or ¼ß JIJU – we cannot list all forms here. The gerund may take prefixes
and suffixes, but the infinitive is invariable, and cannot take prefixes or suffixes.

The infinitive in Hebrew has a very limited number of special uses, the
commonest being before a finite verb for emphasis, e.g. ¼ÝÃ] DË Hf ÝÃÐLË B ¼Å IÛ L_ Hf ¼Å IÛ L_ HÉ.
Another, which concerns us here, is where we would use a participle, especially
when the infinitive ¼EWÑ LÉ is followed by another infinitive. In 12:9, ¼É LT DÇJ̀ KÉ K×¼D ¼ÖLÕ DÊ ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ,
literally ‘going and travelling southwards’, means progressively (or steadily)
travelling southwards; in 8:3 the flood water is described as ¼Æ¼D ¼ILÊ ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ ‘steadily
returning’ (and not as today, when it is used for a return bus or train ticket ‘going
and coming back’). There are many instances of this idiom.

It is a popular error to treat ¼E IÑIÎ ¼E¼D¼Ñ LÉ in Psalm 126:9 (the famous Shir
Hama’alot) as a case of ‘emphasis’. Unlike ¼ÅÃÆLÎ ¼ÅÃT which follows, and is a pair,
¼E IÑIÎ ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ in this instance at least is not a pair. The expression (compare Jer. 50:4 and
2 Sam. 3:16 both of which are worth looking up) is ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼E¼D¼Ñ LÉ, with ¼E IÑIÎ stuck in
by the poet in the middle. In poetry this sort of thing is done, but in prose ¼E IÑIÎ
would have to come either before ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ ¼E IÑIÎ or after, ¼E IÑIÎ ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼E¼D¼Ñ LÉ. (Note also
2 Sam. 15:30 where in the expression ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼ÉWÑ L× ¼X ¼Ñ L× DÊ a different verb ¼ÉWÑ L× is used
with the same idiom.) This alters the whole meaning – not ‘he will certainly go,
and crying’ but ‘he will go (sowing), walking and crying’, though ‘he will
definitely come (reaping) with cheer’.

Other examples of the use of the infinitive where we would use the participle,
but without the ¼EWÑ LÉ idiom, include Gen. 41:43 ¼D ¼ßÃÅ ¼Ô¼D ¼ßLÕ DÊ ‘putting him’, and so on.

A third (rare) use of the infinitive is for a strong command, instead of the
imperative, e.g. SSS ¼ß JÅ ¼Ý¼D ¼ÐLË (for ¼ÝÃ] DË Hf ¼Ý¼D ¼ÐLË). One such case is in Jer. 2:2 Lß ¼ÅLÝ LÜ DÊ ¼EWÑ LÉ
where it must not be confused with the ¼EWÑ LÉ idiom mentioned above.
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DIVINE INTERVENTION

WLÑÃÜ DT × KÓ DI ÉLÝ LK FÎ JÑ IÅ Ý KÓÅÃf Ý JIFÅ ÑÃ]Gen. 21:12

Some deduce from this that a man should always listen to his wife. So I was
taught, and I reacted by citing Ahab, all (or nearly all) of whose wickedness arose
from his doing just that. The reply was that it does not apply when she advises
doing something against what G-d wants – so how do you know? Presumably by
your conscience. Well, that is just what happened here. What Sarah demanded went
against Abraham’s conscience! The interpretation does not fit, in fact the reverse
is true – a man should normally not let his wife run or over-ride his conscience, but
here was a special case, an exception. Why?

The big question is ‘Why did G-d intervene?’ We find G-d giving instructions
in advance (as when he told Ahijah that Jeroboam’s wife was coming and what to
say to her – 1 Kings 14:5) or rebuking someone who has done wrong or is about
to do wrong (as with Abimelech over Sarah), but not, as a rule, to justify someone
to another in this way.

Let us look at what happened. Sarah catches Ishmael misbehaving at Abraham’s
party, playing around with one of the girls. There were important people at the
party – we know that Abimelech King of Gerar was there (with Phichol), perhaps
giving Sarah a pleasant smile which, after what had happened previously, would not
have put her in the best of moods. Aner, Eshcol and Mamre as good friends of
Abraham’s would have been present, and maybe also Melchizedek, King of Salem.
In addition there would have been various people whom Abraham had influenced
to abandon idolatry, not to mention others whom he hoped to influence. Such
behaviour on such an occasion by Abraham’s son in the presence of such guests
was unforgivable (and, one might add, worst of all being caught at it!). It was
obvious to Sarah that anyone who was capable of this would inevitably be a bad
influence on Isaac. He must therefore be removed from being in a position to
influence Isaac.

Sarah was in a quandary. If she told Abraham what had happened, he might not
believe her. If he did, it would grieve him very deeply. But even so, the worst he
could do would be to rebuke Ishmael, possibly punish him, and trust that nothing
of the like would occur again. This, Sarah realised, would not change Ishmael
fundamentally, and would do nothing to protect Isaac from his influence. Ishmael
had to be sent away, and this meant sending his mother with him, or he would want
to come and visit her. Sarah applied direct tactics. She told her husband that Hagar
must go, and must take her son with her. As an excuse she said that he was not to
join in inheritance with her son Isaac.
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This was a half-truth. There is no point in making a legal analysis – Ishmael
could not be disinherited just because his mother was a slave. (Compare later the
children of Bilhah and Zilpah.) Sarah wanted a pretext, which would avoid her
having to upset Abraham with the truth about his son, and this was as good as any.

Abraham from his viewpoint could see a recurrence of Sarah’s old jealousy. She
wanted her rival and her son’s rival out of the way. As far as Hagar was concerned,
she was still Sarah’s slave, and as he had made clear earlier (16:6) he would not
interfere, and perhaps had no right to interfere. But he could not and would not
stand by and see a grave injustice imposed on his son Ishmael, still less be the
agent of imposing it, even if this meant a row with his wife.

Thirdly, we take the view of the outside observer. G-d could see that Abraham,
from his own point of view, was undoubtedly right. Yet Sarah knew what Abraham
did not know, which put the situation in a different perspective. G-d respected
Sarah’s wish not to upset her husband by telling tales, so he simply told Abraham
‘Sarah knows what she is doing. Even though it looks wrong, listen to her, do what
she says.’ On G-d’s instructions (and G-d’s responsibility) Abraham could do it.

(The case was unusual. In the days when polygamy was common, it was normal for the different wives
and their children to all live together, even when they did not get on, and the husband would not throw out
one section to please another. A more common case is when a woman suddenly asks her husband to throw
out a male lodger, with whom both of them had got on extremely well. She cannot tell her husband what the
lodger has tried. She is not afraid of the lodger, but of herself later weakening under pressure, and wants the
pressure removed in the only possible way. Her husband cannot understand. Here Sarah is afraid not of
herself but of Isaac weakening under Ishmael’s pressure. The case though similar is not quite the same, but
the woman’s way of tackling it is.)

To summarise, G-d intervened to say to Abraham, in effect, ‘Strictly speaking
you are right, but this is a special case.’ This explains a similar case of Divine
Intervention to justify Phinehas (Num. 25:11,12), against whom one could readily
argue that what he did was strictly speaking wrong. He caught a man committing
a crime, took the law into his own hands, and executed summary justice without
even a trial! This is normally wrong, but here was a special case.

A third occasion, bearing some similarity, was G-d’s ‘appearance’ on the ‘Eighth
Day’ to justify Moses, on which shortage of space prevents discussed here.

AN ODDMENT

¼ÉLÐ IÙFÉ (19:29) is of the same form as ¼ÉLÈ IÆFÅ ‘lost property’ ¼É LÑIË DU ‘stolen property’
(and not ‘theft’) etc., and means ‘that which is overthrown’ (or here, ‘about to be
overthrown’) like ¼ÉLÐ Ib DÉ KÓ – see KM IV, 52 ÏÑÎÊ.
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REBECCA AND RUTH

I once drew attention in a class to the fact that certain oddities of grammar and
style that are found (probably by chance) in the story of Joseph being honoured by
Pharaoh are repeated (probably not by chance) in the Book of Esther in the story
of Mordecai being honoured by Ahasuerus. This repetition was no doubt deliberate,
to draw the reader’s attention to the similarity of the two stories. Mr. Binyamin
Freedman, who was present, has since returned to his home in U.S.A., from where
he recently phoned to tell me that he had noted a number of similarities between
the story of Rebecca and that of Ruth. I asked him to list them for me, and with his
permission have reproduced them here for our readers. The arrangement and
presentation are mine, but credit for ideas and research belongs to Mr. Freedman.

1. In each case we have the story of a young woman (¼É LÝF×KÕ), albeit one single and
the other a widow, who leaves her homeland, her family, her people and their
culture, to go to Canaan (Israel).

2. Each is involved in some way in working, Rebecca in drawing water and Ruth
in gleaning in the field.

3. In each case the theme that is stressed is that of kindness, ¼È JÖ JÌ, by Rebecca to
the animals and by Ruth to her mother-in-law, as well as by G-d (see (6) below).

4. In each case there was ‘chance’ or ‘concidence’ that enabled things to work out
so well. Abraham’s servant stood by the well, and in a large town the first girl to
come along was Abraham’s own niece! Ruth went to glean and she happened (2:3
LÉ JÝ DÜ HÓ ¼Ý JÜH[KÊ) to choose a field that belonged to her father-in-law’s relative, Boaz.

5. Note patience, perseverance and the desire to do things properly and completely:

¼ßÃf DI HÑ ¼X ¼̂ H] ¼Ò HÅ ¼È K× ¼Æ LÅ DI JÅ ¼F¼Î Ĵ KÓ DÇ HÑGen. 24:19

¼Ò¼Î HZ HÌ KÉ ¼Ý¼Î HÛ DÜ¼X ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃ× DL KÉ ¼Ý¼Î HÛ DÜ ßDÑ D] È K× Í IdKÑ DÑRuth 2:23

6. In each case G-d is acknowledged and blessed for having manipulated the
‘chance’ mentioned in (4) above:

Gen. 24:27 – Abraham’s servant.

¼ÎHÕÃÈFÅ ¼Ò H× IÓ ¼D ¼f HÓFÅKÊ ¼D ¼V DÖ KÌ ¼ÆKË L× ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼Ò LÉ LÝ DÆ KÅ ¼ÎHÕÃÈFÅ Î IÉÃ? EÅ É ¼E¼X ¼Ý LT
Ruth 2:20 – Naomi.

¼Ò¼Î Hß I_ KÉ ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼Ò¼ÎH[ KÌ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼D ¼V DÖ KÌ ¼ÆKË L× ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ý JIFÅ É KÑ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼E¼X ¼Ý LT
The key phrase is ¼D¼V DÖ KÌ ¼ÆKË L× ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ý JIFÅ SSS É.

7. Each of the women is given a blessing at the end (Gen. 24:60 and Ruth 4:11).
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BOWING DOWN

The word ¼X ¼Ì Kf DIH[KÊ, which occurs several times in the parashah, has puzzled many
who find themselves confused by it. The verb needs explaining.

Whether or not the original root was ÉÌI, in the Bible (with one possible
obscure exception) the root is without doubt ÉÊÌI (4 leters), and it occurs only in
the hitpa’el. In three ways its conjugation is semi-regular (i.e. it obeys regular sub-
rules), and in only one way different.

1. The initial I interchanges with the ß of the hitpa’el prefix, as in all such cases.

2. The end is conjugated as with all other verbs that end in a silent É, such as ÉÑÇ.
3. The middle part is conjugated as all four-letter roots, where the two middle
letters replace the dageshed (i.e. in effect doubled) middle root-letter of an ordinary
verb. Thus corresponding to ¼É Ĵ KU Dß HÉ (which is of course short for ¼É JÑ DÑKU Dß HÉ) we ought
to get ¼ÉJÊ DÌ KI Dß HÉ which would become ¼ÉJÊ DÌ Kf DI HÉ – but we don’t, because –

4. In this verb, the silent sheva under the Ì becomes a sounded sheva, which in turn
becomes a hataf, so we have ¼ÉJÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ (and likewise throughout all the forms). ‘They
will bow down’ is ¼X¼ÊFÌ Kf DIHÎ, and the conversive form ‘they bowed down’ is ¼X¼ÊFÌ Kf DIH[KÊ
(cf. ¼X ¼̂ KU DßH[KÊ). So far so good.

The problem arises in the singular, where the conversive of such verbs shortens:
¼É Ĵ KU DßHÎ produces ¼ÑKU DßH[KÊ (e.g. Gen. 9:21) so we should expect here ¼ÊFÌ Kf DIH[KÊ, but
Hebrew will not allow anything like this. Instead the Ê weakens to a vowel X and we
have ¼X ¼Ì Kf DIH[KÊ ‘he bowed down’ (and not ‘they’ – see above), which looks like a
plural and so is misleading, but it is not a plural. So too ‘she bowed down’ (which
also occurs often) is ¼X ¼Ì Kf DI HfKÊ.

MISLEADING ENDINGS

We have here a ‘misleading ending’ that by chance looks like something else.
There are also many other misleading endings. In Modern Hebrew many nouns end
in ßX–, are feminine, and have plurals ending ¼ß¼D¼[ O–, so why is ¼ß¼X ¼Ý II masculine
with plural ¼Ò¼Î Hß¼X ¼Ý II? Because it is not really an ßX– noun, the ß is part of the root
ßÝI and the word is like ¼Ý¼X ¼V HÖ B ¼I¼X ¼V HÜ! The chance ending is misleading. So we must
be careful of ¼Ò¼Î HÅ Dß KÓ (singular – the plural is ¼Ò¼Î HÓ¼Î HÅ Dß KÓ) and worse ¼Ò¼Î H× DÍ KÓ which,
if from É×Í, is the plural of ¼É J× DÍ KÓ, but if from Ò×Í is singular, the plural being
¼Ò¼Î HÓ¼Î H× DÍ KÓ! Somehow, Israelis do not get confused! Other misleading endings include
¼Î KÈ LK and ¼Î IÈ DK, both singular (with relevance also to the Book of Ruth – see KM III,
5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ,> ¼ß¼D ¼Æ DI which can come from ÉÆI or from ßÆI; ¼ßÃÆ L× which does NOT
come from ¼É JÆ L× but is singular (plural ¼ßÃßÃÆF× Ex. 28:14 &c, 39:17 &c.) and also
¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db B ¼Ò¼ÎHÕLÕUÝ B ¼ßÃÓ IÉ DT, all singular, which there is no room to discuss here.
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WRITTEN AND READ

In the Masoretic version of the Tanakh there exists a phenomenon known
popularly as keri uketiv, ¼ÎVÝ DÜ being the Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew ¼Å¼X ¼Ý LÜ
read (the participle) and ¼Æ¼Î Hß D] the Aramaic equivalent of ¼Æ¼X ¼ßL] written,. Since we
first encounter what is written and only then worry about how to read it, the
expression should be reversed ketiv ukeri (and today often is). It is assumed that
the present reader is familiar with this, even if he does not fully understand it.
(Nobody fully understands it, but it is possible to understand most of it, if it is
explained properly.)

There are cases where one word is written, and a totally different word is read.
The most frequent is the holiest of Divine names, which is too holy to pronounce,
so we read another instead. The meaning is certainly as written, we simply do not
pronounce the word. At the other extreme, there are words that are not read because
while they were acceptable at the time of writing, they were at a later date not
socially acceptable for use and could not be read out in public. An example in
English is ‘don’t say “piles”, say “haemorrhoids”!’ where the exact counterpart
applies in Hebrew, and there are some half a dozen other words whose English may
not appear in Ki Mitsion to illustrate. References include Deut. 28:27, 30 and 2
Kings 18:27. Here the word read is a substitute for the original, with the same
meaning. There are also cases where the word read is not the word written, possibly
through a modification (e.g. to avoid anthropomorphism) but more often
representing different versions, one which has come down by tradition not being
that found by the Masoretes in reliable manuscripts.

In very many cases, however, it is merely a matter of spelling. The word is not
‘written one way but for some esoteric reason spelt another’, but is simply spelt a
less usual way. Spelling was often optional and left to the discretion of the scribe,
and different scribes used different conventions – even the same scribe was not
always consistent. The keri then simply gives the more usual spelling of the word
in the form in which it is found in the particular context; it does this where there
is likely to be confusion, because otherwise the written word may be pronounced
a different way, with a different meaning. It must be stressed that all this was done,
i.e. these Masoretic notes were written, before the invention and universal adoption
of a standard system of vowel signs. The latter made these comments largely
superfluous, and modern editions have removed many such comments. Rabbi
Breuer in particular has made a point of doing so in most (but not all) cases where
the ketiv ukeri is now unnecessary. Some are still necessary, since the vowel signs
do not remove the ambiguity (e.g. ¼ÅWÑ and ¼D¼Ñ), and some that are really needed
even today are not put in! We meet one of the latter further on in the Book. But
some of the unnecessary ones still remain (in KM IV, 13 ßÊÓÞ we discussed one
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such case – ¼ÉJY KÓ – that is actually confusing), and we have one here, ÒÎÎÇ.
We should expect the word ÎDU, nation, to have its plural ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ¼D¼U. But here we

come to the problem of malé and haser as they affect the silent yod after a hirik
and the silent vav after a holem. [We are taught that D is itself a vowel, but it is not. The vowel,

the holem, really belongs to the preceding consonant, and the vav is silent following it.] The scribes had
an aversion to putting two such malé’s in a word, they would put one or the other.
Exceptions are rare, and it makes little if any difference whether or not either or
both of the silent letters – yod or vav – are grammatically part of the root. Thus the
second word of this week’s parashah is spelt ¼ßÃÈ DÑ¼D ¼f and might just as likely have
been spelt ¼ß¼D ¼È DÑÃf (or even ¼ßÃÈ DÑÃf, see 25:12) but, at least in the Torah as against
later Biblical books, the long form such as ¼ß¼D ¼È DÑ¼D ¼f with a double malé is
comparatively rare. Grammarians teach us which is ‘correct’ and which is
‘exceptional’ to match a pattern that makes life easy for grammarians, but the
actual facts show that their ‘exceptional’ forms occur far more often than their
‘correct’ ones! The rule above (avoiding twice malé in a word) is one that though
far from absolute comes as a much better approximation to the facts.2

Thus scribes did not like to write ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ¼D¼U but preferred to normally write ¼ÒHÎ¼D¼U;
still they occasionally wrote instead, as here and once in Ps. 79:10, ¼Ò¼ÎHÎÂU, and there
is nothing out of the way in this, except that it is less common. The keri simply
tells you the more usual spelling, and with our vowel system it is in this instance
quite unnecessary! The word is spelt and read ¼Ò¼ÎHÎÂU.

There is a tendency to derive interpretations by means of derash from the use
of malé and haser, and although a number of cases are actually found in the
Talmud (at times using a text that does not coincide with ours and despite the
Talmud’s own comment in Kidd. 30a), Ibn Ezra strongly condemns this
(Introduction to “short” commentary and Ex. 20:1 “long” commentary); certainly
it is possible to obtain a plain meaning without worrying about them.

There are other types of ketiv ukeri which we may perhaps consider some other
time, but this particular type, where attention is merely drawn to the spelling which
does not matter when we have vowels, should not be inserted to trouble the
ordinary reader. Many have been removed, so could a few more.

2. The classic work that gives this approximate rule, with a much fuller discussion on male
and haser, is ¼ßJÝÃa K_ KÉ ¼ßJÝÃa KÓ written over 450 years ago by ÎÊÑÉ ÎËÕÐÞÅ ÝÊÌÆ ÊÉÎÑÅ ÎÆÝ,
who was known for short as ÝÊÌÆ ÊÉÎÑÅ and known to the Christians (whom he influenced
greatly) as Elias Levitas.
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DOUBLE NEGATIVE

The wording of Laban’s formulation of his treaty with Jacob (31:52) is strange,
but not unique. The grammar is not logical, and what he actually says is the
opposite of what he certainly means – there is no way of misunderstanding it. One
is tempted to say that Laban could not do anything straight, but the same
formulation does in fact occur elsewhere.

The standard full formulation of an oath not to do something is roughly as
follows: ‘May such and such a deity do all sorts of horrible things to me if I do
this!’ In other words, the swearer curses himself as a self-imposed advance
punishment should he break his oath. This is shortened to something like ‘I swear
if I do this’, which means ‘I swear that I will not do this.’ Thus in oaths and curses,
‘if’ (in Hebrew ¼Ò HÅ) means, in effect, ‘not’.

For the opposite, an oath to do something is expressed in the negative: ‘May
such and such happen to me if I do not do this!’ The shortened form is ‘I swear if
I do not do this’, which means ‘I swear that I will do this’, expressed in Hebrew
by ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ. In other words, in an oath or in a (conditional) curse ¼Ò HÅ implies a
negative and ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ being a double negative implies a positive.

(Note: we are not talking about a simple straightforward case where there is no oath or curse, and where
¼Ò HÅ simply means ‘if’ and ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ simply means ‘if not’.)

Both are found many times in the Tanakh, for example Gen. 14:23; 24:38; Num.
14:23 and 35; Jud. 11:10; 2 Sam. 19:14; 2 Kings 6:31; Here, however (31:52) we
find the reverse. Laban says ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ – ‘this is a witness if I do not’, when he clearly
means it is a witness ‘if I do’, i.e. that I should not do it, and then he says the same
again for ‘you’, i.e. Jacob.

The same is found in Ex. 22:7 & 10 ¼X ¼É I× IÝ ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ HT ¼D ¼ÈLÎ ¼ÌKÑ LI ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ
in each case, where Laban cannot be blamed, and where it cannot even be claimed
to be a colloquialism that Laban used (like the English double negative that we are
taught at school not to use, but which less educated people do use just the same,
e.g. ‘I haven’t done nothing’).

The reason for this ‘reversal’ is not clear in either case, i.e. neither here (Laban)
nor in Exodus.

Incidentally, we have here evidence that while Laban naturally spoke Aramaic,
the language of Mesopotamia and probably Abraham’s native tongue, Jacob spoke
the native language of Canaan, Hebrew. The latter had called the pile of stones
¼È I× DÑKU, an obvious pun on the name of the area, ¼È L× DÑHU, and the point is missed
completely in Laban’s Aramaic translation. The place name ¼È L× DÑHÇ? ¼É Ib DÛ HÓ occurs in
the story of Jephthah (Jud. 11:29).
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LOVE APPLES (NOT TOMATOES)

It was nearly fifty years ago. I took over a Talmud Torah class one Sunday
morning to oblige a friend, and while I was there the inspector arrived from the
London Board of Jewish Education. He asked the class the meaning of ¼Ò Lf DÕK̀ HI DÊ
¼F¼ÎJÕ LÆ DÑ and was delighted that they all knew – ‘And thou shalt teach them diligently
unto thy children’ (King James – the translation happens to be wrong, but that is
not the point here). When he left I asked them ‘What is the meaning of
“diligently”?’, and of course not one of them had the faintest idea.

This true story is of importance in itself. We all have memories of words in the
Torah that we have learned that way – for example we all know (rightly or
wrongly) that ¼Ò¼Î HÅLÈ¼X ¼V are mandrakes, but what are mandrakes? The other day it
seemed to me time to find out.

The mandrake is a poisonous perennial plant akin to belladonna, looks on the
ground like lettuce with dark green leaves,

Mandrakes

purple flowers, and fruit like small apples.
Consuming it produces odd effects – it is
emetic and narcotic, was believed to be
aphrodisiac and, at least by Rachel, to have
the properties of a fertility drug. It derives its
name (man + dragon) from the fact that its
root or its leaves (depending on which
encyclopaedia you consult) may at times
resemble in shape the outline of a man, and it
was surrounded by a vast host of

superstitions: if you pluck it, it will scream with pain, you will immediately die,
and so on.

The Hebrew name ¼Ò¼Î HÅLÈ¼X ¼V, found only in the plural and in only two places in the
Bible (Gen. 30:14-16; Song 7:14 3), seems to imply an aphrodisiac, probably a
‘love plant’, but which one is a matter of great controversy, not all agreeing that
it was a mandrake, or even that it was a plant. Rachel, desperate for a child,
certainly took it to be a fertility drug, and it did not work. Here one can discuss the
three approaches to infertility – faith and prayer, superstition, and science. The
border between the last two is not too clear even today, and was far less clear four
thousand years ago. Those who say that Rachel should have relied only on the first
should remember that today science in that field does work! We pray to G-d and
call in the doctor. Rachel’s attitude is a topic on its own.

3. In Jer. 24:1, it is the plural of ÈXV with a different meaning.
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HOME JAMES!
(AND DON’T SPARE THE HORSES) 4

Tact often involves bending the truth a little, and this is not always to be
criticised. We saw (KM V, 4 ÅÝÎÊ) how and why Sarah invented an excuse to expel
Ishmael.

After meeting Esau and making friends again, Jacob declined his brother’s
suggestion to travel together. Esau was a man of action who would wish to get a
move on, so Jacob claimed that his children and animals forced him to go slowly.
Push them too hard for one day and the sheep and goats would die (33:13)! Really?

Jacob had just fled (31:20, 21, 22) from Laban’s home at Harran, and although
he had only three days’ start it still took Laban a whole week to catch up with him
(31:22-23), despite the fact that Jacob had wives, children and animals to slow him
down, whereas Laban merely took some men with him and literally chased (31:23)
after Jacob. The latter had undoubtedly pushed his entourage very hard indeed!

He also indicated to Esau that he would follow him to Seir, which he had no
intention of doing.

Jacob’s attitude is understandable. His desire was to make his peace with Esau
before returning home, both for his own (and his family’s) safety and so that he
could assure his father that there was no bad feeling between the brothers.
However, having established that state of affairs, he felt it best that they should
each go their own way; together they might quarrel over some small matter, and the
old business would be raised all over again.

But then what? G-d had told Jacob in Harran to go back home (31:3 and 13), and
having got his wives to agree he set out ‘to go to Canaan to his father Isaac’
(31:18). Did he he know that his mother was already dead? This is nowhere
mentioned. He paused at Gilead when Laban caught up with him, they made an
agreement, and that may have delayed him a day or two. Then he sent to Esau, who
immediately set out to meet him, they met, got on well and parted. This may have
taken all in all a week or two. All was now ready for him to continue his journey
home after twenty years’ absence. Yet from that point on he delayed, he dragged
it out. Still in Trans-jordan, he built himself a house, and shelters for his animals,
which meant staying for some while – the rabbis say two years! Why? If his limp
(32:32) was a real handicap, he would have used it as an excuse for Esau!

Let us first get the picture straight. Jacob told Esau that he had young lambs –
he could not lie on that, Esau could see. Furthermore the reason he had had a three

4. The title of a once very popular song ‘Home James, and don’t spare the horses!’
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day start on Laban was that the latter had been shearing his sheep (31:19), so it was
springtime. After, let us assume, a very rainy winter, the Jordan would be
overflowing (as in the time of Joshua) and difficult to cross. Turn to Joshua 3:15,
where we see that the Jordan was full throughout the harvest season (spring), so
that normally the Israelites could not have crossed near Jericho, where the fords
were, at that time. But the next verse (Jos. 3:16) explains that they were a long way
from Adam. This suggests that at Adam (which the Arabs call Damya, further
north, facing Shechem, where there were also fords and near where Jacob was) it
would not have been so diffcult to cross. So that disposes of one excuse.

Eventually Jacob crossed the Jordan and went up the hill on the other side,
arriving at Salem in the district of Shechem, already ‘in Canaan’ (33:18). Here
again he lingered. He bought the plot of land on which he camped (which there
would be no reason for doing if he was only staying overnight), built an altar,
preached, and hung around long enough for his daughter Dinah to become bored
and start to make friends with the local girls – with disastrous results. Only after
the ensuing catastrophe, when he began to get a bit scared, and after a further push
from G-d (35:1), did he decide to get a move on and carry on to Bethel. How long
he stayed there we do not know, but the death of Deborah seems to have upset him,
and he moved further south. After Rachel’s death en route, he camped beyond
Migdal Eder, and an incident occurred with Reuben ‘while Israel was dwelling in
that area’ (35:22). Dwelling, not just camping. Finally he reached Hebron, to which
his father Isaac had moved from Beersheba where Jacob had left him (28:10).

Why all the dilly-dallying? Was Jacob afraid to face his father? The latter had
blessed him, they had parted on good terms notwithstanding the deceit over the
earlier blessing. His wives and children were nothing to be ashamed of. Was he
ashamed of the behaviour of Reuben, or of Simeon and Levi at Shechem? These
things happened after the main delay. The simple fact is that he left Harran in a
hurry to get home and see his father, and on the way he changed his mind and
slowed down drastically. What made him change his mind? If Deborah came out
to meet him, that would have been at Bethel or Shechem, it would have been to
make him hurry, and perhaps it did, but that was later.

The Torah does not give us any clue. The only idea it brings to mind is that in
fact he left Harran to go home to his parents (although it does not say so and
despite 31:18) and only on the way did he learn that his mother was dead. From
whom? Not from Deborah, who could not have got that far that quickly. So we
assume it was from Esau. He met Esau and naturally asked after his parents, and
only then learned that his mother, their mother, had died. This is only a guess, but
it is the only thing that fits – unless there was something else of great importance
about which the Torah is silent. Even this does not fully explain the delay. Why,
if his mother was dead (assuming that that was the reason) did he not want to hurry
to see his old, blind father? Perhaps he was embarassed at having to explain why,
having gone to find a wife, he did not simply bring one back straight away, without
his mother to help him with an excuse.
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TOUCHING THE RIGHT ChORD(S)

In earlier issues (KM IV, 13 ßÊÓÞ and V, 6 ßÈÑÊß) we considered cases where
a so-called keri uketiv – more correctly ketiv ukeri – merely draws attention to an
unusual spelling. (There are other types of ketiv ukeri which we have not
considered.) We noted cases where our modern vowel system has made these
comments redundant and at times even confusing, and many editions have removed
most of these, though unfortunately not all. There are cases where the vowel system
is not sufficient (e.g. ¼D ¼Ñ B ¼ÅWÑ) and the comment needs to be retained to avoid
misinterpretation; but here we have a case where again the vowel system is
insufficient, and the comment is needed, yet it is omitted in the first place!

In Deut. 32:9 we find ¼ÊLÕ LT which nobody can mis-read when there are vowels,
but without vowels it could be read (wrongly) as ¼D¼Õ DT; so a ketiv ukeri comment was
inserted (which Rabbi Breuer has now wisely removed). In Ex. 33:13 we find
¼F JÐ LÝUV ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅLÕ ¼ÎHÕ I×VÈ¼D ¼É, where there is no such comment; today it is not needed, but
without the vowels it was needed, as it could be read ¼F J]UÝ KV (singular instead of
plural), yet no comment was inserted. (Cf. ¼Î HIUÈ LÜ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DT ¼F JÛ LÙFÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, Is. 58:13, also a
plural in contrast with the singular ¼F DÛ DÙ JÌ later in the same verse.) However, in our
case here (Gen. 38:18) we do not find a comment ÎÝÜ ÏÎÑÎßÙ, and we need one,
since the vowel signs are not enough. Both the singular and the plural are
pronounced identically, but it is conventional to indicate the plural by putting a yod
before the ending. If here for whatever reason this is not done, so that it looks like
a singular (which it is not), a note should point this out. In fact we are naturally led
to translate it as a singular (‘your cord’ instead of ‘your cords’) and only know that
this is wrong from the appearance of the word ¼Ò¼Î HÑ¼Î Hß Db in a later verse (38:25).
(Admittedly the normal singular is ¼F DÑ¼Î Hß Db, but in this verse the use of the pausal form ¼F JÑ¼Î Hß Db in the singular
could be justified.)

Accepting that the writing and the pronunciation have been transmitted from
Sinai does not imply accepting that the comments about them were, and there is no
good reason not to use some sense in their application.

JOSEPH IN JAIL

There are references in Egyptian records to a special prison in a fortress called
Saru which was reserved for dangerous criminals and for political offenders (which
would include anyone who incurred the king’s displeasure), and this was under the
supervision of the Chief Executioner. Joseph was in neither of these categories, but
was obviously put there (39:20) because he was a personal prisoner of the Chief
Executioner.
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The appearance in jail of the Chief Butler and the Chief Baker has a fairly
obvious explanation. It is not unfair to assume that Pharaoh suddenly had pains in
his stomach, and attributed this to something he had eaten or drunk. The natural
reaction of someone in Pharaoh’s position was to imprison the people primarily
responsible for what he ate and what he drank. Recollecting this a year later, he
perhaps remembered earlier incidents, and decided that it was most likely that food
and not drink had been responsible. Or perhaps he missed his butler, not having
been able to replace him with a good one, but had found a better baker in the
meanwhile. So the former butler was restored to his position, while the former
baker suffered the penalty deserved by all bad Bakers.5

The prison governor put Joseph in charge of the prison, and left him to run it.
This had a few advantages: Joseph loved running things, and was most efficient;
the prison governor could relax and not worry, leaving Joseph to take all the
responsibility; and he could rely on Joseph to do a good job, for which he (the
governor) would take the credit.

Potiphar realised, when the king suddenly handed him two of his senior officials
to put in his prison, that they might one day come out, at which time they would
remember the way they were treated in gaol, and what they remembered could
rebound, for good or for bad, on Potiphar. It was prudent to look after them well,
and for this reason he (Potiphar himself, not the governor) appointed Joseph to take
care of them and serve them (40:4). Potiphar was no fool. One can visualise that
if they wanted anything they would ask Joseph, who, if he could not supply it,
would apply to Potiphar via the governor and would then find it provided. It was
in return for this service that lasted a year ( ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ 40:4), and not for merely
interpreting a dream, that Joseph later asked the butler to remember him on his
release – which the butler eventually did, but only after two years of forgetting.

Joseph’s remark that he had been stolen from ‘The country of the Hebrews’
shows that the Egyptians already used the term for people who came from ‘there’.
Later at the time of Moses, when the Israelite population had increased to such a
great extent that they constituted the vast majority of the ‘Hebrews’ in Egypt, did
the term ‘Hebrew’ become almost synonymous with ‘Israelite.’ (KM I, 9(32) ÝÉÆ).

Pictures on Egyptian murals depicting butlers do not have any significance for
us, but it is interesting to note that there are pictures of people carrying baskets of
bread and cakes on their heads. I do not know if any of them show a threetiered
basket carried on someone’s head.

5. A topical reference. The capital letter is not a mistake.
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EGYPTIAN CUSTOMS

MOSES OR EZRA?

Last year (KM IV, 11 ÞÇÎÊ & 12 ÎÌÎÊ) we mentioned some of the comments of
Professor A. S. Yahuda the Egyptologist, who considered various references in the
Torah to Egyptian customs. While his conclusions are not always based on very
sound logic, the facts and comparisons are well worth noting. He was faced, like
Cassuto, with the immense propaganda of the ‘Bible Critics’, but tackled the
problem from a different aspect. One of the main claims of these ‘critics’ was that
the earlier books of the Bible were written in Babylon many centuries later by Ezra.
Yahuda’s disproof is interesting.

It had already been argued that the details given in the Bible of ancient Egyptian
customs show that the author had an intimate knowledge of these, and thus must
have come out of Egypt at the time of Moses. This had been countered by
suggesting that the author somehow got to know, directly or indirectly, about
Egyptian customs. He may even have visited Egypt. Yahuda however, points out
that these details are mentioned casually, and without explanation. In contrast,
matters concerning Babylon, such as the way they built the Tower of Babel, are
explained, e.g. ‘They used bricks for stones and asphalt for mortar.’ This, he
declares, indicates not just that the author was familiar with Egyptian customs but
that he was writing for a readership who were familiar with them and did not need
explanations, but who were not familiar with Babylon and its customs. This is only
compatible with the books being written at about the time of the Exodus, and not
at the time of Ezra.

This is very sound. It also prevents an argument on whether the author was
human or divine being brought in as a red herring to confuse the issue. The dating
is determined not by the author but by the initial readership. Today we are not
inundated with the propaganda of these ‘critics’, because those who are interested
in the Bible in general are believers, and those who do not believe are on the whole
not interested in the first place, but we do occasionally meet people who throw the
‘criticism’ at us, and it is worth having a reply ready.

The nature of the customs mentioned, taken out of their Biblical context and put
into an Egyptian context, and then compared with more detailed historical
knowledge obtained from other sources, is also of interest in its own right. Yahuda
takes his examples from records, from ancient murals, and in particular from murals
and inscriptions in tombs, of which there is no dearth. As one example, we
mentioned in last week’s issue the pictures depicting bakers carrying baskets on
their heads.
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SEVEN COWS

Let us start with Pharaoh’s dream. The first thing he saw was a meadow in
which seven cows were grazing. This did not surprise him, since there was the
sacred cow of a certain goddess, and one appeared for each of seven districts,
making seven sacred cows in all. Pictures of seven cows have been found in
various places; in one of them they are feeding in a meadow. What worried Pharaoh
was the seven lean cows that followed, and then the ears of corn. His ‘scientists’
would naturally have been influenced by the first seven cows and tried to find
explanations that fitted with those of the goddess; Pharaoh found this unacceptable,
because of the later bits. Joseph, unencumbered with Egyptian religious ideas,
interpreted the seven cows as having nothing to do with the goddess, but
representing seven years, and to Pharaoh this ‘clicked’.

DRESS AND APPEARANCE

When summoned to appear before Pharaoh, Joseph’s presence was required as
an interpreter of dreams, and not as a common slave. It was therefore important that
he should appear looking ‘respectable’ and not as if he had just come out of prison,
so he had to change his clothes. All this is understandable, almost obvious. But the
question of shaving is different.

Yahuda points out that among the ‘Semites’,6 the people who lived to the north
of Egypt in Canaan and nearby, the beard was a sign of dignity and long hair was
something to be proud of. Only prisoners and slaves were shaved. In Egypt it was
the opposite: every self-respecting Egyptian would have a barber shave his beard
and head, unless he was in mourning, and only slaves and prisoners would grow
beards! To look respectable before Pharaoh, Joseph would have to shave (41:14).

EGYPTIAN PHRASES

There are a number of Hebrew phrases that Yahuda claims are exact translations
of frequently used Egyptian phrases, but this really proves nothing, since they are
not idioms but sensible phrases (like ‘years of famine’) which might just as well
exist in Hebrew anyway. However, he claims that Abrekh is not a translation, but
an Egyptian word meaning ‘Watch out’ (i.e. a polite way of saying ‘Get out of the
way!’); when the Arabs conquered Egypt this was translated into Arabic as balak
which is still – or was in Yahudah’s time not so long ago – shouted in the streets
of Cairo at pedestrians by drivers, especially drivers of animals.

Much more of relevant interest must be left for another time.

6. Historians call all these ‘Semites’, even though the Torah puts them as sons of Ham.
They were all relatively fair-skinned, the Egyptians darker, and the Sudanese black.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?

In Gen. 32:28-29 the man (angel?) with whom he had wrestled asked ‘What is
your name?’ to which he replied ‘Jacob.’ The other then said ‘Your name will no
more be said as Jacob, but Israel.’

Subsequently when G-d himself blessed Jacob at Bethel (35:10) he said ‘Your
name is Jacob. Your name will no longer be called Jacob, but your name will be
Israel’ – ‘then he [G-d] called his name Israel.’

Between twenty and thirty years later, at Beersheba, G-d himself again spoke ‘to
Israel ..... and said “Jacob, Jacob!”’(46:2).

From when his name was changed he is referred to almost alternately as Jacob
and Israel, though the latter became the family name. (The Neviim often refer to
the people, the nation, as ‘Jacob’, but that is only because the name Israel became
used for the Northern tribes, to the exclusion of Judah, and they wanted Judah
included in what they said, not as an addition but as an integral part.) It seems that
the new name Israel was intended to take over, but as he had been known all his
life as Jacob, that name was not easy to abandon – and it was not necessary to
abandon it. Jacob was not a bad name, it just was not good enough, and Israel was
better. Still, it is odd that having said ‘You will no longer be called Jacob’, G-d
himself called him by that name!

Why all this fuss? To contrast what happened much earlier, when Jacob’s
grandfather at the age of ninety-nine was told by G-d ‘Your name will no longer
be called Abram, your name will be Abraham’ (17:5). From that moment onwards,
the name Abram never again appears in the entire Tanakh, with only two exceptions
that speak for themselves. The first is in 1 Chron. 1:27, where the descendants of
Adam are listed and we find, after Terah, ‘Abram – he is Abraham’. (Note that in
the continuation ‘Jacob’ is not mentioned, see 1 Chr. 1:34 and 2:1. Incidentally,
we tend to read 1 Chr. 29:10 ‘G-d of our father Israel’ wrongly in our prayers.)
The second is in Nehemiah (9:7) when the Levites said ‘You are G-D the G-d who
chose Abram, brought him out of Ur of the Chaldees, and named him Abraham.’

Even when the servant went to Harran to find a wife for Isaac, he introduced
himself as ‘I am the servant of Abraham’ (Gen. 24:34), although they would not
have remembered their uncle by that name. Likewise the name Sarai is never again
mentioned after it was changed to Sarah.

It seems that while the name Jacob was not a bad name (despite Esau’s comment
in Gen. 27:36) and is still used to name people today, only that Israel gave more
honour and served also as a sort of title, the name Abram was not good, and was
not to be used except when relating Abraham’s early history, before his name was
changed. From then on it was necessary to abandon it. There is nothing anywhere
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to indicate why this should be, but so it is. The earlier name, unlike Jacob, is not
used to name people. (Possibly it had a connection with some idol, which would
explain why Terah used it and why it had to be later abandoned. Later on we
became less fussy, accepting Mordecai, a name associated with the Babylonian
national god Marduk who was restored by Cyrus – see also Is. 39:1 and Jer. 52:31.)
When modern Israelis call someone ¼ÒLÝ DÆ KÅ whose name is really ¼Ò LÉLÝ DÆ KÅ it is not a
mere case of bad pronunciation or of getting the name a bit wrong, it is a case of
insult (albeit unwitting), of calling someone by a name that for some (admittedly
unknown) reason should not be used. If the owner of the name objects, it is not a
matter of his being a fuss-pot, but of his not wishing to be insulted. The Talmud
discusses all this (Berachot 12b/13a).7

Talking of names, let us go higher. Whenever people in the Bible talk about G-d,
while they may talk of ¼Ò¼Î HÉÃ? EÅ (which is really a title rather than a name) they
almost invariably also either address him or refer to him somewhere or other by
name – even Abraham’s servant, Esau, Laban and Balaam do. I do not class as a
real exception someone who is only quoted once or twice – nor Melchizedek who
may have had some other deity in mind. The notable exception is Joseph, who
always refers to ¼Ò¼Î HÉÃ? EÅ+LÉ, and never once calls him by name! (Gen. 39:9; 40:8,
41:16, 25, 28, 32; 42:18 all spoken to Egyptians or as an Egyptian. But also 44:5,
7, 8, 9; 48:9; 50:24. In the last one at least we would have expected G-d’s name to
have been used.) Again, no explanation is being offered, only that your attention
is drawn to the fact.

Now dropping down considerably, we find Rameses (or a district named after
him) in 47:11 as ¼Ö IÖ DÓ D× KÝ, whereas in the Book of Exodus the town of that name is
referred to as ¼Ö IÖ DÓ K×KÝ. There are those who try to deduce things from this, but in
fact they are merely optional alternatives, just as you can have ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÓ DÌJÕ or ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÓEÌJÕ
with absolutely no difference whatever in meaning. Sometimes a silent sheva under
a Ì or × changes to a hataf and then if before a sounded sheva it becomes a full
vowel, at other times in the same circumstances it does not. Incidentally the name
of Nebuchadnezzar is spelt seven different ways (different letters, never mind
vowels) in Hebrew in the Tanakh, rivalling Shakespear’s six ways of spelling his
own name! Here we have ¼Ö IÖ DÓ D× KÝ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ, the district (or county) of Rameses, and later
in Ex. 1:11 they built a town of that name, which may or may not have been in that
district, and may or may not have been named after the same Rameses (name of
more than one Pharaoh). The one they left from (Ex. 12:37, Num. 33:3) would
obviously be the district where they initially settled, as here.

7. I thank Rabbi Yitzhak Frank for pointing this out after the article first apppeared.
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JACOB’S LAST WISH

It is interesting to compare the direct way in which Jacob spoke to all the sons
regarding his tomb, with what he had said earlier to Joseph. To them he pointed out
in detail the positive side – the Machpelah at Hebron was where Abraham was
buried with Sarah, where Isaac was buried with Rebecca, and where he himself had
buried Leah. He himself wanted to be buried in the same place (49:29ff). To Joseph
he simply said that as he was about to join his ancestors he would like to be buried
in the same place (47:30). At a later date he made an apparently totally irrelevant
remark about his having buried Rachel on the road to Bethlehem. This was to be
connected with his earlier wish, later to be repeated to the other brothers, that he
be buried at Hebron. Despite everything, he wanted to be buried with Leah and not
with Joseph’s mother Rachel, and Joseph was being asked to accept this wish
without question.

Note the word ¼ÉIÕ DÜ HÓ (49:32) where we would have expected ¼ßKÕ DÜ HÓ, purchase, the
former word normally meaning livestock.

Incidentally, note also that in 48:6 ¼F DfUÈ KÑDÓ does not mean ‘birthplace’ but
‘family’, as does ¼Ê¼Î HÆ LÅ ßÎ IÆ (50:22) – see KM I, 15(38) ÌÝÜ, II, 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ and
especially III, 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ. This is followed by LfUÈ KÑ¼D ¼É ¼Ý JIFÅ futureperfect ‘[any] that you
will have caused to be born’.

AN EGYPTIAN FUNERAL

We have observed that ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ in 50:6 means ‘went up’ and in 50:9 means ‘took
up’ (KM II 12 ÎÌÎÊ) and that the cortège did not go directly to Hebron but to
Transjordan, presumably because the locals would have taken the arrival of such
a large Egyptian camp as an invasion (ibid.). We find an interesting description of
the funereal rites that preceded Jacob’s burial and the effect this had on the local
inhabitants. On this Yahuda has some interesting comments, the following being
based on what he has written.

Jacob’s funeral rites were performed first of all in Egypt in accordance with
Egyptian customs. This involved embalming him (without which his body could not
have been transported) with the requisite forty days, and a seventy-day period of
mourning for a distinguished person (50:3). On arrival in Transjordan, funeral rites
were conducted in accordance with Canaanite traditions. The significant part (says
Yahuda) was the use of the threshing floor at The Atad. ‘In Syria ..... we find [at
the time Yahudah wrote, some 60-70 years ago] that the most distinctive honour
bestowed upon a great citizen was to carry his remains on a threshing board
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accompanied by the whole population of the village to a threshing floor, which
usually lies on the top of a hill.’ There a mourning takes place for seven days, with
‘women crying and tearing their hair, men sitting round the bier beating their
hearts, clapping their hands and uttering loud lamentations mixed with panegyrics
in praise of the deceased.’ According to Yahuda, the Torah mentions the threshing
floor to emphasise that once outside Egypt, traditional non-Egyptian mourning
rituals were performed. (This would have been in accordance with Jacob’s
instructions, not recorded – see 50:12, unless that verse refers to what follows,
which seems less likely from the syntax.) The local inhabitants did not witness an
Egyptian-style mourning (50:11), but one of a style with which they were familiar
yet conducted apparently by Egyptians, so they called it an Egyptian mourning.
Remember, many Egyptians came with Joseph, and even the Israelites would in the
main have looked like Egyptians in their dress and perhaps clean-shaven.

Yahuda’s opinion that The Atad was ‘across the Jordan from the viewpoint of
one living to the east of it’ near Hebron is not acceptable. The sons of Jacob carried
him from The Atad ‘to the Land of Canaan’ (50:13), i.e. they were not yet there.
The Atad was in Transjordan, where they went for reasons suggested above (and
see KM II 12 ÎÌÎÊ). This does leave us with a puzzle as to why the local inhabitants
are referred to as ‘Canaanites’ (50:11). Allowing that this was a loose term that
could include Amorites, the latter did not come to Transjordan until the time of
Sihon, a contemporary of Moses! He defeated the descendants of Lot (Ammonites
and Moabites who would never have been classed as Canaanites) who had con-
quered the aborigines (Deut. 2:20-21 and see Gen.14:5), also not Canaanites. It is
hard to find a satisfactory answer, four possibilities, all a bit forced, being:

(a) some Canaanites were living there at the time, for which there is no evidence;

(b) aborigines were referred to as Canaanites – unlikely;

(c) The Atad was in a sparsely populated place near the Jordan, and the Canaanites
who saw them and re-named the place were those living opposite on the other side
of the Jordan – which does not fit the text very neatly;

(d) the locals were not really Canaanites at all, but were referred to as such because
they were called Canaanites and thought of as such by the Egyptians. The latter did
not distinguish, much as Europeans used at one time to confuse Chinese and
Japanese (to the justified annoyance of both). In that case, it is not easy (though not
impossible) to justify the Torah calling them Cananites.

All the same, any suggestion that The Atad was on the West Bank creates far
more problems than it solves.
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A /RMOSE BY ANY OTHER NAME 8

(The second “s” of ‘Moses’ is merely an ending added in Greek or Latin, so it
is not so terrible to leave it out.) There has been considerable discussion on the
origin of the name Moses and the reason for it given in Ex. 2:10, particularly on
the meaning of the word ¼X ¼É Hß¼Î HI DÓ. Those who are quite sure about it, though they
may differ among themselves, tend to overlook certain points in reaching their
conclusions. It is also not quite certain who chose the name – mother or princess.

Assuming that the name ¼É JIÃÓ is not a translation (which it is almost certainly
not), the name must be Egyptian. Whatever it means in Egyptian does not really
matter, since names in Biblical times were not often invented. If ¼ÉLÎUÝ KÐ DË originally
meant ‘G-d has remembered’ or something similar, it then became a popular name,
and eventually no longer (as the dictionaries claim) means that, but simply means
‘Zechariah’, a name. However, when choosing a name attention was paid to its
significance. For instance, we find that the names given by Leah and later by Moses
to their children were names chosen as being appropriate because they could be
associated with an idea the parent wished to convey. Otherwise the names of Leah’s
children would have been closer to the ‘reasons’ she gave; and in particular Moses
took a name, Eliezer, that already existed (see Gen. 15:2), and used it for a given
reason (Ex. 18:4). The word ‘because’ does not imply that the name was invented
to match the reason. In order to justify a connection, obscure rare words were often
used (e.g. for Zebulun, Gen. 30:20). The connection is even further distant in 1
Sam. 1:20 – ¼Ê¼Î Hf DÑ HÅ DI ¼ ¼É IÓ ¼Î H] ¼Ñ IÅ¼X ¼Ó DI ¼D ¼Ó DI ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅLÝ DÜ HfKÊ. We should have expected
Hannah either to give ‘G-d has listened’ as the reason, or to have kept the reason
and called her son Saul, not Samuel!

Here if the name ‘Moses’ was Egyptian and the reason was that given, how
come there is a similarity in Hebrew? We need one in Egyptian, a totally different
language!

The Hebrew verb root ÉIÓ occurs only once more in the Tenakh, in 2 Sam.
22:17 ¼Ò¼Î HT KÝ ¼ÒHÎ K_ HÓ ¼ÎHÕ II DÓKÎ (Psalm 18:17 is a mere repetition) where it is found not in
the kal but in the hifil form. There the idea is to rescue from the water, and the
same is probably true here – to save or rescue, rather than to draw out. But we
want an Egyptian similarity, not a Hebrew one!

Now the Egyptian form of the name ¼É JIÃÓ could mean ‘son of the water’ or just
‘child’, or any other of the meanings suggested, or none of them – something quite
different. But it looked or sounded as if it was connected with an Egyptian word
that implied finding someone in, or taking them from, the water, and so Pharaoh’s

8. ‘A rose by any other name would smell as sweet’ – Shakespear (Romeo & Juliet).
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daughter used it. And the Hebrew? It could have been a rare word that quite by
chance sounded similar and had a somewhat similar meaning. (Compare how the
Biblical Hebrew word ÝXf, meaning ‘to explore’, sounds very much like the
English word ‘tour’, which is very vaguely and distantly similar in meaning, and
for that reason was chosen in Modern Hebrew to translate the English ‘tour’,
although there is absolutely no etymological connection.) Another possibility is that
the Egyptian word was deliberately Hebraised for the occasion. English-speaking
Jews adopt words from Yiddish and talk about ‘to shockle’, ‘to daven’, conjugate
them (davening, davened) and use them – something seen waggling in the breeze
‘was shockling’. This could explain ¼ÎHÕ II DÓKÎ, the word being taken from here. In
brief, there is no occasion here to jump to conclusions.

HOW MUCH? OR HOW MANY?

The words ¼ßJÕÃ] Dß KÓ in 5:8 and ¼Ô JÐÃf in 5:18 seem to mean the same thing, and the
same applies where both words appear in the same verse in Ezekiel 45:11. There
(and elsewhere) they are translated as ‘measure’, but here the context seems to
force out the meaning ‘number’ or ‘quantity’ or ‘tally’ (Old English ‘tale’). The
dictionaries explain that quantity is a sort of measurement, and thus a derived
meaning. While one cannot blame King James for this, Yahuda points out an
interesting fact – Egyptian inscriptions and pictures show walls being measured,
and he says that the Egyptians did not count their bricks, they measured them. We
do not find here the word ¼Ý Kb DÖ HÓ, and it seems that the translation ‘the measurement
of bricks’ is more correct.

Another word is ¼Ý IÍWI, which is derived form a root that originally meant ‘to
write’, only that while Yahuda claims that it is an Egyptian word, Gesenius says
it is Arabic, and Jastrow that it is Aramaic from the Assyrian. They all agree that
¼Ò¼ÎVÝ DÍWI were scribes who had authority as overseers, their job being to both enforce
and record what was done. Later, the word stressed the enforcing aspect, hence the
Modern Hebrew ‘policeman’ – but Deut. 16:18 needs care in interpretation. (The
law probably demands not only enforcers but also recorders.) Compare how the
English word clerk has diverged from its originally alternative spelling cleric.
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THE MYSTERY PLAGUE

The fourth of the Ten Blows (‘plagues’) that attacked Egypt was that of ¼ÆÃÝ L×,
and nobody knows what it was. There is a tendency to identify any unknown word
with a known word somewhere at all costs, so since the root ÆÝ× – probably the
most overworked root in the entire Biblical Hebrew language – often has a meaning
connected with mixing, it must mean that here! A mixture.

There is absolutely no justification for this, but first let us take the opportunity
to make an interesting digression.

DOUBLE-USE LETTERS

The Hebrew alphabet has twenty-two letters (ignoring the ‘final’ letters which
were introduced later), each pronounced differently. Where pronunciation has
merged, e.g. between Í and ß or between ] and Ü, this is relatively recent (and
many Jews from Arabic-speaking countries have preserved the original till to-day).

However, there were more than twenty-two sounds (just as in Hebew’s sister-
language Arabic still has), and the alphabet was clearly not designed for use in the
Hebrew of the time, but for another, perhaps similar, language from which it was
borrowed. In this similar language certain sounds had already merged, so that only
twenty-two remained. Hebrew had to sometimes make one letter do the work of
two. Even today the letter Þ still represents two different sounds with different
meanings.9 (Originally each of these sounds differed from both Ö and Û, so that
there were four “s” sounds – but remember the shiboleth!) The Masoretes invented
a system – a dot on top on the right I or over the centre (nowadays on the left K)
to distinguish the pronunciation which still differed in their day (as today).

However, there were other cases where a letter could have either of two (or
more) different sounds which had already merged by the time of the Masoretes, but
had not yet merged two thousand years ago, when the Bible was translated into
Greek. One of these is ×. Nowadays most of us do not pronounce this at all, but
some do. The Arabs have two different letters – ‘ayin and ghayin, the latter being
roughly the sound you make when you gargle – and they pronounce each of them.
Changing from one to the other in a root changes the meaning, yet even Biblical
Hebrew used only one letter for both.

Like us, the Greeks and Romans could not pronounce either ‘ayin or ghayin; so
when, in the course of translating, they had to transliterate names, they chose the
nearest. The nearest to the true ‘ayin was simply to leave it out, so they rendered

9. A dagesh kal distinguishes sounds with the same meaning.
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¼ÒLÝ DÓ K× as Amram, ¼ÉLÎUÝKËF× as Azariah, and so on. But the nearest to the ‘ghayin was
“G”, so ¼ÉLY K× became Gaza, ¼É LÝÃÓF× became Gomorrah, and so on. The Arabs, who
retain the “gh” sound to this day, do not write Gaza in English, but spell it Ghaza,
and ¼I¼D ¼× ¼X ¼T KÅ as Abu Ghosh.

So of the many different meanings of the root ÆÝ×, some are from the root with
an ‘ayin, as for instance Arab and Arabia, which have an ‘ayin in Arabic, while
others such as ¼Æ JÝ J× evening, and ¼Æ LÝF× KÓ west, come from a root with ghayin. (The
Arabic for ‘west’, used for Western North-Africa, is maghreb.)

Apart from the multitude of words derived from the many basic meanings of the
two forms of ÆÝ× (‘ayin and ghayin) there is ¼ÆIÝÃ× a raven, which is probably
connected with none, and likewise the plural ¼Ò¼Î HÆLÝF× willows which is not found in
the singular. (Only in Mishnaic Hebrew do we find the feminine ¼É LÆ LÝF× and ¼ß¼D ¼ÆLÝF×.)

Returning to ¼ÆÃÝ L×, the ‘fourth blow’, this is a third, certainly neither a bird nor
a tree, but something specific, not a mixture. It must belong to the animal kingdom,
or it would not come and go quickly. To enter – and actually fill – all the houses
is not appropriate for large animals. To also fill the ground on which they are
(8:17) precludes small flying insects such as mosquitoes. Locusts were a separate
thing, to come later. Crawling insects are too similar to the previous case – ¼Ò¼Î H̀ H].
Finally, when they went, they all disappeared (8:27), as happened later to the
locusts that could have been useful dead as food, but not to the frogs which were
an added nuisance when they died. Some sort of edible small animal or reptile?
Mice or rats would bring the plague (as happened to the Philistines when they took
the Ark) and this is not mentioned. Furthermore they had just had the frogs. So
what was the ¼ÆÃÝ L×? Some suggest a plague of Arab terrorists!

OTHER PROBLEMS

The epidemic ( ¼Ý JÆ JV) attacked the Egyptian livestock – horses, donkeys, camels,
cattle, and –– ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ! The latter, sheep and goats, were an abomination to the
Egyptians! So why were they there?

The hail was to kill not just the animals, but the slaves that were left out on the
land whose masters would not take them indoors. This is hard to reconcile with
justice. Perhaps in the end they did not die – it nowhere says that they did, just that
they would. Even so, there were presumably Israelites among them (Ex. 1:14).

A grammatical problem arises with the word ¼Ô IÅ LÓ that occurs a few times (e.g.
9:2). We find elsewhere ¼Ô IÅ IÓ, the piel, so that the participle expected is ¼Ô IÅ LÓ DÓ.
Maybe that is indeed the correct form, but following ¼Ò HÅ this would give us the
letter 2 three times in succession without a full vowel in between them (¼3 I$ L2 D2 ¼1 H$).

Compare how ¼Å¼X ¼É KÉ ¼ÉLÑ DÎ K̂ KT is often shortened to ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼É LÑ DÎ K̂ KT to avoid repetition of the
letter, even though one letter is silent and there is a vowel. (In Modern Hebrew one
meets with a shudder the word for a financier – ¼Ô I_ KÓ DÓ – and far worse ‘money from
financiers’ – ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ DÓ KÓ D_ HÓ ¼Ô¼D ¼Ó LÓ.)
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A MAN’S A MAN FOR A’ THAT

The above quotation from Scotland’s National Poet, ‘Rabbi’ (Robert) Burrrrrns
(the only Rabbi who was never a Jew) introduces a correction to a bit of a muddle
that has led to Pharaoh’s words being misunderstood. Not that it makes him any
better, but we might as well get it right.

The word ¼ÒLÈ LÅ, apart from being the name of the first man (Adam), is often used
to mean just ‘a man’ or ‘a person’, or just ‘man’ or ‘mankind’ in general, not
excluding a woman or women. (For ‘a person’, sometimes ¼I JÙJÕ is used, but that is
not relevant here.) The word itself has no plural, but ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼Ô JT is sometimes used as
an alternative, and from this a plural may be formed, ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼ÎIÕ DT.

Another word, once the name of Adam’s grandson, is synonymous but used less
often. It likewise has no plural – ¼I¼D¼ÕEÅ, and again we find ¼I¼D¼ÕEÅ ¼Ô JT.

The common word for ‘man’ or ‘a man’ (male, as opposed to ‘woman’), is ¼I¼Î HÅ.
It is believed by some grammarians to be a corruption of DI DÕ HÅ, though others
disagree – we need not enter into that controversy. (Sometimes, in legal issues, it is used,

as in English law, to include a woman. For instance, if the law says that a man who steals or murders
receives a certain punishment, that applies equally to a woman who does the same thing. But that is a legal

convention and not implied in the word itself. This distinction is important here.) The word has an
irregular plural, ¼Ò¼Î HILÕFÅ, which means ‘men’ as opposed to ‘women’.

It also has two irregular feminines: the first, ¼É LJ HÅ (for ¼É LI DÕ HÅ), is only used in
the ‘absolute’, and never with a suffix. The second, ¼ß JI IÅ (of uncertain derivation),
is nearly always used only in the construct (woman of), and with suffixes (e.g.
¼F Df DI HÅ). These words also means ‘wife’, while ¼I¼Î HÅ is sometimes used for ‘husband’,
though other words are more often used which we will not bring in here. The
feminine plural is even more odd – ¼Ò¼Î HILÕ with construct ¼Î II DÕ.

Finally, an alternative to ¼I¼Î HÅ, more ‘poetic’ and far less common, though with
different vowels it is the standard in Aramaic, is ¼Ý JÆJU, with a regular plural ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÆ DU,
and no feminine. (‘Males’ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝLÐ DË are sometimes referred to collectively as ¼Ý¼X ¼ÐLË. ‘A
male’ is ¼ÝLÐLË, which does not mean ‘mankind’ as King James claims. ‘Mankind’ is
¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ or ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼ÎIÕ DT.)

[ ¼Ý JÆJU must not be confused with similar words that mean other things – ¼Ý¼Î HÆ DU a
strong man, ¼É LÝ¼Î HÆ DU a queen-dowager, i.e. the widow of the deceased king who as
former queen maintains a certain status – it never means anything else – or ¼ßJÝ JÆ DU
a mistress, not in the sense of a concubine but as the feminine of ‘master’, whose
plural is ¼ß¼D ¼Ý LÆ DU and definitely not ¼ß¼D ¼Ý¼Î HÆ DU.]

The muddle arises in Modern Hebrew, where they not only change usage, but
teach wrongly in the schools. They use ¼I¼Î HÅ to mean ‘a personality’, and have
invented a new plural for it, ¼Ò¼Î HI¼Î HÅ. They teach that ¼Ò¼Î HILÕFÅ is the plural of ¼IDÕEÅ,
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which it never was, and use this plural to mean ‘people’, i.e. men and women
combined. For ‘man’ (as against ‘woman’) they use ¼Ý JÆJU with its regular plural, and
for women they have invented a new plural ¼ß¼D ¼ILÕ. In addition they confuse ¼ß¼D ¼Ý LÆ DU
with ¼ß¼D ¼Ý¼Î HÆ DU.

Specifically we tend to wrongly apply the use of the word ¼Ò¼Î HILÕFÅ for ‘people’
to the words of Pharaoh’s advisers in 10:7. What they advised was to release the
men, so that when Pharaoh used the alternative ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÆ DU in verse 11, he was merely
repeating what they said, and not adding any further restriction of his own. He may
not even have used a different word, because he certainly said whatever he said in
Egyptian, and not in Hebrew.

[Women are not expressly mentioned, either by Moses in his request or by Pharaoh in his refusal, but
children are (Moses includes ‘daughters’). It is assumed that if the children stay at home, the women stay
with them, and if the women go with the men, they take their children. The options were therefore ‘men
alone’ or everyone.]

A small point, but by not paying attention to such small points we sometimes
make tremendous mistakes. A midrash in the Talmud attributes major calamities
that have befallen the Jews to the failure of Joab to do his duty properly – simply
because (before the days of written vowels) he read ÝÐË as ¼ÝKÐ DË instead of ¼ÝJÐIË!

EXPULSION

In 11:1 ¼Ò JÐ Dß JÅ ¼IIÝLÇ DÎ ¼I IÝLU SSS ¼D ¼Ì D̂ KI D] SSSSS ¼ÒJÐ Dß JÅ ¼Ì K̂ KI DÎ. The piel form of ÌÑI has, as
already explained (KM II, 15 ÅÆ), three meanings: to release, to see someone off,
and to expel or drive out. (In Gen. 12:20 it is not certain which is intended. The use
instead of the kal in the sense of ‘to send’ is extremely rare.) The third meaning is
synonymous with ¼IIÝLU, to drive out, to expel, and as a derived meaning, to divorce
(a wife). The two words are to a large extent interchangeable.

Here, and throughout the preceding chapters, KÌ Î KI has the first meaning, to
release. (‘Let my people go!’) To emphasise the third meaning it is necessary to use
the other word, ¼I IÝLU, which cannot be misunderstood in the context. ‘When he
finally releases you, he will drive you out with force.’

FIRSTBORNS

‘The slave-girl who [kneels] behind the mill’ (11:5). Yahuda points out that
grinding the corn was the lowest level to which a woman slave could sink. Note
that Pharaoh’s firstborn was the firstborn of a man, all the others connected with
this, both at the time and in the laws to remember it by, are firstborns of women.
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SABBATH MOVEMENTS

Ex. 16:29 ¼Î H× HÆ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KT ¼D ¼ÓÃÜ D_ HÓ ¼I¼Î HÅ Å IÛIÎ ¼Ñ KÅ referred in its original narrow context
to not leaving the camp to look for manna. One who went to look for manna would
carry a container with him in which to put it, and so the rabbis deduced that the
essential prohibition in its more general sense was against carrying into, out of, or
more than a limited distance (about two yards) within, a so-called ‘public domain’
on the Sabbath. [The term ‘public domain’ ¼Ò¼Î HT KÝ LÉ ¼ß¼XIUÝ has a special technical
meaning in respect of the Sabbath which is not its normal meaning, as for instance
with respect to damage and injury. This need not concern us here.]

Some also take it fairly literally to mean that on the Sabbath a person may not
leave his settlement (town, village or isolated habitation together with its environs
up to a certain distance), though others maintain that this prohibition is rabbinic.
Still, even those who consider that merely leaving the area is a Biblical offence
admit that it is something that may not be done on the Sabbath, but it is not an
integral part of the essential Sabbath law. One who disobeys commits a sin, but is
not considered to have actually profaned the Sabbath, as is one who disobeys the
general law ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼Ñ LÐ ¼É JKF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ . Carrying, however, is put on the same level as the
more general ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, and one who disobeys profanes the Sabbath in exactly
the same way.

All the same, and this is the point which we are making here, carrying is not
included in ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×. It is an additional prohibition placed alongside, equally
serious, but separate. This is made perfectly clear in Jeremiah 17:21-22

HÒLÑ LI¼X ¼Ý DÎ ¼Î IÝF× KI DT ¼Ò Jß ¼Å IÆFÉKÊ ¼ß LT KJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DT Å LL KÓ ¼X ¼Å DK Hf ¼Ñ KÅ DÊ SSS
SSS ¼X ¼KF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ÑLÐ DÊ B ¼ß LT KJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DT ¼Ò JÐ¼Î IfLT HÓ ¼Å LL KÓ ¼X ¼Å¼Î HÛ¼D ¼ß ¼ÅWÑ DÊ

and again in verse 24 (loc. cit.)

A ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼Ñ L] ¼ÉÃT ¼ß¼D ¼KF× ¼Î Hf DÑ HÆ DÑ SSSSS ¼Å LL KÓ ¼Å¼Î HÆ LÉ ¼Î Hf DÑ HÆ DÑ
The word ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ refers not to activity, but to an end-product which is made or

acquired (as explained in KM II, 23 ÎÈÊÜÙ) and with carrying there is no end-
product. Here we have the Torah law as expressed in Torah language.

Later, in rabbinic (Talmudic) language, the same Torah law was expressed
differently. ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ came to mean ‘activity’ and was extended to include carrying,
which carried the same penalties as other forbidden activities if performed on the
Sabbath. However, as carrying was not included in the Torah use of the term, it
was not considered to be forbidden on Festivals (apart from Kippur which is treated
as a Sabbath). Much the same applies to fire, where the word Sabbath is
emphasised (Ex. 35:3, and see KM IV, 22 ÑÉÜÎÊ). Striking a match on a Festival
(other than Kippur) is banned only rabbinically.
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Something similar occurs with the word ¼ÌKÆJË which in Biblical language refers
to the slaughter of an animal for meat, usually but not necessarily as a sacrifice or
offering. This was in direct contrast to ¼É LÑ¼D ¼×, an animal offering that was intended
not to be eaten. But in rabbinic language the word ¼ÌKÆJË was restricted to offerings,
and at the same time extended to include the ¼ÉLÑ¼D ¼×. Many words used in the Tenakh
changed their meaning in rabbinic times; sometimes the rabbis were certainly aware
of this, but at other times they appear not to have been.

OUR LONGEST-STANDING ENEMIES

¼Ò¼Î Hf DIHÑ Db ¼ÚJÝ JÅ ¼E JÝ JV. Just as today newspapers write about ‘Greece’ meaning ‘the
Greek people’ (or the government that represents them) and so on, this idiom
appears in the Bible. More so, the names are almost invariably those of a people;
if the country is meant it is usual to precede this with ¼Ú JÝ JÅ or ¼É IÈ DK (cf. Scotland
= Scot-Land), though this is sometimes omitted. Thus ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ does not mean
‘the Land of Egypt’, but simply ‘Egypt’, and ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ is strictly speaking ‘the
Egyptians’. The people were generally known collectively by the singular name,
without the definite article – Moab, Ammon, Aram, Midian, Israel and so on.
However, a collective noun, though strictly a singular, could (in Hebrew) take
either a singular or a plural verb. (Compare ¼Ò L× LÉ). Exceptionally, the tribes of
Canaan were known by the so-called ‘gentilic’ name, with the article, but in the
singular. ‘The Hittites’ was ¼Î Hf HÌ KÉ, not ¼Ò¼Î Hf HÌ KÉ, and so forth. An individual was
known by the ‘gentilic’ name (the word though not in my dictionary is used in
grammar books) ¼Î HÑ IÅLÝ DKHÎ B¼Î H_KÝFÅ B¼Î HÆ LÅ¼D ¼Ó B¼ÎHÕ¼D ¼_ K× B¼Î HÓÃÈFÅ etc., but it was not usual to use
this in the plural for the whole nation. We do find ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ DÛ H_ KÉ (Deut. 26:6) but it is
unusual. (Gen. 12:12 refers not to the whole people but to a few of them that they
might happen to meet at different times.)

So where we would otherwise expect to find ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db KÉ we find simply ¼Ò¼Î Hf DIHÑ Db,
not only in the Torah but very often in the books of Judges and Samuel. Alright,
so in that case, why the plural? Why not the singular?

The only answer that makes sense is that it is not a plural, ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db is a singular!
It simply has a misleading ending (see KM V, 5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ) that makes it look like a
plural! For evidence of this, see Gen. 10:14, and at the same time note ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ as
it appears in context in 10:6. Thus the word is a singular, but being a collective can
be translated as a plural (just like ‘Moab’ meaning ‘the Moabites’). For all that,
both ¼Ò¼Î Hf DIHÑ Db and ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ have what appear in Hebrew to be plural endings, so these
were dropped in forming the gentilic names ¼ÎVÝ DÛ HÓ B¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db (not ¼Î HÓ¼Î Hf DIHÑ Db), and once,
using poetic licence, even for the country itself ¼ß JILÑ Db (Ex. 15:14). It sems that even
the speakers of Hebrew were a bit confused. Why the Canaanite tribes were
described differently, even in Gen. 10:16-18 where we would least expect it, is
another question.
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)<>-Series V No. 17

SEEING IS BELIEVING?

There is a considerable amount of puzzlement (a good word – might as well use
it somewhere) over the verse in Chapter 20 10

SSSSS ¼ßWÑ¼D ¼d KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ò¼Î HÅÃÝ ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÑLÐ DÊ
King James translates ¼ßWÑ¼D ¼Ü as ‘thunderings’ and ÑDÜ later in the verse as ‘noise’.
In the context, both are correct – the word means ‘sound’, usually but not always
‘voice’, and for once we do not criticise him. The problem is, how can anyone, let
alone an entire people, ‘see’ a sound, whether a voice, a noise or thunder?

The answer is, of course, that they did not! ¼ÉÃÅLÝ means to perceive, usually with
the eyes (i.e. to see) but not always. Generally, for other forms of perception there
are specific verbs (e.g. to hear, feel, smell etc.), but when you want one word to
cover more than one sense, this is the one you choose. In English we would split
it up – the people heard the noises, saw the flames, and so on. Hebrew did not find
this necessary – that is all, and there is no need for esoteric explanations. As we
use the verb ‘see’ in English in a figurative sense, we are not surprised to find the
same use in Hebrew – e.g. Ex. 8:11, Gen. 2:19; 28:6, 8 and especially Gen. 42:1,
where Jacob, in Canaan, saw (i.e. heard) that there was food in Egypt. Hebrew goes
further and uses it to mean ‘perceive’.

NOT ONLY GOLD AND SILVER

In the next paragraph*, note the punctuation:

A ¼Ò½JÐLÑ ¼XY¼KF× Kß ¼Å_WÑ ¼Æ eLÉLË ¼Î ÎÉWÑ ¼ÅIÊ i¼Ø JÖjJÐ ¼Î[IÉWÑ EÅ ¼ÎXHf HÅ ¼Ô¼XY¼KF× Kß ¼Å_WÑ
Three points are worth pointing out here. First, the punctuation shows up King
James as wrong once again. The text does not put gods of silver with the first verb
and gods of gold with the second. The first part says ‘You are not to make with
me’ and no object is specified. Perhaps ‘make’ is not the right word in the context,
and ‘acquire’ or even ‘provide’ is a bit nearer. If we translate it as ‘You are not to
have together with me’ that may not be literally correct, but it does in one way
convey the idea better. It means that you are not to attempt to put or associate G-d
in any sort of partnership with any other ‘authority’,11 as is done in some semi-
idolatrous religions. The rest of the verse prohibits making (or again, acquiring or
providing yourself with) gods of silver or gold.

10. Different editions number the verses there differently, so no verse numbers are given.

11. But copyright of a correct Torah text is shared by (Moses and) Mosad Harav Kook!
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The second point is that the final word ¼ÒJÐLÑ is not emphasised (which would
imply that you may make them for someone else) but is idiomatic. We often find
¼F DÑ in the singular or ¼ÒJÐLÑ in the plural added on after a verb, especially after an
imperative ( ¼F DÑ? ¼ÌKÑ DI ¼F DÑ?¼E JÑ) – see KM III, 40 ÜÑÆ (para. beginning ¼F DÑ¼? ¼ÌKÝ DT) – and
we could translate it here (allowing ‘make’ for illustration) as ‘You are not to make
yourselves silver or golden gods’, the word ‘yourselves’ being an idiomatic
addition, that does not imply that you may make them for others. Without it, the
word ‘make’ would be over-emphasised. By contrast, ‘You are not to make ..... for
yourselves’ would be emphatic, and a bad translation here. This is not obvious to
everyone, and should be pointed out when teaching.

The third point about the verse is the use of two different forms ¼Ô¼X ¼KF× Kß and
¼X ¼KF× Kß. The form with the nun, which can be generalised as ¼Ô¼X ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ B¼Ô¼X ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf instead
of the form given in the grammar books ¼X ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ B¼X ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf (for the second and third
persons masculine plural of verbs in the imperfective), is very common in the
Torah and in the Psalms. We are often told that the nun is a ‘poetic addition’, but
it is found in many places, such as here, where there is no justification for a
‘poetic’ form. In fact it is neither poetic nor an addition, but the original form!
While in Biblical Hebrew it is ‘obsolescent’ (i.e. on the way out), it is preserved
in Aramaic as the standard – take a look in Onkelos! While the nun, coming at the
end of the word, tended to drop out in Hebrew, it remained in the feminine ¼¹ DÆÃf DÐ Hf
(usually, but not always, written as ¼ÉLÕ DÆÃf DÐ Hf) because it is followed by a vowel.

..... BUT NO NOISE HERE!

The next verse and its sequel tell us that the altar is to be made of earth, or (see
also Deut. 27:6) of complete uncut stones. (The later instructions for the use of
copper seem to refer to the cover – see KM IV, 19 ÉÓÊÝß and 20 ÉÊÛß.) The
objection to hewn stones, that ‘your sword has profaned it’, only makes sense if
there was no clear distinction between a sword and a knife and whatever was used
for cutting stone. But why? Because the sword is used to kill people? The same
tool, a metal knife, is used to slaughter the animal that is offered on the altar!
Rashbam claims that cutting the stone with metal profanes it because in the process
the stone is usually dressed (i.e. carved). But there would be no point in doing this
if the stones are covered with metal and not seen.

All this must not be confused with the building of Solomon’s Temple. The
Temple (not the altar) was built of cut stones (1 Kings 5:31 ¼ß¼ÎHËLU), but out of
respect the noise of cutting was avoided by doing it all at the quarry and not on site
(read 1 Kings 6:7 carefully, where ¼É LÓ IÑ DI means ‘ready-made’ on arrival, not as in
Deut. 27:6 where ‘whole stones’ means as found).
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1-,8=2(Series V No. 18

CLOAK AND DAGGER

Last week we discussed the ban on carving altar stones with a dagger ( ¼Æ JÝ JÌ –
one would hardly use a full-sized sword!), and this week we find (22:25-26)

¼D ¼ÝÃ× DÑ ¼D ¼ßLÑ DÓ HK ¼Å¼Ê HÉ SSSSSS ¼F J× IÝ ¼ß KÓ DÑ KK ¼ÑÃT DÌ Kf ¼ÑÃÆ LÌ ¼Ò HÅ
It is possible – in fact probable – that ¼ÉLÑ DÓ HK means ‘a garment’ and ¼É LÓ DÑ KK, with

two letters interchanged, is the name given to a particular type of garment, as Ibn
Ezra explains here in his ‘short’ commentary. According to Rashi (and almost
everyone else) the two words are synonyms; it follows that the Torah here tells you
that a poor man’s ¼É LÓ DÑ KK is his ¼ÉLÑ DÓ HK, which does seem to be rather facile if they
are synonyms. Examples taken from later Biblical books do not really prove
anything, as it is quite likely that later on the two words got a bit mixed up, and
indeed became synonyms, but that is not the case here.

The implications are wider. Most Hebraists maintain that root letters of a word
were sometimes interchanged without change of meaning, and this is given as an
example. They also give ¼ØIÎ L× and ¼Ø I×LÎ, and, horror of horrors, ¼Æ JK J] and ¼K JÆJ]. In the
latter case there is, without a grain of doubt, a consistent difference, the original
¼Æ JK J] (found only in the Torah) meaning a sheep, and ¼K JÆ J], formed by interchanging
two letters, meaning a lamb, a young sheep. On the other hand, the root Ø×Î (not
found in the Torah) does not seem to differ from the root ØÎ× – compare Is. 40:28
with Deut. 25:18.

The suggestion that we are making is that, contrary to the generally accepted
view, letters were not inter-changed at random without change of meaning, but such
a process always implied a slight change of meaning, which in the course of time
may have become blurred so that the two forms came to mean the same thing. The
stage at which this confusion occurred for any particular pair of such anagrams is
important. In the Torah the distinction, where it still exists, may matter. It does
make a difference if you may bring a ¼Æ JK J] for an offering, a sheep of any age being
acceptable, as we are told in some cases (e.g. shelamim), or only a ¼K JÆ J], a young
one, a lamb, as we are told in other cases (e.g. hatat or pesach).

The whole subject of synonyms and precise meanings of words is not as simple
as it is made out to be, but here is not the place to enter into discussion.

ANOTHER PITFALL

21:16 SSS ¼DY¼_ HÅ DÊ ¼Ê¼Î]HÆ LÅ ¼É_I] KÓ¼X is cited as an example of how the initial vav can mean
‘or’ – ‘the striker of his father or his mother is to be put to death’. He does not
have to strike both to deserve the death penalty – confirmed by the te’amim.
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Otherwise it would say ¼DY¼_ HÅ DÊ ¼Ê¼Î_HÆ LÅ ¼É]I] KÓ¼X. (The Torat Hayyim edition of Onkelos
interprets this as if it were ¼ß ½LÓ¼X¼Î? ¼ß¼D ¼Ó ¼D_¼_ HÅ DÊ ¼Ê¼ÎYHÆ LÅ ¼É_I] KÓ¼X!!!!!)

THE RESULT

In Chapter 22, note the words

+ ¼É LÅ IÑ DÓ, B ¼É LÙIÝ DÍ B ¼É LÈ IÆFÅ B ¼É LÝ I× DT B ¼É LÆIÕ DU
Other words of similar form that occur elsewhere include

¼ÉLÐ IÙFÉ B ¼É LÍ IÑ Db B ¼É LÓ IÝF× B ¼ÉLÑ IÆ DÕ B ¼É LÙ IÝ DK B ¼É LÑIË DU
These words are not, as often in Talmudic and current usage, abstract nouns

describing an action or a state, but concrete nouns describing the result or product:
stolen property, lost property, the rescued, a corpse, that which has been burned
(and not a fire or burning), a heap (that has been piled up), and so on. There is
generally an association with a passive verb. (It is possible that ¼É LÅ IÑ DÓ is different
– a feminine present active participle like ¼ÉLÕ IÜ DË.) Abstract nouns are anyway quite
rare in Biblical Hebrew, which prefers to use the gerund of the verb; Rabbinic
Hebrew, under Greek influence, is full of them, since the Greeks loved to think in
abstract terms and concepts.

It is interesting to see how this developed. When, under Greek influence, abstract
nouns were required rather than gerunds (compare in English the gerund
‘consuming’ with the derived abstract noun ‘consumption’), these words, together
with many, many other similar words that are not found in the Bible, originally
concrete names for a product or result, were used. Thus ¼É LÆIÕ DU meant ‘theft’ or
‘stealing’, ¼É LÙIÝ DK meant ‘burning’ or ‘fire’, and so on. In addition, even the
concrete noun ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ came to mean, in Talmudic and later literature, some form
of activity (but not in the Torah)!

[It is worth noting that in English the reverse process took place, and the gerund
or the abstract noun was used for the result. For instance, ‘building, composition,
work’ originally referring to actions came to mean the concrete result or product
of those actions.]

These words were usually written in the ‘full’ style with a yod (cf. Gen. 32:9
¼É LÍ¼Î IÑ DÙ), but there were no vowel signs in those days. When the Masoretes
introduced signs for vowels the words of the Bible were remembered, but in other
literature they were introduced only later, and partly by guesswork. Some words,
like ¼É LÆ¼ÎIÕ DU, were remembered from the Bible, but others were read as for example
¼É LÝ¼Î HÓ DI ¼É LÌ¼ÎHÇ DÕ instead of ÉLÝ¼Î IÓ DI É LÌ¼ÎIÇ DÕ, and to this day new words are invented in
that format! Modern Hebrew, by insisting on the yod always and at the same time
ignoring the dagesh, has added ÉÍÎÓÞ to the list, but that is Biblical and ¼É LZ HÓ DI –
a totally different format.
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(2)<>Series V No. 19

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A WORTHY CAUSE

Moses was instructed to ask the Israelites for voluntary contributions for the
Tabernacle. At the end, though not asked, he felt it necessary to give an account
showing that the contributions had indeed been used for constructing the
Tabernacle, and not been transferred to another account to back up brother Aaron
in the next elections for High Priest. The fact that he felt it necessary shows that
even in those days ........

A NEW DIRECTION

It is worth noting that the Tabernacle was orientated east-west, and symmetrical
about an east-west axis, that is to say the north and south sides were identical. The
holiest part, the inner sanctuary (‘Holy of Holies’), was to the west, the entrance
at the east, and what took place outside in the courtyard took place further east.

The effect is that
when facing the holy
part, and particularly the
holiest, you face west.
We are not told why. It
could be that there is a
deep hidden significance that we are not told because we do not need to know it,
but more likely the significance was so obvious as not to be worth mentioning,
though it may not be obvious to us today, supported by a strong hint in Ezekiel.

In Chapter 8 (of his book) Ezekiel describes how, while sitting at home with
some visitors, he had a vision in which he was transported to the Temple in
Jerusalem. (When writing the Koran, Mohammet was greatly influenced by the
Book of Ezekiel.) He saw various abominations being committed there, many in
secret under the excuse that ‘G-d cannot see what we are doing’. Specifically,
(8:16) he saw about twenty-five men standing in the courtyard to the east of the
Temple itself, between the building and the altar, with their backs to the Temple,
facing eastwards and bowing down to the [rising] Sun!

This suggests that praying to the east to the rising sun was a fairly common
idolatrous practice, and it is not at all unreasonable to assume that the Tabernacle
(and later the Temple) faced westwards to avoid just that. It is also consistent with
the style of the Torah not to explain anything that is to directly contradict idolatry,
except where it gives a clear instruction not to do something such as putting up a
pole near the altar.
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Jews in Babylonia from the earliest times of exile to this day have prayed facing
west, because that is towards Jerusalem. But in southern Europe they faced
Jerusalem notwithstanding that it meant facing east, and this custom was extended
to Eastern Europe from where Jerusalem was almost due south, but they persuaded
themselves it was east! The Hebrew word mizrach (east) was adopted into Yiddish
as the direction of prayer!

In the Middle Ages, Jews in Jerusalem prayed at the Western Wall, facing the
wall, but from the inside, i.e. facing west. Even before this, they prayed from the
Mount of Olives, or against the Eastern Wall (at the Gate of Mercy) again facing
west. Only later, when not allowed inside the Wall, they faced the wall from the
outside, i.e. facing east. Today, when we know that we should face the Holy of
Holies (and while its exact location is controversial, all agree that it is to the north-
east of the part where we stand), most people instead of facing the Holy of Holies
face the Wall – due east!

At the start of the 28-year calendar cycle nearly twenty years ago (5740), an
estimated 120,000 (yes!) Jews were present at the Western Wall in Jerusalem at
about four o’clock in the morning, facing east and waiting to say the blessing at the
rising sun! This was encouraged by Haredi rabbis – I did not hear of any who
condemned it. True, they blessed G-d and not the sun itself, but it is an extremely
dangerous practice.

A number of very good reasons for not facing the Western Wall directly when
praying there, but turning half-left in a north-easterly direction instead, include:

1. It is very bad to face the east, for the reason given by Ezekiel, even though sun-
worship is not prevalent today.

2. We are supposed to pray facing the Holy of Holies, and when so close to it this
is not the direction.

3. The practice ascribes more holiness to the Wall than to the site of the Temple.

4. To ascribe holiness to any structure and bow down to it is the start of idolatry.
When facing the Holy of Holies we consider only the location, which as King
Solomon explained (1 Kings 8:12-53) serves as a focus at which our prayers are
received – and not the structure.

5. Facing the Wall helps our (internal) enemies, who want us to believe that the
Wall is the holiest place of the Jews while the Temple site belongs exclusively to
the Moslems, whom they have put temporarily in charge. Among Jewish holy
places, not only does the Temple site take priority over the Wall, but so does the
Machpelah cave at Hebron, and perhaps, although based on a mistake, even
‘Rachel’s tomb’ at Bethlehem (see KM II, 8 ÌÑÞÎÊ).
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():>Series V No. 20

THE SEVEN DAYS

Those readers who have followed earlier issues of Ki Mitsion explaining the
system of animal offerings should now be able to tackle the difficult – and unique
– one mentioned here in Chapter 29. Let us first recapitulate the procedure listed
for the Consecration offerings. These were performed by the acting priest, Moses
himself, to consecrate Aaron and his four sons, for each of seven successive days.

We start with a summary of what was considered last year (KM IV, 20 ÉÊÛß).
Moses was told to provide a bull, two rams, and various loaves (three types) of
matsah bread made of wheat solet (a type of high-quality flour).

First the bull was offered as a hatat: it was slaughtered, some of the blood was
applied to the horns of the altar and the rest poured onto the base of the altar, the
‘fats’ were separated and smoked on the altar, and the meat, normally eaten by
priests, was in this case, exceptionally, burnt outside the camp.

One ram was then offered as an olah – that is to say it was slaughtered, the
blood was hurled on the altar, and after certain technical procedures the whole was
smoked on the altar. So far, so good.

Now comes the complicated part. The second ram was offered as a milluim – a
special offering performed only at that time. We are told nothing about it anywhere
else except in Lev. Chapter 8, where we are told how Moses did what he was told
to do here. The summary of Lev. Chapters 6 and 7 given in 7:37 implies that the
milluim is mentioned in those chapters, but it is not.

The milluim is neither an olah nor an ordinary zevah, but it belongs to the same
group as the hatat and asham. It is ‘extra-holy’ in the same way as they are, but
the procedure is somewhat different. In outline the procedure resembles very much
that of the asham, but there are extra details, and the fact that Moses was offering
it, and not the priests, whereas the priests were to eat it, makes a difference as well.
Let us take it slowly.

As with the bull (hatat) and the first ram (olah), Aaron and his sons leaned upon
the head of the animal, which was then slaughtered. As with all offerings (except
the hatat) the blood was then flung against the sides of the altar – BUT, before
doing that, Moses was to take some of the blood and apply it to the right ear-lobe,
the right thumb and the right big toe of each of the priests.

After flinging the rest of the blood onto the altar, Moses was to take some of
this blood from on the altar, together with some of the anointing oil (which had
earlier been used to anoint them), and splash it onto each of the priests and onto
the priest’s clothes. (They were wearing their uniforms.) So much for the blood.

Now the ‘fats’ were taken (as defined and as in all offerings except the olah),
but before smoking them it was also necessary to take the right shank (lower part
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of the rear leg) and the breast, to use them with the fats in a ‘waving’ ceremony
similar to, but not identical with, that of the shelamim.

Moses was first to take the fats, with one of each of the three types of matsah
loaf, and the right shank, place the whole lot on the hands of each priest in turn and
‘wave’ them, then smoke the whole lot on the altar. Then he was to take the breast
himself, ‘wave’ it, and take it as his portion, in return for his doing the ceremony.

Finally the meat was to be boiled in a holy place and eaten, together with the
rest of the matsah bread, by the priests (Aaron and his four sons) in the precincts.
Any of the meat or bread that remained overnight was to be burnt.

Here we have the instructions. The ‘report’ in Lev. 8 gives the same details,
except that the ‘splashing’ of the priests with blood taken from the altar and oil is
mentioned only at the end.

If you are not too good at absorbing details, you will find the whole subject of
offerings difficult, and this particular one extremely so. The only solution is to take
it very, very slowly, bit by bit.

The above, by breaking it all up into sections, should help somewhat. In fact, the
Torah itself does that, but we are impatient, unwilling to take a long pause between
verses, and insist on reading it as continuous text. It is not easy to break old habits.

TWICE A DAY

The paragraph giving the consecration instructions is followed by one that relates
details of the regular daily offerings, one of which is brought in the morning and
one in the afternoon. Taken at fact value, it seems that Moses himself did this
during the seven days of consecration, until the priests were qualified to take over
and do it themselves. Or perhaps, taking it all at face value, they did not take over,
it was done only during the seven days and again on reaching the Promised Land
(Num. 28:6), but the text is open to various interpretations (quite apart from
midrash) that do not always allow it to be taken quite at ‘face value’.
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$=>Series V No. 21

LIFE INSURANCE

The half-shekel levy served three purposes:

1. To act as a form of life insurance.

2. To act as confirmation of the census.

3. To provide silver for the Tabernacle.

The third is not a primary purpose. Silver could have been acquired by voluntary
levy like everything else (and some of it was – Ex. 25:3 and 35:24), but it was
wanted for other reasons and something had to be done with it, so it was used for
the Tabernacle.

We considered the second in KM II, 21 ÅÞß. ‘When you [intend to] call up the
men SSS ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼Å LL Hß ¼Î H] [for military service, you will obviously register them
first].’ The actual census was by registration ÈÜÙ and counting the names (Num.
1:18). It was not by counting the heads, not because that was forbidden but because
it was impossible. The levy gave a check – the silver was weighed (not counted,
coins wer not yet in general use), the number of shekels multiplied by two (since
each person gave only half a shekel) and the result (Ex. 28:36) coincided within the
required degree of accuracy with the result of the census (given in Num. 1:46).

Understanding the full implications of the first purpose, which for want of space
we did not deal with earlier, requires philosophy which is beyond our scope to enter
into. (For the meaning of ¼Ý JÙÃ] see KM I, 51 ÒÎÆÛÕ.) However, it is worth noting
that ¼I JÙJÕ means ‘life’ (not ‘soul’), and according to Lev. 27:3, the ¼F D]UÝ J× for a man
between 20 and 60 12 is 50 shekels (Lev. 27:3), so the ½ shekel payment here is
a 1% life insurance.

Confusion in connection with subsequent censuses (not ‘censi’) and payments
has arisen partly from the Torah’s providing insufficient information, and partly due
to the variety of meanings of the root ÈÜÙ, used here in more than one sense. This
latter hinders us even here in fully understanding it, but ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ OÜ Db KÉ ¼Ñ K× ¼Ý IÆÃ× LÉ ¼Ñ L]
probably means all those who pass by the appointed officials, i.e. the clerks
conducting the registration.

Then we have

A ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÈNÜ DÙ HT ¼ØJÇJÕ ¼Ò JÉ LÆ ¼ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ S ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÈNÜ DÙ HT ¼ ¼ÉKÑ ¼D ¼I DÙKÕ ¼Ý JÙÃ] ¼I¼Î HÅ ¼X¼Õ DßLÕ DÊ
A number of times we find a Hebrew word repeated in a verse or in adjacent

verses, such that it is almost certain to have a different meaning, or at least a

12. The census half-shekel only mentions men ‘over twenty’, but it is generally assumed
that there is an upper age limit of sixty for military service, and hence for the census.
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different connotation, each time. The classic case is ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ in Ex. 36:7, but see
also Num. 15:38-39, Ex. 23:5, and the case of Ex. 22:25-26 considered three weeks
ago (p. ) is similar. Here too, this is probably the case, but not necessarily. The
first ¼Ò LßÃÅ ¼ÈÃÜ DÙ HT certainly means ‘when registering them’, but the second is open to
three interpretations, each of which has its supporters.

(a) It means the same thing. If they do not bring the money, there will be a ‘plague’
on the spot. People will die as they are being counted, i.e. G-d will intervene to
mess up the census so as to make it unworkable.

If so, why is the phrase repeated? It might be necessary to make the meaning
fully clear. (A weak answer.)

(b) It means ‘when appointing them [to their duties]’, i.e. the ‘plague’ will be on
actual call-up. This is the meaning of the word ¼X ¼È DÜ DÙ Hf in Num. 1:3, and the most
likely interpretation of the verse here. As the people are called up and the census
is checked (Num. chap. 2) or as they are assigned their duties, they will start to die.

(c) It means not ‘when’ but ‘through’ or ‘because of’ registering them. The actual
‘plague’ would be caused by registering them without taking the money, but would
occur later, when they go to fight – they would be ‘plagued’ before their enemies.
( ¼ØJÇJÕ is used in this sense, e.g. Lev. 26:17.) Ibn Ezra (long commentary) quotes this
view without rejecting it.

Two confusions arise from lack of information, and while we can point out the
muddle, alas we cannot sort it out. One is the terrible plague that accompanied or
followed the census at the time of David. The reason is obscure, at best contro-
versial. Ibn Ezra rejects the idea that it was because they did not pay the half-
shekel. David sinned, he later admitted it (he had even been warned by Joab), but
in precisely what way?

The second is the annual half-shekel tax paid in rabbinic times and allegedly
based on this section. However, this section deals with a once-only tax used for
building the Tabernacle and paid from the age of 20. The tax in later times was
paid from the age of 13, was paid annually, and was for the running costs. Nowhere
are we told anything about running costs or where the money is to come from
except in 2 Chron. 24:6,9.

A ¼ß¼X ¼È I× LÉ ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ DÑ SSS ¼É JIÃÓ ¼ß KÅ DL KÓ ¼ß JÅ SSS ¼Å¼Î HÆ LÉ DÑ SSS Lf DIKÝ LÈ ¼ÅWÑ K×¼X ¼V KÓ SSS ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ SSS EJÑ J_ KÉ ¼ÅLÝ DÜH[KÊ

A ¼Ý LTUÈ H_ KT ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼Ñ K× SSS ¼É JIÃÓ ¼ß KÅ DL KÓ SSS ¼Å¼Î HÆ LÉ DÑ SSS ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü ¼X¼Õ DfH[KÊ

What was King Joash referring to? No such tax is mentioned or even hinted at
in the Torah – but since our section is ‘the nearest’, the matter is tied up with that,
and on that basis an annual tax of half a shekel was later fixed, but with the
differences given above. Certainly the Rabbis were aware of the problem even if
they played it down, but they could not solve it and nor can we. There is a shortage
of information, and if there was an oral tradition that Joash knew, it did not go
down to Talmudic times. They based their laws on what Joash said, but nobody
knows where he got it from! Furthermore, Joash does not say how much they were
to bring, or even if it was a fixed amount.
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ARK & TABERNACLE

We are told how G-d placed an order with Moses, with full specifications, for
an Ark and for the Tabernacle in which it was to reside, how Moses spoke to the
two sub-contractors and the workers, how the raw materials were obtained, how the
components and accessories were made, how it was all assembled, and how it was
transported.

What is not too clear is what happened to them later, from the entry to Canaan
till the time of Solomon, whose Temple replaced all except the Ark. Based on
scraps of information in the Books of Joshua, Judges and Samuel, assumptions are
made (even in the Talmud) that are open to question. To follow the history of the
Ark and Tabernacle we need to examine the texts available, noting what we are told
and more important what we are not told.

Today at Shiloh they tell you exactly how many years the Tabernacle stood
there, continously, with no Biblical evidence. They will also tell you (as they do
here at neighbouring Eli) that Eli served there as High Priest for 94 years. As he
was 97 when he died, he was evidently appointed High Priest at the age of three!

One fact is certain – the Ark and the Tabernacle did not always remain together
in the same place, not only when the former was captured by the enemy. It is not
certain that the Altar and the Tabernacle remained together; there were, it seems,
other altars too.

We start with the altar, which was a hollow metal shell (built by Bezalel and
carried with them) covering a mound of earth or stones (presumably built each time
on site). Before leaving the people for a place of rest without headaches, Moses
told them that on arrival in the Promised Land they were to build an altar of stones
for public use on Mount Ebal (by Shechem) – Deut. 27:4-7. As there were not to
be two places for offering sacrifices (Deut. 12:13-14), one may assume that this
would be covered by Bezalel’s metal one, and that if it was to remain for some
time, then the Tabernacle, the Ark within, would be erected alongside.

The altar on Mt. Ebal was built (Jos. 8:30 ff.). [Incidentally, the ‘priests who
carried the Ark’ in the Book of Joshua, as in Deut. 31:9, 25, were the Levites, not
the sons of Aaron (KM IV, 51 ÒÎÆÛÕ).] Many years later, while Joshua maintained
his headquarters at Gilgal-by-Jericho (14:6), not to be confused with Gilgal-by-
Shechem (Deut. 11:30), the people assembled at Shiloh and set up the Tabernacle
there (Jos. 18:1). Joshua then moved his headquarters to Shiloh (22:9), but later
assembled all the people for his final speech at Shechem, where the acoustics
between the two mountains would enable him to be heard by a large audience. At
Shechem there was a sanctuary, next to which (and not ‘in which’) there was a
large tree (24:25-26). What was this sanctuary?
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To this and other questions that arise, you will find answers in the commentaries,
but these are guesses or forced interpretations. We are concerned with the text.

When G-d sent a messenger up from Gilgal to Bochim, sacrifices were offered
at the latter place (Jud. 2:5) but we do not know where Bochim was.

The Civil War described in an appendix at the end of the Book of Judges
(chapters 19-21) took place not long after the death of Joshua, while Phinehas was
still alive (20:28). Furthermore the tribe of Benjamin, almost wiped out in the war,
had time to re-establish itself by the time of Saul. Early in the story, the Levite on
reaching Gibeah (just north of Old Jerusalem, alongside modern Pisgat Ze’ev) told
the old man living there that he was returning home to Mount Ephraim from a visit
to Bethlehem, and was on his way to the ‘House of G-d’ (Jud. 19:18).

Later the people all assembled at Mizpah/Mizpeh (in Benjamin, not Jephthah’s
Mizpeh/Mizpah in Gilead). Before the first battle, and again after the first defeat,
they consulted G-d. Then after the second defeat they all went to Bethel, cried,
fasted, offered sacrifices, and again consulted G-d – the Ark was there at that time,
attended by Phinehas (20:26-28). [As Bethel was roughly on the southern border
of Mount Ephraim, it was perhaps there that the Levite had intended paying a visit
on his way home.] After the battle they sat and wept at Bethel ‘before G-d’, built
another altar there (why?), and offered more sacrifices (21:2,4). Later they
remembered that there was an annual Festival to G-d at Shiloh (21:19), whose
location is then given in some detail. It lay ‘north of Bethel, east of the main road
from Bethel to Shechem, south of Lebonah’. This implies that the location of
Shiloh (unlike Bethel, Shechem and even Lebonah) was unknown to the readers of
this story at the time it was written – and for this there could be a very good reason
which will become apparent later. But it also implies that Shiloh did not enter into
this story earlier on, and was therefore not where the Ark was located at the time!
It was at Bethel.

If the Tabernacle – presumably with the Ark inside it – was set up at Shiloh
earlier at the time of Joshua, and (as will be shown) both were there much later at
the time of Eli, there was certainly no continuity; there was at least one time when
the Ark was not there, though it later returned. The possibility that Joshua set up
the Tabernacle at Shiloh but put the Ark elsewhere would fit the text, but is not
acceptable.

When Jephthah ‘spoke his words before G-d at Mizpah’ (Jud. 11:11) that does
not imply the presence of the Ark or of the Tabernacle.

[Continued in the next issue.]
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ARK & TABERNACLE (Continued)

In the Book of Judges there remains just one other reference of interest in this
connection. The first appendix to the book (chapters 17-18) describes the migration
of the tribe of Dan from the borders of Judah to the far north, where they
conquered Laish and re-named it Dan. The date of this is unknown, probably it was
not too long after the time of Joshua. On the way there they picked up an idol
belonging to a man named Micah, with a Levite who acted as priest to it, and in the
town of Dan ‘they set up for themselves Micah’s idol that he had made, all the time
that the House of Gd was in Shiloh’ (Jud. 18:30). This suggests that Shiloh served
as the home of the ‘House of G-d’ for a considerable time after the migration of
the Danites.

When we start the Book of Samuel, we find Shiloh established as the spiritual
centre, with Eli the High Priest in charge. He also acted as Judge (1S 4:18), and
there was the Sanctuary and the Ark (1S 3:3). Years later, when Samuel was
already grown up, the Israelites were defeated in a battle with the Philistines, and
decided that next time they would take the Ark from Shiloh with them into battle
(chapter 4); they did, and the Philistines captured it. From here on, while the
adventures of the Ark are reported in full, the Sanctuary (the Tent of Moses) does
not appear again till the time of Solomon. Shiloh does not come again into Biblical
history except as the home of Ahijah the Navi and of some of Gedaliah’s visitors,
(both long after Solomon) and in references to its past.

These latter are interesting. Psalm 78:60 simply mentions G-d forsaking his
‘dwelling’ at Shiloh, but Jeremiah (7:12, 14 and 26:6) talks of the destruction of
Shiloh as something well-known, though it is not mentioned in our records. When
it took place we do not know, but it is generally assumed (on the basis of a
Talmudic baraita) that this was just after the capture of the Ark and the death of
Eli on hearing about it. Against this, there is no reference there to the Philistines
attacking Shiloh, and the Tent of Moses with Bezalel’s altar reappear at the time
of Solomon.

The Ark was captured by the Philistines, as mentioned, but after seven months,
finding it to be a ‘hot potato’, they sent it back to Beth Shemesh, where it arrived
at the home of a certain Joshua. From there it was taken to the home of Abinadab
on the hill (not the town of Gibeah) at Kiriath-Jearim (alias Baalah), where it
remained for twenty years (1S 6:1-7:2). David tried to take it from there to
Jerusalem, but following a catastrophe en route he left it at the home of Oved-
Edom the Gittite. Three months later, he succeeded in bringing it to Jerusalem, and
put it into a specially erected tent (2S chap. 6) where it remained till Solomon built
his Temple.
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Earlier, when running away from Saul, David stopped at Nob and asked the
priest there for some bread. On the assurance that he and his (fictitious) men were
not contaminated, he was given the ‘showbread’ (1S 21:4-7), and from this it is
assumed that the Tabernacle was there. Not at all. This was merely showbread that
the priests put out as a reminder of the Tabernacle, and which they therefore treated
with respect as holy; the real Tabernacle showbread was extraholy food to be eaten
only by the priests and only on the premises (Lev. 24:9).

Solomon, before he built the Temple, went to Gibeon, because the big bamah
was there (1 Kings 3:3-4), and alongside it was the Tabernacle that Moses had
made, together with Bezalel’s original altar; but not the Ark, which David had
taken to Jerusalem and put into a special tent (2 Chron. 1:3-5). The Tabernacle and
altar must have been rescued from the destruction of Shiloh, but where they were
before coming to Gibeon is not known. When Solomon had built the Temple, he
fetched the Ark and the Tabernacle (1 Kings 8:1-4).

The Talmud (Zevahim 118b) assumes on the basis of a Baraita that the
Tabernacle did spend time at Nob. It also assumes that the stay at Shiloh was
continuous, and makes no mention of a stay at Bethel. The stay at Shiloh is
calculated to be exactly 369 years – in such calculations no allowance is made for
overlaps or for rounded-off periods of time. ‘When Eli died, Shiloh was destroyed
and they moved to Nob. When Samuel died, Nob was destroyed and they moved
to Gibeon.’ Today one is expected to take the Talmud at face value on such matters
even if this poses problems with the text.

Many believe that there was some sort of permanent structure at Shiloh, not
merely a ‘tent’. This may have been the case, but there is no Biblical evidence to
support it.13 David drew attention to the difference between a ‘house’ that he
wanted to build, and the mere ‘tent’ in which the Ark resided (2 Kings 7:2) but it
does not follow that this distinction must be applied to all references, and that the
‘House of G-d’ referred to at Shiloh and at Bethel differed from the ‘Tent of
Meeting’. In 1 Sam. 2:22 the place at Shiloh referred to elsewhere as the ‘House
of G-d’ is termed the ‘Tent of Meeting’.

Why David wanted the Ark brought to Jerusalem instead of to the Tabernacle at
Gibeon (situated very near to Kiriath Jearim) is nowhere explained. Perhaps the
Tabernacle was not yet there? If so, why was it ever taken there, instead of to
Jerusalem to house the Ark as originally intended?

13. There appears to be some sort of evidence on the basis of archaeological digs currently
in progress at Shiloh, but it is early yet to be absolutely certain.
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A DIFFICULT VERSE

Chapter 4 (of Leviticus) deals with the procedure for bringing a hatat offering
and refers in particular to when it is brought for certain sins of forgetfulness that
are not very clearly specified. We dealt with this in KM III, 25 ÊÛ. There we also
pointed out how Chapter 5 deals with certain types of combination sin, where the
procedure is the same but the bringer has the option, if he is poor, of bringing birds
or a meal-offering instead.

Here we will consider what those cases are, and in particular the one mentioned
in the first verse (5:1), a verse which is generally misunderstood and mistranslated
completely. The actual halakhah (as often) is based on a midrashic distortion of the
text, but we are concerned here with the text itself.

¼×LÈLÎ ¼D ¼Å ¼É LÅLÝ ¼D ¼Å ¼È I× ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ ¼ÉLÑ LÅ ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü ¼É L× DÓ LI DÊ ¼Å LÍEÌ Jß ¼Î H] ¼I JÙJÕ DÊ
A¼D¼ÕÂÊF× ¼Å LKLÕ DÊ ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ

Let us quote our old friend King James. ‘And if a soul sin, and hear the voice
of swearing, and is a witness, whether he hath seen or known of it; if he do not
utter it, then he shall bear his iniquity.’ If you hear someone swear and do not
swear yourself, you will be punished?

The first point that needs clarifying, and this is not really controversial, is the
‘curse’ ¼ÉLÑ LÅ. A person is a witness to something, as a result of which he is able,
by giving evidence of what he has seen or what he knows, to help a second person,
who was in some way involved. In order to ensure that the first person will testify
if required, the second person ‘adjures’ him, that is to say he invokes on him a
conditional curse: ‘May such and such happen to you if you do not testify.’ The
first person accepts the curse ( ¼É L× DÓ LI DÊ means ‘accepts’ not just ‘hears’) with its
condition (by answering ‘Amen’) and in so doing takes upon himself the obligation
to testify, as if he had himself sworn to do so. An oath (about the future) means
simply invoking a curse on yourself if you do not fulfil the oath. It is assumed that
an oath is in G-d’s name, hence the sin in not fulfilling it.

So here we have a case of someone who in effect swears to give evidence, and
we are told that if he fails to do so he will be punished. This is how the verse is
generally understood and it raises two serious questions:

1. Is one who fails to fulfil an oath ever not punished?

2. What has this to do with offerings, and why is it brought in here?

Before we can make any sense of this verse (which we have so far failed to do)
we need to take a look at the verses that follow it. In each of verses 2, 3 and 4
someone through forgetfulness does something wrong, but the verse is left open at
the end – so what happens then? Verse 5 closes all of them, by saying that in each
case he brings an offering, as specified, with options if he is too poor. If the first
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verse is to have any meaning here, it must refer similarly to someone bringing an
offering, but the first verse seems to be closed. We must alter our translation (not
too difficult as will be shown) so as to leave that open as well. But first let us
analyse the other verses. Each of these is cryptic, with bits ‘understood’, and we
will take Rashbam’s interpretation. (That of Rashi is a bit different, and presents
problems.)

Working backwards, verse 4 deals with the case of someone who swears to do
or not do something and forgets ( ¼X¼̀ J_ HÓ ¼ÒKÑE×JÕ DÊ). [As a digression we might ask why
verse 1 is not included in this. We will see later that it is a special case.] The man
realised at the time of taking his oath that it would cover the case of what he later
did (or failed to do) as a result of forgetting – ¼×KÈLÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ. Let us analyse what
happened – there are five stages.

1. The man took an oath to do or not to do something (we are told).

2. He forgot his oath (we are told).

3. He acted contrary to his oath (we are not told, but this is implied, otherwise it
makes no sense).

4. He then remembers his oath and realises that he has broken it (again we are not
told, but it is clearly implied).

5. According to Rashbam ¼Ò II LÅ DÊ means that he then feels guilty as a result.
[Compare ¼D ¼ß LÓ DI KÅ ¼Ò¼D¼Î DT in verse 24 which cannot mean the day that he is guilty
(does wrong) but must mean the day on which he feels guilty.]

Now we go back to verses 2 and 3, where in each case we find a parallel
structure. This structure is very important.

1. The man became contaminated (we are told).

2. He forgot that he was contaminated (we are told).

3. He then ate holy food – a serious offence for one who is contaminated (we are
not told, but this is clearly implied or it makes no sense).

4. He then remembers that he was contaminated when he ate the holy food (again
implied, or it makes no sense).

5. He feels guilty as a result.

[We will digress to explain the difference between verses 2 and 3. A person who
touches an animal carcass etc. generally knows that he has done so and has thus
become contaminated – so verse 2 says ¼Å IÓ LÍ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ. But he might not realise that a
man he shook hands with had become contaminated from a human corpse; verse 3
refers to a case where he did know ¼× KÈLÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ (pluperfect) – had been aware before
forgetting and eating. This difference does not affect the structure of the verse.]

If we could find a parallel structure in verse 1, then we could understand the
whole thing – but we do not, we are told that he breaks his oath, and the verse is
closed! At least that is the way we are taught. But a proper understanding of the
language, so often referred to in Ki Mitsion, will rectify this.

[Continued in the next issue.]
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A DIFFICULT VERSE (Continued)

In KM I, 15(38) ÌÝÜ we listed various meanings of the expression ¼ÔÂÊ L× ¼ÅWKLÕ:
(i) to take punishment

(ii) to have a troubled conscience

(iii) to forgive

(iv) to carry responsibility.

Here in Lev. 5:1 we have assumed that it means the first, but let us assume that
it means the second – then we have the case of a person doing, or rather not doing,
something, ‘and his conscience troubles him’. This exactly parallels ¼Ò II LÅ DÊ (‘and he
feels guilty’) in the later verses, in fact it means almost exactly the same thing, and
it leaves the verse open! The reason for using a different expression can be
considered later, but there is not much difference between feeling guilty and having
a troubled conscience! We have already made progress, but what about the rest?

In the other verses, we are not told what he does wrong, it is implied, but here
we are told explicitly ‘if he does not testify’. Are we indeed?

Anyone familiar with the linguistic style of the Torah will feel that there is
something wrong here. There is already an ‘if’ (¼Î H]) at the beginning of the verse,
and here we should expect not ¼Ò HÅ but ¼D¼ÕÂÊF× ¼Å LKLÕ DÊ ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ – it is not our style, but
it is that of the Torah. Or at worse, we might expect to find ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ ¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ,
though that is more appropriate for a longer sentence.

Against this we have just been talking about an oath, in the form of a conditional
curse. When someone swears not to do something he says ¼Ò HÅ, ‘if I do it’ [implying
‘then may such and such terrible things happen to me’] and when he swears to do
something he says the opposite ‘if I do not’ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ (KM V, 7 ÅÛÎÊ). And that is
just what we have here. The clause ¼È¼ÎHUKÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ is not a statement by the Torah (as
we tend to understand it) but is the actual text of the oath that he has just taken (or
a synopsis of it), i.e. he takes an oath (literally, ‘he accepts a curse’) that he will
testify. The words ¼× LÈLÎ ¼D ¼Å ¼É LÅLÝ ¼D ¼Å B ¼È I× ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ are an interpolation in parentheses. You
can pull them out and stick them in earlier if you wish. We are then not told that
he failed to testify – that is implied, and we have our parallel with the later verses.
Not exactly, but closely. Here is the structure.

1. As a witness he swears to testify (we are told).

2. He forgets? We are not told. Maybe here he does not forget?

3. He does not testify (we are not told, but this is implied, otherwise it all makes
no sense).

4. He remembers (only if he forgot).

5. His conscience troubles him.
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The parallel here is very close, though with two major differences. There is no
mention of forgetting, and ‘his conscience troubles him’ instead of ‘he feels guilty’.

These differences must somehow indicate what is different about this case,
otherwise it would have to be included in the case mentioned in verse 4.

Up to now we are on solid ground. From now on we may only surmise the
probable meaning, and the reason for the differences. The other three cases are
clear-cut. A person becomes contaminated and then eats holy food, or swears not
to do something and does it, and so on. Once he realises what he has done, he feels
guilty, if it was through forgetfulness. Otherwise it was deliberate, and the offering
does not help, even if he repents. However, when it comes to giving evidence, a
person tends to put it off, and then find excuses for not doing it. He justifies
himself, and only later does his conscience begin to trouble him, gradually. This is
¼D¼ÕÂÊF× ¼Å LKLÕ as against ¼Ò II LÅ. Nor does he actually forget – if he genuinely forgot, then
this case is no different to that in verse 4!

We can then translate the first verse as follows:

If a person sins, in that he accepts an oath – he being a witness, whether he
has seen or found out [something] – that he should testify, and his conscience
then troubles him [because he failed to do so, not mentioned] ..... The verse is
then closed, like the others, by verse 5, and the whole makes sense.

Three side-issues are worth mentioning.

First, ¼I JÙJÕ a person, is feminine, so the pronouns, adjectives and verbs that agree
with it are also feminine, but as you get further away from the word they change
gender to masculine. This often happens in the Torah.

Second, the expression ¼É JÑ IÅ IÓ ¼ß KÌ KÅ DÑ ‘one of these’ at the end of verse 4 means
one of the two cases earlier in the verse, ‘to do harm or to do good’. The same
expression in verse 5 refers to any of the four cases listed in verses 1-4.

Third, the whole clause containing the first five words of verse 5 seems
superfluous, but it is a recapitulation of a type often used when an introductory
word is followed by a lot of detail, so that before you proceed you have forgotten
it. After a digression for detail it takes you back to where you were.

The whole section is then in accepted style, once we recognise that style. When
we expect to find our own modern style there and interpret accordingly, we are
liable to go completely wrong.
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NO SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE

A rabbi who lives in my village told us how he once wanted to make sure before
buying some fruit, and asked the shopkeeper ‘Is this orlah?’ He was given a very
enthusiastic reassurance

$ÇÅÈß ÑÅ – ËÊÌÅ ÉÅÓ – %ÅÅ% – ÉÑÝ× ÉË ÌÍÆ BÉÑÝ×
(For those not familiar with Modern Hebrew: ‘Certainly it is orlah, top quality,
grade A1, put your mind at rest!’) The man obviously hadn’t a clue what orlah is,
and equally there are many who regularly read – and teach – this week’s portion
about the Eighth Day, without having much of a clue as to what actually happened.
We are taught that Aaron, instead of lighting a fire on the altar, put the sacrifices
on cold, and then a miracle occurred – fire came from heaven and ignited it!

Not only is this completely at variance with the story as told and with clear
instructions given to Aaron earlier, but it misses the entire point of the story.

As explained in KM I 3(26) ÎÕÎÓÞÉ, no offerings were ever placed on a cold
altar, the fire there was never allowed to go out, and it says clearly (10:10, 13, 17,
20) that Aaron smoked the ‘fats’ and olahs, which he could not do on a cold altar!

There was a fire on the altar all the time, and the ‘fats’ and olahs were placed
on it, where they smouldered slowly, a process that can take many hours, producing
smoke which was the whole purpose.

Suddenly fire came, as we would express it, ‘from nowhere’ (i.e. from G-d, it
does not say ‘from the sky’) and consumed (the actual word is ¼ÑKÐ ¼ÅÃfKÊ ‘ate’) all the
‘fats’ and olahs on the altar. The people saw this and cheered and bowed down.
The reaction indicates that it all took a very short time – possibly seconds, at most
a few minutes. This was certainly a high-temperature fire, quite different to the
low-temperature fire that was normally burning on the altar. Some suggest that sub-
terranean gas or petroleum burst through and ignited – possibly. Others suggest that
it was a flash of lightning (referred to in the Torah elsewhere as ‘fire’), which is
also possible. Or something else, it makes no difference.

The Talmud is of the opinion that the second fire that emerged and killed Nadab
and Abihu left the bodies externally intact, which suggests that they were struck by
lightning and thus electrocuted, as flames would at least have charred the bodies.
Which, if either, makes no difference to the story, though it could affect a halakhah
derived from it.

The relevant fact is that the people did not just see a piece of magic, or
supernatural effect, demonstrating that G-d was around somewhere taking an
interest. They saw something much more than that, to appreciate which we need to
compare two other occasions that are outwardly similar: the fire that came down
to burn Elijah’s offering on Mount Carmel (1 Kings 18:38), and that which came
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down when Solomon consecrated the Temple (2 Chron. 7:1), not mentioned in
Kings), in both of which cases fire ‘descended from the sky’.

In Elijah’s case, the altar was not only cold but soaking wet, the fire came and
lapped up the water, then burnt the offerings. In reply to Elijah’s request, G-d sent
one of his servants, a fire, to demonstrate that G-d could do what Baal could not
do, and it had the right effect – for a short while, till Jezebel threatened to kill
Elijah and he ran away.

In Solomon’s case, the fire indicated that all that Solomon had done on his own
initiative (and partly on his father’s initiative) met with G-d’s approval. He was
warned that the Temple must be a back-up for the Torah and not a substitute.

Here, Aaron had merely followed Moses’s instructions. Here too G-d sent the
fire not as one of his servants to do a small job, but as his personal representative
to eat what was on the altar, on his own behalf. It was as if G-d himself had put
in a personal appearance, exactly like the fire that walked between the bisected
animals laid out by Abraham (Gen. 15:17).

But the purpose here was the opposite to what it was in the case of Solomon.
Here it was to demonstrate that (a) G-d was satisfied that all his instructions had
been carried out properly, and (b) Moses had not acted in any way on his own
initiative, very particularly in appointing his brother and nephews as sole hereditary
priests, but had merely carried out G-d’s instructions, as he had claimed.

What impressed the watchers was not the spontaneous appearance of fire ‘from
nowhere’. Egyptian scientists who could throw down their sticks and turn them into
crocodiles could certainly produce fire. Part of the miracle was that the fire all
came on the altar and nowhere else, and nobody was hurt. But the main part was
the eating of the offerings by the fire – difficult for us to appreciate because in
English a fire (unlike acid) does not ‘eat’. It ‘consumes’ which has the same
meaning but a different connotation.
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PROSTRATION

In KM V, 5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ, we considered the Hebrew verb ÉÊÌßÞÉ. ‘To bow down’
would be ¼ß¼D¼ÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ DÑ and ‘when I bow down’ would be ¼Î HßD¼ÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ DT. But Naaman
the Aramaean (whose story is told in the Haftarah) said ¼Î HßLÎLÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ DT. How would
you say this in Aramaic? In his translation, Jonathan ben Uzziel, who admittedly
lived very much later than Naaman, used a different word, as his near-contemporary
Onkelos would have done – ¼ÎVÈKU DÖ HÓ DT. Had he used the same word he would have
expressed it as ¼Î Hß¼X¼ÎLÊFÌ Kf DI HÅ DT. Daniel and Ezra lived somewhere in between Naaman
and Onkelos, but it is not too certain how they would have put it – probably much
the same, without changing the É to Å. One can see the similarity with Naaman’s
expression as it appears in the Hebrew text. If you puzzle over what sort of Hebrew
this clumsy word is, the answer is that it isn’t, it is Aramaic in the dialect used by
Naaman the Aramaean.

AFFLUENCE?

We are all familiar with the expression ‘A land flowing with milk and honey’,
and most of us live there, but do not see a flow of land; nor do we even see milk
or honey actually flowing along the streets or anywhere else for that matter. ‘It is
figurative’ – ? – even something figurative must have some approach to reality, if
not in the context then in another context. But it is hard to visualise honey
‘flowing’ anywhere, and milk only when you break the bottle or upset the cart,
which is not a situation to bring joy to the heart!

¼I KÆUÈ¼X ¼Æ LÑ LÌ ¼ßKÆLË ¼Ú JÝ JÅ – we will first dismiss the lesser error. ¼I KÆUV is strictly the juice
obtained from dates, and in the days when extracted sugar was unknown it was
used to represent sweetness. So for want of a separate name, honey was referred
to as ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃÆUV ¼I KÆUV, but unless otherwise stated it refers to dates (cf. Deut. 8:8). Here,
though, this is a petty distinction.

Far more inaccurate is the translation of ¼ß KÆLË as ‘flowing’. The verb ÆDË, which
occurs a number of times in the weekly portion, means ‘to emit’ or ‘to discharge’
and is transitive, i.e. it takes an object. [The unique exception is ¼Æ¼X¼ËLÎ in Lev. 15:25,
but ¼Æ¼X¼Ë Lß later in the same verse is regular.] Thus the present participle ¼ÆLË or in the
feminine ¼É LÆLË means ‘emitting’ or ‘discharging’. However as with many other
verbs, the present participle is also used as a noun for the doer of an action, as for
instance ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼I, guarding, also means ‘a guard’. So too here, ¼ÆLË or ¼É LÆLË means ‘an
emitter’, or ‘a discharger’, one who emits or discharges. ¼Ú JÝ JÅ is feminine, and the
construct form of the feminine, ‘an emitter of’, is ¼ß KÆLË, so our expression means ‘a
land, [which is] an emitter (discharger) of milk and sweetness’.
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The difference is not merely one of semantics, but of the impression conveyed,
which is totally different. ‘A land flowing with milk and honey’ brings to mind a
picture similar to that once conveyed by the expression ‘The streets of London are
paved with gold’. Some took it literally, but all understood it to mean that in
London it was easy to obtain money just by being there, with no effort. The
meaning of our expression is not that you will find it there, but that the earth will
produce it in abundance if you work it. You still have to work it! In many parts of
the world the land is not very fertile and great effort produces at very best poor
results, with little variety and small quantity. Not so Canaan. In those days, unlike
today, nobody expected to ‘find’ things (as in modern conceptions of the Messianic
Era), but the blessing was to be able to work productively, on land that would show
good results as a reward for effort.

The land is a good land, unfortunately appreciated by our enemies far more than
by ourselves. To the average Israeli, land is space or area on which to build. That
can be done anywhere, the realisation of which has led alas to the collapse of
Zionism. As long as we have sufficient area on which to build, covering the ‘milk
and honey’ with layers of concrete, we can afford to give our enemies the rest –
‘Thank you, G-d, we don’t need it any more!’ The religious build yeshivahs, the
others build banks – and perhaps soon casinos – both build tall, ugly blocks of
flats, but the land as a source of our regular needs, as distinct from an area on
which to build, is of no consequence. The only natural resources we seem to require
are coal (for a coalition) and tin (for Philistines), two items we could do far better
without! As our ancestors said at Kadesh Barnea, ‘Let us appoint a leader and
return to Egypt’, so that we could continue to build on the land there. The trouble
– the only trouble – is that today they won’t let us – otherwise, why not?

That ¼ßKÆLË means ‘an emitter (or discharger) of’ and not ‘flowing with’ is obvious
from the repeated occurrence of the root ÆÊË in the parashah, where the meaning
is not ambiguous in that respect. Remember, though, that the respective masculine
and feminine forms, as used in this context, do not correspond. ¼ÆLË in the Torah
refers to a man who has a particular type of discharge, because he is suffering from
gonorrhoea, whereas ¼É LÆLË refers to a woman who has a normal discharge at regular
intervals (menstruation) or an irregular one. The rabbis reserve the term for the
latter case only, but the Torah does not.
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When you first read the account of the special Yom Kippur ceremony performed

by the High Priest, it strikes you as something very complicated and involved. But
on later reading, especially if you have in the meantime grasped some of the
general procedures of sacrifices, you realise that this impression was due to your
not really understanding a word of what it all was about. You can now plough
through it, it is difficult, you cannot grasp all the details, still less remember them,
but you can get the general idea, and it becomes apparent that the whole thing is
really not too complicated, and in fact fairly short. The High Priest does not have
so much to do, and it does not take long. Another misconception.

The main error is in failing to appreciate that things stated in the text in two or
three words may involve a lot of detail and take quite a long time. Furthermore, the
full Yom Kippur Sanctuary service consists of far more:

(a) The regular daily routine, involving not only the daily offerings, but also the
incense, the lights and so on.

(b) The Festival Additional offerings, (musafim, see Num. 29:7-11). (On a
Sabbath, also the Sabbath Additionals, and changing the showbread – Lev. 24:8.)

(c) The Special Service, as described here in Lev. 16.

These are not successive ‘parts’ to the Yom Kippur procedures, but are to some
extent interwoven.

Normally different priests would do different jobs, at times overlapping and thus
saving time, but on Yom Kippur, by tradition the High Priest as far as possible did
everything himself, personally. Also, many details of this Special Service are not
given in the text, but were handed down orally. In particular, the High Priest had
to make a number of visits to the mikveh, where each time he had to undress,
immerse himself, come out, dry himself and change his clothes. All in all, he had
a lot to do, and a limited time in which to do it all. He had been awake all night,
and being tired would tend to be slow in both action and thought. Thought was very
important as he had to concentrate on his actions; a slight mistake could have very
serious and even tragic consequences. The only break was when the goat was sent
to Azazel and they waited to learn that it had been despatched there.

The Mishnah in Yoma explains in a fair amount of detail the entire procedure as
it was carried out in practice in the latter part of the so-called Second Temple
Period. It starts with the preparations and training that began a week earlier. In
those days the office of High Priest did not always go to the most suitable person,
but was often obtained by political intrigue, bribery and corruption, and at times
even by murder! The man who got the job might well be an ignoramus, who had
to be taught some of the most elementary things, to such an extent that they
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paraded cattle, sheep and goats in front of him (Mishnah Yoma 1:3) so that he
should learn to tell the difference!

However, even the Mishnah does not give all the details. For a fuller picture of
the procedure and of the order you need to search in the Talmud and in post-
talmudic writings (‘Rishonim’), and the latter do not always agree among
themselves, with two main sets of opinions and major differences between them.

A mediaeval poet decided to set out the whole thing, according to one of the
opinions, in the form of a piyyut, a popular type of fairly unintelligible poem. This
started not with daybreak on the Great Day, nor with the previous week’s
preparations, but with the Creation of the World, through the Garden of Eden, the
Flood, the Tower of Babel, ......... Aaron and the High Priest in general, setting out
the whole order of ceremony, down to but not including Simon the Just. (Simon the
Just is the subject of a more intelligible poem that follows, ¼Ô IÉÃ] ¼É IÅUÝ KÓ, which,
incidentally, is based on Chapter 50 of the Book of Ben Sira, alias Ecclesiasticus,
in the Apocrypha.)

Another poet did something similar, a piyyut in the same general style (also
starting with the Creation), according to the other opinion. The important thing
about a piyyut is the acrostic – each line must begin with a successive letter of the
alphabet; if the thing rhymes, so much the better, and if it can scan better still.
Grammar may be distorted, words mis-spelt and new ones invented, to enable this
to work. It may contain esoteric references to unfamiliar literary remarks, must
mean something to whoever writes it, but need not mean anything to anyone else,
least of all to those who recite it in their prayers.

The Sephardim accepted one of these and inserted the piyyut into the hazzan’s
repetition of the Amidah. It became known as ¼ÈKÝ LÙ DÖ ¼Ì KÖÂÕ ¼– ¼É LÈ¼D ¼ÆF× LÉ ¼Ý JÈ IÖ and was later
also accepted by the Hasidim. (There are at least two different versions even of
this, with relatively minor differences in the order only of the service.)

Most of the Ashkenazim inserted the other piyyut, which thus became known as
¼ËKÕ D] DI KÅ ¼Ì KÖÂÕ ¼– ¼É LÈ¼D ¼ÆF× LÉ ¼ÝJÈ IÖ, but some East European communities preferred the first
one, so in an Ashkenazi (but not a Hasidic or Sephardi) mahzor you often find
both. The main difference between the two piyyutim is that the Sephardi one is
(with difficulty) intelligible if you have studied the Mishnah first. The other is not
(unless you first read the Sephardi one and compare it) as it consists largely of
cryptic references.

Reciting the ¼É LÈ¼D ¼ÆF× LÉ ¼Ý JÈ IÖ on Yom Kippur is important. It is a tragic pity that we
have neither decent prose versions that we can understand, to use as alternatives,
nor hazzanim who will allow us sufficient time to even read, let alone attempt to
grasp, what we do have! It is also very odd that Lev. 23:26-32, read by the High
Priest in the Temple, is not read in the Synagogue!
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THREE REMINDERS

Errors that we are taught when we are young are very hard to eradicate, and
sometimes deserve to be pointed out more than once.

Specifically, the word ¼É LÅ Ib occurs a few times in different connections – here
in 19:9 (and again in 23:22) regarding reaping land, twice in 19:27 regarding
shaving and haircuts, and elsewhere in Ex. 25:26 (and 37:13) concerning the Table
and in Num. 34:3 and 35:5 with reference to land borders. Always, always, it
means ‘edge’ or ‘side’, it never means the word that we were taught, which King
James allotted to it. It makes a total difference when you are reaping!

The verb ¼ÜWI L× means ‘to withhold wages’, either by delaying payment or by not
paying at all; it does not mean ‘oppress’, even though this may be a type of
oppression. Note the punctuation in 19:13

¼A¼Ý JÜ ½ÃT? ¼È K× Y¼F Df HÅ ¼Ý¼Î]HÐ LK ¼ß_K̂ O× Db ¼Ô¼Î mHÑ Lß? ¼ÅWÑ
The expression ¼Ý¼Î HÐ LK ¼ß K̂ O× Db (the wage or payment of an employee) is the subject of
the verb ¼Ô¼Î HÑ Lß (which is 3rd person feminine and not 2nd person masculine) and not
the object – ‘the wages of an employee are not to remain overnight with you till
morning’. Compare similarly the same verb in Deut. 21:22 ¼D ¼ßLÑ DÆHÕ ¼Ô¼Î HÑ Lß ¼ÅWÑ ‘his
carcass is not to remain overnight’.

(Miraculously in both cases King James actually got it right, but not the next
one, though there he is not the only one at fault!)

The word ¼ÎVÝ¼ÎVÝF× occurs only four times in the Tanakh – twice here, and once
each in Genesis and Jeremiah. Here it is certainly a form of divine punishment, but
what? In Gen. 15:2, on the basis of the context, it is assumed to mean ‘childless’,
but that makes no sense here if the people already have children. It makes still less
sense in Jer. 22:30, where the word is explained. There it refers to Jehoiachin, and
the verse makes it clear that he will have offspring! (See also 1 Chron. 3:17.)
According to tradition his descendants were the Exilarchs for hundreds of years.)
The explanation (look it up in context) probably applies here, and in Gen. 15:2
Abraham was not saying that he was childless, but that he was ¼ÎVÝ¼ÎVÝF× because he
was childless. It is difficult to explain here, but not difficult to work it out for
yourself from the source, Jer. 22:24-30 (only seven verses).
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MIXTURES

Comments are needed on 19:19, which forbids three things: the first is to inter-
breed animals of different types, (e.g. a horse and a donkey to make a mule). A
precise definition of ‘different types’ is discussed in the Talmud.

The third is to put on (not only to ‘wear’) a ¼ÈJÇ JT of a mixture that is ¼ËIÕ DÍ K× KI.

The word ¼ÈJÇ JT though usually translated as ‘garment’ is not as restricted as the
English, and includes a sheet or blanket. The meaning of ¼ËIÕ DÍ K× KI has been the
subject of much controversy, apparently a particular type of mixture – see Rashi
and those who disagree with him. Deut. 22:11 restricts the ban to a mixture of wool
and linen only, which the Rabbis take this as specific, and not as a mere example
of animal and vegetable fibres – camelhair and cotton may be worn mixed.
(However, for some reason the previous verse, Deut. 22:10, referring to ploughing
with different types of animal, is not taken to be specific, but to give examples:
ploughing with a camel and an elephant is equally forbidden.)

‘Meanwhile, back at the ranch’ – well, not exactly, it should be ‘back to the
land’. The second ban is on sowing mixed seeds, which needs interpretation. Since
it is so little known and has a great practical effect today, we might mention the
main principles of the law against mixed sowing as understood, based partly on
interpretation and partly on tradition.

As long as two conditions apply – that it is in Israel, and that there is no grape-
vine present (and no grape seed involved) – the following are prohibited:

1. Sowing together (or very close to one another) seeds of different ‘types’ of
edible products, except trees.

2. Grafting plants of different ‘types’ where one at least has an edible product. This
includes trees, but trees of different ‘types’ may be sown together!

The products of such illegal actions may however be eaten.

‘Types’ corresponds roughly, but not exactly, to ‘species’. No restrictions apply
to different varieties of the same ‘type’ of plant.

The presence of a grape-vine (even one, not necessarily a complete vineyard –
assuming that it is close enough and not at a distance) or grape seed, introduces
complications (see Deut. 22:9), the laws are stricter, and eating the products may
be forbidden. The mere presence of the vine (or grape seed) can affect not only
other trees but all other plants that are (even partly) edible.

Outside Israel the laws are far more lenient – most of the restrictions that still
apply there are rabbinic.

Here is not the place to list laws, but the above outline may help as a
background indicating their field (!) of application.
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SABBATH AND FESTIVAL

One can hardly blame King James for translating ¼ßKÆ LI as ‘rested’, since Onkelos
did the same. That does not make it right – perhaps ¼ÌLÕ was the best word that
Aramaic had to offer, but in English we must try harder. The verb does not mean
‘to abstain’ because that implies that you never start, nor does it mean ‘to cease’
which is final and means that you do not continue. The modern Hebrew ¼Ü¼Î HÖ DÙ HÉ,
with a connotation of interrupting yourself or taking a break, comes very close
indeed. More accurate is the modern usage of the word, meaning not ‘to go on
strike’ but ‘to be on strike’. The English verb ‘to desist’, though a bit clumsy in the
context, is near enough to serve our purpose, and we may use it here without fear
of being misunderstood.

Now Classical Hebrew was not very fond of abstract nouns. Where an action was
being referred to, they preferred to use a verbal noun (‘gerund’). Otherwise people
envisaged a personality behind the concept, gave it a proper name, and made it an
idol, which is why we do not meet such things often in the Tanakh. It was the
Greeks who liked to think of everything in terms of concepts to which they gave
names – abstract nouns – and under their influence (directly and through their
successors the Romans) we find the Talmud full of them.

Despite this there are a number of abstract nouns in the Torah (but not such as
¼É LÆFÉ KÅ which is really a gerund – É ¼ß JÅ ¼É LÆFÉ KÅ DÑ etc.), and a group of them end in ÔD?.
We have ¼Ô¼D ¼ÝLX H× ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý L]HË ¼Ô¼D ¼Å L_ HÛ ¼Ô¼D ¼×LU HI and a few more like them. They are mostly used
in English without any indefinite article – ‘thirst’ rather than ‘a thirst’ and so on.

In modern Hebrew they use this ending to indicate a diminutive, a smaller
version ( ¼Ø IÑ DÌ KÓ a large flyover, and ¼Ô¼D ¼Ù DÑ DÌ KÓ a smaller one) based on the false
assumption that in the Torah ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI is a diminutive of ¼ß LT KI, a minor sabbath. It can
be seen that in context this does not make sense – the word is an abstract noun in
the same class as those above; one would expect ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT HI but the first vowel has been
changed probably through association with ¼ß LT KI. It means ‘desisting’, and is used
with respect to the Festivals, e.g. ¼Ô¼D ¼ßLT KI ¼ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ¼Ô¼D ¼I ¼ÅVÝ LÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KT ‘On the first day there
(not it) is to be desisting (not a desisting)’. In Talmudic Hebrew the gerund remains
( ¼ß¼D ¼Æ DI, usually wrongly read as ¼ß¼X ¼Æ DI which is something quite different). Modern
Hebrew uses the word ¼É Lß¼Î HÆ DI in the connotation of striking, and hence a strike.

The word ¼ß LT KI is not an abstract noun, but describes a day (or a year) on which
desisting takes place. As an analogy, think of ‘festivity’ (an abstract noun
analogous to ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI ‘desisting’) and ‘festival’ (an occasion of festivity, analagous
to ¼ßLT KI ‘sabbath’). Sometimes we find ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI ¼ßKT KI which is a doubling similar to
¼Ý LÜ LT ¼Ô JT ¼Ý Kb or ¼Ò¼ÎHY H× ¼Ý¼Î H× DK – see KM II, 37 ÌÑÞ.
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Now although there is ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI on various festivals, it is only partial and not full
desisting, so to avoid confusion the name ¼ß LT KI is not used to describe them. The
name is reserved for the sabbaths of (a) the seventh day of the week, (b) Yom
Kippur, and (c) the Sabbatical (seventh) Year. In particular, the Sabbath, where the
context does not imply otherwise, is the seventh day of the week.

Further to this, just as ¼I JÈÃÌ is used for both ‘month’ and ‘first day of the
month’, so ¼ßLT KI is used both for the seventh day of the week and for simply a
week (or a ‘week’ of years Lev. 25:5). Compare Lev. 23:15 with Deut. 16:9.

The last-but-one verse of Isaiah (66:23) ¼D ¼ß KT KI DT ¼ß LT KI ¼Î IV HÓ¼X ¼D ¼IUÈ LÌ DT ¼I JÈÃÌ ¼Î IV HÓ ‘each
month on its new-moon and each week on its sabbath’ explains Num. 28:10 and 14.

The problem arises with Lev. 23:11 and 15/16, the day after ‘the Sabbath’. The
Pharisees assumed that this was the 16th of Nisan, the day after the first day (15th
of Nisan) of the Festival of Matsot (which we call Pesach, which is in turn the day
after what the Torah calls the Festival of Pesach, the 14th of Nisan). The
importance was not only for when to bring the Omer, but how to calculate the date
of Shavuot. In the time of the Second Temple the whole thing had been forgotten
(the festival of Shavuot had almost certainly been forgotten and had to be revived),
and if there was a tradition it was not widely known. The interpretation is weak;
why just here should the first day of the Festival be called ¼ß LT KI? Their opponents
the Boethusians, a group associated with the Sadducees and holding similar views,
took it literally as the actual Sabbath (seventh day of the week) following the first
day of that Festival if the latter did not itself occur on a Sabbath; so Shavuot
always fell on a Sunday. This fits the text better but makes little sense in itself. The
controversy was very long and very bitter.

A third view, not discussed or mentioned in the Talmud but found in the Book
of Jubilees (whose customs, including this one, mostly correspond to those of the
Ethiopian Jews) is that the ¼ßLT KI mentioned in these verses is the last day of the
Festival, the seventh day, i.e. the Omer is brought on the day after the week (or
seven days of Pesach). This fits the text better than either of the other two, but as
a corollary the bringing of the Omer is disconnected from Pesach. Indeed the tone
of the text seems to imply this, but that would deprive the Festival of all
agricultural significance, which is hard to swallow.

(The Kumran sect apparently had a fourth opinion – the first Saturday after the
last day of Pesach! Readers are invited to send in further suggestions – the winner
will be entitled to a ÉÌÕÉ, an Omer discount.)

Each interpretation has its pros and cons. We accept that of the Pharisees.
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SABBATICAL

When a subject is itself unfamiliar to you, details given are on the whole
meaningless. Some people can learn them in an abstract manner, remember them
and even in a sort of way teach them, while with others the details do not register
properly and cannot without tremendous difficulty be remembered.

This is the case, for instance, with the Torah’s laws of offerings and sacrifices,
which can only be learned at all if you first try to become familiar, at least in
theory and in imagination, with the general procedure – not the procedure dictated
by the laws, but the overall procedure taken for granted by the laws, or at most
mentioned casually or to prevent misunderstandings.

An exception is where the subject holds a particular fascination for you, where
you voluntarily go out of your way to ‘read it up’ and search for information in all
directions. However, we are not talking here about such exceptions, but about the
average person, who is at best mildly interested in the subject and not obsessed by
it.

The general principle mentioned above is not restricted to Torah. For example,
the geography that you learn at school is on the whole meaningless if you have
remained in one place (especially in a town) and never travelled. Only by learning
a mass of it, studying and being forced to reproduce maps, and so on, do you
acquire something on the basis that if enough is thrown at you, some at least,
however little, is bound to stick. But it can still be meaningless – I remember to
this day having to learn that the Coal Fields of Scotland are (or were then, it seems
they are no longer) in Ayr, Lanark, Fyfe and Midlothian. I have never visited any
of these places, nor have I the faintest idea even now of where they are or what a
coal field looks like!

Sometimes, at a later date, you become familiar with the subject (e.g. in the case
of geography you begin to travel); you then find great difficulty in remembering the
previously abstract information that you once learned and now wish to apply to
what you meet.

All this is important theory. A relevant practical case is agriculture (in its widest
sense, including horticulture, i.e. gardening, and arboriculture, i.e. tree growing).
Jews in the Diaspora in general did not practise it, and had not the faintest idea
about it. Even those who lived or worked on or near farms in Eastern Europe
migrated to Western Europe, South Africa or America where they lived in towns
for at least two generations before returning to Israel. So the Torah’s laws of
agriculture had no real background of meaning for them. This is quite apart from
the additional fact that most of these laws do not apply outside Israel anyway.
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If you come to Israel and start a garden, you have a host of laws thrust on you
before you even begin to have the least idea of what gardening is about. (You are
tempted to sum it all up in the words of Julius Caesar, or was it Horace? – Non
compost mentis.) The laws were originally meant for people who grew up in the
atmosphere and would absorb the laws with the subject.

The above introduction, though not all directly relevant to the weekly portion,
highlights a matter of very wide application in Torah studies. However, to ‘come
down to earth’ (a very appropriate phrase) we need to start at the beginning with
the laws directly specified in the Torah, mention, in outline only, those deduced
from the Torah (without worrying about how they are deduced) and in broader
outline still the scope and sphere of rabbinic additions. Then we can throw off our
shoulders the mass of information that has suddenly been thrust down our throats,
and absorb the structure before going into detail.

Two weeks ago we attempted this with Kil’ayim (mixtures). Here we deal with
Shevi’it alias Shemittah, the Sabbatical year, which is approaching us now. (Year
5761 in a few months’ time is a Sabbatical.)

Fundamentally, the Torah explicitly forbids absolutely sowing and vine-pruning
(Lev. 25:4). It also imposes severe limitations (without an absolute ban) on reaping
and grape-picking (25:5). Interpretations vary, but most authorities assume that all
pruning and fruit-picking are implied (not only of vines and grapes and perhaps
olives), and that ploughing too is restricted. They also deduce that your land
(‘land’, please, not ‘field’) must be open to the public to take whatever produce
they want, and for wild animals to take whatever is left (Ex. 23:11).

The Rabbis considerably extended the prohibitions to include all the above,
whether Torah-forbidden or not, as well as watering, manuring, stone gathering, and
a host of other activities, but not where necessary for preservation (e.g. where
failure to water a tree might lead to its decline and possibly to its death). There are
also restrictions on the use of such fruit or other vegetable produce that may be
picked or reaped. But there are no restrictions applying to land – or its produce –
belonging to a non-Jew, even in Israel.

Once you get down to detail, there are as in all such matters countless issues on
which rabbinical authorities hold differing opinions. As one example, do the
restrictions on produce apply only to edible produce of the land, or to non-edible
as well? And if the latter, to what extent? All this comes later.

Some interpret the Torah such that all of the laws of Shemittah only apply in
certain conditions which do not appertain today. If so, then all of the laws that do
apply today are only rabbinic.

[The laws of Shemittah include also the remission of certain debts, which has nothing to do with
agriculture, which applies also in the Diaspora, and which we are not considering here.]
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WHO DID WHAT?

Who was in charge of the Levites?

There was a great deal of organisation in connection with the Tabernacle, in fact
all of our portion (and a lot more) deals with organisation. The Levites had a lot
to do, and there were plenty of them, so someone had to be in overall charge. Who?

This was not Moses, who was to delegate the work, having enough other matters
to worry about, nor even Aaron, who had enough responsibility and worries of his
own, remembering exactly what to do and how to do it, and supervising his sons
in their priestly functions. The job was delegated to Aaron’s sons – Eleazar and
Ithamar, who would be told by their father what to do when acting as priests (until
they got used to it) but could devote much of their energy to organising the Levites
in their Tabernacle jobs. They in turn would delegate responsibility for details to
the Levite overseers Eliasaph ben Lael (3:24), Elizaphan ben Uzziel (3:30) and
Zuriel ben Abihail (3:35), who would also take charge of camping arrangements.

It is hard to believe that no instructions were given until the Tabernacle was not
only erected but actually operating. And until it had been operating for at least a
week, Aaron had two other sons, Nadab and Abihu. Why were they not allocated
functions too?

The probable answer is that they were, but before they could effectively do
anything they died. So the account given in the Torah is ‘updated’, which is
sensible. Planned arrangements that were altered before they were implemented are
of no real interest to us. (This is not ‘bible criticism’. There is a world of difference between saying
that the text of the Torah was amended before it was finalised – perhaps before it was even written down

– and suggesting that it was altered or amended after Moses’s death.) We know what happened to
Nadab and Abihu, and when, and can assume that they were originally allocated
tasks that were subsequently re-allocated to their brothers.

For all that, we can see that the man with the gift of organising jobs and people
was Aaron’s youngest son, Ithamar. From the start, before the Tabernacle was
completed, we learn of three people who were appointed in charge ( ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DÙ
Ex. 38:21-23):14 Bezalel and Aholiab concerning manufacture and Ithamar to look
after the Levites, who apparently took charge of completed items until they were
required (see KM II, 35 ÅÞÕ).

14. This is the plain meaning of ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DÙ, compare ¼0H- L+ J( ¼- I'¼| ¼; D² in Num. 31:13.
Nowhere does ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ¼X ¼Ü Db mean ‘accounts’ as we are taught. Anyway, the phrase refers to the
same paragraph, accounts are only given in the following paragraph, and that is not the
meaning of ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DÙ in Ex. 38:21.]
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Again in Num. 4:28 and 4:33 we see how Ithamar was in charge of the
Gershonites and Merarites when it came to transport – transporting the Tabernacle
in the desert was a major operation – confirmed in Num. 7:7-8.

That is all we are told about the specific responsibility given to Ithamar. He was
responsible for the permanent materials – structural components, furniture and
accessories. Eleazar, by contrast, was in charge personally of the ‘consumables’ –
the lamp oil, anointing oil, incense and flour for the daily meal-offerings (4:16). He
did not carry them all himself, for certain. Some of the Kohathites were doubtless
allocated to him to deal with them under his supervision.

In addition, Eleazar was the ‘chief of the chiefs’ (i.e general manager over the
departmental managers) of the Levites (Num. 3:32). Since Eleazar and Ithamar are
not mentioned as being jointly in charge, this can only mean that they had different
departments to deal with. Possibly Eleazar was in charge of the day-to-day running
of the Tabernacle, as against initial care and later transport.

THE SURPLUS

The firstborns were redeemed by the Levites (3:44-51) on a one-to-one basis, but
as there were more of the former than the latter, the surplus had to pay a
redemption fee. How were the ‘surplus’ ones determined? How was it decided who
were to pay? (The whole issue of how you have an exact surplus of an exact
number – the firstborns – over a rounded-off number – the Levites – is an
unanswered problem. This is something else.)

There is a hint in the text, but one cannot deduce from it with certainty.

The payment for the redemption is 5 shekels, which is the ‘standard valuation’
( ¼F D]UÝ J×) for a male between one month and five years old (Lev. 27:6). It seems that
it was all worked from the oldest (who were redeemed first) downwards, until only
the babies had no Levites left to redeem them, and had to pay instead. (The text
could, though, be interpreted otherwise.)

It is worth noting that the firstborns were not redeemed from military service.
Quite the reverse, they would earlier have been exempt, being liable to Tabernacle
service instead, the Levites doing military service alongside the rest. Following the
fiasco of the Golden Calf, there was a ‘redemption’ and the tasks were switched.
The ‘surplus’ had to buy themselves out of Tabernacle service. Yet the latter started
at an early age and involved earlier retirement. It seems that Tabernacle service was
considered far more exacting than military service, partly because it applied all the
time and not only in time of war.
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TRANSPORT

In KM II, 34 ÝÆÈÓÆ and in last week’s issue (V, 34) we considered the
responsibilities when the Tabernacle was moved. Here is a summary:

The Kohathites were responsible for the ‘extraholy’ furniture, including all the
inside furniture, the parokhet, the outside altar, and their accessories. Before the
Levites arrived, the priests had to cover everything.

The Kohathites carried all on their shoulders, and were therefore not allocated
wagons. (7:9)

The Gershonites were responsible for the drapes and flexible structural
components of both Tabernacle and courtyard (skins and woven materials) – the
‘software’.

They were later allocated two wagons. (7:7)

The Merarites were responsible for all the rigid structural components of both
Tabernacle and courtyard, mostly items of wood and metal – the ‘hardware’.

They were later allocated four wagons. (7:8)

Ithamar was in overall charge of these. (4:28,33; 7:8)

Eleazar was in charge of the consumables: oils, incense, flour etc. (4:16)

The Torah does not express it in quite those terms. The language lacks the sort
of terminology used today, so we are given lists, but we are intended to appreciate
the high degree of organisation. Apparently the Egyptians were good at organising,
so the Israelites were used to it.

FATAL ERRORS

Various misdemeanours in connection with the Tabernacle, even if inadvertent,
incur the death penalty, but not in court. Divine punishment. Extra care must be
taken to prevent these things occurring, an error is fatal. It seems death is a
consequence, rather than a punishment. The Rabbis call this ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LI ¼Î IÈ¼Î HT ¼É Lß¼Î HÓ, which
though less serious than ¼ß IÝL] is of a different nature. The latter is always expressed
as a punishment; furthermore, if something is done inadvertently, ¼ß IÝL] does not
apply, and the lesser punishment can generally be averted by a hatat offering, but
not this. It is interesting to note that warnings on such matters are not given in the
form of ‘if you do it you will die’, to parallel warnings on other matters (and as
with Adam in Gen. 2:17), but sometimes in the form of ‘be careful, so that you do
not die’; more often, though, indirectly in the form of ‘be careful, so that he/they
should not die’ or something along those lines.
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Examples are found here in 4:16 (the Kohathites must not touch the holy
furniture) and 4:19-20 (they must not even see it – interesting to compare the two).

Aaron is given various warnings in connection with entering the extra-holy
(‘holy of holies’) part of the Tabernacle in Ex. 28:35 and Lev. 16:2 and 13.

[Note: do not confuse the injunction ¼ß LÓ¼X¼Î ¼Æ IÝ Ld KÉ ¼ÝLY KÉ where the offender is to be ‘put to death’ i.e. dealt
with by the court, although there is an opinion in the Talmud that disagrees.]

He is also warned (and exceptionally his two remaining sons, who in this respect
were treated like high priests) not to practise any mourning customs even if
permitted to others. Earlier there was a ‘once only’ warning to Aaron and his sons
(Lev. 8:35) to remain in the Tabernacle precincts for the Seven Days of
Consecration.

The priests are reminded to wash their hands and feet (arms and legs?) and wear
trousers when on duty (Ex. 30:20, 21 and 28:43), and be careful about their
responsibilities (Lev. 22:9). Aaron is warned directly not to drink (or let the priests
drink) wine when on duty (Lev. 10:9); also to ensure that the Levites do not come
too near to the Tabernacle or the Altar (Num. 18:3) or the consequences will be
fatal both for the Levites and for the priests who fail to stop them. The Levites are
warned to allocate a portion to the priests from the tithes they receive from the
public (Num 18:32). In all these cases the warning is to prevent otherwise fatal
consequences. The only other reference I found was when the people were warned
to stop complaining (Num. 17:25).

DEDICATION

The consecration of the altar was performed by Moses (implied in Ex. 40:29)
in accordance with instructions ( Lf DIKV HÜ DÊ, Ex. 40:10). KÌ IT DË H_ KÉ ¼ßK]OÕFÌ means something
different, not easy to understand and for which there is no suitable English word.
It is usually rendered as ‘dedication’, but that is not really correct, and anyway to
some extent overlaps with and to a greater extent is confused with ‘consecration’.
(People even talk about consecrating a tombstone, where neither word is correct.)
The best translation I found is in the dictionary of Gesenius, who calls it
‘initiation’. This approximately was the purpose of the ceremony described here
which took twelve days, probably early in the second month (see KM I, 35 ÅÞÕ, II
34 ÝÆÈÓÆ, and Abarbanel),. But remember the altar had already been in use (Ex.
4:29 and Lev. chs. 8 ff.).

When the Hasmoneans reconquered Jerusalem, they refurbished the Temple (see
1 Macc. 4:43 ff. – the NEB translation ‘rebuilt’ does not ring true), but decided to
pull down the altar completely and build a new one. They celebrated the ¼É L]OÕFÌ of
the new altar (not the Temple) for eight days, hence our Hanukkah festival. (The
Talmud cites a tradition based on a legend associating the eight days with the oil.
This does not tie in with the name Hannukah, and surprisingly is not mentioned in
the account in 1 Maccabees, which is worth reading.) The Temple was only pulled
down and completely rebuilt by Herod, well over a hundred years later.
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PLACE NAMES

In the past two issues we have mentioned Aaron’s son Eleazar ¼ÝLË L× DÑ JÅ. Some two
thousand years ago a namesake of his, who does not really interest us, gave his
name to a village just outside Jerusalem, ¼ÉL[VÝLË L× DÑ JÅ. To make it appear that this
ancient Jewish village belongs to our enemies the name has been disguised in the
form El Azarieh. Inside Jerusalem, a much more recent suburb was named after
Moses’s grandson, Rehaviah (1 Chr. 23:17, the relevance explained on a plaque in
Eliezer Gardens, Ramban Street) soon to be renamed Re Habieh so that it too can
be .... perhaps the less said the better.

REDEMPTION EXEMPTION

In KM III, 34 ÝÆÈÓÆ the redeeming of the firstborns was considered and a
question raised to which I have received no answer. Here in 8:16-19 the issue is
made clear. All the firstborns in Israel – man and beast – belong to G-d as a result
of their not being killed with all the other firstborns (not only of the Egyptians but
also of foreigners) in Egypt. The animals are slaughtered, but the humans are
redeemed – that is to say, their lives are redeemed, but they still belong to G-d as
special servants, a type of priest. Not the first order priests, the sons of Aaron, but
a second order who assist them.

Following the event of the Golden Calf, this second function was transferred
from them to the Levites, but this did not exempt them from the first obligation, to
have their lives redeemed. (Obligation for Sanctuary service and exemption from
military service was exchanged for the reverse.) Had the trouble with the Golden
Calf not occurred, the firstborns (and not the Levites) would have helped the
priests, but they would still have had to be redeemed. Why then should Levite
firstborns be exempted from redemption (as in fact they are, though it does not say
so in the Torah)?

With the firstborns of the priests one can understand a difference. The
redemption money has been given by G-d to the priests, so a priest who redeems
his son could give the money to himself! This would make a farce of the whole
thing, so quite logically the matter is quietly dropped, and he is exempted from the
procedure. Even so, this does not justify a man being exempted from redeeming his
son merely because his fatherinlaw is a priest, and still less because he or his
father-in-law happens to be a Levite! Yet such is the law. On what basis – or even
on what text – is it justified? The firstborns of the Levites were saved from the
massacre in Egypt no less than the others, and serving as assistants to Aaron’s
family never did exempt anyone from the redemption! Again, an answer please!
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JUST STROLLING ... 15

Ba’aley keriah please note: the first word in 11:8 is from the root ÍDI (to stroll)
and the accent is on the first syllable ¼X ¼Í rLI. The ta’am is on the last letter X (not the
last syllable, Í) simply because a telishah ketanah is always placed on the last letter
of the word, regardless of where the accent is. Contrast later in the same verse ¼Xr¼ÐLÈ
and ¼X r¼K L× which come from the roots ¼ÉÃÐ LV and ¼ÉWK L× respectively.

WORDS

The names of vegetables listed in 11:5 do not have the same meanings as they
have today. Other words often mistranslated, (KM I, 13(36) ÏßÑ×ÉÆ) deserve a
reminder:

¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÓGÌ homers (a unit of measure), not heaps.

¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ In 9:19, 9:20, 11:19 and 11:20 we find four meanings including ‘days’, ‘a
year’, and just nothing!

¼ÒL[ KÉ ¼Ô HÓ ‘from the sea’? More likely ‘from the west’.

¼ÌKÝ Jb a ‘bud’ or ‘shoot’ (or offshoot), never a flower.

¼Å IÆL̀ HÉ is to deliver a message, preach, speak on behalf of someone else – not
necessarily to foretell the future.

¼Å ITKÕ Dß HÉ to go through the associated performance.

¼Î HfUÈKÑ¼D ¼Ó ‘my people’ (or ‘my family’, never birthplace).

LßÃ× IÝFÉ in 11:11 – ‘you have harmed’, ‘treated (someone) badly’. Contrast ¼Ò JßÃ× IÝFÉKÊ
in 10:9. (You can combine both meanings by blowing bagpipes at someone.)

[Note: a section originally appearing here has been transferred to series IV,36.]

15. A once well-known radio song ‘Strolling, just strolling’.
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CITY OF OUR FATHERS

Repeatedly Hebron is identified with Mamre (Gen. 23:19, 25:9) referred to in
Gen. 14:13 as an Amorite, brother of Aner and Eshkol. (The latter probably gave
his name to the nearby valley or wadi, the name later being associated with the
cluster of grapes taken from there – Num. 13:24.) Mamre and his brothers were
Abraham’s friends (Gen. 14:13 and 24), yet they did not own Hebron, and Abraham
did not approach them for a favour. Instead he approached the citizens, all Hittites
(Gen. Chap. 23 repeatedly, 25:9, 49:29-30, 50:13). Abraham’s treaty with Mamre
the Amorite did not cover Hittites, and his agreement with Ephron concerned only
the purchase of a cave and a large plot of land. Hebron was also known as Kiriat
Arba (Arba’s Town) after Arba the father of the Anakites, a tribe of giants. Three
of Anak’s descendants – Ahiman, Sheshai and Talmai – were there at the time of
Moses (Num. 13:22) and frightened Joshua’s and Caleb’s companions. Later at the
time of the conquest, they were still there, and Caleb took it upon himself
personally to drive them out, which he did (Jud. 1:20). The Anakites seem to have
been a remnant of the original indigenous population who preceded the Canaanites
and their friends. (See Jos. 11:21-23.) Goliath of Gath, though a Philistine, was
probably an offshoot of an intermarriage with an Anakite (Jos. 11:22). Giants
across the Jordan were the Refaim, of whom Og was the last survivor.

It is interesting to recall what David Ben Gurion said to Winston Churchill (the
reporter, grandson of the famous Sir Winston) soon after the Six Day War, when
the Israeli army liberated those parts of the country that had until then been under
Arab (Jordanian, Egyptian and Syrian) occupation. On the 29th of June 1967 Ben
Gurion granted Churchill an interview, which was broadcast in a BBC radio
programme on the 12th of July.

According to Randolph and Winston Churchill’s book ‘The Six Day War’ (page
199) Ben Gurion declared, among other things, that ‘Jerusalem must remain a
Jewish city. As to the rest, he indicated that Israel should take nothing if this were
the means to make peace.’ However, ‘Hebron should go to Israel since “it is more
Jewish than Jerusalem” – Jerusalem became Jewish three thousand years ago
under King David, but Hebron became Jewish four thousand years ago under
Abraham and included a number of settlements that were destroyed two days before
Israel was established.’

[Incidentally, Churchill adds ‘Ben Gurion insisted that two factors were prior conditions to Israel
surrendering any captured territory – that the Arabs should recognise the State of Israel, and that a genuine

peace treaty be signed.’] (Italics are mine.) Remember Ben Gurion was on the left. Who-
ever may occupy Hebron, it still belongs to Israel.
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CONNOTATIONS

In Lev. 36:7, ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ ¼ÑLÐ DÑ ¼ÒL[ KV ¼É Lß DÎ LÉ ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ D_ KÉ DÊ, we find the same word used twice,
in two different (but not fundamentally different) senses. ‘The raw materials were
more than sufficient for [what was required to make] the products specified.’

We find a similar idea in Num. 15:38-39:

ß HÛÎ HÛ Ò JÉLÑ XK L× DÊthey should make a fringe

ØLÕ L] KÉ?ß HÛÎ HÛ?Ñ K× XÕ DßLÕ DÊand add to the [aforesaid] fringe

ß HÛÎ HÛ DÑ ÒJÐ LÑ ÉLÎ LÉ DÊBBB
Here in the third case ‘fringe’ does not appear to make sense. By adding a blue
thread to it you do not turn a fringe into a fringe. (Note by the way that the word
is always singular.) Saadya Gaon and Rashbam both spot the problem and realise
that the word here has a different meaning. Based on the occurrence of a similar
word elsewhere, they translate it as ‘something bright’ or shining, something which
is clearly visible – which fits in with what follows ‘so that you should see it’,
which is not quite as the rabbis interpret ¼Ò Jß¼Î HÅUÝX (‘when you see it’).

For all that, I once witnessed someone making tehinah (a type of edible cement
enjoyed by Israelis) of which the main (but not the only) ingredient was – tehinah!
Furthermore I once bought a packet of something called sahlev and wondered what
it was made from; the list of ingredients on the packet included sahlev, and made
me none the wiser. Likewise when you take a glass to drink from, you do not take
a piece of glass, but a sort of cup that is made from glass. (Spectacles are also
called ‘glasses’.) In the same way, a plain fringe with a thread added, or perhaps
a garment with a fringe and blue thread, may have been called ‘a fringe’, so that
the third time (above) the word has a different connotation but not a totally
different meaning.

The text itself does not make it clear whether each garment is to have one fringe
on one corner (lit. ‘flap’) (compare the mezuzah which is fixed to only one doorpost
of each door) or one fringe on each corner (as is the custom). It does not even say
how many corners the garment needs to have. Clarification comes only from the
other reference, Deut. 22:12 F DßXÖ D] ßDÙ DÕK] × KTUÝ KÅ Ñ K× E L̂ É JKF× Kf ÒÎ HÑVÈ DU SSSSS which is
unambiguous: on each corner, when there are four corners.

Another word which occurs twice in a verse with different meanings is ¼Ý K×KÕ. In
Gen. 22:5 SSSSS ÝK×K̀ KÉ DÊ ÎHÕFÅKÊ SSSSS XÆ DI ÊÎ LÝ L× DÕ Ñ JÅ SSSSS ÝJÓÅÂ[KÊ. The first uses the word in the
sense of ‘attendant’ or ‘servant’ (of any age), which is certainly not the meaning
of the second.

¼ÈÃÜ DÙ HT (Ex. 30:12) is also a possibility.
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LIMITS OF ENDURANCE

However strongly we may react against wickedness and injustice to others,
nothing bites as deeply as an injustice against ourselves, and it is frequently beyond
the power of the best (and certainly beyond the power of the rest of us) to control
our reaction to this.

When Moses learned of the Golden Calf, he must have been utterly
flabbergasted. We know that his fury was extreme, and nobody can suggest that this
was in any way unjustified. He had fasted for forty days and nights, after bringing
them out of Egypt – for them to be destroyed, the obvious result? Yet in spite of
all this, as soon as he began to recover from the initial shock, he went to G-d and
prayed for them to be forgiven! The people had not rebelled against Moses, but
claimed that he had disappeared and a new set-up was required. G-d himself was
their target, and Moses asked him to forgive them.

Again this happened at Kadesh Barnea, when, one has reason to believe, the
leading rabbis of the generation and sages of the religious political parties gave a
decision that according to the halakhah the concept of pikuah nefesh is absolutely
paramount, and no amount of land is worth even the risk of a single human life,
whatever G-d may say. ‘Let the Canaanites keep their country, and we will force
Moses to give us money to build Torah institutes back in Egypt’ was one view.
Others claimed that as the Land had been promised to us, we must wait until the
Messiah comes and hands it all over to us peacefully. Either way the key word
‘peace’ was to over-ride all divine instructions. The people accepted this, the
rebellion was once more primarily against G-d, who had told them to fight. Again
Moses prayed and asked for the people to be forgiven.

It was probably at least twenty years later, perhaps more (see KM I 15(38) ÌÝÜ),
that Korah rebelled. As at Kadesh Barnea, and unlike at Sinai, it was not the
idolaters but once again the religious parties that rebelled. As in the Chinese
Cultural Revolution, where nobody was anti-Mao, simply that each was more pro-
Mao than the others, so here nobody was anti-G-d, just more pro-G-d than Moses
and Aaron, whose government they decided to topple.

Today it is very hard, almost impossible, for us to visualise the situation as it
was then – Moses (and likewise Aaron), though head of the government, was
actually clean!!! He had not taken bribes, he had not even robbed charity funds for
money to help him get elected as Pri – sorry, as leader!!! He had no agents to work
behind his back so that he could say ‘I did not know’. He had taken nothing from
anyone, not even a judge’s fee. He had done nobody any injustice. How he had
managed to reach the top without any corruption is of course to us totally
incomprehensible, but we are told to accept it. No false promises, no misleading or
lying propaganda, no government-controlled press, radio or television, America had
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not even been discovered. Of course, naturally, he had outside help. G-d himself,
with power beyond man’s comprehension, put him in his position, but the rebels
did not accept this.

In all this time Moses had suffered complaints and grouses, continous troubles
from the people far too numerous to list here. Still, when they moaned about lack
of water, they were thirsty. When they demanded meat to eat, at least they had an
appetite for it. Here, when for once it appears that everything was going smoothly,
they attacked him for usurping power, with an implication that from this he had
derived personal profit, as was always the case even in those days! Their
complaints were so completely unfounded and the injustice so great and undeserved
that the attack cut very deeply into his soul. Moses had reached the limit of human
endurance, anyone else would have reacted even more strongly much earlier. He
tried to talk to them, and Korah at least gave him a hearing, so that his children
were spared. When Moses sent for Dathan and Abiram to come and present their
grievances and discuss their complaints, they sent back a message telling him what
he could do and where to go.

Moses had reached his limit, and something snapped. He called them ‘wicked
men’ and told G-d not to forgive them even if they repented (16:15). He did not
even ask, he told G-d what to do (or rather what not to do).

[There is no other way of interpreting 16:15. Moses could not possibly
suggest that G-d might accept a bribe. He merely wished to point out that even
if they appeared to repent, it would not be sincere. Alternatively, he was saying
that even if they turned to G-d, he should not forgive them because he (Moses)
did not forgive them, (see Sforno). Moses, who had asked G-d to forgive the
Golden Calf and Kadesh Barnea incidents, was not prepared to forgive a
personal attack against himself.

Even Jeremiah, when in the extreme bitterness of his soul he cursed his
enemies who had so tormented him (Lam. 3:64-66) – ¼ÒIÈ¼Î HÓ DI Kß DÊ ¼Ø KÅ DT ¼ØÃÈ UÝ Hf refers
to the Jews who had tortured him, not the Gentiles – did not ask G-d not to
accept their repentance.

Only Rabban Gamaliel, in his prayer ¼ÉLÊ DÜ Hß ¼Î HÉ Df ¼Ñ KÅ ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ¼Î HI DÑ K_KÑ DÊ ‘let there be no
hope’ i.e. even of repentance, in contrast to the Talmudic attitude to Elisha bar
Avuyah (Hagigah 15a), and to what Beruria taught her husband Rabbi Meir
(Berakhot 10a), went almost as far as Moses did.]

This, the first slip, one step down, when he ‘gave instructions’, was followed
some years later by the second step down, when at Kadesh he did not even listen,
he did not do what he was told, he knew better, and he struck the rock. Even so,
as the punishment was not immediate he rose up and did not slip again.

Moses went a long way before he slipped. Who else could go that far?
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THE ARADIAN KNIGHTS

The story of the attack by the king of Arad raises some interesting points. First
the word ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LßFÅ is difficult. Some, following Onkelos, say that it means ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ Lf,
Israel came by the way of the Twelve Spies. But they did not! That was the way
Israel was told to go first, at Kadesh Barnea, and they refused. They then entered
the Land by a totally different route. Furthermore, ¼E JÝJV followed by a name does
not usually mean ‘by way of’ (as it does today, cf. Latin viRa) but means ‘Road’
followed by the name of the road. They came along the Atarim Road. ¼Ý KßFÅ, ‘place’
in Aramaic (and a ‘site’ in Modern Hebrew), is used by Onkelos to translate the
Hebrew ¼Ò¼D ¼Ü LÓ. Neither ‘places’ nor ‘sites’ would make much sense here.

The meaning of the word may well be irrelevant in this instance. The Israelites
came along the Atarim Road, and what is relevant is the location and nature of that
road, not the meaning of its name. It may have brought them near to the territory
of Arad, so that the king felt threatened, and attack being the best means of defence
he used it. Or he may simply have found this to be an opportunity to attack a group
of foreigners. More relevant, almost certainly there was something about this road
that made those who passed along it particularly vulnerable, such as narrow passes
where they could be shot at from above. But the text does not suggest that the
Canaanites attacked that way, nor that they killed – it says that they battled with
Israel and took captives, which suggests that there were suitable places for ambush.

What of the vow? If ¼ÒIÝFÌ KÉ simply means ‘to destroy’ there isn’t much of a vow!
Most likely the vow was that they would destroy everything and not touch the spoil.

If the revenge led to the destruction of Canaanite towns, why did they not carry
on and move in further north? Some claim that the revenge referred to here only
took place much later during the conquest (Jud. 1:17), but that refers to Safed (in
the south) not Arad, and is not very satisfactory.

Why did the Canaanites take captives? Why did G-d allow them to attack Israel
at that time and succeed? One can always speculate, midrashim can have a field
day, but the more often one reads this the more one feels that much relevant
information is being held back. There is a lot more to this story than we are told.

RHYME AND ‘REASON’

Rhyming in poems and songs is to us almost essential, but in olden times it was
even frowned upon. The Torah quotes two exceptions – Lemech’s dirge (Gen. 4:23)
and the song of the bards here jeering at Moab after their defeat by Sihon (Num.
21:27-30). In a message to the King of Ammon, Jephthah sarcastically referred to
how Moab ‘the People of Chemosh’ managed to lose all that territory (Jud. 11:24).
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THE HOLY CITY?

Moses described Kadesh (Zin) as ¼F JÑ¼X ¼Æ DÇ ¼É IÛ DÜ ¼Ý¼Î H× (Num. 20:16) ‘a city in the
uttermost of thy border’ saith King James. Of course ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU means terrritory, not
border which is ¼É JÛ LÜ, so it is ‘on the border of your territory’ (which they did not
enter). But to call Kadesh a ‘city’? (Thinking of Kadosh and St. David’s?16) They
could not enter a large city and stay there without conquering it, which would have
been mentioned. No, it was no city, not even a town. ¼Ý¼Î H× simply means a settle-
ment, large or small, in this case little more and perhaps even less than a village.
A small oasis, but with insufficient water for two million people plus animals. A
likely location for Zin is, roughly, Ben Gurion’s Sde Boker, south of Dimona.

WHOSE SIN?

In translating an article by the late Nehama Leibowitz, an outstandingly great
woman of blessed memory, I queried a remark that ‘nobody really knows what
Moses’s sin actually was’. Surely this was a slip, it should have been ‘Aaron’s
sin’? On my editor’s instructions I left it as it was, but am still convinced that I
was right, and ‘Aaron’ was intended. Moses’s sin is explained, told to talk to the
rock he struck it. Aaron too was involved it seems (Num. 20:24) but in what way?

LAND AND TREES

¼É JÈ LK usually means ‘land’, synonymous with ¼Ú JÝ JÅ, but here (20:17) is limited to
‘cultivated land’, though it might include grazing land. ¼ÒJÝ J], usually a vineyard,
here means an orchard where fruit trees (not necessarily vines) are grown. (In Jud.
15:5 it describes an olive grove.)

SAD NEGLECT

When this parashah comes up, everyone makes a big fuss about the first chapter,
and perhaps Moses striking the rock, sadly ignoring the first battle (with the King
of Arad) since Amalek, the seraph (not ‘fiery’) snakes, two songs, and above all the
amazing conquest of Transjordan which filled the Canaanites with terror (Jos. 2:10).
This is the stuff to interest the kids, yet rabbinical sermons and teachers tend to
neglect all this. Holiday time? But Balaam gets the full treatment!

16. The smallest city in the world is St. David’s in Wales, a tiny village, not even a town!
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CURSE TO BLESSING

An incidental point of interest about the story of Balaam is that it can be divided
naturally into sections, and that these sections correspond to the divisions into
aliyyot, in other words the usual divisions into aliyyot in this parashah actually
make sense! (That is, all except the marking for shevi’i which, as recommended by
Rabbi Aaron of Worms, should be one verse later.)

1. Balak sends envoys to Balaam, who receives them and tells them to wait
overnight. G-d warns him off.

2. Next day Balaam refuses to go.

Balak sends again, and G-d says ‘Alright, but ....’.

3. Next day Balaam goes. Trouble en route. Balak meets him.

4. Balak takes him to Kiriat Hutsot, next day to Bamot Baal.

First blessing. Balak angry. Balaam replies.

5. Balak takes him to Sedeh Tsofim (an observation point) at the top of The Pisgah.

Second Blessing. Balak furious. Balaam replies.

6. Balak takes him to top of The Peor.

Third blessing. Balak explodes: ‘Go home, quick!’ Balaam replies.

7. Fourth blessing (unsolicited). All go home.

It is worth taking a closer look at each section in turn, instead of the classical
way of translating one’s way through, when the really difficult parts in the middle
– the actual blessings – distract our attention from the details of what happens.

The first three sections are self-explanatory; most people are familiar with the
story, and anyway it is not difficult to read and understand. What then?

Balak first took Balaam to Kiriat Hutsot (22:39), probably the nearest place to
where the Israelites were camping. Here as a preliminary Balak offered up cattle
and sheep as a zevach, i.e. for food, and they all ate. This would establish goodwill
between Balaam (a holy man whose offerings were to be respected and any portion
received treated as an honour) on the one hand, and Balak and his officials on the
other. A guest arrives from a long journey, there is a reception and a night’s rest
before getting down to business.

The ‘proceedings proper’ began next morning. Not too early, we always find
¼Ý JÜÃT KT ¼Ò L× DÑ HT ¼Ò LÜL[KÊ (22:13 and 21), never ¼ÒI] DIK[KÊ. Balaam was not an early riser. Balak
took Balaam to three places in turn, each one high up from where the camp of the
Israelites could be seen, so that Balaam could see who he was cursing. (This was
essential, otherwise he could have stayed at home and cursed from there.)
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From the first height (Bamot Baal) one could only see part of the camp (22:41).
Here on Balaam’s instructions seven altars were built, on each of which a bull and
a ram were offered to G-d, each as an olah (i.e. not eaten). Balaam then left Balak
in charge while he went for a little walk, and on the way G-d told him what to say.
He then returned and gave the first blessing. Balak was angry: ‘I brought you to
curse my enemies, and you have blessed them!’ Balaam replies that he could only
say what G-d told him to say.

Balak then took him to another place, Sedeh Tsofim at the top of the Pisgah,
from where he could see part of the camp, not all, to try again (23:13-14). Balaam
repeated the procedure with the altars and the walk, again received instruction on
what to say, returned and gave the second blessing. Balak was furious and said
‘Alright, don’t curse them and don’t bless them’. Balaam replied ‘I warned you’.

Balak decided to try once more. The third place they went to was the peak of
Peor, overlooking the Judaean desert. The text seems to imply that this was the
highest point in the area, and that from here he could see the entire Israelite camp
(24:2). Here the entire procedure was repeated, with one difference – Balaam did
not first indulge in superstitious practices ‘as previously’ (24:1), although
previously we were not told that he did. He gave his third blessing, and Balak
exploded. ‘Go home, fly, and without what I promised to pay you. If G-d has told
you what to say, then G-d has caused you to lose any right to payment. Clear out!’

Balaam replied ‘I am going home, but first I will tell you what this people
(Israel) is going to do to yours (Moab) one day.’

Note that the expression ¼Ò¼Î HÓL[ KÉ ¼ß¼ÎVÝFÌ KÅ DT, which occurs a number of times in the
Tanakh, does not mean ‘at the end of days’. A nearer-literal translation would be
‘in later days’ but it is an idiom which means simply ‘at some time in the future’,
usualy with the implication of ‘at some time in the distant future.’

¼Î Hß¼ÎVÝFÌ KÅ (23:10) does not mean ‘my last end’ (King James again) but ‘my future’.

Balaam then gave his unsolicited fourth blessing, to which he added forecasts
of doom on Israel’s enemies, starting with Moab, and then he and Balak each
returned home. The advice he gave Balak before he left (the results of which are
related in the next paragraph) is not mentioned here, but only much later (31:16)
when the assassination of Balaam (31:8) is explained.

The blessings themselves are expressed in poetical Hebrew which at times is
very difficult to understand. There are difficult words, and difficult combinations
of words, such that each commentator in turn gives his own interpretation. It is not
the intention here to compete with them or to decide between them, nor even to
select from them. However, a discussion on the blessings overall would not be out
of place, but lack of space demands that this be deferred.
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SOME NAMES

¼5L+D4¼- H² Note the spelling, and also the pronunciation, which is ¼Ö LÌ DÕ¼?¼Î Hb (i.e. the
sheva under the nun is sounded). There is a craze based on ignorance to spell it
without a yod, even by people who otherwise enjoy confusing readers by putting
in extra totally unnecessary yods wherever else they can. The name occurs a
number of times in the Tanakh, mostly referring (as here) to Aaron’s grandson,
whose name is never spelt without a yod (though here in Num. 25:11 some siferey
torah – note the word ‘some’ – have a small yod, but elsewhere everyone has a
normal one). There is a Phinehas at the time of Ezra, mentioned once only and with
a yod, and there is the son of Eli the high priest (who died on the same day as his
brother, both being bad men), also spelt with a yod except in 1 Sam. 1:3 – and even
there, the first syllable is open, the sheva under the nun is sounded.

¼ÎVÝ DÓHË (Zimri) is described as ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IÆ ¼Å¼Î HK DÕ (25:14). He was not the head of the
tribe, but the head of one of the clans within the tribe. Three others in the Tanakh
bear the same name. Two of them simply appear in lists of generations, but the
other was an interesting character. As a servant of the king he rebelled. While the
king was busy getting himself drunk, Zimri assassinated him and usurped the throne
(1 Kings 16:10-11). He reigned for seven whole days (!), during which time he
managed to wipe out completely all the old king’s family – relatives near and
distant – and most of his friends, as had been foretold in G-d’s name. (Later on, his
treason was cited by Jezebel (2 Kings 9:31) though she had done quite well out of
it.) But far more than that, in those seven days he managed to annoy G-d to such
an extent that his imminent doom was also sealed. He was not popular, and the
army on hearing that Zimri had killed the king elected Omri as the new king. The
latter interrrupted an attack on our ancient and eternal enemies the Phil – sorry,
Palestinians, and attacked the capital; Zimri then set fire to the royal palace and
burnt himself to death in it. (See 1 Kings 17:16-20.) Fifty per cent of the Zimris
mentioned do not seem to have died peacefully in bed, nor deserved to.

ÝXÛ (Zur) the father of Cozbi is described as the head of ( ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ) groups of
families (or clans) in Midian (Num. 25:15) and as a chief of ( ¼Å¼Î HK DÕ) the Midianites
(25:18). Later the Israelites killed five Midianite kings (31:8) and Zur was one of
them. Was he the same one?

At first sight, no, since one was a king and the other merely a chief. But in Jos.
13:21 we find a reference to Moses (and his people) having defeated and killed the
same five, only referred to there as chiefs of ( ¼Î IÅ¼Î HK DÕ) Midian, so it looks as if it
was the same one (see Rashi and Ibn Ezra), a king is a chief, and ‘chief’ and ‘king’
are sometimes interchangeable, on which basis the rabbis interpret Lev. 4:22.
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THE CENSUS

G-d told Moses and Eleazar to call up ( ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Å DK) all the men of military age
(26:12). That is all. From what follows it appeared that for each man to be
appointed to his appropriate task ( ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ OÜ Db) a new census was required, following the
sudden death of twenty-four thousand mentioned earlier (25:9). Remember, ¼X ¼È DÜ Lb
(26:63) does not mean ‘counted’ but ‘mustered’ or ‘appointed’, which may include
counting, and likewise derivatives of the root ÈÜÙ here. The call-up was necessary
in readiness for the revenge attack on Midian (31:2) even though only a thousand
were selected from each tribe.

The census did not include a single person who had been included in the one
forty years previously (25:64-65), because all except Joshua and Caleb were dead.

One might ask why, in that case, a new census was not conducted earlier, before
the war against Sihon and Og. It seems that as the older men gradually died out,
so they were replaced in their jobs by the promotion of others and by men of the
new generation. But the sudden loss of twenty-four thousand men caused
considerable disruption in the army, which had to be completely reorganised.

Note that here the census was to also serve as a basis for land allocation, not
mentioned with the earlier one. Quite obviously it would have applied then too but
for the Kadesh Barnea fiasco. Those who fought for the land would receive an
allocation – the Levites neither fought nor received land. The text implies that for
land allocation the second census (this one) would replace the former, but
rabbinical tradition maintains that a complex mixture of the two was used, as those
who left Egypt, even though they did not reach Canaan, still had family-based
rights in the Land. The complaint of Zelaphehad’s daughters (27:1, 3) seems to
support this.

The size of each family’s allocation would depend on the number of members
of the family (according to the census and not at the time of allocation, 26:52-56),
but the location was to be decided by lot.

Then (26:57-62) we are given the number of Levites, on the basis of those more
than one month old. For what purpose were they counted? G-d apparently gave no
instructions for this here. Commentators suggest that it was for the allocation of
towns to the Levites, but that is not mentioned till later (35:1-8)!

Note also once again the unexplained deliberate and conspicuous non-mention
of Moses’s own family, found throughout from Jethro’s visit onwards except for
an obscure reference to an unknown Cushite woman (Num. 12:1). (Zipporah was
a Midianite, not a Cushite.)
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EGYPT TO CANAAN

The story of Israel’s travels from Egypt to Canaan as told can be divided into
six sections:

1. Egypt to Sinai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 weeks.

Ex. (12:37), 15:22 to 17:16 plus v. 19:2. . . . . (Summary Num. 33:3-15.)

2. What happened at Sinai About 1 year.

Ex. 19:1 to Num. 10:10 (and Ex. ch. 18) . . . . . (Summary ignores this.)

3. Sinai to Kadesh Barnea and what happened there . . . . . . . . . A few weeks.

Num. 10:11 to 15:31. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Summary Num. 33:16 - ?)

4. Kadesh Barnea to Kadesh (Zin) Over 37½ years.

Num. 15:32 to 19:22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Summary Num. 33:?-36.)

5. Kadesh (Zin) to the Jordan and incidents to the death of Moses About 1 year.

Num. 20 on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Summary Num. 33:36-49).

6. Preparations and crossing of the Jordan Joshua.

After all the details we are given about the six-weeks’ journey to Sinai, the few
weeks’ journey from there to Kadesh Barnea, and the few months’ journey from
Kadesh (Zin) to the Jordan, we have a period in the middle of over thirty-seven
years (§4 above) in which apparently nothing happened worth recording apart from
Korah’s rebellion and a man caught collecting wood on the Sabbath! Very strange!

What are we given?

(a) the story of the Sabbath-breaker could have been at any time during the period,

(b) a paragraph about the tsitsit following which may or may not follow from it,

(c) Korah’s rebellion probably took place some time during the latter half of the
period, but no date is given; as the rebellion was against the priesthood, laws are
given summarising responsibilities and privileges of the priests and Levites,

(d) parashat parah, which seems to belong not here, but with the group of chapters
in Lev. 11-15. As it was not put in there, the law was evidently not given at Sinai.

Even the list of stops and starts given in Num. 33 is unhelpful, because there
Kadesh Barnea (Paran) is not mentioned at all, though Kadesh (Zin) is (verse 36).
[The distinction between Kadesh Barnea and Kadesh Zin is made clear by both
Ramban and Hizzekuni on Num. 20:1. Rashi and Ibn Ezra confuse the two.] From
Num. 12:16 we know that Kadesh Barnea came after Hazeroth, but there may have
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been places in between. Somewhere between Hazeroth (33:18) and Zin (33:36) lies
Kadesh Barnea, not mentioned (at least by that name). However, whereas most of
the names mentioned cannot be identified with certainty or even near certainty, the
exception is Ezion Gaber which we know lay near the modern Elat. This would
have been after Kadesh Barnea, before landing up at Kadesh (Zin). Still we are not
told of anything happening there. For all those years they either stayed most of the
time in one place, or kept wandering round, but what did they do during that time?
Even this we are not told, nor even given a hint, except that they ate manna,
pastured the animals and, until they reached Zin, drank water. All their needs were
provided (Deut. 2:7), they did not even make new clothes (Deut. 8:4) – how did
they avoid chronic laziness and finally dying of boredom?

In his recapitulation, Moses glosses over the entire period (Deut. 1:46 and 2:1),
but not without posing a problem for us from the few words he does say. In Num.
14:25 G-d tells Moses to tell the people that as there are Amalekites and Canaanites
about and he is not prepared any more, for the while at least, to help them to fight,
they should tomorrow turn and go back into the desert on the Red Sea road. The
next day the people refused to listen but went up to fight, and there was a fiasco.
Now look at Moses’s recapitulation, where in Deut. 1 he reminds the people of
what happened, and in verse 40 again mentions this instruction, but without the
word ‘tomorrow’. In Deut. 2:1 he tells us how the instruction was eventually
obeyed, but in the previous verse he says that before that they stayed in Kadesh
¼Ò¼Î HTKÝ ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ, ‘a long time’, an expression which almost invariably means many years.

How come that they disobeyed and ignored the ‘tomorrow’? How could they
disobey? The pillar of cloud told them when to move and they moved (see Num.
9:15-23)! One is tempted to suggest that this stopped after Kadesh Barnea, but look
at Num. 9:22 – sometimes the cloud stayed for a whole year before moving, and
this could not have happened before they reached Kadesh Barnea, only afterwards!

There are many apparent inconsistencies between the different accounts of the
journey from Kadesh (Zin) to the Jordan, and many difficulties in trying to plot the
route. Most of these difficulties disappear when Num. 21:13 is translated correctly
(see KM III, 39 ßÜÌ) ‘From there they moved on, and camped beyond Arnon ....
(for Arnon is Moabite territory) between the Moabites and the Amorites.’ Not ‘the
Arnon’ (the river) but ‘Arnon’ (the valley containing it), and ‘between ....’ refers
not to the location of Arnon but to where they camped.
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NOT TOO SPECIFIC

REGIONS AND COUNTRIES

Although the territory of Israel for the purpose of land allocation is clearly
defined in Num. 34, even that territory is defined elsewhere for other purposes
(future conquests, as promised to Abraham) rather loosely. Borders of areas and
countries are not clearly defined, and what is considered to be within a named area
in one place is considered outside that area elsewhere. A glaring example is the
region known as Gilead. Was it the part of Trans-jordan between Arnon and
Jabbok, or more than that, or less? It was distinct from Bashan, yet in one place we
are told that Havot-Jair was in Bashan and in another that it was in Gilead. (See
Num. 32: 29, 39, 40; 1 Kings 4:13; and Deut. 3:4, 12, 13, 15, 16.) Later Gilead
seems to have referred to all of Israel-held Transjordan.

Analysis shows many apparent contradictions in the Torah, but as conquests
leading to the enlargement or contraction of a particular people’s territory led to
changes in the names of areas we see that we cannot be too specific. Simple proof
of this occurs in Deut. 1:5. Israel was forbidden to enter the area left to Moab by
Sihon ( ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU) without Moab’s permission, which was refused. Yet here we find
Moses lecturing on the Torah to the whole people – where? In ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼Ú JÝ JÅ! This term
clearly included a larger area, that had once belonged to Moab but did so no longer.

For all that, we know in most cases roughly where the places were, including
Ammon and Moab. The difficult one is Seir. Nobody knows how far it extended,
and many apparent contradictions about whether Israel went into it or round it are
caused because the same part was not meant each time. The various references in
Numbers and Deuteronomy to Seir may not all refer to the identical area, part of
which was populated by Esau (Edom) and part possibly not. This admission of
vagueness seems to be the only way to make sense of the various Torah references.
Seir seems to have had no natural boundaries, and the borders of Seir for any
purpose whatever as deduced from the Torah can only be vague in the extreme. Of
course as with all similar cases, there are experts who can tell you with certainty
exactly where Seir was, only that as usual they each tell you something different.

GIANTS

The actual meaning of ¼Ò¼Î HÑ¼Î HÙ DÕ (Gen. 6:4 and Num. 13:33) is obscure, but various
other words translated as ‘giants’ do not mean that; they are the names of different
peoples who were giants, and so came to be used to refer to giants in general. The
Torah recognises this but does not confuse us. ¼Ò¼Î HÜLÕF× were the Anakites,
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descendants of Anak, the most famous of whom was Arba who it seems built
Hebron (Kiriat Arba). Some of these remained there even till the time of Moses
(and were finally driven out by Caleb during the conquest), even though by the
time of Abraham the Hittites had largely taken over. In northern Trans-jordan there
were the Refaim ( ¼Ò¼Î HÅLÙUÝ) who were defeated (but not wiped out) by Chedarlaomer.
Part of their country was conquered by the Ammonites (who called them
Zamzumim) and the rest later by the invading Amorites, but one who remained
became their king – Og! What his bed was doing in Rabbah, capital of Ammon,
which the Amorites failed to conquer, is hard to guess.

The name Refaim became synonymous with giants, and was applied to others of
similar stature (who were ‘considered’ or ‘thought of’ as Refaim), such as the
Anakites (above) and the indigenous inhabitants of Moab whom the Moabites called
Emim (Deut. 2:11), evidently confusing them with another nearby people (probably
also giants) of that name also defeated by Chedarlaomer (Gen. 14:5) in the time of
Abraham, before there were any Moabites to call them that. The Zuzim nearby may
also have been giants, but there is nothing to indicate that they and the Zamzumim
were the same.

It seems that all these races of giants were gradually wiped out by successive
invasions of Ammonites, Moabites, Amorites and Israelites. (Other indigenous
peoples mentioned here – Horites and Avvites – are not described as giants.) See
also KM V, 37 ÌÑÞ.

THE WAY

The Latin word viTa means a ‘way’ or ‘road’. The ablative form viRa means ‘by
way of’, and that has been taken into English as ‘via’. In Modern Hebrew ¼E JÝ JV is
often used in the latter sense, but it is not the usual meaning in the Torah when a
name is attached, where it means Road, e.g. Mount Seir Road (1:2), Mount Amorite
Road (1:19), Red Sea Road (1:40), Aravah Road (2:8) i.e. the road leading to (or
from) the place named.

SOME ODDMENTS

¼ÒHÕ¼Î HÓFÅ KÓ ¼Ò JÐ DÕ¼Î IÅ (1:32) ‘Do you not trust?’ [Saadia Gaon].

Sending messengers to Sihon (2:26-30, also Num. 21:21 ff.) took place before
the instruction in verse 24 to fight Sihon, or it makes no sense [Nahmanides].

¼É LK L× in Deut. 2:12 is an example of a future perfect – ‘will have done’ – and
needs no further explanation. (Cf. ¼É LÅUÝHÕ in Lev. 9:4.)

¼Ý IÆÃ× in 2:18 must mean ‘passing by’ (and not the more usual ‘passing through’).
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CONTEMPT

¼– ¼Ò LJ HÓ ¼Å¼Î HÛ¼D ¼É ¼X¼Õ Lß¼D ¼Å DÊ SSS ¼ ¼É ¼Ô IfH[KÊ SSS ¼ÒHÎLÝ DÛ HÓ DT SSS ¼X¼Õ¼ÎHÎ LÉ ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÆF×
SSS ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼X¼ÕLÑ ¼ß JßLÑ ¼X¼Õ LßÃÅ ¼Å¼Î HÆ LÉ ¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ(Deut. 6:21-23)

A very good friend of mine, a young man for whom I have a tremendous respect,
very learned (although he has not bothered to take a rabbinical diploma he is far
more learned in Talmud and in particular Halakhah than many who have), highly
intelligent, honest, polite and well-mannered, undoubtedly sincere and an example
to all on how to behave and conduct their lives, who believes in Torah in its widest
sense and not as a collection of mumbo-jumbo, has one failing in my eyes. In his
simplicity and sincerity he not only supports, but actually believes in, ‘Shass’.

His derashot are generally good and worth listening to. On one occasion, though,
I picked him up on a certain point, in fact the main point. As a good friend I was
able to do so without causing any personal offence, but what I said indeed upset
him, and led him on the only occasion I can remember to lose his calm and let fly
about something in society that was totally and absolutely irrelevant.

He had been talking about the Omer, and how Pesach leads to Shavuot – a well-
known theme. He stated that bringing us out of Egypt was of no use in itself (so
far I agree), but had as its sole purpose bringing us to Sinai and giving us the
Torah. This was the ultimate, the end in itself. The Torah is all that matters.

I criticised this attitude, which I said was typical of Shass, implying that giving
us the Land of Israel was only secondary, in order to enable us to keep the Torah.
I quoted the above verses, in which Moses stated clearly that the purpose of the
Exodus was to bring us to Canaan and give it to us; the purpose of the Torah is to
enable us to hold on to it. The country is inherently insecure – one of the most
insecure in the whole world – and only through keeping the Torah can we rely on
G-d to give us the security that we need so as not to be thrown out. We were
rescued from Egypt so that we could be given the country, as promised to the
Patriarchs; before arriving there we were given the Torah so that we could hold on
to it and stay there. This theme recurs throughout the Book of Deuteronomy.

I will not quote his reply, which had no relevance to the Exodus, to the Land,
or to the Torah as such. Not wishing to upset him more I took the subject no
further. When a man has a fixed idea in his head as a fundamental point of faith,
argument will not shift him, and I had attacked his Faith, not in G-d but in ‘Shass’.

The speeches of Moses (Deuteronomy) make it clear over and over again that
the Land is not a mere ancillary to the Torah. It is fundamental – without the Land
there is no Torah. Without the Torah there is still the Land, only it will not last
very long.
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The whole Torah has been tailor-designed to suit a people living in a particular
country. While many underlying principles might well be universally applicable,
many details would have to be changed for a different location. For Eskimos in
Alaska with only seals to eat, what would be the point of all the laws of agriculture
and kashrut, let alone sacrifices? For inhabitants of the Southern Hemisphere the
agricultural festivals are back-to-front, to Chinese who live on rice the wheat loaves
brought on Shavuot are meaningless, and the Sabbath (not to mention Yom Kippur)
beyond the Arctic and Antarctic circles creates enough problems as it is, for which
only compromise solutions have been found.

It has often been stated that ‘There is no Torah outside [the Land of] Israel, only
¼É LÝ¼D ¼fKÑ ¼ÝJÐIË (a reminder of the Torah)’. Rashi (who lived in France with no choice)
declared that a Jew who lives in the Diaspora is like one who has no G-d! For
fundamental laws of morality we do not need the Torah, we should know them
anyway. The Canaanites, who had no Torah, were expelled for not keeping them.
After we were thrown out of the country as a result of not keeping the Torah, we
acknowledged our fault and despite great hardships tried to keep what we could in
Exile, not for its own sake but to show our sincerity and intention of keeping it all
in the future if and when we would be allowed to return. Having now been given
the opportunity, why have so many not taken the chance to return and keep the
Torah, or returned and not kept it, or returned and treated the Land with contempt?

The last part of this question can be partly explained. We have built large cities
and herded people as if they were sheep into huge blocks of flats. They have no
chance to see our beautiful country. What is there to appreciate? And if the main
thing is to study in Yeshivah, how is a Yeshivah in one place better than one
elsewhere? The central coastal region of Israel (Hadera to Gedera) is on record as
one of the most (if not the most) densely populated areas in the entire world! Even
Jerusalem (in the days of the Mandate ‘no building may be more than two storeys
high’) has been ruined with tall blocks of flats. Galilee is flooded with more Arabs
than Jews, and the Negev climate is not to everyone’s taste (nor is most of that area
strictly part of the Land). In Judaea, Samaria and the Golan there is space, people
can live like human beings in houses with at least gardens if not fields, enjoy the
climate, and see and appreciate every day the wonderful country G-d has given us;
no wonder that they try to hold on to what they have been given. The rest of the
population have been politically brainwashed (with less success than our enemies
would have liked) into not only not joining them but helping to throw them out!

Did Moses waste his words?
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TRUE OR FALSE?

¼F JÆ LÆ DÑ HT LfUÝ KÓ LÅ DÊ SSSSS ¼ÌK] DI Hf ¼Ô Jb ¼F DÑ ¼Ý JÓ LJ HÉ
+;=44/ 4:, ¼A¼C ¼ÉJË KÉ ¼ÑHÎ KÌ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Î HÑ ¼É LK L× ¼ÎVÈLÎ ¼Ò JÛÃ× DÊ ¼Î HÌÃ]¼C

‘Beware lest you forget G-d ..... and say to yourself (in your mind) “My own
efforts have achieved for me all this wealth”.’

And if you do say this, is it true or false? If it is true, why warn us against it?
If it is false, then why does Moses not immediately deny it, and say that your
efforts have achieved nothing, G-d has given it to you?

The answer is that it is far worse than a lie, it is a half-truth, a distortion of the
truth that cannot be directly condemned as a lie, yet brings in, by implication – not
by what is said but by the important part not said – that which is totally false.

A vehicle travelling along a rarely used desert track broke down (the ‘big-end’
went) and the driver was stranded with no radio. He prayed to G-d all day for help.
Suddenly a jeep appeared, and he was rescued.

Asked afterwards about it, he explained how he had prayed so hard, but to no
avail, G-d had not helped him. ‘By luck a jeep happened to come along and rescued
me!’ He could not conceive that G-d had sent the jeep in answer to his prayers.

Here too, Moses does not deny the statement as false. Quite true, your efforts
have indeed achieved all this, BUT who gave you the strength to make the effort?

+;=4;, ¼ÑHÎ LÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×KÑ KÌÃ] ¼F DÑ ¼Ô IßẦ KÉ ¼Å¼X ¼É ¼Î H] ¼F ¼– ¼–EÅ ¼ ¼É ¼ß JÅ LfUÝ KÐLË DÊ
We have been brought up to connect miracles with G-d and then G-d with

miracles, all else having no connection with either. The Messiah will come by a
miracle, collect all the exiles by a miracle, rebuild the Temple by a miracle after
throwing out all the Arabs from the Temple site by a miracle. (The last actually
happened, they were thrown out by a miracle, but we brought them back!) This was
the basis of the ultra-orthodox opposition to Zionism – it was entirely secular. Yet
read the Books of Ezra and Haggai and see what happened previously. We were
simply given an opportunity, and it was up to us to take advantage of that.

Do we say that if G-d does not build us a house and throw food at us we will
neither build a house nor eat? We build, we work to acquire money with which to
buy food and even luxuries, and in accordance with what Moses teaches here, we
thank G-d for giving us the opportunity and the strength to take advantage of it. We
thank him, not merely by saying ‘Thank you’, which is simply politeness and to
remind ourselves of our obligation, but by fulfilling that obligation, in doing, as
best we can, whatever G-d has asked us to do.
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The secular approach is a half-truth; look at what has indeed been achieved in
building Israel in our own time, through Zionism. But secular thought has drifted
from Zionism to so-called ‘post-Zionism’, which has already begun to destroy all
that Zionism has built and which aims to complete that process. This would not
have arisen had Zionism been accompanied by an understanding of what lay behind
it – inspiration, strength and courage, provided by G-d to help us to recover
something at least of what we had previously lost.

But the ‘miracle’ attitude is no less a half-truth, denying a basic teaching of the
Torah. G-d does not run the world like a man operating a machine, but has given
us the responsibility of running it; he stands back and watches, and only interferes
to help out when necessary, or to destroy when things go too far wrong. But these
two he does do, and with Israel he does so all the time. That is the message that
Moses conveys repeatedly throughout the Book of Deuteronomy. When we scream
‘Messiah, come!’

(Ex. 14:15) $¼X ¼× LaHÎ DÊ ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ý IT KV ¼B¼Î KÑ IÅ ¼Ü K× DÛ Hf ¼É KÓ
We must also remember that in the world as a whole (or even one people such

as Israel as a whole), statistics (as in modern physics) plays an important part. Each
individual must play his part, but reward and punishment come in large measure
over the whole people. And the individual himself? He too is dealt with, but in a
different way. (Remember how Lot was rescued from Sodom.)

The use of half-truths and distorted word meanings was brought to a fine art by
the Russian intellectuals of a century ago and by the two political streams – in
many ways similar – that developed from them: Soviet so-called ‘Communism’, and
Secular Left-wing Zionism. The latter, while in many ways constructive, believed
in taking control of education and propaganda (‘the media’) and using distorted
terminology to brainwash the public with Bolshevik and near-Bolshevik views. All
is based on ‘ideology’, which political leaders either ‘interpret’ to coincide with
their own private views, or simply ignore. (True communism for all its faults
contains a great deal of good, Bolshevism extracts from it the bad.) The worst
example today is the abuse of the word ‘peace’. (‘Don’t you believe in peace?
Don’t you want peace?’) Only in the last few months have some Israelis begun to
realise how they have been twisted over this. English speakers remember
Chamberlain and Hitler, ‘Land for peace’, ‘This piece of paper’, ‘Peace in our
time’, and the way in which, during the Second World War, we prayed for peace,
yet did not tolerate pacifism (‘peace at all costs’, conceding to evil aggressors).
Many pacifists were imprisoned till the war was over. First victory, only then
peace, and it was so. Israelis have not learned about this, and have, alas, no word
in their language for pacifist because the pacifists control the media!
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SIN AND SINCERITY

The most severe penalty mentioned in the Torah is massacre (with complete
destruction of property) stipulated for a town or village ( ¼Ý¼Î H× can mean either) that
has gone over completely to idolatry (13:13 ff). This is one of two cases (the other
being the rebellious son) which the Rabbis maintain never did and never could
occur, but whose laws in each case embody legal principles with wide implications.

King Jehu, when he decided to purify Israel from the Phoenician filth and
idolatry introduced by Queen Jezebel and condoned by her husband King Ahab,
arranged for a massacre of Ahab’s seventy sons and then of all the Baal
worshippers (2 Kings 10). Had he acted with perfect sincerity, this would have
resounded completely to his credit (as with Phinehas), and to some extent it did (2K
10:30), but Jehu did not keep straight. Having eliminated Baal worship, he
maintained the worship of Jeroboam’s Calves and did other discreditable things (2K
10:31), all of which, the Rabbis claim, indicated retrospectively a degree of
insincerity in his earlier actions. They maintain that as a result he was held
responsible for the massacre as murder, even though it was inherently justified.

In our time we see a Jewish state that has rightly or wrongly abolished the death
penalty (on ‘moral’ grounds) even for murderers and mass murderers. A sole
exception was made for ‘crimes against the Jewish People’, on which basis a trial
was held of Adolf Eichmann, ‘to show the truth to the world’. He was not accused
of murdering a Jew with his own hands, but of being responsible for the murder of
tens of thousands. When the necessity – and opportunity – again arose to ‘show the
truth to the world’, it was considered politically inexpedient. Crimes against the
Jewish People can even pay off, as long as you limit the number of murders to an
‘acceptable amount’. The arrest, trial and execution of Adolf Eichmann (for whom,
make no mistake, I have no pity) followed by the non-arrest, non-trial and non-
execution of Yassir Arafat is nothing short of blatant hypocrisy.

FORBIDDEN FOOD

We have already pointed out (KM II, 47 ÉÅÝ) how here in Ch. 14 Moses uses
the word ¼Å IÓ LÍ in a non-technical sense, meaning ‘forbidden’. He is talking to the
people as a whole, and telling them what they may eat and what they may not, so
he applies this word even to forbidden fish and insects. Contrast Leviticus 11 which
combines two different sets of instructions (one of which overlaps the other) – what
may and may not be eaten, and what types of carcass are ¼Å IÓ LÍ in the technical
sense. Whatever is not, but is still forbidden as food (including certain birds, fish
and insects), is referred to in Leviticus (but not here) as ¼Ú JÜ JI to draw a distinction.
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HAPPY AND SAD

Although, as we pointed out (KM III, 47 ÉÅÝ), there is an important difference
between KÌÃÓ LK and ¼– DT KÌÃÓ LK, the fundamental idea is there in both cases. The verb,
as an instruction, occurs seven times in this parashah –

12:7, 12:12, 12:18; 14:26; 16:11, 16:14, 16:15.

We are told repeatedly to fulfil our obligations, thank G-d for what we have got,
and then enjoy it and be happy, instead of constantly moaning about what is wrong
with the world and (as they did in the desert) what we have not got. Instead of
spending one’s time going to the Western Wall and screaming out to G-d about the
terrible state of society (as Haredi posters constantly urge one to do) we should
enjoy what we have and try ourselves to do what we can about what is wrong. Only
when we are unable to do this do we cry out.

Moses tells us to do our duty and then enjoy ourselves in any way we wish
(within reasonable limits). Nowhere in the Torah is there any instruction about
mourning. It is certainly allowed (though there are certain customs that we are told
not to follow), but all positive laws of mourning – public and private – are of
Rabbinic origin.

The rabbis also specified how we are to enjoy ourselves when the occasion
demands, in what specific manner, and made certain customs obligatory even on
those who do not enjoy in the least bit doing them. (What was initially meant as
general advice was later taken literally and embodied in law. Mediaeval and recent
law books have taken all this to extremes.) One even detects an element of
Germanism – ‘You are to do zis vedder you vant to or not, and you are to enjoy
doing it – zat is ein order!!!’ It’s rather sad that they should have felt this
necessary. One does not feel this about the words of Moses, who simply says
‘appreciate what you have and enjoy it’.

RELICS

¼Ò LßÃÆ Ic KÓ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ò JfUÝ KT HI DÊ ¼Ò LßÃÌ DT DË HÓ ß JÅ ¼Ò Jf DÛ KfHÕ DÊ
¼Ô¼X ¼× IVKÇ Df ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÉWÑ EÅ ¼Î IÑ¼Î HÖ DÙ¼X ¼I IÅLT ¼Ô¼X ¼ÙUÝ DK Hf ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÝ IIFÅKÊ

¼A ¼Å¼X ¼É KÉ ¼Ò¼D ¼Ü L_ KÉ ¼Ô HÓ ¼Ò LÓ DI ¼ß JÅ ¼Ò JfUÈ KT HÅ DÊ
This verse (12:3) seems to prohibit the establishment and maintenance of

museums of Canaanite religious relics. One could argue that since today nobody
worships them there is no danger, but the last part of the verse seems to over-rule
even that. In olden times the temptation was to take pity on items of intrinsic value
such as silver and gold (Deut. 7:25), today one takes pity on ‘items of beauty’.
Should we perhaps (or should we not) let non-Jews handle them and take them, if
they wish, for exhibition outside Israel? The matter needs careful consideration.
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APPOINT JUDGES!

A recent article in the ‘Jerusalem Post’ criticised the operation of the Rabbinical
Courts in Israel, in contrast to that of the secular courts. It did not do the reverse,
e.g. by pointing out that there are no complaints of political bias in the decisions
of the Rabbinical courts. However, here we are not criticising the article as such,
only one particular point, a fundamental one, that it raised.

It brought a complaint that most of the rabbinic judges are haredim who fail to
understand the mentality and problems of the (mainly secular) non-haredim who
appear before them. There is no doubt some truth in this – haredim and non-
haredim do live in different worlds that fail to understand one another, and there
appears to be a bias towards appointing haredim as judges. However, the article’s
criticism becomes more specific – ‘civil-court judges are educated in economics,
psychology, sociology, etc. while dayanim generally have no secular education
whatsoever’ and ‘not even a matriculation certificate’, and ‘almost none have
served in the army’. This last point I take, but the others miss the point completely!

Someone has tried to redress this by starting a yeshivah in which army graduates
are trained to study not only Talmud but also ‘psychology, sociology, rhetoric and
public speaking, medicine in Jewish law, and civil law.’ But not, alas, entomology,
metaphysics, Japanese, or quantum theory! Here again the point is missed.

It is all this training in economics, psychology and sociology that leads the
secular judges to be out of touch with the ordinary people (not only in Israel), as
well as being a contributory factor in their becoming so ‘enlightened’ and acquiring
the strong left-wing bias that emerges in so many unjust decisions of their courts.

The basic fallacy is that since judges must apply decisions based on law, the
primary requirement of a judge is that he be well-versed in law, and since he has
to come in contact with and deal with people, he must understand people, which he
can be trained to do by teaching him economics, psychology and sociology.

This concept is directly opposed to the advice given to Moses by Jethro (Ex.
18:21) – that you choose for your judges God-fearing men of proven character,
men of honesty and integrity, and then teach them law so that they may learn to
judge fairly. (Unfortunately the abstract noun in modern Hebrew for ‘honesty’ is
rarely used, and ‘integrity’ has no equivalent, though Jethro found a way of
explaining it quite clearly in a very few words.) Today it is assumed that you take
men of learning and try to teach them character, academically.

Today too much emphasis is placed on study (both Torah and secular). What is
needed is less stress on academic matters, and more on practical experience. Both
rabbinic and secular judges spend most of their lives, prior to their appointment, in
an academic atmosphere, where among other things they are trained to think, as far
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as possible, rationally and logically, hallmark of the academic mentality and
outlook on life. Even psychology is treated to a logical analysis, as if it were a
science.

Every potential judge should be required to spend at least one year doing manual
work (even light manual work) in a factory, working among illiterate, ignorant and
uneducated people who are jealous of him and hate him as soon as they discover
that he is educated, and who do their best to make his life a misery. At this they
are expert. He will suffer and learn from his suffering to distinguish right from
wrong, not from the book (which just says ‘do this, don’t do that’) but from life in
which the book does not always seem to work and some adjustments are needed.
Here he finds himself, a man trained to be logical and rational, among people who
are neither logical nor rational, and he learns to understand them and how to deal
with them. (If he fails to learn this, he is not fit to become a judge.)

He will see great wickedness, but also real good. He will make friends among
the under-privileged whom he never meets in academic life, talk to them, and learn
about their problems and the injustices they face daily in their lives. As he learns
to appreciate these people – the good and the bad – for what they are in themselves,
and not in contrast to the academics he has been taught to respect, he will lose the
arrogance, snobbery and (even mild) contempt that the intellectual and the academic
tends to feel towards the uneducated.

Then he needs to spend a year in the business world, though not necessarily self-
employed. Here he will see all sorts of corruption and dishonesty, how the latter
is ‘justified’ by its perpetrators, and will himself be faced with strong temptations
to follow suit. Only when he has faced such temptations and successfully resisted
them can he be considered to be a man of ‘proven integrity’.

These two are inherent requirements. To serve in the army (as a soldier, not
merely as a chaplain), though not an inherent requirement, is essential in Israel as
long as there is national conscription and the bulk of the population are forced to
serve there. The Israeli army has its own peculiar mentality, which in turn has a
major effect on the national mentality and way of life, for good and for bad. The
attitudes it engenders need to be understood, as in the other cases, from within.

After that the potential judge can study law and connect it with life, as the rabbis
in the Talmud (who were workers) did, and as those who spend their lives reading
about what these rabbis did and said do not! Only then may he begin to be
considered for a judicial appointment, though he may still fail on other counts.

[Continued in the next section.]
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MORE ABOUT JUDGES

The above article concerning the appointment of judges (KM V, 48 ÒÎÍÙÞ)
aroused a great deal of interest, but unfortunately also produced a certain amount
of misunderstanding. Furthermore, some important relevant points could not be
included due to lack of space.

For these reasons, this appendix has been produced to present clarification and
elaboration that may be of interest. It has been divided into three sections, which
are to some extent independent.

CLARIFICATION

The intention was to criticise fundamentally the criteria used for choosing people
to be appointed as judges – equally in rabbinical courts and in civil courts whether
in Israel or in other countries; and to condemn the mentality leading to the
adoption of those criteria. The primary qualifications looked for today are
knowledge of law and a deep understanding of legal concepts, based on education
and intellectual insight. Suggestions proposed include as a secondary requirement
an academic study of psychology and sociology to give an insight into human
behaviour. We proposed instead the adoption of Jethro’s criteria, that the primary
requirement be a man of proven character, necessitating experience of life totally
outside any academic sphere, a secondary criterion being a knowledge of law which
can be taught to suitable candidates. Other criticisms of how, today, candidates are
approved, who decides, and so on, exist but are technical matters beyond the scope
of the article.

We bring to mind Solomon’s skill ( ¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ is ‘skill’) in handling the famous case
of the two prostitutes (1K 3:16) which gave justice without the need for any
knowledge of law. In Don Quixote, Cervantes lets an illiterate, ignorant, and totally
uneducated peasant (Sancho Panza), suddenly placed as ‘king’ of a small town (his
‘island’), extend the idea, using inherent skill and experience of rogues to provide
justice in a number of similar instances. However, this works only in a few cases,
and justice generally does require a knowledge of law.

ELABORATION

The Jerusalem Post article referred to quotes, without criticism, a remark
assuming the automatic suitability of an outstanding Talmudical scholar to be
appointed as a judge. The assumption is unacceptable. Such a person may be a
great authority on law, without necessarily having the ability to dispense practical
justice – the fundamental requirement of a judge.
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An outstanding Talmudical scholar, even with no worldly experience, is
eminently suited to be an advocate or an attorney, or to be a consulting lawyer (or
legal consultant) who is neither attorney nor advocate, nor even a judge, but may
be consulted by judges faced with legal difficulties; or to be a judge in a high court
to which appeals are made only on points of law. But unless he also possesses more
important qualifications he is not suited to sit on the bench in a regular court.

The admission that Rabbinic judges do not always deliver reasoned judgements
unless requested to do so by one of the litigants is a serious self-indictment that we
hope to deal with on another occasion.

ADDITION

In England the lower courts are presided over not by legally qualified judges but
by lay magistrates (known as ‘justices of the peace’ or J.P.’s), chosen – at least in
theory – for being outstanding (or just suitable) members of the community. Mostly
they are unpaid, and sit in tribunals (i.e. three together), but some are stipendiary
(full-timers with salary) who sit alone. (This brings to mind the words of Rabbi
Ishmael b. R. José in Mishnah Avot Chapter 4 ¼ÎVÈ¼Î HÌ DÎ Ô LÈ ¼Î HÉ Df ¼Ñ KÅ.) The magistrate
need not know any law, he is advised on this by the ‘Clerk of the Court’, whose
position is often open to criticism for other reasons not relevant here. The Clerk
does not judge but must be an expert in his knowledge of law. A ‘loser’ in such a
court may appeal, on an issue of fact or of law, to a higher court, but this is slow
and expensive.

Recently, in practice, magistrates have been required to undergo courses in law
specially designed for them, so that they do not need to turn to the Clerk for every
petty matter, only for difficult ones. We now see an approach, at least in theory,
to the recommendations of Jethro. The English ‘magistrate’ system may have – and
in practice does have – many other faults not relevant here, but it does deserve
consideration. The jury system, likewise derived from the ancient Anglo-Saxon
systems of justice and used in higher courts, also has its pros and cons, and it too
deserves consideration.

Although American law is based on English law, the system is different, and I
confess ignorance except that the judges are in some way elected, not appointed.
Of the entirely different system used in Scotland (the Scots were never Anglo-
Saxons, and even Scottish law is based not on English law but on Roman law, as
in Continental Europe), I confess total ignorance.

SUMMARY

The essential is that judges should be chosen from among the people, from men
of proven character, and taught law as necessary. Those who have spent their entire
lives in an academic (even a Torah-academic) environment are the least suitable.
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HOMICIDE

Our old friend King James translated the Hebrew words ¼ÌLÛUÝ Hf ¼ÅWÑ as ‘Thou shalt
not kill!’ – perhaps his worst, most serious blunder. A tiny minority of Christians
(sincere, but misguided by King James) refuse on these grounds to take human life
even to defend themselves or their families. The rest of the Christians, who claim
to attach great importance to the Ten Commandments, also take this literally and
quote it as obligatory ––– for others.

For all that, it has led them on the whole to assign to human life a greater value
than it has among non-Christian (pagan and even Moslem) peoples. Those of us
who come from English-speaking countries in particular know that overall society
in those countries respects human life, even over-doing it by totally abolishing the
death penalty.

The Hebrew of course is correctly translated as ‘You are not to murder’, which
is not quite the same thing. This is G-d’s instruction and one who does not observe
it is disobeying G-d. At the same time, G-d does not say that one may not in any
circumstances take human life; Gen. 9:6 gives one exception, and there are others,
not only self-defence (Ex. 22:1). We as the people of the Torah are told in certain
cases to do just that – to kill – and this is no less G-d’s instruction than that quoted
above. One who refuses to do what he is told here is disobeying G-d no less than
one who murders. There are two main reasons for not committing murder when
tempted to do so: one is G-d’s command, and the other is human sympathy. But it
is the first, not the second, that is over-riding, since in cases where G–d’s command
is to kill, human sympathy still inclines us not to do so, yet in such cases the first
must predominate. (Those who come from England may remember how the famous
‘Jacobs affair’ blew up over this very issue.)

Here, in the Grand Speech of Moses, we are told of many cases* where we are
to take human life – externally (among outsiders, essentially in cases of war) and
internally (i.e. among our own people and foreign residents who are to receive
identical treatment).

[* ‘Many cases’ does not mean ‘frequently’. Various circumstances are stipulated, most of which
hopefully will occur rarely if at all, but when they do, the law applies.]

The ‘external’ cases are in three categories:

1. Amalek. Here we are to attack at an appropriate time, without waiting for any
further provocation than we have already received at the time of the Exodus. Every
human being among them is to be exterminated, and all their property absolutely
destroyed (Deut. 25:17).

2. The indigenous population of Canaan (the ‘Seven Nations’). We are to fight
G-d’s war without waiting for provocation, and to exterminate the entire population,
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men, women and children. All their ‘religious’ property must be destroyed, but we
may keep the rest, wages of obedience (Deut. 20:16 ff; 12:2-3; 6:10-11).

3. If other nations attack us or provoke us into starting a war, then when we have
the upper hand we are to demand surrender on our terms. If they accept, we grant
them peace, otherwise we kill all the adult males and take the women and children
as slaves; and we are instructed to take and enjoy all the spoil, which G-d has
delivered into our hands (Deut. 20:1, 10-15).

The ‘internal’ cases refer (with one exception – the town or village that turns
completely to idolatry) to individuals who are to be executed for various crimes
specified. The reason for doing this is in most cases stated explicity (such that in
the other cases the same reason is implied) – ¼F JTUÝ Hd HÓ ¼× LÝ LÉ LfUÝ K× HÆ¼X. Wherever it occurs
in this context, we may best translate ¼×LÝ as ‘virus’. The virus must be removed,
‘burned out’, by destroying a human life, that of one who has forfeited the right to
live. This must be done in public as a deterrent, ¼È¼D ¼× ¼ÔXÈHË DÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼X ¼ÅLÝHÎ DÊ ¼X ¼× DÓ DIHÎ ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÑLÐ DÊ
so that all the people shall hear and be afraid and not do such a thing again. If we
do not do this, the virus will spread and destroy far more human lives, innocent
lives, who suffer for the disobedience of those who refused to destroy the virus
while there was time.

Of course before executing such a person we have to be sufficiently certain of
their guilt. However, we do not punish them for sinning against G-d, as the
mediaeval Christian Church claimed the right to do. For that we should first have
to judge between them and G-d, which we certainly have no right to do! ‘You are
not to murder’ means that G-d has given the other person the right to live, no less
than he has given that right to you; but when that person commits certain crimes
against society, G-d withdraws that right, and society has the right to defend itself
by permanently removing the offender. Not only does society have that right, it is
commanded to exercise it. But execution is applied for a serious crime against
society (as defined in the Torah), and not for a sin against G-d. This applies for
example to a person who defiantly, before witnesses, breaks the Sabbath, as he is
setting a bad example. One who does the same thing secretly (even deliberately)
and happens to be caught, has sinned against G-d no less, but is not executed.

Misplaced pity, human sympathy which overrides G-d’s instructions, brings
about its own punishment. We have the example of Ahab (1 Kings 20, especially
verses 32, 34, 42, followed by 22:32-35). Abolishing the death penalty, putting
convicted murderers in prison, and then releasing them after a few months to
commit more murders is almost the ultimate in insanity – almost, but not quite. One
can go further and give them arms to help them next time! 17

17. The treatment of Arab terrorists by the Israeli government.
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IN THESE TROUBLED TIMES

... one’s attention must be drawn to Deut. 26:9.

TITHE FOR THE POOR

Verses 26:12 ff. are generally taken to refer to the second tithe which in the third
and sixth years of the seven-year cycle (as in 14:28-29) is given to the ‘poor’ – or
so we are taught. However, the poor as a class are not mentioned at all in either
case! We are told of the Levite (who already receives the first tithe), the foreign
resident, the orphan and the widow. Ibn Ezra states that you may choose which of
these you give the tithe to. Rashi, however, assumes that both tithes (first and
second) are referred to: the first tithe goes to the Levite (as in the other years) and
the second (in the third and sixth years) to the foreign resident, the orphan and the
widow. (Hizekuni follows Rashi in 14:28 and Ibn Ezra in 26:12.) It is by rabbinic
tradition that a poor person who is neither a Levite, nor a foreign resident, nor an
orphan, nor a widow, may accept this tithe.

[Do not be confused by the fact that the Rabbis use the term ‘Second tithe’ in
a techical sense to refer only to that of the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th years, which need
not be given away to anyone, and they call this one the ‘Tithe for the poor’.
However, this one too, in the 3rd and 6th years, is a second tithe, even if not
officially called that, after the first one given to the Levite.]

THE STONES

In Chapter 26, 1-8, Moses instructs the people to take large stones, plaster them
over, and write on them all the words of the Torah (or, according to some, the
Book of Deuteronomy, depending on how Jos. 8:32 is interpreted). They are then
to be set up on Mount Ebal (which I can see through my window as I write this,
though I am not quite sure which one it is), and alongside it they are to build, and
use, a temporary altar. This would presumably serve until a suitable permanent site
can be found for the Tabernacle, which would require conquering more territory.

The choice of Shechem is probably due to its central position in the country. It
was the natural capital, chosen for that purpose by Joshua. Jerusalem was only
chosen later by David for strategic and political reasons. In addition the natural
acoustic properties of Mounts Ebal and Gerizim made it an ideal place to assemble
all the people, before the invention of loud-speakers. Why the stones and altar were
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to be set up on Mount Ebal (from which the curses were pronounced) in preference
to Mount Gerizim (from which the blessings were pronounced) is not too clear.

The nature of the ‘plaster’ used will be argued by scientists and archaeologists,
but the idea seems to be so that the entire Torah could be inscribed by engraving
the ‘plaster’. To engrave it all directly in the stone would take far too long as it
would have to be done extremely carefully – mistakes could not be corrected.

Joshua – this must not be confused – took twelve stones from the Jordan bed and
replaced them with others taken from dry land. Those he took from the Jordan he
set up at Gilgal-by-Jericho (not to be confused with other Gilgals), but nothing was
written on them. (Jos. Ch.4.)

Later, after conquering The Ai, Joshua fulfilled the instructions given here
regarding first Mount Ebal, and subsequently also Mount Gerizim. Jos. 8:32 read
literally seems to imply that the Torah was written on the stones used for the altar,
but this makes no sense and is certainly not what was meant. Before doing all this,
Joshua is not recorded as having ‘conquered’ Shechem, so one may assume that the
town at the time had been destroyed and not yet rebuilt. (See KM I, 24(47) ÉÅÝ).

BLESSINGS AND CURSES

There are two groups of blessings and curses. The first consists of twelve curses
that are mentioned (27:15-26), and apparently twelve blessings that are not. These
apply to individuals who commit specific sins, essentially things done in secret by
those who expect not to be found out, though the curses themselves are vague.
They are pronounced by the Levites while half the people stood on one mountain
and half on the other, so it is often assumed that the Levites stood in the middle.
(See Rashi and Hizekuni.) The text contradicts this – the Levites stood on Mount
Ebal. This makes more sense, as they were more likely to be heard on both sides
if they stood on one of the mountains, whereas shouting from the valley in the
middle they would not be heard so easily from above. Those who considered the
issue all seem to have been over-concerned about interpreting verses to satisfy
philosophical requirements, while neglecting totally the practical importance of
acoustics.

The second group is something else. Here we have specific blessings and curses
applying to the people as a whole, for unspecified sins, or more accurately for
general neglect of the Torah. As pointed out (KM IV, 32 ÝÉÆ) there is a difference
between the passage in Leviticus 26, where G-d gives promises and warnings (more
precisely, threats), and the passage here where Moses actually blesses and curses.
Why should Moses go so far as to curse the people if they abandon G-d and his
teachings? He did not just warn and foretell, he cursed!

A possible reason is that without the curses, G-d might destroy Israel completely,
this way they would suffer yet survive. Another is that without the curses for
neglect they could not receive the blessings for observance.
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GALL AND WORMWOOOD

So we are taught to translate ¼ÉLÕF×KÑ DÊ ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ (29:17). Because it means nothing to
us we remember it. We know that we have something inside us called a gall, which
has a bladder, and which is also ‘got’ by others (i.e. ‘he gets my gall’), not to
mention the one which Julius Caesar said is all divided into three parts (omnes
Gallia in tria parte divisa est), but that one is spelt ‘Gaul’. Wormwood can only
be wood that has become rotten by worms crawling in and out of it, apart from the
famous prison at Wormwood Scrubs, but what is the relevance of all that here?

Best to forget gall and wormwood, which even if they are correct (which they
may or may not be) may be meaningful to botanists, but mean nothing to us. ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ
apparently means a ‘poppy’ – not the one you wear on Armistice Day, nor the one
whose seeds you put onto triangular cakes on Purim, but the more deadly type,
from whose bitter-tasting seeds are extracted opium and morphine. Opium dissolved
in alcohol gives laudanum, and morphine may be distilled to produce heroin. The
poppy is believed to be called ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ in Hebrew because its shape resembles a head.

Opium gives pleasurable relief that you pay for later, in other words it is a slow
poison. Poisons were always assumed to be bitter, and likewise anything bitter was
often suspected of being a poison (possibly in Ex. 15:23, but certainly in 2 Kings
4:40). The Hebrew word ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ came to be used for poisons generally (32:32) and
even for snake venom (32:33). Since it often occurs together with ¼ÉLÕF×KÑ (Jer. 9:14;
23:15; Amos 6:12; Lam. 3:19; and here), which is known to be bitter (Prov. 5:4),
we may assume that they are similar, whatever ¼ÉLÕF× KÑ may mean. Note the words
that precede – ¼É JÝÃb ¼I JÝWI ‘a root that produces fruit that is’ viz. a root that produces
bitter, poisonous fruit. The person who goes astray on his own initiative acts as a
poison to the rest of society.

FEMININE FORMS OF VERBS

¼É LÜ DÆLÈ DÑ¼X is a ‘feminine’ form of the gerund (not feminine in meaning, as the
gerund has no gender, only in form), common in irregular verbs ( ¼ß ¼Å IÛ B ¼ßJÈ JÑ) but
rare in full regulars – like ¼É LÆFÉ KÅ DÑ ( ¼ÆÃÉEÅ JÑ) and ¼É LÅUÝHÎ DÑ ( ¼ÅÃÝ¼Î HÑ).

In 31:29 the form ¼ß ¼ÅLÝ LÜ DÊ is unusual, where we should have expected ¼É LßUÝ LÜ DÊ.
This is partly explained by the fact that the two verbs ÅÝÜ and ÉÝÜ are
occasionally inter-changed (in Aramaic they are merged and in Mishnaic Hebrew
they are confused), so ¼ß ¼ÅLÝ LÜ DÊ is instead of ¼É LÅUÝ LÜ DÊ.
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EVIDENCE

According to 31:24-26, Moses wrote down the whole Torah on a document
(which would have been a scroll, not a book like ours), then gave the document to
the Levites to put alongside the Ark, as evidence for future generations. It would
then have been in the Extra-holy (‘Holy of Holies’) part of the Tabernacle, along
with the Ark itself, Aaron’s rod (Num. 17:25) and the jar of Manna (Ex. 16:33), all
of which were meant as some form of evidence.

In what way? Except on Yom Kippur, even the High Priest was not allowed to
enter there, and in the event of anyone breaking in they would most likely destroy,
steal or damage everything anyway. So how could these things be produced as
evidence? Nobody but the High Priest was allowed in, and even he was not
normally allowed in to take them out and show them! If nobody could ever see
them, of what value were they as evidence of anything?

It is possible that while the High Priest was not normally allowed to enter
whenever he felt like (Lev. 16:2), in a case of national emergency, perhaps
accompanied by an appropriate ceremony, he might. If not, it is all very difficult
to understand. For someone who does not require evidence it is not needed in the
first place – and someone who requires evidence will not be satisfied by being told
that there is a tradition that evidence exists in a place that nobody is allowed to
enter.

THE RETURN

It is worth noting that in 30:3-5 there is no mention of a Messiah, still less of
a white horse. All Biblical references to a future Messiah, or to anyone who could
be identified with one, refer to a Messiah in (the land of) Israel. Maimonides was
the first to connect the Messiah with the ingathering of the exiles, and this had two
unfortunate effects. First it enabled charlatans such as Shabbetai Zevi to persuade
many people that they were the promised Messiah come to lead the people back
home (with tragic consequences). Second, it encouraged many in our own day to
assume initially that G-d had not yet undertaken the Return to Zion, simply because
there was no Messiah! (Today it is difficut to maintain that view, but there are still
those who do so.) Later, Lubavitch Hasidim proclaimed the late Rabbi Schneerson
as the promised Messiah, but sadly he remained in New York and did not lead even
his own flock back home to Israel. Had he done so, the situation here might not
have developed as it has done. It is easy to criticise events in Israel from a
distance, but his presence here with a few million supporters would have had a
positive effect. Opponents of Lubavitch will claim that that is precisely what G-d
did not want, namely that the return should be associated with an individual. One
can argue all ways, but the white horse at least has become out of fashion.

Perhaps it is better for us to do as Moses said: behave ourselves properly and all
will be well, and we need not worry about the White Horse or even the Messiah.
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THE SONG

The song Ha’azinu is, like all Biblical poetry, to a large extent obscure. Much
of it is difficult to understand, and a large part is impossible – but does that matter?
We are told to learn and teach it, so that it will come as evidence in times to come;
words of great comfort, not gently expressed in the style of Isaiah, but strongly and
forcefully. When there is trouble, you should be able to see why, and what will
follow! If you get the general idea, it is not absolutely vital to understand every
word – you are not told to teach the entire explanation to the next generation, just
the words, and let them work it out.

As with all Biblical poetry, there are certainly many things that meant something
to the reader (or listener) at the time but no longer mean very much to us. But
unlike other similar material, this song also contains much that means something
to us and almost certainly meant nothing to the people at the time of Moses, who
could not envisage the circumstances described.

In particular we have a vivid description of a people, a generation, who through
forsaking G-d have lost their senses and become completely stupid and imbecilic
– referred to as ¼ÒLÐ LÌ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼Ñ LÆLÕ ¼Ò K× (v.6). Then in verse 21

¼Ò L×? ¼ÅWÑ DT ¼Ò IÅ¼ÎHÕ DÜ KÅ ¼ÎHÕFÅKÊ SSSSS ÑIÅ?ÅWÑ DÆ ÎHÕ¼X ¼Å DÕ HÜ ¼Ò IÉ
‘They upset me with a non-god (or without a G-d) and I will upset them in turn
with a non-people, with a nation of criminal fools.’ Has a nation that is a non-
nation, a group of people who call themselves a people but are really a non-people,
ever before troubled us seriously? Could the contemporaries of Moses understand
this? Could the generation of the terrible destructions understand this? No, no, no!
The Philistines who destroyed Shiloh were at least a nation. The Assyrians, the
Babylonians under Nebuchadnezzar, and the Romans under Titus were all great
nations. Even the Germans under Hitler and his Nazis, evil to the extreme, were
still a proper nation. Here we are told about a group of people who are not really
even a people, mere outward pretence. Massada is held up with pride – the Jews
fought valiantly against the Romans, and to be defeated by overwhelming odds is
tragic and disastrous, but not humiliating. Yet the Israeli army, a few of whom
badly equipped could once rout vast Arab armies, now scuttles out of Lebanon like
mice when they see a cat (v.30), leaving behind not only personal belongings
(including tallit and tefilin) but computers with secret information and heavy
equipment for our enemies to parade publicly before international television
cameras in Beirut. In our own country we are spat on and kicked about (and
sometimes shot at) by a group of nothings, a non-people renowned for being even
more criminally stupid than us (v.21), and far worse our leaders allow and even
encourage them to do it, which is humiliation in the extreme. Could they understand
this in the time of Moses, Samuel, Zedekiah, the Maccabees, or even the Talmud?
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Of course not. Nor could the Jews of the Diaspora during two thousand years. But
we can. Today tragically Ha’azinu begins to make sense. We now begin to see what
G-d was trying to tell us four thousand years ago, and we cannot say that we were
not warned!

WHERE DOES G-D APPEAR FROM?

For the giving of the Ten Commandments G-d ‘came down’ onto Mount Sinai
(Ex. 19:20). The distinction between a ‘spiritual heaven’ and the sky above which
we look into but cannot see all of is post-biblical. In biblical times sky and heaven
were not only the same word, but also the same idea. G-d who is present
everywhere was accepted as ‘dwelling’ in heaven, i.e. ‘somewhere up there’. So it
is natural to describe G-d as descending from the sky onto Mount Sinai. (Cf. also
Gen. 18:21.)

But here we have something a bit different. In 33:2

¼ÅLT ¼ÎKÕ¼Î Ha HÓ ¼ ¼É¼D ¼ÓLÑ ¼¼Ý¼Î H× IL HÓ ¼ÌKÝLË DÊ
¼Ô LÝ ¼Å Lb ¼Ý KÉ IÓ K×¼Î HÙ¼D ¼É¼I JÈÃÜ ¼ßÃÆ DÆVÝ IÓ ¼Å Lß LÅ DÊ

A¼D ¼ÓLÑ ¼ßLV DI IÅ ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ¼Î HÓ
If we find this rather obscure, we understand that G-d appeared at Sinai, and

assume that all the rest needs some esoteric explanation. But first note that we
understand that G-d came to Sinai, while here it says that he came from Sinai! Then
why Paran? Why Seir, which is Edom? Rivevoth Kodesh seems to echo Merivat
Kadesh. Esh Dat is written as Ashadot (or Ashedot) – slopes (cf. Num. 21:15; Deut.
3:17; 4:49) to his right! So far, places between Egypt and Canaan on the
roundabout route they took. We might say that Moses reminded the people that G-d
was with them in all those unlikely places, but that is far from satisfactory.

However, let us consider two other Biblical verses.

¼Å¼D ¼ÆLÎ Ô LÓ¼Î If HÓ KW¼D ¼–EÅ¼Ô LÝ ¼ÅLb ¼Ý KÉ IÓ ¼I¼D ¼È LÜ DÊ
announces Habakkuk (3:3). Teman can mean ‘to the right’ (when you face east), i.e.
‘south’ (SoS 4:16 and often in the Torah) – which reminds one of the ¼D¼Õ¼Î HÓ¼Î HÓ above.
It was also the name of a grandson of Esau (Gen. 36:11 etc.), and of a town or
district in Edom just south of the border (Jos. 15:1), sometimes used to represent
the whole country of Edom (as Nineveh is often used for Assyria, Zoan for Egypt,
and so on). Does Habakkuk mean ‘from the south’ or, like Moses, ‘from Edom’?

The latter is reinforced by Deborah (Jud. 5:4)

¼ÝÎ H× IL HÓ ¼F Dß ¼Å IÛ DT B ¼ ¼É¼Ò¼D ¼ÈEÅ ¼É IÈ DL HÓ ¼FUV D× KÛ DT
‘when you emerged from Seir, when you stepped out of the Land of Edom’ Taken
together, all this seems to imply that G-d normally hides himself in Edom, to
appear elsewhere on occasions, which to us makes no sense. What does it mean?

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+
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TREE OF DISCOVERY
‘A little knowledge is a dangerous thing’

(Old English proverb)

Before any consideration of the deep philosophical implications of the phrase
¼×LÝLÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í ¼ß K×KV KÉ ¼Ú I× it is essential to know precisely what the words mean. Otherwise
there is a strong danger of drawing false moral lessons from the story. From the
start let us point out that there is an English word ‘evil’, with an implication of
extremism, which has no equivalent in Biblical Hebrew, although King James was
obsessed with it and misused it very, very frequently. The word ¼ÑJÊ L× means
‘wickedness’, but the word ¼× KÝ does not even mean that, ever. Normally, just as
¼Æ¼D ¼Í means ‘good’ whether mild or extreme, so ¼×KÝ means ‘bad’ whether mild or
exteme. But we will return to this.

Just as from the verb ¼ÈWÑLÎ ‘give birth (to)’ we have the gerund ¼ßJÈ JÑ, so from K×ÃÈLÎ
we have ¼ß K× KV. The latter verb sometimes – rarely – means ‘know’, but usually ‘get
to know’, ‘discover’, ‘realise’ or ‘become aware’. The form is, repeat, a gerund,
meaning ‘becoming aware’ or ‘to become aware’ (the Hebrew gerund covers also
the English infinitive), and only much later than the Torah did it become a noun
‘knowledge’. (Today it has quite a different meaning.) This is similar to ¼É LÆFÉ KÅ
which was originally a gerund (alternative to ¼ÆÃÉEÅ) ‘to love’ or ‘loving’ (e.g.

¼ ¼É ¼ß JÅ ¼É LÆFÉ KÅ DÑ) and only later became used as a noun ‘love’. There are others. So
here ¼ß K× KV means not ‘knowledge’ but ‘becoming aware’. To this too we will return.

So far then, we may modify our translation to read ‘the tree of becoming aware
of good and bad.’ Alternatively we find ¼× KÝ DÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í used in the sense of ‘benefit and
harm’, (‘Benefit’ is not strictly accurate but there is no better word – in such cases
¼Æ¼D ¼Í means the opposite of ‘harm’.) But is this correct? If all else is correct (which
we will question) then what is there in understanding good and bad? Animals have
this understanding instinctively – they will, for instance, abstain from eating certain
harmful foods. (In order to produce ‘mad cow disease’ the food had to be
artificially disguised.) More likely it refers here to moral values attached to various
actions, in which case the translation ‘good and bad’ is not correct English. The
correct English is ‘right and wrong’. If, then, ¼ß K× KV here means ‘becoming aware
of’, the best translation is ‘the tree of becoming aware of right and wrong’, which
makes a lot more sense than the traditional translation.

However, this is questionable on grammatical grounds. The word we question
is the second ‘of’. The text does not read ¼× LÝLÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í ¼ß K×KV ¼Ú I× or ¼×LÝ LÉ DÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Z KÉ ¼ß K× KV ¼Ú I× –
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what we find instead is ¼ß K×KV KÉ! Nor is this an ‘oddment’, as it occurs both times
(2:9 & 17). A gerund is a verbal noun, and whether here it is being used as a verb
which takes an object (‘discovering right and wrong’) or as a noun in the construct
state (‘the discovering of right and wrong’), it cannot in Hebrew be preceded by a
definite article. It then appears that ¼×LÝLÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í does not refer to what is being
discovered, or what one is becoming aware of! Must we abandon ‘right and wrong’
and return to ‘good and bad’?

¼Ú I× is in the construct state (the tree of), so in Hebrew it cannot take a definite
article, but the article is attached instead to the following word. Thus ¼ß K× KV KÉ ¼Ú I× is
‘the tree of discovering’, the definite article being applied to ‘tree’. One is then
tempted to apply the words ¼×LÝLÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í also to the tree ( ¼Ú I×) – the tree is good and bad
– but the punctuation (ta’amey hamikra), let alone the sense, is against this in both
cases.

A second temptation is to apply ¼×LÝLÊ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í to ¼ß K× KÈ not as an object, but as a
description – ‘the tree of discovering, good and bad’ (note the comma), or, better,
‘the tree of good and bad discovery’. The tree enables you to discover, or realise,
or get to know, or become aware of, various things, whether this discovery or
realisation or becoming aware is a good thing or a bad thing.

Against this we find verses 3:5 & 22. The latter could mean this: ‘man has
become like one of us, to get to know [things], whether it is good or bad [for him
to discover]’. But verse 5 clearly means ‘being discoverers of good and bad’, in
which case we can reinstate ‘right and wrong’. We are forced to reconsider our
original phrase (2:9 & 17) as ‘the tree of discovering with respect to right and
wrong’, and only in 3:5 (as above) and in 3:22 ‘to get to know right and wrong’.
This is similar to our position earlier, but we have solved the problem of the
definite article. There are differences between this and the usual; before making
philosophical deductions we should be sure to get it right and not wrong!

The idea that the verb K×ÃÈLÎ means not ‘to know’ (a state of affairs) but ‘to get
to know’, or ‘to realise’ or ‘to discover’ (an occurrence, something happens, unlike
‘to know’, a state of affairs) helps to make a lot more sense of many other
instances where the word occurs, such as Ex. 18:11 and here too below (Gen. 4:1).
In the latter case Adam ‘had [previously] got to know’ his wife, a euphemism for
sexual relations which involves an action, not a state of affairs.

‘I know’ is ¼Î Hf D×KÈLÎ, literally ‘I have got to know’ or ‘I have come to realise’,
which then comes to mean also ‘I know’ even where there is no discovery, e.g.
Gen. 18:19 and 20:6.
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WORDS, TOO, EXPAND ...

Many English words used traditionally in Bible translations should not be used
there today, even though not basically incorrect: they may have lost their meaning
since olden times and become obsolete and meaningless (e.g. ‘iniquity’), or changed
their meaning completely (e.g. ‘halt’, ‘host’), or changed their connotation so that
they no longer mean quite the same thing and are misleading (e.g. ‘evil’). Some
have become much more restricted in their meaning than they were originally (e.g.
‘prince’). Others have been reduced to becoming technical legal terms with highly
specialised meanings, but no longer in common use in the language (e.g.
‘covenant’). All these are in addition to blatant mistakes, of which we have already
given a very large number of examples in Ki Mitsion, the most damaging being
‘kill’ (instead of ‘murder’), ‘work’, and ‘leprosy’.

Strangely enough King James translates ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ in 6:9 very appropriately as ‘just’,
but elsewhere he uses the word ‘righteous’, a word which today should be avoided.
It is now used only in the term ‘self-righteous’ which is treated as an expression
of contempt, or on its own but with the same connotation. Certainly here in 6:9 I
am for once on the side of King James: ‘Noah was a just man’. Today even the
Hebrew has acquired a connotation that is not that of the Bible. I am admittedly
less happy with KJ’s translation of ¼Ò¼Î HÓ Lf as ‘perfect’, but in fairness it is a very
difficult word to translate accurately.

We tend to follow King James in using extreme words in English where no
extreme is implied in the Hebrew word, and often not even in the context. For
instance, ¼×KÝ when used as an adjective simply means ‘bad’, whether mild or
extreme (see also KM VI, 1 ßÎÞÅÝÆ last week’s issue).

¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ originally meant one who has gone straight, has done the right thing, is in
the right, is innocent, in a particular instance, and is still used in that sense in the
Torah. Likewise, ¼× LI LÝ means one who has done wrong, is in the wrong, is guilty in
a particular instance. A clear-cut example is found in Deut. 25:1 which can be
interpreted in no other way – ‘innocent’ and ‘guilty’.

The words were then extended in meaning to refer to a person’s general
behaviour (found frequently in the Psalms, but also in the Torah), in which case
one can fairly translate ¼× LILÝ as ‘a wicked man’, and ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ perhaps best as ‘a good
and just man’ – English needs two words in combination to get the right idea,
either on its own not quite sufficient. Neither implies an extreme.

When meeting these words one must discover whether the text implies the first
set of meanings (true in a specific case) or the second (more general). Abimelech
described himself (Gen. 20:4) as ‘innocent’ – the word ‘righteous’ is not only
archaic but in this case totally wrong. Likewise when angry at the assassination of
Ish-Bosheth (2 Sam. 4:11), David did not consider the latter as a paragon of virtue,
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or he would have gladly stepped down from his throne in the other man’s favour.
He simply referred to him as an innocent man, though his use of the word ¼Ò¼Î H× LIUÝ
was more general, as the assassins were wicked men. In Ex. 2:13, Moses addressed
the guilty man, the man who was in the wrong in that particular instance. His reply
showed him to be a bad man altogether. Here, on the other hand, there is no
question of Noah being ‘in the right’ in a specific case – he was a good and just
man, altogether. At times the distinction between the two meanings may become
a bit blurred, but beware, as English uses different words.

¼É LTOÝFÅ (7:11 and 8:2) can mean a window (in the sense of a hole in the wall), but
more often a hole in the roof, normally to let out the smoke. Later, when chimneys
were invented, it was applied to them. Here it implies the idea that there is a roof
over the world, and when holes in the roof are opened the water comes through
from above.

In 11:1 the translators had difficulty with ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÌFÅ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÆUÈ. The best KJ could do
was ‘one speech’. Moffatt does much better with ‘one vocabulary’, correct but not
close enough to the Hebrew. ‘Few words’, as many teach, is certainly wrong. The
plural of ‘one’ in the form ‘ones’ is used by Rebecca (Gen. 27:44, and see also
29:20) to describe days that can be counted one by one, in other words ‘a few’.
That does not make sense here. The idea was ‘ones’, i.e. there was one word for
each thing, being only one language, in contrast to later when different languages
used different words to describe the same thing. Today we have an adjective used
to describe just that – ‘unique’. ‘One language and unique words.’

After the building of Babylon and the scattering of the nations, or perhaps as a
part of it, there arose an Emperor named Nimrod (was he Sargon of Akkad?), at
first Emperor of Sumeria, then of Akkadia (or Accadia), and finally Assyria, who
built the city of Nineveh. He seems to be presented as a G-d-fearing man, but
rabbinic tradition holds the opposite. ‘The big city’ in 10:12 could refer, from the
text, to Resen or Calah, but from what we know from elsewhere it must have
referred to Nineveh. The latter is referred to much later as a ‘big city’ in the Book
of Jonah (3:3), where it is described as having (4:11) a population of over 120,000
who did not know right from left. On this last point, Professor Parkinson (The Law
and the Profits p.26) commented that it was among the earliest cities to have
encountered the traffic problem, and the confusion can be imagined!
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EAST IS EAST?

East is East, and West is West

and ne’er the twain shall meet ...

– Rudyard Kipling

Already some hundreds of years before Kipling, the last part was proved wrong
by Cano, who took command of the first round-the-world trip on the death of
Magellan. East and west do eventually meet. But this does not help us to
understand ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ ¼Í¼D ¼Ñ ¼× KaH[KÊ (13:11), which seems to mean that Lot moved on from
the east, i.e. westwards. Rashi confirms this. Now we know from the preceding
verses that he left his uncle Abram when they were between Bethel and The Ai,
and from the preceding words that he went to the Jordan Basin which included
Sodom. Ibn Ezra backs up Rashi by explaining that Sodom is west of Bethel. Yes,
if you go all the way round the world, but Ibn Ezra preceded Cano by a few
hundred years, and Lot preceded him by about three thousand! Wherever Sodom
was located (see KM II, 3 ÏÑ ÏÑ), even according to those who insist that it was at
the south of the Dead Sea, it was further east than Bethel.

Kimhi (Radak) comes to the rescue by pointing out that ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ does not mean
‘from the east’ but ‘to the east’ or ‘eastwards’. He rightly says that the Jordan is
east of Bethel, but justifies his explanation by saying that in verse 3 ¼ÆJÇ J̀ HÓ means
‘southwards’ so that Abram travelled southwards from Egypt to Bethel! (Had
Magellan sailed ‘southwards’ this way to Buenos Aires and Cape Horn he could
have reached the North Pole.)

However, let us go back to the builders of the Tower of Babel. ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ ¼Ò L× DÖLÕ DT Î HÉ DÎKÊ
in 11:2 is explained by both Ibn Ezra and Kimhi to mean ‘from the east’ because
‘they came from Ararat which is east of Babylon’. In fact Ararat – if indeed they
came from there – was north of Babylon, but that is another matter. The point is
that here Kimhi says explicitly ÌÝËÓÓ – C¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓC ‘from the east’ (and then elaborates
to make sure you’ve got it right) just as in 13:11 he says it means ‘to the east’!

Kimhi, though an outstanding expert on the Hebrew language and an outstanding
scholar generally, was evidently not the person to ask directions from when you
wanted to get somewhere. One is reminded of the people of Nineveh, whom we
mentioned last week. For all that, it is conceivable that ¼Ò JÈ Jd HÓ can mean not ‘from
the east’ but ‘to the east’ in the sense that ‘A is to the east of B’, as in 12:8, and
from that can perhaps come also to mean ‘eastwards’. However, if Kimhi is right
there about Lot, then this should also be the case about the men who built the
Tower of Babel.

The simplest solution is that of Ibn Ezra (and Rashi), which suffers only one
drawback – that it does not fit known facts.
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The most probable explanation is, indeed, that of Kimchi with respect to Lot. We
find in English that many people write ‘A is different from B’, which is logically
perfectly correct. However, nobody ever says it; they say ‘A is different to B’, and
language books (including Fowler’s Modern English Usage) even permit this to be
written, logical or not. That is how the language has developed. The other form
(‘different from’) has only been artificially preserved by grammatical pedants, who
did not exist in Biblical times. Frequently in the Torah we find idiom victorious in
a conflict with logic. So too here we find ¼– DÑ ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ, which logically does mean
‘from (or of) the east to’, but which is used idiomatically to mean ‘to the east of’
or ‘eastwards from’, and ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ alone meaning ‘eastwards’ or ‘to the east’. That is
the meaning of ¼Ñ IÅ ¼ß¼Î IÆ DÑ ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ here (12:8 and ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ again in the same verse), and
of ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ in the Succot haftarah where Zechariah (14:4) correctly describes the
Mount of Olives as ‘facing Jerusalem, to the east’.

What then of Gen. 13:3 here, where Abram is said to have travelled ¼ÆJÇ J̀ HÓ?
Simple, it does not mean ‘to the south’ or ‘southwards’, but ‘to the South [of
Canaan]’, or, if you prefer, ‘to the Negev’, as clearly does ¼É LT DÇJ̀ KÉ two verses earlier
(13:1), where it certainly does not mean that he went southwards. Verse 3 means
‘He went on his journey to the Negev and [then on] up to Bethel’.

[As a digression, the expression ¼ÒJÈ Jd HÓ is also used to represent time, not place,
meaning approximatley ‘of old’ or ‘from before’. There the idiom does not apply,
but that does not concern us here.]

We then return to the builders of Babylon (11:2), and here we must simply part
company with Kimchi. (Note again a conflict between logic and idiom in English
– logically we should part ‘from’ not ‘with’ Kimchi, but that is unacceptable!) The
explanation presents no difficulties, but is very painful indeed because it means
giving up what we have always learned. They did not travel ‘from the east’ but
‘eastwards’. Since we have no idea where they were before, there is no problem
here. However, we can make it easier. Assuming that Mount Ararat was somewhere
in Central Turkey, and that after Noah landed there he and his descendants stayed
in the region, then Babylon was to the south-east. But further, we know that
Mesopotamia (which included Babylon) was referred to as ‘Kedem’ and its
inhabitants as ¼ÒJÈ JÜ ¼ÎIÕ DT (Gen. 25:6 & 29:2), so 11:2 may simply mean ‘when they
travelled to Kedem’ just as in 13:3 Abram travelled ‘to the Negev’. Even without
this, they could easily have come from further west!
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$<-)Series VI No. 4

NEED FOR A TREE

SSSSS ¼ ¼É ¼Ò II DT ¼Ò LI ¼ÅLÝ DÜHÎKÊ ¼× KÆ JI ¼Ý IÅ DÆ HT ¼Ñ JI JÅ ¼× KZH[KÊ
Often we read a passage, then translate and understand it a certain way, and it

becomes fixed in that way in our minds. Years later we see a problem which we
either ignore or seek to solve by a complex explanation. It needs someone to point
out to us that we have got it not quite right from the start. Once we see that, then
it all becomes obvious, and the problem disappears.

Here (21:33) we are told – or so I always understood it – two different and
unconnected things which Abraham did, put together in one verse only because they
are both short. (1) He planted an eshel (a large tree, generally assumed to be a
terebinth but not necessarily so) at Beersheba. (2) He preached there (i.e. at
Beersheba) in the name of G-D the eternal God.

What was the tree for? Rashi gives us midrashic explanations from the Talmud,
even Rashbam accepts one of them – that it helped to provide either food or shelter
or something similar for travellers. Ralbag (Gersonides) gets closer but not quite
there.

However, the primary problem is not what the tree was for, but why the
preaching is stuck into the same verse. As a rule, the Torah does not put two
disjointed ideas together in one verse; in many cases where it appears to do so the
ideas are not really unconnected. For example, Lev. 19:3, as we have pointed out,
does not mean ‘fear your parents and keep my sabbaths’, it means ‘fear your
parents but keep my sabbaths’, i.e. the second over-rules the first. Even in Ex.
23:19 & 34:26 (‘bring the first of your produce to G-d’s house, do not boil a kid
in its mother’s milk’) there is a connection, too lengthy to explain here.

I am indebted to my friend Mr. Phillip Goodman of Kokhav Yaakov, who drew
my attention to the fact that the two parts here are indeed connected – the second
part of the verse follows on from the first. ¼Ò LI does not mean ‘there - i.e. at
Beersheba’, but ‘there – by (or under) the tree’! In the days before radio,
television, internet or even loudspeakers, and before anyone thought of public halls
(other than religious temples), a person who wished to preach would stand in the
market place in the open air – but not in the desert. Beersheba in the desert was
almost certainly always a very small town (or even less) – when the state of Israel
was established it had a population of one thousand – but equally it was a market
town, a centre which villagers, isolated farmers (if there were any), and nomads
(which there always were) would visit from time to time. It was to these people,
especially the nomads, that Abraham would preach, first because by travelling they
would spread the word, and second because they were less likely to have any fixed
temples and thus any vested interests who would rise up fiercely against an attack
on traditional religion.
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Abraham would preach, and hopefully passers-by would stop to listen. However,
standing up (or even squatting down) in the hot desert sun in Beersheba was not too
pleasant, there were no public halls with (or even without) air-conditioning, and a
large marquee (if they had them) would get too hot. So Abraham planted a large
tree, to give shade to those who came to listen to him. Note how earlier, even at
Hebron which is cooler than Beersheba, Abraham sat outside in the heat (18:1) and
when he had visitors he asked them to sit under the tree (18:3) – he did not invite
them into the tent, certainly not through lack of hospitality but because it would be
less comfortable. [He also thought that Sarah was busy there doing something or
other (18:9), but there too he was mistaken (18:10).]

¼Ñ JI JÅ (I have used Breuer’s spelling in preference to the more common ¼Ñ JI IÅ)
would therefore be the name of an appropriate tree. It would need to be suitable to
the local climate (a large oasis in the desert), to give plenty of shade over a wide
area, and to grow very quickly. The last is very important, as Abraham would not
plant a tree that involved his waiting ten years before it was of any use. He needed
the tree, to shelter his visiting audience. These three criteria, taken together, should
help botanists to establish what type of tree it most probably was.

The important point is that he planted a large tree at Beersheba, and preached
there, viz. by the tree.

‘EL AL’

‘A preposition must not be used to end a sentence with’

(Traditional satire on grammatical rule)

‘This is something up with which I will not put’

(Churchill when his secretary applied the rule to correct his dictation)

Contrast 20:10 ¼Ò LÉLÝ DÆ KÅ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼E JÑ JÓ¼Î HÆFÅ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ ‘Abimelekh said to Abraham’, with 20:2
¼É LÝ LK ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ò LÉ LÝ DÆ KÅ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ which does not mean ‘Abraham said to Sarah’ but ‘Abraham
said [to someone else] concerning Sarah’. This use of ¼Ñ JÅ is unusual but not
exceptional, it is found a number of times. Here it is obvious, but not always, and
we must be on the alert for it. We should have expected ¼Ñ K× as the more usual word
in such a case, but quite a number of times – less so in the Torah than in the later
Biblical books – the two words ¼Ñ JÅ and ¼Ñ K× are interchanged. The use of
prepositions is always the most difficult part to learn in any language, because there
is never an exact correspondence from one language to another, nor do they even
maintain logical consistency in their meaning within the same language. We saw
last week how the Hebrew word ¼Ô HÓ which normally means ‘from’ can come to
mean exactly the opposite (‘to’) just as the English ‘to’ can be used to mean
‘from’. (Note, incidentally, how the last sentence ends with a preposition!)
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HAIL TO THE CHIEF!

One of the words with which King James is obsessed is ‘prince’, which he uses
to translate Hebrew words that do not mean that. In particular he uses it for ¼Å¼Î HKLÕ,
and our Jewish scholars, who alas take King James’s version as sacred ( ¼C¼ÎKÕ¼Î Ha HÓ¼C),
even talk about Rabbi Judah the President (compiler of our Mishnah) as ‘prince’,
which of course he was not. It is not always an easy word to translate, but to
understand it we should perhaps compare and contrast it with the word ¼Ý KK.

The latter corresponds roughly to our word ‘officer’, meaning someone who is
in command, or is in charge of others, whether few or many. We find such people
as army officers commanding (Deut. 20:9) or judges ruling over, between ten and
a thousand men (Ex. 18:25), or the chief executioner (Gen. 37:36) or the
commander-in-chief of the army, who would also be the Minister of War, e.g. Joab
in the time of David. (The ridiculous modern idea of appointing a civilian politician
who knows nothing about warfare over the commander-in-chief, and other ignorant
politicians in similar positions, did not occur to the ancients.18) Such a person is
normally appointed from above.

A ¼Å¼Î HKLÕ was a man given a place of honour, usually with some amount of
authority, varying from a chief to a chairman or president, and (with exceptions)
elected from below. At times he might have great authority – compare Num. 31:8
with Jos. 13:21 where the word is used interchangeably with ‘king’. But when the
Hittites referred to Abraham as nesi elohim they certainly had in mind honour,
rather than authority. Such a highly respected person might be appealed to for
advice in some controversial matter and his decision would be accepted as
authoritative, but he could not impose his authority on people. What did the Hittites
mean by nesi elohim?

While King James says ‘a mighty prince’ (and Moffat much the same, ‘a great
prince’), JPS2 says ‘an elect of G-d’. Elohim, as we have explained (KM III, 14
ÅÝÅÊ), means primarily ‘authority’ (Gen. 20:11) or ‘an authority’ (Ex. 4:16) or ‘the
authorities’, ‘the judges’ (Ex. 22:7) from which it came to mean ‘a god’ or ‘gods’.
The plural form can be used with a plural meaning, but also with a singular
meaning, as with two words of somewhat similar meaning, ¼Ñ K× KT (Ex. 22:13-14) and
¼Ô¼D ¼È LÅ (Ex. 21:4). From this it came to mean ‘G-d’. However, it is also used as a
noun with an adjectival effect to mean ‘mighty’, ‘powerful’ and so on, to an
extreme degree (Ex. 9:28). What does it mean here?

18. W. H. Smith, the newsagent, was appointed as First Lord of the Admiralty, i.e. the
Minister responsible for the Navy, about which he knew nothing. This was parodied in the
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta ‘H.M.S. Pinafore’ by the Admiral ‘who had never been to sea’.
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In this both King James and JPS2 make little sense. The Hittites did not
recognise one G-d, unless they had been taught by Abraham (or were simply
referring to the one that Abraham recognised) in which case they would have said
¼ ¼É ¼Å¼Î HK DÕ, calling G-d by name to distinguish him from the idols. Furthermore, it is
highly unlikely that they would have recognised him as their chief or ruler. So ‘a
powerful (or mighty) chief’ makes little sense. More likely they meant that he was
an unofficial honorary president of their authorities, their rulers and judges. While
he held no position of authority, he was a person they all looked up to.

To understand the full meaning of this in its wider context, we must try to
understand how it could have come about. We are given no direct information on
the subject, and while told of Abraham’s very good relations with three Amorites
(Aner, Eshkol and Mamre) who lived alongside Hebron, we are told nothing except
here of his relations with the Hittites living within. But we do know quite a lot
about Abraham himself.

Above all, Abraham was concerned to a tremendous extent with correct
behaviour ( ¼ÜJÈ JÛ or ¼É LÜ LÈ DÛ) and justice. To him, his G-d was, first and foremost, the
embodiment of justice (Gen. 18:19, 25). In English we would say ‘fair-minded’, or
‘a believer in fair play’, except only that the expression, though correct, is not
strong enough. One can see the Hittites recognising this virtue: a judge faced with
a difficulty which he could not resolve might consult Abraham, knowing that he
would get an unbiased opinion that would be acceptable to all as fair and just. We
are not told this in the Torah, but can see it as fitting in well with what we are told,
making sense of the expression nesi elohim, the nearest to which we can get in
English being ‘(unofficial honorary) chief of judges’.

WHAT SORT OF WIFE?

The word ¼IJÇJÑ¼Î Hb is impossible to translate, not so much because it has no
English equivalent as because it seems to have no precise Hebrew meaning. It
refers in some way to a second-class wife, one of lower status, but it is not that
simple. The rabbinic idea that any wife is defined as being either ¼É LJ HÅ or ¼IJÇJÑ¼Î Hb
just does not work – the same woman may be called one in one place and the other
in another (Gen. 35:22 & 37:2). Pilegesh need not be a morganatic wife – Bilhah
is called one (Gen. 35:22), yet her children had full rights of paternal inheritance.
Certainly it does NOT mean ‘concubine’. (King James again!) A concubine is a
woman (nowadays called a ‘mistress’) not married to the man in question, whereas
a pilegesh was married to him. All we can say is that a principal wife was never
called that, while another wife might or might not be. Mostly it seems to have been
a relative term.

Who were Abraham’s pilageshim referred to in 25:6? Not Hagar, as her son was
not sent eastwards – Ishmael settled to the south and south-west of Canaan (21:21
and 25:18)! Keturah was one, but who were the others? We are not told, but it
seems that there were others (who perhaps produced no children).
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WOMEN AND PEACE

Biting sarcasm is not common in the Torah; but it does exist. This portion
contains at least two examples.

The first is fairly well known. At the age of forty, Esau maried two local girls
who caused his parents a great deal of aggro (26:34-35). Many years later – it can
easily be shown by a simple calculation that he was at least seventy – it suddenly
dawned on him that his father disapproved of local women generally as members
of his family (28:8), so he went to Uncle Ishmael and took one of his daughters as
a wife ¼Ê¼Î LILÕ Ñ K× in addition to his other wives (28:9).

[Incidentally, as a digression, it should be noted that verses 28:6, 7, 8 and 9 all go together. 28:7 does
not state an independent fact, but follows from the previous verse as part of what Esau saw (sorry about the
pun). To start the maftir reading there spoils the entire sense – it should start one verse earlier.]

The other instance of sarcasm is less often noticed. We recall that when
Abraham in time of drought went to Gerar, the Philistine king Abimelech treated
him on the whole very well. True, there was the business about Sarah. Even if she
was Abraham’s sister, he might at least have asked her brother’s consent first. But
(after G-d’s intervention) they sorted that out and patched it up. Abimelech gave
Abraham presents, told to make himself at home (20:14, 15), and they were good
friends. When Abraham made a party to celebrate Isaac’s weaning, he invited
him.19

Abimelech took advantage of the occasion to ask for a treaty (21:23). On what
grounds? That he had shown Abraham both kindness and hospitality, and he wanted
this to be appreciated. Nothing in the story suggests that this was unreasonable.
There was a complaint about a well, which Abimelech tried to wriggle out of (the
complaint, not the well), but they sorted that out too, and signed the treaty.

Now contrast what happened years later, after Abraham’s death, when there was
another drought and Isaac went to Gerar. Abimelech (almost certainly a different
one, perhaps the son or grandson of the other) accepted him, but was afraid of him.
The Philistines had ‘done the dirty’ by filling up wells and trying their best to make
Isaac’s life a misery, in the way that Philistines always enjoy making other people’s
lives a misery. Yet the more they did that, the more Isaac prospered, they became
bitterly jealous and hated him. Abimelech was certainly afraid of him, he gave
instructions that nobody was to interfere with Isaac and Rebecca, but was unhappy

19. It says in 21:15 ‘at that time’, i.e. at or after the party – note that Abimelech later
‘returned home’, 21:32, but we are not told of his arrival. ‘At that time’ brings us back to
the party, from the story of which we had digressed to follow the fortunes of Ishmael,
following his bad behaviour there.
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to see him doing well. Later he threw him out, simply because he was doing well.

When Isaac left and moved away from them, the Philistines kept following him
and laying claim to every well that he dug. Again we see a characteristic of
Philistines – as soon as Isaac dug a well and found water, they said ‘it is ours!’
Then, not satisfied with having thrown him out, Abimelech came running after him.
Isaac was not too pleased to see him. ‘What do you want now?’ he asked (26:27).

Abimelech had seen how G-d had protected and helped Isaac, and was still afraid
of him. He demanded a treaty. On what grounds? Not that he had made Isaac feel
at home and treated him kindly; he hadn’t. ‘We have not touched you, we have
been good to you (how?), and have allowed you to depart in peace’ (26:29). Big
deal! The Philistines had allowed Isaac to come, had not attacked him, and had
allowed him to leave in peace when they threw him out for no other offence than
that his agricultural enterprises succeeded. For this Isaac was to be grateful!

However, Isaac did not want to quarrel, he agreed to the treaty, after which
Abimelech parted from him – and here comes the biting sarcasm – in peace
(26:31). Isaac had G-d to look after him, and did not need to be grateful to
Abimelech for his safety; but Abimelech had great need to be thankful that G-d had
allowed him to depart from Isaac in peace.

Peace is not what they offer us, still less that we beg them for it. Peace is
something which we may be willing to offer them, on our terms, as long as they
behave themselves. We recall the demand ‘Land for Peace’ used by the King of
Ammon in his message to Jephthah (Jud. 11:13) which the latter rejected. ‘Land for
Peace’ then became a slogan echoed three thousand years later by Adolf Hitler in
his negotiations with Neville Chamberlain over Czechoslovakia at Munich in 1938.
This slogan of Hitler’s, in its precise wording, was then thrown at Israel not so
many years ago by our more recent enemies, supported by our so-called friends.

Peace is not something that they offer us, it is what we may be persuaded to
offer them, provided that they are neither Amalekites nor any of the Canaanite
group and as long as they behave themselves. And it is for them to be grateful to
us and to appreciate it.
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DREAMING

Most things in the Torah can be taken simply at face value, and in that way
make sense. Even in laws where the Talmud applies a midrash that contradicts the
plain meaning of the text, it is not because the latter makes no sense and cannot be
taken literally, but for other reasons.

This is not so with dreams. These often contain things that are unreal, and if the
dream has a meaning it is in the symbolism of the events. When Joseph saw the
sun, moon and eleven stars bowing down to him, the symbolism was obvious, but
nobody believed that the sun, moon or stars would actually bow down. When
Pharaoh dreamt of seven thin cows swallowing seven fat ones, nobody, least of all
Pharaoh, believed that thin cows would swallow fat ones (or even vice-versa); it
symbolised something, but what? In the latter case, Joseph gave Pharaoh (and us)
the answer. Elsewhere we are told the dream and left to speculate on the meaning.

In such cases many people like to delve as deeply as they can to find ideas that
coincide with philosophic beliefs of their own, and then teach their interpretation
as fact. Such is the case in particular with Jacob’s dreams.

We will try to find a simple interpretation, and offer it to our readers to accept
or reject, at their wish. We have already offered one for Jacob’s dream of striped,
spotted and speckled sheep (or something similar) in 31:10-11 (see KM III, 7 ÅÛÎÊ).
Now let us tackle the first dream, that of the famous Ladder.

The Hebrew word ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ means a messenger or agent. It can also mean an agency
(which is the same idea, but less specific). And if ¼È I× can mean not only a witness,
but also testimony or evidence, then it is not unreasonable to assume that ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ can
mean not only a messenger but also a message.

With this in mind we can begin to make sense of the dream. Jacob had been
taught about G-d, and received his messages (i.e. teachings on how to behave) from
his father and his mother. In fact, to listen to them and obey them was itself one
of G-d’s teachings. Yet he had just undergone a very unpleasant experience. His
mother had told him to deceive his father and his brother, he had listened to her,
in some mysterious way his father had forgiven him, but his brother had not. The
result was that he had been forced to flee from home, and for the first time in his
life found himself with neither father nor mother available, when most needed, to
advise him on G-d’s ways. So he had to remember their teachings in the past – yet
there was something wrong in those teachings somewhere, since following them
had not endeared him to his father, and listening to his mother had landed him in
his current mess.
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This was the Ladder. G-d’s messages (or, if you insist, messengers carrying
these) were going up and down between Heaven and Earth, and for Jacob this was
all confusion. He did not know which way to turn, where to look for help and
advice. He appears to have travelled entirely alone, without even an attendant,
which was most unusual in those days. Throughout the Bible we find that where
someone went somewhere ‘on his own’, he in fact had an attendant ( ¼Ý K×KÕ) with him
who pops up later in the story. But though it says nothing, the whole tone of the
story suggests that Jacob did not.

The dream represented the confusion in his mind, and the trouble about what to
do when he had nobody to help him with advice. Messages were going up and
down, and he did not know where to turn.

Suddenly G-d himself appeared standing ¼Ê¼Î LÑ L× – it makes no difference whether
this word means ‘on it’ (i.e. at the top of the ladder) or ‘next to him’ – and
announced to Jacob ‘From now on you deal with me directly, and I will take care
of you.’

Jacob felt on waking that if he had that dream at that particular place, the place
itself must possess some holiness, it was as if the gateway to Heaven, to the House
of G-d. This too was not meant to be taken literally.

You can of course reject this, and say that Jacob saw the future site of the
Temple, except that it was not built at Bethel but in Jerusalem, a stumbling block
for those looking for interpretations that support their theories. But in their support,
the Tabernacle did in fact spend some time in Bethel between the time of Joshua
and that of Samuel, contrary to what they teach you that it spent all of that period
continuously at Shiloh. (See Jud. 20:18, 26, 27; 21:2. In fact Jud. 21:19 suggests
that nobody at the time even knew where Shiloh was!)

SWEARING, BY GOSH!
An oath must be taken in the name of someone or something that the person who

takes it believes in. Laban’s words in 31:53 cannot be translated, because in
Hebrew they are ambiguous. Did he mean the God of Abraham, or the gods that
Abraham had initially worshipped (to be identified with those of Nahor and Terah)?
Jacob, knowing Laban well by this time, saw that the ambiguity was deliberate, and
refused to follow suit, swearing instead by the ‘Dread’ of Isaac (ibid.). Were a
similar procedure to be adopted today in an agreement between Israel and Arabs,
the latter would have to swear by Allah (not by Mohammed, who, as Arafat
reminded us, considered it legitimate to break a treaty), and the former by either
the Bank of Israel or the Stock Exchange.
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WHY DID HE DO IT?

The first people to discover gorillas were frightened by them, and in writing of
their experiences they described them, without justification, as hideous, terrible and
dangerous monsters. This description was accepted by the public and still is till this
day. In fact, they are really comparatively gentle creatures, but that is not our point.

Some years ago, a woman interested in finding out about their way of life hid
near a group of them, gradually revealed herself and was thus accepted. I heard her
relate her experiences on the wireless. (For American readers, ‘radio’.)

Gorillas, she explained, live in communities, elect or appoint a chief, and
practise polygamy. Sometimes a member of the community may challenge the
chief, they engage in mortal combat, and the winner is recognised as chief. Among
other things, he takes all of the dead loser’s wives and adds them to his own.

Something similar appears to have been the practice in Biblical times even
among not-so-primitive nations. A new king who was not the natural successor of
the old one – whether legally appointed or simply a usurper – would demonstrate
his authority by taking over the old king’s wives (and mistresses). David took over
Saul’s wives legally (2 Sam. 12:8), but Absalom publicly acted on the roof-top with
David’s wives (2 Sam. 16:21-22) on the advice of Ahithophel as an act of rebellion.
The rift between Abner and Ish-bosheth (2 Sam. 3:6-8) had arisen from the same
issue, where the former was undermining the latter’s authority. Adonijah’s request
to Bathsheba (1 Kings 2:16-17) seemed to her quite reasonable, as she did not see
what was behind it, but Solomon did instantly (ibid. v.22).

Whatever the midrash may say, the Torah states the action of Reuben quite
clearly, but does not give any reason. On reading about it we instinctively assume
that it was an act of incest out of pure lust, but this seems most unlikely. Bilhah
was much older than Reuben (old enough nearly to be his mother), and there is
nothing to suggest that she was especially beautiful or attractive; we are not told
that he desired her, nor she him. Not impossible, but improbable. The background
is more likely to be on the lines of what we have written above.

The death of Rachel was undoubtedly a terrible blow to Jacob, and for a while
he would have been a broken man. He would not have been in a fit state to act as
head of the large household, make decisions and so on. He may well have appeared
to be beyond recovery. Reuben felt that as the eldest son it was his job to take over,
and he wished to demonstrate to all his brothers that from now on he was in charge.

Absalom’s action, though not justified morally, at least made sense in accordance
with his policy. But was Reuben’s action justified even to that extent? Was it even
politically necessary? Perhaps he felt the need to exert his authority over that of
Judah, but was this the best way to do it? It seems to be the way chosen in this
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instance by a weak man trying to show off the strength that he did not have. But
then on that point all are agreed – Reuben did have a weak character. His father
heard about it and said nothing at the time, but pointed it out on his death bed, as
well as punishing him by taking away his birthright (Gen. 49:3-4). [In connection
with the latter it is worth looking up 1 Chron. 5:1-3, and then to note that it is
preceded by 1 Chron. 2:1-3.]

THE PURCHASE

¼É LÍ¼Î HK DÜ ¼É LÅ IÓ DT SSS ¼Ô JÜH[KÊ (33:19). Two interesting words here. The kesitah appears to
have been a coin of high value – Job’s old friends (not the famous three) and his
relatives each gave him one (plus a gold ring) as an atonement for their having
abandoned him in time of trouble (Job 42:11), and Jacob paid one hundred for the
plot of land! Some, however, claim that it was not a coin but a ewe-lamb, based on
the fact that Onkelos here (and also Targum Jonathan in Jos 24:32, and Targum Job
42:11 – the word only occurs in these three places) translates kesitah as ¼Ô LÙUÝ OÌ, a
word he uses in Gen. 21:28-30 to translate ewe-lambs. (See Kimchi etc.)

Unlike the Hebrew, the Targum does not usually distinguish between ¼Æ JKJ], a
sheep, and ¼K JÆ J], a lamb. (Cf. Onkelos in Lev. 14:10 and Num. 6:14, and Jonathan
in 2 Sam. 12:3,4,6 where ¼Å LfUÝ K_ HÅ is used for a ewe-lamb.) It is therefore possible
that the Aramaic ¼Ô LÙUÝ OÌ, from the root ØÝÌ ‘to change’, meant ‘item(s) of payment’,
and that Onkelos simply applied it to the ewe-lambs that Abraham gave to
Abimelech, and also here (not knowing precisely what the word meant) to kesitah.

Joseph was eventually buried in that plot (Jos. 24:32), and his tomb over the
centuries became venerated as a holy place of pilgrimage, until murderers and
vandals, the scum of the earth, recently desecrated it, an act that G-d will not allow
to go unavenged. Why then did G-d allow it to be destroyed? Perhaps because he
does not want us to have holy places of pilgrimage all over the place, because he
does not want us to sit and cry and read Psalms that we do not even understand, he
wants us to behave ourselves properly ( ¼Ü JÈ JÛ) and ensure justice in the land ( ¼ÍLb DI HÓ),
and follow the instructions given in the Torah. We are not told there to spend our
time crying over graves, but to carry on living a positive life. This in no way
justifies the desecration and destruction.

[The other interesting word is ¼Ô JÜH[KÊ. We will have to defer a discussion on the
verb ¼ÉÂÕ LÜ to another time.]
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%¸-)Series VI No. 9

DELIBERATE OMISSION

+6;A:, É ÎÕÎ×Æ 6< SSSSS <6 ÎÉÎÊ
This ridicules the superstitious printers who insist on printing the number of

page 270 (6<) of a book as <6. We find the opposite in 6:8

É ÎÕÎ×Æ O4+@Q ÔÌ ÅÛÓ +4Ê
Often when the Torah does not give us details, the midrash demands details; but

at times these details are totally irrelevant, and the Torah deliberately avoids giving
them because they are irrelevant. If the details were supplied, we would be tempted
to attach relevance to them that is totally unjustified.

We met one case already, that of the yemim (see KM II, 8 ÌÑÞÎÊ and III, 2 ÌÕ),
and here we have another. What was Er’s sin? As it is not mentioned, and we are
told how it was followed in turn by Onan’s sin, each brother being in turn put to
death by G-d for his sin, the midrash assumes that the sin was the same in each
case. Here is not the place to consider precisely what Onan’s sin was – we are only
told what he did, and there are three different possibilities of what the sin actually
was, but it does seem clear that an essential part of it was relevant to the fact that
Onan followed Er, and as Er did not follow any other brother the sin could not have
been the same!

Onan’s sin is in part relevant to the story, but Er’s is not. The very fact that it
is irrelevant is itself relevant to the story. Were we told what it was, we might be
tempted to assume that it was relevant to the story, and so miss the whole point.

The essential point is that Er married Tamar, then died, and Onan took over (at
his father’s request, in accordance with established custom) and then he died.
Shelah on becoming old enough should then have followed, but Judah did not let
him, because Judah assumed that Tamar was the cause of the trouble. Either she
was a bad woman who killed her husbands (or drove them to death), or she was
some sort of witch whose magic influence led to their early demise. If he let Shelah
marry her, he might lose Shelah, his third and last son, shortly afterwards. (It is
also possible that he feared this was some sort of punishment for having had
children from a Canaanite woman.) The story makes it quite clear that Onan
himself brought about his own death through his bad behaviour, as detailed, which
incidentally also made Tamar suffer unjustly; and in the first case Tamar had
nothing at all to do with it. Er died on account of his own sin, whatever it may
have been. Tamar emerges from the story as a good woman who was a victim of
two bad husbands in succession.

The custom of a childless widow marrying her late husband’s next of kin seems
to have been well established in the time of Judah. The Torah later embodies this
custom in a more restricted law (Deut. 25:5 ff) – she may only marry her brother-
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in-law (not her father-in-law), and if there is one then this is compulsory for both,
the man being subjected to public humiliation if he refuses. The rabbis have
reversed this, the humiliation being nowadays compulsory, though in private, and
all has been reduced to a meaningless formality, but it did once have a significance
that we cannot feel today, even if we can understand it intellectually (though that
too is not so easy). What precisely troubled the anonymous relative of Boaz in
regard to Ruth (Ruth 4:6) can be explained only on the basis of conjecture, as the
text does not really help us to understand it at all.

In 38:27, the last three words are independent of the first three. It does not mean
that the child split into twins at the time of birth, though without a doubt someone
says that it does!

A WOMAN SCORNED

Verses 39:14-15 deserve to be noted carefully. This was without doubt a
rehearsal. Mrs. Potiphar was rehearsing what she would tell her husband on his
arrival, and at the same time rehearsing the slaves so that they should not contradict
her or give any evidence that might conflict with her story (39:17-18). They might
even fake evidence to back her up. (‘I heard a woman shouting at about that time,
but I was a long way away and thought it was something else.’) As Joseph was in
overall charge, they would all have been jealous of him, and perhaps disliked being
bossed about by him. She sensed this, and fuelled their hatred with a possibility of
seeing her avenge them.

Note the use of the verb ¼Ü IÌ KÛ (14 and 17) with a sexual connotation, as with
Ishmael (21:9) and Isaac (26:8), making clear the meaning with the Golden Calf
(Ex. 32:6) where in accordance with popular current pagan practice the people were
about to start an orgy.

Note also Mrs. P’s use of the word ‘Hebrew’ as a term of contempt. At that
time, the ‘Hebrews’ in Egypt were probably mostly Canaanites (KM I,9(32) ÝÉÆ,.
Even Joseph himself says that he was stolen from the country of the Hebrews
(40:15), almost as if to say ‘I lived there, but I was not really one of them.’ The
contempt was not universal, as Pharaoh did not mind appointing one as head of the
country, and his officials accepted this, but in the Potiphar household it seems that
‘Hebrews’ were despised even by the other slaves – long before the word was used
to imply Israelites.
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9;2Series VI No. 10

REPETITION

We often use an expression such as ‘it was repeated twice’ when what we really
mean is either ‘it was repeated (once)’ or ‘it occurred twice’, both of which are the
same. ‘It was repeated twice’ means that it occurred three times! However, such is
colloquial usage, and in general it is not misunderstood. In language we expect a
certain amount of logic, and in our training at school we have been taught to expect
it particularly in English. (For example, ‘a double negative is a positive’ – not so
in French or modern Hebrew.) However, there are limits, and we must not overdo
it by demanding too much strict logic. (Nor may we underdo it.) Some illogicalities
are allowed only in speech, some even in writing.

So here in 41:32 ¼ÒHÎ LÓF× Kb SSSS ¼Ò¼D ¼ÑFÌ KÉ ¼ß¼D¼Õ LJ HÉ ¼Ñ K× DÊ – the dream occurred twice, once
with cows and once with ears of corn. King James says that ‘the dream was
doubled ..... twice’, in other words it occurred not two, not three, but four times!
There is no excuse for this.

RELEASE

In 43:4 ¼X¼Õ¼Î HÌ LÅ ¼ß JÅ KÌ Î KI DÓ ¼F DIJÎ ¼Ò HÅ does not mean ‘if you send our brother’ – that
would require KÌ IÑWI. It means ‘if you release our brother’, i.e. if you allow our
brother to go – just as much later we find ¼Î H_ K× ¼ß JÅ ¼Ì K̂ KI which does not mean ‘send
my people’ but ‘let my peple go’, release them!

As we have explained previously, the verb Ì^I in the piel form (i.e. with a
dagesh in the lamed) has three meanings:

1. The very mild use: to see someone off. There is no real equivalent in English,
but it is the opposite of to receive, or to welcome. (E.g. Ex. 18:27. Also here, in
the passive or pual form in Gen. 44:3.)

2. The normal mild use: to release, allow someone to go (as here).

3. The strong use: to send away, or drive away, or divorce (a wife). In all of these
(strong) uses it is synonymous with (and often interchanges with) the verb ¼IIÝLU. We
have been led to ‘feel’ that ¼IIÝLU implies something very strong while KÌ Î KI is
something milder, but that is not the case, both words (when used in this sense) are
synonymous and interchangeable (like ¼É LÓ LÅ and ¼É LÌ DÙ HI,.

There are extremely rare cases where the piel form is used instead of the kal to
mean ‘send’, as for instance in Gen. 38:17, though this is ‘corrected’ three verse
later (verse 20). However, in 37:32 it its not an exception – they did not ‘send’ the
coat, but decided to ‘cast it away’ in some place where it would be found and
recognised.
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In the same way in Num. 21:6 ¼Ò¼Î HI LÌ D̀ KÉ SSS ¼Ò L× LT SSS Ì K̂ KI DÎKÊ, G-d did not ‘send’ the
snakes, they were there already, but released them. At first he held them back and
prevented them from attacking the people, but when they started to moan and
hanker after Egypt he withdrew his protection and released (or unleahsed) the
snakes. Likewise in Deut. 32:24 (see KM I, 30(53) ÊÕÎËÅÉ), and in many cases
where G-d inflicts punishment through an agency, he does not send agents
specially, but releases harmful agents that were already there only under restraint.
He simply withdraws the restraint. Psalm 78:49 is familar to us from the Haggadah:

SSSSS ¼Ò K×KËLÊ ¼É LÝ DÆ J× B¼D ¼b KÅ ¼Ô¼D ¼ÝFÌ ¼Ò LT ¼Ì K̂ KI DÎ.

THE HOLY NAME

It is interesting to note that while the Patriarchs, especially Abraham, normally
referred to G-d by name (Hashem), Joseph never once uses that name. He always,
without exception, says ‘Elohim’. This is quite understandable when he is talking
to the Egyptians, such as the butler and baker, and especially to Pharaoh himself,
as well as to the brothers when he is posing as an Egyptian. But it is not so easy
to understand why, when he spoke to the whole family before his death (Gen.
50:24-25), he did not explicitly use G-d’s name. Is there some significance in this?
And if so, what?

HANDS AND FEET

In 43:34 we find the word ¼ß¼D¼ÈLÎ meaning ‘portions’. It is interesting to note that
in many Hebrew words the ‘dual’ form, which strictly means ‘two’, is used when
dealing with something that normally occurs in pairs to apply not only to a pair but
to the plural. However, when used in a figurative sense, the plural is used.

Thus ¼ÈLÎ means a hand-and-arm, and the plural, for many (and not just for two)
is ¼ÒHÎ KÈLÎ. But when used in a figurative sense, as here, it is ¼ß¼D ¼ÈLÎ. Likewise with the
word ¼ÑJÇ JÝ – when it means a leg-and-foot, the dual form is used also for the plural,
¼ÒHÎ KÑ DÇKÝ no matter how many. But when used in the figurative sense of ‘times’ (as an
optional alternative to ¼Ò¼Î HÓ L× Db) the plural is ¼Ò¼Î HÑLÇUÝ (which, in connection with the
Festivals, has nothing to do with legs or feet). Compare Ex. 23:14, 17; 34:23, 24;
Num. 22:28, 32, 33; 24:10; Deut. 16:16.
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THE END?

Last week we had ÚId HÓ, not to mention ¼Ú KÜ¼ÎH[KX, and this week (47:2) we find
¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ, words that deserve looking into. We tend to take them for granted, without
thinking about them: the first means ‘at the end of’, the second ‘woke up’ and the
third ‘some’. But it is not that simple. An enormous amount of intellectual effort
has been injected into interpreting the last words of the Book of Daniel ¼Ô¼Î HÓL[ KÉ ¼Ú IÜ
(Dan. 12:13) as telling us (yet at the same time not telling us) the date of the
coming of the Messiah ‘at the end of days’ (notwithstanding the fact that it would
be too late – if the Messiah is to come it must be well before that or he need not
bother), so we see that it may be worth looking at the real meaning of the words.

First it is interesting to note that nearly all verb roots that include the pair of
letters ÛÜ (or ÚÜ) mean ‘cutting off’ or something very similar, from which
derived words may refer to the ‘end’. (Some of these roots have other meanings as
well.) The exceptions are ÚÜI and perhaps (it is arguable) ×ÛÜ, to scrape.

We have ÚÜÎ to wake up, which is usually after a dream at the end of which
sleep is cut off. (Sometimes also ÚÊÜ – or some claim ÚÎÜ – is used in this sense.)
Then in addition we have ÝÛÜ BÚÛÜ BÉÛÜ BÆÛÜ BÚÊÜ all of which can mean to cut, cut
down, or cut off, plus variations such as to shear sheep, reap, break (a stick etc.),
amputate and so on; and even ØÛÜ to break out in a rage.

ÚÊÜ can also mean to be weary, in distress, fed up with, and (according to some
opinions) afraid. Hence we find ¼ÎK[ KÌ DÆ ¼Î Hf DÛ KÜ (Gen. 27:46), OÒÎÝÛÓQ ¼X ¼Û OÜL[KÊ (Ex. 1:12),
and ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó ¼Ú LÜL[KÊ (Num. 22:3).

It is possible that the noun ÚDÜ (a thorn) is distantly connected with this, but
probably not.

[Note: when we have these presumed original ‘biliteral (i.e. two-letter) roots’ the two letters must come
together when a three-letter root is formed. Thus ÚÆÜ and ÚÓÜ do not count. However, as a general
exception in such cases we do find a vav or yod coming in between, so that ÚÊÜ or ÚÎÜ do count.]

From ÚÛÜ, to cut off or amputate, comes the noun ¼Ú IÜ the end, usually the end
of a period (as in ¼Ú Id HÓ). However in Daniel ‘the end of days’ does not mean the
end of time, or the end of man’s days on earth, but the end of a particular period
of trouble, when the trouble referred to comes to an end and things start to go
smoothly again. (See also Gen. 6:13 ¼Ý LK LT ¼Ñ L] ¼Ú IÜ.) Although this was often taken to
mean the time of advent of the Messiah when there is to be a permanent end to the
troubles of Israel, on which assumption Daniel’s references to ‘time, times and a
half’ (i.e. three and a half periods) have served as the basis of all sorts of peculiar
calculations, many have taken it to mean the end of the period of Syrian oppression
under Antiochus, when the desecration of the Temple lasted for three and a half
years until the success of the Hasmonean revolt. (In the same way many have taken
Isaiah’s forecast of the Messiah as referring to the advent of Hezekiah, a just king
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who ended the troubles that preceded him, though he was unable to prevent those
that followed. Any discussion on either of these two theories is out of place here.)

I have seen a theory that ¼Ú IÜ – at least in Daniel – does not mean ‘end’ but
‘season’. This does solve some problems, but the overall evidence is against it.

Another noun, derived from the root ÉÛÜ, is ¼É JÛ LÜ (construct ¼É IÛ DÜ) meaning the
edge or border (Num. 10:16 ¼F JÑ¼X ¼Æ DÇ ¼É IÛ DÜ ¼Ý¼Î H× a town ‘on the border of your territory’
and NOT ‘the edge of your border’), or the end or extremity, or even the edge as
the beginning (as in Gen. 47:21 ¼X ¼É IÛ LÜ ¼È K× DÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DÇ ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ ‘from one end of the
territory of Egypt to its [other] end). Together with the preposition ¼Ô HÓ (or the
prefix ¼? HÓ) the form ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ can also mean ‘at the end [of]’ synonymous with ¼Ú Id HÓ:
compare Deut. 14:28 with 15:1 two verses later ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LI ¼× KÆ JI ¼Ú Id HÓ SSS ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LI ¼IWÑ LI ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ.

In addition, the form ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ can mean ‘a part’, or in our case (Gen. 47:2) ‘some’
(of his brothers) ¼Ê¼Î LÌ JÅ ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ, appartently originally ¼É IÛ DÜ preceded by ¼? HÓ, which
became a word in its own right, and many dictionaries treat it as such.

In the later books (Daniel, Nehemiah) we find the feminine form ¼ß LÛ DÜ HÓ, where
the construct form is also ¼ß LÛ DÜ HÓ [and not ¼ß KÛ DÜ HÓ as we might expect]. Here too,
both meanings (‘the end’, and ‘part’) are found in Daniel in the same chapter
(compare verse 2 with verses 5, 15,18 in Chapter 1). This form was used in later
(Mishnaic) Hebrew to mean ‘a part’, as in the Talmudic expression ¼ß LÛ DÜ HÓ DÆ ¼ÉJÈ¼D ¼Ó
‘one who admits part’ (e.g. when A says ‘B owes me a hundred shekels’ and B
does not deny the debt but says that it is only fifty shekels).

After ¼? H2 the dagesh is dropped, ¼É IÛ Dd HÓ becomes ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ, as often when followed
by a sheva; but here it seems that the sheva itself becomes silent (which is does not
usually when a dagesh is dropped, despite the claims of many that it does), so we
have ¼É IÛ¼? DÜ HÓ instead of ¼É IÛ DÜ¼? HÓ, and likewise ¼ß LÛ¼? DÜ HÓ instead of ¼ß LÛ DÜ¼? HÓ.

The plural, found only in the construct form (or with pronoun suffixes), is ¼ß¼D ¼Û DÜ
with very rare exceptions or variations: ¼ßÂÊ LÛ DÜ (absolute) in Ps. 65:9 and Ex. 38:5
with ¼ß¼D¼Ê DÛ HÜ (Ex. 37:8 & 39:4 in the original version); and ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÛ DÜ found once only,
with +¼Ú JÝ LÅ, ¼ÎIÊ DÛ KÜ found three times in the Bible.

To summarise,

¼Ú IÜ usually means the end of (a period of time);

¼É JÛ LÜ means the edge or border (in space), ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ meaning ‘from the edge of’;

¼Ú Id HÓ, ¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ and ¼ß LÛ DÜ HÓ can mean ‘at the end of’ (a period of time);

¼É IÛ DÜ HÓ and ¼ß LÛ DÜ HÓ can also mean ‘part of’ or ‘some’.
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-+-)Series VI No. 12

NOT THE SAME

In various places in the Torah we find two accounts which bear great similarity
but are really different. In particular we find this with narratives, often with
fundamental differences between the two events:

1. Terah’s departure for Canaan (Gen. 11:31);

Abraham’s departure for Canaan (Gen. 12:5).

2. Abraham leaves Harran with Lot (Gen. 12:5);

Abraham and Lot leave Egypt (Gen. 13:1). [KM IV, 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ]

3. Abraham, Sarah and Pharaoh (Gen. 12);

Abraham, Sarah and Abimelech (Gen. 20).

4. Abraham, Sarah & Abimelech (Gen. 20);

Isaac, Rebecca & Abimelech (Gen. 26).

5. Abraham & Abimelech, treaty at Beersheba (Gen. 21);

Isaac & Abimelech, treaty at Beersheba (Gen. 26).

6. Lack of food at Sin, arrival of quails (Ex. 16);

desire for meat, arrival of quails a year later at Kibroth-hattaavah (Num. 11).

7. Lack of water at Rephidim, Moses strikes rock (tsur) at Horeb,

place called Massah & Meribah (Ex. 17);

lack of water at Kadesh (Zin), Moses strikes rock (sela) at Kadesh,

place called Water of Meribah (Num. 20).

8. Departure from Kadesh Barnea in the second year, so as not to enter Canaan
(Num. 14:25 & Deut. 1:40);

departure from Kadesh (Zin) in the fortieth year, so as to enter Canaan

(Num. 20:22).

Sometimes also between other sections that are not exactly narrative:

9. G-d’s promises, warnings and threats (‘I will ...’) (Lev. 26);

Moses’s blessings and curses (‘May G-d ...’) (Deut. 28) [See KM IV, 32 ÝÉÆ]

10.The closing address of Jacob (Gen. 49);

the closing address of Moses (Deut. 33).
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The latter is correctly called ‘The blessings of Moses’, and is so described at the
beginning of that chapter. The former are incorrectly described as the blessings of
Jacob, though not described as such in the text. Confusion arises on account of the
similarity of structure between the two chapters, and the almost exact repetition of
certain phrases. However, regarding these phrases, Moses was merely quoting, and
blessing them that the words of Jacob should come true.

Let us look a little more carefully at Chapter 49, with respect to what Jacob did
and did not say. (There is a lot of unjustified talk of what he did not say.) The first
verse explains how he asked his sons to gather round so that he could tell them
what would happen to them in later times. (Note that the phrase ¼Ò¼Î HÓL[ KÉ ¼ß¼ÎVÝFÌ KÅ does
not mean at the end, but ‘in times to come’, lit. ‘in later days’.) After an
introductory remark in verse 2, he then proceeds to do just that. He forecasts what
will befall them, or more precisely (by implication) their descendants, and
sometimes includes words of rebuke. In no way whatever can verses 3-7 be
interpreted as blessings! All this carries on up to and including verse 27.

Verse 28 then summarises – ‘this is what their father told them’ – and then he
blessed them, each in turn, each as appropriate. The expression ¼D ¼ßLÐUÝ HÆ D] ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼I¼Î HÅ
is idiomatic in style and should not be over-analysed or dissected. We find the same
idiomatic construction earlier in 41:12 ¼X¼Õ DÓLÑ LÌ ¼D ¼ÓWÑFÌ ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý Dß HÙ D] ¼I¼Î HÅ, meaning that each
had a dream that required its own interpretation; they did not have the same dream,
but each had a dream that was appropriate to himself. So too here, Jacob gave to
each of his sons a blessing that was appropriate to that son, but we are not given
the text of the blessings. They were not the words recorded earlier in vss. 3 to 27.

The famous midrashic explanation of 49:1 is of course fanciful, like all
midrashic explanations, which are given for a purpose, to convey something, to
teach an idea and attach it to a Biblical verse so that it should be remembered. But
these should never be treated as factual explanations of the text, nor allowed to
replace the factual account given in the text. (In KM III, 6 ßÈÑÊß we reproduced the
words of Rashi’s pupil and friend Rabbi Joseph Kara on the purpose of the midrash
and how to treat it. How sad that his Torah commentary has been lost!)

EMBALMING

It is worth noting that the bodies of both Jacob and Joseph were embalmed (50:2
and 26), not merely because this was an Egyptian custom but because in each case
the body was to be eventually taken a great distance and buried in Canaan. Both
probably still exist in good condition, if they were not disembalmed before burial.
At Hebron in the Machpelah cave there are a number of tombs, with only unreliable
traditions as to which is which. It seems that none of the tombs have been tampered
with. At Shechem, even the location of Joseph’s tomb is ‘traditional’ (we know
how unreliable such traditions can be, as with the tomb of Rachel – see KM II, 8
ÌÑÞÎÊ), and even if the location is correct the recent destruction by evil vandals,
condoned by the Israeli government, may not have damaged the grave itself.
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PHARAOH’S ARGUMENT

¼É LÓ LÌ DÑ HÓ ¼ÉLÕ ¼Å JÝ DÜ Hß ¼Î H] ‘if a war occur’ (not ‘occurs’). The use of a plural verb with
‘war’ is odd. However, it may be that ‘war’ is thought of as a collective noun,
meaning a series of battles. In Hebrew such a noun can take either a singular or a
plural verb, both occurring frequently for instance with ¼Ò L× LÉ (the people).

The Israelites were ‘Hebrews’ whom the Egyptians regarded as having racial
affinity with the hated Hyksos that they had by this time driven out. Egypt did not
seem to have trouble on the west; any threat of war was either from the ‘black’
tribes to the south, or from the ‘white’ peoples to the north and east, the Egyptians
themselves being dark brown. The description of Moses by Jethro’s daughters as
an Egyptian (2:19) would be due to his dress and general appearance (he probably
shaved) – remember he had been living in the Royal Palace – and to his speech, not
to the colour of his skin. Pharaoh himself may or may not have sincerely believed
that the Israelites posed a potential fifth column in the event of war with the north
and east, but the argument was certainly a plausible one which the Egyptians would
readily accept.

¼X¼Õ LT ¼Ò KÌ DÑHÕ DÊ will fight against us. Classical Hebrew has the same illogical idiom
that we have in English. We talk about fighting with somebody, which suggests that
the two are allies against a third party, but it does not mean that – to fight with
someone means to fight against them, strictly ‘to engage in battle with’. So in
Classical Hebrew the verb ¼Ò IÌ L̂ HÉ meaning ‘to fight’ – again, more accurately ‘to
engage in battle’ – is followed by the preposition ¼– DT or ¼Ò H× (Ex. 17:8 & 9 illustrate
both), or less frequently by ¼ß JÅ (Gen 14:2), or sometimes more logically by ¼Ñ K×
(Deut. 20:10); the preposition is in turn followed by the party the subject of the
verb is fighting against. If you want to say that A is fighting together with B (i.e.
against C) you have to find a different way of expressing it (e.g. A and B are
fighting with C). To fight on behalf of someone is ¼–Ñ ¼Ò IÌ L̂ HÉ (Ex. 14:25). There are
in fact very many more examples of all these usages throughout the Bible – see the
concordance.

¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Ô HÓ ¼É LÑ L× DÊ Emigration would cripple the economy, as the latter was already
largely in the hands of the Israelites.

¼Ò¼Î Ha HÓ ¼Î IÝ LK ‘officers of the levies’ (KM III, 38 ÌÝÜ). ¼Ö KÓ nowhere means ‘task’,
nor (in the Bible) ‘tax’, but a conscripted levy for forced labour (as under
Solomon).
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THE MIDWIVES

The story of the midwives poses a number of very minor problems which have
been answered in various ways. We will not choose. But the word ¼ß¼D¼Î LÌ (1:19),
whatever it may mean, is not the present participle of the verb ‘to live’, which
would always be ¼ß¼D¼[ KÌ. It is worth mentioning a mistake in many siddurim in the
morning service where they have printed ¼Ò¼Î HÓL[ KÜ DÊ ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ LÌ ¼Ê¼Î LÝ LÆUÈ¼X – the middle word has
been invented by the printers, occurs nowhere else, and the correct version is ¼Ò¼ÎH[ KÌ.

THE BOX

¼ß JÙLY KÆ¼X ¼Ý LÓ IÌ KÆ (Ex. 2:3). There is much confusion about the precise meanings of
tar, pitch, bitumen and asphalt, not only among laymen like me, but particularly in
dictionaries and encyclopaedias. These tend to contradict not only each other but
themselves, as the articles on the different terms are written by different people!
The only one I found that at least explains it clearly (right or wrong, I accept no
responsibility) is Grolier’s, from which the following information is taken.

Bitumen is a term used to refer to various mixtures of solid and liquid
hydrocarbons found in nature (excluding coal), and sometimes to the residues from
refining petroleum. Historically the term was applied mostly to the asphalts.
Bituminous rock, or rock asphalt, is mined.

Tar, pitch and asphalt are viscous sticky mixtures of (mainly) hydrocarbons.

Tar is a by-product of the carbonisation of coal, wood, peat, etc.

At room temperature it is solid or semi-solid.

Pitch is produced by distilling coal tar, wood tar, or petroleum.

At room temperature it is fluid or semi-fluid.

Asphalt, also solid or semi-solid at room temperature, occurs naturally in large
deposits, and can be extracted from asphalt rock or produced from petroleum.

Pitch and tar were used to waterproof wooden ships. Tarmac, incidentally, is
simply short for tarmacadam. Two hundred years ago J. L. McAdam, a Scots
surveyor, advocated surfacing roads with layers of pebble-size stones. Later they
added tar or asphalt to bind the stones. The so-called ‘asphalt’ used today for road-
surfacing is actually a mixture of asphalt and stones.

¼ß JÙJË, found only here and (twice) in Is. 34:9, means either pitch or tar.

¼Ý LÓ IÌ in Biblical Hebrew is asphalt, found extensively at the south of the Dead
Sea (Gen. 14:10 – see KM II, 3 ÏÑ?ÏÑ), and at one time at Babylon (Gen. 11:4).

If Jochebed used both asphalt and tar/pitch, the latter might be local, while the
asphalt was probably imported but readily available locally. The result would be
waterproof, but horribly sticky in the hot sun! Someone familiar with these
materials may be able to explain why both were needed.
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A B****Y MESS

There is a similarity and a difference when comparing the first of Moses’s
‘signs’ to the Israelites with the first of the ten plagues. In the former case, Moses
took up some water from the Nile (4:9) and poured it onto the ground, where it
turned into blood. In the case of the plague (7:17-21), the water in the Nile – all
the water in the Nile and in all the canals and pools – became blood (or something
very closely resembling it) where it was; it even killed the fish (which made the
river stink) and the Egyptians could not drink it.

This in turn must not be confused with the story of the battle with Moab (2
Kings 3:22) where, viewed from a distance from a certain point at a certain time
of the morning, the water looked like blood, though actually it was simply a
reflection of the sun. This could not have been the case here.

HORRIBLE!

There is considerable controversy over the nature of two of the plagues,
specifically the third and fourth. We discussed the latter in KM V, 14 ÅÝÅÊ.

The third plague, ¼ÒL̀ H] (that is the name of the plague, cf. Modern Hebrew ¼ß JÓJ̀ H])
consisted of an attack of ¼Ò¼Î H̀ H], tiny creatures belonging to the animal kingdom, but
what were these creatures? Traditionally they were lice. However, we are told how
the ground ‘turned into’ these creatures, in other words they were so numerous that
they covered the ground and then attacked animals and even people, who were
smothered with them.

The experts (who are not always wrong) claim that this is not compatible with
lice, which do not cover the ground. Some suggest midges or gnats, but these tend
to fill the air, rather than cover the ground. One expert (I have forgotten who he
was, but read his article many years ago) suggests the most likely as ticks.
Personally, though I am not an expert, I fail to see why they could not be ants –
these quickly cover the ground and can climb up onto people and animals. The fact
that there is another Hebrew word for ants – ¼Ò¼Î HÑ LÓ DÕ (found anyway only in
Proverbs) – is no argument against this, as an animal can have more than one name
in a language (e.g. ¼IHÎ Kf and ¼È¼X ¼f K× which are synonyms for a male goat).

Scientists, specifically biologists, tend to use the word ‘insect’ in a technical
sense, as they do ‘bird’ (to exclude bats) and ‘fish’ (to exclude whales); they then
define ‘insects’ as belonging to a specific type which have, among other
characteristics, six legs. Whether or not they fly is irrelevant. Other insects, such
as spiders, which have eight legs, are not called ‘insects’ by biologists, but
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something else – ‘arachnids’, which are related to crabs, scorpions and various
other things. (I have never heard a woman scream ‘Help! Here’s a horrible
arachnid!’) The latter include mites and ticks (and according to one encyclopaedia,
also daddy-longlegs, but others disagree, which goes to show how much you can
trust books of reference). All agree that lice, gnats, midges and ants are insects
even to biologists.

However, although lice and gnats belong to one group and ticks to another, there
are important and relevant characteristics that are shared by at least some members
of all three: they are parasites that attach themselves to a host which they eat, they
suck blood, cause itching, and transmit diseases, including some that may be fatal
to human beings. Altogether that they are unpleasant is an understatement; they are
horrible! One almost feels sorry for the Egyptians.

SEVEN CUPS OF WINE?

In 6:6-8 we find seven promises:

SSSSS ¼Î jHf KßLÕ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î[Hß ¼Å IÆ IÉ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î Hß¼Î_HÎ LÉ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î jHf DÌ KÜ LÑ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î[Hf DÑ KÅLÇ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î_Hf DÑ Kc HÉ DÊ SSSSS ¼Î Ĥß ¼Å IÛ¼D ¼É DÊ

(Note incidentally that except for the fifth, in each case the accent is on the last
syllable. People make a habit of quoting wrongly in this respect.)

Although there are clearly seven promises, for some reason the Rabbis only
recognise five of them. The first four are the basis of the four cups of wine at the
seder, and the sixth is the basis of the controversial fifth cup of wine, which some
claim is necessary while others say that it is not relevant at the present time.

There seems little point in the first four without the sixth – to take us out of
Egypt and dump us in the desert is no big deal (Ex. 32:12 and Num. 14:16). Nor
is there any point in the sixth without the seventh. What is the point of bringing us
to Canaan without giving it to us? Less obvious, until you begin to think about it,
is the uselessness of all this without the fifth, because after being taken out of
Egypt, brought to Canaan and given it, we need to keep it, and without the fifth
promise we would be unable to keep it. The Promised Land is inherently insecure
and constantly under attack, a matter of great importance and relevance today.

There is, though, an important difference between the fifth promise and all the
others. The others all applied anyway, as a fulfilment of G-d’s promise to Abraham.
But the fifth was conditional, and depended on our behaviour. It still does.
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DATES

‘This month is the first of your months, it is to be the first of your months of the
year’ (12:2). It sounds a little clumsy in English, because the Hebrew does not bear
easy translation, but the meaning is clear. We have not followed this instruction
(Midrash Mechilta comments very strongly on this), but have decided to start our
year six months earlier, under the influence of the Persian occupiers of Babylonia,
just as the Egyptians did (see KM III. 15 ÌÑÞÆ), with months named after
Babylonian idols!

This is the Jewish calendar, but unfortunately we mainly use the so-called
Christian calendar even in Israel. Is there harm in this? Furthermore, is that system
really Christian? And if not, what is it?’

To some extent the situation is such that we cannot avoid using it. However, I
have seen a statement that at least one rabbi, while not objecting totally to using
the system, does object to numbering their ‘months’, this being contrary to what is
written in Ex. 12:2, though he does not object to naming them. This is taking the
wording of the text literally in such a manner as to miss the entire point (which,
alas, we do too often).

First, the names of some of the ‘months’ are harmless, though no longer having
their original meaning, but these ‘harmless’ ones are numbers! (September is the
seventh, December is the tenth, and so on.) Two were named after Roman emperors
– admittedly Julius Caesar was good to the Jews – but the rest are named after
Roman pagan gods. Secondly, these are not ‘months’ in the true sense of lunar
cycles, but simply a convenient division of the solar year into twelve roughly equal
periods.

The whole calendar (within the year) was based on Roman tradition, updated by
Julius Caesar after it began to get into a mess. The most idolatrous aspects – the
Ides and Kalends – have long since been abandoned. So too has the entire Roman
system of pagan worship and belief.

Entirely different is the system of numbering the years, which is based only on
Christianity. Even if, as has been suggested, they made a mistake of four years in
their calculation, that mistake has become entrenched and the system used today is
that on which their belief is based. Just a few weeks ago they completed their
millenium, two thousand years of Christianity, starting from the birth of their main
symbol. A Jew gathered around him a group of followers who formed a sect (within
Judaism) that later expanded (outside Judaism) and started to persecute the Jews.
The last two thousand years have been largely characterised by our people being
persecuted in the name of Christianity. And for this we count our dates?
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Where the whole thing is unavoidable, at least the last two digits may be
regarded as being symbolic, to coincide with the dates used in the outside world.
But there is in almost every case no need to use the first two digits, which give not
a symbolic reference to current dates but an actual number of years from an event
which it is hardly for us to celebrate.

MESSIANISM

What do we know of Jesus of Nazareth? Very little, since the accounts we have
were all written much later and distort the facts considerably. Even references in
the (uncensored versions of the) Talmud contain historical contradictions. But to
all appearances there was a sincere and well-meaning G-d-fearing man who felt that
he had a mission, who was concerned with the people of Israel and not with
foreigners and pagans, and who told his followers to observe the Torah fully, but
not to overdo the ritual at the expense of the ethical. There is nothing to suggest
that he was a bad man, except perhaps that he had some illusions of grandeur as
having been sent specially from Heaven to save the Jews.

His followers later decided that he was the ‘christ’ or messiah (from the Greek
o , christos, a literal and exact translation of KÌ¼Î HI LÓ), and eventually even

deified him, but that was later. Today, once again, we see in our own time a group
of followers of one who we definitely know to have been an honourable man, a
sincere G-d-fearing man who devoted his life to helping his fellow-Jews and trying
to bring them to the love and service of G-d and of one another through the Torah,
an outstanding and upright man who earned the respect of all, and this group have
taken this man – the late Rabbi Schneersohn of blessed memory – and made him
into their symbol, their messiah and saviour, their christ! ‘The Messiah has come
and will return’, ‘He did not really die’! Only that so far he was not born of a
virgin.

Once again, it is not the man, but what his followers have made of him. They
are the New Christians, not the Nazarenes but still Christians under a different
name. So far they are a small harmless minority, but so were the early Nazarenes.
Who knows what damage they will do in the future? Their activities are missionary,
just like the others, and to my intense chagrin they have been granted, here in Eli,
a piece of publicly owned property to use as a Church (they call it ßÖÕÐ ßÎÆ) in
which they hold Sabbath services and classes not in Torah but in ‘Hasidism’,
presumably the ‘Tanya’ (which is their New Testament). Remember, the other
Christians, unlike the Moslems, have never totally denied the Torah, even if they
do not keep it all. And these are ‘encouraging’ our children. Hasidism itself may
not necessarily be harmful, but the Gaon of Vilna, who bitterly opposed it, foresaw
where it might lead us.
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DISAPPEARANCE

In the story of the battle with Amalek we meet two new characters, both
mentioned casually as if we have already met them. The first, Joshua, we are
introduced to properly later on. But who was Hur? (Grammatically, who was him?
or better, who was he?) He pops up here twice, when he went up the hill with
Moses and Aaron and when he helped to prop up Moses’s arm, and a third time
later when he was appointed in charge of all the people jointly with Aaron during
Moses’s absence (24:14). He was apparently Moses’s right hand man (or in this
case perhaps his left-hand man) along with Aaron, yet we know virtually nothing
at all about him. The famous Ben Hur was not his son. The grandfather of Bezalel
who built the Tabernacle was named Hur, but there is no evidence that he either
was or was not the same Hur. Many Biblical names were used by more than one
person.

He appears here, is placed in joint charge of the whole population, and when less
than six weeks later, while he and Aaron are supposedly still in joint charge, there
is the rebellion of the Golden Calf, he has disappeared without any mention,
leaving Aaron to deal on his own with a crisis with which he cannot cope.

The explanation given by the Midrash is unacceptable for several reasons. Yet
the Torah does give a very strong hint. When Moses as leader of the people offered
to accept responsibility for the Golden Calf and have his name erased from the
Book, his offer was refused. The one who had sinned, i.e. who was really
responsible, would be erased from the Book. He would have to be someone of
importance, to have been in the Book in the first place so that he could be erased
from it. But if his name were totally erased, nobody would know that he had ever
been there. So some minimum reference to him had to be retained. And at that very
time, Hur disappears.

If Hur was indeed the one responsible, many things fall into place. In particular
we begin to understand the problem facing Aaron. The one person who should have
helped him was in fact the leader on the other side!

We then ask what could be his motivation, and the answer is simple – political
ambition. He was a deputy leader, Moses had failed to return, and Hur and Aaron
would contend for the succession. To ensure winning, Hur would need to find a
popular ‘cause’, and the people’s craving for idolatry provided a platform.

He must have had something in his past to his credit, or he would not have
reached the position of deputy leader, but except for his holding up Moses’s arm
during the battle against Amalek, it was all wiped out. Leading the people into
idolatry at that time meant wiping out the entire people (Ex. 32:10) and all that they
stood for!
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We look at others who tried to destroy Israel and what it stood for. Pharaoh
wanted to destroy the people physically, it was their presence and not their beliefs
that he resented. The same may be said of Hitler, of Haman, and even of Hadrian.
The latter attacked their religion as a means of subjugating the people, not for its
own sake. Laban tried to destroy by corruption, but not to kill. The mediaeval
Christian church leaders tried to destroy our beliefs, but not the people. The above
have, for all their wickedness, retained a place in history. Some were, for all their
evil, great men in the way of achievement, but two of them, Laban and Haman,
were both blown up nothings. Laban’s daughters became the mothers of our people,
so there must have been some good in him. I have never understood what Haman
did to deserve to be remembered at all.

Against this, what Antiochus and Hur (if it was Hur) attempted could have
destroyed the people entirely, with one great difference between them: Antiochus
came from outside, whereas Hur came from within! The former, who called himself
Epiphanes, went down into history as Epimanes, the madman. The latter just
disappeared, like words saved electronically on a computer disc over which a strong
magnet is passed. They cease to exist. We are not even told of his punishment.
Doubtless his ambition was to go down in history as a great leader – he did, after
all, help in some way in bringing the Israelites out of Egypt, or he could not have
become deputy leader in just a few weeks. But it was all wiped out.

Today, a man has emerged among us who, like Haman, is a puffed up nothing
with ambition, a repeated failure who keeps trying, who wishes to reach the top and
from there to destroy Israel, who has promised that on reaching the top, after giving
away our country to our enemies in a ‘piece process’ (i.e. piece by piece) he will
lead a battle against the ‘religious’, will repeal all laws based on Jewish tradition,
and will work for the total assimilation of our people into a ‘New Midlle East’;
complete and utter destruction so that neither the people of Israel nor all that they
stand for will continue to exist.

He will ‘go down’ not in history but into oblivion, his name remaining only in
obscure archives. Hur at least had something positive to his credit, so that his name
remained. But sadly, just as the Golden Calf revolt acquired followers and
supporters who did damage that to this day has not been repaired (we are still
punished for it regularly, Ex. 32:34), so today there have been supporters and
followers, and damage has been done that will not easily or quickly be repaired. We
need a Moses to pray for us, since in one way or another we are all guilty, just as
two million were held guilty with the Golden Calf even though only three thousand
succumbed.
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RESPECT FOR PARENTS

The Torah overall (with the Ten Commandments as its essence) deals primarily
with the structure and behaviour of society, and with the individual as a member
of that society. The Ten Commandments throughout stress the need for respect. One
must respect one’s fellow-man’s rights – to live (do not murder), to possess a wife
exclusively (do not commit adultery), to receive justice (do not give false
evidence); one must even respect his property (do not steal, or even manipulate the
transfer of what is his to yourself). But before all that we are told to respect G-d,
his name, the Sabbath, and one’s parents.

I very rarely watch the Goggle-box.20 At home I do not have one, but when
visiting I might happen to look at it for a few minutes, as happened the other day.
An advertisement encouraging people not to waste showed water flowing from a
tap and a child complaining that his father always leaves the water running. Then
he shouts out angrily ‘Daddy, you’ve left the water running!’

The father does not shout at the child. The child shouts at the father! The
imbeciles who run the country have passed a law that you must not even hit your
own child. In Sweden they have gone even further – if you do, the child is taken
away from you. How do they know? The child is encouraged to report it, to tell on
his parents, as in Nazi Germany. In Israel, if you, an adult, see a parent hitting his
child and do not report it to the police or the local authority, and some interfering
busybody reports the fact, then you can go to prison for three months just for
failing to report such a ‘crime’! Soon they will make it illegal to even shout at a
child – they already call shouting at someone ‘violence’ (I once attended a course
on ‘violence’) – and the tendency is to prevent you from exercising any discipline
at all, to make you keep up – sorry, down – with the average Israeli mother who
will not even tell a child off when he does wrong. Children can do what they want
to strangers and their property with complete impunity, the parents stand by in
silence and take no responsibility, and the victim has to suffer. A child is
‘educated’ to respect nobody, not even his parents. If father leaves the water
running, the child is encouraged to criticise his father to the whole world, and then
to actually shout at him! Parents may not be shown rebuking their children,
interfering with their natural right to do whatever they want as and when they feel
like it. The ‘violence’ of shouting may be done by children against their parents,
but not vice-versa.

Millions of people spend hours every evening watching the Box. Has there been
a national outcry over this? No, not until money is lost on the Stock Exchange!

20. Slang for television.
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The Torah teaches us in simple language how to conduct our lives for the benefit
of society as a whole, in a way which will rebound on ourselves to our own benefit.
The protagonists of a Bolshevik society, having failed to establish one here, are
doing all in their power to destroy every aspect of the society that rejects their
ideals. The Sabbath and anything connected with religion is of course rotten;
stealing is frowned upon but unless the amount is huge the police do nothing –
though you can pay ‘protection money’ (yes!) to private ‘security’ firms. Patriotism
is a filthy word, the enemy is always right and we are always wrong. Pacifism
(peace at all costs), once a dirty word, is idolised. Adultery is taken for granted.
Murder does not matter if you are an enemy terrorist – after serving a few months
in prison you are freed as part of a political exchange, to let you commit more
murders. Lying is the norm, and since there are no oaths and a person’s word has
no value, lies may be told as evidence in court just as elsewhere. The Ten
Commandments are a part of ‘history’, all of which is now being discarded.

In law, the use of penalties for punishment or deterrent has been replaced by
persecution. People languish months in gaol not because they did anything wrong
but because someone thinks that they may have done. Whether or not a person is
taken to court and given a sentence depends not on whether or not he has broken
the law, but upon who he is, his political opinions, whether or not he has done
something that someone else personally thinks he ought not to have done
(regardless of law), and the political implications. In many cases the sentence is
simply either arbitrary or political persecution. A criminal in high office may be
tried and sent to gaol (for the wrong reason), given the option of resigning, or more
often left alone, depending on his politics.

Moses told Jethro (Ex. 18:16) how the law is meant to educate, but today the law
does not educate. Children may not be educated – how can a parent teach them if
they are taught not to show respect? Instead school-teachers trained in bolshevik
ideas and philosophy indoctrinate them, and the same perverted ‘teaching’ is now
continued in the army. It is no coincidence that those responsible for the cancer that
is eating away at all aspects of our society in a determined effort to destroy it
utterly start by attacking the Torah, and Torah teachers do not help. The essence
of Torah is not what time you eat your third meal on the Sabbath, but how to
maintain a healthy society that is good to live in. Too much attention paid to
pettinesses leads to neglect of the fundamentals. In a healthy society the offending
advertisement (on wasting water) would have produced a roar of protest: ‘Respect
your father and mother’. But here?

The rats used to leave a sinking ship. Now they eat away at it, to make it sink
faster. To save it we must pay more attention to the simple fundamentals of the
Torah.
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WHAT IS THE LAW?

¼Ò¼Î HÍ Lb DI H_ KÉ ¼É Ĵ IÅ DÊ Here are the laws, clearly set out. The main ones, that is,
containing the basic principles to be applied in individual cases.

In this respect the Torah was not unique in its day. Even Hammurapi published
a code of his laws, written on a stone that all could read. It appears that many
others did likewise. But alas, not so today.

It is a fundamental principle of English Law (on which modern Israeli law is
based) that ignorance of the law is no excuse. Everyone is expected to know the
law. But how? Laws are not taught in school. New interpretations decided by the
courts and to be accepted as precedents, let alone new laws that are promulgated,
are not reported in the main news items on radio or television or in the press. If
reported at all, they are relegated to obscure corners in material intended for the
select few. But the pronouncements of the country”s leading imbeciles (viz. the
politicians) and their foreign counterparts are given great prominence.

If you want to know the law about something, either to know your rights or to
be able to avoid infringing the law, you instinctively go to the police, who are there
to enforce the law and must therefore know what they are to enforce, and ask them.
They tell you they cannot help you, you must ask a lawyer. So despite the cost you
ask a lawyer to put the law in writing, so that you can act in safety. But this he will
never do, nor even tell you orally what the law is. He will merely give you personal
advice on what he thinks you should or should not do in a given circumstance, but
will reject repeated requests and refuse to tell you exactly what the law is, at any
cost. He is too ashamed to admit the truth - that he does not know. He either never
learned it, or has forgotten it, and he refuses to look it up because he is afraid to
take responsibility for what is his job. He has qualified as a lawyer, authorised to
extort exorbitant sums of money from his clients, without knowing the law or being
able to find it out.

[The exception is when you want to fiddle your taxes and get away with it.
There are specialists in tax law who will help the rich businessman to do this
legally, but not to help the poor law-abiding citizen to know his rights.]

The only way you can find out is the dangerous way - do it and see what
happens. The judge will know the law and how to deal with you, but how does he
know? How is it that he is enabled to know, but you are not? If he is privileged,
what right has he to judge those who are not? Nor does this help you if you want
to know your rights.

If the law is basically in doubt, as where the wording is ambiguous or unclear,
you can go to court with a very expensive “test case”, but only an actual and not a
hypothetical case, i.e. learning only post facto (afterwards, and not before).
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For all these complications, such are the difficulties in, say, England, where
English Law applies, or in the U§S§A§ where American Law applies§ But in Israel,
the first thing to find out (which is not always possible) is which law – if any –
applies§ Jewish Law? Certainly not! Israeli Law? Well, this is a terrible mixture of
Turkish Law, British Mandate Law, English Law, bits of Jewish Law, and various
other bits, but the real problem is that it does not always apply§ It applies in parts
of Israel, but there are large areas (including Eli, where I live), where they tell you
that ‘Israeli Law does not apply’§ At least, it does when it suits them, and it does
not when it suits them otherwise§

As far as I can make out, it applies – quite illegally – when it comes to political
persecution§ The Israeli High Court has, without Parliamentary approval and against
the rules of International Law, assumed for itself authority to deal with such
matters§ But when a citizen demands his rights, Israeli Law does not apply§ What
then does? You will never believe this – Jordanian Law! And even today, as
updated day by day in Amman!!! This comes from the time when Jordan illegally
annexed parts of Israel, the annexation was not recognised internationally by any
country except Britain and Pakistan – and, apparently from the above – Israel! To
find out what the law is, you have to also understand Arabic, legal Arabic, go to
an Arab lawyer (and perhaps also to an Arab court), and even then you do not
know when it applies and when not§

This, however, does explain something that most people fail to understand§ It
explains why Arabs may legally throw stones and rocks at Jews and get away with
it, but not the reverse§ It also explains why, in the Israeli system of justice, law and
order, the Arabs are always right and the Jews are always wrong! This is Jordanian
Law, recognised as applying, when it suits them (the Israeli authorities), in Israel!

Contrast Jewish Law. First of all, the main laws are all set out clearly and
simply in a way anyone who can read can understand. Second, education based on
Torah, of which the laws form an essential and substantial part, is compulsory for
children (and sometimes even for adults, e.g. hak’hel). Adult education was anyway
strongly encouraged even in Biblical times.

Third, the study of the Law, as part of the general study of Torah (which is
wider) is not restricted to potential judges but encouraged for all. Some are more
suited to it than others, and those with greater intelligence become teachers
(rabbis). In Talmudic times and down to the present day rabbis and scholars discuss
the law, not only in cases that arise but also in hypothetical cases, so that we
should know the law in advance. [The Talmud (Menahot 37a) relates an extreme
case when a rabbi rebuked someone for asking how a man with two heads should
wear tefilin. That evening a man appeared in the academy and told them that his
wife had just given birth to a boy with two heads! (Presumably Siamese twins.)]
A discussion on a hypothetical case not only enables you to know in advance
should the case arise, it also helps to establish principles that apply in other cases.
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Finally, anyone can approach a rabbi and ask the law in a particular case,
whether he needs to know or merely is interested in knowing, and he will get a
reply. The rabbi may need to consult first, or discuss it with colleagues, but he will
get and give a reply, and if he does not (which is very rare) the questioner can
always ask another rabbi, and can obtain an answer.

There can be no peace in any free society without justice, and no justice without
laws that are available to everyone. This is the basis of the Torah, and tsitsit and
tefilin are not there of their own right but to remind us of all this. We are at the
moment faced with a national crisis on account of enemies who surround us, mix
among us, and even have suporters in our own people. Time and again we are told
in the Bible (especially in the Neviim) that our main social function is to ensure that
there is justice in our community – ¼É JÈ Lb Hf ¼ÍLb DI HÓ DT ¼Ô¼D¼[ HÛ. If we ensure justice
internally, then G-d will take care of our enemies; if we do not, he will not do so;
and if we think that we can take care of them on our own, we will find ourselves
mistaken. History has verified this, but of course history is rapidly becoming a dirty
word in Israel!

As Moses demonstrated to Jethro, justice must not only be done, it must be seen
to be done, and the people as a whole must be taught the laws (Ex. 18:16). As G-d
fights against Amalek (Ex. 17:16), so we must fight for justice, ‘from generation
to generation’.
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(2)<>Series VI No. 19

UNICORNS?

There is a great deal of controversy over the meaning of ¼I KÌ Kf, a type of animal.
King James calls it a badger. Professor Feliks discusses the meaning at length.
Otter, dolphin, porpoise and seal have been suggested, as their skins are water-
proof, but there is no mention of this property in the text.

The Talmud quotes a tradition that it was a ‘kosher’ animal, which would
exclude all the above, that it was a unicorn, and that it appeared suddenly in Sinai
when needed and then just as suddenly disappeared again.

These traditions are not always readily acceptable. An example is the one that
the ¼Ò¼Î HZ HI ¼Î IÛF× were planks of cedars brought down to Egypt from Canaan by Jacob,
for the purpose, and taken out with them by the Israelites. Not only is this difficult
to swallow anyway, but it relies on confusion between ¼Ò¼ÎHËLÝFÅ, cedars, and ¼Ò¼Î HZ HI,
acacias, which are not the same and not even related. Does ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ DÓÃ× ¼Ò¼Î HZ HI ¼Î IÛF× mean,
(as some suggest) a particular type of acacia, or just that the planks were set up
vertically? The expression is used for the planks in the courtyard (26:15) but not
for the wood used in making the table (25:23), indicating the latter.

However, back to ¼I KÌ Kf. Some suggest that it simply means leather, but then ÝD×
means leather, so why duplicate it with ¼Ò¼Î HI LÌ Df ¼ßÃÝÃ×? Ezekiel (16:10) talks about
using this leather ( ¼I KÌ Kf) for top-quality shoes, so it was familiar in his day.

In support of the Talmudic tradition of a kosher
unicorn, Feliks cites the suggestion that the animal
was a giraffe. This, it appears, has fully cloven hoofs
(or hooves – according to the OED both are correct),
and chews the cud, so it is kosher.

It can grow up to 18 feet (5½ metres) high, and has
two small horns on its forehead; but it also has one
central horn that projects forwards between its eyes,
which could well give rise to the description of a
unicorn. A herd of these could just conceivably have
strayed from East Africa to Sinai at that particular time. Conceivable.

However, in practice, catching it would not be easy, and trying to slaughter it
would present tremendous problems. I remember the time when a zoo giraffe fell
over, the newspapers were full of the story, it took them a few days and a crane to
pick it up – it weighed well over a ton – and they did not succeed in doing it
properly to save its life!

[A paragraph originally appearing here has been transferred to Series IV for space reasons.]
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():>Series VI No. 20 *

OLIVE OIL

(27:20) ¼Ý¼D ¼Å L_KÑ ¼ß¼Î HßL] ¼ELË ¼ßHÎKË ¼Ô JÓ JI

Olive oil ..... for the lamp. Olive oil is (or more correctly, was) widely used for
a number of purposes, chiefly cooking, illumination, spreading on bread, anointing
yourself (to keep cool), salad dressing, anointing priests and kings (for
appointment), and washing (soap manufacture). The first five have today been
largely replaced by cooking fat (or at worst margarine), electricity, butter, cold
water showers and mayonnaise respectively, all except electricity (and perhaps
showers) being poor substitutes. ‘Oil’ in the Torah means olive oil, even where this
is not specified, and the religious requirements are for (1) cooking, mixing with
flour and spreading on bread for offerings (Lev. chap. 2 etc.), (2) illumination (in
the Tabernacle), (3) consecrating the priests, and (4) cleansing the ‘tsara’at’ disease
(Lev. chap. 14). It is mentioned regarding anointing oneself to keep cool only in
Deut. 28:40, but often in later Biblical books. In the latter it is also mentioned for
anointing kings, where any oil that happened to be handy seems to have sufficed.

The ¼I JÈÃd KÉ ¼ß KÌ DI HÓ ¼Ô JÓ JI was not pure oil, but a special combination of oil and other
ingredients made once and for all time by Moses (or perhaps made for him by an
expert Ex. 30:25) and evidently not made again once the original was used up (Ex.
30:33). The Talmud mentions an alternative ceremony used to induct a High Priest
when the oil was no longer available. Contrast the incense (Ex. 30:34 ff.), not to
be made for private use, but made regularly for the Sanctuary. Nothing is
mentioned about the quality of the oil itself that was used in this preparation. Nor
is there any mention of quality regarding the oil used for cleansing the ‘tsara’at’.

Oil that was mixed with flour (‘solet’) for offerings is referred to in Ex. 29:40
and Num. 28:5 as ¼ß¼Î HßL]. Its appearance in the second case seems to imply that that
was a regular requirement for such use. This was also the quality of the oil
Solomon sent to Hiram (1 Kings 5:25).

The only other Biblical references to ¼ß¼Î HßL] are here and in the repeated passage
(Lev. 24:2), in both of which cases ¼ELË is also specified. The latter is found nowhere
else referring to olive oil, though in Job and Proverbs a few times it describes a
person, meaning something like ‘innocent’, or ‘clean’ in a spiritual sense. This
suggests that the translation ‘pure’ here is probably correct, not so much ‘without
non-olive products’ as ‘pure oil, from olives’ i.e. with all the non-oil parts of the
olive, the lees, removed. This would be important for lighting, to get a clean
smokeless flame, but less important for food.

Rashi explains ¼ß¼Î HßL] (literally ‘beaten’ or ‘crushed’) as meaning pounded in a
mortar, as against being crushed by stones. Cassuto explains it as fruit pounded in
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(You may have seen the cartoon showing men with dirty feet treading the fruit
to produce what is quite correctly labelled on the bottle as ‘Untouched by hand’.)

Olive trees generally yield good crops only on alternate
years, the ‘good’ year being the same for nearly all trees.
How is the oil produced?

In some way or other the olives are squeezed, so that oil
oozes out. However, squeezing one at a time with the
fingers is a slow and inefficient, not to say messy, business.
The olives are pressed or crushed in quantity. The first oil
to emerge is the best quality, more pressure produces more
oil, still more pressure produces still more oil, and so on,
of steadily decreasing quality. But there is more to it.

In many parts of Israel there are remnants of ancient oil
presses made of stone. One book tells me that oil was
collected in these after crushing the fruit with a special
heavy beam. I am told that just as ¼ÒJÝ J] is a vineyard, but

¼ßHÎKË ¼ÒJÝ J] is an olive-grove, so the terms ¼ßKU (wine-press) and ¼Æ JÜJÎ (wine-vat) can be
used also for olives, but have not been able to confirm this.

Today there are three types of olive oil: the first two, ¼Ý¼D ¼É LÍ (?) and ¼EL]OË DÓ
(purified) apparently undergo chemical treatment, are imported into Israel but not
produced there. (Do not confuse ¼Ü LdOË DÓ (refined) or today’s ¼ELË/ on neither of which
I have any information.) The third, called today ¼ß¼Î HßL], means ‘beaten oil’ from
pounded olives, crushed with no chemical treatment. If the crushing is done at high
temperatures the yield is greater, but the quality is poorer as certain ingredients are
destroyed. ¼É LÝ LÜ ¼É LI¼Î HÆ D] means that the crushing process takes place at low
temperatures. There are four grades of quality (which is independent of taste), the
best being ¼É Ĵ O× DÓ (‘extra virgin olive oil’), the next best ¼Ì LT JI DÓ ‘(fine) virgin olive
oil’, then comes ¼Ñ¼ÎHÇLÝ (ordinary, known technically as ‘pure olive oil’), and finally
¼Ý¼D ¼Å L_KÑ (the lowest grade), suitable for lighting (e.g. Hanukkah) but not for
consumption. (The above information has been obtained mostly from an article in Baduk issue No. 27.
Anything sold as ‘olive oil’ must by law be pure, i.e. not mixed with any other oil or anything else.)

However, all that is modern Hebrew, mentioned so that you should not
confuse it with the Biblical. There both the oil to be mixed with the solet in
offerings, and the oil for the Lampstand, had to be ¼ß¼Î HßL] and the latter also had to
be ¼ELË, whatever these words may mean.
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$=>Series VI No. 21

IMMORTALITY

The priests are to wash their arms and legs (not merely hands and feet, or it
would say ¼ß¼D ¼b K]) on going on duty ‘and they will not die’ (30:20-21). Only an idiot
would taken this dead literally, that by washing they would achieve immortality.
Obviously it means ‘they will not die soon afterwards as a result of not washing’,
which is a polite and gentle way of saying that if they do not wash, they will die
early as a result.

I am reminded of a remark by a radio humorist that he loses friends because he
is a literalist. Someone once came up to him at a party and said ‘Your glass is
empty, let me get you another!’ to which he replied ‘What on earth can I do with
two empty glasses?’

In the text here, the ‘not-too-literal’ is obvious. Alas, there are many cases where
the Torah tells us something in reasonable language, but some people are so taken
up by the idea that anything contradicting the strict literal meaning would be not
be ‘truth’ that they distort the obvious meaning. In particular, numbers are often
rounded off, and there are other similar examples.

HEAVEN AND EARTH

¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LJ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼É LK L× ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼ß JI II ¼Î H]
+31:17, ¼ßKÆ LI ¼Î H×¼Î HÆ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KÆ¼X

¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LJ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼ ¼É ¼É LK L× ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼ß JI II ¼Î H]
¼Ò LT ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼Ñ L] ¼ß JÅ DÊ ¼ÒL[ KÉ ¼ß JÅ(Ch.20, ¼Î H×¼Î HÆ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KT ¼ÌKÕL[KÊ

(The numbering of verses in chapter 20 varies from edition to edition.) We notice four
differences – (1) the sea ¼ÒL[ KÉ, (2) the contents of land, sea and sky, (3) ¼ÌKÕL[KÊ or
¼ß KÆ LI, and (4) ¼I KÙL̀H[KÊ. We will consider here only the first.

The real difference is in the meaning of ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ. It can have a wide connotation
of the world, on which we live, as against the sky (Gen. 1:1), or a narrow
connotation of the dry land, excluding the sea (Gen. 1:10). We saw in KM IV, 3
ÏÑ?ÏÑ how it can have even narrower uses, and how this affects the meaning of the
second ¼Ú JÝ LÅLT in Gen. 12:6. The Ten Commandments are stressing the details, and
it is necessary to avoid ambiguity (compare also the Second Commandment), so the
sea is mentioned. Here we are merely being reminded of something we should
already know, and details are not so important, so the wider meaning would
automatically be understood, and the sea need not be mentioned separately.
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PLOUGHING AND REAPING

In 34:21 ¼Ý¼Î HÛ LÜ KÆ¼X ¼I¼ÎVÝ LÌ JT means ‘at ploughing time and at harvest time’ (autumn
and spring), because these are the times when the farmer is extremely busy and in
a great hurry, calling ‘all hands on deck’ to get the work done in time. King James
sticks in ‘even’ all over the place where it has no meaning, but here, had he done
it, it would have been justified – ‘even at ploughing time and harvest time’. One
is tempted at such a time to defer observing the Sabbath (‘just this once, it is very
important’), and we are told that this is no excuse.

During the harvest period (October) Israel gets a particularly nasty and
unpleasant sirocco (in Biblical Hebrew ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ KÌ¼X¼Ý and in Arabic hamsin), so that a
very nasty sirocco, whenever and wherever it comes, is referred to as an ‘autumn
sirocco’ ¼ß¼Î HI¼ÎVÝFÌ ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ KÌ¼X ¼Ý (Jonah 4:8).

MILK AND MEAT

At the end of this portion (34:10 ff.) we have the revised Contract Document
( ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT KÉ ¼Ý JÙ IÖ) which ends (34:26) exactly as in the original (23:19)

¼D ¼_ HÅ ¼Æ IÑFÌKT ¼ÎVÈ DU ¼Ñ IJ KÆ Dß ¼ÅWÑ SSSSS ¼Å¼Î HÆ Lf ¼F Dß LÓUÈ KÅ ¼Î IÝ¼X¼] HT ¼ß¼Î HI ¼Å IÝ

We noted (KM III, 18 ÒÎÍÙÞÓÉ) that in the original Contract Document the list
of judgements is followed (22:17 ff.) by a series of miscellaneous laws arranged at
first sight apparently at random. (On examination we saw that they are a sample
selection of laws taken from different spheres, but that does not affect the point we
are making here.) In such a case we do not expect one verse to have, necessarily,
any direct connection with the previous one. Sometimes it has, sometimes it has
not. However, we do not expect to find, nor do we find – except in this one
instance – two disconnected items in the same verse.

I was once offered an explanation acceptable only as a doubtful secondary
meaning (midrash) – anything is – but worth noting as it explains the plain text.

¼Ñ II LT means, roughly, ready to eat – ripe, or cooked. The verb ¼Ñ IJ KT means to cook
food or to ripen something. Here then (on this explanation) the second part of the
verse is not literal but metaphorical: ‘You are not to ripen a kid in its mother’s
milk’ means do not keep it too long with its mother. This applies as an idiom to the
first part: take your first produce as it appears, and do not wait unnecessarily until
it ripens, i.e. do not delay your duty to G-d.

This does not imply that the literal meaning (boiling a kid in its mother’s milk,
which was a known Canaanite custom, and which we broaden to mean boiling meat
in milk) does not apply. This latter half of the verse occurs a third time in Deut.
14:21, where Moses in his speech includes it among laws of what may and what
may not be eaten. There it cannot be taken metaphorically, only literally, or at least
as representative of a wider prohibition.
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-');8?0(;-)Series VI No. 22-23

OFFICERS AND OFFICIALS

In various issues of Ki Mitsion we have tried to explain some of the meanings
of the verb with root ÈÜÙ, but these are so many and complex that it cannot all be
absorbed in one go. A major problem is that the root occurs at times with different
meanings in the same paragraph or even in the same verse. First, however, let us
explain that while the verb does not mean ‘to count’, it does at times have
meanings referring to actions or activities that may involve counting as a part of
what is done. So we are tempted to forgive those who mistranslate it as ‘count’.

But whatever its various meanings, ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ OÜ Db never means lists or accounts, and it
is very hard to excuse those who claim that it does. In Num. 31:14 Moses was
angry at the ¼ÑHÎ LÌ JÉ ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü Db, those appointed over the army, in other words the officers.
In Ex. 30:12 the word ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÈ OÜ DÙ HÑ probably means ‘for their appointments’, or ‘for
their appointed ones’, i.e. those called up for military service and given jobs to do
in the army, such as to fight. The same applies to the frequent use in the first two
chapters of Numbers. Alternatively it could mean those who are registered.

Against this, in Ex. 30:13-14 ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ OÜ Db KÉ ¼Ñ K× ¼Ý IÆÃ× LÉ ¼Ñ¼] evidently means all who pass
the officials, the registrars or registration clerks, i.e. all who file past to register.
Note how the two meanings are almost opposite. In one case it means those who
are appointed (to the army) or who are registered, and in the other case, those who
do the registering, who are appointed as officials to register the population. The
word ‘official’ is often a suitable translation where ‘officer’ is not quite right.

Here in 38:21 ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DÙ refers to what follows in the same paragraph, not in
the next one. It refers to those who were appointed in charge, and they are named.
Bezalel and Aholiab were in charge of the manufacturing department, while Ithamar
was in charge of the Levites, whose job at that time was, it seems, to look after the
completed items until they were required. These three, Ithamar, Bezalel and
Aholiab, were the ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DÙ.

In the same verse, ¼È KdOb ¼Ý JIFÅ refers to ¼Ô L] DI H_ KÉ, the Tabernacle, which was
‘appointed’ by Moses, i.e. Moses gave the instructions for building it. In Aramaic,
the verb means to give instructions, to order or command, and is used by Onkelos
in the ‘intensive’ form ¼È Id Kb to translate the Hebrew ¼ÉIX KÛ. This use is found in
Hebrew in the word ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ Od Hb ‘instructions’ (i.e. ¼ßÂÊ DÛ HÓ) found only (but often) in the
Psalms (in the form ¼F¼Î JÈ¼X ¼d Hb B¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü Hb etc.).
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THE TABERNACLE

Cassuto points out that many of the Tabernacle components were of a standard
style at the time, so that specifications only needed to give details where there were
variations. Archaeological remains of Canaanite temples show overall designs that
fit in with the descriptive terms used in our text, and help us to understand those
things not explained to us because they were understood at the time.

We have already discussed the words ¼ÝÃf DÙ K] B ¼ÉJÕ LÜ B K×¼Î HÆLU and ¼ÌKÝ Jb. ¼ÉJÕ LÜ (plural
¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÜ) is a branch, ¼ÉLÕ LÜ (plural verse 22 ¼ß¼D¼Õ LÜ) is apparently a join (in Job 31:22 it
seems to mean ‘elbow’), K×¼Î HÆLU is a decanter (not a cup) but perhaps here something
else, ¼ÝÃf DÙK] is a chapter or capital (the fancy bit that goes on top of an ornamental
column) probably meaning some sort of floral design, and ¼ÌKÝ Jb (certainly NOT a
flower) is a bud or shoot, here probably a type of knob. Some say that in each case
the kaftor vaferah were in addition to the gavia, others that they were part of it.
Sketches given in modern books are based largely on imagination, and we are not
given enough details to justify them. The picture under Titus’s Arch in Rome
simply depicts the lampstand used in the Second Temple; there is no evidence that
this resembled that of the Tabernacle in more than the outline description given
here. The base, probably splayed outwards, was taller than it was wide, certainly
not flat and horizontal, or it could not have been called the ¼E IÝLÎ (Num. 8:4).

A comparison of 26:4 and 36:11 shows that the two words ¼ß JÝ JÆÃÌ and ¼ßJÝ JT DÌ KÓ are
synonyms – as I had always been taught. (I have found it hard to come to terms
with the distinction created in Modern Hebrew, keep getting the two mixed up, and
often end up using the wrong one.)

Some more about olive oil. (Incidentally, did you know that it has been shown
definitely that a decrease in bodily consumption of olive oil significantly increases
the risk of cancer and of heart trouble, while conversely increasing the bodily
intake decreases these risks?) Cassuto points out that the anointing oil contains a
large weight of ingredients to a very small measure of oil (30:23:24), such that if
they were simply all mixed (Rashbam) the result would be a sort of mud that could
not be poured onto anything. Ancient Canaanite documents explain that in preparing
anointing oil the ingredients were first processed by boiling in oil, burning, and so
on, such that in the end little remained of the ingredients themselves except the
aroma, which remained in the oil. (See Sforno.) Verse 25 refers to this processing,
the details of which are not given because at that time an expert would be familiar
with them.
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$ ;0+ ):?$<;-)Series VI No. 24

SUMMARY

In the past five issues on these parashot, i.e. in series I to V, we have attempted
to clarify concepts regarding the offerings and to explain gradually what actually
happens, and how the offerings differ in essentials.

It is as well to refresh our memories and summarise the main points. (If anything
here is difficult, please refer back to one of the earlier issues where it is explained
at greater length.)

The offerings are of animals, birds, or corn (wheat or rarely barley, or their
products). The complicated and difficult ones are the animals.

The only animals that can be offered are: cattle ¼Ý LÜ LT, sheep ¼Ò¼Î HÆ LK D], or goats
¼Ò¼ÎHY H×, the last two being known collectively as ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ – with no exceptions.
(Remember, incidentally, that a sheep is ¼Æ JK J], and that the word ¼K JÆJ] means
specifically a young sheep, a lamb.)

The main procedure can be divided into three stages.

Stage 1. Immediately after the slaughter (which is not part of the ceremony but an
essential preliminary to it) the blood is collected and there is a ceremony with the
blood. This consists in flinging or hurling it at the sides of the altar, except in the
case of the hatat, where other rituals are performed with the blood, depending on
what type of hatat it is.

Stage 2. The ‘fats’ (a name given to certain specified fats together with certain
organs) are removed from the carcass and then placed onto the altar, where they are
smoked ¼Ý LÍ DÜ LÓ (not ‘burnt’) on the existing fire there – except in the case of the
olah, where the carcass is flayed, dismembered and partly washed, and the whole
lot (except the hide) is smoked on the altar.

Sheep differ from cattle and goats only in that the ‘fats’ include the fat tail of
the sheep of those days.

Whatever goes onto the altar, the ‘fats’ or the whole, is known as ¼É JJ HÅ, to
produce KÌÃÌ¼ÎHÕ KÌ¼Î IÝ, a relaxing aroma.

Stage 3. The remainder (in the case of the olah there is no remainder) is eaten, or
burnt elsewhere, as follows:

(i) the meat of a zevach (anything except olah, hatat, asham) is eaten as ‘holy food’
by the one who brings it.

The person who brings a zevach may have to first give a portion to the priest.
In all cases there are special conditions as to who may eat the food, where, and
when.
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(ii) the meat of an asham or of an ‘outside’ hatat is eaten as ‘extra-holy food’
¼Ò¼Î HILÈ LÜ ¼Î IIUÈ LÜ by the priests,

(iii) the meat of an ‘inside’ hatat, or of any other offering which has become
‘contaminated’ ( ¼Å IÓ LÍ), or of any other offering which has not been eaten when the
time limit expires, is burnt ¼Ø LÝ DKHÕ (not ‘smoked’), away from the Sanctuary.

There are a few more details, but that is the essential outline of the procedure.

The table overleaf may be of help. There are three types of zevach other than the
shelamim, but the procedures are not given in the Torah, and are known only by
tradition. (Details are given in the Mishnah ¼Ô LÓ¼D ¼Ü DÓ ¼X ¼ÉJË¼Î IÅ found in the Prayer Book.)
These have not been included.

The table merely gives all possibilities (some of which are subject to age limit).
Except for voluntary offerings, the animal brought is generally not optional, but
specified in each case.

Pay special attention to the words (a) burnt, smoked (b) hurled, sprinkled,
applied (by finger), poured.
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MORE ABOUT THE ZEVACH

In our deliberately slow and gradual approach to the subject of offerings, we
have arranged the various types of animal offerings in three groups.

The olah, a group with only one member, goes entirely to G-d, the whole animal
being smoked on the altar.

The zevach is where the meat is eaten as ‘holy food’ by whoever brings the
offering. (Strictly speaking, a zevach need not be an offering, an animal is
slaughtered for food – see Deut. 18:3.)

The third group, which does not have a name, includes the hatat and asham,
something between the other two: the offering goes entirely to G-d who gives the
priests the meat to eat as ‘extra-holy’ food.

We are dealing here with the zevach of which there are four types. Only one of
these four is dealt with in these early sections of Leviticus – called the shelamim.
(The singular ¼ÒJÑ JI occurs only once – in Amos 5:22.) This is not a ‘peace-offering’
(King James again) but originally a ‘payment offering’ for the payment of a vow.
However, it had already in the time of Moses acquired a technical meaning for a
certain type of offering, whether for a vow or not, and a vow could also be paid by
an olah (depending on how the vow was made). So we must treat the word as a
technical term and call it shelamim even in English (as we did with olah and hatat).

Now the shelamim itself can be sub-divided into three different types. Two are
mentioned here – the ordinary nedernedavah and the todah – and one (that of the
Nazirite, which we will forget for the moment) later on.

[A fourth one is mentioned once only, casually, as part of the public offerings brought on Shavuot (Lev.

23:19). Tradition maintains that this is for all practical purposes not a shelamim at all. Though called a
shelamim, it is a public offering that follows precisely the procedure of an asham. We may forget that too
for the moment and are left with the nedernedavah and the todah (thanksgiving).]

Strictly, neder is an offering brought as payment of a vow, and nedavah is one
simply brought as a free-will offering. Despite Lev. 22:23 (whose plain meaning
is rejected by tradition) there is no difference between them. (The Talmud uses the two
words as technical terms to distinguish between when a person undertakes to bring an animal, and when
he undertakes to bring a specific animal. The difference is not one of procedure but one of
responsibility if the animal brought gets lost or turns out to be unfit. It is a convenience of the Talmud
to use the words this way, but in the Torah there is no difference.)

The meat of the offering may be eaten on the day the offering is brought, or on
the following day, but not on the day after that. (The question of night time
depends on complex midrashic interpretation.)

Now when an olah is brought it must always be accompanied by a minhah and
a libation. According to Num. 15:3 ff. the same applies when a zevach is brought
for a nedernedavah.
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However, when a shelamim is brought as a todah (thanksgiving), there is no
mention of such a minhah or libation, which may or may not be required. But a
different sort of meal-offering must be brought with it, which must not be confused
with the minhah. This is not strictly an ‘offering’, despite 7:14, as no part of it is
put onto the altar. It consists of four sets of loaves:

1. Loaves of matsahs mixed with oil (probably the flour is mixed with oil before
being baked into matsahs).

2. Matsah wafers spread with oil (probably the oil is spread on after baking, in the
way we use butter).

3. Loaves of solet (see KM III, 37 ÌÑÞ) mixed with oil (uncertain – probably
unbaked, ready for baking).

4. Loaves of leavened bread.

The word ‘probably’ implies that there is some controversy over the precise
meaning. In each case the plural (‘loaves’ or ‘wafers’) is used, but there is no
indication of how many are brought of each, or of what quantities of ingredients
are used in each. We will not complicate the issue here by entering further into this.
(The Talmud specifies quantities by tradition – leave that till later.) One of each type of loaf is
given to the priest, and the rest is presumably eaten with the meat, but it does not
say. The meat must be eaten on the same day that the offering is brought, and not
remain till morning. It looks as if there is no time-limit for eating the bread.

ARMS AND LEGS AGAIN

We have met the word K×¼D ¼Ý DË meaning ‘forearm’ (i.e. from the elbow to the wrist,
or possibly to the finger-tips) and with an animal this would be the lower part of
the front leg. Correspondingly ¼Ü¼D ¼I is the part of the leg from the knee to the ankle,
or possibly including the foot, and with an animal this would be the lower part of
the hind leg. (See Mishnah Hullin 10:4. Also Psalm 147:10 in the Daily Prayers.)

In every case of shelamim (but not necessarily every zevach offering) the priest
is given the ¼ÉJË LÌ (breast) and the right ¼Ü¼D ¼I, the lower part of the right hind leg, as
holy food. Definitely NOT the shoulder – sorry, King James – nor even the thigh!

When an animal is slaughtered for food but not as an offering (Deut. 18:3), the
priest is given (among other things) the K×¼D¼Ý DË, the lower part of the foreleg (English
is confusing: foreleg does not correspond to forearm) as a present – not as holy
food. Right or left? It does not say. The Talmud says that it is the right one again.

With some types of zevach the priest gets neither.

The ‘shank’ is the lower part of the leg of an animal, ÜDI or K×ÃÝ DË, a not
incorrect translation of either but it does not distinguish. One could say ‘front
shank’ and ‘rear shank’.
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TYPES OF ZEVACH

For reference only (not fully explained here, but see the Mishnah ¼Ô LÓ¼D ¼Ü DÓ ¼X ¼ÉJË¼Î IÅ
in the morning prayers).

1. ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÑ DÞ Shelamim (a) ¼Ý JÈIÕ Vow

(b) ¼É LÆLÈ DÕ Freewill

(c) ¼É LÈ¼D ¼f Thanksgiving

(d) ¼Ý¼ÎHËLÕ Nazirite’s offering

2. ¼Ý¼D¼Ð DT Firstborn

3. ¼Ý IKF× KÓ Tithe

4. ¼Ì KÖ Jb Pesach

Note that nos. 2, 3 and 4 are types of zevach but are NOT shelamim. Nos. 2 and
3 are mentioned in the Torah but no details of procedure are given, these are from
tradition only; likewise some of the details of no. 4.
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WHY GET CONFUSED?

IT’S ALL SO SIMPLE!

Four large animals are given as examples of what are forbidden even though
they have some (but not all) of the required signs. We all recognise the camel and
the pig, but what of the other two? We have searched for further information.

¼Ô LÙ LI is a hyrax, a small animal between one and two feet long, whose nearest
(very distant) relative is the elephant. According to my encyclopaedia it sometimes
has a non-existent tail (sic)! It is also called a

Hyrax

dassie (no harm in that) or a rock-badger, which
must not be confused with a badger, something
totally different. Our old friend King James calls it
a coney, but this is wrong because a coney or cony
is a rabbit (see below).

¼ß JÆJÕUÝ KÅ is (it is generally accepted) a hare, which
is in no way related biologically to the hyrax,
except that both are small mammals. The hare is,
however, related to and very similar to the coney or

rabbit. One of the main

Hare

differences between a hare and a rabbit is that a hare is born
with hair while a rabbit is born without. However, be careful,
says my encyclopaedia, because a jackrabbit is actually not
a rabbit but a hare, while a Belgian hare is really a rabbit.

In Modern Hebrew they invented the word ¼ÆLÕUÝ KÅ for rabbit,
to distinguish it from ¼ß JÆJÕUÝ KÅ hare, and then promptly began
to mix them up. They also mix them up with the hyrax, and
have to explain to children the difference (without explaining
the difference between a rabbit

Rabbit

and a hare), while there was no
excuse for mixing them in the first place apart from
King James.

A female rabbit is called a doe, which can also be
a female hare or a female deer. Do not confuse doe
with roe which can be a deer or a mass of fish eggs,
but not a rabbit, coney, hare or hyrax. A male rabbit is
called a buck, but this can also be a male hare, deer,
rat or a few other animals, or a dollar or simply
something that you pass.
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Welsh rabbit 21 (this is the correct name for it) is not a coney and may be eaten
but not on Pesach. If you eat it with a poached egg, it is called a buck rabbit (or
rarebit). Deer may be eaten, but none of the others mentioned above. There is a
looney bin in London known as Colney (the ‘l’ is silent) Hatch, which is where you
may land up if you try to sort all this out.

THE HOWL OF THE (?) OWL

Returning to sanity, and still thinking of Pesach, we find in 11:17 ¼Ö¼D ¼] KÉ, the
name of a bird (an owl?). The word is masculine. But when it means a cup, it is
feminine. Thus we quite correctly refer to ¼ß¼D ¼Ö¼D ¼] ¼× KTUÝ KÅ, but some haggadahs which
mention ¼ÎHÕ II ¼Ö¼D ¼] B¼Ô¼D ¼I ¼ÅVÝ ¼Ö¼D ¼] and so on mean, of course, ¼ÉLÕ¼D ¼I ¼ÅVÝ ¼Ö¼D¼] etc. [Thanks to
my friend Yossi Eliahu for pointing this out to me.]

AN AMBIGUITY

An interesting ambiguity occurs in 11:32. Does ¼Ò JÉ LT mean ‘with them’ or ‘in
them’? [Remember the correct meaning of ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ, a vague word, something like
‘things’.] Does the verse mean ‘anything with which something may be made’ (i.e.
a tool) or ‘anything in which something may be made’ (i.e. a container)? It is hard
to see how a garment, or a piece of leather or sackcloth, can fit into either category.
Nor can this be something additional, since only the materials mentioned are
affected. Stone (and plastic) cannot become tamé. Rashbam comes down clearly in
favour of the second, but the text talks about something that falls onto it, in
contrast with the earthenware article where it talks about something that falls into
it, with the word DÐDß.

In verse 33 again we see something that must not be taken over-literally.
Obviously not ‘everything’ in the earthenware vessel becomes contaminated, only
those things that are capable of so becoming.

NOT THE MISSING LINK

The form ¼Ô KfOÎ (11:38) is strictly the hoph’al. The passive of the kal form was
already lost in Biblical Hebrew except for the participle. Instead, the nif’al (middle
or reflexive) is normally used, but quite often the pu’al (passive of the intensive)
or hoph’al (passive of the causative) is used instead. There is no evidence to
support the theory that this actually is the lost passive!

21. Welsh rabbit is melted or toasted cheese on toast, often misnamed Welsh rarebit.
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SOMETHING UNUSUAL

Readers of Ki Mitsion should by now be somewhat familiar with the procedures
of the various offerings, and ready to note small details.

When the person afflicted with tsara’at is healed, and has undergone the special
cleansing ritual and waited seven full days, he has to bring an offering (14:10).
This consists of three lambs (two male and one female), three omers of flour
(mixed with oil), and a log (probably about ten fluid ounces, i.e. half an imperial
pint or a third of a litre) of oil. The offerings are then brought as follows:

1. A male lamb for an asham.

2. A female lamb for a hatat.

3. A male lamb for an olah.

However, there are noticeable divergences from the regular procedure.

First, with the asham there is the additional ceremony of applying some of the
blood to the right ear-lobe, thumb and big toe of the person concerned.

Then there is the ceremony of the priest pouring some of the oil onto his left
hand and sprinkling some of that seven times ‘before G-d’ – it does not say exactly
where. Some of what is left on his hand is then applied to the right ear-lobe, thumb
and big toe on top of the blood. What remains in the priest’s hand he puts on top
of the man’s head. What happens to the rest of the log that he did not put on his
hand we are not told.

The hatat is offered as usual.

The olah itself is offered as usual, followed by the minhah, BUT the normal
minhah to accompany an olah is only one omer (issaron), and here we have three!
One could argue that the other two are not to accompany the olah, but the asham
and hatat. But neither an asham nor a hatat is normally accompanied by a minhah!
It appears (see Rashi) that here, exceptionally, they are.

A poor man may bring only one lamb (an asham), substituting birds for the other
two; he then brings just one omer. This must be to accompany the asham, since a
bird is not accompanied by a minhah.

’ENERY ’IGGINS AGAIN

In KM IV, 27-28 ×ÎÝËß we considered the difference in the opening paragraph
between RÉLÝGÉ LÍ ¼Î IÓUÈ (demey tohorah) and ¼W LÝGÉ LÍ ¼Î IÓ DÎ (yemey tohorahhh with the final
‘h’ pronounced). True the Sephardim say ‘toharah’ or ‘tahorah’ or some such, and
the ignorant say ‘taharah’, instead of tohorah, but in each case it is important to
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distinguish between the cases where the É is pronounced and where it is not. We
will repeat the explanation, with slight modification.

RÉLÝGÉ LÍ is the feminine form of ¼Ý KÉÃÍ, which refers to a state of affairs. As with
many abstract nouns, the feminine form means more or less the same as the
masculine (cf. ¼ÜÃÌ and ¼É Ld OÌ, or ¼Ü JÈ JÛ and ¼É LÜ LÈ DÛ), and so we have ‘blood of clarity’,
i.e. ‘clear’ blood, blood that does not contaminate. Cf. ¼I JÈÃÜ ¼Î IÈ DÇ HT ‘holy garments’.

¼WLÝGÉ LÍ is the gerund ¼ÝÃÉ DÍ with the possessive suffix, i.e. ‘her being clear’, or
possibly (but less likely) ‘her becoming clear’ – if the latter it is not a state of
affairs but a process, even though the process is automatic. So we have ‘the days
of her be(com)ing clear’. Alternatively, due to a peculiarity of the Hebrew
language, where a noun in the construct is followed by a noun in the absolute, the
suffix of either goes on the second, and it could mean ‘her days of be(com)ing
clear’. You have four possibilities to choose from.

None of this solves the problem of why this paragraph is placed here. Its logical
place is at the end, before 15:31, since verse 5 here (12:5) referes ‘back’ to what
actually comes only much later in chapter 15.

The pronunciation problem occurs again in the next chapter (13). In 13:4 RÉLÝ L× DK
is the feminine form of ¼Ý L× IK ‘(a) hair’ (in Jud. 20:16 RÉLÝF× KK) and means the same
thing. Sometimes it is singular (‘a hair’) and sometimes collective (‘hair’), though
for the latter, unlike in English, the plural is often used (‘hairs’ where we would
simply say ‘hair’). In 13:20 ¼W LÝ L× DK is the masculine form ¼Ý L× IK with a suffix, ‘its
hair’. Public Readers should be careful.

CLEARING UP

In 14:19 we find ¼D ¼ß LÅ DÓ OÍ HÓ ¼Ý IÉ KZ H_ KÉ Ñ K× ¼Ý Jb HÐ DÊ. This is explicit, like similar remarks
in 15:15 & 15:30, and these help to clarify less explicit statements in 12:7 & 8, and
in 14:18, 20, 31 & 53. The verb means to cover, to cover over something so that
one can start with a clean sheet (see KM I, 28-29(51) ÒÎÆÛÕ). When referring to
sins, it means to cover over the sin, implying if not exactly forgiveness at least
putting it aside for the while. Here however there is no sin – no, despite hideous
teachings when people tie themselves into philosophical knots to explain things that
they do not understand, there is not necessarily any sin - and the priest simply
‘covers over’ the contamination. The fact that the same word is used as in the case
of sin should not mislead people. If someone somewhere rides, and he rides on a
donkey, and somewhere else someone rides on a horse, it does not mean that a
horse therefore is, or includes, a donkey! A woman does not sin by bearing a child.
Just as we may not normally ascribe the cause of anyone’s suffering to their having
committed a sin (as Job’s friends did); so we may not ascribe tum’ah to sin.
Tum’ah may even arise as a result of the reverse of sin (e.g. burying the dead), but
still needs to be covered over, just as you wash yourself if you are dirty!
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THE FOREIGN RESIDENT

In verses 19:33-34, the Torah talks about the ¼ÝIU, i.e. the foreign resident. (Today
we use the term to mean one who has become a Jew, but it is obvious from Ex.
12:48 that the Torah refers to one who has not.) He is to be treated as one of us,
but with certain restrictions on intermarriage (Deut. 23:4-9) and exemption from a
few obligations of a national-religious character (e.g. the Pesach, Ex. 12:48, and the
Succah, Lev. 23:42). In fact one must even fall over backwards to some extent in
ensuring that he is in no way mistreated, and that he gets privileges granted to the
poor on account of his having no allocated land. But he may have no preferential
treatment in matters of law or of justice (Lev. 24 – see KM I, 8(31) ÝÓÅ.)

Who is this foreign resident? At first one may assume that it means any non-
Israelite living among us, but a little thought shows this not to be so. Amalekites
must eventually be exterminated, wherever they are (Deut. 25:19). Members of the
‘Seven Nations’ (Canaanites etc.) must be exterminated or driven out. As long as
they leave the country we need not chase after them to kill them. The foreign
resident referred to is one who comes from any other nation to live among us. He
must of course obey our laws, which include a total ban on any idolatrous practices.

The classification is then simple. There are Israelites, there are Amalekites who
must be exterminated, there are Ammonites and Moabites that we should have
nothing to do with, foreign residents in our country towards whom our behaviour
is specified, and foreigners elsewhere who may be friends, enemies or neither, that
we may deal with according to our discretion. Foreign residents who become
Israelites are treated (with perhaps a few very minor exceptions) as Israelites. That
at least is the theory. But all this assumes that we are in full control.

Unfortunately things did not work out that way, and the position became far
more complicated. The first trouble was that not all the Canaanites etc. were driven
out – not only the Gibeonites with whom a treaty was made, but also Amorites and
Canaanites who could not be removed and whose continued existence in the country
could not be ignored. Quite how they were treated, and whether or not correctly,
we do not really know. The Rechabites (Jer. 35) were true ¼Ò¼ÎVÝIU. Then came the
Samaritans, a mixture of foreigners who were forcibly brought to and planted in the
northern part of our land by Sennacherib and his son and grandson (the Assyrians),
to replace the Ephraimites and others who were exiled. As a separate group these
were largely isolated from the Israelite population.

After the exile things became more complicated. The Samaritans were
‘indigenous’ and the returning Jews were the ‘settlers’. At first the Samaritans
made a lot of trouble, then to secure peace the leading Jews started to intermarry
with them (see Ezra and Nehemiah). Later on came another group of foreigners, the
conquerors (especially Romans) and yet another group, a very large group, the
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colonists (largely Greek) who came not to live among the Jews because they
respected them, but to take their land because they liked the land and climate. None
of these groups matched the ¼ÝIU referred to in the Torah. People who come to
persecute you and do so with the full backing of the foreign authorities in control
of your country need not be dealt with as friends, granted privileges and so on.

The Torah gives us no simple, clear instructions on how to interact with such
groups or with individual members of such groups. The rabbis tried their best to
find some way of classifying these people and telling the population how to behave
towards them, but their teachings were not fundamental, they were based on current
circumstances at the time. It is sad when today people try to deduce, not from the
reasoning of those rabbis but from their decisions, how to react in modern times,
at least theoretically! In Rabbinic times, the people of the world were divided into
three groups: Jews, semi-pagans (Samaritans only) and full pagans. Atheism was
not taken seriously, if it existed.

Today we have again a different problem. There are Arabs who are comparable
to the Samaritans at the return from the exile, but these are a very large group
whose daily lives we cannot in any way even try to control. They are mostly
Moslems who are in no way pagans. (Even Kahane when he said ‘throw them out’
was talking theoretically. How?) There are Christians, some of whom include
idolatry in their religion in varying degrees. Most non-Jews are atheists.

There are Christians who live in Israel because they respect the Biblical heritage
and wish to be ‘near to G-d’, and these approximate to the Biblical ¼ÝIU. But those
who come here to ‘convert’ us are a menace that should be eradicated by total
expulsion. How to behave towards the rest (Arabs etc.) is a complex problem.

NOT A REPETITION

At first sight there seems to be an unnecessary repetition in 19:21. Closer
inspection shows that there is not. ¼D ¼Ó LIFÅ ¼ß JÅ ¼Å¼Î HÆ IÉ DÊ – ‘he is to bring his guilt
offering’, and at the end of the verse ¼Ò LI LÅ ¼Ñ¼Î IÅ ‘an asham ram’. The word ¼Ò LI LÅ is
used here in two different senses – the first time as an ordinary noun, meaning a
guilt-offering, and the second time as a technical term, the name of a particular
type of offering, an asham. Compare 5:15,25. A ‘guilt-offering’ in the general sense
may well be an asham, as here, but it may instead be a hatat (5:6, which should be
compared and contrasted with these verses).
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TWO BREAD

Browsing through a book that someone left lying around (actually quite an
important work, Hamo’adim Bahalakhah by Rabbi Zevin) my eye was struck by a
chapter heading ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼Î If DI, to which was attached a footnote. The latter contained
a long discussion on the expression ¼ÒHÎ Kf DI SSSSS ¼Ò JÌ JÑ (23:17) transformed (cf. 1 Sam
10:4) into ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼Î If DI. The author cites Tosefot and Tosefot Yomtov (not the same)
who quote verses to show whether ¼Ò JÌ JÑ is normally masculine or (as, they claim,
here) feminine, or can be either. Even Gesenius, in his dictionary, says that it is
sometimes one and sometimes the other. However, they all seem to miss the point.

The word ¼Ò JÌ JÑ, meaning sometimes bread and sometimes just food (even meat),
occurs about 300 times in the Bible. I have one advantage over both Tosefot and
Tosefot Yomtov, the possession of a concordance, which more than compensates
for far less familiarity with the text, and have been able to check all the
occurrences. Only when it is connected to an adjective, verb or pronoun can there
be any indication of the gender, and this cuts out all but a handful of references.

Certain verses definitely imply that the word is masculine (Num. 21:5, Is. 33:16,
Ps. 104:15), others can sometimes be interpreted in different ways, but these either
confirm that it is masculine or else prove nothing at all (Ex. 16:22, 1 Kings 22:27,
Is. 28:28, 30:20, 51:14, Ezek. 4:17, 2 Chron. 18:26). The only verse that does
indeed suggest that it is feminine is the one quoted by Gesenius – Gen. 49:20
¼D ¼Ó DÌKÑ ¼ÉLÕ IÓ DI ¼Ý II LÅ IÓ – but the meaning of this is not too clear, and ¼ÉLÕ IÓ DI may in fact
be a noun, not an adjective. There is no other evidence.

What then of our case here (and 1 Sam 10:4)? The answer is that ¼Ò JÌ JÑ is a
collective, and you cannot have ‘two bread’ still less ‘two breads’ – it makes no
sense, either in English or in Hebrew. What you do have is a missing word that is
understood – two loaves of bread. The Hebrew word for a loaf is either ¼É L̂ KÌ or ¼Ý L] H]
with the plurals ¼ß¼D ¼̂ KÌ and ¼ß¼D ¼Ý L] H] respectively. There is a difference – they refer to
different types of loaf, but that does not concern us. Both words are feminine:

(Ex. 29:23) ¼ß KÌ KÅ +Ô JÓ JI, ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼ß K̂ KÌ DÊ ¼ß KÌ KÅ ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼ÝK] H]
and in neither case ¼È LÌ JÅ. So we have ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼ß¼D ¼̂ KÌ ¼Î If DI or ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼ß¼D ¼Ý D]H] ¼Î If DI – it does
not matter which – abbreviated to ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼Î If DI, and in our case ¼ÒHÎ Kf DI ¼É LÙ¼X¼Õ Df ¼Ò JÌ JÑ again
with the word ‘loaves’ understood. It is to the loaves, and not the bread, that the
plural verbs ¼ÉLÕ¼ÎJÎ DÉ Hf and ¼ÉLÕ¼Î JÙ LÅ If refer. ‘Bread’ remains in the singular.

How then do we explain the phrase ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼É LJ HÓFÌ (1 Sam. 21:4) or ¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼É LÝ LKF× (1
Sam. 17:17 and 1 Kings 14:3)? The answer is that as people got used to leaving out
the missing word, they attached the number to the noun that remained (but not
always). ¼Ò JÌ JÑ is masculine, so they attached a masculine number to it.
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We find something very similar in Ex. 21:37, with the expressions ¼Ý LÜ LT É LJ HÓFÌ
¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ ¼× KTUÝ KÅ SSS. ‘Cattle’ is a collective, you cannot have ‘five cattle’ but ‘five head of
cattle’ – Hebrew ¼Ý LÜ LÆ ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼É LJ HÓFÌ – but the word is left out, it is understood. Since
¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ is normally feminine, the feminine number is attached, although strictly
logically it should not be, unless it is short for ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ ¼ß¼D¼Õ DT ¼× KTUÝ KÅ. Note again how the
collective nouns remain in the singular.

Modern Hebrew has something a bit similar with time and money. ‘Ten past ten’
is ¼É LÝ LKF×KÊ ¼Ý JK J×, literally ‘ten [hours] and ten [minutes]’. The first is feminine
because ‘hours’ ( ¼ß¼D ¼× LI) is feminine, but the second is masculine because ‘minutes’
( ¼Ò¼Î H×LÇUÝ) is masculine. However, nowadys people do not say ¼Ò¼Î H×LÇUÝ for ‘minutes’,
they say ¼ß¼D ¼dKV which is feminine, so Israelis find it hard to say ‘ten past ten’
correctly, and get a bit confused, or add in the new word for ‘minutes’. With
shekels and agorot they get in a complete and utter muddle, ever since the shekel
(masculine) replaced the pound (lira, feminine).

We must not be too hard on our Biblical ancestors in such matters, and the Bible
is written in the language they spoke, which was not always too logical. Still, there
is no solid evidence that ¼Ò JÌ JÑ is ever feminine in the Bible.

Bearing in mind the amount of idiocy in the language today, it is really
surprising how little there is in the Bible – it must have existed in those days, and
it must have taken quite an effort to keep most of it out! Consider for example the
Talmudic quotation $ ¼ß KÌ KÜUÝ JÓ B ¼É LTVÝ ¼Î ¼Å KÓ (‘What does it include? A concoction.’)
which some bright spark translated as ‘What is ribbah? A concoction!’ on the basis
of which it was decided to use the word ribbah for ‘jam’. Or Hagive’ah
Hatsarefatit for French Hill, named after General French. Or Nahal Egoz (‘Nut
Valley’) translated from the Arabic Wadi Joz meaning that. Only the Arabs called
it Wadi Joz short for Wadi Josefat from the Hebrew original ¼Í LÙ LI¼D ¼É DÎ ¼Ü JÓ I×. More
ridiculous still is the ¼È¼Î HÓ Lf ¼ÝIÕ (presumably meant to mean a flashing light?) – there
is, of course, no such thing as a ner tamid (see KM I, 8(31) ÝÓÅ). A language needs
to be understood, and its study is not a science, though it may be treated as such
up to a point.

EMPHASIS

The letters Ì B× BÅ can never take a dagesh. The dot in the aleph found only four
times in printed Bibles (twice in the Torah – here ¼X ¼Å¼Î HÆ Lf in 23:17 and ¼X ¼Å¼Î HÆL[KÊ Gen.
43:26) but more often in some manuscripts, is a mappik to emphasise that the letter
is pronounced and not silent. (But, alas, who bothers?) How an aleph is pronounced
cannot easily be explained in writing.
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JUBILEES

During the so-called ‘Second Temple Period’ a great deal of religious literature
was written and published, and to varying degrees revered and regarded as holy.
When the rabbis finally decided on the ‘canon’, i.e. decided which books were to
be regarded as holy and which were not, they included some controversial books
such as Song of Songs, Ezekiel and Ecclesiastes (Kohelet), but excluded others that
had previously been accepted by many as part of the (as yet not quite fixed) Bible.
Some sects did not accept the rabbinical decision and continued to include these
books, which we call the Apocrypha, so the rabbis banned their study, yet the
Talmud itself quotes the most controversial of these, Ecclesiasticus (Ben Sira), as
if it were a part of the Bible! Others included the Maccabees (probably reliable as
history), Tobit (a very beautiful story), Judith (historically impossible) and so on.
The Roman Catholic Church, influenced by these Jewish sects, incorporated the
Apocrypha in their so-called ‘Old Testament’, while Protestants omit them, or at
worst add them as an independent section.

However, other books of similar style were yet further outside, never actually
included in the Bible at all. Scholars have collected these and given them a horrible
name, hard to spell, difficult to pronounce and impossible to remember. One of
these, which is of particular interest, includes laws (something on the lines of
Ezekiel) and history with dates (something on the lines of Josephus). The laws
carry a tradition that differs from that of the Talmud but also from that of the
Sadducees, yet these form the basis of the traditions of the Jews of Ethiopia. The
latter do not possess the book, but their traditions correspond to its laws (see KM
V, 31 ÝÓÅ). The history dates, our reason for mentioning the book here, are all
arranged by giving periods not in years and centuries (periods of a hundred years)
as we do, but in years and periods of fifty years, which it calls ‘jubilees’. For that
reason the book has been named ‘The Book of Jubilees’. While interesting to read,
the book can in no way be regarded as reliable, except to note that it has been, by
some, taken seriously.

The Bible always counts periods in years and centuries. Counting in fifty-year
groups is unique to this book, and seems to be inspired by Lev. 25:8 ff., though not
literally implied by the text there.

There is a great deal of doubt as to whether or not the Jubilees were ever
observed. Officially we have lost count of them (unlike the Sabbaticals), and do not
know when they occur. Otherwise we would observe them today, at least in
blowing the shofar on Yom Kippur.

There is, however, inconsistency. If we count the Jubilees, there are seven
Sabbaticals every fifty years, the year after each Jubilee being the first of a new
‘seven’; but if we do not count the Jubilees, there are seven Sabbaticals every forty-
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nine years, which means that our counting has gone wrong and our determination
of the Sabbatical (shemittah) is only correct occasionally, like a clock that gains an
hour a day. The problem is dealt with in practice in the simplest possible way – by
sweeping it under the carpet. Theories are of course invented to justify the practice.

There is every reason to believe that the weekly Sabbath day as such (with or
without its laws) has been consistently observed in unbroken tradition since it was
given in the time of Moses, when, presumably, it was by divine instruction – and
not by tradition – made to accord with the Sabbath of the Creation. Its date is thus
absolute, independent of us, and still correct today. The same cannot possibly be
said for the Sabbatical year. The only conceivable justification is to say that it is
not absolute, we are authorised to determine it, as with the Festivals. (Rabbi Akiva
advised Rabbi Joshua to observe Yom Kippur according to Rabbi Gamaliel’s date
instead of his own. The date in the month is fixed, but the month itself, and thus
the absolute date, is determined, within guidelines, by the Court.) But there are
many obvious differences.

VENGEANCE

The expression ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT ¼Ò KÜ DÕ ¼ß JÓ JÜÂÕ ¼Æ JÝ JÌ (26:25) deserves special note as it is very
important. ¼Æ JÝ JÌ is feminine (see verse 6 above) and refers to death by human
agency, so we have ‘the avenging sword’ here carrying out the vengeance (usually
¼É LÓ LÜ DÕ, but here as in Deut. 32:43 ¼Ò LÜLÕ) of the contract. Breach of contract must
always be punished, and here, since the contract is a solemn one with G-d, the
punishment is death; that is a term of the contract, and without sanctions a contract
has no value.

FOR THE GRAMMARIAN

In 26:31 we find ¼ÒJÐFÌÃÌ¼ÎHÕ KÌ¼Î IÝ, the construction of which shows that both words
are nouns. (Cf. KÌÃÌ¼Î H̀ KÉ KÌ¼Î IÝ Gen. 8:21.) KÌÃÌ¼ÎHÕ is not an adjective, and though we
translate the phrase KÌÃÌ¼ÎHÕ KÌ¼Î IÝ (correctly) as ‘a relaxing aroma’ it is literally ‘an
aroma of relaxation’. In accordance with the usual rules of grammar, the definite
article and the pronoun suffix are each, in turn, attached to the second word, even
though logically they belong to the first. The singular is used as a collective. Were
the plural to be used, the plural ending would go on the first word ( ¼ß¼D ¼Ì¼Î IÝ) even
though logically it belongs to the second one.
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NUMBERS

That is the name of the book, after the numbers given in the beginning.
Statistics. Since we no longer picture numbers by reading the names of the
numbers, but only by looking at figures or numerals, it is as well to summarise in
numeral form the data given to us: first the results of the first two chapters (results
of the census and of the check on call-up respectively), where the results for the
individual tribes agree – not miraculous as all the figures are rounded off and there
was only a short period of a few months between the two, but demonstrating
efficiency.

The table is given in the order in which they camped and travelled (chapters 2
and 10), and the name of the chief of each tribe is added; the chiefs brought their
‘dedication’ offerings in the same order (chapter 7) which is the meaning of the
number next to each name. In the census results (chapter 1) the ‘Reuben group’ is
placed before the ‘Judah group’ but otherwise the order is the same, differing
slightly in 1:5-15. In nos. 2, 11 and 12 above, the fathers’ names occur only in the
pausal form, and it is just possible that they are really ¼ÔKÕ¼Î I× B¼Ô KÝ DÐ L× B ¼Ý K×¼X ¼Û. No. 6
occurs five times as above and only once (in 2:14) as ¼Ñ IÅ¼X ¼×UÝ.
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CAMPING

East

JUDAH 74,600 186,400 ¼ÆLÈLÕ¼Î H_ K× ¼Ô JT ¼Ô¼D ¼I DÌKÕ 4
Issachar 54,400 ¼Ý L×¼X ¼Û ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅ DÕ Kß DÕ 5
Zebulun 57,400 ¼ÔWÑ IÌ ¼Ô JT ¼Æ LÅ¼Î HÑEÅ 6

South

REUBEN 46,500 151,450 ¼Ý¼X ¼Å¼Î IÈ DI ¼Ô JT ¼Ý¼X ¼Û¼Î HÑEÅ 7
Simeon 59,300 ¼Î KV KI¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼Û ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅ¼Î HÓOÑ DI 8
Gad 45,650 ¼Ñ IÅ¼X ¼×UV ¼Ô JT ¼Ø LÖLÎ DÑ JÅ 9

Centre

[Levites & Tabernacle]

West

EPHRAIM 40,500 108,100 ¼È¼X ¼É¼Î H_ K× ¼Ô JT ¼× LÓ LI¼Î HÑEÅ :
Manasseh 32,200 ¼Ý¼X ¼ÛRÉ LÈ Db ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅ¼Î HÑ DÓKU ;
Benjamin 35,400 ¼ÎHÕÃ×UÈHU ¼Ô JT ¼Ô LÈ¼Î HÆFÅ <

North

DAN 62,700 157,600 ¼Î KV KI¼Î H_ K× ¼Ô JT ¼ÝJË J×¼Î HÌFÅ 43
Asher 41,500 ¼Ô LÝ DÐ L× ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅ¼Î H× DÇ Kb 44
Naphtali 53,400 ¼ÔLÕ¼Î I× ¼Ô JT ¼×KÝ¼Î HÌFÅ 45

–––––––

GRAND TOTAL 603,550

======
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LEVITES

A brief reminder. Approximately:

– the Kohathites ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎHYO× B¼Ô¼D¼Ý DÆ JÌ B ¼Ý LÉ DÛHÎ B ¼ÒLÝ DÓ K×
in charge of the holy furniture and accessories;

– the Gershonites ¼Î H× DÓ HI B¼ÎHÕ DÆ HÑ
in charge of the structural ‘software’;

– the Merarites ¼Î HI¼X ¼Ó B¼Î HÑ DÌ KÓ
in charge of the structural ‘hardware’.

The numbers of the Levites are given below, first the number aged one month
and over (chapter 3), then the number in the thirty-to-fifty age group (chapter 4).
Chapter 3 lists the Gershonites before the Kohathites, and chapter 4 the reverse, on
account of the different purpose of each census (explained in KM III, 34 ÝÆÈÓÆ).

The clan chief’s name is given only in the first list.

Kehath (S) 8,600 2,750 ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎHY O× ¼Ô JT ¼Ô LÙ LÛ¼Î HÑEÅ
Gershon (W) 7,500 2,630 ¼Ñ IÅLÑ ¼Ô JT ¼Ø LÖLÎ DÑ JÅ
Merari (N) 6,200 3,200 ¼ÑHÎ KÌ¼Î HÆFÅ ¼Ô JT ¼Ñ IÅ¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼Û

–––––– –––––

TOTAL *22,000 8,580 ¼Ô IÉÃ] KÉ ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ ¼Ô JT ¼ÝLË L× DÑ JÅ
====

Firstborns 22,273

––––––

Difference 273

===

* The actual total adds up to 22,300! It is assumed by the commentators that
the odd 300 were firstborn Levites, who could not redeem other firstborns.
Notice how small the tribe was! The problem of deducting a rounded-off
number from an exact one remains. (See KM II, 35 ÅÞÕ)
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SUSPECT

The ‘trial by ordeal’ of the suspected adulteress seems a bit unfair, but the rabbis
interpret it as applying only when the woman has at least given her husband some
grounds for suspicion after being warned. Here we will comment on some side-
issues that arise in the course of the chapter.

Verse 15 ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃ× DK. In Classical Hebrew, ¼ÉLÕ IÅ Df can mean a fig (fruit), but also
(and more often) a fig-tree. In the same way, ¼ßHÎKË can be an olive (fruit) or an
olive-tree. (The singular is also used when adjectival – olive oil is ¼ßHÎKË ¼Ô JÓ JI, and not
¼Ò¼Î Hß¼ÎIË ¼Ô JÓ JI.) However grapes ¼Ò¼Î HÆLÕF× (the fruit) are distinguished from the vine ¼Ô JÙJU
(the tree). As mentioned (KM IV, 46 ÆÜ×) a similar distinction is also made with
some ground crops. ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI Hb B ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃ× DK B ¼Ò¼Î HZ HÌ are the ‘fruits’ – wheat, barley and linen,
whereas the singular forms ¼É Lf DI Hb B ¼É LÝÃ× DK B ¼É LZ HÌ refer to the plant standing uncut in
the field. See for instance Ex. 9:31-32. Nobody seems to have noticed this.

The nevi’im, especially Jeremiah, used alliteration very often, made puns and so
on. This is rare in the Torah, but there can be no doubt that the constant repetition
of the phrase ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ LÓ DÑ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝUÝ LÅ DÓ KÉ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ (with variations) some half a dozen times is
intentional. Otherwise the word ¼Ò¼ÎVÝUÝ LÅ DÓ could easily have been replaced with a
synonym. Clearly it was aimed at people whose mentality was tuned to such a mode
of expression, but what it achieves is not obvious. It may have been a pun on a
well-known phrase that is now lost. Perhaps it was to make it a by-word, to terrify
prospective sinners. In verse 21 the priest curses her that she may become ‘a curse
and an oath among the people’, that they would curse one another with ‘May what
happened to Euthanasia Gobblethwaite (no-one will sue me for libel on this name)
happen to you’, or threaten ‘I will mash you into pulp so that you look like
Euthanasia G.’. Not a very nice way of talking in the first place, but when people
do swear and curse like that they will use her as an example.

Verse 22 SS ¼Ñ Hb DÕKÑ DÊ SSS ¼ß¼D ¼T DÛKÑ are corrupt forms of the hif’il. In Hebrew (but not in
Biblical Aramaic) these forms are normal in the imperfective ( ¼I¼ÎVV DÜ Kf instead of
what should be ¼I¼ÎVV DÜ KÉ Df etc.) but unusual in the gerund. The normal forms would
be ¼ß¼D ¼T DÛ KÉ DÑ and ¼Ñ¼Î Hb DÕ KÉ DÑ (or more likely ¼Ñ¼Î Hb KÉ DÑ).

Note how the woman answers ¼Ô IÓ LÅ, which we say after a blessing (as in the
Psalms etc.) but which in the Torah comes only after a curse.

In verse 23, ¼Ý JÙ IaKT SSS ¼ßWÑ LÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Æ KßLÐ DÊ solves a problem for us. In Ex. 17:14 Moses
is asked to write down G-d’s promise to destroy Amalek ¼Ý JÙ Ia KT. Some say that this
simply means ‘in a document’, the implied definite article being of no significance,
while others reject this and insist that a definite article cannot be insignificant, it
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which this is to be included.

Here it is obvious that there is no other document. It is to be written on a
document (i.e. a piece of parchment). This means that Hebrew allows the use of the
definite article in some cases where we would not use it. There are many other
examples besides the one quoted above (about Amalek) where the article appears
out of place, and our interpretation of the texts depends on this.

The priest cannot be expected to write what he has to write from memory. He
has to copy it from somewhere, and the Mishnah (Yoma 3:10) praises Queen
Heleny of Adiabne for having the words engraved on a special gold plate that she
donated to the Temple. Yet later when adultery became too common, the whole
institution was abolished (Mishnah Sotah 9:9)! It seems hard to believe that an
institution of the Torah could be abolished just because sin became commonplace,
and one has a feeling that there were other factors behind it all, perhaps political,
which (as in many other instances) the Talmud could not record.

In verse 30 ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f once again means ‘procedure’. The word ‘ritual’, while not
incorrect, is too wide and can include other things. We hope to explain this in more
detail in a future issue.

MORE ABOUT THE NAZIRITE

The offerings brought by a nazirite at the end of his period of abstinence
included a special shelamim which we mentioned in KM IV, 35 ÅÞÕ but did not
discuss.

In KM VI, 25 ÊÛ we discussed different types of shelamim and noted differences
between the ordinary one (for a vow or a free-will) and the thanksgiving one. The
shelamim of the nazirite is similar to that of the thanksgiving, but differs in some
details. It has to be specifically a ram (unlike the thanksgiving which need not be)
accompanied by a basket of loaves of solet matsahs mixed with oil and matsah
wafers spread with oil. Again we are not told how many of each, but the need for
the accompanying minhah and libation is stated clearly.

Compare the details in Num. 6:14-21 with those in Lev. 7:11-15, summarised in
KM VI 25 ÊÛ. Note how the nazirite here too gives one of each type of matsah to
the priest – we are not told what happens to the rest. Here exceptionally the priest
also has the K×ÃÝ DË, the lower part of the foreleg (after it is boiled), as holy food, in
addition to the breast and the lower part of the hind leg ( ¼Ü¼D ¼I). The text does not
specify a time limit for eating the meat, but the rabbis assume that it is the same
as for the thanksgiving.
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HUMILITY

¼É LÓLÈFÅ LÉ ¼ÎIÕ Db ¼Ñ K× ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ ¼ÑÃ] HÓ ¼ÈÃÅ DÓ ¼ÊLÕ L× ¼É JIÃÓ ¼I¼Î HÅ LÉ DÊ

Moses was the most humble man in the world (12:3).

We do not find many incidents that prominently display this characteristic of
Moses, though we find a number of instances where, albeit under tremendous
provocation, he lost his temper (for which the Talmud criticises him severely)
which is not a sign of humility. On the other hand we do sense his humility in his
behaviour in different circumstances – saving the girls from the shepherds, praying
for Israel when they sinned, and sitting all day in judgement, not to show off his
power or wisdom but to teach G-d’s laws and teachings; and see especially Num.
11:29. Here (12:3) we are told that whatever his faults, there was nobody better
than him in that respect. Nobody – not even the gentle Aaron (about Miriam we
know very little indeed) – was in a position to criticise him. If Moses lost his
temper at times, there was nobody who, in his position and in similar
circumstances, would not have done the same.

On religious humility one recollects the legend (I cannot swear to its veracity)
of a group of Christian monks who specialised in humility. They used (so it is
alleged) to advertise ‘If you want silence, go to the Trappists; if you want holiness,
go to the (I’ve forgotten who); but if you want humility, we are the tops!’

There are at least three types of religious humility. The first is adopted by those
who try to put themselves below other people. Saul (1 Sam. 9:21) was rebuked for
this (ibid. 15:17) by Samuel (about whom we shall have some more to say shortly).
It involves a negation of self-respect, and this negation is not found among truly
great men, only among pseudo-great men. It is not required of us, and Samuel
pointed out to Saul that G-d requires the opposite. Furthermore, one who starts by
always looking up to certain people soon finds others he begins to look down on,
and imperceptibly the total humility disappears. What remains is combined with
arrogance that undoes the good of the humility. Better without either.

The second type is humility before G-d, but not before one’s fellow-men. Self-
righteousness. This too is arrogance. Three classic cases illustrate this.

Elijah at Horeb told G-d that the people had killed all the good ones except
himself, and now wanted to kill him, implying ‘What will you do without me?’ (1
Kings 19:10,14). Even before G-d the humility disappears!

Rabban Gamaliel, severely criticised for acting high-handedly (as president),
turned to G-d and said ‘Please note that I have done all this not for my own sake,
but for yours!’ (Talmud B. Metsia 59b).
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The whole point of the Book of Job is to demonstrate Job’s self-righteousness,
and his suffering eventually brought his arrogance to the surface. He was humble
before G-d, but either pitied or despised his fellow human beings (30:1), until he
was reminded that the same G-d who created the hippopotamus and crocodile also
created him (and, by implication, them)! (40:15).

True humility is exemplified in the Talmud by Hillel, by Rabbi Zadok (e.g.
Talmud Kiddushin 32b), in the teachings of Ben Azzai and Ben Zoma (Mishnah
Avot Chap. 4, Sifra 7:4) and by others elsewhere. Rabbi Judah (the President) was
renowned for his humility (Mishnah Sotah 9:15) but no examples are given.

Moses was preaching a relatively egalitarian society. Even the High Priest was
not above doing wrong (Lev. 4:3) and the Mishnah states that he may be brought
to justice (Mishnah Sanhedrin 2:1). Contrast Catholicism, whose High Priest is
infallible, cannot err. I have myself heard a sermon of Shass devoted to rebuking
the people for criticising rabbis. ‘Rabbis must not be criticised!’ (sic). We all know
that the High Priest of Shass is, like the Pope, infallible, as also is his chief
lieutenant.22 So, it appears, are all the subordinates.

The egalitarian concept is not always found in the Talmud, written in times
reminiscent of Victorian England where every person was expected to ‘know his
place’ in society, and the rabbis were not altogether uninfluenced by this (Mishnah
Horayot 3:8). But remember that even in the Torah itself where egalitarianism was
a new concept not quite ready for total implementation, the (foreign) slave had
rights (Ex. 21:20,26; Deut. 5 etc.).

It is therefore not surprising that the Rabbis seem to have overlooked a great
example of true humility in the story of Samuel. He showed Saul great respect
when they first met, putting him at the head of the table at the feast (1 Sam. 9:22).
Not surprising – G-d had told him that Saul was to be king! Respect for G-d
demands showing respect for his chosen king-elect, but even without that, natural
prudence demands showing respect for a future king. That itself teaches us nothing
special about Samuel.

But reading the text carefully, we see that Saul was accompanied by his servant.
The expected thing was to put Saul at the top and send the servant to eat with the
other servants in the kitchen. Probably this would have been done in Talmudic
times. Samuel did not do that – he sat the servant, a man of no importance, at the
top next to Saul. Neither respect for G-d’s choice of a future king, nor prudence,
demanded this. Samuel simply did not wish to humiliate a human being.

The behaviour of Moses at Kadesh was an example of what not to do, showing
that even Moses was fallible; the verse quoted at the beginning of this article tells
us that everyone else (i.e. before the time of Shass) was worse.

We cannot achieve full humility, but striving towards it without losing self-
respect (‘I am no worse than the next man, but no better’) pays great dividends.

22. A tpical reference.
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THE WOODMAN

No, not the pub of that name near Highgate Station, but the Sabbath-breaker in
this week’s portion. What exactly was he doing? ¼Ò¼Î HÛ I× ¼I IIÃÜ DÓ – what does it mean?
There is an argument over this. But first let us go back a bit, from the Desert to
Egypt where the Israelites were slaves to the Egyptians. According to Ex. 5:12 they
had to scour the country ¼Ô JÆ JfKÑ ¼I KÜ ¼I IIÃÜ DÑ, to ? for straw for the bricks. Why straw?
You don’t make bricks out of straw!

However, archaeologists have discovered at least one mural depicting slaves
making bricks from Nile mud (clay?), to which they added sand and chopped straw.
Straw, ¼Ô JÆ Jf, is not the main ingredient, but an essential one. Straw, used not only
for making bricks but also for fodder (Gen. 24:25), was obtained from stubble, ¼I KÜ.
The usual assumption that the verb IIÜ means ‘to gather’ has been questioned,
since the straw had to be first gathered and then chopped, and the verb may mean
to chop. So was the ¼Ò¼Î HÛ I× ¼I IIÃÜ DÓ here (Num. 15:32) gathering wood on the Sabbath,
or chopping wood? The question is certainly one of importance.

Zephaniah (2:1) tells the people ¼X ¼I DI¼D ¼Ü Dß HÉ, for which, in the context, ‘gather
yourselves’ could make sense. Zephaniah would hardly have said ‘chop yourselves
up’. The Israelites were then said to be gathering straw, and the man in the desert
was gathering wood. Against the views of the scholars, I strongly suspect that the
similarity between ¼I KÜ and IIÜ is simply a coincidence.

THE KADESH BARNEA SYNDROME

Some ten years ago I was standing among a group of haredi rabbis, when one
of them mentioned an alleged statement the previous day by a leading rabbi-
politician that ‘Erets Yisrael is not important, what is important is Torah and
mitsvot.’ This aroused a storm, some of them claiming that he did not in fact say
it (for which reason I will not identify the rabbi-politician) but whether he did or
not is of no consequence now – if he didn’t there were certainly others who took
that attitude, though perhaps less today. I stood in the background, listening.

One rabbi in particular, Rabbi Hananiah Eisenbach, a leading Habadnik, felt
quite strongly about this but had no wish to enter a shouting match. Seeing me
standing there, he came over to me and said something to me personally that I shall
never forget. I am no Habadnik and do not altogether agree with all of their views
(especially the New Messianists, but this was before their time), but I have never
yet met a Habad rabbi whom I have disliked, or even one for whom I have not felt
a deep respect, and Rabbi Eisenbach was no exception.
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His words to me were: ‘This is exactly what happened at Kadesh Barnea. The
people did not say that they did not want G-d. They did not say that they did not
want Torah and mitsvot. On the contrary, they said “We do want to keep Torah and
mitsvot, but here in the desert, or back in Egypt. We do not want to go to Canaan,
we do not want Erets Israel.”’

Very recently I happened to meet Rabbi Eisenbach whom I had not seen since
about that time, and I reminded him of what he had told me and how I had always
remembered it.

I have told this story at length, with excessive detail, because it is so important
that it must be impressed on people. The conversation was in Hebrew, but I have
encapsulated the idea in an English phrase – The Kadesh Barnea Syndrome.

The people were not prepared to fight for the Land which they had been
promised, and were punished. Today we have seen even rabbis (including the late
Lord High Chief Rabbi Immanuel of England) who have gone so far as to actually
advocate giving up what we already have, in return for ‘peace’! The question of
whether or not this would really achieve peace is not relevant. The land has been
given to us by G-d, to live in and use to demonstrate to the world how a people
should manage its communal affairs in its own country, not for trading purposes.

Another leading rabbi-politician now (sic) insists that we must not give up land
‘because doing so endangers Jewish lives’. That too is irrelevant, and shows that
he has not changed his fundamental attitude to the country, only his practical
approach in view of the circumstances. Simple faith in G-d would have prevented
all the present troubles and reduced casualties from the very start.

There is more to it even than ‘it is our country’. It is the country that G-d has
expressly given us, and we do not give such a present away, or even sell it, any
more than we sell mother’s wedding ring and the family heirlooms. When the King
of Ammon coined the slogan ‘Land for Peace’, Jephthah gave an appropriate
answer (the haftarah of Hukkat in two weeks’ time, Jud. 11): ‘What Chemosh your
god gave you is yours? What G-D our God gave us is ours!’ ‘Land for Peace’ was
demanded by Hitler concerning Czechoslovakia in 1938, and by a recent American
president who was no friend of ours.23 Those who built their country by making
and deliberately breaking treaties with the Red Indians, whom they repeatedly
deceived, herded into reservations and slowly massacred (as the Nazis did to the
Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto) while taking their land, are preaching to us!

It is not enough to fight apathy and pacifism among the secularists. From among
the so-called religious of our brethren we must remove the Kadesh Barnea
Syndrome.

23. George Bush I.
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MR. LEVY’S LEVY

The Rabbis of the Talmud used to take a Hebrew word from the Torah and use
it as a technical term. They would then rigidly stick to its technical meaning in use,
and if they wanted a more general term they would use a different word. This way
you always know where you are. However, the language was still alive when the
Torah was written, and a word could be used both in a technical and a non-
technical sense. This, when we return to the original text having accepted the
rabbinical definition, can be very confusing, but we have to accept it and make do
the best we can, bearing in mind the possibilities and watching carefully each time
the word occurs.

We have met this specifically with the offerings, for instance the word ¼Ò LI LÅ can
mean an asham offering, or it can mean a guilt-offering which need not be an
asham. The word ¼Å IÓ LÍ has several shades or ‘layers’ of meaning, technical, semi-
technical, non-technical and so on.

Here we have the word ¼É LÓ¼X¼Ý Df, meaning something that is raised, a levy. It is
generally used in the Torah, and always by the Rabbis, to mean something that is
given to the priests and is holy. If food etc., it may only be eaten by priests and
their households, only by a person who is considered ¼Ý¼D ¼É LÍ, and there may be
further restrictions. It is used here in that sense in 18:11 & 19. Where it is a levy
taken at the beginning it is also referred to in this chapter as ¼Æ JÑ IÌ.

This use occurs both for (obligatory) presents given to the priests by the
Israelites and by the ‘tithe of the tithe’ given to the priests by the Levites – the
initial tithe is not holy, but the tithe of the tithe is. Such is the use in verses 26-29.

But in verse 24 the ¼É LÓ¼X¼Ý Df is not technical, nor is it holy. It is the levy granted
to the Levites, otherwise known as the tithe (the Rabbis call it the first tithe, to
avoid confusion with other tithes), and belongs to the Levite, but may be eaten by
anyone. The Levite may offer it to his guest, give it to a friend, or even trade with
it. It is his essential source of income, and he may well have an excess, while
having no money to buy the other necessities of life, so he may sell it. In the
subsequent verses it is referred to as the ¼Ý IKF× KÓ, the tithe.

The syntax of verses 30-32 is not very clear. The meaning is that the initial tithe
(from the Israelites) once in the hands of a Levite is considered as if the Levite
grew it himself. He then takes a tithe of this and gives it to the priests, like the levy
that the Israelite gives the priest directly (though the latter is of no fixed quantity).
Verse 30 then means that the Levite may eat wherever he wishes, not the priest’s
tithe, but what remains of the initial tithe he got from the Israelites after he has
separated the priest’s tithe from it. Verse 32 then suggests that if he eats the tithe
he receives without first giving a tenth of that to the priest, he is committing a sin,
and profaning the holy gifts of the Israelites. How? Because when the Israelite
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gives the Levite a tithe, although that is not in itself holy it includes a bit that is,
or will be. Exactly which bit does not matter – the Levite can decide which bit it
is, as long as he separates one tenth of what he gets. This frees the rest of any
holiness. If he eats it first, he is profaning the tithe that the Israelite has given him,
as part of it is intended to ultimately reach the priest.

To summarise, the Israelite gives the Levite 10%, but the Levite is allowed to
keep only 9%, the other 1% (of the original, i.e. 10% of what he receives) must go
to the priest.

The question then arises, why do all this? Why does the Israelite not separate
this bit also and give the priest his two shares (the initial ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df and the 1%)
together, letting the Levite have just 9%? If we were dealing merely with quantities
this question would be valid, but there is a psychological aspect to all the processes
involved here, which necessitates the Levite himself taking a tithe of what he gets
and giving it to the priest. (Otherwise we could ask why G-d gives us food and asks
us to give him 10% or whatever back. He could give us so much per cent less in
the first case, and we could keep it all.) However, today when all these gifts to the
priest and Levite have lost their original meaning and are kept only symbolically,
so that we are in fact considering quantities, we do in fact do that. The original
owner takes off all the taxes, including the Levite’s share and the part the Levite
has to give the priest. (For technical reasons he does not actually give the priest’s
shares to a priest, but puts them together and destroys them, since today everyone,
priest and layman, is contaminated and cannot eat holy food.) The part which he
gives to the Levite is then ‘clean’, i.e. tax-free. The Levite has it ready-to-eat, as
if he imported it.

UNNECESSARY NNASTY COMPLAINNTS
(revised)

Just as we find the word ¼É LÓ¼X¼Ý Df from the root ÒÊÝ, so we should expect to find
¼ÉLÕ¼X ¼Ñ Df (a complaint) from the root ÔÊÑ. But we do not. The word only occurs in the
plural, ‘complaints’, and is spelt ¼ß¼D ¼̀ OÑ Df (or ¼ß¼D ¼̀¼X ¼Ñ Df), i.e. with a dagesh in the nun,
always (e.g. 17:20,25). It indicates a root ÔÕÑ (and not ÔÊÑ or ÔÎÑ as the
grammarians claim). This is supported by the form ¼X¼ÕŴ Hf (cf. ¼ÆÃa Hf from the root
ÆÆÖ where the dagesh is transferred to the first root letter). The forms are not
exactly the same as from verbs like ÆÆÖ (the vowels are a bit different) but the
root ÔÎÑ BÔÊÑ cannot be justified as there is always a dagesh somewhere.
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THE IN TENT

(19:14) ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ DT ¼ß¼X ¼ÓLÎ ¼Î H] ¼ÒLÈ LÅ

‘If a person dies in a tent’. What is so special about dying in a tent? Why a tent?
The Talmud understands the regulations given here to apply to any case where a
corpse is found under a roof or similar covering. Then why not say so? If the Torah
did the reverse – if it said ‘house’ and the rabbis understood this to include a tent
– then we could understand. It is the habit of the Torah to refer simply to the usual
case, and include the unusual by implication if it is similar. But not the reverse.
The people were going into a settled land where they would normally live in
houses, not in tents. For someone to die in a tent would be unusual! So once again
why does it say ‘in a tent’?

The answer, as we have discovered so often, is that it doesn’t. King James says
‘in a tent’, but here we cannot entirely blame him, since this is generally assumed.

In this context the word ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ does not exactly mean ‘tent’. A word may have a
basic meaning and in addition different ‘connotations’ or shades of meaning that
arise from an intensive use in a narrow context. Sometimes the meaning even
changes completely.

If you have a telephone and wish to contact someone who also has one, you dial
a certain number. Dial? Dial??? Do you have one of those prehistoric machines
where you rotate a dial to get the number? Of course not! Today nobody has a dial,
you have numbered buttons on a pad, and you press them. Sometimes you are told
to ‘press’, but people often say ‘dial’ even though the dial on the phone has long
since ceased to exist, because the word ‘dial’ acquired a certain connotation in
connection with a phone; the accent was not on the process (rotating the dial) but
on the objective (to connect), and although that objective is now achieved by
pressing buttons, the same word is used. There are countless other examples, for
instance what is the connection between a lamp-post, obtaining a post in a big
company, and posting a letter? (No room here to explain.)

This is no new phenomenon, it applied to the language of Moses, but there is an
obsession that the meaning of every word in Classical Hebrew must be precise.

So too here, ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ does not necessarily mean a tent. At first it certainly did, and
it often retains that strict meaning. For legal purposes the Talmud distinguishes
three types of dwelling – one that is fixed and permanent (a house), one that is
fixed and temporary (such as a succah), and one that is mobile (a tent).

But the word ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ came to mean a ‘dwelling’, viz. a home, whether permanent
or temporary, fixed or mobile. The word ‘home’ cannot be translated into all
languages: most (including modern Hebrew) use ‘house’ instead, and do not
distinguish between ‘house’ and ‘home’ as we do – people understand the
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difference, but cannot express it in their language. Classical Hebrew used ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ: the
famous expression in 1 Kings 12:16 does not mean ‘To thy tents O Israel!’ but
‘[We have settled the matter, so that now] you can all go home! ... And Israel went
home.’ See also 1 Kings 8:66. In Solomon’s time the people as a whole were not
living in tents. Moses likewise meant the same in Deut. 16:7.

The Tabernacle is referred to as ¼Ô L] DI HÓ, literally a ‘dwelling-place’ (the prefix Ó
implying a place, attached to the root ÔÐÞ to dwell) i.e. a home, and is referred to
also as ¼È I×¼D ¼Ó ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ, a tent – well it was a tent, but that is not the main point. In Ex.
26, especially verse 7, we see that in the construction there was a technical
difference between one covering, called ¼Ô L] DI HÓ, and another one, called ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ; but
when the whole lot was finished and the place overall was referred to, the words
were to some extent interchangeable. Cassuto points out that among the Canaanites
(who used the same language) the identical two words were used – ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ and ¼Ô L] DI HÓ
– to refer to their temples, the ‘homes’ of their idols.

So too here, a person dies at home, in a house, tent or what you will, as against
one who dies (or is killed) in the open air (v.16). The rabbinical interpretation that
this means ‘under a roof or similar covering’ is in no way far-fetched; nor, when
you properly understand the language of the time, is the Torah’s expression so
unusual.

THE PROCEDURE

What of ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß Kd OÌ ¼ß ¼ÅÂË (19:2) and ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß ¼ÅÂË (19:14)? All sorts of fancy
midrashim have been built around this, but to explain it simply we must take the
second one first. ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß ¼ÅÂË means, as elsewhere (usually in the form SSS ¼ßKÝ¼D ¼f ¼ß ¼ÅÂË)
‘this is the procedure’. It tells you the procedure to be adopted if certain
circumstances arise, such as if a woman gives birth, a particular offering is to be
brought, the contamination caused by tsara’at is to be removed ––– or (here) if a
person dies at home.

¼É Ld OÌ is here best translated as ‘institution’ (KM II 39 ßÜÌ). This is a bit clumsy
but English does not seem to have a better word. ‘This is the institution for the
procedure’, in other words this is to be done anyway, without waiting ‘for
circumstances to arise’, so that if and when they do arise everything is ready for
the procedure to be followed. Do not wait until someone dies and then look for a
red cow. (Incidentally, it is a cow, and certainly not King James’s ‘heifer’ –
contrast Deut. 21:3.) You are to prepare the ashes and keep a stock to be available
whenever needed. This instruction is given first, and only then are you told when
and how to use them.
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BALAAM’S BLESSINGS

Ki Mitsion is founded on the assumption that the correct approach to studying
Torah is to first understand the words properly, then the syntax and idioms, so that
you understand what it is saying. Only when you are familiar with that dare you
tackle midrash, which carries a useful message but which does not explain the text
(Rabbi Joseph Kara, KM III, 6 ßÈÑÊß), nor is it a source for actual historical facts.

However, this does not work very well with sections like the forecasts of Jacob,
Moses (in his final blessings), or Balaam, all of which, from a literary point of
view, are of the same type. Such sections use words, phrases and idioms that are
no longer understood, and yet also make references that were never intended to be
understood at the time, but to have a meaning at a later date.

Even so, before entering into midrash and speculation it is possible to look
carefully at the text and sort some things out, to have a rough idea of what was
being said, before speculating on hidden ideas.

In KM V, 40 ÜÑÆ we analysed the structure of the story of Balaam’s blessings.
The following superficial analysis of the blessings themselves, with a few
comments attached, might well be read in conjunction with that. The actual
blessings, denuded of the surrounding descriptions of events and behaviour, are
really quite short.

The first blessing. 23:7-10 (4 verses). If G-d does not want to curse the people,
how can I? They live alone, and do not count themselves among the nations.
(Jastrow, quoted by Hertz, renders ‘do not conspire against the nations’.) They are
so many! May I die the death of the just, and my future (latter days) be like theirs!

Notes: ¼× KÆÃÝ as already explained means ‘ashes’ or ‘dust’ (not ‘quarter’).

¼ß¼ÎVÝFÌ KÅ means ‘later’ (not ‘end’).

The second blessing. 23:18-24 (7 verses). G-d means what he says and acts
accordingly, and it is not for me to take away his blessing. Israel is free from
wickedness, and does not indulge in superstition. G-D his God who brought him out
of Egypt is his inspiration and support. The people will rise like a lion and not lie
down again until it has taken its prey (i.e. defeated its enemies).

Notes: ¼ÔJÊ LÅ does not mean ‘sin’ – no people is free from sin – but ‘wickedness’.
¼Ò IÅUÝ is some form of wild ox (some say an extinct species, others disagree) with
very long horns to protect itself. G-d is to this people like the horns to this wild-ox.

Later, on considering his own words, Balaam decided that if the people could be
persuaded to sin and abandon G-d, the latter would abandon them, and they would
be helpless before their enemies.
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Note before the third blessing. ¼Ê¼Î LÍLÆ DI HÑ ¼Ô IÐWI ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅUÝK[KÊ (24:2) – Balaam was
enormously impressed by the way they camped in an orderly fashion, and not like
a disorganised rabble. Civilised. Why this should impress him so is something on
which one may speculate; he came from Mesopotamia, but his ancestors apparently
emanated from Frankfurt-am-Main.

The third blessing. 24: 3/5-8 (4 verses). A repetition of how G-d is their
protector, praise of the beauty of the way they live, they will prosper like trees
planted by the waterside, will smash their enemies, and nobody will dare to move
them just as nobody will try to lift up a lion that is resting. A blessing on those
who bless you and a curse on those who curse you. (Balaam managed to get this
in at the very end – G-d had to let him curse somebody.)

Notes: The words ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ and ¼Ô L] DI HÓ are used in parallel (verse 5) to mean ‘home’
(not ‘tent’), as explained in last week’s Ki Mitsion. Onkelos normally translates
both words into Aramaic as ¼Ô K] DI KÓ, but here he treats them midrashically.

Da’at mikra points out that ÆDÍ can mean ‘beautiful’, which makes sense here.

The plural of ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ (not found here) is ¼Ò¼Î HÑ LÉGÅ – ¼Ò¼Î HÑ LÉFÅ in verse 6 is a different
word, and is the name of a type of tree.

¼ÇKÇFÅ (verse 7) is generally taken to be a reference to Amalek, but it may simply
be a word meaning greatness or something similar, that was used by the kings of
Amalek as a title. A reference to Amalek does not seem to fit in at this point.

The fourth blessing, 24:15/17-24 (8 verses), deals largely with other nations and
is far too esoteric to explain simply. There are many speculations.

Notes: ¼Ü IÑ LÓF× ¼ÒHÎ¼D¼U ¼ß¼Î HI ¼Å IÝ (24:20) makes it clear that Amalek was not a part of
Esau (referred to earlier in verse 18) even though Esau had a grandson of that
name, who led an Edomite clan. (See KM IV, 5 ÉÝÞ ÎÎÌ).

¼Ý¼Î H× in verse 19 almost certainly does not mean ‘town’, but is possibly a variant
of ¼Ý L×, Balak’s capital. It seems to imply that Esau (Edom, Seir) would finish off
Moab, but that is not too certain.

If the Kenites are indeed the descendants of Jethro, the only consistent friends
of Israel throughout history, it is sad to see a forecast for them that is not too
pleasant. Let us hope that we have misunderstood and that he meant something else.
If we curse our enemies, let us at least bless our friends.

Of one thing let us be grateful. Balaam saw Israel at its best. He did not see, G-d
did not allow him to see, the traitors of today. He saw our enemies, but not their
Israelite friends bent on self-destruction.
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MORE NUMBERS

In Ki Mitsion VI 34 we gave tables of the census results. Here for comparison
is a table of the second census (chapter 46) conducted some forty years later. No
tribal chiefs are named, nor are the groups (in which they camped and travelled)
mentioned. The order is the same as that of the first census (chapter 1) and not that
of the check on the first census (chapter 2, which gives the order in which they
camped) – that is to say, the Reuben group is placed before the Judah group – but
Ephraim and Manasseh are reversed.

In the table below we have kept to the order of the text here, but retained the
groups with numbers alongside giving the order used in chapter 2 (and in our
earlier table) for ease of comparison. Likewise the numbers in brackets are the
results of the first census.

4 REUBEN 43,730 (46,500)

5 Simeon 22,200 (59,300)

6 Gad 40,500 (45,650)

1 JUDAH 76,500 (74,600)

2 Issachar 64,300 (54,400)

3 Zebulun 60,500 (57,400)

8 Manasseh 52,700 (32,200)

7 EPHRAIM 32,500 (40,500)

9 Benjamin 45,600 (35,400)

10 DAN 64,400 (62,700)

11 Asher 53,400 (41,500)

12 Naphtali 45,400 (53,400)

–––––– –––––––

GRAND TOTAL 601,730 (603,550)

====== ======

Levites over one month old 23,000 (22,300)

===== =====

It is hard to undertand why, when the other numbers have clearly been rounded
off to the nearest hundred, one is given with an exact thirty. It is also difficult to
see the point of counting the Levites again from the age of one month (see KM I,
18(41) and V, 41 ÖÌÕÎÙ).
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Rashi assumes that all 24,000 who died as a result of the Peor affair came from
the tribe of Simeon, but (a) we should have expected it to say so, (b) it still does
not account for the large drop there. Probably most did.

It is interesting to note how in each case the number of members of Levi aged
one month and over was considerably less than the number of members of any
other tribe aged twenty and over, i.e. Levi was very, very, very much smaller than
any of the other tribes. If we consider Joseph as one tribe (and in the first case
even if we do not), the next smallest, but still far, far larger than Levi, was
Benjamin. Of all the sons of Jacob, Benjamin had the most sons (ten). To draw
purely statistical conclusions such as this is permissible, but speculation as to
causes should be avoided. It just worked out that way – had all been the same we
would indeed have been surprised!

MORE BASICS

Two weeks ago we met the phrase ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼ß Kd OÌ, the institution for the procedure.
The procedure itself was only applied when required, but the institution (for want
of a better word) was to be there ready for it. Here (27:11) we have ¼ÍLb DI HÓ ¼ß Kd OÌ, the
same general idea. There is an institution ready – in this case not a set of ashes but
a basic law – to be applied when necessary in judgement. A man dies without sons,
and various relatives come to claim the inheritance. A judgement – ¼ÍLb DI HÓ – is
necessary, and this is the basic law – ¼É Ld OÌ – on which the actual case is to be
decided.

Later (27:21) for a different type of case in which a judgement or decision is
required, there is no basic law, but the High Priest has to ask. For this he used the
hoshen which was therefore called ¼ÍLb DI HÓ ¼Ô JIÃÌ. More precisely, the request was
made via the ¼Ò¼Î H_ Oß DÊ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼Å, which were inserted into the hoshen. Exactly what these
were we do not know, nor how they worked. (There is a lot of speculation in the
midrash.) As only the first is mentioned here and not the second, it seems they
were not alike. (For a fuller discussion see KM III, 20 ÉÊÛß). Here we have the
¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼X ¼Å LÉ ¼Í Kb DI HÓ, the decision obtained by applying to them for an answer to an
otherwise unanswerable case, such as whether or not to start a battle. In one such
instance the people approached Deborah (Jud. 4:5). Either she knew what to do and
did not need to ask the Urim, or she asked them (via the High Priest) and it did not
mention it. As pointed out previously (KM III, 20 ÉÊÛß) that verse does not mean
that the people used to go to her for judgement, but that they went on one occasion
for a decision. On another occasion (Jud. 20:18, 23, 27-28) when they had no leader
they approached the High Priest directly (note – at Bethel, not Shiloh), to obtain
an answer for them. There too the High Priest was Phinehas, son of and successor
to the Eleazar mentioned here.
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WHAT G-D REJECTS

The instruction in 33:52 to destroy all places of idol worship is repeated several
times in Deuteronomy. Outside our own country, while it is naturally a good thing
to wean people from idolatry, ultimately it is not our business to interfere. Jacob
slightly overdid things in his undertaking (Gen. 31:32) when he condemned the
stealing of Laban’s idols, but just as he was punished for being rash, Rachel was
still punished for stealing them. In our own country, however, idolatry is not to be
tolerated, nor are remnants of it to be left. All places of worship of idols are to be
utterly destroyed.

There are complications which we will mention but into which we will not enter.
What about museums? And what about Christianity? Some claim that the latter is
full idolatry, others that it is merely tinged with idolatry, like the religion of
Melchizedek who confused the Canaanite El Elyon with G-D, to whom Abraham
gave that title. Some distinguish between Catholics, whose beliefs and practices
contain idolatrous elements, and the Protestants to whom the wooden cross is
merely symbolic. All agree that Christianity is in general tinged with idolatry
sufficiently to make it absolutely forbidden to Jews, but not all are agreed as to
whether it is to be considered as pure idolatry when practised by non-Jews. This
is apart from political considerations, where unprovoked attacks on churches could
lead to massacres of Jews throughout the world.

Still, there are circumstances when the destruction of a church is considered
justified even by Christians. Some may recall how in the Second World War the
Pope (under enormous pressure) authorised the Allied armies to destroy the
monastery at Monte Cassino (in Italy) from which his German friends, relying on
the Allies fearing to attack a holy place, were shelling them.

However, we are not considering churches. Nobody can possibly suggest that
Islam is in the slightest bit idolatrous, or that a mosque is a place of idolatry, even
though it is often the place used to preach and incite murder and the massacre of
innocent people (especially Jews) in the name of G-d.

Recently, after the disgusting fiasco at Joseph’s tomb in Shechem, despite an
undertaking (which never means anything to the Moslems anyway) the accursed
destroyed the synagogue and built a mosque. In retaliation a group of Jews burned
down a mosque in a nearby Arab village. In the circumstances of anarchy condoned
by the Israeli government, and bearing in mind the Arab mentality, there is no
doubt that this was morally justified from an overall and any external point of view.
Likewise were the situation similar to Monte Cassino there could be no objection
from a Jewish angle, even to destroying a synagogue. But this case was different.
It might have been morally justified from an overall point of view – retaliation –
but not necessarily from the point of view of the Torah in the case of a mosque.
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After the rebellion of Korah, when the two hundred and fifty rebels had brought
incense on the instructions of Moses (Num. 16:6-7 and 17-18) and were struck
down by G-d (16:35), the firepans were declared holy and to be treated with great
respect (17:1-5). Although they had been brought by wicked men for a wicked
purpose in a distortion of G-d’s wishes, they had been dedicated to the worship of
G-d – albeit not in accordance with G-d’s clearly expressed wish – and were to be
regarded as holy and treated with respect, and not, as one might have expected, to
be destroyed. One must therefore question whether, when no lives are at stake (as
there would be in a Monte Cassino situation) and there is merely a justified desire
for revenge, a mosque may be destroyed.

Describing a mosque as a place where evil is preached, where evil deeds are
initiated, and all in the name of G-d, is one thing. This has been fully substantiated
repeatedly. But since it is a holy place dedicated not to any idol but to G-d himself,
it may well be a sin to destroy it, even in retaliation.

A contrary argument may be based on the case of the sotah, the suspected
adulteress, where G-d’s holy name is written and then destroyed in order to
maintain peace between man and wife. Is the mosque to be compared to the sotah’s
document (since lack of retaliation encourages further atrocities), or to Korah’s
supporters’ firepans?

Since there is the fear that a situation may well arise again, it is perhaps as well
that those with more knowledge and better brains than mine should give the
problem their attention, which they appear not to have done as yet.
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CONTRADICTIONS?

In his final speeches to the Israelites, Moses recapitulates historical events that
took place during the journey from Egypt. But his accounts seem to differ
somewhat from the records in the previous book. In some cases it is not too
difficult to reconcile the two – they are given from a different viewpoint and stress
(and ignore) different aspects. In other cases it is not so easy to reconcile the
accounts, without actually forcing a reconciliation the way many commentators do.

Let us start with an easy one, that later gets more difficult – Kadesh Barnea.
Here (1:22) the idea of sending a reconnaissance group to spy out the land
originates with the people, and Moses is happy to accept it. Num. 13:2 seems to
imply that the idea originated with G-d. However, ‘seems to imply’ is not definite.
Num. 13 could simply mean that G-d authorised it, which Moses omits in his
recapitulation, while the origin of the idea and Moses’s approval are omitted in the
former account. Not too difficult. But a corollary is that other instructions to Moses
may also have been authorisations.

Where did the spies go to? Moses mentions only the Hebron area (1:24-25), and
likewise in his remarks to the Reubenites (Num. 32:9), suggesting that they went
no further. But the original account, though emphasising the Hebron area (Num.
13:22-24) also tells us that they went north beyond Lebanon (we will not argue
over the precise location), and that all in all they took forty days, which is rather
a lot if they merely went to Hebron.

It is certain that they all went to Hebron, which impressed them greatly. That
was the first place they had to conquer, their first obstacle on the way in, and it
frightened them and put them off. The rest of the country then did not really
interest them – if they could not get past Hebron it mattered little what the rest was
like. Some suggest that only a few went any further, the others waiting at Hebron
so that all could return together. This is possible, but not a necessary assumption.

What happened next? Here all accounts agree that the people lost heart, did not
want to carry on and fight, were told of their punishment, repented and decided to
fight after all. They were told not to do so as it was too late; they refused to listen,
fought and were defeated. Then they cried, and G-d refused to listen.

After that, says Moses, they stayed at Kadesh for a very long time before
moving on into the desert (2:1-2). The expression ¼Ò¼Î HT KÝ ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ (2:1) usually implies
several years. Yet in the original account they were told to move on ‘tomorrow’
(Num. 14:25), before they went up to fight on their own. It seems that after the
disaster following their unauthorised and forbidden battle, they further sinned by
refusing to move on.
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The punishment was that all that generation (except Caleb and Joshua) would die
in the desert and not reach the Promised Land. Moses too was included, according
to 1:37. But Num. 20:12 says that that was for a different reason, reiterated in
Num. 27:14 and Deut. 32:51, namely for what happened thirty-eight years later at
the other Kadesh, Zin (not to be confused with Kadesh Barnea, which was in
Paran). Let us be fair, Moses does not actually say that he was not allowed to enter
the Land for the same reason, merely that it was also on their account: they were
to blame. He was not trying to shirk his responsibility, but driving it home that they
provoked him, which they did.

Less easy to reconcile is the message Moses says he sent to Sihon, asking
permission to pass through his country. They would stick to the highway, and buy
food and water for hard cash, which Sihon would sell them, ‘as did the people of
Esau who live in Seir and the Moabites who live in Ar’ (2:26-29). [If they had the
manna they did not need to buy food, but Moses wished to assure Sihon that they
would not steal any.] Now the original account does not include all this in the
message to Sihon (Num. 21:21-22), but does state earlier that the Edomites refused
to let them go through (Num. 20:14-21) and they turned away from them
(confirmed in Deut. 2:8). It adds that they also avoided entering Moabite territory
(Num. 21:13 & Jud. 11:17-18, ‘they encamped beyond Arnon because Arnon was
Moabite territory’). And Deut. 23:4-8 adds confusion in this respect.

Some try to explain the contradiction with Edom by saying that there is a
difference between Seir which they passed through and Edom which they did not.
However, Esau, Edom and Seir (except for Seir before Esau went there) are
identified as one and the same over and over again. Any distinction is forced and
unacceptable. Nor could Moses have told Sihon a lie even had he wanted to, since
the facts were well known and could easily be checked. This problem is not easy.

KEEP TO THE ROAD

Latin has confused Modern Hebrew. The Latin word ‘viTa’ means a way, or road,
Hebrew ¼E JÝJV. (The famous ‘Via Appia’ known as the ‘Appian Way’.) In the ablative
form, the Latin ‘viRa’ (long Ra instead of short Ta, written the same but pronounced
differently, like ‘read’ in English, ‘I have read’ or ‘I like to read’) means ‘by way
(of)’ and it is this form that is used in English as ‘via’, i.e. ‘by way of’. Modern
Hebrew uses ¼E JÝJV for this. The bus goes ‘via Latrun’ ¼Ô¼X¼Ý DÍKÑ ¼E JÝ JV. But not Biblical
Hebrew, where it means ‘road’, usually the name of a road called after where it
leads to. ¼ÎVÝÃÓEÅ LÉ ¼Ý KÉ ¼E JÝ JV does not mean ‘by way of’ but ‘The Amorite-Mountain
Road’ i.e. the road leading to (not necessarily passing through) the Amorite
Mountains, and so in all cases.
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ANOTHER CHANCE?

Moses pleaded with G-d, but to no avail. The reason for his lack of success is
clear to us with hindsight. It was not a mere question of punishment and
forgiveness. Sometimes when a mistake is made the consequence is inevitable and
cannot be put right – as here (see KM I 22(45 ÔÕÌßÅÊ). Sometimes, but not always.
In such a case G-d may forgive, even grant some compensation, or arrange that out
of the ‘punishment’ itself some good may arise, that it may contain a reward
(Solomon, the best of David’s sons and apparently the only one, despite his faults,
to do his father credit, arose from the affair with Bathsheba), but it may happen
that the consequence is inevitable.

Or it may not be. When G-d wished to destroy Israel after the business of the
Golden Calf, Moses prayed for them and G-d changed his mind and granted a
reprieve (Ex. 32:14 – note especially the phrase É ¼Ò JÌL̀H[KÊ).

The theme of G-d’s mercy and forgiveness, both in the form of variations of the
‘13’ (Ex. 34:6-7) and in general preaching, recurs throughout the Tanakh. It is
therefore with surprise and puzzlement that we read the words of Samuel to Saul
when the latter sinned, namely that G-d, unlike man, does not change his mind (1
Sam. 15:29). A few verses later we learn how G-d ‘regretted’ appointing Saul as
king over Israel; but remember that in the time of Noah, G-d ‘regretted’ having
made man and decided to destroy his creation (Gen. 6:7), yet the goodness of Noah
led G-d to change his mind and save part of the Creation to reproduce and make
a fresh start.

Saul’s only reaction to Samuel’s statement was to eventually admit guilt, ask
Samuel to forgive him (1 Sam. 15:25) and at least not let him be humiliated before
the people (vs. 30); but he did not, as far as is recorded, pray to G-d. Inwardly he
never accepted the punishment (contrast Eli’s remark in 1 Sam. 3:18) especially
when he found that his successor was to be David, of whom he was terribly jealous.
Contrast Hezekiah, who on being told his fate by Isaiah, prayed to G-d to
reconsider, and was successful in his prayer (2 Kings 20:1-5).

What we learn from all these is that in averting the consequences of error and
sin, prayer is sometimes successful and is always at very least ‘worth a try’.
Nothing is lost by it, and something may well be gained. What then of Samuel’s
remark to Saul that seems to contradict this?

There appears to be only one answer. Saul acted wrongly in accepting Samuel’s
words. He had respect for Samuel, in this case too much, but insufficient faith in
G-d whom he felt he could only reach through Samuel. Samuel had issued him with
a challenge to prod him – when it was a matter of conscience Saul always seemed
to need a prod – and Saul should have faced the challenge. He should have rejected
the words of Samuel and set out to prove him wrong. And in this case Samuel
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would perhaps have been pleased to have been proved wrong. He should have
rebuked Samuel and said ‘G-d is merciful – I will pray, and perhaps I will be able
to get him to forgive me and change his mind.’ At very least he should have tried,
instead of which he spent the rest of his life in a gigantic sulk, venting his spleen
on David whenever the opportunity arose and thinking that if he could eliminate
David he would overcome G-d as expressed through Samuel.

What would, or rather what could have happened? There was always the
possibility that G-d might have not only forgiven him but even changed his mind
about the punishment. True, the error seems to have been far worse than that of
Moses at Kadesh, Saul had shown himself completely incapable to act as king, but
was the consequence unavoidable in the same way? Not necessarily, since one of
his sons may have been much better, and Jonathan in particular showed himself to
be a man of great character. But assuming that the consequence could not be
averted, it could have been mitigated. If Saul could not be succeeded by his son,
he could at least be succeeded by his son-in-law, as was indeed the case, and
subsequently by his grandson, as was not the case. Saul’s daughter who married
David, Michal, died childless, and Saul’s offspring, if it did not die out completely,
disappeared into inconsequence. Saul did not pray for forgiveness, let alone for a
reprieve, yet his conscience would not rest, so he went mad. Not completely mad,
that he would not know where he was in the world, but hate and bitterness distorted
his policies, and he could never achieve peace of mind.

Completely in contrast, Moses retained his sanity to the full, and even his
physical attributes stayed with him to the end – his cheek did not sag, and his
vision remained unimpaired. He was allowed to complete his work in teaching the
people, to see the Promised Land, to know that his faithful and trusted pupil, a man
of great ability, would be his successor and lead the people there, and G-d himself
alone conducted his funeral and buried him. Everything except the inevitable
consequence of not being able to reach the Land, but with that – severe –
punishment, all was forgiven and overlooked. His pleading with G-d was not
successful in the way he had wished, but it was not in vain.
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BEAUTY

7:25 ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÑF× ¼Æ LÉLË DÊ ¼Ø JÖ J] ¼ÈÃÓ DÌ Kß ¼ÅWÑ S ¼I IÅLT ¼Ô¼X ¼ÙUÝ DK Hf ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÉWÑ EÅ ¼Î IÑ¼Î HÖ Db

The desire comes not only from greed, a desire for wealth, but also from a desire
not to waste, and from a feeling of pity for the beautiful. You are not to take pity
either on their (material) value or on their beauty. Waste is not always bad,
destruction is sometimes necessary; and beauty does not justify sparing the bad.

There were no Jewish schools of any standing in my day. We went to ordinary
schools, where, as a matter of course, religion (viz. Christianity) was taught. But
sensitivities were respected, and Jewish children were exempted from learning
anything that conflicted with their beliefs. In practice this was explained to us by
our parents as being anything in Christianity that involved Jesus. All else was
acceptable.

Thus we learned Christian hymns, as long as there was no reference to Jesus.
Some were perfectly harmless. ‘O G-d Our Help In Ages Past’, based on the first
verses of Psalm 90 (attributed to Moses), is something which I admire to this day.
One, however, which appears to be perfectly innocuous but contains a hidden
implication that is not, went like this:

All things bright and beautiful,

All creatures great and small,

All things [I’ve forgotten the word] and wonderful,

The Lord G-d made them all!

This is followed by a list of beautiful things in nature. What can possibly be
wrong with that?

Two things. First is the idea, commonly taught and accepted though not directly
expressed here, that what is beautiful is good, and what is good is beautiful;
conversely what is ugly is bad and what is bad is ugly. This leads to the worship
of beauty which sometimes begins to over-ride all else. More on this anon.

The other is that G-d created the beautiful, but the world also contains the ugly,
so who created that? Combining this with the first, we approach extremely close
to Zoroastrianism, to which Isaiah (or someone else of the same name) gave the
answer (Is. 45:7): ¼É Ĵ IÅ ¼ÑLÐ ¼É JKÃ× ¼ ¼É ¼ÎHÕFÅ B ¼×LÝ ¼Å IÝ¼D ¼Æ¼X ¼Ò¼D ¼Ñ LI ¼É JKÃ× B ¼E JIÃÌ ¼Å IÝ¼D ¼Æ¼X ¼Ý¼D ¼Å ¼Ý IÛ¼D¼Î

G-d created light and darkness, good and bad. Not that they should be confused
– see Is. 5:20 – but all are from the same source, which the hymn quoted does not
imply. G-d made all, even the evil and hideously ugly Arafat along with his less
ugly but no less evil Jewish cronies.
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Good and bad are for us to distinguish between, and we are to choose the good
and try our best to remove and eliminate the bad if it cannot be converted to good.
(This too, is a problem – to know when it can and when it cannot be converted.)
For this we have the Torah.

Beauty as such, a great gift of G-d, should not be despised. I always remember
how, driving for the first time near Bristol, I rounded a bend and came of a sudden
into the Avon Gorge, face to face with the Avon Bridge, and how the fantastic sight
instantly impressed me with the amazing way man had enhanced the natural beauty
created by G-d. One may appreciate both.

We have an instinct to distinguish between beautiful and ugly (though to some
extent the distinction is subjective) and there is no harm in this, as long as we do
not confuse beautiful and ugly with good and bad, and that we do not allow our
distinction in the former case to over-ride that in the latter case. The cynic
(Lemuel? – certainly not Solomon) who wrote in the poem at the end of the Book
of Proverbs the words ¼Î HÙÂ[ KÉ ¼Ñ JÆ JÉ DÊ ¼Ô IÌ KÉ ¼Ý JÜ JI was certainly over-doing it, and one who
takes his words too literally will find them often contradicted in the Torah. The
design of the Tabernacle and its furniture was without doubt intended to capture the
eye with its beauty, in order to command respect, and the priests’ uniforms are
expressly stated (Ex. 28:2) as being ¼ß JÝ LÅ DÙ Hß DÑ¼Ê ¼È¼D ¼Æ LÐ DÑ – for dignity and beauty. Sarah,
Rebecca and Rachel are all described as beautiful women, even though Leah
surpassed her sister in other respects which in the long term proved more important.
Still, Jacob was human. Yet we must not forget that Delilah was beautiful too – and
that far more harm has been done by beautiful women than by ugly ones.

Reverting to our original theme, Christian teaching has associated the ugly old
woman with the wicked witch and the beautiful young virgin with all that is good,
pure and angelic. And that is taught to infants in traditional fairy tales! Christianity
has not derived this from its Jewish source, nor even learnt it from Jesus, but has
retained it among the legacies it acquired from the pagans, especially the Greeks
(and to a lesser extent their Roman disciples) who worshipped beauty. Not
everything in Christianity that leaves out Jesus is acceptable to Jews – not even all
that they learn from Judaism and the Torah, which they often interpret differently,
but that is something else.

The instinct to desire the beautiful and detest the ugly is deep, whereas to desire
the good and detest the bad may involve a battle against temptation. So instead of
denouncing the Christian approach, Jewish preachers try to reconcile it using tripe
sermons about the ‘spritual’ and ‘inner’ beauty which we feel when doing good,
don’t we? (No, we don’t! Children certainly don’t.) The bad is also G-d’s creation
and so is the ugly, but whereas the bad is there to be detested and removed, the
ugly is sometimes best left alone or just kept away from. You kill an ugly
cockroach because it is harmful, not because it is ugly, but why also kill an ugly
spider? What harm does it do, especially when you can, if necessary, quietly
remove it? Would you spare a beautiful scorpion? Think about it.
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ELK AND BONGO

“I would not exchange my home on the range

“Where the deer and the antelope play

“Where seldom is heard a discouraging word

“And the skies are not cloudy, all day.”

Famous American folksong

A humorous alternative to the last line, ‘For what can an antelope say?’, was
negated by a later well-known song in which two antelopes actually spoke, the first
saying ‘I’m a g-nu’ and the second ‘I’m a gnother gnu’.24

In KM II, 47 ÉÅÝ we already noted important differences between the way
creatures (and types of creatures) forbidden for food are described in Lev. 11, and
the way Moses describes them in his recapitulation (Deut. 14). Another difference
is that Moses adds a list of ten examples of animals (as against birds, fish, insects
and reptiles) that are indeed permitted (Deut. 14:4-5) – three types of domestic
animal which we recognise (cattle, sheep and goats) and seven wild animals. The
latter begin with two whose names occur frequently – ¼Î HÆ DÛ¼X ¼ÑL[ KÅ. Most experts (and
even good classical dictionaries, but not translations) seem to agree that the first,
¼ÑL[ KÅ (feminine ¼ÉLÑL[ KÅ or ¼ßJÑJ[ KÅ) is a common type of deer, while ¼Î HÆ DÛ (feminine either
¼ÉLÎ DÆ HÛ or ¼ÉL[ HÆ DÛ, plural ¼Ò¼ÎHÎ LÆ DÛ) is a type of antelope common in Israel, probably a
gazelle. Modern Hebrew follows earlier bad translations (the way I was always
taught) and reverses them.

As an ignoramus in zoology I had always assumed that a deer and an antelope
were much the same, with various names given to special types which, like the man
to whom the gnus spoke, I always confused. Encyclopaedia research led me to
discover that a deer and an antelope differ as much fundamentally as a giraffe and
a hippo, whereas an antelope is related closely to a sheep and to a cow! Where do
the moose, hart and eland fit in? Fuller research was needed, but there are
problems. Encyclopaedias sometimes give false and/or conflicting information, but
the real trouble is that if they do not give too little they give far too much, so
filtering is required.

Animals permitted by the Torah must have fully-cloven hoofs (or hooves) and
chew the cud. The latter are called ‘ruminants’ (not to be confused with ‘rodents’
which are mice and rats and things). All of these fall within a group known as
‘artiodactyls’ which contains several families, most of which need not concern us.
We will mention four: giraffes, pronghorns, deer and bovides.

24. One of a number of humorous ‘animal songs’ by Flanders and Swann.
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The giraffe we mention merely because some claim that it is kosher (see KM
VI, 19 ÉÓÊÝß).

The pronghorn is in fact a red-herring. It occurs only in North
America, where, alas, it is known as an antelope! However, it is not
a true antelope. (The same applies to the bison which in North
America is called a buffalo, though it is not a true buffalo. In
Australia they use bisons to wash their faces in.) When we talk later
about antelopes, we do not mean these.

Deer are characterised essentially by their solid antlers, which

Reindeer

males do not always have but if they do they shed them every year
and grow new ones. (Among females, only reindeer have antlers.)
Types of deer include the reindeer, roe (deer), red deer, fallow deer,
musk deer, water deer, mule deer, moose, caribou, elk, pudu,
muntjac, wapiti, sambar, and lambu. (Do not confuse the yes-dear, a
male of the human species who has become enslaved by a female.)

Antelopes are members of the family that zoologists call ‘bovides’. This consists
of cattle, sheep, goats, and various species that resemble these (such as buffaloes,
and the ibex, a type of wild mountain goat, Hebrew ¼Ñ I×LÎ) – and antelopes which
make up the rest of the family.

Bovides are characterised by hollow horns which males usually

Gazelle

have (females less often). Types of antelope include the oryx,
gazelle, chamois, springbok, impala, kudu, eland, addax, bongo,
hartebeest and wildebeest – the last-named also being known as a
gnu (or a gnother gnu).

Other terms, limiting the age and sex, sometimes confuse the
species. A stag, hart or buck is an adult male deer, a hind or doe is an adult female
deer, but a buck can also be a male antelope, and both buck and doe can be applied
to other types of animal as well (see KM VI, 26 ÎÕÎÓÞÉ to get yourself more
confused). A fawn is a young deer.

[In Israel, famous for its crazy laws, it is a very serious offence to kill a deer (a
protected species) unless you are a member of the government Nature Protection
Authority which massacres large numbers every year because there are too many
of them! If caught you could say that you thought it was an antelope.]

The translator of a midrash quoted by Nehama Leibowitz in her Studies talks about ‘a deer or a ram’,
assuming ¼Î HÆ DÛ to be a deer (a forgivable error, see above), but also unforgivably confusing ¼ÑL[ KÅ with ¼ÑHÎ KÅ!

Identification of the other five animals Moses mentions is less easy.

I’m a
Gnu!

All seem to be species either of deer or of bovides (viz. types of
antelope, wild cattle or wild goat), and beyond that lies controversy,
every expert being quite sure that he is right. To summarise, we may say
that all ten of Moses’s examples are members of one or other of two
families – deer and bovides. Also it seems as if most, if not all, of these
two families are kosher, though the reverse is not true.
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G-D AND KING

A king has to behave himself, he is not above the law, and if he does not he is
setting a bad example and more to blame than a commoner doing the same thing.

It is interesting to compare the main recorded sins of Saul and of David. David’s
chief sin, the Bathsheba affair, seems to be far worse than those of Saul for which
Samuel reproved him; each in a different way disobeyed G-d, yet Saul’s sins cost
him his kingdom (for posterity), while David retained his. Why?

The main reason is that David primarily sinned as an individual, and only
secondarily as a king. Saul sinned primarily as a king, and thus showed his
unfitness to rule. (Compare the sin of Moses, in which he showed his unfitness to
continue to lead the new generation into the Promised Land, KM I 16(39) ßÜÌ, and
22(45) ÔÕÌßÅÊ). This needs explanation.

There is no doubt that David, being human, made many mistakes, but that these
being small ones could be overlooked and forgiven, and the historian is fully
justified in not recording them. His mistake in conducting a census, classified (and
even confessed) as a sin, cost thousands of lives, yet though recorded in a chapter
is not referred to again elsewhere. One even has an impression that were it not for
the bit at the end, where the location of the Temple was decided on, it might not
have been mentioned at all. Exactly what his sin was (see KM V, 21 ÅÞß) or why
it is played down eludes me. His main sin, not played down but referred to again
repeatedly, was the Bathsheba affair.

Saul too sinned considerably. His order to massacre the priests of Nob, his
persecution of the Gibeonites in violation of Joshua’s oath, his attempts on the life
of David and even of his own son – all these after he had been told that he had lost
his kingdom for two things – for not waiting for Samuel at Gilgal (2 Sam. 13), and
for not utterly destroying the Amalekites and their animals (2 Sam. 15).

David’s sin was simple to understand. He acted wrongly with Bathsheba, but his
cover-up was far worse. Both were basically the sins of an individual – a man
succumbed to temptation, and when a scandal seemed likely to arise he organised
a cover-up. However he did all this secretly, and cannot be accused of setting a bad
example. His sin as a king was in abusing his power to exercise the cover-up.
When he heard that as a direct and intended result of his orders Uriah had been
killed, he felt relieved; the news that as a result a number of other innocent soldiers
lost their lives at the same time (2 Sam. 11:17, 24) did not worry him. Later, he
was told that he sinned in private, but would be punished in public. So he was
punished, his sin was not forgotten, but he repented and kept his kingdom. Above
all, when reproached he admitted wrong and did not attempt to justify himself.
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Saul, on the other hand, behaved wrongly in public, where he set a bad example.
When reproached he kept trying to justify himself. But above all, his wrong actions
were a result of his fear of the people (cf. Zedekiah), demonstrating his total
unfitness to be king. Even a man who leads the people into bad ways at least leads
them, and he may repent and lead them back. (Ahab missed his chance there.) But
Saul did not lead.

The people, filled with greed, did not want to ‘waste’ the good animals of the
Amalekites, so they said that they would offer them up as sacrifices to G-d and
then eat them (Hebrew KÌÃT DËHÑ), and Saul was afraid to oppose them. He did not trust
G-d to protect him from them.

The earlier case is less easy to understand. He was told to wait for Samuel on
the eve of the battle, and Samuel had not turned up to offer a sacrifice. It was
almost too late, the people had started to desert, so he offered it himself, because
they could not enter the battle without first offering a sacrifice.

Why not? If Samuel were to come at the last minute (as in fact he did), all
would be well. And if not, could they not go into battle without the sacrifice? What
worried Saul was that without it the people would not feel inspired, and he lacked
the conviction to inspire them himself, because he himself doubted. As king he
could not lead them. Before the battle at Jabesh-Gilead he had not worried about
this, but now he did.

The major point behind all this is the approach to worshipping G-d. The
important fact often overlooked is that it is not enough not to worship idols.
Despite certain superficial similarities, G-d is not to be worshipped in the way that
idols are worshipped. There must be no superstition. There is no harm in receiving
a blessing before embarking on a dangerous venture, no harm in even asking for
one, but tremendous harm in considering it to be essential for success. A short
prayer (a short one) can be enough. Moses did not offer a sacrifice when the
Egyptians turned up at the Red Sea.

This was the complaint about sacrifices (Is. 1:11 and Jer. 7:22). They are useful
symbols, serve many purposes, but are not meant as bribes to G-d, nor as cover-up
payments for sins. Today official idol-worship has died out, sacrifices have died
out, but the superstition behind them has not, even when directed to G-d. We still
find ‘religious pamphlets’ openly recommending putting cabbalistic books under the
pillow as a remedy for diseases or for a troubled mind, and other forms of what
they call segulah or magic charm, not to mention mass-produced amulets to ensure
success in the elections. Together, of course, with prayer, so as to justify it, but that
is secondary. Cabbalah, which started with dubious justification as symbolic
mysticism for the intellectual elite, has recently been developed, thrown to the
masses and turned into a mass of superstition and neo-idolatry that must be rooted
out before it consumes us all.
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WORDS

21:15 ¼É LÅ¼ÎHÕ DK B ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DK. Highly technical. Strictly ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DK is the participle (adjective)
‘hated’. ¼É LÅ¼ÎHÕ DK is the derived noun, a person who is hated. But you can use the
adjective as a noun ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DL KÉ ‘the hated [one]’ just as you find ¼É LÑ¼D ¼È DU KÉ ‘the big
[one]’. (If too difficult, forget it.)

Strictly, the word does not necessarily mean ‘hated’, sometimes just ‘disliked’ or
even ‘unloved’ (Gen. 29:31).

22:5 ¼Î HÑ D]. The word means ‘an article’, which can be of clothing or for cooking, or
for fighting, etc., i.e. a garment (as here), tool, weapon, utensil, etc.

22:8 ¼Ñ IÙẦ KÉ ¼ÑÃbHÎ ¼Î H] can mean that if you do not protect your roof you will be ‘putting
blood in your house’ if and when someone falls off, or it can mean because
someone will fall off. Ambiguous, perhaps deliberately so.

22:15 etc. LÝF×KÕ. Here, in Gen. 24 and in the Book of Ruth the word is usually spelt
that way, and it is believed by some that originally the word ¼Ý K×KÕ was of common
gender, the feminine form ¼ÉLÝF×KÕ being a later invention. But the feminine plural was
always ¼ß¼D ¼Ý L× DÕ (Ex. 2:5), against the masculine plural ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ L× DÕ (Gen. 22:3 ff.).

22:19 ¼W LÌ D̂ KI DÑ ¼ÑKÐ¼X¼Î ¼ÅWÑ and compare 22:29 ¼W LÌ D̂ KI ¼ÑKÐ¼X¼Î ¼ÅWÑ. There is no difference,
showing that the Ñ is optional and (unlike in modern Hebrew) need not be inserted.

23:2 ¼ÅL]KV This is the spelling in the Yemenite (and most Sephardi) books – siferey
torah and printed – whereas Ashkenazi ones usually have ¼É L]KV. There is convincing
evidence in favour of the Yemenite (Rabbi M. Breuer).

23:3 ¼ÝIË DÓ KÓ. The actual meaning of the word is unknown. The Talmud has given it
a technical definition, but the only other Biblical occurrence is in Zech. 9:6 which
does not help us, though the Talmudic definition makes little sense there.

23:16 ¼Ý¼ÎHU DÖ Kß does not mean ‘hand over’, but ‘close in’ or cause something to be
closed in, locked up, etc. (cf. Lev. 13:4) which is what will happen to the escaped
slave if he is returned to his former master.

23:17 ¼X¼̀JÕ¼D ¼f ¼ÅWÑ – the expression occurs several times – means ‘you are not to
exploit him’, i.e. not to take unfair advantage of his situation. The same applies to
a foreign resident and so on. King James translates all these words, whose real
meaning he did not know, as ‘oppress’.

23:18 ¼Æ JÑJ] lit. a dog. The term was used in Canaanite literature to refer to a male
prostitute (see Hertz etc.), which is almost certainly its meaning here.
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24:4 ¼É LÅ L_ KZ OÉ does not mean ‘defiled’. A woman who is married, gets divorced
because her husband does not like her, and then gets married again, does not get
defiled by remarrying. It means ‘barred’ or forbidden, i.e. she is barred from him.
The same applies in Num. 5:13 ff., which makes sense of the rabbinic interpretation
not otherwise mentioned in the Torah, namely that a married woman who has
intercourse with another man cannot return to her husband, whether she committed
adultery (as in Num. 5) or acted legally (as here). The rabbis apply it even if it was
unintentional or accidental (e.g. if she had good reason to believe that her husband
was dead) but not if it was unwilling (rape).

24:6 ¼ÑÃÆFÌKÎ ¼ÅWÑ . It does not say ¼ÑÃÆFÌ Kß ¼ÅWÑ and is not a simple literal command. It
refers back as a comment on the previous verse, and is meant metaphorically
(though it is true literally as well) that one may not take away someone else’s
means of livelihood.

24:13 ¼É LÜLÈ DÛ can mean what we translate for want of a better word as
‘righteousness’ (such a horrible pompous word in English) meaning doing
something good (as the opposite of ¼Å DÍ IÌ or ¼ÔÂÊ L×, sin, doing something bad), but it
can also mean the result, a reward (just as ¼ÔÂÊ L× can mean punishment) and is put in
parallel with ¼É LÐ LÝ DT (Ps. 24:5). Here it seems to mean ‘deserving a reward’.

24:14 ¼ÜWIF× Kß ¼ÅWÑ also does not mean ‘oppress’ – it occurs often in the Bible, and
refers to the withholding of wages by not paying them or by delaying payment.

25:18 ¼Å IÝLÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ and did not fear (or respect). Who was not afraid of G-d? You –
because you were tired and weary (and so were taken advantage of)? Or he,
Amalek? The Hebrew is ambiguous, perhaps deliberately so.

AMMON AND MOAB – A COMMENT

23:7 ¼Ò Lß LÆÃÍ DÊ ¼Ò LÓWÑ DI ¼IÃÝUÈ Hß ¼ÅWÑ . The Ammonites caused trouble at the time of Jephthah
and of Saul. King David, on account of his part-Moabite ancestry, had good
relations with the King of Moab, and entrusted his family to his care when
threatened by Saul. Later he became good pals with Nahash, the King of Ammon,
but when the latter died his son Hanun mutilated and humiliated David’s emissaries.
David declared war, sent Joab with the army and the siege took many months. In
the army’s absence David took a fancy to Bathsheba, the wife of one of Joab’s
captains, Uriah, and when she became pregnant from him David organised the
(indirect) murder of Uriah as a cover-up. The punishment was Absalom’s revolt,
which, as an understatement, David did not enjoy.

It is also worth noting that it was the King of Ammon who instigated the
assassination of Gedaliah, which led to the last of the Jews abandoning the country.
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HOW MANY TORAHS?

As has been pointed out, the division of this book into weekly portions is
somehwat arbitrary, the main criterion apparently being length rather than logic.
The first two paragraphs in this week’s portion conclude the details Moses gave in
his long second speech, and the third paragraph concludes the speech with a
summing up.

Starting with a ‘once-only’ instruction, Moses then leaves off details and
concentrates on the Torah as a whole, as an entity. But is it a whole? Is it an
entity?

Even in Talmudic times we hear of two Torahs, the written and the oral; and
today there are at least three: the one we read, the Pentateuch, which is for reading
only; the one we study, the Talmud, which is for study only, and may not be
connected with the realities of life; and the laws, which tell us what to do and what
not to do, allegedly based on the other two. (Investigation shows that to an
alarming extent they are not, but there is a conspiracy of silence on this.) If people
have a dispute they are asked – even pressured – not to turn to the decisions of the
Talmud but to seek compromise, whether they want it or not. The latest tendency
is to split the third lot into those written up to about 100 ago, for theoretical study,
and practical laws published in modern text-books. The Pentateuch and Talmud
have no practical application, except for reading and study respectively.

This modern approach creates a new religion called ‘Torah’ (to confuse you)
which works in practice, as long as we confine ourselves to reading and even
basing sermons on the words of Moses, but do not take them seriously in life.
There is a distant G-d who in some peculiar way distributes rewards and
punishments for our observing or not observing the laws in the modern text-books,
and sometimes there are much nearer local gods called ‘rabbis’. (On this are based
Hasidism and modern ‘Sephardi’ groups, but they are not the sole culprits.) Being
punctilious over details in one sphere allows us to overlook fundamentals in
another. Then when things go wrong we scream to G-d about injustice, and pray
for the Messiah who will miraculously put everything right.

Let us at least demolish the first fallacy – two Torahs.

Grammarians point out the difference between the expression ¼ÉJY KÉ ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼Ý JÙ IÖ
(Deut. 29:20 and 30:10) and the similar one ¼ß ¼ÅÂY KÉ ¼É LÝ¼D ¼f KÉ ¼Ý JÙ IÖ (28:61), the former
meaning ‘This document (book) of the Teaching (Torah)’ and the latter ‘The
document of this Teaching.’ Hence ‘this’ occurs twice in the masculine and once
in the feminine, and the punctuation (ta’amey hamikra) supports this. (See also 27:3
and 8, etc.)
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More important is that Moses each time uses the singular ‘this’. There is just
one Torah, one complete set (‘book’) of teachings. The Talmud quotes Shammai
as saying that there are two. Look up the story for yourself in Sabbath 31a, read
carefully the story of the first of the three Gentiles who wished to become Jewish,
and how Shammai told him that we have two Torahs, a written and an oral. Hillel
said nothing of the kind. Hillel did not say that we have two Torahs. He simply
demonstrated that the terms used (‘written’ and ‘oral’ Torah) represent aspects of
the same thing, and like the anatomy and physiology of a living organism, either
is completely useless without the other.

Take a motor-cycle engine as an example. (There are three forms of life –
animal, vegetable and mechanical – quite apart from the inert.) The cylinders,
sparking plugs, carburettor and distributor which you see are meaningless unless
you understand how they work, which they will anyway not do without fuel.

Hillel pointed out that the written Torah cannot be ‘learnt’ on its own because
it has nothing to teach us. What is it? It consists of various ink marks in different
shapes on a piece of parchment. The marks are repeated according to some sort of
pattern, and the combination of marks and pattern portray a message in code. The
message cannot be understood by anyone who does not understand the code. An
oral tradition explains the code and unravels the message in stages:

(i) the signs are translated into sounds of letters;

(ii) the combination of these sounds translates them into words as spoken;

(iii) these words are combined into phrases which could carry some sort of meaning
in a vague sort of way;

(iv) the phrases are translated by the tradition into a meaningful message according
to their context.

The tradition, says Hillel, carries right through. If you accept it at one stage, you
should accept it at all stages.

Thus, said Hillel, you learn the ink marks together with the tradition that
explains them all upto the final stage, and that way you learn Torah. But there is
only one Torah (of ours – other beliefs have other teachings or torahs, such as that
anyone who kills a Jew with a stone, knife, bullet or bomb goes straight to Heaven
when he dies, but that is not our Torah). ‘Written Torah’ and ‘Oral Torah’ are
convenient expressions for two nonindependent aspects of one thing, just as the
behaviour of a living animal can be described by its anatomy and its physiology
and mentality. (If Hillel believed in two Torahs, the rest of the story makes no
sense.) Hillel’s approach – one Torah, one entity – worked. Moses preached
empiricism – that his teaching, put to the test, works – and it does. Shammai’s
approach, when it comes to the pinch, fails, which is why it was rejected. But after
rejecting it, we have been slowly sliding back into it. Why start at the end and work
backwards? Why not go back to the fundamentals, to Moses, and start from there?
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MOSES’S SUCCESSOR

We read already in Num. 27:12 ff. how Moses, being told that he was to leave
this world and that the Israelites would enter the Land without him, asked G-d to
appoint a successor. The reply was that Moses was to take Joshua, and appoint him.
G-d chose Joshua, but Moses himself was to appoint him, and here in Deut. 31:15
we see how G-d confirmed the appointment.

Somehow, reading between the lines, we feel that the choice was no great
surprise to Moses. The latter had probably had Joshua at the back of his mind all
the time, but did not feel it was for him to suggest; when he heard G-d’s choice he
was delighted, because he knew that his pupil and follower would carry on closer
than anyone else to the way he would have wished.

The ceremonial appointment of Joshua with G-d’s confirmation was important,
though apparently less so than that of Aaron as High Priest. When a leader gives
a prime job to his brother, there are mumurs of nepotism, ‘jobs for the boys’, and
it had to be shown that this was not so, in fact it was not even his idea.

Had Moses appointed a relative as his successor, the same charge might have
been made. But Joshua was not even from the same tribe! A successful leader in
any sphere may always appoint his non-relative chief follower and pupil as his
successor. If the leader has been successful – and Moses had brought them out of
Egypt, looked after them for forty years, brought them to the frontiers of the
Promised Land and headed them in great victories over Midian, Sihon and Og –
then the people are glad of a successor who will carry on the same way.

For all that, there was a problem that had to be (and was) overcome, which is
often overlooked. Joshua, faithful follower of Moses and sole survivor (apart from
Caleb) of the old generation from Egypt, had one major handicap. He was of the
tribe of Ephraim, Joseph.

From the sons of Jacob at the start, down to shortly before the destruction of the
First Temple, we see a struggle for the leadership of Israel between Joseph and
Judah. Judah was the leader of the brothers in the sale of Joseph, even though he
left them at one time to go it alone in partnership with a Canaanite. Judah
represented the brothers when Joseph, in disguise, caused ‘trouble’, both in
negotiations with Jacob and in negotiations with Joseph himself. Yet in Egypt there
is no doubt that Joseph was the one in charge. It was the descendants of Joseph
who led the abortive attempt to leave Egypt and return home, before the time of
Moses (1 Chron. 7:21).

When Saul came to power we already find ‘Israel and Judah’ (1 Sam. 11:8),
even though they co-operated. With Saul’s death came the split, and then the
reconciliation, but again an attempt at a breach with the rebellion of Sheba ben
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Bichri. Solomon held them together, but with his death came the final split that was
never healed, despite the prophesy of Ezekiel (37:16). Ephraim – Joseph –
disappeared, Judah remained, and we are called ‘Jews’, a corruption of Judaeans.

Going back, however, although the Torah tries to cover it up (much better to
ignore something like this than to harp on it), there was a struggle before the time
of Moses. For that reason, Moses, from a neutral tribe, Levi, was acceptable. Had
he been from Judah or Joseph, he could not have obtained and held the support of
all the people, and the slightest trouble would have led to a rebellion far worse than
that of Korah. Personal ability would have been secondary to ethnic origin.

Having united the people, and having throughout shown not the slightest bit of
favouritism to either Judah or Joseph, Moses was in a position to appoint as his
successor a member of one of those two tribes, when the question of ability took
priority over origin. It is interesting to note that the next best was Caleb, of the
tribe of Judah, but Caleb was not jealous and it seems fairly clear that he did not
want the job.

On entering the Land, after the initial conquests, Joshua first allocated land to
Judah, probably to keep them quiet. Nobody could accuse him of nepotism if he
gave Judah their bit first. When they had conquered a bit more, he allocated land
to his own tribe, Ephraim, with the rest of Manasseh (the other half having received
a portion in Transjordan from Moses), making sure that there was a buffer zone
between them and Judah! Only later did he appoint surveyors to draw a map, on
the basis of which he gave land to the remaining seven tribes by ballot, as a result
of which Benjamin inherited the buffer zone.

The first leader after Joshua was Othniel, Caleb’s brother, of the tribe of Judah.

When it came to appointing a king, the first (not counting Abimelech who
virtually appointed himself) was Saul, who again came from a neutral tribe,
Benjamin, and was thus able to unite the people. Only after they had been united,
and then only with great difficulty and against tremendous initial opposition, was
it possible for David, of the tribe of Judah, to take over – and only then because
of his absolutely outstanding personal ability. Even ‘G-d’s choice’ relayed by the
all-respected Samuel was not on its own sufficient!

Now that the age-old split is long since forgotten, it is tragic to see learned
rabbis trying to create a new one by perpetuating distinctions on the basis of
whether a Jew’s ancestors over five hundred years ago happened to live in Germany
or Spain, or which of the two groups they attached themselves to. It is sickening
to hear two names that should have passed into history – names that Chief Rabbi
Cook hoped would be forgotten – still in use.
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HIP, HIP, HIP

The hippopotamus (‘river horse’ – not the square on a triangle, that’s a
pythagoras) is the second largest living land animal in the world (next to the
elephant). The plural can be amuses or ami as you wish, but ‘hippos’ is easier.
The Hebrew ¼ßÃÓ IÉ DT is a masculine singular, not a feminine plural (Job 40:15). It is
ungulate (has hoofs) and artiodactyl (even number of toes, actually four, on each
foot) like cattle and deer, but like the pig it is nonruminant (does not chew the

cud) so is not kosher. It is herbiverous
(vegetarian) and very voracious (i.e. hungry)
and one can forgive an Israeli president or
prime or other minister who takes large bribes
if he has one as a pet, as there is no other way
of being able to afford to feed it. It is
amphibious (lives on land and in water), by day
it is languid and aquatic (sleeps or lies lazily in
the water), but it is essentially nocturnal, i.e.
comes fully to life at night, when it leaves theDeut§ 32¾24 C ¼Ò LT ¼Ì K̂ KIFÅ ¼ßÃÓ IÉ DT ¼Ô JI DÊC
water for the land. There it is very active, runs

fast despite its great weight and short, stunted legs – if you see one coming, get out
of the way – and grazes near the banks. If the land is cultivated it will ‘make
substantial inroads into crops and cause great destruction’ (Everyman’s
Encyclopaedia) which is why it is no longer found on the lower Nile (Egypt) where
it used to live. What is relevant to us is that it has two tusks, which are two lower
teeth that grow to over a foot (some say nearly two feet, i.e. over a metre) in
length, and uses them as a scythe to cut the crops. (One encyclopaedia disagrees,
saying that it cuts the grasses with its horny lips, but these too would have been
regarded as teeth.)

[I have translated the biological terms into English so that the
reader should not have to look up each one in the dictionary as
I had to do, and apologise to those who were already familiar
with them.]

In the Book of Job, the hippo is taken as one
example of something created by G-d that Job would
have to admit he himself could not cope with.

The threat to unleash (not ‘send’) the ‘hippo’s
tooth’ (Deut. 32:24) is not to be taken literally.
Hippos never stray more than two miles (three
kilometres) or so from water, and great herds would
not cross the Egyptian desert and Sinai peninsula to
attack crops in Israel. The ‘hippo’s tooth’ was obviously a phrase – familiar to a
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people who had just left Egypt – referring to the destruction caused. The enemy
would come and destroy, leaving the land looking as if a herd of hippos had just
left it (KM I, 30(53) ÊÕÎËÅÉ).

¼Ý LÙ L× ¼Î IÑFÌÂË ¼ß KÓFÌ ¼Ò H× with the poison of things that crawl in the dust, viz. snakes.
Verse 33 seems to repeat the idea. ¼Ô Jß Jb is a type of snake, and ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ is used to mean
a type of poison, as is ¼É LÓ IÌ. What then is ¼Ô¼Î H̀ Kf? Usually it is a lizard (or crocodile),
but it seems that they sometimes mixed up lizards and snakes, since here only the
latter makes sense. However the stick that Aaron threw down before Pharaoh
certainly became a crocodile, not a snake.

EAGLE HIGH

“Let the eagle, not the sparrow

Be the object of your arrow!”

Utopia Ltd (Gilbert & Sullivan)

There is a dispute regarding the translation of the second verse of the Bible
(Gen. 1:2). Was there ‘a divine spirit hovering over the surface of the water’ or ‘a

powerful wind blowing over the surface of the water’?

Eagle

(For the use of elohim to mean ‘power’ or in apposition
to mean ‘powerful’ see Ex. 9:28 and elsewhere.) A third
version is a compromise ‘a wind sent by G-d, blowing
...’ It mainly depends on the meaning of ¼ß JÙ JÌKÝ DÓ – [a
spirit] hovering, or [a wind] blowing – since the two
words preceding it each have more than one meaning.
Onkelos, Saadiah Gaon, Rashbam, Ibn Ezra and Sforno

seem agreed that it is a wind (from G-d), while Kimchi suggests that elohim means
powerful. Rabbi Meir of Rotenburg, Rothenburg or Rottenburg (it is not certain
which, as all three exist) assumes that it is a divine spirit, and so does King James,
who for once, whether right or wrong, need not be despised. Moffatt agrees with
him. Gersonides suggests that it was a wind that rested! Modern Hebrew assumes
‘hovered’, and has invented the word ¼ßJÙ JÌKÝ for a

Vulture

hovercraft.

There is evidence here in 32:11 ¼Ø IÌKÝ DÎ SSSS ¼Ý JIJÕ D]. Does
an eagle hover over its young? Or does it, as Rashi
claims a pigeon does, blow over them? Some say that it
flutters. What the encyclopaedia does say is that the
eagle builds its nest high up out of reach of animals
etc., because its young, when hatched, are completely
helpless for quite a long time. But then is ¼Ý JIJÕ here indeed an eagle? Usually it is
a vulture. Is there any difference in this context? My encyclopaedias here let me
down and give no information!
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MOSES’S TITLE

¼ ¼É ¼È JÆ J× ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ò LI ¼ß LÓL[KÊ (34:5). Moses was the leader of the people. Moses might
not have objected to being called that in the sense it is used in English. But then,
here we see the difference between the meaning of a word and its connotation. The
latter can change between languages, and in the course of time even in the same
language. In English the term ‘leader’ applied to a person implies essentially
responsibility. In accepting the position of leadership one assumes a debt to those
he leads. The Italian il duce was used as a feeble attempt to copy the German
which has acquired a significance so foul and obscene to English readers that we
will not even quote the word. To the Germans ‘leadership’ implies primarily not
responsibility but authority. The ‘leader’ is not a person who merely guides his
followers through an area with which they are not familiar, where they are not
capable of coping on their own. He is the one who does their thinking for them, and
the absolute authority who makes their decisions in all matters. Contrast the
Englishman’s deep dislike of all types of authority with the German who cannot
live without it. The German leader is in no way responsible to his followers, only
to his superiors if he has any, and there is a top man who has none, the leader, who
rules and reigns absolute. Everyone else simply ‘obeys orders’. The Pope at least
pretends to pay homage to a higher authority, but the top German leader not even
that! Yet the basic meaning of ‘leader’ both in English and in German is the same
– it’s just a different way of looking at it.

The ancient pagan kings often paid lip service to a god, bowing down to its
image on special occasions (if the king was not himself the chief god), but still they
ruled absolute, the main thing being power. Even in the Torah we find the term
¼Å¼Î HKLÕ nasi, one who is raised above the rest, applied to the chiefs even of sub-clans
( ¼Æ LÅ ¼Î If LT, e.g Zimri ben Salu) as well as of clans ( ¼ß¼D ¼ÌLb DI HÓ) and tribes ( ¼Ò¼Î HÍLÆ DI), and
we even find ¼Ò¼Î HÅ¼Î HK D̀ KÉ ¼Å¼Î HK DÕ (chief of chiefs – Num. 3:32), but Moses never allowed
himself to be described that way, because he was not ‘the chief’ even if it
sometimes looked that way. This was the whole basis of his argument with Korah
and his followers.

Moses regarded himself as following the same occupation as he had done years
previously – a shepherd. This he made clear in his request to G-d to appoint a
successor (Num. 27:17). But he did not want to use even the word ‘shepherd’ as
a title. He accepted responsibility for his flock, but tried all the while to guide
them, not to push them around. (One sees the same characteristics in Samuel.)
Instead of looking down to define his position relative to other people, he looked
up to see his position relative to his authority. Had he been forced to take a title,
he might not have disapproved of ‘G-d’s Chief Executive’. (Though we see how
even that has been abused. In England the title has replaced Town Clerk, and means
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the person who implements the wishes of the Council, but in practice he always
manipulates them!)

To understand the phrase ¼ ¼É ¼È JÆ J× we need to look back to Pharaoh and Egypt.
The Israelites were ¼ÉÃ×UÝ KÙ DÑ ¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÆF×, slaves to Pharaoh, but that is not the meaning of
the phrase ¼ÉÃ×UÝKÙ ¼Î IÈ DÆ K×, who were Egyptians. They were the administrators, yet
subservient to Pharaoh. To a point they ruled the country, but their power was not
absolute, and their job was to carry out Pharaoh’s wishes. Pharaoh had appointed
them, for that purpose, and Pharaoh could always remove them. It was in a sense
similar to this that Moses is referred to as ¼ ¼É ¼È JÆ J×. He had not wanted to, but once
he had agreed to assume responsibility he did his best to carry it out. (He was not
like Korah, who said ‘I want to be Prime Minister’.25) A title implying superiority
over others, let alone power, was an anathema to him. And for that reason Joshua
(see below) referred to him here by the phrase that he knew Moses would have
approved of – ¼ ¼É È JÆ J×, G-d’s appointed administrator.

FINISHING TOUCHES

The Talmud accepts that Joshua wrote the last eight verses of the Torah
(although some claim that Moses himself wrote it in forecast). It seems more likely
that Joshua wrote the last twelve verses, viz. the last chapter. It also seems that he
added the verse Ex. 16:35.

There is no reduction in holiness implied in this. It is quite fitting that Joshua,
who was Moses’s personal attendant and close companion for so long, and who was
chosen by G-d as Moses’s successor (at which Moses showed great satisfaction),
should add the finishing touches to the great work of his master (which the latter
was unable to do), in the style that the master would have approved of. He also
added a few words of tribute which were appropriate as a conclusion but which of
course Moses could not do himself. This latter was also essential in a style that
while emphasising the greatness of Moses, stressed that in all things he was but
secondary to G-d himself, which Moses always insisted on.

This in no way implies that these verses have a lower degree of holiness than the
rest. They were not the same as Joshua’s own book, which he felt free to write
himself in his own style. Here he put the finishing touches to the work of another,
and if G-d told Moses to write the five books, we may assume that he likewise told
Joshua to complete them.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+

25. A topical reference.
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DARKNESS

¼Ò¼D ¼É Dß ¼ÎIÕ Db ¼Ñ K× ¼E JIÃÌ DÊ§ Darkness is not an active positive concept but a passive
negative one§ That is to say it means nothing in itself – darkness is merely the
absence of light. As long as light does not even exist, you are not conscious of
darkness, and so it did not have to be created as such. It was there. That is what the
verse says, there was no light, so it was dark, then G-d created light.

This is so simple that you ask why make a fuss about it. The problem is how to
explain the words of Isaiah (or someone else of the same name) in Is. 45:7

A ¼É Ĵ IÅ ¼ÑLÐ ¼É JKÃ× ¼ ¼É ¼ÎHÕFÅ B ¼× LÝ ¼Å IÝ¼D ¼Æ¼X ¼Ò¼D ¼Ñ LI ¼É JKÃ× ¼E JIÃÌ ¼Å IÝ¼D ¼Æ¼Ê ¼Ý¼D ¼Å ¼Ý IÛ¼D¼Î
He says clearly that G-d created darkness, and not merely light. In fact the word
used for ‘creating’ darkness is stronger than that used for ‘creating’ light. If you
say that it mentions light first, darkness being ‘created’ as being absence of light,
this contradicts our own verse (Gen. 1:2) that says that darkness was there first.

There is nothing to stop you twisting yourself in knots to find a deep
philosophical reconciliation, but neither of the verses was written exclusively for
deep philosophical reconciliators. Each verse was meant, in its own way, to be
understood by normal readers. Of course we cannot understand the Creation in
detail, but we all can, and are meant to, understand it in outline.

To get a satisfactory answer, we must apply a bit of common sense, which at
times defies logic. (It was the Greeks who insisted that logic is always paramount.)
For the bulk of ordinary people, what is written in the first paragraph above is
perfectly true. Darkness, absence of light, was everywhere until light was created.

But Isaiah was not talking to ordinary people. He was addressing Cyrus. Look
it up in the original, chapter 45, starting with the first verse. He criticised Cyrus,
not for denying G-d (which he had not done) but for not acknowledging him and
not appreciating the help he had been given or the source of that help.

The policy of Cyrus was well known. Wherever he conquered he called himself,
not a conqueror but a liberator. He was a favourite of the local god, who had sent
him to help local people. In Babylon he proclaimed himself the favourite of
Marduk, the idol of Babylon. And when the Jews who worshipped the universal
G-d wanted to rebuild his Temple, Cyrus not only gave them his blessing and told
them to go ahead, he said that their G-d had sent him to give them that opportunity.
His famous proclamation appears at the end of the Book of Chronicles and the
beginning of the Book of Ezra.
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But that was what he said to the Jews. What did he himself believe in? What
was his own true religion? He obviously did not believe in all the gods he claimed
to, nor was he an atheist. Cyrus, the Persian, was a Zoroastrian. One fundamental
of that religion were a belief that the world was run by a struggle between two
powerful opposing forces: the force of good, represented by light, and the force of
bad (‘evil’ if you must), represented by darkness. This is similar to the Catholic
idea of G-d versus the Devil – contrast the Jewish idea that the devil is one of
G-d’s servants, not an opponent of similar strength – except that the Catholics pray
to G-d and fight the devil, whereas the Zoroastrians worshipped both.

To the Zoroastrian, darkness was not something negative, mere absence of light,
but something positive. Light and darkness were two opposing forces, good and
bad. Isaiah then spoke to Cyrus in his own language. If you must think of darkness
as something positive, then insofar as from your point of view it is, G-d created it.
Everything, whatever it is or may be, is created by one G-d, who alone has helped
Cyrus without receiving thanks or recognition, the latter being given instead to the
god(s) of Cyrus. There is only one supreme force in the Universe, not two.

We should not adopt the idea that darkness is something positive, merely in
order to understand Isaiah. Darkness was always there, but if it has any apparent
aspect of being something positive, as Cyrus thought, then that was created by G-d,
it is not an opposition.

The contradiction is there. But Isaiah was not concerned with logic, he was
concerned with driving a message home to Cyrus – or if he could not convince him,
then at least to his followers – and this could not be done by logic to people who
already had a fixed mentality. He had to accept their mentality and use it. If he
could not convince Cyrus or even his followers, he had to forcefully remind those
who were being subjected to Zoroastrian influence (especially Jews in the Persian
Empire) that although Cyrus was good to them, especially in contrast to his
predecessors, his way was not the correct way.

AN OLD PROVERB

¼ÒHÎ LÓLÑ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ ¼Ô¼Î IT ¼Ñ¼ÎVV DÆ KÓ a separator between [one lot of] water and the [other lot of]
water. In the Ashkenazi and Yemenite pronunciations we have ‘between mayim and
moyim’. There is really no difference in meaning between the two – mayim
becomes moyim at the end of the verse or sentence. We have the same thing in
English in the old proverb ‘There are liars, d***ed liars, and lawyers.’
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DUTY

Ezekiel (14:14,20) compares Noah with Job, and with a third named either
Daniel or Danael, whose identity is obscure and with whom we will not concern
ourselves. The basis of comparison is clear.

¼Ê¼Î LßÃÝÃÈ DT ¼ÉLÎ LÉ ¼Ò¼Î HÓ Lf ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ ¼I¼Î HÅ KÌÂÕGen. 6:9

¼Ý LILÎ DÊ ¼Ò Lf SSS ¼Æ¼D¼[ HÅJob 1:1

In passing we may note how, unusually, Noah is described as ¼Ü¼ÎVV KÛ, an adjective,
with reference to his character. This modern usage is unusual in the Tanakh, where
the word mostly means ‘innocent’ or refers to the one who is in the right – or at
least not in the wrong – at that particular time. (Neither Deut. 25:1 nor 2 Sam.
4:11 describes character).

Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkay (Mishnah Sotah 5:5) said that Job only worshipped
G-d through fear, while Rabbi Joshua (ibid.) said that he did so out of love. We are
told by Moses repeatedly throughout Deuteronomy to ‘love G-d and fear him’; what
is surprising is that nobody seems to have thought of any other alternative for Job.
One can do right and avoid doing wrong out of love for G-d and a desire to please
him by following his instructions, or one can do it out of fear, to avoid punishment
and unpleasant consequences. But there are at least two other possibilities. One can
serve G-d out of desire for ultimate (i.e. long-term) reward, as Moses strongly hints
– ‘it is in your own interest’ ( ¼ELÑ ¼Æ¼D ¼Í DÑ); even Job (29:18) drops a hint to this effect.

A fourth possibility is duty. This implies neither love nor fear, nor any desire,
merely a compulsion, an instinct (generally acquired through upbringing) that
suggests an obligation that cannot be shirked. To do the wrong thing is no easier
than to walk on your head. There seems to be no suitable Hebrew word to describe
this concept.

Remember that in all four possibilities a person has learnt to distinguish right
from wrong, and chooses to do what he considers to be right while rejecting what
he considers to be wrong, regardless of obvious short-term consequences.

We find the issue of duty in many primitive societies as well as in advanced
ones. It has nothing to do with what is right and what is wrong, the actual code of
conduct, but explains the motivating force for choosing to obey the code of
conduct, whatever it may be, ignoring immediate benefits from not doing so. It is
highly praiseworthy in that it develops character; it is bad in that it is based on not
questioning. In England great importance was placed on this until about fifty years
ago. Nelson’s famous words before the battle of wherever it was – ‘England
expects that every man shall do his duty’ – were enough to lead an army (or was
it a navy?) to victory. The public schools taught the upper classes to behave always
like gentlemen, and the lower classes were taught the importance of knowing their
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place, respecting their ‘betters’, and dying for them. However, two long wars and
wider education led people to begin to question values, and when questioning
begins duty tends to die out.

Moses could not talk to the Israelites about this sort of ‘duty’ because the people
of Israel like to think and question, and Moses wished to encourage this. But he did
stress the obligation to G-d for bringing us out of Egypt, a reasoned obligation,
leading to a sense of duty based on gratitude if one cannot achieve love, and when
that lets you down you also need fear. Looking carefully, we see that Moses taught
love, fear, hope of reward, and duty, though not all in the same breath.

Did Job serve G-d perhaps from a blind sense of duty? There are verses
supporting both Rabbi Yohanan and Rabbi Joshua that indicate that there was love
and/or fear as well, but it is surprising that nobody suggested that the prime motive
was duty! Perhaps because Hebrew has no word for it? And Noah?

RETURN TO THE LAND

The Tower of Babel was an attempt to concentrate all the population in one spot
instead of spreading across the world as G-d had told them to do. The tendency for
people to concentrate in towns and abandon the land has increased again in the last
few hundred years and is accelerating. The laws of nature, as G-d made them,
demand that there should arise a force in the world to reverse the process. Tower
blocks have become a curse on the world, especially when they are residential. I
had always feared that the answer would be the atomic bomb. Nobody would want
to live too close to too many other people. However, it has recently been shown
that there is no need for the complexity of an atomic bomb. A mere handful of
people can knock down two tower blocks and kill 25,000 people at a stroke, simply
by hi-jacking airliners, showing the fallibility of human ingenuity in building tower
blocks. Except at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, one may say that ‘Never, in the field
of human conflict, have so many been killed so quickly by so few!’ 1

Has this been enough to humble us, and persuade us to abandon tower blocks
and return to the land? I doubt it. Certainly every Israeli knows the value of land,
which is simply space on which to build. Food comes from somewhere else,
wherever that may be. We just go to the shop and buy it, as needed, as long as we
have the money. So all we need for food is money, which ‘developing’ the land
will produce – for the developer!

1. In the Second World War, following the Battle of Britain (an air battle), Churchill in one
of his famous speeches made his much quoted remark ‘Never has so much been owed by
so many to so few’.
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ANARCHY

A person appears in court as a plaintiff or prosecutor or defendant, no matter
which, and the evidence is clearly in his favour. Yet the judge decides against him
– because he received a bribe, or a threat, or an implied threat, from the other side,
or because he is an idiot, or because he has social prejudices, or because on the
contrary he falls over backwards to help a poor man against a rich one without
regard to right and wrong, or because, as happens often today in Israeli courts, he
has religious or anti-religious or political prejudices, or because he wishes to
impress, or not upset, someone in power who can further his career. Or the judge
did not give him a fair opportunity to present his case. Or the judge may be a fair
man, but the witnesses are intimidated or corrupt and will not testify. In all of these
instances there is injustice. But this is not called ¼Ö LÓ LÌ. A case was brought before
some sort of court or authority and an unjust decision was given.

¼Ö LÓ LÌ is where there is no court or authority of any description able to redress a
grievance, in short nobody to turn to. It may happen in a specific instance, as here
(16:5) where Sarah felt she had a grievance against her husband. With nobody to
turn to, as a last resort she appealed to G-d to act as judge. We are not concerned
here with the nature of the grievance, except that there was neither violence nor
robbery. The translation ‘violence’ makes no sense here, nor does ‘robbery’.

But more often we find the word used where a general situation applies, in
which nobody has anyone to turn to to redress any grievances. The correct word
then, the correct translation of ¼Ö LÓ LÌ in its usual context, is anarchy.

Anarchy is a situation that very rapidly becomes exploited by the strong to
enable them to do whatever they wish, because whatever they do they can get away
with. The only law that prevails is ‘might is right’, as there is nobody to stop them
doing whatever they want at the expense of the weak. Any attempt on the part of
a weak person to try to defend his rights or his property against a stronger one is
met with by violence, and so violence is an aspect of anarchy – perhaps the worst
and the most serious, especially violent robbery ( ¼ÑIËLU), but it is not a synonym. ¼Ö LÓ LÌ
means neither violence or robbery but anarchy. You can easily have violence or
robbery without anarchy – a man commits violence (or robs), is caught, brought to
trial and punished. Violence was committed, but there is justice so it is not ¼Ö LÓ LÌ.

At the time of Noah, the world was filled with anarchy (Gen. 6:11). There was
no means of redress for any grievance. Robbery and violence were aspects of the
situation, and that is clearly implied because they are always present when there is
anarchy. In a more general sense the word implies an absence of justice, a complete
absence of any semblance of justice, even of injustice. Jacob castigated two of his
sons for taking the law into their own hands (Gen. 49:5). Here Sarah complains of
her grievance, and that there is nobody to take it to.
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In two places – Ex. 23:1 and Deut. 19:16 – we meet the expression ¼Ö LÓ LÌ ¼È I×.
Neither implies that the witness is violent or that he is a robber. (He might be a
thief or a swindler, but not a robber – testifying in court, even perjury, is not
robbery.) By giving false evidence he is removing the possibility of justice, because
even a fair-minded judge can only decide according to the evidence, and if the
evidence is false there is no justice available for the parties involved in the case.

Here we see a fundamental in life. At the time of Noah there was a complete
absence of any form or even any appearance of justice, as a result of which G-d
decided to destroy the world. Even Noah could not save the world, only himself
and his family. Hence for the world to continue successfully, the first and absolute
priority is justice. For that reason Abraham was chosen (18:19) and it was
necessary for him to be told in advance of the fate of Sodom and Gomorra and the
reason for it, so that he should not feel that they suffered injustice at G-d’s hands.
And it is for that reason that justice is the foundation of the entire Torah. If we
concern ourselves with justice then G-d will fight our battles for us and deal with
our enemies. If on the other hand a person can steal enormous amounts of money
from charitable trusts bequeathed to help the poor and use the money to fund an
election campaign,2 yet not be prosecuted because he happens to belong to the
right (or rather, the left) party, then when the enemy attacks us G-d lets us get on
with dealing with the problem in our own stupid and useless way without
interfering or helping. If a man can do what he likes and not even be brought to
court as long as he belongs to the right – sorry again, left – party, that is ¼Ö LÓ LÌ –
absence of justice, even if it is only partial and selective. And from the story of
Noah we have not learned. All that G-d promised was that he would not again
destroy virtually the whole world – but the story of Sodom shows that the promise
did not preclude destroying a corrupt section. In Isaiah 58:3 we are told why we
fast and get no reply. G-d has in his kindness gone even further in trying to drive
home the message to us. It is no mere coincidence that he has allowed one of our
main foreign enemies to assume the name of ¼Ö LÓ LÌ. If we get rid of the one within,
the one outside will disappear.

2. As happened.
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TOGETHER

First it is worth noting how in verse 22:5 (and elsewhere in the chapter) the
word ¼Ý K×KÕ is used in two meanings ¼Ý K×K̀ KÉ DÊ SSSSS ¼Ê¼Î LÝ L× DÕ, an attendant (see also 18:7) and
the boy (or young man) Isaac. In parts of the old British Empire a servant was
always called a ‘boy’ even if he was an old man. When Pharaoh’s butler referred
to Joseph as ¼Ý K×K̀ (41:12) he meant a servant, whereas when Pharaoh’s daughter
found Moses she realised that he was a ¼Ý K×KÕ boy (Ex. 2:6) and not a girl.

Note, incidentally, that Moses was called ¼Ý K×KÕ at the age of three months,
Benjamin (in the sense of ‘young man’) at the age of 30 (frequently in chs. 43, 44).

In the haftarah (2 Kings 4) the word refers in one story to four different people:
Gehazi (v. 12), the reaper (v. 19), the donkey driver (v. 24) and the son (vv. 29, 31,
32, 35). When referring to the son it is used interchangeably with ¼ÈJÑJÎ in vss. 29-35.
In the feminine, LÝ K×KÕ and ¼É LV DÑKÎ are used interchangeably in Gen. 34:3-4. But it is
only sometimes that they are synonymous – more about ¼ÈJÑJÎ below. The context
usually makes it clear whether ¼Ý K×KÕ means ‘boy’ (or ‘lad’) or ‘servant’.

An interesting point was brought to my attention by my friend Mr. Michael
Luzan. Twice, in 22:6 and in 22:8, we find ¼Ê LV DÌKÎ ¼Ò JÉ¼ÎIÕ DI ¼X ¼Ð DÑI[KÊ – Abraham and Isaac
went together, the latter still trusting. There is no suggestion at any time that Isaac
acquiesced. The binding of Isaac was a test of Abraham’s faith, not that of Isaac.
The latter suffered a terrible shock when his father suddenly tied him up and put
him on the altar. This is noted by the reaction later:

¼× KÆ LI ¼Ý IÅ DT ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ê LV DÌKÎ ¼X ¼Ð DÑI[KÊ ¼X ¼Ó OÜL[KÊ ¼Ê¼Î LÝ L× DÕ ¼Ñ JÅ ¼Ò LÉ LÝ DÆ KÅ ¼Æ JIL[KÊ(22:19)

Abraham returned with his servants, but Isaac, after the trauma he had just
undergone, did not return with him .

(Mr. Luzan gave this as an example of a particular strain that can exist between a father and his son,
but I feel that such strains are usually of a deeper nature, not the result of an incident such as here.)

A CHILD OF 16?

The word ¼È JÑJÎ means ‘child’ as in English. When taken on its own it implies
someone very young, but when relative to a parent it does not imply age. In 21:14
we find ¼È JÑJÎ used in the story when Ishmael is considered along with his mother.
He was about sixteen years old at the time, but was still her child. When viewed
objectively in the story he is called ¼Ý K×KÕ (see above).
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CONSEQUENCES

Much harm is done in the world by people who act irresponsibly, doing
something without thinking or without caring about ‘the consequences’. However,
what we really mean when we say this is ‘the probable consequences’, as we do not
know what the consequences are. A car breaks down on a lonely stretch of road
because the mechanic did not repair it properly. The driver gets out and fiddles
with the thing while cursing the mechanic. He is late for an important appointment.
Only later, he learns that a hundred yards beyond where he broke down some Arabs
were waiting with guns to shoot at him, and like this some other poor devil got it
instead. This does not absolve the mechanic from being irresponsible. He did not
do his job properly.

However, there are times when one must act properly and not consider the
consequences – the consequences are not our business at all. We are not responsible
for them. Recently I read a very interesting story in a weekly Hebrew Torah sheet,
which deserves to be re-told.

The baby was very ill, and the mother tried all night to get hold of the doctor,
while the child got steadily worse. Towards morning she managed to find him, he
came and took one look at the child and then ‘worked’ on him for two hours
without a break. Finally he looked up and said ‘He’s alright now. It was touch and
go, and I got here only just in time, but you needn’t worry any more, Mrs.
Schickelgrueber, Adolf will live!’ 3

The story may or may not be true, it doesn’t matter. The doctor did his job, as
and a result six million Jews were murdered, but that was not his responsibility.

In the same way, when G-d issues a clear instruction this necessitates blind
obedience, and it is not for the recipient of the instruction to consider
consequences. Abraham set out to sacrifice his son in reply to G-d’s request. When
G-d asked him to do something, he did it without arguing – blind obedience to G-d.
There could have been many serious consequences, but these were not for Abraham
to worry about.

The question of blind obedience to another person who is in a senior position is
far more complicated. When there is no moral conflict obedience is demanded and
responsibility is with the one who gives the order. But when there is a moral
conflict, a decision is not easy. The senior person (e.g. an army officer) may know
that something is usually ‘wrong’ but in this case he feels that it is justified.
Against this 99.999% of the Nazis claimed that they merely ‘acted under orders’.
May a Jewish soldier eject Jews from their homes ‘under orders’ to satisfy the evil
machinations of politicians?

3. For the benefit of the younger generation, when Adolf Schickelgrueber grew up he
changed his surname to Hitler.
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FAMILY NEWS

In chapter 24 we first meet a rather unpleasant character named Laban.

Earlier (22:20-24) we are told how Abraham received news of his family. He had
been so out of touch with them that two new generations had been born without his
knowing. Isaac’s birth was 25 years after Abraham left Harran and we do not know
how much later this news arrived. It would have been some time before the death
of Sarah, because Laban is not mentioned and presumably was not yet born, yet
about three years after Sarah’s death we find Laban already grown up to the extent
that he tried to run the household and boss the whole family (24:29, 31, 50, 53, 55,
57, 58).

(Sarah was 90 when Isaac was born, and 127 when she died, so that Isaac was then 37. He was 40 when
he married Rebecca, so the incidents recorded concerning Laban occurred about three years after Sarah died.
The ‘binding’ probably took place when he was a young boy, we are not told.)

Later we learn how he behaved to his older sister’s son Jacob. In the Haggadah
the Rabbis considered him to be the first of a line of enemies of Israel who tried
to destroy us and failed. It is interesting to note how most of these were great
emperors or conquerors, wicked, evil men but at least men of great ability which
they misused. Pharaoh the emperor of Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar, Vespasian, Hadrian,
Hitler and so on. Yet two of them were mere insignificant nothings with twisted
minds and full of their own bloated self-importance – Laban the cunning and
Haman the crawler. Today we have another, cunning, twisted and a crawler,4

assisted by Jewish friends who are worth even less and even more insignificant,
who wish to destroy the Jews both physically and spiritually. Haman even had a
plan for a ‘New Middle East’.

The news that Abraham received was significant not just in reporting the birth
of Rebecca (which could mean little to him at the time) but in re-establishing
contact with his family, leading him to learn other news (not mentioned).

Why did Abraham wait so long before worrying about a wife for Isaac? Until
Rebecca grew up? There is nothing to indicate that he specifically intended her for
his daughter-in-law. Because he saw, after Sarah died, that his son was lonely? But
why wait so long?

A calculation based on 11:32 and other verses will show that Terah died only
two years before Sarah! Abraham may not have heard immediately that his father
was dead. It is possible that just as he did not want his son to return to his
(Abraham’s) family, so he did not want even his servant to visit there unless he
could be sure of not being influenced by them. It is one thing for a servant to stand

4. Yasir Arafat.
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up against his master’s brother; it is quite another thing for the servant to stand up
against his master’s father, to whom even his master owes some respect. It could
have been news of Terah’s death, more than the death of Sarah, that influenced
Abraham to send his servant to visit his family.

PLACE NAMES

¼ÒHÎKÝFÉKÕ ¼ÒKÝFÅ (24:10) is referred to later (25:20 and subsequently) as ¼ÒKÝFÅ ¼Ô KV Kb. The
place is the same, but known by a different name at different periods of history.

It has been suggested that ¼Ý¼D ¼ÌLÕ ¼Ý¼Î H× (ibid.) means ‘the town Nahor’ because
archaeologists have found the remains of a town of that name near Harran. The
grammar is against it – it requires ¼Ý¼D ¼ÌLÕ ¼Ý¼Î H× LÉ. Also we find the family living at
Harran both earlier and later (in the time of Jacob) so ‘the town of Nahor’ is more
likely, meaning Harran. The existence of a town called Nahor is not surprising, as
it was probably built by someone of that name, a name not uncommon since it was
also the name of Abraham’s grandfather (11:22-25). This becomes relevant when
considering 33:18, where Salem was a town of Shechem (and not an adjective).

AN UNUSUAL PERIOD

In 24:55 ¼Ý¼D ¼K L× ¼D ¼Å ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ means ‘a year or [at least] ten months’. ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ by itself
always means ‘a year’ (KM I, 13(36) ÏßÑ×ÉÆ) so the second must mean ten months,
but this is a most unusual use. Normally it means ten days, or the tenth day. The
tenth day of the month is always referred to as ¼Ý¼D ¼K L×, never any other way,
probably because at one time this day had a particular (religious?) significance, and
the usage stuck even though the significance had gone. Perhaps it came to mean a
group of ten, just as we use a dozen for a group of twelve. It is the name of a
musical instrument, e.g. Ps. 92:4, probably one with ten strings.

NOT NOT YET

In 24:45 we find the regular form ¼É Ĵ KÐFÅ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ. Although we are taught that ¼ÒJÝ JÍ
means ‘not yet’, that is incorrect. It means, on the contrary, ‘yet’, and is followed
by a sort of future. Here it means ‘I was yet about to finish’, just as we find in 19:4
¼X ¼Æ L] DIHÎ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ ‘they were yet about to lie down’. By changing the tense we can make
it ‘not yet’, i.e. ‘I had not yet finished’, ‘they had not yet lain down’, and so in
many other cases. [The form in 24:15 ¼É L̂ H] ¼Ò JÝ JÍ is totally irregular.] It differs, not
just in grammatical usage but also in meaning, from ¼ÎIÕ DÙHÑ ‘before’, which always
refers to something that did happen later, whereas ¼Ò JÝ JÍ refers to something that
maybe did happen later (Gen. 2:5) or maybe not (19:4 they were about to lie down
but were prevented).
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BIRTHRIGHT

There is some confusion about exactly what it was that Esau sold to Jacob. First
the word ¼É LÝÃÐ DT is not well translated as ‘birthright’, since it does not include all the
rights of the firstborn. The Book of Chronicles, famous for creating problems and
even causing confusion, in this case actually helps to explain (1 Chron. 5:1-2).

When genealogies are listed, the firstborn (of the father) is entitled to always
come first. He is the ¼Ý¼D ¼Ð DT, and this is something he cannot lose. Another right is
a larger share than the others in the inheritance, referred to in the Torah (Deut.
21:17) as ¼É LÝÃÐ DT KÉ ¼ÍKb DI HÓ, where ¼Í Lb DI HÓ in this context does not mean ‘judgement’ or
‘law’ but ‘legally allocated portion’ (cf. ¼ÜÃÌ, see KM II, 11 ÞÇÎÊ).

The extra share can be taken away by the father, although in Jewish Law, as
explained in Deut. 21: 15-17, such action has no legal validity. But Jacob did it, as
is confirmed in 1 Chron. 5:1. However, this share is a commodity that has a
commercial value.

Let us take a similar case in Rabbinic law. When a woman gets married she
receives from the bridegroom a ketubbah – a legal document which entitles her to
certain sums of money (and perhaps also goods) in the event of her husband dying
(since she does not normally inherit) or giving her a divorce. The ketubbah
therefore has a value in financial terms, and she may, legally, sell it. However,
there is always the risk that she dies before her husband does, or that she
misbehaves and thereby forfeits the ketubbah, so nobody would buy it at full value,
but she can sell it at a discount to someone prepared to pay less than the amount
stated and accept the risk.

It is in this sense that Jacob wanted to buy the bekhorah, the extra inheritance,
which would be priced on the basis of the estimated value of Isaac’s possessions,
but at a discount as Esau might die before Isaac. Esau considered that the latter was
most likely, as he was living dangerously and did not expect to outlive his father,
so he despised the bekhorah. From what happened later it seems that both Isaac and
Jacob regarded having the bekhorah as being a gift from the father and despising
it as showing contempt for the latter. But in selling this Esau did not relinquish his
right to the first blessing, otherwise there would have been no need for Jacob to
deceive. He could have gone to his father openly and said ‘I have bought the
bekhorah from Esau and am entitled to the first blessing’.

The main confusion, however, is over the price. Jacob made Esau promise –
swear, in fact – that he would sell the bekhorah in return for the soup (or whatever
it was). Esau did not sell the actual bekhorah for the soup, all he sold was the
option. It was for that reason that Jacob made him swear that he would sell the
bekhorah at an unspecified price yet to be agreed, which he did.
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Incidentally, all this refers to the firstborn of the father. The firstborns in Egypt
who were killed in the plague, their Israelite counterparts who were saved, those
who were later redeemed by the Levites, those for whom a redemption fee is paid
to the priest, and all firstborns of animals referred to in the Torah, are all firstborns
of the mother, who have no special rights of inheritance.

Note that the word ¼Ý¼D¼Ð DT means a firstborn (male). The plural is usually ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼D ¼Ð DT
but sometimes ¼ß¼D ¼Ý¼D ¼Ð DT. The feminine singular form ¼ÉLÝ¼D ¼Ð DT is not the female
equivalent but as explained above. However we do find ¼É LÝ¼Î HÐ DT (with no male
counterpart) describing the older daughter of Laban (Gen. 29:26), Saul and Lot. The
word ¼Ý¼Î HÐ LT used in Modern Hebrew with quite a different meaning, is a post-
biblical invention.

WORDS AND NAMES

In 27:33 ¼Å¼D ¼Æ Lf ¼ÒJÝ JÍ DT, means, as explained, ‘while you [were] yet about to come’
i.e. ‘while you had not yet come’, or ‘before you came’. Note that Isaac did not say
¼FFÅ¼D ¼Æ ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ, which would have been grammatically correct, but less apt in the context.

However, it is worth comparing Isaac’s words spoken to Esau ¼ß¼X ¼Ó LÅ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ DT in
27:4 with the way his wife reported what he said in 27:7 ¼Î Hß¼D ¼Ó ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ.

Lf DÑ KÛ LÅ ¼ÅWÑFÉ (27:36) ‘Have you not reserved’, or perhaps better, ‘retained’, the idea
being ‘holding back’. This meaning fits in well with the use of the word in Num.
11:17,25 as explained in KM II, 36 ÏßÑ×ÉÆ (contrary to Rashi and Ibn Ezra).

¼Ò¼ÎVÝ L× DI ¼É LÅ IÓ (26:12) was the name given to a district in Jerusalem because this
was the portion of the week in which the committee decided to build it.

ßÑÌÓ in 28:9, Ishmael’s daughter and Esau’s wife, is spelt variously in different
texts as ¼ßKÑFÌ KÓ (most traditional chumashim, and Koren), ¼ßKÑFÌ LÓ (others including
Mikraot Gedolot, and Breuer) and also ¼ßKÑGÌ LÓ (Yemenites). Take your choice, but
don’t shout down the Reader if his choice is not yours. Whichever it is, it seems
to imply a disease, but then Zelophehad gave one of his daughters a similar name.
When it comes to such matters there is no accounting for taste; today – yes, quite
seriously, I know of actual cases – they are not ashamed to call girls ¼É LÆ¼ÎHË
(gonorrhoea!). Perhaps the prize goes to ¼ßJÊ LÓUÝ KÛFÌ (the son of Yoktan, Gen. 10:26).
According to Gesenius it is the name of a place in Saudi Arabia full of frankincense
and myrrh and so called on account of its unhealthy climate.
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ARAMAIC

Laban called it ¼Å Lß¼X¼ÈFÉ LK ¼ÝKÇDÎ (31:47), which is ¼È I× ¼ÑKU in Aramaic. These are
allegedly the only words of Aramaic in the Torah, though one might question ¼ÈLÑLÊ
(11:30). Elsewhere in the Tanakh there are odd words found here and there –
Naaman said ¼Î HßLÎLÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ DT (2 Kings 5:18), the Psalmist used ¼Î HÉ¼D¼Ñ¼X ¼Ó DÇ Kf, Esther used
¼Ý LÜ DÎ and other words, and so on. Large chunks of Ezra, a verse in Jeremiah, and
about two thirds of Daniel are written entirely in Aramaic, a sister language of
Hebrew. Aramaic was at one time the lingua franca of a large area of the Middle
East, the language in which all international trade was conducted. Consequently
there were many dialects, which differed widely, and there were considerable
changes between the time of Jacob and Laban and the time of the Babylonian
Talmud some 2,000 - yes, 2,000 – years later.

Every language in the course of time tends to get corrupted, but the Aramaic of
the Bible, and even that of Onkelos, tends to show less corruption than Biblical
Hebrew does. Some familiarity with the language often helps to explain odd words
and forms in Hebrew, which may well be the less-used but original ones. For
instance the Aramaic forms ¼ÔX ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ B¼ÔX ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf B¼Ô¼Î HÆ Df DÐ Hf are often – but not always –
corrupted into ¼X ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ BX ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf B¼Î HÆ Df DÐ Hf. We will consider one special case, but first an
introduction.

Hebrew shows an understandable tendency to dislike the feminine plural in verbs
and pronouns (and pronoun endings). We find the pronoun ending Ô often replaced
by the masculine form Ò (e.g. Ex. 2:17), and in the perfective (misnamed ‘past
tense’) of the verb in the third person it is not used at all. Today Israelis often use
the forms ¼X ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ B¼X ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf instead of ¼ÉLÕ DÆÃf DÐ Hf. This is far less the case in Aramaic.
Onkelos was very fussy about gender, and though the author of Daniel did not use
the feminine plural forms of verbs and pronouns, somebody then edited the book
and put them in as corrections where appropriate in the form of ketivkeri.

It is interesting to compare the past tense of the Aramaic verb with the perfective
of the Hebrew verb in the third person, singular and plural.

ARAMAIC Feminine Masculine

¼Æ Kß D]¼ßKÆ Kß D]Singular

¼X ¼Æ Kß D]¼Å LÆ Kß D]Plural

HEBREW Feminine Masculine

¼Æ KßL]¼É LÆ DßL]Singular

¼X ¼Æ DßL]––Plural
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In Hebrew the feminine singular has lost its final ß and the feminine plural has
been lost completely, the masculine plural being used instead. (Where Hebrew uses
a silent É at the end of a word, Aramaic uses Å.)

We find in Deut. 21:7 ¼ÒLV KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÉOÐ DÙ LI ¼ÅWÑ ¼X¼Õ¼Î IÈLÎ. Why the spelling ÉÐÙÞ when we
would expect ÊÐÙÞ? Unlike most cases of ketivkeri, this is not a mere question of
spelling conventions.

A suggestion is that it was in fact originally read simply as ¼É LÐ DÙ LI, this being not
a singular but the old archaic feminine plural! In that case, why is the archaic form
used just here? And if it is used, why was the reading changed?

The expression ‘Our hands have not shed this blood’ was very likely a semi-
proverbial idiomatic expression (in English ‘Our hands are clean’) and such an
expression often uses an archaic form of the language (e.g. in English we say
‘Holier than thou’, never ‘Holier than you’). As this was a public declaration to be
made, it would be made using the conventional form of expression, ¼É LÐ DÙ LI here
understood as a plural.

Now we know that in many cases a word that was quite acceptable when written
became obscene in later usage, and when Ezra introduced public readings the
original could not be read aloud. So the original written text was left untouched but
a different word was read. One example was ÒÎÑÙ× which is always read as ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃÌ DÍ
(‘Don’t say “piles”, say “haemorrhoids”!’) and there are others. Likewise ¼Ý K×KÕ was
originally of common gender, meaning a young man or girl, but later it meant only
a male, and the form ¼É LÝF×KÕ was introduced for a girl, so the spelling was left and
the reading was LÝF×KÕ (found often in Ruth, in Gen. 24 and in Deut. 22). Here it may
well be that there was a similar update, though for a different reason. By the time
of Ezra the old phrase was long since forgotten, and people simply took literally
what the Torah appeared to say. The word ¼É LÐ DÙ LI would be taken to be a singular,
and in pronunciation there would be no difference between ¼X¼Õ¼Î IÈLÎ and ¼X¼Õ IÈLÎ, so the
whole thing would sound like a singular (‘our hand’). This could be open to
misinterpretation as meaning that the Town Council (‘elders’) declared that they as
a unit had nothing to do with it, without absolving themselves as responsible
individuals representing the population. The reading was then changed to ¼X ¼Ð DÙ LI and
this is how the declaration was made, having the correct meaning at that time. Or
perhaps the singular simply sounded ‘wrong’ (as indeed it was) and the usage
needed updating.

There is no evidence to support this theory, but it does at least explain a very
unusual form without demanding scribal errors.
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THE FAMILY OF ESAU

THE FAMILY OF SEIR
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The Talmud tells us that the family of Seir is as much a part of the Torah as any
other and therefore no less important. The diagrams should help if used in
conjunction with reading the text. Seir’s grandsons are listed vertically instead of
horizontally, for space reasons. Note that there is a problem in 36:26 where ¼Ô LI¼ÎVV
is mentioned but ¼Ô¼D ¼I¼ÎVV is certainly intended. Perhaps it is a short kamets. Esau’s
grandson Amalek should not be confused with the ancestor of the Amelekite nation,
who was much earlier – there were already Amalekites in the time of Abraham,
Esau’s grandfather (Gen. 14:7).

Most of the chapter is repeated in 1 Chron. 1:35-42, condensed, with Timna as
Eliphaz’s son (instead of Korah, not mentioned there), and with the usual confusion
of vav and yod, dalet and resh, etc.
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TUP OR TUPPENCE? 5

Why did the brothers go to Shechem? Because Jacob had land there that he had
bought for 100 kesitas. On the basis that Rabbi Akiva once found a country where
the kesita was a unit of currency, it is assumed that it means that here (33:19), but
Onkelos (and Jonathan in Joshua) translates it as ¼Ô LÙUÝ OÌ, a word he uses elsewhere
to translate ¼Ò¼Î HK LÆ D] (lambs), and which means ‘lambs’ in Arabic to this very day.

WHO IS THE SUBJECT?

In the Torah the subject of a verb may not be obvious, as in the sale of Joseph.

¼Ò¼ÎHÕLÎUÈ HÓ SSSSS ¼X¼Ý DÆ K×K[KÊ (37:28 ) Who passed by? The subject is clear, some Midianites.

¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼ÑF×K[KÊ ¼X ¼Ð DI DÓH[KÊ Who pulled Joseph out of the cistern? The Midianites or
the brothers? It must have been the Midianites, because otherwise there is no point
in mentioning them. They did nothing else.

¼Ò¼Î HÑ I× DÓ DIH[ KÑ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼Ý D] DÓH[KÊ Who sold him? This is not so clear. The Midianites
could have sold him, with the brothers’ connivance – the latter simply turned their
backs – or the Midianites could have simply pulled him out, and the brothers then
sold him. Only from later on (37:36) do we know that the Midianites sold him.
Joseph appealed to his brothers for help and they ignored his pleas (42:21). Either
the Midianites in passing happened to hear Joseph’s cries, pulled him out, and the
brothers took no action, or more likely the brothers put them up to it.

Did the brothers in fact take a profit from the sale, in the form of a commission,
or not? We are not told. When Joseph later reminded them that they had sold him
to Egypt (45:4) they did not answer, because it did not matter whether they had
actually taken money or not. They had done nothing to prevent the sale.

Judah’s later remarks (42:22) imply that he believed that his brothers had, in his
absence and against his advice, killed Joseph. (When he told his brothers that
Joseph had disappeared (37:30) they did not answer.)

To draw a distinction in 37:36 between Midianites and Medanites is hair-splitting
– ‘the Medanites’ obviously means the ones mentioned before (as Midianites), and
does not contradict what we are told before. The Ishmaelites took Joseph to Egypt
and sold him there, so the Midianites had sold him indirectly to Egypt, via the
Ishmaelites, just as in 45:4 Joseph told his brothers that they had sold him ‘to
Egypt’, indirectly via the Ishmaelites. Unnecessary complications are introduced .

5. ‘Tup’ is a male sheep, ‘tuppence’ in English for ‘two pence’ i.e. two pennies (coins).
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NOT JUST JUSTICE

The word ¼ÍLb DI HÓ has quite a number of different meanings, some of which we
have considered in the past. The primary meaning is a decision (as in Jud. 4:5)
from which it came to mean first a judgement ( ¼Ò¼Î HÍLb DI H_ KÉ ¼É Ĵ IÅ DÊ) and then later
justice ( ¼Í Lb DI HÓ¼X ¼É LÜ LÈ DÛ ¼ßWKF× KÑ). It also has a meaning which it shares with ¼ÜÃÌ of an
allotment or allocation, as in ¼ÉLÝÃÐ DT KÉ ¼Í Kb DI HÓ ¼D ¼Ñ ¼Î H] or in ¼W L̂ ¼É JKF×KÎ ¼ß¼D¼Õ LT KÉ ¼ÍKb DJ HÓ D] and
even procedural details, as in ¼D ¼ÍLb DI HÓ DÐ¼X ¼Ì KÖ Jb KÉ ¼ß Kd OÌ D]. When men reported to the king
about a man who sent them back (2 Kings 1:7), he asked ¼I¼Î HÅ LÉ ¼ÍKb DI HÓ ¼É KÓ ‘What is
the description of the man?’ At times it means ‘correct’, or, used adverbially,
‘properly’ (or ‘as usual’ or perhaps ‘as instructed elsewhere’) as when offerings are
to be brought and offered ¼ÍLb DI H_K] (Num. 29 throughout).

Here, in 40:13, we find yet another meaning, hard to translate into English
though we can understand what it means – ¼Ô¼D ¼I ¼ÅVÝ LÉ ¼Í Lb DI H_K] ¼D¼ÈLÎ DT ¼ÉÃ×UÝ Kb ¼Ö¼D ¼Ð Lf KßLÕ DÊ.

We find something similar happening to the Talmudic word ¼É LÐ LÑFÉ. Literally ‘the
way’ or ‘the procedure’, it is used to mean ‘decision’ and ‘law’, and in modern
Hebrew we find ¼É LÐLÑFÉ K] or ¼D ¼ßLÐ DÑ HÉ D] or ¼W LßLÐ DÑ HÉ D] meaning ‘properly’ or ‘correctly’.
An English speaker cannot easily associate all these with a common idea.

PURDAH?

In 38:15, we are told that Judah saw her [Tamar] and thought she was a
prostitute, because she had covered her face (as stated in the previous verse). It
does not say that he did not recognise her because she had covered her face, but
that he thought she was a prostitute for that reason. In other words it was the
custom for such women to cover their faces, so that they should not be recognised.

The problem then is, why did Rebecca cover her face when she saw Isaac? Note
the use of the same words: ¼ÖL] Dß HfKÊ ¼Ø¼Î H× Lc KÉ ¼Ì Kd HfKÊ (24:65) and ¼Ø¼Î H× Lc KT ¼ÖKÐ DfKÊ (38:14).

The answer is that one should not confuse a woman who covers her face out of
modesty when walking around in public with one who sits down alone in a public
place (not just taking the air outside her own house) with her face covered,
obviously waiting for customers. I remember when even in my time, it was quite
unusual but not at all exceptional for a respectable woman in England to wear a
veil attached to her hat in public. The veil was a net, not opaque, but still a veil.
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COWS, CORN AND COINS

Pharaoh remembered his dream well enough to be able to repeat it. He knew and
understood what happened in it – thin cows ate fat ones, thin ears of corn
swallowed fat ones, and so on. What he did not understand was what it meant, what
it signified. His advisers tried unsuccessfully to explain it, but their explanations
did not ‘click’, whereas that of Joseph did.

All this is set out here so that it can be used as a basis for explaining something
elsewhere that many fail to understand – the Writing on the Wall at Belshazzar’s
Feast. The story is told in Chapter Five of the Book of Daniel, in Aramaic. If the
language is too difficult, look it up in English and take a chance on bad translation.

Briefly, Belshazzar, the last Chaldaean emperor, held a feast in Babylon which
turned into a drunken orgy, while the Persians and Medes were preparing to attack
the city. He sent for and used the gold and silver ornaments stolen from the Temple
by his grandfather Nebuchadnezzar, to drink out of. Sacrilege!

Suddenly a human hand appeared out of nowhere and began to write graffiti on
the wall. Everyone saw it.

The king was troubled and offered a reward to whoever could read the message
and explain it, but nobody succeeded. Then the queen suggested that he call for
Daniel. After giving the king what is called in Yiddish a big misheberach, Daniel
read the words, four words in Aramaic ¼Ô¼Î HÖUÝ KÙ¼X ¼Ñ IÜ Df ¼ÅIÕ DÓ ¼ÅIÕ DÓ. (The English Bible
puts this as MENE, MENE, TEKEL UPHARSIN, like this in block capitals, without
translation.) Daniel then explained them. The first word, ¼ÅIÕ DÓ from the verb ‘count’,
means ‘G-d has counted [the days of] your reign and brought it to an end’; the
word ¼Ñ IÜ Df from the verb ÑÜß (Hebrew ÑÜI) ‘weigh’ means that ‘you have been
weighed in the scales and found wanting’; and ¼Ô¼Î HÖUÝ KÙ a plural form, has two
meanings: from the verb ÖÝÙ ‘split’ (compare Hebrew ¼É LÖUÝ Kb ¼ß JÖ JÝ DÙ KÓ cloven hoof)
or break up, meaning that your kingdom will be broken, and also from the noun
¼ÖLÝ Lb Persia, that it will be given to the Medes and Persians. That night Belshazzar
was killed, and a Median king took over.

Daniel did not explain why the first word was repeated, but by analogy with
Pharaoh’s dream we may assume that it was because the destiny was imminent.

From this comes the expression ‘seeing the writing on the wall’, when you see
that something is about to collapse, cannot be saved, and it is time to get out quick.

Actually all three words are the names of coins of the period. ¼ÅLÕ LÓ was a coin
often mentioned in the Talmud, ÑÜß is the Hebrew shekel, and the ¼ÖKÝ Db was a
‘split’ or ‘half-’ coin, like the old half-crown and half-dollar. (Onkelos translates
the Hebrew Ñ JÜ JI with a different word only because in his time the actual shekel
was devalued.) Those who recognise this cannot see where the coins come into it.
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The point is that Belshazzar could certainly read the words, but they were just
the names of coins, just as Pharaoh recognised cows and ears of corn in his dream.
He knew what the writing said, but it made no sense – had he read it correctly?
What did it mean, what did it signify? This is what Daniel explained – all
Belshazzar was interested in was money, gold and silver, wealth, and these very
coins, the money he had collected, had, through their names, prophesied his doom.

MORE ON COWS AND CORN

One gets confused with the adjectives used to describe what Pharaoh saw in his
dream and in his repetition to Joseph, especially ¼ß¼D ¼Ü IÝ ¼ß¼D ¼dKÝ ¼ß¼D ¼dKV ¼ß¼D ¼̂ KV. The list
here standardises the spellings (i.e. with and without a vav) which vary in the text.

In the dream (cows)

¼É JÅUÝ KÓ ¼ß¼D ¼Ù DÎ +¼Ý LK LT, ¼ß¼D ¼Å¼ÎVÝ DT1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1¼Ý LK LT ¼ß¼D ¼dKV ¼É JÅUÝ KÓ ¼ß¼D ¼× LÝ

In the repetition

¼Ý KÅÃf ¼ß¼D ¼Ù DÎ +¼Ý LK LT, ¼ß¼D ¼Å¼ÎVÝ DT1 1 1 1 1 1 1+¼Ý LK LT, ¼ß¼D ¼dKÝ +¼Ý KÅÃf, ¼ß¼D ¼×LÝ ¼ß¼D ¼̂ KV

In Joseph’s explanation

¼ß¼D ¼Æ¼D ¼Í1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1¼ß¼D ¼dKÝ ¼ß¼D ¼×LÝ

In the dream (ears of corn)

¼ß¼D ¼Å¼ÎVÝ DT ¼ß¼D ¼Å IÑ DÓ ¼È LÌ JÅ ¼ÉJÕ LÜ DT ¼ß¼D ¼ÑÃ× ¼ß¼D ¼Æ¼D ¼Í1 1 1 1¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ ¼ß¼D ¼ÙOÈ DI ¼ß¼D ¼d KV

In the repetition

¼ß¼D ¼Å IÑ DÓ ¼È LÌ JÅ ¼ÉJÕ LÜ DT ¼ß¼D ¼ÑÃ× ¼ß¼D ¼Æ¼D ¼Í1 1 1 1 1¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ ßDÙO¼È DI ¼ß¼D ¼dKV ¼ß¼D ¼ÓOÕ DÛ

In Joseph’s explanation

¼ß¼D ¼Æ¼D ¼Í1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1¼Ò¼ÎVÈ LÜ ¼ß¼D ¼ÙOÈ DI ¼ß¼D ¼Ü IÝ

A SMALL POINT

It’s in the aleph. In 43:26, ¼| ¼w¼- H%L£K) is spelt with a dot in the aleph. The
grammarians tell us (correctly) that there is normally never a dagesh in an aleph,
but add (wrongly) that this is one of four exceptions in the Bible. Answer: it is not
a dagesh, but a mappik, telling you to make sure to pronounce the aleph (and
likewise in the other three cases – Lev. 23:17; Ezra 8:18; Job 33:21). Do not slur
it vayyaviyu, but say it properly vayyavi‘u. Since today we do not pronounce the
aleph anyway, nor even the ayin, and in Israel the hé is going the same way, we
ignore the strong dagesh (it is a bit out of date, but it is there so we leave it there),
vowels coalesce, and lots of other things. It is a small point that does no harm, even
if it can no longer do any good! (And my computer can even print it – w!)
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FRIEND, ROMAN, COUNTRYMAN 6

Joseph listened quietly and patiently while Judah presented his case, even though
the latter’s speech was a fairly long one.

The modern Israeli education system, with a success rate that falls far short of
100% but is still very high, teaches exactly the reverse. Never allow a person to
state his case, or anything else for that matter. Interrupt!! Interrupt at the first
opportunity, or even earlier, with irrelevant questions that force him to side-track,
to forget what he was going to say, and to get confused. You then distort what he
says, quote him as saying things he did not say, and make mincemeat of him. Never
learn good manners from Joseph, on the contrary demonstrate that you are a pig.

(On the wireless, if the victim is expressing views that agree with his own – and
therefore of his employers, else he would not have got the job – an interviewer may
allow an interviewee to say what he wants to say. Otherwise the pig rule applies
there too.)

Jacob’s children must have been well brought up, or Judah would not have
expected anyone to listen to him.

ARITHMETIC

Even in Talmudic times it was recognised that there was something wrong
somewhere in 46:8-27. We have three problems.

First, in 42:37 Reuben talks about his ‘two sons’ and here we find that he has
four. It could be that two more were born in the meantimes. Possible.

Second, it is hard to believe that so many boys were born but only two girls.
Jacob had twelve sons and one daughter, not so extraordinary, but that only one of
his sons should have only one daughter, with all those male grandchildren, is odd.

However, probably there were girls, who got married and thereby ceased to be
counted as members of the family, belonging to their husbands’ families. Dinah and
Serah did not get married, so remained in the family. The daughters-in-law are
mentioned (verse 26), but not counted in as they were not Jacob’s descendants.

The third problem is in the numbers. We considered this in KM III, 11 ÞÇÎÊ.
Exactly where is the point of difficulty?

6. ‘Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears!’ Shakespear Julius Caesar.
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If we count up the individuals (and ignore the sub-totals) in verses 8-24 we find
that Jacob had 71 descendants. Of these, Er and Onan did not go down with him
to Egypt because they were dead, and Joseph and his two sons did not go down to
Egypt with him because they were already there. Subtract these five from 71 and
you have the 66 descendants of Jacob who went with him to Egypt as stated in
verse 26. In addition, Joseph and his two sons were already there, plus Jacob
himself as head of the family, meaning that the number of members of his family
that found themselves in Egypt on Jacob’s arrival was 70, as stated in verse 27.

The only problem here is with the sub-totals. Three of them are alright, but
Leah’s are given in verse 15 as 33, whereas a count of the individuals gives 34.
You cannot exclude Dinah because it explicitly says ‘sons and daughters’ – besides,
if you did exclude Dinah you would have to also exclude Serah, which would mess
everything else up. There is no way out. The number is 34 – which correctly yields
the figures given above – but is given as 33 – why it should be is beyond
reasoning. The words are far too different to suggest a copyist’s error, and an error
in arithmetic could only have been made by the author, which is unacceptable. It
must remain an insoluble problem, as all attempts to ‘explain’ it only make matters
worse. We simply point out that the figures given here are all meant to be exact.

At the beginning of Exodus we find a list, and the wording of verse 5 does not
work out exactly. However, in that case it is not meant to. The point there is not
to list the arrivals individually, but to remind the reader that there were only 70, as
against the 600,000 who left (cf. Deut. 10:22). (Actually there were 603,550,
rounded off to the nearest fifty, plus Levites.) It does not matter if there were 68
or 69. We find the same thing with Gideon, who had 70 sons. One of them,
Abimelech, murdered all except one who escaped. He is said to have killed 70.
Either there were seventy in all and he killed 68, or he killed 70 and there were 72!
The number is meant to be approximate, and the same applies at the beginning of
Exodus, but not so here where the individuals are named and counted.

INFORMATION

In 46:28 most commentators treat the word ¼ßÃÝ¼D ¼É DÑ as if it were ¼ß¼D ¼ÅUÝ KÉ DÑ,
meaning ‘to show’ (root ÉÅÝ). But it is not, and it does not mean that. It means,
normally, to teach (root ÉÝÎ, hif’il). Here it probably means ‘to inform’. Jacob sent
Judah on ahead to Joseph to inform him ‘before him’ i.e. to let him know of his
arrival in advance, not relying on the Egyptian communications system. This makes
sense of the next verse. Judah went on ahead to say ‘Father is on the way, and due
to arrive in so many days’, and on hearing this Joseph hitched up his chariot and
went out to meet him. It could have said instead K×¼ÎVÈ¼D ¼É DÑ but this is just as good. To
teach is, after all, essentially to inform.
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AN ACTIVE AGENT

From the Latin word agere ‘to do’ (present participle agens, past participle
actus) we get, in English, not only the words act, active, action, activity and so on,
but also agent and agency, implying ‘doing’ or ‘who does’. The Oxford dictionary
defines an agent firstly as one who, or that which, exerts power or produces an
effect, and quotes ‘free agent’ as one whose actions are not subject to another’s
control. A second meaning is one who acts on behalf of someone else.

We are so used to the second meaning that we tend to forget that the first one
exists. And the same applies in Biblical Hebrew. This leads to complications and
a lack of understanding with ¼Î HßÃÅ ¼Ñ IÅÂU KÉ ¼E LÅ DÑ K_ KÉ (48:16). Usually the word ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ
means an agent (or agency) in the second sense, a messenger or representative.
Talmudic Hebrew prefers to use the word KÌ¼Î HÑ LI, and Modern Hebrew ¼Ô IÐ¼D ¼Ö.

The word is used to refer in particular to G-d’s messengers or agents, though in
such cases this is generally specified. Haggai refers to himself, in his capacity as
¼Å¼Î HÆLÕ or spokesman, by that word (1:13), and Malachi (2:7) describes the priest who
teaches Torah in that way. In fact the very name ¼Î HÐ LÅ DÑ KÓ is simply a pseudonym for
an anonymous author whose real name we do not know, but who calls himself ‘My
(i.e. G-d’s) Messenger’.

Often in later Biblical Hebrew, and always in post-Bibical Hebrew, the word is
used in a narrower sense of G-d’s non-human agents. The Greek word for an agent
or messenger, used to translate ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ, is o (angelos) from which we get
‘angel’, to which all sorts of mystical concepts have been attached. Midrashim try
to apply this to the messengers sent by Jacob to Esau (Gen. 32:4) or Moses to
Edom and Sihon (Num. 20:13, 21:21) but this breaks down in Num. 22:5 where
Balak certainly did not send ‘angels’ to Balaam. In most cases the word simply
means an agent in the second sense above, a messenger, envoy or representative.

Here, however, in 48:16, the word means ‘agent’ in the first sense defined –
simply one who does something that has effect. In the previous verse, Jacob starts
off with ‘The G-d before whom my fathers Abraham and Isaac walked, the G-d
who has shepherded me from when I first existed until this day,’ and then he
continues ‘the agent who has delivered me from all harm .....’ He has made it clear
who he is referring to, and there is no difficulty in his referring to G-d as ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ,
an agent, a doer. (See also KM III, 4 ÅÝÎÊ and VI, 7 ÅÛÎÊ.)

There is a lot of discussion as to the etymology of the word. Probably the
original meaning of the root was not, as Gesenius says, ‘to depute’, but simply (as
stated above) ‘to do’ or ‘to make’. Then ¼E LÅ DÑ KÓ is the doer, and the only other word
vaguely resembling it, ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ, means that which is done or made. This would
explain the frequently occurring expression ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ß¼D ¼KF× (with variations of form)
and the use of ¼É JKF× KÓ (Ex. 23:12) as a synonym.
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WISE OR FOOLISH?

The word ¼Ñ I] HK (48:14) comes from the root ÑÐK which means ‘wise’. In
contrast, the root ÑÐÖ means the exact opposite, ¼ÑLÐ LÖ is a fool. In post-Biblical
Hebrew, following Aramaic, a tendency to replace the letter sin by samech has in
this particular case led to a certain amount of confusion. Be careful!

Incidentally, don’t forget – in 50:7 ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ (kal) ‘Joseph went up’, and in 50:9
¼D ¼_ H× ¼Ñ K×K[KÊ (hiphil) ‘he took up with him’, and not as usually translated.

HONEST?

Jacob asked Joseph to bury him ‘in the sepulchre of my fathers’ (47:30), and
later, to all his sons ‘in the cave ... that Abraham bought ... from Ephron’ (49:30).
Yet he informed Pharaoh that Jacob had asked to be buried ‘in my sepulchre, which
I have dug for myself’ (50:5).

This was not a lie; nor is it an inconsistency. For Pharaoh’s benefit Joseph
merely simplified it, the point was made, he was near enough and the technical
details would not have really interested Pharaoh. Such a simplification does not
contradict the facts detailed elsewhere, even if it does not quite tally with them.
There is no need to accuse Joseph of dishonesty, nor is there any need to find a
philosophical explanation to reconcile the two verses.

Here, perhaps, it is obvious and there is no need to point it out, but there are
other cases where two accounts do not exactly coincide in detail, the details are not
really important at all for the story as a whole, one version is merely a
simplification of the other and an intelligent person can soon see which is which,
one of them is ‘near enough’, yet it has become the done thing to worry about it,
to make unjustified additions to the story, and to advance complicated pilpulim,
merely in order to show that the two versions do not contradict one another.

In fact throughout the Tenakh, whenever there are two versions of the same
thing there are almost always some slight differences between them. The exact
coincidence between what the people said to Aaron (that led to the Golden Calf)
and the version reported by Aaron to Moses is almost, if not actually, unique (Ex.
32:2 & 23), yet even there, Aaron’s version of what subsequently occurred is not
quite the same as the official one given to us. There too, Aaron ‘simplified’, only
through fear, and with perhaps less justification than Joseph here.
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JACOB’S FAMILY WHO WENT TO EGYPT

The fuller version, taken from Gen. 46:8-27.

See table opposite.
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PUBLIC OPINION

The objectives of the Plagues were to punish the Egyptians, discredit their gods,
gain respect for G-d, and liberate the Israelites with dignity and compensation.

In four cases we are told that a distinction was made between the Egyptians and
the Israelites. With the Epidemic, where the cattle died, the point was driven home
clearly, as also with the Firstborns. In the case of Darkness, the Egyptians could
not see that the Israelites could see, but at least the Israelites did not suffer. With
the Hail-storm, however, the distinction was made on a geographical basis. The
storm was all over Egypt, except in Goshen where the Israelites were concentrated.

This raises a problem. Take a look at the map in KM Supplement 8 (‘Egyptian
Background’). From Alexandria on the coast to Aswan in the south is about 500
miles, but the Nile Delta, which includes all of Goshen, is only about 100 miles
from north to south. If the Israelites were enslaved near their homes, their overseers
lived nearby. In other words, their immediate and worst persecutors lived in Goshen
and escaped the hail, which attacked the poor innocent living elsewhere who
perhaps had never seen an Israelite in their lives. The problem we raise is not the
injustice, which is part of a much wider problem, but the apparent pointlessness.

Sometimes a concept exists with no suitable expression available to describe it.
Suddenly one comes into use, and if it is applied a lage chunk of history becomes
clearer. The Plagues had three immediate aims (as distinct from their ultimate
objectives). One was to frighten Pharaoh and gradually wear him down. The other
two involve a concept for which there is now a simple expression – public opinion.
The second aim was to move public opinion into wanting to get rid of the Israelites,
and the third was to get public opinion to influence Pharaoh. Success in all three
aims would eventually achieve the objective of liberation.

Egypt of course was a monarchy, not a democracy, and Pharaoh, least of all this
one, would certainly not listen to the public. However, he would give a hearing to
his advisers, and might be forced eventually under pressure to submit. And the
advisers might be forced to be sensitive to public opinion (even in a monarchy)
which would thus influence Pharaoh indirectly.

Public opinion throughout Egypt had to change, even among those who had no
hand in the enslavement but were prepared to accept it. It is unlikely that the
Egyptians ever, even at the end, felt that there was anything immoral in enslaving
the Israelites, but they were made to feel that it was a bad policy that did not pay
off in the long run; the cost was too high.

A change in public opinion is often essential for the general good, and it is a
very sad fact that this change may require severe casualties among the innocent –
often specifically among the innocent.
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We see in our own time how public opinion was persuaded, by mass propaganda,
presentation of half-truths, distorting the situation, and abusing the word ‘peace’,
to support the policy of a wicked man who in three years managed to largely undo
the work of a hundred years of Zionism. It has taken the loss of hundreds of lives,
and in particular large numbers of killed and injured in lunatic attacks in Jerusalem,
Tel Aviv, Netanya, Kefar Sava, Ashdod and Haifa, to show the public how they
have been duped, and that the trouble has nothing to do with the ‘settlers’ –
‘remove them and all will be well’ is a lie that the public, after being brainwashed
for years in schools, in the army, and by the media, are only beginning to realise.
Innocent bus passengers, including residents of Beney Verak, had to be blown up
and then fired on at Immanuel with many fatally injured, to wake up the Haredi
community to the fact that they are not outside current events, but are affected no
less than anyone else. It has taken the sudden death of thousands in New York
(among them sadly many Jews) to shake, if not change, ‘world opinion’ regarding
Israel. So it took also an attack on the crops of the inhabitants of South Egypt –
who may not have been all that innocent anyway – to switch public opinion as
regards the Israelites. (We are not comparing the effect of public opinion in the two
situations, but what may be required to change it – a succession of calamities!)

No doubt there were good Egyptians, and even the bad ones had a lot of good
in them (Deut. 23:8). When Pharaoh ordered his charioteers to charge into the Red
Sea, where they subsequently died, did any individual soldier have the option to
disobey? We will not go into the age-old problem of why the innocent suffer. All
that we wish to point out here is that the Plague of hail was not pointless, but
served a useful purpose, not only in discrediting the Egyptian idols and achieving
respect for G-d, but also in helping towards liberating the Israelites, even if it did
not actually punish the most guilty.

A PRIVATE OPINION

Note how in 6:10-12, repeated in 6:29-30, Moses did not say ‘to G-d’ but only
¼ ¼É ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ ‘before G-d’. He was not asking, but uttering a remark of exasperation to
himself and G-d was listening, so there was no reply. ¼ÒHÎ KßLÙ DK ¼ÑKÝF× does not prove,
any more than ¼Ô¼D ¼I LÑ ¼È KÆ DÐ¼X ¼É Jb ¼È KÆ D], that he had a physical defect in his speech, all
might be idioms meaning that he was clumsy in expressing himself.
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OBSTINACY

When Pharaoh told Moses ‘Go, even take your children, but leave your animals’
(10:24), what was he afraid of? Understandably at the beginning he was not too
anxious to let his slaves take a holiday, time off work, as it could involve him in
a financial loss. But once he was prepared to let them go, why should they leave
the animals behind? Was he afraid that they might escape? A few individuals might
escape, but not two million people. Where could they go to? If they tried to go
back to Canaan the Canaanites would not let them in. Even Caleb and Joshua
agreed (a year or two later) that they were much stronger than the Israelites, who
could not normally defeat them, only that they had been promised G-d’s special
help – which Pharaoh would not have taken into account – with which they would
win. Not without it.

They could wander about the desert, but would very soon die of hunger and
thirst, which they would have done had G-d not made special arrangements for
them – something again that Pharaoh would not have taken into account. In fact
after a few died in the desert, the rest would come crawling back to Egypt (as
indeed they wanted to more than once) asking to be re-admitted on any terms!

So why did Pharaoh not want them to take their animals with them? Did he need
their animals? Unlikely. The answer lies in Pharaoh’s personality. Obstinacy.

In the Second World War, the German generals at first kept opposing Hitler’s
military strategy. They were Prussians with great military traditions and real experts
in the subject, which he was not. But he insisted, and they obeyed. To their
amazement he was always right, time and again his policy succeeded, and they
began to respect his military genius. Gradually during the course of the War the
situation changed, and his policies began to fail, but he still insisted on keeping to
his original ideas. Some of the generals rebelled, and there was the famous
‘Officers’ Plot’ to assassinate him, not because they opposed Nazi ideals but
because he was losing the war. The plot failed, he continued his policy and lost the
war – and with it his Third Reich – on account of his obstinacy. When a wicked
man determines on a set policy against all opposition, he at first succeeds but in the
end loses through that very same policy.

And this is what happened to Pharaoh. He was wicked, he was a liar and
deceiver who did not keep his word, and he was obstinate. Having made up his
mind that the Israelites would not leave, he kept to it, but when forced to concede
something he was determined not to concede everything. Something had to be
refused to the end.
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Even today, when a wicked man 7 starts to insist that a professional murderer
who never keeps his undertakings 8 is really a good man with whom one can come
to an understanding that leads to permanent peace, he continues to obstinately insist
even when nobody else is willing to listen any more, and so brings about his own
political downfall. As with Pharaoh, both his obstinacy and his pride prevent him
from backing down. So G-d ‘hardens his heart’, in other words helps him to make
a complete fool of himself and bring about his own downfall. Had Pharaoh stopped
to consider the effect of trying to drive heavy two-wheeled horse-drawn metal
chariots over a thin dry surface covering wet mud, he would not have lost his army.
He wanted to be obstinate, so G-d increased his obstinacy such that he was blinded
by it and did not stop to consider!

DON’T BE PERSONAL!

In Ex. 35:2 and Lev. 23:3 we find ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼É JK L× If which presents no problem.
¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ is feminine as always. Why then do we find here ¼É JK L×IÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼ÑL] (12:16,
and compare also 31:15 ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼É JK L×IÎ) appearing to suggest that it is masculine?

The word is in fact feminine, and the answer is found from the next paragraph,
in 13:7 ¼Ñ IÐ LÅIÎ ¼ß¼D ¼c KÓ. The first word, ¼ß¼D ¼c KÓ, is not the subject of the verb! The
passive verb is impersonal (a phenomenon not uncommon in Classical Hebrew) –
‘It is to be eaten – [what?] – matsahs!’ We have already met this with ¼Ò LÉLÝ DÆ KÅ DÑ ¼ÈKUO[KÊ,
and in Gen. 41:50 it says ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÆ ¼ÎIÕ DI ¼È K̂ OÎ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î DÑ¼X (not ¼X¼È D̂ OÎ) – see KM IV, 6 ßÈÑÊß for
a fuller discussion. ¼É JK L×IÎ ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ means ‘[with regard to] products, it (impersonal)
may be made’ or ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼É JK L×IÎ means ‘it may be made – [what?] – products’,
whereas in the more normal ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼É JK L× If the noun is the subject of the verb, so
the latter must agree in gender (here feminine) – ‘products may be made’. (In this
case the verb is singular only because in Hebrew the noun ¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ is singular, a
collective, although English needs a plural. In the ‘impersonal’ the verb in Hebrew
is normally masculine singular regardless. In the above example, ‘To Joseph there
was born two sons’ – Hebrew ‘was’, where English demands ‘were’.)

THE GREEN GREEN GRASS OF ...

In 10:15 ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Æ JK I× (or ¼É JÈ LL KÉ ¼Æ JK I× which is the same thing) is put alongside
¼Ú I× LÉ ¼+¼ÎVÝ Db¼,. It seems fairly clear that the word ¼Å JI JV means vegetation in general,
divided into two types – trees with what grows on them ( ¼Ú I×), and whatever grows
on (and perhaps in) the ground ( ¼Æ JK I×). This is not what the commentators say, but
it fits much better. See KM V, 1 ßÎÞÅÝÆ.

7. A top Israeli politician, may his name be forgotten.

8. Yasir Arafat the Arab crawler.
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THE JOURNEY

The first stage (to Sinai) of the journey from Egypt to Canaan was as follows:

(i) Rameses to Succot. They left Rameses in a great hurry, so not well organised.
So it is probably at Succot that they consolidated.

(ii) Succot to Etham, at the edge of the desert.

(iii) Etham back to Migdol, by the Red Sea.

(iv) Through the Sea, three days to Marah. Thirst.

Moses cast a tree into the bitter water to make it drinkable.

(v) Marah to Elim – 12 fountains and 70 palms.

(vi) Elim to the Red Sea again (further south).

(vii) Red Sea to Sin. Arrived one month after leaving Egypt.

Hunger. Quails and Manna.

(viii)Sin to Rephidim, later called Massah Umeribah. Again thirst.

Moses goes on ahead to Horeb (Sinai), strikes the rock, and water appears.

So does Amalek.

(ix) Rephidim to Sinai (6 weeks after leaving Egypt).

[The above taken from Ex. Chs. 16, 17, 19, Num. 33].

THE QUAILS

At Sin, before they reached Sinai, they complained of hunger, the quails arrived
and everyone was satisfied, especially when the manna followed next morning.

Almost exactly a year later, soon ater they left Sinai, they

Quail

complained about lack of meat – they already had the manna
and were used to it, but complained that it was not ‘filling’.
Food, not so much in quality as in quantity, has always been a
matter of prime importance and top priority for our people. To
misquote Bonaparte, ‘Israel marches on its stomach’. Nowhere
in modern Israel can you find any shopping centre, large or
small, worthy of the name, without eating places (and not just one).

Once again G-d sent quails to solve the problem, but this time without the
goodwill of the previous time, because the complaints were unjustified. It is
interesting to compare the reaction of Moses to the complaints.
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On the first occasion we are told what G-d told Moses but not his reaction. On
the second occasion he was told that meat would come, and his first reaction was
to aks G-d ‘Where can I find meat to feed all this people?’ (Num. 1:13).

He was then told to tell the people that they would have meat not for one day
or two, or five or ten or twenty days, but for a whole month until it came out of
their nostrils and they were sick of it. Moses reacted by asking where he would get
all that meat from. Can enough sheep and cattle be slaughtered to suffice? If all the
fish in the sea were collected, would it suffice? For this he was received the answer
B¼Ý LÛ DÜ Hf ¼ ¼É ¼ÈKÎFÉ, but he was not reprimanded for lack of faith, just reassured.

This makes one wonder when reading the story of the siege of Samaria. Elisha
promised that the famine would suddenly cease and the price of food would drop
to almost nil by the next day (2 Kings 7:1). The king’s officer said ‘If G-d makes
holes in the sky, how can this happen?’ to which Elisha replied ‘You will see it
with your eyes, but not eat of it.’ Next day they found the enemy camp abandoned,
and the man was trampled to death in the rush to get free food (2 Kings 7:16-20).

The attitude of Moses and of King Joram’s officer do not seem all that different,
except that one was talking to Elisha and the other to G-d himself. The answer can
only lie not in what they said, but in how they said it, and in what lay behind it.
Joram’s officer ridiculed the idea that G-d was capable of fulfilling what Elisha
promised, and for that he was cursed and punished.

With Moses, however, there were two things. First, he seems to have
misunderstood what G-d told him. G-d had said that he would give them enough
to make them sick of it. Moses understood, wrongly, that he was expected to supply
the meat, and he asked where he would get it from. Further, it was not just the
quantity required for so many people, but their attitude – he saw them as insatiable.
However much he gives them would not be enough, they would still complain.

In the event, the quails came, and there was enough meat for them to eat for a
whole month – but they did not wait for permission to eat. They pounced on them,
the birds were apparently poisonous (or had taken something that was poisonous
to humans), and so many of the people – we are not told how many – died, that
there was a mass funeral.

The first time, however, they were told that there was meat for them, they ate
the quails and came to no harm. In this instance it simply says that the quails came
and covered the camp. In the second case – almost exactly a year later, and
therefore again at the time of the northward migration of the quails, it says that a
wind blew them over from the west (or perhaps, though less likely, from the sea
– Num. 11:31), where they may have found whatever it was that they had eaten.

A quail is a very small bird, about 6 -7 (15-18 cm.) long, related to the
pheasant and the partridge. All three are alleged to be kosher. Quails migrate in
large groups, and fall exhausted in and around the Sinai peninsula, where they can
be picked up by hand. The appearance of the quails was an example of G-d’s
providence, not a sudden miracle.
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BLOW YOUR OWN SHOFAR

We are often taught that the two words ¼Ý LÙWI and Ñ IÆÂÎ mean
the same thing, a ram’s horn. The Talmud discusses what type
of horn may be used on Rosh Hashanah, making it quite clear that a ¼Ý LÙWI as such
need not necessarily be a ram’s horn. It is a hollow horn of a member of the bovide
family (antelopes, cattle, sheep, goats) and not a solid horn (antler) of the deer
family (see KM VI, 47 ÉÅÝ). Which type may be used for the mitsvah is a different
matter, and does not affect the definition of the word. But quite apart from that, we
here face a problem.

The people were warned to keep themselves and their animals well away from
Mount Sinai at the time of G-d’s descent there (19:11-13), but when the ¼Ñ IÆÂÎ sounds
a continuous blast they may approach or even ascend the mountain. This would be
the signal corresponding to our ‘all clear’. Yet even before the Ten Commandments
were given, there were thunder and lightning, a heavy cloud over the mountain, and
a very powerful sound of ¼Ý LÙWI (19:16). If the two words were the same, this could
be the ‘all clear’ – the proceedings were over, but in fact they had not even begun!

Normally the noun ¼ÝLÙWI has the verb ×Üß attached to it, this is what you do
with it. (Sometimes the verb ×ÓI, when you hear it.) The word ¼É L×¼X ¼Ý Df is often
found near it, indicating something, some sort of sound, that accompanies the sound
of the shofar, but is not itself the sound produced by the shofar, as in the phrase
¼Ý LÙ¼D ¼I ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü DÆ¼X ¼É L×¼X ¼Ý Dß HT (2Sam. 6:15, 1Chr. 15:28).

In only two places do we find something different. In Leviticus 25:9, regarding
the blowing of the shofar on the jubilee year, we find ¼É L×¼X ¼Ý Df ¼Ý KÙDI LfUÝ KÆF× KÉ DÊ and then
again ¼Ý LÙ¼D ¼I ¼X ¼Ý¼Î HÆF× Kf. Following this the word ¼Ñ IÆÂÎ is used repeatedly, but as a
description of the year, not something you blow. We assume that the words are
synonyms. Note that the same verb is used for the silver trumpets in Num. 10 (1-
10) ßÃÝ DÛÃÛFÌKT ¼Ò Jf D× KÜ Dß¼X but also ¼ßÃÝ DÛÃÛFÌKT ¼Ò JßÃ× IÝFÉKÊ, and we find there ¼É L×¼X ¼Ý Df ¼Ò Jf D× KÜ Dß¼X
and ¼X ¼×¼ÎVÝ Lß ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼X ¼× DÜ Dß Hf. All very confusing!

What we call the New Year is referred to only in Lev. 23:24 ( ¼É L×¼X¼Ý Df ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý DÐHË, and
in Num. 29:1 ( ¼É L×¼X ¼Ý Df ¼Ò¼D¼Î), with neither shofar or yovel mentioned in either case.

The other place worth noting is Jos. 6, where we find ¼Ò¼Î HÑ DÆ¼D¼Î ¼ß¼D ¼Ý DÙ¼D ¼I several
times. The second word appears to mean either those who blow the shofar, or the
animals from which they are made. What is odd is verse 5:

¼Ý LÙ¼D ¼J KÉ ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü ¼ß JÅ ¼ÒJÐF× DÓ LI DT ¼Ñ IÆ¼D¼[ KÉ ¼Ô JÝ JÜ DT ¼EWI DÓ DT ¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ
A ¼ÉLÑ¼D ¼È DÇ ¼É L×¼X¼Ý Df ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÑLÐ ¼X ¼×¼ÎVÝLÎ

This reinforces our original question. ¼Ñ IÆ¼D¼[ KÉ ¼EWI DÓ seems to be identical with ¼Ñ¼D ¼Ü
¼Ý LÙ¼D ¼J KÉ, which does not make sense here in Exodus.
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The word ¼Ñ IÆÂÎ occurs only here (Ex. 19:13), in Lev. chs. 25 & 27 (and Num.
36:4) referring to the year, and in Jos. 6 as quoted above. Traditionally it means a
ram, but Gesenius sneezes at this (calls it ‘absurd’) and says it means the sound of
the shofar. Later scholars sneeze at Gesenius. However, according to the Mishnah
(Rosh Hashanah 3:3 and 3:5) sometimes the horn of an ibex is used, not that of a
ram! Note that the verb accompanying it is neither ×Üß nor ÝÆ×É but EIÓ, and
¼Ô JÝ JÜ (a horn) is used instead of ¼Ý LÙ¼D ¼I. (All agree that ¼Ý LÙWI is a type of ¼Ô JÝ JÜ.)

I should have thought that ¼Ñ IÆ¼D¼Î means a sort of trumpeter, the person who blows
the shofar. This would explain the verse here, and those in Joshua; the ‘jubilee
year’ (a secondary meaning) was so called because it was announced by a trumpeter
blowing the shofar. This could even answer our question. The sound of a shofar
that they heard was the sound of a shofar, that is to say a loud wailing or screaming
or some such, which was extremely loud and was obviously an introduction to the
proceedings. Nobody would assume that anyone was blowing a real shofar, unless
an extraordinary one, but there was no other way to describe the sound. On the
other hand, the yovel signifying the ‘all clear’ was blown, according to the
commentators, by Moses deliberately. This would be recognised as a normal shofar
sound, and not be confused. For this reason it was called the sound of the yovel, the
shofarblower, or perhaps the one who walks up and down blowing, here Moses.

There is no evidence to support this, but nor is there any against it. The only
evidence to support the ‘ram’ is that when Rabbi Akiva was in Arabia he heard
them call a ram a ‘yovel’ – in their language. When I was in France I heard them
say ‘we’ meaning ‘yes’, but it does not follow that ‘we’ in English means ‘yes’.
Further, as pointed out, ‘ram’ does not fit with the Mishnah, according to which
some at least at times demand an ibex, not a ram. The idea that yovel is a synonym
for shofar does not even have Talmudic support.

SANCTIFICATION

Moses was told to go to the people ¼Ò Lf DIKV HÜ DÊ (19:10). This word is sometimes
used (but not as a rule in the Torah, as it could cause confusion) instead of ¼Ý IÉ KÍ,
viz. to remove anything that is ¼Å IÓ LÍ, e.g. 2 Sam. 11:4. (The meanings of these
words are discussed in KM I, 4(27) ×ÎÝËß and elsewhere – see KM index.) This
does seem to be the meaning here.
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MAKE IT CLEAR

Moses took Aaron, Nadab, Abihu and seventy elders part of the way up the
mountain, to bow down from a distance (24:1), ‘and they saw the G-d of Israel’
(24:10) ¼Ý KÉÃÍLÑ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LJ KÉ ¼Ò JÛ J× ¼Ð¼X B ¼Ý¼Î Hb KÖ ¼ßKÕ DÆ HÑ ¼É IKF× KÓ D] ¼Ê¼Î LÑ DÇKÝ ß KÌ Kß DÊ.

We cannot really understand this, and in effect it is trying to tell us that there
was something that cannot be explained to us. Onkelos, always terrified of anything
that even vaguely approaches anthropomorphism, translates the verse that ‘they saw
the glory of the G-d of Israel, and underneath the throne of his glory was like the
work of an expensive (i.e. precious) stone, and like the appearance of the sky ....’

Something like this gives the philosophers (especially the amateurs) a field day,
but we are not concerned here with philosophy, only with the meaning of words.
The text says that ‘they saw the G-d of Israel’ – whatever that may mean – ‘and
underneath (or, the bottom of) his feet was like the work of a sapphire ...’

The word ¼Ò JÛ J× literally means a bone, but it is used to mean ‘self’. ¼Î HÓ DÛ K× means
‘myself’. (Aramaic has the same idiom – a bone is ¼Å LÓUÝKU and W IÓUÝKÇ DÑ means by
itself, alone). Here we should say ‘like the sky itself’ or ‘like the very sky’. But
then ..... King James decided that if the Hebrew as a whole is obscure, he would
best translate it into unintelligible English that is even more obscure. JPS2 gives
‘like the very sky for purity’ (as I learned it).

Purity? What does that mean? Whatever it may mean concerning G-d, here we
are talking about the sky! What has the sky to do with purity?

The mistake here is not so serious, since we do not understand the whole
sentence anyway, so it makes little difference if we do not understand it using the
right word or we do not understand it using the wrong word. But the mistake is
unfortunately carried elsewhere where the difference is serious.

The basic meaning of ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is not ‘pure’, but ‘clear’. What we have here is ‘like
the very sky for clarity’, which, as far as it goes, makes sense. They sensed the
presence of G-d but what they saw was something transparent or translucent and
clear, like the sky (on a clear day) yet brilliant and dazzling to the eyes like a
precious stone. No need to add to the obscurity by saying ‘pure’ without having the
faintest idea what that means in the context. Onkelos says ¼X¼Ý¼ÎVÝLÆ DÑ which means ‘for
clarity’. ( ¼Ý¼X ¼Ý LT has been taken into Hebrew for ‘clear’.)

A liquid, or a transparent solid (like glass), is clear if it is pure, but if it contains
any sort of impurity it is not perfectly clear. Thus there is often an interchange, and
the word ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ came to mean also ‘pure’ with a liquid, and then by extension even
with gold (Ex. chs. 25, 28, 37, 39 frequently). But the real meaning is ‘clear’, both
in the literal and in the applied sense, when we say that someone is ‘in the clear’,
or a disease has ‘cleared up’. This is the meaning in all the laws concerning ¼É LÅ DÓ OÍ,
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where a person who is ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is ‘clear’, not ‘pure’. The latter implies that he has a
soul with no blot of conscience, and that is not normally the meaning.

The concept of ¼É LÅ DÓ OÍ is contamination, and a person who is ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is ‘clear’ in
the sense that he is not contaminated, either because he never was in the first place,
or because any contamination has been removed. What the contamination is
depends on the context. It could be (but not in the Torah) contamination from dirt,
disease or radiation. In some cases it means ‘sin’ (Lev. 16:30), but otherwise,
regarding people who have touched corpses, contracted gonorrhoea, a woman who
has given birth or menstruated and so on, it is merely a contamination that prevents
one from coming too close to anything holy (as explained in detail in KM I, 4(27)
×ÎÝËß and elsewhere – see ¼Å IÓ LÍ in KM Index).

For all that, except where the text refers explicitly to sin, such contamination is
physical, in the same way as dirt and disease although it is neither of these.
Contrary to cabbalistic teaching, it affects the body, not the soul. It may be ‘ritual’
but is certainly in no way ‘spiritual’. And in the same way a person may be clear,
through not having been contaminated, or through having been decontaminated.
Clear, not ‘pure’, just as the sky is ‘clear’, not ‘pure’. The verb ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is in fact used
in connection with removing contamination by disease in the case of the ¼ß K× KÝ LÛ of
Naaman (2 Kings 5:10-14), where it was the disease itself with its symptoms, and
not the ‘tum’ah’ dealt with in Leviticus, that was cured by the Jordan water.

Onkelos got it right, and for once even King James got at least that bit correct,
while JPS did not.

[An alternative explanation offered by some is that the original meaning of ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is ‘bright’, from which
‘clear’ is a first derivative, and ‘pure’ a secondary one. They apply that here, and say it is the brightness of
the sky that is referred to. This seems less likely – the brightness is that of the sapphire. This in no way
affects the meaning where ¼ÝÃÉ LÍ is opposed to ¼Å IÓ LÍ and means ‘clear’ rather than ‘pure’ – certainly not
‘bright’.]

MEET BY CHANCE

In Modern Hebrew the verb K×ÂÇ Lb means to attack, but in Biblical Hebrew this is
not necesarily so. It can also mean simply ‘to meet’, ‘to chance upon’, (‘happen
upon’, American ‘meet with’) as in 23:4 – it is not suggesting that you attack the
animal. Cf. Gen. 28:11, 32:2.
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PLANNING
“If a job’s worth doing, it’s worth doing properly!”

– English proverb inexpressible in Modern Hebrew

In KM II, 19 ÉÓÊÝß we pointed out how building the Tabernacle was education
in social behaviour (including justice) and in observing the Sabbath. It also
included a lesson in construction.

There are two ways of doing things: by improvisation (do first, then think) and
by planning (first think, then do). The planning itself may be by improvisation –
you sketch things out and think up ideas as you go along – but when it comes to
construction, with things that once made cannot be altered, then it is advisable to
start with a ready completed plan. It is truly amazing how many people do not
realise this, which to the rest of us is so obvious. The planner and the builder may
be one and the same person or different people, one of whom plans, another builds,
and an overseer in between. It makes no difference, the principle is the same.

The biblical expression is ¼ß JÆ JI DÌ KÓ ¼ßJÐ ¼Å JÑ DÓ, a planned creation. But here another
important principle, that should also be obvious but often is not, is demonstrated.
Before the planner or architect hands over the plans to the supervisor, with the
specifications, to be handed to the chief workman or craftsman (who may be left
to fill in details from his imagination), it is necessary to give a list of materials.
The first job of the supervisor is to make sure that all the materials are in fact
available. There is nothing worse than finding, in the middle of construction, that
some material is not available and an inferior one has to be substituted. The
construction then carries with it, throughout its lifetime, an inherent flaw.

Even a Robinson Crusoe, abandoned on a desert island and wishing to make
himself some sort of house, has to first check on what materials are available.

We notice that here, in giving Moses instructions for building the Tabernacle,
G-D first tells him to collect materials, before even telling him what it is all for.
Only then is Moses told what is to be done, he is given overall specifications and
shown a model, and the chief craftsmen are named who can be relied on to fill in
the details from their imagination to produce a good job. This way everything
comes out properly first time. If anything does happen to go wrong in the middle,
it can be corrected immediately before irreversible damage is done.

We are given, in the story of the building of the Tabernacle, good sound advice
on how to do things, generally. In Egypt the Egyptians did the planning, and the
Israelites did not have to think things out, merely to do what they were told. Now
it was to be different – this time the planning was done for them, but in future they
would have to do it themselves.
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WHAT TO MAKE OF IT

As Ki Mitsion is to close in a few weeks, this may be the last opportunity to
include something that has been omitted, even though it has, in fairness, nothing
whatever to do with this week’s portion and in fact belongs somewhere else.

It concerns the verb ¼ÉÂÕ LÜ, usually translated as ‘to acquire’, in which sense it is
used frequently in the Talmud, often to acquire by purchase, ‘to buy’. (Modern
Hebrew limits it to this latter use.)

Certainly at times it has these meanings – ¼ÉJÕÃÜ in Deut. 28:68 can only mean a
buyer – but there are places where neither ‘buy’ nor ‘acquire’ make sense, and
‘own’ (or ‘possess’) is offered as an alternative. Two cases in particular are Isaiah
1:3 ¼X ¼ÉIÕÃÜ ¼Ý¼D ¼I ¼× KÈLÎ the animal knows its owner, which parallels ¼Ê¼Î LÑ L× DT in the next
clause – this makes sense as the one who owns through having acquired or bought
– and Gen. 14:19 and 22 where it does not make such good sense. First
Melchizedek talks about his god El Elyon as ¼Ú JÝ LÅLÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LI ¼ÉIÕÃÜ, and Abraham then
amends this – it is his G-D who is the real El Elyon and ¼Ú JÝ LÅLÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LI ¼ÉIÕÃÜ. One can
see G-d as the ‘owner’ of Heaven and Earth (though it is an unusual way of putting
it) but not as a result of having bought or acquired it! Where did he get it from?

I am grateful to my friend Mr. (Wishes to be Anonymous) for giving me an
alternative, and far more reasonable, explanation. We find the verb ¼ÉWK L×, which
normally means to do, make or create, used to mean ‘acquire’, as in ¼ÑHÎ KÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×KÑ ‘to
acquire wealth’. The broad meaning is to provide yourself with, usually by
acquiring or by making (cf. Is. 58:13 ¼F JÛ LÙFÌ ¼ß¼D ¼KF×, see KM II, 53 ÊÕÎËÅÉ).

My. friend suggested that the verb ¼ÉÂÕ LÜ originally meant much the same. Thus
the context talks about the maker (or creator) of Heaven and Earth, which makes
far more sense. In Ps. 104:24 ¼FJÕLÎ DÕ HÜ ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼É LÅ DÑ LÓ could mean ‘your possessions’;
however, ‘your products’ is not only more meaningful, but also parallels ¼F¼Î JKF× KÓ.
Only that in the course of time usage tended to separate the verbs. (This often
happens in all languages.) ÉÕÜ tended to be used for ‘acquire’, hence purchase,
while ÉK× was used for ‘make’, but not always. I will ‘buy’ this explanation!

(Incidentally, Gesenius in his dictionary gives ‘create’ as one meaning of the
root ÉÕÜ, on a different basis, but his very bigoted translator, on the basis of
Christian fundamentalism, inserts a note objecting and insisting that there is no
need, all cases can be covered by ‘possess’!)
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():>Series VII No. 20

THE FULL HIN

In 29:40 we find the first reference (there are many others) to the ¼Ô¼Î HÉ (hin) as
a measure of liquid capacity (like the pint or litre).

A Mishnah (Eduyot 1:3) which has puzzled scholars for centuries begins:

B ¼ÉLÊ DÜ H_ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ô¼Î HÑ DÖ¼D ¼b ¼Ô¼Î HÆ¼X ¼Å DI ¼Ô¼Î HÉ ¼Å IÑ LÓ ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼Å ¼Ñ Î HÉ
S¼D ¼TKÝ ¼Ô¼D ¼I DÑ HT ¼Ý KÓ¼D ¼Ñ ¼ÆL[ KÌ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ JI ¼Å L̂ JÅ

Hillel said ‘A full hin of drawn water renders a mikveh unfit’, only that
a person is obliged to say [i.e. report a legal decision] in the language
[i.e. precise wording] of his teacher.

The first part on its own is easy. Hillel stated the amount that disqualifies. (The
Mishnah later gives Shammai’s opinion that the critical amount is different.) But
‘What has the last part, about how a person repeats a law, to do with the first part?’

Most commentators are agreed that it refers to Hillel’s using the word ¼Å IÑ LÓ
which they claim is superfluous, and assume that for some reason (about which
they disagree) he heard it said that way from his teachers and therefore kept the
word in. Otherwise he could have left it out.

[Kehati in his edition has ¼ÅWÑ DÓ instead of ¼Å IÑ LÓ, but that makes no difference to
our discussion here.]

This explanation is untenable. Moses is told in Ex. 30:24 to take various
ingredients in specified amounts, including ¼Ô¼Î HÉ ¼ßHÎKË ¼Ô JÓ JI, a hin of olive oil, which
Onkelos translates as ¼ÅLÕ¼Î HÉ ¼Å IÑ DÓ ¼Å Lß¼ÎIË ¼Ì KI DÓ. Told that ¼Ì KI DÓ is ¼Ô JÓ JI, you now know
enough Aramaic to follow this. [Some versions of Onkelos spell the third word as
¼Î IÑ DÓ, but aleph and yod often interchange in Aramaic.] What seems to have been
overlooked is that where the Torah just says ¼Ô¼Î HÉ Onkelos says ¼ÅLÕ¼Î HÉ ¼Å IÑ DÓ. Evidently
Aramaic idiom demands the extra word.

We have something similar in English. A recipe might say ‘add a pint of ...’, it
may say ‘add a cup of ...’, but never ‘add a spoon of ...’ – always ‘add a spoonful
of ...’. Not quite the same, but similar.

Still more interesting, we find the idiom even in Biblical Hebrew, though it is
by no means demanded. In Ex. 16:33 Moses tells Aaron to take a jar (note the
unusual but not unique one jar) and put ¼Ô LÓ ¼Ý JÓÃ× LÉ ¼ÅWÑ DÓ ‘an omerful of manna’
(Onkelos ¼Ô LÓ ¼ÅLÝ DÓO× ¼Î IÑ DÓ) into it!

There are two ways of explaining the problem. The first, closest to the
traditional, is that Hillel heard the law stated in Aramaic, and translated it into
Hebrew but retained the extra word. This is unlikely, because Hillel probably stated
the law in Aramaic, which was his native tongue (he came from Babylonia) and
which was more often used even in Israel. Rabbi Judah (several generations later),
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who hated Aramaic, would have translated it into Hebrew when he compiled the
Mishnah. The other, more likely explanation is that the last part does not refer at
all to the word ¼Å IÑ LÓ, which was not really superfluous since contemporary Hebrew
copied the Aramaic idiom (which it often did), but that the last part of the Mishnah
refers to something else, totally different. What that is is anyone’s guess – more
than likely there is something that has been left out of the Mishnah by mistake, an
occurrence by no means exceptional.

Coming back to our verse here, 29:40, we have a quarter of a hin of oil and a
quarter of a hin of wine. In the first case we have ¼× KÆ JÝ and in the second case the
more usual ¼ß H×¼Î HÆUÝ – why? No doubt, as Ibn Ezra points out, the two are the same,
and the usage is optional. Contrast Num. 15:4-5. In 2 Kings 6:25 ¼× KÆÃÝ means a
quarter, but in Num. 23:10 it means something quite different (see KM II, 39 ßÜÌ).

THE FILLING ’IN

In our consideration of offerings we passed over the first one to be described in
the Torah, as it is not ideally the one to tackle first. It appears here in Chapter 29
as instructions, and again in Lev. Ch 8. as having been done – the milluim or
consecration offering, performed by Moses as acting priest to consecrate Aaron and
his sons as priests. Moses took a bull, two rams, and some bread (matsahs), offered
the bull as a hatat, one ram as an olah, and the second ram as milluim.

The milluim belongs to the same group as the hatat and asham (and likewise
classed as ‘extra-holy’) but differs in details. Here are the main ones.

An offering basically consists of three parts (after the animal is slaughtered,
which is merely a preliminary):

– a ceremony with the blood (standard except for hatat)

– a ceremony with the ‘fats’ (standard except for olah)

– the eating (which varies a lot – none with the olah)

Here the blood ceremony is the standard with additions. First some was applied
to the future priests’ right ear-lobes, thumbs and big toes; the rest was flung as
usual onto the altar; some was then taken from the altar and splashed onto the
future priests and their clothes.

The ‘fats’ were ‘heaved’ and ‘waved’ with the breast, right rear shank and some
of the bread, like the shelamim, and then smoked on the altar as usual. Moses, as
acting priest, was given the breast as his fee, as with the shelamim (though
surprisingly not the shank). The fats were smoked as usual. Aaron and his sons –
not the acting priest Moses – then boiled and ate the meat (as with the shelamim)
with the rest of the bread, as extra-holy (like the asham, unlike the shelamim which
is holy, not extra-holy); anything that might remain on the next day was to be
burned. All quite complicated!
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$µ>Series VII No. 21

COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT

Three thousand people – one half per cent of the population – worshipped the
Golden Calf and were killed by the Levites (Ex. 32:28). Yet the whole nation was
(and still is) punished. The sin was never forgiven. Each time we are punished, a
little bit of punishment is added for the Golden Calf, because the full punishment
was only deferred (Ex. 32:34). This raises the issue of collective responsibility and
collective punishment in an entire community. The issue is not whether or not the
innocent should suffer with the guilty (which they often do) but why they too
should be held responsible, why G-d inflicts collective punishment in the very cases
where he wishes to demonstrate his justice; also whether we may do so.

The Flood was not a case of collective punishment. All who perished were
guilty, the innocent were saved.

Before the destruction of Sodom, Abraham pleaded with G-d on grounds of
natural justice that the innocent should not suffer with the guilty (in fact he
demanded more, that the innocent should be the source of a reprieve for the guilty),
but there were none innocent except perhaps Lot, who too was saved.

Yet when the Egyptians were punished, was every single Egyptian guilty? Could
any individual charioteer oppose Pharaoh’s order to charge the Israelites?

For cowardice at Kadesh Barnea all were punished, but not all were guilty. The
Levites did not have to fight, so they could not be blamed for not wanting to. And
as stated above, the same applied to the Golden Calf. In the time of David the
whole country suffered a drought for three years as a punishment for the actions of
Saul, which the people evidently condoned. Did they all condone them? What could
any individual do against the king? One might answer that they wanted the king,
against Samuel’s advice, and therefore had to take responsibility for what the king
did. But they did not condone David’s census, that led to so many deaths.

War is often just an attempt at collective punishment on a major scale. It
contains incidents involving great searchings of conscience. Remember the story
of ‘The 35’? How could they kill the old man?

Amalek is to be exterminated, man, woman and child, with no exceptions. Did
every single Amalekite attack us, including the babies? There we may answer that
we have been told to do it, G-d knows what he is doing and has a better
understanding than we do. We are merely acting as his agents under orders, and do
not need any further justification for our actions.

But then we read of the war against the Midianites. There too we acted under
orders, but were told clearly that we were to take revenge. It was not what G-d
asked for his own hidden reasons in a particular case, it was the thing to do in the
circumstances.
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May we ourselves pass and execute such judgement? The most severe penalty
stated in the Torah is massacre, applied to a town, village or settlement that goes
over completely to idolatry. There too we are acting as G-d’s agents under clear
instructions, but we are warned that we are to make a very thorough investigation
first (Deut. 13:15). We are not to impose a penalty on the whole because of actions
of the majority, only if all are guilty.

Israel has often imposed collective punishment on Arab villages in response to
acts of terrorism. The justification offered is that the Arabs themselves use this
method, they expect it and respect it. Collective punishment, implying collective
responsibility, is expected and accepted among Arabs. So too, according to their
law, is cutting off the hands of a thief – would that justify our doing it to them?
The other argument, which perhaps carries more weight, is the empirical one,
namely that experience shows that it does work as a deterrent. There is a certain
mentality – the population can impose sanctions in their own way on the guilty few
within their community, or individuals can stand up against them, but will only do
so if they themselves are counter-threatened from without.

This demonstrates the other side, collective responsibility. Each individual was
too much of a coward to stand up against the rot at the outset, and now he must
pay the price. This works both ways. But how many battles can one fight in life?

For all that, justice rests on fundamental concepts, which may be inherent or
may be derived from the laws. But it is not easy to justify something like this
inherently, simply on the argument that ‘it works’. In a particular case yes, just as
summary justice (which should not normally be practised) may be justified in
special circumstances. But to impose collective punishment as a matter of course,
when there is time to think about it beforehand, is something different. The
argument is, when individual punishment does not work (because the criminals
cannot be found, or cannot be caught, or no legal proof can be obtained, or because
the fear of punishment does not deter), and collective punishment does work, but
is – let us say – wrong, then what is the alternative? When either gangsters or
political terrorists relying on lawlessness attack and murder outsiders and at the
same time intimidate their own neighbours to support them, corrupting those who
are too weak or too weak-minded to fight them, the forces of law and order may
have to counter-intimidate.

Of course, it all only arises when there is insufficient justice in the first place,
and trouble is not stamped out at the outset. The problem arises from a past
mistake, but what is past is past, what is to be done ‘now’? Where collective
punishment seems to be the only, or the least bad, solution, can we still justify
imposing it? Equally, can we justify not imposing it? This article is merely a
discussion, not a sermon, and we offer no solution. Perhaps there is none, but the
problem should not be ignored.
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-');8?0(;-)Series VII No. 22-23

FAREWELL

Studying the two portions ¼Ñ IÉ DÜK[KÊ and ¼Î IÈ¼X ¼Ü DRÙ simply gives an opportunity to revise
¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ý Df and ¼ÉJX KÛ Df. Likewise as this is the last issue of Ki Mitsion to appear (at least
for the foreseeable future) after six years, it has been reserved for revision. A
number of important points, especially words normally mistranslated, that have
been mentioned and possibly discussed deserve a reminder. For further information
please look up the word or phrase in the index and consult the original article.

First some important words. An asterisk * means that the usual translation is
incorrect and misleading.

¼Ô L] DI HÓ B ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ often synonymous, may mean just ‘home’.

¼É LÑÃ× is not a burnt-offering, but an olah. *

¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ is not a sin-offering, but a hatat. *

¼Ò LI LÅ sometimes means a guilt-offering and sometimes an asham. Either meaning
need not include the other.

¼Ý IÍ DÜ KÉ to smoke (as tobacco, not fish), (not burn). *

¼Ú¼Î HÛ is a flower.

¼ÌKÝ Jb is a bud or shoot (or blister etc.) (not flower). *

KÌÃÝ Lb is to sprout or shoot up (not blossom). *

¼É JÈ LK is ‘land’ (like ¼Ú JÝ JÅ) (not field). *

¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU normally means ‘territory’. *

K×¼Î HÆLU is a decanter or similar (not cup). *

¼É LÓ DÐ LÌ is ‘skill’. *

¼Æ JK J] is a sheep. * ( ¼K JÆ J] is a lamb.)

¼Ý¼Î H× LK is a kid (a young goat). *

¼ÈLÎ is arm and hand together.

¼ÑJÇJÝ is leg and foot together.

¼ØK] can mean hand, foot, hip etc. (not palm, sole). *

¼ÒHÎ Kb KÅ is nose (lit. nostrils), not face. *

¼ß K× KÝ LÛ tsara’at, and never leprosy. *

¼ÆÃÝ L× is another type of plague (shshsh!)

¼ØLÝ LK is a type of serpent, nothing fiery. It may also have other meanings.

¼ßJÈ JÑ¼D ¼Ó is family (as ¼É LÌ Lb DI HÓ), sometimes offspring. *

¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ can mean ‘days’, or a period of time, or a year, or just to be ignored.
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¼ÒHÎKÕ DI ¼Î Hb is two-thirds (not double). *

¼É Lf DI Hb B ¼ÉLÝÃ× DK B ¼É LZ HÌ when standing uncut in the field.

¼Ò¼Î Hf DI Hb B ¼Ò¼ÎVÝÃ× DK B ¼Ò¼Î HZ HÌ when cut and processed.

¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ô JT in its first year (less than a year old). *

¼Ñ K×K[KÊ either ‘he went up’ or ‘he took up’.

¼Ö LÓ LÌ lack of justice, anarchy etc. (not violence). *

¼ß¼X ¼Æ DI ¼ß JÅ ¼Æ¼X ¼I rehabilitate, restore the fortunes of, nothing to do with captivity which
is ¼Î HÆ DI not ¼ß¼X ¼Æ DI). *

¼Ñ ¼ÅI[HÕ LV (Daniel) – note the spelling.

¼Å IÓ LÍ barred, forbidden, contaminated. *

The following are not easily translated, and it may be necessary to look up the
original article(s), whose location may be found from the index.

¼ß LT KI Sabbath – concrete noun, name of a particular time.

¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI abstract noun, connected with the verb ¼ßÃÆ LI. *

¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ (untranslatable) A concrete noun that includes both ‘articles’ and ‘livestock’.
Something like ‘possessions’ but without the stress on ownership. Sometimes
‘products’, ‘acquisitions’. *

¼ÈÃÜ Lb has many meanings. ‘Count’ is not one of them! *

¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÅWKLÕ enrol, enlist, call up. *

Here are some stories and other topics which are commonly misinterpreted in
part or in full. It might be worth refreshing your memory by looking them up.

Aaron and the Golden Calf.

Cain and Abel.

Er’s sin.

(The) Half-shekel.

Joseph and his brothers.

Lot’s wife.

(Location of) Rachel’s tomb.

(Location of) Sodom.

Haran – look up Hebrew ¼Ô LÝ LÉ.

and of course the two major and involved topics

Sabbath.

Offerings.
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Other headings you will find in the index.

Some dealing with important topics not named as such in the Torah, are

Car parking.

(The) Impersonal subject.

Judges and justice.

Peshat and derash.

AN EPILOGUE

Looking back, I have put a lot into Ki Mitsion but have got far more out of it.
Writing about something has forced me to research it, and thus learn. But the
greatest pleasure is when I receive by phone or post criticisms and corrections.

All good things come to an end, and it is often important to know when to stop.
Here I have felt my ideas drying up, and could continue only by entering spheres
that I have hitherto deliberately avoided. I wish to thank all those who have shown
interest and have helped in various ways (including criticising and correcting) but
above all, my thanks to G-d who has helped me with ideas, with money, with
health, in solving computer problems and practical problems, and lots of other ways
that have made the production and distribution possible.

FOOTNOTE

[Added for the production of this complete edition.] At the end of the publication
and distribution of the original sheets of Ki Mitsion, when I indicated my intention
of its coming to an end, some very old friends of mine, Robert and Elisheva
Cramer and professor Cyril Domb, decided to arrange a ‘Siyyum’ to which all those
who received the publication were invited, and I was presented with a bound
edition of all issues, on the frontispiece of which each person attending signed their
name. It was a moving experience I will never forget – sadly Robert and Cyril are
no longer with us, but I have not forgotten them.

As an address I chose to deliver a short lecture on ‘Peshat before Derash’, the
text of which I later expanded and eventually published under that title as a book,
available today at bookshops.

The present effort, putting the entire collection on the internet, has been inspired
by former readers, and hopefully will help my fellow-Jews, my brothers, in the
study of Torah basics, often omitted when students are taught to start in the middle.

A.S.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+
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3}£ H³ H2 - H¤KI MITSION

Ta’amey HamikraSupplement No. 1

This first supplement was originally written in two parts, of which only the
first part was issued. The whole has been re-written here.

Part 1. Introducing Ta’amey Hamikra

In the ‘Ten Commandments’ there are two sets of ta’amey hamikra to choose
from; and the way the words are read, even the pronunciation of some of the
consonants, depends on which set is used. Why two sets?

This question provides an opportunity to start at the beginning, explaining what
the te’amim are and their history.

BEFORE TAAMEY HAMIKRA

The written Torah originally consisted of letters, written on parchment, grouped
into words (separated from one another by a space equal to the size of a letter),
these being in turn grouped into paragraphs (separated by a number of spaces), and
nothing might be added.

It was accompanied by an oral tradition which explained how the writing was
to be read and how it was to be interpreted. A law banned quoting the text by heart
– it had to be read – and another banned writing down the interpretation, details of
the oral tradition, to maintain flexibility according to the needs of the times.

INTERPRETATION

The destruction of the First Temple initiated the total dispersion of the Jews.
Many, taken by force to Babylonia, remained there, while others went to Egypt.
After the Second Temple was destroyed, some 2,000 years ago, economic and
political conditions forced the Jews to spread far and wide, with communications
extremely slow and unreliable. Fearing that the oral tradition might be lost, the
Rabbis decided, as the lesser of two evils, that the ban on writing down the oral
interpretation (to prevent it from becoming rigid) should be partly lifted, and the
Mishnah was written. Later the Gemara was allowed, and eventually everything.
The entire talmudic era occupied about 500 years.
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READING

During the following 500 years (known as the Geonic period, which began about
1500 years ago, just after the Talmud was completed, and finished 1000 years ago
just before Rashi) another group of scholars, known as the Masoretes spotted
greater dangers.

First, bad copying produced bad texts with numerous errors. This they dealt with
by standardising the text, not only of the Torah but of the entire Tenakh.

But beyond that, the Hebrew language was being forgotten, and people were
even becoming unsure of how to corectly read and pronounce the words, and how
to read the sentences (or verses). The name Masorete is connected with the Hebrew
masorah, meaning tradition, and the work of these Masoretes was to standardise
tradition, not in interpretation but in the writing and reading of the text itself.

The Torah is divided in turn into humashim, paragraphs, verses, words and
letters; the divisions are indicated by different types of spacing, except for the
division into verses which is not indicated at all. (Other types of division are not
or at one time were not universal: the ‘weekly portions’ began as a local custom
which spread, the sub-division of these into aliyot varies between communities even
today, and the ‘chapters’ are not even of Jewish origin!) In a Sefer Torah used for
public readings, no markings are allowed other than letters, with special rare
exceptions. But scrolls and ‘books’ (once also hand-written but nowadays generally
printed) used only for study – and not for public readings – are not bound by the
rules, and markings and comments might be added.

The Masoretes, having standardised the text, developed, gradually over a period
of time, a system of notation by adding marks to the text of ‘unofficial’ copies
(used for study though not fit for public readings) to indicate how the Hebrew was
to be read, in accordance with the tradition which they still held but which was
beginning to rapidly become forgotten and die out. Sets of markings were
introduced in these to help us to read correctly. One set (nikkud), which we are not
considering here, was to help us to pronounce the words – the vowels and in some
cases the letters. Other markings, known as te’amim, were to help us to intonate the
words and group them, in other words to read the sentences (or, more accurately,
the ‘verses’), approximately serving the purpose of punctuation marks, so as to
make sense of the whole.

From before the te’amim, the earliest marking to survive appears to be the colon
(two dots A) used to separate verses. This is said to be the last relic of a system of
punctuation similar to our modern system, of marking stops or pauses between
words (commas, semi-colons, full-stops, etc.) by using one, two, three or four
points (i.e. one dot, a colon, three dots in a triangle, or a double colon – the last
being the strongest) to indicate the strength of the stop.

However, the te’amim did not mark between words, but marked the intonation
allocated to an individual word when the verse was read correctly.

As with vowels, marking a text with the notation of te’amim was not confined
to the Torah. It was used throughout the Tenakh (though for three books which
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were normally sung rather than read, the Tiberians used yet a different system – the
Babylonians did not go that far). Manuscripts have also been found where the same
system is used for the Mishnah and for Onkelos’s Aramaic translation of the Torah,
and we have the evidence of Saadyah Gaon that he saw the te’amim in use in
secular books as well. So there is nothing holy in the concept of te’amim, or even
of the system of te’amim used, let alone the notation used to represent that system.
The tradition, which some claim goes back to Ezra and others to Moses, is of the
actual way in which the actual text of our holy writings is to be read – which the
notation records.

The work of the Masoretes was concluded about a thousand years ago.

DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF NOTATION

We mentioned the group of scholars called the Masoretes. Actually there was not
one group but at least two, one living in Tiberias (in Israel) and the other living in
Babylonia, who worked independently and produced different systems of notation
for the te’amim. (The same applies to vowels, where there seem to have been other
groups whose work did not survive.)

The Babylonians markings for both vowels and te’amim were mainly based on
corrupted letters, in nearly all cases being placed above the letters. This system, of
both vowels and te’amim, was in general use among the Jews of Yemen until about
a hundred years ago (and many Yemenites can still read it). Used in manuscripts,
it was never adopted by printers (there was no printing in Yemen), and so has died
out.

In the Tiberian system the vowel signs were based mainly on dots, mostly placed
below the letters, and the te’amim were indicated by signs placed sometimes below
the letters, sometimes above. This is the system in general use today.

Although each system used a different notation, the vowels approximately
coresponded, and the actual vowels allotted in each case were identical; in other
words the reading, allowing for dialect, was more or less the same in Tiberias and
Babylon. Not so the te’amim, which varied considerably more, but there was (apart
from the Ten Commandments and one or two odd exceptions) agreement on the
division of the Tenakh into verses. [Actually there were two Babylonian systems
of applying the te’amim, the early and the late. The latter corresponded roughly to
the Tiberian, the other showed considerable differences, but that is a subject on its
own.]

Of the various systems developed in different places, we are going to consider
only the Tiberian system as used in the Tenakh in all except three books (Psalms,
Proverbs and most of Job, which use a different system).

INTONATION AND PUNCTUATION

The te’amim are essentially tunes that represent the intonation of a verse when
read, greatly exaggerated. (For exaggerated intonation in ordinary speech, listen to
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a Welshman, or better, to a Welsh woman.) Generally, the intonation of a sentence,
which includes pauses between words and variations in speed, indicates the
punctuation, so the te’amim represent the punctuation. When the intonation does
not logically follow the punctuation, the tune overrides the grammar and the
te’amim follow the tune, so the te’amim sometimes deviate from the strict
grammatical punctuation – but there are rules for such deviation, and the
punctuation can still be derived from the te’amim. In other words, while the vowels
enable us to read the words, the te’amim enable us to read the sentences (or
verses). Unlike coarse modern punctuation, whch is indicated by occasional
markings between words, the te’amim give each word a relative value in the
sentence, as in speech, and produce a highly refined system. As the signs used for
the te’amim are normally placed over or under the letter whose syllable is stressed,
they also help us to know which syllable is the accented one.

When speaking or reading, and likewise in intonation in ordinary speech, we
start at the end of a sentence and work backwards, and the te’amim do not remove
this problem. This is not as strange as it sounds – our brain, by instinct or as a
result of training, rapidly calculates (computer-style) the whole sentence and tells
us how to say the first part while bearing the last part ‘in mind’. (Germans can
manage this even with the verb at the end!) Some people have brains that cannot
do this; when they get up to make a public ‘speech’ they simply ramble on and on,
without ever finishing a sentence. We have all sufferred from such bores.

[It is worth noting that our ancient prayers (unlike newer ones) are carefully designed to avoid this
problem. A notable exception is the modim blessing, which with the Hanukkah addition is more than any
brain can handle; we are forced to break it up at random and without logic, if only to pause for breath.]

CREATING AND NAMING THE TAAMIM

Text, when spoken, is, like all speech, broken up into groups of words. These
are in turn broken up into smaller groups, which may sometimes be broken up still
further, and so on. A ta’am applied to a word indicates whether it is the last word
in a main group, or a sub-group, or a sub-sub-group, or perhaps not the last word
in such a group. At first, only the main pauses (i.e. the last word in major
groupings of words) were indicated. Then lesser pauses were also indicated, then
non-pauses, until today every word is marked. Each of the markings serves a
specific purpose, and is given a name. These names were not given at the start, but
later, and were mostly (originally) Aramaic words that actually meant something,
indicating the punctuation value, the shape of the sign, or the tune. However, in
course of time most of them as words became corrupted and meaningless, though
there is a meaning to the te’amim they represent. Different people often gave
different names to the same taam; even worse, often the same name was given by
different people to different te’amim. For example, the Ashkenazi pashta is called
by the Sephardim kadma; the Ashkenazi kadma is called by the Sephardim azla; the
Ashkenzi azla is called by the Sephardim grish, as is the Ashkenazi azlageresh,
and there are others. Thus ‘one man’s kadma is another man’s azla’ and so on. This
is something one has to put up with and live with. Very confusing.
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THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

-YH/M4 L$ D-BZ/DS4M$ i- H/M4 L$
The division of the Tenakh into verses is, with very rare exceptions, accepted

universally, and the differences in punctuation between the Tiberian and the
Babylonian within the verse are not serious. A major exception is the section in
Exodus consisting of the ‘Ten Commandments’, and likewise the corresponding
section in Deuteronomy. The Babylonians (called Midnehai, Easterners) and the
Tiberians (called Maaravai, Westerners) in this case adopted different systems of
verse division – how this came about we do not know – and of course the
punctuation is secondary to the division into verses. The Babylonians divided the
whole lot into ten verses, one for each of the ‘commandments’. Attached to this
division was a system of te’amim for the section. Since their te’amim were always
written above the letters, they were known as the te’amim ha’elyonim (the upper
set). [See middle ÎÐÕÅ above, tippeha.]

The Tiberians divided up the entire section into verses of normal length similar
to verses elsewhere. Each verse might contain one ‘commandment’, or four short
ones, or just part of a long one. The te’amim used were known as hatachtonim (the
lower set) because they appeared sometimes (though not always) below the letters.
[See left and right ÎÐÕÅ above.]

However, at a later date, some users of the Tiberian system decided that there
was something to be said for the Babylonian division of the Ten Commandments
into ten verses. So they copied it using Tiberian signs, later modified. We thus have
two systems in the Tiberian notation – the original one, the te’amim hatachtonim,
and the one copied from the Babylonians and still known (though written in the
Tiberian notation) as the te’amim ha’elyonim.

The custom arose to use the ‘lower’ system (verses of normal length) for reading
at home, and the ‘upper’ one, where each ‘commandment’ is given a single verse,
for public reading in the Synagogue.

A further complication arose with the ‘upper’ set in our printed chumashim,
where somehow a mistake crept in and the first two verses were merged into one.
The allocation of te’amim to these two verses in the chumashim breaks all the rules
for allocating te’amim; yet many rabbis who were asked why this was the case
found reasons to explain and justify it, rather than call it a mistake. However,
rabbis who were experts disagreed, insisted there was a mistake, but could not find
manuscripts to prove it. One such expert, Rabbi Wolf Heidenheim, who was also
a printer and publisher, corrected the mistake to the best of his ability, and
incorporated his correction in his editions, published in Rödelheim and used widely
in Central Europe. From the recently discovered ‘Leningrad’ manuscript Rabbi
Mordechai Breuer has shown that Heidenheim’s objection was valid, and his
amendment was very nearly correct. Breuer’s version, used in editions published
by Mosad Rav Kook and Horeb, has ten verses (cf. Heidenheim’s), not nine.

Breuer also discovered that with the ‘lower’ set the division of the first two
verses is different to where it is in our chumashim, with different te’amim.
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UNJUSTIFIED CONFUSION

The idea of putting both systems together on the text, such that each word has
two te’amim and you are to use the one that matches whichever system (upper or
lower) that you are using, was perhaps justified in old manuscripts, when people
learned the te’amim by tradition, but used the written text for reference and to
ensure that the tradition was not lost. When used today by printers, it serves only
to confuse. The sensible way is to print only the upper set in the main body of the
text, because when it is read in the Synagogue there is no time to search, and to put
the lower set somewhere else, with a footnote stating the page. That is asking too
much of a printer. Some put both sets, separated, alongside each other, at the end
somewhere, which helps.

THE REUBEN INCIDENT

In Genesis 35:22 the Tiberians likewise used their own (‘lower’) system which
joins two verses into one (and thus with a paragraph break in the middle of a
verse), and also copied the Babylonian (‘upper’) one. The ‘join’ was to quickly get
away from the story, to avoid stressing Reuben’s guilt. Hence this system is used
in public reading in the synagogue.

Here too the printers put both systems together on the text, but I have never
found a chumash which separates the two sets here. All you ever get is utter
confusion. So to help the baal keriah here they are, separated.

The Hebrew is excluded from any copyright restrictions, please photocopy-
enlarge it and paste it in the back of your chumash.

0XI$L< DµH- 6YK2 Ḑ H£K) )- eH% L$ ¸J& Ĵ0- H² i( L( D0Hx?> J$ i% K¤ Ḑ H£K) 3 gI%|$ D< ¦ J0 Î£ K) $) eH( K( 9J< L̂$Lx ©0 I$L< DµH- 3[N¤ Ḑ Hx - gH(D-K)

A< QLµ L6 1-_I4 Ḑ %YN;F6K-?-I4 D% |_- D(H£K)

6YK2 Ḑ H£K) )-XH% L$ ¸J& Ĵ0- H² (YL( D0 Hx?> J$ % fK¤ Ḑ H£K) 3 eI%|$ D< ¦J0 Î£ K) $) eH( K( 9J< L̂$Lx ©0 I$L< DµH- 3[N¤ Ḑ Hx - gH(D-K)
A0QI$L< DµH-

A< QLµ L6 1-_I4 Ḑ %YN;F6K-?-I4 D% |_- D(H£K)

c$) H( K( 9J< L̂$Lx h0 I$L< DµH- 3N̂¤ Ḑ Hx - gH(D-K)][A variant of the first words is sometimes found

SUMMARY

To summarise, there are two systems of notation for vowels, the Tiberian and
the Babylonian, and three for te’amim, the regular Tiberian, the special Tiberian
(used only for three books – Psalms, Proverbs and most of Job) and the Babylonian.
Normally only the Tiberian systems are printed; the Babylonian systems, found
only in manuscripts and facsimiles, are used today only by a few Yemenites. But
it was the Babylonian system that gave us the ‘upper te’amim’ of the Ten
Commandments which the Tiberians copied, transcribed and adapted.
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Part 2. Introducing actual te’amim.

VERSE AND HALF-VERSE

;|½¬ H5 The first ta’am is represented by a vertical line placed under one of the
letters of the last word of the verse, and is known as sofpassuk (‘end of verse’) or
silluk. It makes the colon referred to above redundant, but for some reason the
colon has been restored in addition. This is as well, since the vertical line is also
used for something else which can cause confusion.

It’s easy – you do not even have to recognise it, as silluk (or sof passuk) is
always followed by a colon, and a colon is alwas preceded by silluk!

All the other te’amim are less important than this one, because they deal with
how the verse (corresponding roughly to our sentence) is divided up, in other words
they sub-divide the verse. To understand the purpose, think of intonation in
ordinary speech. This indicates the punctuation. Now exaggerate it and make a tune
of it, and you get te’amim.

(Note that two types of intonation are not covered. We have special intonations
which we represent today by an exclamation mark or a question mark at the end.
Israelis often forget which is which and put both of them together to make sure. In
this respect the te’amim admittedly let us down. They do not help. Question and
exclamation are not indicated. Once again, sorry!)

The subject of te’amim does not cross the boundary of the verse, and in
considering them we never need to concern ourselves with more than one verse at
a time. As far as te’amim are concerned, each verse is completely independent,
having no connection whatever with the one before it or the one after it. This
applies even when, as sometimes happens, more than one verse is needed to make
a sentence, and the verse taken on its own does not make full sense without the one
before or the one after – still, as far as te’amim are concerned, it is treated as an
independent unit.

$XLº D+K4 D> J$ The first stage in sub-dividing a verse is, surprisingly, extremely
simple. It also makes the rest a lot easier. In classical Hebrew, it is usual to divide
a verse into two parts, which we will call half-verses. The taam that indicates this
division, that is marked on the last word of the first half of the verse, is called
etnachta, which means ‘rest’ or pause.

Note carefully what it looks like, and then look in a chumash and search for one.
That is not difficult. There is one in nearly every verse (and never more than one).
Also, there is nothing else that looks anything like it. Get in the habit of looking
for it in different verses, and note how it divides up the verse according to the
meaning of the words. Also listen to the way the baal keriah (assuming that you
have a good one) pauses when he reaches it. If he does not exactly pause, his tone
drops almost as much, but not quite as much, as it does with the silluk.

How does etnachta make things easier? As it divides the verse roughly ‘equally’
(in importance, not in length), each half-verse, as far as te’amim are concerned, is
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independent of the other. So we do not need to consider the entire verse in one go,
only each half-verse separately. (Other te’amim sub-divide the half-verse, but not
‘equally’.)

Occasionally a verse does not contain an etnachta. In such a case, it is not
divided into two, and we treat the entire verse in the same way as we normally treat
a half-verse. When we talk about half-verses we will mean also complete verses
that do not have an etnachta.

THE FEUDAL SYSTEM

The subject of te’amim deals with the analysis of half-verses into smaller units
and sub-units, and how these are related to one another. There are two types of
ta’am, which we may call ‘major’ and ‘minor’. A major taam indicates that the
word to which it is applied is followed by a pause – perhaps an imperceptible
pause. In other words it is applied to the last word of a group of words (the ‘group’
may consist of one word on its own), and it is considered to ‘rule over’ the words
in that group, i.e. the words that immediately precede it. Since the group may be
divided into sub-groups, each sub-group will also end with a ‘major’ taam, but
obviously one that rules over a sub-group is less important than one that rules over
a main group. It therefore carries a lower rank. Something like ranks in the army.

It is traditional in grammar books to define rank by using the old feudal system
of monarchs and nobles – the aristocracy. If you do not like the aristocracy, number
the ranks. There is an emperor, the silluk or sofpassuk, and his deputy, the
etnachta, both having almost the same rank (primary). Each of these rules over a
half-verse. (The emperor rules over the whole verse, but he delegates the first half.)

Below them in descending order are kings (secondary), dukes (tertiary), and
lords (quartic). These are the major te’amim. For punctuation alone (ignoring the
tune) we only need one of each – one king, one duke and one lord. In practice we
have about five of each. Here we will not go beyond kings (seconaries). All kings
have the same rank, but there are rules to determine which is used where.

PERLMAN’S LINES

The late Michael Perlman ÑCÛË devoted many years of his life to teaching
ta’amey hamikra to students throughout Israel, wrote text-books with exercises, and
fought for eighteen years before succeeding in getting the Ministry of Education to
recognise it as a subject. He developed a diagrammatic system based on an
invention by Spanier, whereby lines are used to analyse a verse and illustrate how
the te’amim work. It is an excellent system, and those who have refused to adopt
it (e.g. the Talmudic Encyclopaedia) have simply failed to fully appreciate the
fundamental principles which it illustrates, unlike an apparently similar system used
by others. The system is self-explanatory, showing how one group of words is
subordinate to another. Using it to explain ‘emperors’ is pointless, but with ‘kings’
it comes into its own.
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$YL+ D² H, Take any half-verse and look for the last pause before the emperor (or
deputy). This is marked with tippeha.

This is a king, but there are also others. In every half-verse there is always one
and only one tippeha, which is the word before or two (very rarely three) words
before the emperor (or deputy) – unless the entire half-verse is just one word. If
there are only two words in the half-verse, then even though the first is not really
a pause, it is still a tippeha. Now go back to the part of the half-verse before the
tippeha, and see which word has the strongest pause or break. If it has a stronger
pause than the tippeha, it too is a king. Notice how we work backwards from the
end of the verse. To understand this, we must look at it a different way. Forget the
tippeha altogether, and start again.

¼7 eI;L* Take a half-verse, and look for the best place to divide it into two parts,
according to meaning. The last word of the first part is a king, who rules over all
preceding words in the half-verse. This king is usually called a ta’am called zakef,
but something else may replace it, with which we will not confuse the beginner.

A king cannot rule over another king, all have the same rank, so this is the first
king. The point is that a king – and this applies to any taam that divides or sub-
divides the half-verse – does not divide it into equal parts. The first part is under
his rule, the second part is not. (Only etnachta divides an entire verse into two
more or less equal half-verses, but the sub-divisions are not equal.) We can then
consider the rest of the half-verse and divide that into two with another king, which
is the second king. We can then repeat the process (if there are enough words) and
find a third king. All kings are of the same rank, that is to say one cannot rule over
another, but rank is not the only thing in te’amim. There is also seniority. The first
king is stronger than the second (he represents the main division of the half-verse),
the second is stronger than the third, and so on. Each rules over a section that
follows (i.e. is to the left of) the previous king. Notice how each successive king
rules over a domain that is outside the domain of the previous king. (If we want to
sub-divide a part to the right of a king, i.e. a part of his domain, we must use a
taam of lower rank, which is subordinate to the king. If we sub-divide a part to the
left of a king, outside his domain, we use a taam of the same rank, another king,
but with lower seniority.) In any half-verse, the last king is always a tippeha. Now
read the bit about tippeha again.

Here is an example of Perlman’s lines. (In the original text the first king is not
a zakef but an equivalent alternative. We have changed it here to a zakef so as not
to confuse the beginner.)

(&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&)

'000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000(&&&&&&&&&&&&&&+

'0000000000000000000000000(&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&+00000000000000'

'00000000000(&&&&&&&&&&&&&+0000000000000000000000'00000000000000'

'0000000(&&&+0000000000000'0000000000000000000000'00000000000000'

'<XI$DxK(0-H²'0YK6I2'3J%eJ$L(0>J$0|0D0L&D)'1-eH<L'F6L(00L¤0|8D5L$I-0<J̧F$0'K6'0eK/|40$N00|<D2$N£K)'

What we have explained so far should be mastered before proceeding, and this
is as far as we intend to go in this article.
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Sefer Torah Supplement No. 2

THE SEFER TORAH

HOW IT IS WRITTEN

A potential sofer (scribe) has to master many complicated rules before he can
become qualified. There is a right way to write a sefer torah, and innumerable
wrong ways: the tiniest fault may disqualify it, yet elsewhere the scribe might do
things very badly wrong, prominently, and get away with it! We are all ‘called up’
from time to time, and would like to know, without technical details, the scheme
on which the sefer in front of us is written and laid out. We also have a feeling that
the difficulty in reading a sefer torah (as against a printed book) is due not entirely
to the absence of vowels and te’amim or even the unfamiliar shapes of the letters.

This introduction has been prepared to help clear up many misconceptions, and
those who learn nothing new from it may still find it useful as educational material.

A Sefer Torah is hand-written in ink in columns on pieces of parchment that are
sewn together. Each piece must contain a whole number of columns (i.e. you cannot
write over the join). Each column is of fixed width. Not of identical width, i.e. the
columns may have different widths, but each column must go straight up and down.
Printers (and computers) call this ‘full (or left-and-right) justification’. Printers
‘justify’ by varying the word spacing (or sometimes the letter spacing). Scribes do
it usually by making the letters wider or narrower. Normally each column contains
the same number of rows or lines of text.

Starting at the other end, there are twenty-two letters of the alphabet, plus five
final forms, making twenty-seven in all, and (with special exceptions) these are the
only symbols that may be written in a Sefer Torah. Apart from the five different
‘final’ forms, the letters do not vary in form.

Each letter must be written separately – this is not obvious, in Arabic they are
joined – with enough space between letters that they do not appear to be joined.
There must be a space equal to the width of one letter (which of course depends on
the size of writing used) between words. A pity that this rule is not always taken
seriously enough. Each row may only contain complete words – no words split
between two rows as on old inscriptions. The only words allowed are actual text,
unlike old manuscripts which often contain the scribe’s name or the date.

At school we learned to write English on lined paper. The scribe likewise
scratches a line with a stylus (he may not draw one), but whereas ours is a base
line on which we place the letters, his is a ‘top’ line from which the letters are
suspended. Certain markings such as the ‘crowns’ – triple vertical lines with knobs
on top that are conventionally added to certain letters of the alphabet – rise above
this ‘top line’. So too does the ascender of the lamed. (An ‘ascender’ is, for
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example, the top half of the English letters b, d, h etc., and a ‘descender’ is the
bottom part of the letters g, p, y etc.) Most of the letters drop by the same amount,
but Ü and the final letters ÚØÔÏ have ‘descenders’ and × and Ù usually go lower than
the other letters. The ascenders are not supposed to interfere with the descenders
of the line above, but the fact that they often share the same ‘territory’ is one of the
reasons why a Sefer Torah is difficult to read.

There are rules, and beyond the rules conventions, for the basic forms (or
typefaces) of the letters, and these differ a bit between Ashkenazi, Sephardi and
Yemenite, with Hasidim (Ari version) as usual between the first two. However, only
an expert or one who is very observant would notice the differences. There is ample
scope left for individual variation in style, but more broadly there are ‘accepted’
styles in the four above main communities, on which one more quickly recognises
the origin of a Sefer Torah.

The main factors that go for ease of reading are proper letter spacing, ample
word spacing, space between lines relative to the height of the average letters,
ascenders (including ‘crowns’) and descenders that are not overdone, strokes that
are not too thick and ‘heavy’ (note that whereas in English it is the vertical strokes
that are normally thick and the horizontal ones thin, Hebrew does the reverse), and
general neatness. It is the absence of attention paid to these things (beyond the
minimum legal requirements) that make a Sefer Torah more difficult to read than
a printed book, not the complication of the characters. The latter is more than
outweighed by the larger size text. While there are always exceptions, Ashkenazi
scribes tend to pay less attention to these things than Sephardi scribes, which is
why Sephardi Sifrey Torah are generally easier to read. On the other hand, the
latter tend to contain more mistakes – serious ones that matter. In other words, you
can have improved readability at the expense of kashrut, or vice-versa. The more
kosher it is, the harder it is to read. This rule-of-thumb can be taken further to the
Yemenite Sefarim, the Rolls-Royce of Torahs, whose script is the most difficult to
read but whose kashrut is impeccable. (The pen used may also have an effect. Some
scribes traditionally use a quill, others a bamboo reed.)

The Torah is divided into five ‘books’, each called a hummash (fifth), and
between any two of these a gap of five blank lines must be left. There are six
words, at specific places in the Torah, each of which has to start at the beginning
of the first line of a column (the first of these is ßÎÞÅÝÆ at the very beginning).
Many scribes have adopted the convention – not obligatory – of starting every
column (where possible) with a word beginning with the letter vav, except in the
cases mentioned above.

The ‘books’ are divided into set paragraphs known as parashot or parshiot –
words which more accurately refer to the division between paragraphs. (There is a
lot of confusion here, because the same word is used for the weekly portion, of
which there are 54. These are not recognised in the written text of the Torah.)
These divisions are very important, and at one time there was a lot of confusion
about them until Maimonides sorted them out. There are two types. At a minor
division (‘closed parashah’), a gap must be left equal to a certain number of letters.
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At a major division (‘open parashah’), a new line must be begun – if the first
paragraph ends too close to the end of a row or line, a blank line is left before the
next paragraph. Each paragraph thus starts at the beginning of a line, without
indent. (There are no indents unless a minor division makes one appear).

Some suggest that beyond the compulsory space of the equivalent of one letter
between words a scribe should leave extra space between verses (which would
certainly help the baal keriah) but this does not appear to be the normal practice.

There are special rules for spacing in the Song of the Red Sea and Ha’azinu –
note that the extra spaces are always in the middle of the lines, column justification
is maintained. The very last word of the Torah must end somewhere in the middle
of the line, never at the end. The column need not be complete.

The words ÜËÌßÕÊ ÜËÌ ÜËÌ said at the end of each book are NOT written in the
Torah (Sephardim do not even say them), and the reader should look away – or,
better, close the sefer before saying them, to make this clear.

DIFFERENCES IN TEXT

There are nine differences in text between Yemenite and Ashkenazi Sifrey
Torah. One is ÅÐÈ ×ÊÛÙ against ÉÐÈ ×ÊÛÙ, one is ÌÕ ÎÓÎ ÎÉÎÊ versus ÌÕ ÎÓÎ ÊÎÉÎÊ, and
the rest are merely ÝÖÌÊ ÅÑÓ, i.e. with or without a silent vav or a yod. On the basis
of ancient copies of the Massorah, Rabbi Mordechai Breuer, perhaps the leading
expert in such matters and a man of solid Ashkenazi stock, tends to give the verdict
to the Yemenites all through. There is also a disagreement in one instance over a
parashah division. But deeply ingrained customs cannot easily be changed.

SPECIAL SIGNS, LETTERS AND SYMBOLS

In certain specified places in the Torah a particular letter is written smaller or
larger than the rest.

Consider first the small letters. There is a list of these. Unfortunately there is
also another list of these that does not coincide. In fact there are numerous
variations of the list, and the instances can be divided into three groups:

(a) about six cases where it is generally agreed that a small letter is required –
often marked in a printed chumash by a margin note or footnote;

(b) several cases where this was once done, but is not generally done nowadays;

(c) two cases where it is often, but not always, done nowadays: the yod of ÖÌÕÎÙ
in Num. 25:10, and the first letter of ÒÎÝÓÓ in Deut. 9:24.

With large letters, about twelve cases are generally agreed, and in several cases
it is no longer done.

Then there are various letters that are reversed, e.g. the final nun of ÔÝÌÆ in Gen.
11:32 (see Rashi there). This seems to have been abandoned in all cases.

Two other special letters deserve mention. One is the vav of ÒÊÑÞ in Num.
25:12, which is (according to some) supposed to be a vav ketuah. The Yemenites
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do not accept this and always use a normal vav. The rest disagree over what exactly
is meant by vav ketuah. Rabbi Elijah Bahur (also known as Elias Levitas) insisted
that it meant that the letter was chopped off at the bottom, i.e. a bit shorter. The
usual interpretation is that it has a gap in the middle, and this is the way it appears
in our sefarim today. There are also other ideas on what it can mean.

The other is the kuf devukah or joined kuf, where the vertical stroke on the
bottom left of the letter is extended upwards to reach and touch the top of the
letter. This is, according to some, necessary in the word ÒÉÎÓÜÆ (Ex. 32:25), and
some say also in ÒÎÈÜÙÉ (Num. 7:2). Other leading authorities have written that
they have seen this and it is definitely wrong; and they even disqualify a sefer that
contains it. Sometimes you just can’t win.

In certain specified cases, a dot is placed above a letter, or above a series of
letters.

Finally, the two-verse paragraph ÔÝÅÉ ×ÖÕÆ ÎÉÎÊ (Num. 10:35-36) is traditionally
preceded and followed by a special sign. It is conventional to use a back-to-front
letter nun – however, it is not used as a letter, merely as a sign. According to the
Talmud, this paragraph is out of place, deliberately. However, comparing what is
written in the Talmud with what we have, it has been suggested that somebody has
tried to put it back in place, though not correctly.

CORRECTIONS

A mistake in a Sefer Torah can generally be corrected, provided that no ‘holy
name’ is interfered with. A ‘holy name’ is defined as one of a list of G-d’s names
(there are others outside the list), when used in that sense. The Talmud (Shavuot
35) lists eight names and says to include variations. (The famous ‘seven’ is based
on Maimonides, who has his own system of counting and of deciding what is a
name in its own right and what is a variation.) Where such a word occurs and there
is doubt as to whether or not it is ‘holy’ in that particular place, the Masorah helps.

TEFILIN AND MEZUZOT

[There is a law that tefilin, if they are to be used as a set, have to be written in
a certain order, unlike a Sefer Torah (which they resemble in most other respects).
Also mezuzahs. Consequently, except for certain very minor faults that do not really
matter in the first place, tefilin and mezuzot cannot be corrected if an error is found
or if a fault arises through age. The entire piece of parchment on which the fault
occurs, plus other pieces of parchment that have to be written after that, must be
completely re-written. This often means the whole lot. A megillah (Scroll of Esther)
may be corrected if necessary.]
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MISTAKES

When it is discovered that something in the Sefer Torah has not been written
correctly according to all the rules (or has become worn or damaged), there are four
possibilities, depending on the fault:

1. With some faults, if the fault is discovered during the public reading, a
replacement sefer must be taken out and the current one not used again until the
fault is corrected.

2. Some faults disqualify a sefer from use in the first place, but if found during
reading a replacement need not be produced.

3. Some faults do not disqualify the sefer from being used in the first place, but the
fault must be corrected at the first opportunity.

4. Some faults are even less serious. Although not done properly in the first place,
the fault need not be corrected.

Only an expert in the relevant laws knows which of the above is which, and for
a legal decision a rabbi, or better still, if one is available, a qualified sofer, must
be consulted. In some cases where the reading is doubtful, he may call a young boy
to read whatever is in doubt – the boy must know enough Hebrew to be able to
read properly, but not enough to know what is supposed to be written in that
particular case, so that he is not tempted to ‘persuade himself’. This method is used
in certain cases where there is a doubt, but not in all such cases.
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A Song of Mistranslation Supplement No. 3

SITTING BEFORE THE ‘BENCH’

A SONG OF MISTRANSLATION

It is a general custom on Shabbat to sing Psalm 126 (or, for King James fans,
Psalm CXXVI) before the Grace After Meals: ¼Ô¼D¼[ HÛ ß KÆÎ HI ß JÅ É ÆXI DT –– ßDÑF× K_ KÉ ÝÎ HI.
Few sections of the Tanakh, if any, have had their entire meaning distorted in
translation to the same extent as this one has.

We will pass over ‘A Song of Degrees’ (or even ‘A Song of Ascents’) instead
of ‘A Song of the Steps (or Stairs)’, viz. those leading up the Temple Mount.

‘When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion’ (KJ) – where on earth does
‘captivity’ come in? The ‘New Translation’ of the Jewish Publication Society
(JPS2) ‘restores the fortune of’ is no better, if we accept the reading ßÆÎÞ and not
ßÊÆÞ or ßÎÆÞ. The word comes from the root ÆDI, and means, just as three words
previously, ‘return’: and so ‘With G-d’s return with the return to Zion.’
(Conceivably, but from a grammatical point of view less likely, ‘With G-d’s
bringing back the return to Zion’.)

We now face a problem regarding the rest of the first half of the psalm. Is it a
song of praise on the past (in this case the immediate past, as will be explained)?
Or is it a pious dream of the future? There is suggestive evidence each way, but on
balance the first seems preferable, so we will treat it that way first, and then give
the alternative.

‘When G-d returned with (or, conceivably, brought back) the return to Zion’ –
then – ‘we were like dreamers’ – ¼X¼Õ¼ÎHÎ LÉ a verb on its own ‘we were’, and then what
we were: ‘like dreamers’. (This is not to be confused grammatically with something
vaguely similar that comes later.)

Å IÑ L_HÎ Ë LÅ ‘then our mouth was filled ...’. After ¼Ë LÅ the verb is not necessarily
future, it can equally well be past, compare ¼É JIÃÓ ÝÎ HILÎ Ë LÅ ‘then Moses sang’.
Incidentally ¼É L̀VÝ means ‘cheer’ (cf. Lev. 9:24 ¼X¼̀ÃÝL[KÊ ‘and they cheered’). Similarly
¼X ¼Ý DÓÅÂÎ Ë LÅ ‘then they said’. Said what?

¼ß¼D ¼KF×KÑ É ÑÎVV DÇ HÉ – either ‘G-d has done great things’ or ‘has acted magnificently’
– compare ¼ß¼D ¼KF× KÑ Å HÑ DÙ KÓX (Jud. 13:19) ‘doing wonderful things’ or ‘acting
wonderfully’: where we use a verb with an object or an adverb, Hebrew often uses
two verbs. ¼É Ĵ IÅ Ò H× ‘With these’, i.e. with the Jews – the words of the nations.

¼X¼Õ L_ H× ßDKF× KÑ É ÑÎVV DÇ HÉ Who says this? The Psalmist on behalf of Israel? ‘The Lord
hath done great things for us’ saith King Jameth, only he hath forgotten to include
the two important words ‘Yea verily’ at the beginning. Then he continues with
‘whereof we are glad’. If we ‘are’ glad then why ¼X¼Õ¼ÎHÎ LÉ? If ‘we have become glad’
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we need to have ?Ñ ÊÕÎÎÉ. If ‘we were glad’, then there is a very feeble ending, an
anticlimax after the vivid description of mouths full of laughter and cheer – but far
worse, this is a correct literal translation from English into Biblical Hebrew, but it
is not Biblical Hebrew as such. ‘We were glad’ would need to be ¼Ò¼Î HÌ IÓ DK XÕ DÌKÕFÅKÊ
without the verb ‘to be’, compare Gen. 18:1 ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ LÉ Ì Kß Jb Æ IIÂÎ ÅXÉ DÊ ‘he was sitting’.
JPS2 ‘will do great things for us and we shall rejoice’ rejects the grammar.

No, it is far more sensible than that. We have a conditional clause with the ‘if’
left out (as in English when we invert verb and subject), and all this is still part of
what people among the Nations are saying ‘Had G-d done (i.e. if he had done)
great things for us (the Nations), we would have been glad!’ Nor does the Hebrew
idiom require sticking to the past tense. It could be ‘Were G-d to do ... we would
be glad’ and this makes more sense. We might paraphrase this into ‘If G-d were
only to do such great things for us, how happy we would be!’ The quotation marks
are closed at the end of verse 3, not verse 2.

Classical Hebrew syntax is far more complex than we like to pretend it to be,
and there are subtleties for all sorts of tenses, as there are in English; only
traditionally, under the influence of Aramaic which lacked such subtleties, we
imagine that eveything is limited (as in Modern Hebrew) to three ‘tenses’ - past,
present and future! The rules of this syntax are not easy to express in modern
English, but we can, if we try, get the feel of it, and of the general style, by the
way things are expressed elsewhere in the Bible. However, the latter does not
always coincide with the way we think it ought to be, i.e. the way we (in our
superior wisdom, more accurately our superior ignorance) would have written it.
One often bemoans the fact that the authors of the Bible did not learn grammar in
our schools or study the grammar books produced by modern geniuses. So we are
led to translate their works according to what in our opinion it ought to mean rather
than what it really does mean.

Let us summarise what we have so far: ‘When G-d returned with us to Zion we
felt we were in a dream! We were so full of happiness, and even the foreigners
remarked with envy on the great things G-d had done for us.’ So far on the
assumption that the Psalm is one of thanksgiving for the past. If it is a dream of the
future, then the first ¼X¼Õ¼ÎHÎ LÉ (verse 1) means ‘we will have been’ i.e. we will be –
this is a bit forced, but not impossible. After each ¼Ë LÅ we then have a future: ‘then
our mouth will be filled ...’, ‘then they will say ...’, but otherwise all is the same
as explained above.

Now we come to a prayer. Admittedly ¼ß¼Î HÆ DI means ‘captivity’ in Num. 21:29,
but nowhere else; the normal word for captivity is either ¼Î HÆ DI or ¼ÉLÎ DÆ HI. We do
however very often find the expression ¼ß¼X ¼Æ DI +ß JÅ, ÆDI or ¼ß¼Î HÆ DI +ß JÅ, ÆDI (usually
one form being the ketiv and the other the keri, sometimes one way round and
sometimes the other). The classic case is with Job (42:10) who whatever else he
suffered was never in captivity. The expression is simply an idiom meaning to
rehabilitate, to restore someone to their former state. It is true that when Moses said
¼F DßXÆ DI ß JÅ SSS É Æ LI DÊ (Deut. 30:3) he was referring to a time when the people would
be effectively ‘in captivity’ but that is not the meaning of the words he used, which
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is simply that G-d will rehabilitate them; how this is to be done, viz. by gathering
the exiles and bringing them back home, is explained in the rest of the verse and
in subsequent verses. Here in our psalm, in verse 4 (but not in verse 1) JPS2 is
perfectly correct with ‘Restore our fortunes!’ The comparison is with the ¼Ò¼Î HÜÎ HÙFÅ
– generally taken to mean river beds – in the Negev, where mountain streams
(‘wadis’) dry up completely in the rainless summer, and appear dead, yet are
restored to vibrant life with torrential flows when the rains return.

¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼E IÑIÎ ¼E¼D¼Ñ LÉ – the first two words are taken together, ‘he will surely go’,
followed by ‘crying’. Why should he ‘surely’ go? Why the emphasis? One can
understand the last verse ¼ÉL̀VÝ DT ¼ÅÃÆLÎ ¼ÅÃT, the emphasis is there ‘indeed he will come’
because you do not expect it. Although he sows crying, he will nevertheless,
believe it or not, reap happy. But we have mis-read it as usual. The phrase is not
as we read it ¼E IÑIÎ ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ, but an idiomatic expression found a few times ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼E¼D ¼Ñ LÉ
(e.g. 2Sam.3:16) with ¼E IÑIÎ stuck in in the middle, instead of where we would expect
it at the beginning (or even at the end). ‘He will go, walking along crying, carrying
the seeds ...’ Putting it in the middle like that is, even in Hebrew, bad prose. But
this is not prose, it is poetry.

If the first part of the psalm refers to the immediate past, we find the people
returning home to their own country, as if in a dream, thrilled with excitement; but
as soon as they calm down a bit, they realise that all around is dead and desolate,
and they themselves are a half-dead dispirited people – what have they come back
to? Hence the prayer that, having brought them back home, G-d should rehabilitate
them, restore their fortunes. They will sow, with the little seed that they can gather,
crying at what is when compared to what once was; but G-d will take pity on them,
that which is sown will yield and prosper, the harvest will be successful, and once
again they will be happy feeling that former times have come back again. (The
psalm would have been written at the time of return. If the first part was written
in exile and is a dream of the future, the second part simply follows on from it.)

The above, despite superficial similarity, is not written as an ordinary ‘literary
criticism’, from which it differs fundamentally. Usually the critic sees and ‘feels’
that the author of the original is trying to convey to his reader a certain message,
which has become a little obscure because of difficulty of language. He therefore
explains how the words convey his preconceived idea of the message, forcing the
grammar and style as necessary, so as to enable the reader to grasp the message
which the reader is not intelligent enough to grasp himself.

I have done the reverse. Without any preconceived or prejudiced idea of what
the psalm as a whole means or what message it intends to convey, I have tackled
the grammar, the syntax, style and translation, and then waited to see what comes
out. Anything that emerges that conflicts too strongly with syntax, style or correct
translation of words found elsewhere I have rejected; what remains still leaves me
two options, and I have included them both, because both of them make sense. My
purpose in all this is not a sermon to convey the psalmist’s message, but to
demonstrate how easy it is to ignore vital aspects of a language and so lead to a
misunderstanding of what is written. Once the translation is correct, the message
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should stand out for the reader, with his natural intelligence, to understand it for
himself – but his natural intelligence is not sufficient to withstand grammar badly
taught and wrong translations given to him at an early and impressionable age. Here
I have been forced in the end to spell out the psalmist’s message, not to impress
it on the reader, but to justify breaking with traditional interpretations. However,
if my message, the need to pay careful attention to the language, grammar
(especially syntax) and style, is received and applied by the reader elsewhere, then
many puzzling things will resolve themselves. Sorting out such matters in the Torah
is the essential purpose of Ki Mitsion, but it is in the Psalms that the problem of
the acceptance of traditional errors really comes to a head.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Footnote: The title of this article ‘A Song of Mistranslation’ may be less logical than the more accurate and prosaic
‘A Mistranslated Psalm’, but it sounds better, and it conveys the idea more effectively. It is also more appropriate,
because the Psalmist himself often abandons logical accuracy in his language in favour of an effective expression
– but there are limits, and he does not let his grammar go completely berserk in order to fit in with what someone
over two thousand years later thinks he ought to mean.
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Ketiv Ukeri Supplement No. 4

KETIV UKERI

In the Masoretic version of the Tanakh there exists a phenomenon known
popularly as keri uketiv, ¼ÎVÝ DÜ being the Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew ¼Å¼X ¼Ý LÜ
read (the participle) and ¼Æ¼Î Hß D] the Aramaic equivalent of ¼Æ¼X ¼ßL] written. Since we
first encounter what is written and only then worry about how to read it, the
expression should be reversed ketiv ukeri. It is assumed that the present reader is
familiar with this, even if he does not fully understand it. (Nobody fully
understands it, but it is possible to understand most of it, if explained properly.)

There are cases where one word is written, and a totally different word is read.
The most frequent is the holiest of Divine names, which is too holy to pronounce,
so we read another instead. The meaning is certainly as written, we simply do not
pronounce the word. At the other extreme, there are words that are not read because
while they were acceptable at the time of writing, they were at a later date not
socially acceptable for use and could not be read out in public. An example in
English is ‘don’t say “piles”, say “haemorrhoids”!’ where the exact counterpart
applies in Hebrew, and there are some half a dozen other words whose English may
not appear in Ki Mitsion to illustrate. References include Deut. 28:27, 30 and 2
Kings 18:27. Here the word read is a substitute for the original, with the same
meaning. There are also cases where the word read is not the word written, possibly
through a modification (e.g. to avoid anthropomorphism) but more often
representing different versions, one which has come down by tradition not being
that found by the Masoretes in reliable manuscripts.

In very many cases, however, it is merely a matter of spelling. The word is not
‘written one way but for some esoteric reason spelt another’, but is simply spelt a
less usual way. Spelling was often optional and left to the discretion of the scribe,
and different scribes used different conventions – even the same scribe was not
always consistent. The keri then simply gives the more usual spelling of the word
in the form in which it is found in the particular context; it does this where there
is likely to be confusion, because otherwise the written word may be pronounced
a different way, with a different meaning. It must be stressed that all this was done,
i.e. these Masoretic notes were written, before the invention and universal adoption
of a standard system of vowel signs. The latter made these comments largely
superfluous, and modern editions have removed many such comments. Breuer in
particular has made a point of doing so in most (but not all) cases where the ketiv
ukeri is now unnecessary. Some are still necessary, since the vowel signs do not
remove the ambiguity (e.g. ¼ÅWÑ and ¼D ¼Ñ), and some that are really needed even today
are not put in! We meet one of the latter in Gen. 38:13 ( ¼F JÑ¼Î Hß Db, see KM V, 9 ÆÞÎÊ).
But some of the unnecessary ones still remain (e.g. ¼ÉJY KÓ, see KM IV 13, ßÊÓÞ and
¼Ò¼ÎHÎÂU, see KM V, 6 ßÈÑÊß). Another very important matter is that just as we
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constantly find a silent yod after the vowels i and é and a silent vav after the
vowels u and o, so it was quite common to insert a silent vav after a short kamets,
giving words like ¼Î Iß¼ÊGÓ LT B ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼ÊGb HÛ. There is no need for a marginal comment.

To repeat, while in some cases ‘keri and ketiv’ indeed means that one thing is
written and something else is read instead, that is not the usual meaning, which is
that you are not to read the word the way you would normally be tempted to read
a word spelt that way (ketiv) but the way you would normally read a word spelt a
different way (keri). All this means is that the spelling is unusual, but in many
cases still an acceptable alternative, and with our vowel system there is no problem.

However, sometimes this does not work. It is not merely a question of spelling,
but of genuinely changing the word. This can happen even without changing the
letters, e.g. in Ps. 34:10 the word ¼X ¼ÅUÝHÎ is grammatically correct as the imperative
of the verb ‘fear’, but is ambiguous as it could also means something else, that is
considered undesirable, so the vowels have been altered to a less likely form that
cannot be misunderstood, ¼X ¼Å¼Ý DÎ. So we do not always know whether there is merely
a spelling variation, or a genuine substitution of one form (or word) for another.

Where a word (or form of a word) is indeed substituted, the reason is in some
cases obvious – the Masoretes found the majority of texts written one way but
favoured the minority, which was the way it was traditionally read. Sometimes
there was doubt between two versions, or the written represented a dialect not
generally used. Various ideas are discussed in an article in the introduction to the
Book of Daniel in Daat Mikra (published by Mosad Rav Kook), although in Daniel
itself the reason is often quite different (see below).

The whole purpose of the Masorah – whether vowel points, or te’amim, or
comments – is to make it easier for the reader, not to confuse him and make it
more difficult. However, what they often did was to put the vowels as read into the
ketiv in the text, even when these did not match and a different word was read, and
to put the keri version without any vowels in the margin. (This was as clever as
writing the Ten Commandments and the Story of Reuben with two different
te’amim on each word, so that nobody knows where they are in the world.)

One day someone had the very sensible idea of leaving the ketiv in such cases
in the text without vowels, and putting the keri in the margin with vowels, as read.
Breuer objects to this very sensible idea on two grounds: first that this is not the
tradition as done in the distant past, which should not be altered. (Has Rabbi Breuer
forgotten how many good ideas were incorporated into early manuscripts by the
Masoretes and later spoilt and messed up by the laziness of the scribes, who have
created such confusion in the language?) The other is that the man who introduced
this very sensible idea happens to have been an apostate – nothing to his credit, but
do we completely ignore all the numbering of chapters and verses throughout the
Bible simply because the numbering was instituted by Christians? We do not take
the chapter divisions as meaningful, but still use them as convenient for quotations,
as we have no other system. I prefer to maintain the more sensible system.
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In the Book of Daniel, written mainly in Aramaic, we find the text infested with
markings of words not to be read as written. Here there is a different phenomenon.
These are not a large number of isolated cases, but show a consistency of purpose.
It seems that the book was at first written in a particular dialect that used certain
grammatical and spelling conventions. It was then edited by someone who wished
to change all that to make it match a dialect that used a different set of grammatical
conventions, and a set of spelling conventions unsuited to Aramaic but treating it
as if it were Hebrew, especially by refusing to accept a silent yod! (This despite the
fact that a silent yod is accepted in Hebrew, e.g. ¼F¼ÎJÕ LÙ DÑ B ¼F¼Î JÑ DÇKÝ, so why not at least
¼E¼Î LÓLÈGÜ where it serves the same purpose?) Not wishing to disturb the written text,
he inserted his changes by means of ketiv ukeri. This theory has been put to the test
and found to be consistent.

A phenomenon that occurs throughout the Tanakh is confusion with frequent
interchange between the letters vav and yod, especially in names.

One theory put forward is that they are scribal errors, because the letters are very
similar. We find cases where dalet and resh, or bet and kaf, appear to have been
interchanged for that reason, but they are very rare. In all three pairs the similarity
is only in our Aramaic alphabet (which the Talmud misleadingly calls ‘Assyrian’)
that was used only from the time of Ezra. In the true original Hebrew alphabet the
pairs of letters above are not likely to be confused. The confusion of vav and yod
is far too common to be acounted for that way, and furthermore we find ÅÊÉ for
¼Å¼Î HÉ consistently throughout the Torah (where the form ¼Å¼Î HÉ occurs only thirteen
times). This is not a mistake.

Bearing in mind that the vav was pronounced as a W, and that the two letters do
very often interchange within a root, there are a number of possible explanations,
including variations of dialect and the possibility of another consonant in between
(with a corresponding vowel like the French u) for which no letter was available.
Such a consonant exists in French, e.g. in ‘suis’, ‘suède’ and ‘suave’. (Englishmen
say ‘swee’, ‘swade’ and ‘swarve’, but that is not the French way – there is no ‘W’
sound.) The existence of this consonant and its vowel would not have been in all
dialects, others rejecting it. The possibilities need looking into.

However, dealing with the practical side, a lot of irritating marginal notes could
be removed by adopting a simple expedient ‘in Masoretic style’. In many cases of
the interchange between vav and yod, the letters are not consonants but silent letters
following vowels, only that they seem to follow the wrong vowels (yod after u and
vav after i). A simple expedient is to write – or print – in such cases a horizontal
bar, in Masoretic style, above the letter that is not to be pronounced, putting in the
correct vowel before it. For instance if the name written as ÞÎ×Î is to be
pronounced as ye’ush, it could be written ¼IRÎ O× DÎ. It would then be written correctly,
read correctly, and any irritating marginal comment would be unnecessary.

Of course there is the traditional view that all cases of ketiv ukeri were
deliberately done ab initio, and there is a deep esoteric reason in each case.
Jeremiah in particular did this all the time. Bearing in mind that Jeremiah did not
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write his book, but asked Baruch to write down his speeches from memory, one
reads and finds how terribly concerned Jeremiah was about people’s behaviour and
the probable consequences (which did come about) on very serious matters. I find
it hard to accept that Jeremiah, of all people, would have worried about whether a
word was spelt with a vav or without! Nor would Baruch have remembered whether
in his speech Jeremiah had spoken the word with a silent vav, or a silent yod, or
neither!
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Rough & Smooth Supplement No. 5

ROUGH AND SMOOTH

SAND PAPER

It was once discovered that wood could be smoothed down by rubbing it with
sand. To make it easy, someone found a way of sticking sand onto paper, which
could be held in the hand while rubbing the wood. This paper with a coating of
sand was known as sandpaper. Later the sand was replaced by some other abrasive,
such as ground glass, that was more effective and had other advantages, but the
name stuck. Sandpaper need not contain any sand.

Its primary use is for smoothing wood, but it is not called wood-smoother or
surface-smoother (like a screwdriver whose primary purpose is for driving home
screws). ‘Sandpaper’ is its name, what it is called, and unlike wall-paper which is
used for papering walls, this is not used for papering sand. However, to call it
surface-smoother would be misleading, since at times its use is precisely the
opposite. When you have a smooth painted metal surface and wish to add another
coat of paint, the latter will not stick; first you have to take some sandpaper and
‘unsmooth’ or rough-up the surface before adding fresh paint.

The name ‘sandpaper’ does not indicate its use, it merely gives something a
name, by which it can be referred to. Its use has to be defined or taught (or
discovered). Originally it was sand stuck to paper used only for smoothing wood,
but that need not be known by anyone being taught to use it. He needs to recognise
it, to have a name for it, and to be taught how and when to use it.

The same applies to many words in Biblical Hebrew, such as ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ, applied to
a certain offering that was originally brought to atone for a sin – the word is
connected with ¼Å DÍ IÌ, a sin, just as sandpaper is connected with sand. Then the
name became attached to that particular type of offering, which was later used for
other purposes as well but was still known as ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ. We are told, taught, how and
when to use it, but its use no longer implies that there is any sin.

In the original language, ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ becomes accepted as a term in its own right,
losing its association with ‘sin’. An Israelite would think of a ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ as a type of
offering (a woman brings one after childbirth), and forget its connection with ¼Å DÍ IÌ,
but the name ‘sin-offering’ in English, where such offerings are not known except
in literature, implies something connected necessarily with ‘sin’, which the ¼ß ¼Å LZ KÌ
is not. (‘Horse-power’ no longer brings to mind horses, but literally translated into
another language it would do.) The sensible choice then is either to find a
corresponding suitable technical term (which in this case does not exist) or to retain
the nearest you can to the original and call it hatat. If this word is, in itself,
meaningless in English, so much the better, because you can then ascribe a meaning
to it which does not confuse. (Cf. Translating hoshen and ephod, KM III, 20 ÉÊÛß.)
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OTHER APPLICATIONS

We can use the analogy for technical terms, not only in matters of law but also
in language. We are taught that the Hebrew ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf means ‘you will write’, future
tense. This is doubly misleading – first, because it can have five or six meanings,
of which the future tense is just one, and second, because it is not the most usual
way of expressing the future tense. ( Lf DÆ KßLÐ DÊ is far more common). It is far worse
when we are told that Lf DÆ KßL] is the ‘past tense’; not only is it used, as in the last
sentence, for the future, but the very expression ‘past tense’ is utterly meaningless.
There are many ‘past’ tenses including the past definite (‘preterite’ or ‘aorist’ I
wrote), continuous (‘imperfect’ I was writing), repeated (a different ‘imperfect’ I
used to write), perfect (I have written), and pluperfect (I had written), expressed
in Hebrew in different ways. ‘Past’ refers to time, not tense.

So how can we handle this problem in Hebrew? We start by examining the forms
that exist, and give them names. We use technical terms used by grammarians to
express corresponding concepts in other languages (including not just Greek and
Latin, but also Russian and Arabic), but not misleading names, such as calling
something a ‘future’ (which means something) when it is only sometimes a future,
and a future is only sometimes it. Better to give it a meaningless name, which if
it originally meant something has lost its original meaning, and which we do not
try to explain. The important thing is to teach its use. You can learn to recognise
and use a train without knowing why it is so called or what the word ‘train’
originally meant. Why is sandpaper so called? Never mind, that is the name of this
which you now have in your hand, and we will teach you how and when it is used.
It is sometimes used for smoothing wood (but not always – sometimes you use a
plane), and also for roughing painted metal.

Let us analyse, or ‘parse’, the form ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf:

* Second * (person)

* Masculine * (gender)

* Singular * (number)

* Active * (voice)

* Kal * (we won’t go into that here)

* Indicative * (mood)

# Imperfective # (aspect)

You should be familiar with (most of) the items marked * and understand what
they mean. Those marked # may be new and strange to you.

Now the names person, gender, number, voice etc. refer to classes, and second,
masculine, singular, active are the names of members of those classes. In the same
way, aspect is a class, which has two members – perfective and imperfective (terms
used in studying Russian). What these words mean need not concern you. They are
the names given to certain forms of the verb (in the indicative mood, but do not
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worry what that is.) Originally perfective and imperfective referred to verbs
describing actions that were or were not completed, respectively, just as sandpaper
was sand stuck onto paper and a hatat was an offering brought for sin. But they
have long since lost those meanings, and are often used for the opposite, just as
sandpaper which could be called smoothing paper is used for roughing or
‘unsmoothing’. Nor is this use rare, a painter may well use it only for roughing.

We call the form ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf the imperfective and the form Lf DÆ KßL] the perfective, but
these names do not have to mean anything, they are just names by which you
describe the forms you meet. (This is the grammatical form, not quite the same as
the physical form. For instance the physical form of ¼Æ II If and ¼Ò¼X ¼Ü Lf differ from
that of ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf but are considered grammatically equivalent, all three being classed
as imperfective.)

The use of terms such as ‘aspect’ in grammar with meanings which differ from
their use in ordinary language should not worry you. After all the meanings of
‘voice’ and ‘mood’ in grammar bear no relation to their everyday use.

Having defined the terms imperfective and perfective to refer to certain forms,
we then learn how they are used in different ways to indicate different tenses.

Compare English. There is no form to indicate a future tense. ‘I will see’ is a
future tense – but ‘will’ is not future and nor is ‘see’. ‘See’ is the infinitive, ‘will’
is the present tense of what is termed an ‘auxiliary verb’, and we combine the two
to make a future tense. Likewise we combine the present of another auxiliary ‘have’
with the passive past participle ‘seen’ to get the ‘active perfect’ tense ‘I have seen’.

Hebrew likewise uses various forms, including the perfective and imperfective
(and others) to produce tenses – not by combining them with auxiliary verbs as in
English, but in other ways, including the highly confusing ‘conversive vav’ and also
word order. (For example, it is usual for the subject, if there is one, to follow the
verb; ‘perfect’ tenses – perfect, pluperfect and future perfect – have the subject
before the verb. Incidentally, do not confuse ‘perfect’ and ‘imperfect’, which are
tenses, with ‘perfective’ and ‘imperfective’, which are aspects. There are no tenses
as such in Hebrew inflection, i.e. there are no forms that represent tenses. There are
forms, which have names, and they are used in different ways to indicate tenses,
but not only to indicate tenses.)

There is one very important difference between the grammar here and our
analogy of sandpaper. When you meet sandpaper, you are taught how to use it, you
soon pick this up, you use it correctly, and then when you see it in use you know
what is happening. However, we do not use Clasical Hebrew grammar, we neither
speak it nor write it, we meet it, we find it, and if we are taught wrongly at the
start, are given misleading names that imply just one use of many (such as ‘future’)
for a particular form, then we do not recognise the forms correctly and do not
correctly recognise their use in a particular context.
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THE EFFECT

Let us consider an example. Rashi cites a Midrash on A¼F J× IÝ ¼É J] Kß ¼É L_LÑ ¼× LILÝ LÑ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ
(Ex. 2:13) that ‘as soon as he lifts his hand (to strike) he is called rasha (wicked).
Where does the Midrash get this from? There is no mention in the text of the man
raising his hand!

This may be a very nice midrash, but it is not to be taken seriously as an
explanation of the text. (See the words of Rabbi Joseph Kara, in KM III, 6 ßÈÑÊß.)
The basis is that ¼É J] Kß is thought of as ‘future’, so Moses asked the man ‘Why are
you about to strike ...’, and he could only know this if the man had raised his hand
as about to strike. Hence the derived moral lesson. But we know that ¼É J] Kß is not
a future, it is simply an imperfective. The imperfective is often used as a future, but
also very often to represent repeated action in present, past or future (Ex. 33:6-11,
Num. 9:15-23 and frequently). Here the obvious meaning is a repeated action in the
present – ‘Why are you beating ...’ There is no other way to express this. Lß¼Î H] HÉ
would imply that he had been beating the other man but had stopped, which he
probably had not done. The participle form ¼É Lf KÅ ¼É J] KÓ would imply only continuous
action, but beating someone is not continuous, it is repeated, blow after blow, each
blow being a separate and distinct action, unlike reading, walking etc. which are
continuous actions. (Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew do use the participle for
repeated actions. Arguably Biblical Hebrew may allow this in certain cases, but not
here.) Moses spoke while the beating was going on. Had the man merely raised his
hand, he might have been just threatening without intending to hit, having been
justifiably provoked over a very minor matter; they might even have been playing.
Actual violence is less easily justified, even with provocation. There are other
lessons to be learned from the more normal interpretation of the verse – the
midrash is a nice midrash but not an explanation of the text.

In many cases a correct understanding of the tense (to which the above is only
an introduction) affects the meaning of the text. We all notice in Deut. 2:12 that in
¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼É LK L× ¼Ý JIFÅK] we have a future perfect – ‘as Israel will have done’ ( ¼Ý JIFÅK] allows
the verb to precede the subject), otherwise it makes no sense. But how many have
noticed that in Lev. 9:4 the word ¼É LÅUÝHÕ too is a future perfect (subject preceding the
verb), which therefore applies to that verse alone and not to the previous verse,
explaining the whole purpose of the shelamim? There is a great deal to learn about
Hebrew tenses, but the starting point is that the imperfective and perfective are not
tenses as such.
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Hidden Danger Supplement No. 6

HIDDEN DANGER

I was introduced to the subject, then unknown to the general public, by a
fascinating lecture given by Dr. Katz of Haifa University at the Motza Synagogue
Hall, near Jerusalem. With slides or transparencies (I never notice which) he
illustrated a topic first tackled a few centuries ago by Rabbi Loew of Prague
(famous for his Golem) and now investigated at Haifa with computers – hidden
words and codes in the Bible. By now you have all heard something about them,
but they were unheard of at that time. The lecture impressed me greatly, and for
that reason troubled me. It looked and sounded convincing, yet it all went against
the grain.

I went to the man to whom in those days I took all my religious and halakhic
problems, the late Rabbi Avraham Farbstein, head of Hebron Yeshivah, and told
him about the lecture and my misgivings. ‘Is there a book published about it?’ he
asked me. ‘Not yet, but they intend to publish a book about it.’ ‘If they do, I should
be very interested to read it. But it is not Torah.’

This helped to put my mind at ease, but not completely. Only when I learned
about Shakespear (below) did I feel fully relaxed.

Subsequently articles appeared in various journals, and specifically in the
Lubavitch publication B’Or Ha’Torah, where controversy was aroused. The claim
that all this proved the holiness of the Bible because the statistical odds were
against these codes appearing by mere chance was challenged by a mathematician,
who also quoted the proof that Shakespear participated in preparing the translation
of the Bible known as the (King James) Authorised Version (AV). It is something
you can check easily for yourselves. (Note that the spelling Shakespear is one of
several used by the man himself, and the one always preferred by Bernard Shaw.
Only later did the printers standardise on Shakespeare, and this is relevant.)

Shakespear was born in April 1564, and when the AV was completed in 1610
he was 46 years old. So we take Psalm 46. We ignore the caption – this is quite
legitimate, the rabbis do so in the Mishnah (Tamid 7:4) which we read (if the
hazzan gives us enough time to do so) before Aleinu in the Shabbat Musaf service
– and count 46 words, and we arrive at shake. We then go to the end of the Psalm,
ignore the last word selah which is certainly quite meaningless in English if not in
Hebrew, and count 46 words back – arriving at spear!!!!! When I read this (and
checked it) I recollected Rabbi Farbstein’s words, and felt very much better.

The usual method of working with the codes is to start with a particular letter
in a particular biblical book, and then add to it every nth letter, where n is a
number that you choose; if nothing interesting emerges, you change your starting
point, or change n (which can be negative, i.e. you may go backwards) until
something of interest turns up. Sooner or later something or other is bound to turn
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up – the question is whether it is of significance or not. To find the name ‘Hitler’
for instance, spelt in Hebrew, in the book of Ruth would not mean anything, but
in the book of Esther it could mean something.

Another trick is the acrostic, where you write out certain verses horizontally at
a fixed number of letters per line, so that letters appearing underneath one another
can be read vertically, to mean something. If something read that way is connected
with something written horizontally which it crosses then you have made a great
discovery.

A man named Drosnin found a ‘cross’ of this type between ¼Ô¼Î HT KÝ and KÌ IÛÃÝ LÉ ¼Ì KÛ LÝIÎ
(which I have not been able to find, but see Num. 35:30), and claims to have
deduced from this in advance that Rabin would be assassinated. He says that he
warned Rabin who would not listen. (What good could it have done? If it is indeed
written in the Holy Book, then how could one prevent it?) Drosnin published a
best-selling book called The Bible Code which included many other predictions, but
his methods were severely criticised by many. He replied to his critics by
publishing a challenge in an American journal: ‘When my critics find a message
about the assassination of a prime minister encrypted in Moby Dick (an American
novel that appeared in 1851) I’ll believe them.’

In an article in a recent issue of B’Or Ha’Torah, Professor Hasofer describes the
above. There is no need to quote Hasofer’s uncomplimentary remarks on Drosnin,
we can take Drosnin at face value. Hasofer then goes on to relate that Drosnin’s
challenge was taken up by a computer scientist who examined Moby Dick for
codes. He found that it predicted the assassination not only of Rabin but also of
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Lebanese President Rene Moawad, American
Presidents John Kennedy and Abraham Lincoln, Austrian Chancellor Dollfuss and
others, and also – you’ll never guess – of Drosnin himself!

Something that seems to upset Hasofer is the use of these codes by Christians,
and especially missionaries, to prove their ideas. He admits that the name of the
Christian Messiah is found, but declares that ‘the finding is meaningless, simply
because it is negated by our received tradition’. In other words, the codes have a
deep meaning and significance when it suits us, and are to be treated as
meaningless when the results do not suit us! Let us be fair, when you have a code
discovered by putting a horizontal word (or phrase) and a vertical one in the form
of a cross, you must expect Christians to jump at it! Abuse is not by producing
results which contradict what our rabbis teach us (as Hasofer seems to think), but
by making deductions of any sort from something whose validity ab initio is in
doubt. If you use something of this nature to produce results from which to draw
conclusions, then you must expect all sorts of things to crop up. If you then pick
and choose which to accept and which not to accept, on the basis of what agrees
with what you have learned elsewhere and what does not, then you are deceiving
those who are prepared to listen to you and trust you because they do not have the
facilities to do (or check) the work themselves.
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The two examples quoted – Shakespear and Moby Dick – cast sufficient doubt
on the whole project to make it totally unreliable from an objective scientific
viewpoint. All this, before we even reach the stage of saying ‘So what?’

The whole business brings to mind the issue of Gematria. There too, if you play
around sufficiently you can produce almost any result you wish. During the time
of the Scuds, various people produced Gematria results about Saddam Hussein.
Bearing in mind that Saddam Hussein can be spelt in Hebrew at least 24 different
ways (with or without an aleph, a second aleph, a vav, a yod and a second yod) it
would be very surprising indeed if none of these produced anything!

However, Gematrias have real uses that the codes do not have. They are useful
for light-hearted and humorous remarks. Much more important (the reason for
which they were encouraged) they have a value as mnemonics. In the days when
the Oral Torah was not allowed to be written, and even afterwards when books
were still scarce (before printing arrived), any aid to memory was a good thing.
Using Gematria this way to help you remember something that you know without
it, you are fully entitled to pick and choose; you use it when it suits you and ignore
it when it does not. But you should never use Gematria on its own to deduce
things! When the rabbis appeared to do this, it was only because they had a
tradition and were desperate for anything that would link it somehow or other to
a text, so that it could be remembered more easily, and likewise the acronym.

The best Gematria that I ever heard was given by a friend of mine, Professor
Dov Elitzur of Bar Ilan, when addressing a Barmitsvah boy named Yoav at Motza
Synagogue. His concluding words (delivered of course in Hebrew) were something
on the following lines, and I am sure that Professor Elitzur will forgive me if I
have not got the details correct, as the general idea is there: ‘“Yoav” in Gematria*
is the same as “May you have a long life full of all sorts of blessings, of peace,
happiness and prosperity”.’ (*Actually ¼Æ LÅ¼D¼Î is 19.) The congregation, a bit fed up
with the usual Gematrias from other speakers, were very appreciative of this one!
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Elisha – Miracle Worker Supplement No. 7

ELISHA – MIRACLE WORKER

The miracles of Elijah and Elisha have caused great problems. They seem to go
against basic ideas of our faith. Furthermore, they set a precedent for the later
stories, true or untrue, about Jesus, which would never have been accepted at all
by anyone were it not for the stories of Elijah and Elisha. In a similar way, the
Book of Ezekiel set a precedent for Mohammed, whose laws and instructions would
not have been accepted were it not for those given by Ezekiel. We tend to look
upon the stories, as with the laws of Ezekiel, as something that we take as they
stand, without letting them influence our fundamental faith, leaving a problem at
the back of our minds. Our Rabbis tried to ‘reconcile’ things in a way that our
intellect finds hard to accept. We have a vague suspicion that with sufficient effort
and ingenuity the stories of Jesus and the laws of Mohammed, both of which we
reject, might perhaps also be ‘reconciled’. The remaining alternative, which we
certainly reject, is to allow all these with their background to affect our basic faith,
like the Christians and Moslems who take all at face value and assume that they
have been overtaken by the alleged miracles of Jesus and the allegedly divine-given
laws of Mohammed.

The miracles are not like those of Moses. Moses was in each case told exactly
what to do, he did it, and hey presto! Elijah and Elisha appear to have done things
on their own, with divinely granted magic powers. The miracles of Moses were all
clearly effected by G-d, but Moses was told to first do something, so that it should
appear that he had a hand in it somewhere – and this for a reason stated, that the
people should have faith in him (Ex. 19:9 ¼X¼Õ¼Î HÓFÅKÎ ¼F DT ¼ÒKÇ DÊ). This was essential, so that
the people as a whole should accept all the teachings that Moses gave. Was it so
essential that the people should have faith in Elijah and Elisha to the same – or
rather to a much greater – extent? We will leave the problem unsolved, for
consideration, and consider two instances.

The haftarah of Vayyera 9 consists of two stories involving Elisha, which are
found in 2 Kings chapter 4. In the following we assume that the reader is familiar
with both stories. (If not, look them up.) We will consider the second story first,
the resuscitation or resurrection of the dead boy.

A miracle occurred. Who performed it, Elisha or G-d? Did G-d perform it,
through Elisha (as with Moses)? Or did Elisha perform it with G-d’s help? There

9. The Ashkenazi, Yemenite and Italian version of the haftarah. The Sephardi version,
adopted also by the Hasidim except Habad, curtails the second story such that the climax
is omitted and the whole point of the story is lost. A printer evidently copied it into his
edition from a book with a page missing.
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is a difference. Either way, if it was a miracle then G-d had a direct hand in it, it
was not performed by Elisha using general powers granted to him, even by G-d
himself. We know this from verse 33 – the first thing that Elisha did after entering
the room and closing the door was to pray. Note this. He needed G-d’s help to
make his efforts succeed, whether it was a miracle or not.

Now let us turn to the first story. All that the woman had in the house was an
¼E¼X ¼Ö LÅ of oil. The word ¼E¼X ¼Ö LÅ does not occur anywhere else in the Tanakh. It is
generally agreed that it is connected somehow with the root ÏÊÖ to annoint (with
oil – in Modern Hebrew it means to put oil into the engine or machine) so ¼E¼X ¼Ö LÅ
is evidently a jar or other container of oil – but we can guess that anyway! The
question is ‘What sort of container? Large or small?’ Naturally we assume, from
the story that follows, that it was small. That is the miracle. Otherwise there was
no great miracle involved.

But who says that there was a miracle? We simply assume that since Elisha
solved the problem, it was a miracle, since he was in the habit of using miracles,
and this being one of them shows that he was a miracle-worker! This is reminiscent
of the argument of Ralbag on Judges 19:2, where a woman walked out on her
husband and went back to her family. The reason she walked out on him, says
Ralbag (and not the text) is because he shouted at her – otherwise she would not
have left him. This shows, continues Ralbag, that a man should never shout at his
wife, because you see what happened as a result, and all the horrible consequences
of that story!

We often take something and put it aside for an emergency. To ensure that we
resist the temptation to use it earlier, we instil into ourselves that it must not be
touched. It must be left alone in case ever it is needed in an emergency. We drum
this home so hard that when an emergency arises it never occurs to us to use it. It
must not be touched, it must be kept in case it is needed in an emergency, and we
cannot appreciate that the emergency has arisen for which it should be used! The
psychology is peculiar, but it affects us all to a greater or lesser extent.

Now return to our story. ‘What have you got in the house?’ asks Elisha.
‘Nothing’ replies the woman. ‘Nothing?’ ‘Nothing at all.’ ‘Nothing at all?’
‘Nothing, only some oil.’ ‘Some oil? Well, good, let us first see what we can do
with that before we cry out that we have nothing. Perhaps we can sell it.’

Let us assume that the ¼E¼X ¼Ö LÅ was not a small container, but a very large one!
Then the woman was faced with a problem. How can she sell the oil? First you
have to find a buyer willing to buy such a large quantity in one go, and then when
he finds that you are desperate to sell he will offer you a ridiculously low price.

Elisha provided the simple answer which the woman, in her troubled state of
mind, would never have thought of. You have a large container-full of oil, break
up the quantity and sell it in small quantities retail! You will find lots of buyers
who will buy a small quantity at a reasonable price. But oil needs containers, and
she had none. ‘Alright’, said Elisha, ‘beg or borrow from your neighbours, get hold
of as many as you can, empty containers. Then fill each of them with oil and sell
it, pay off your debts and live on the rest.’
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There is no need to assume that the quantity of oil was small, and that Elisha
performed a miracle to make it extend itself. On the contrary, the quantity was
large and Elisha explained how to deal with it. He did not perform any miracle at
all – note here how, in contrast to the second story, which we considered above, he
did not pray! Instead he imparted a great moral teaching, a very great teaching.
Before screaming to G-d that you have nothing, make sure that you really have
nothing. Be resourceful, first see if there is anything you can do with what you
already have or with what you can (honestly) find. Hagar cried that she was dying
of thirst, and all the time there was a well in front of her (Gen. 21:16 and 19)
which she did not see, simply because, as my late father (ÉC×) pointed out to me,
she did not look. Her cries were of self-pity, so G-d did not listen to them, he only
listened to the cries of her son, which were genuine.

Here we see the connection between this story and the week’s parashah. (The
connection between the second story and the parashah is obvious, the story of a
good but childless woman to whom G-d granted a son, as with Sarah, but I had
always wondered why this story too is included in the haftarah.)

I recall the case of a man who claimed that he did not have the money to pay his
employees (I was one) a proper wage, or even to pay anything at all on time, when
he had a large stock deteriorating, rotting and decaying in the cellar because he
refused to lower the price to a willing buyer while the stock still had some value.
It was at that time that I remembered, and began to understand, the story of Elisha
and the oil.

THE POWER OF PRAYER

All of the above brings to mind a personal story which, though not the same, has
certain points of similarity and in any case deserves telling.

A little over thirty years ago I found myself (for a change) in severe financial
straits and up to my neck in debt, with nothing in my pocket. However, there was
one particular debt amounting to £14 that I did not have, but which I needed to pay
within a few days. Not to pay it in that time would not matter in itself, but the
existence of the debt would indirectly affect other matters that could have
extremely severe consequences. It was vital that by a certain date that particular
debt should not appear as unpaid.

One day I found that someone, who evidently had noted that I was troubled but
not known what about, had pushed an envelope through the door containing £10
with a printed anonymous note ‘I hope this will help to sort out your troubles.’ I
was very moved by this – I deduced who had sent it, but dared not thank them. All
the same, the debt was for £14, here was only £10, and part payment would not
help. The debt had to be cleared and non-existent. So I worried, I thought out
everything. Where could I possibly obtain the rest?

After a great deal of anguish, I eventually turned to G-d before I went to bed.
‘I have genuinely searched everywhere, and if there is anywhere that I have not
looked it is because I have really forgotten. If there is something that I have
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overlooked, either you must show it to me, or I will accept the consequences but
without the responsibility.’ It was almost a challenge. I had passed on
responsibility, and if nothing turned up I would accept the consequences with at
least a clean conscience.

The next day’s post (‘mail’ for Americans) included a circular from a Building
Society (roughly equivalent to an American ‘Savings & Loans Association’)
containing a copy of the annual balance sheet and notification of the Annual
General Meeting. The former almost amused me, here is an account of millions of
pounds, while I am looking for four. I was about to throw it as usual with all the
other rubbish into the waste-paper basket (if anything bores me stiff it is accounts)
when I suddenly stopped and asked myself ‘Why do I get this report every year?’
I then remembered that some years previously I had opened an account in a
Building Society in order to keep some money I was holding in trust for someone
for a while. This made me a shareholder, entitled to receive the annual accounts
and to attend and vote at the A.G.M. Before withdrawing the money to give it back
to the owner, I had added some money of my own so as to keep the account open,
and intended to add more from time to time (but never did). I then forgot about it.
Now was the time, it might be useful! Enquiries showed that there was nearly £10
in the account, so I withdrew, paid off £4 with the previous £10 thus clearing the
debt of £14, and had a bit left to live on. Things then worked out in my favour
which would not have happened had the debt not been settled.

That the annual accounts (which were normally thrown away instantly) should
arrive on just that day was only part of the answer to my prayer. That my attention
was drawn to them, and my mind led to deduce conclusions, was the main part. I
tell this story for what it is worth.
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Egyptian Background Supplement No. 8

EGYPTIAN BACKGROUND

Have you ever tried to obtain a background of Egyptian history and historical
geography to help you in understanding the Bible? Egypt plays a prominent part in
the Torah and a lesser part in later books. Yet whenever you try to obtain
information, everything either assumes that you already know quite a bit (which
perhaps you do not) or throws the lot at you – thirty odd dynasties with lots of
kingdoms, dozens of kings each of whose names are spelt in several different ways,
place names which are not the same in Hebrew, Greek, Ancient Egyptian and
Modern Arabic, the last two also having many variations in spelling. You start in
a muddle and get into a bigger one! Yet you have picked up scraps of Egyptian
history and would like to know how the Biblical accounts fit in.

Here is an attempt to sift information relevant to the Bible, plus sufficient extras
to provide a proper framework into which it fits. The following information is
extracted from various encyclopaedias (or, if you insist, encyclopaediae) and is
therefore not too reliable, since they contradict each other as well as all having
different spelling and dates. Even mileages from Cairo to well-known modern
archaeological sites of ancient towns and cities vary by at least 33%! But it is
approximate, and gives some idea. (The cultural-religious background, no less
relevant, is not dealt with here.)

We start with geography. ‘Egypt’ is from the Greek name
for a country that called itself Kemi – the Black Land –
because the soil where it can be cultivated is black. The
Hebrew ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ is the name given, with minor variations, by the
neighbouring Asiatic nations. It was originally two countries:
Upper Egypt (the South, where the land is higher) extended
southwards as far as the First Cataract (giant waterfall) of the
Nile at modern Aswan (the other cataracts being further south
and not Egypt), and Lower Egypt (the North, where the land is lower), extended
northwards to the Mediterranean Sea. There was a fairly clear boundary between
the two, but the reference books are not too clear as to exactly where it was.

The east-west boundaries are more simple. Although a friend of mine showed
me a photograph of Cairo in pouring rain which lasted a few days during his visit
there, rain in Egypt is very rare, negligible in quantity, and irrelevant for farming,
which depends on the annual overflow and inundation of the Nile. The latter flows
relatively straight from south to north, and land that can be cultivated, and thus
inhabited, extends only a short way to the east and west of it, beyond which is
desert. However, somewhat to the east of the Nile and parallel to it is the Red Sea
(Gulf of Suez) and the strip joining it to the Mediterranean (where the Suez Canal
is today, and there used to be some lakes). Along this strip there were border
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outposts of Ancient Egypt – towers for defence, camps, prisons and perhaps
villages. Some places were actually called by the Egyptians Migdal (cf. Ex. 14:2).

In Upper Egypt the land was cultivated, and thus inhabited, only for a short
distance (a mile or two) either side of the Nile. In Lower Egypt there were canals
that extended this a bit, and in the furthest north was the Delta, where the Nile
splits up into several riverlets (the reverse of tributaries) which enter the
Mediterranean individually. (The Hebrew alpahabet starts aleph, bet, gimmel, dalet,
and the Greek one starts alpha, beta, gamma, delta – note the similarity. The fourth
letter delta in its ‘capital’ form is an equilateral triangle standing on its base , and
this is the shape of the region, only if you put north on top it is upside-down.
Hence the name ‘Nile Delta’.) The Nile Delta is extremely fertile, and Goshen, the
eastern part of this and the part of Egypt nearest to Canaan (Gen. 46:28-29), where
Joseph (but not necessarily Pharaoh) had his headquarters (Gen. 45:10), was
described correctly by Joseph’s Pharaoh as ‘The best part of Egypt’ (Gen. 47:6,
11). This was also the first part occupied by various Asiatic invaders, who, each
time they were thrown out, would have left some people behind, giving the area a
more mixed (rather than pure Egyptian) population more tolerant of shepherds.

Just over 2000 years ago, an Egyptian named Manetho wrote a history of
Ancient Egypt. At one time an Egyptian king of Upper Egypt conquered Lower
Egypt and created the United Kingdom of Upper and Lower Egypt, founding what
Manetho called the First Dynasty. Manetho then numbered all the subsequent
dynasties, and his numbering system is universally used till this day.

Some maintain that from the time of that conquest Egypt was always united,
others that the Hyksos (a group of foreign invaders, see below) conquered Lower
but not Upper Egypt. (Yahuda, accepting the latter, ‘proves’ from this that Joseph’s
Pharaoh was not a Hykso, on account of the frequent reference to ‘all Egypt’, a
phrase always used in Egyptian to include both parts. See KM IV, 12 ÎÌÎÊ.)

The various dynasties are grouped into periods known as the Old Kingdom, the
Middle Kingdom, the Hyksos period, the New Kingdom, various Intermediate
Periods, and later periods that need not concern us here.

It is worth noting that in none of the records of Egyptian history found or dug
up is there any reference either to Joseph, or to Moses, or to the people of Israel
in Egypt. (There are references to Israel in Canaan, clearly after the Exodus.)
However, this is not as surprising as it might appear. After various revolutions, the
Egyptians were in the habit of systematically erasing from all records and
monuments any references to an earlier period that they, or at least the new
Pharaoh, wished to be forgotten. Our knowledge of such periods is obtained largely
from records, including Egyptian records, found in countries outside Egypt. We
would not expect these to include references to Israel in Egypt.

The names Joseph and Moses are not found at all, but a list of names of Asiatic
slaves does include the names Shifrah and Puah, (cf. Ex. 1:15, though not the same
individuals mentioned there) showing that they were Hebrew names, not Egyptian.
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Here are the main periods in which we might be interested. First are the dates
(very approximate) with the Christian dates in brackets (), and at the end the
dynasty numbers in square brackets []. All numbers given in this article in square
brackets refer to dynasties.

760-1400 (-3000 to -2400) Old Kingdom [1-6]

1400-1600 (-2400 to -2200) First Intermediate

1600-2000 (-2200 to -1800) Middle Kingdom [11-13]

2000-2200 (-1800 to -1600) Hyksos [15-17]

2000-2800 (-1600 to -950) New Kingdom [18-21]

It is argued whether Joseph and Jacob arrived during the period of the Middle
Kingdom or of the Hyksos, and whether Israel stayed in Egypt for 210-230 years
(Rabbinic tradition) or 430 years (Ex. 12:40-41, which poses many difficulties).
The Exodus certainly took place during the New Kingdom period.
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PLACE NAMES

Working from the South, the most important place was Wase in Upper Egypt,
better known by the name the Greeks gave it many many centuries later, Thebes
(or sometimes Dispolis) – almost an island, in the Nile. What remains today are the
villages of Luxor and Karnak and the nearby Valley of (the Tombs of) the Kings,
together forming an Archaeologists’ paradise. It is referred to by Jeremiah and
Ezekiel as ¼ÅÂÕ, more fully by Nahum (3:8) as ¼ÔDÓ LÅ ¼ÅÂÕ, and was the capital for a
short period in [11] and later during the New Kingdom [from 22]. Even when not
the capital it was the main religious centre.

Much further north at the beginning of the Delta, 12-16 miles south of Cairo
(whose suburbs now engulf it), was Mnnfr (!) The Greeks (more sensibly) called it
Memphis. Hosea called it ¼ØÃÓ, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel ¼ØÂÕ, and today it is Mit
Reheina. With exceptions, Memphis was the capital during the Middle and early
New Kingdoms. Nearby is Giza, site of the Sphinx and Great Pyramids.

Ikhnaton (Akhnuton?) [18] in his short reign moved the capital to Khuaton
(better known by the Arabic TellelAmarna) 170-190 miles south of Cairo, but
when his son-in-law successor Tutenkhamen died it was moved back.

Some 6 miles north of Cairo lay On ( ¼ÔÃÅ or ÔDÅ), better known by the Greek
name Heliopolis, whose (High?) Priest Poti-Pherah became Joseph’s father-in-law.

In the eastern Delta lay Djanet, better known as Tanis, Hebrew Zoan ( ¼Ô K×ÃÛ),
today SanelHajar (or Hagar), mentioned in Num. 13:22 as built seven years after
Hebron. King Solomon’s father-in-law [21] made it his capital, and the town and
its later rulers [22] are mentioned by Isaiah and Ezekiel. The references in Psalm
78 (verses 12 and 43) to ¼Ô K×ÃÛ ¼É IÈ DK ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ have been misunderstood due to the
obstinate mistranslation of ¼É JÈ LK as field instead of Land (country), and drawing
wrong conclusions. All they imply is that Zoan, being the capital of Egypt, gave its
name sometimes to the country, at the time when that particular psalm was
written!!! Asaph, who apparently wrote it, was a contemporary of David and thus
of Solomon’s father-in-law, who, as mentioned, made it his capital.

Somewhere in the Delta was the town of Avaris, the capital during the reign of
the Hyksos, destroyed when the Hyksos were overthrown but later rebuilt by
Rameses II [19]. Attempts to identify this with Zoan (Tanis) above have not found
proof. Some claim that he made it his capital, that he was the Pharaoh of the
oppression, and that his son Merneptah was the Pharaoh of the Exodus. One thing
is certain – Zoan was not the capital of the Pharaoh of the Exodus, since the
hailstorm terrified him, and there was no hail in Goshen (Ex. 9:26, 28).

The site of Pithom has been found, dug up, and identified as TelelRetabeh in
Wadi Tumilat (wherever that is), until someone re-identifies it somewhere else. The
site of Rameses (see KM V, 11 ÞÇÎÊ), assumed to be Per-Rameses, is identified
with the modern KhatanaQantir (?Tanis), which, if Avaris, was the place re-built
by Rameses II who was thus the Pharaoh of the oppression but could not have
been. If you try to sort this out you find yourself in deep water. Suffice us to
assume that Tanis (Zoan) and Avaris, Pithom and Rameses were all in the Delta.
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The above is not meant to be comprehensive, merely an introductory
background. Those interested can read more, but hopefully will not succomb to any
temptation to visit Egypt, a place to which Jewish visits are frowned upon by the
Torah and Jewish Law (Deut. 28:68, Jeremiah and Maimonides, the two latter
eventually going there strongly against their will).
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Torah, Morals, & Non-Jews Supplement No. 9

TORAH, MORALS, AND NON-JEWS

Many are quick to deny the possible existence of a half-Jew or part-Jew. True,
the half-caste is not a half-Jew, he either is a Jew or isn’t. But if we are not too
precise about ‘half’, two types of person mentioned in the Torah are treated as part
Jews, yet not as full Jews. (The term ‘Jew’ is used in this article instead of
‘Israelite’ because it is shorter.) One type no longer exists – the so-called
‘Canaanite’ slave. (A euphemism for a slave who is not a Jew. Of course he wasn’t
a Canaanite, we were never allowed to keep Canaanites alive as slaves.) In some
respects he was treated as a Jew with regard to duties and responsibilities and even
privileges, but not in all things. In matters of relationships between a Jew and such
a person, the Torah either states the position clearly or gives us enough data for us
to interpret the law, so we will say no more about him.

The other was the (foreign) resident, the ¼ÝIU. We are told a great deal about our
relations with him, but it is not all that clear exactly who he was. He is (in Deut.
14:21) distinguished from the ordinary foreigner ( ¼ÎVÝ DÐLÕ), about whom we are told
next to nothing – except how to deal with enemies during and after a war and with
members of specific nations (Amalek, the Seven, Edom, Egypt, Ammon and Moab).

Rabbis have often been asked the question ‘May a Jew, according to the Torah,
steal from a non-Jew?’ (The issue of ‘stealing’ may be selected as conveniently
typifying a whole range of relationships. We need not consider types of stealing,
as that is a matter of detail and we are discussing fundamentals.) Answers are given
following an investigation of various halakhic sources, and are mostly based on
three false axioms ab initio, so that the research does not start with fundamentals.

The first fallacy is that the Torah is intended as a complete guide to personal
behaviour in all respects for every Jew, being his fundamental and primary source
of moral and ethical values which are all to be regarded as legally obligatory. This
is the modern outlook.

The second fallacy is that for legal purposes Jews must place all non-Jews in a
single category. (The Talmud allows two sub-categories: idolaters, and those who
accept G-d’s fundamental rules, the Laws of Noah. This ignores those falling in
neither sub-group; it also fails to distinguish between main groups who cannot all
be regarded in the same way, as will be shown.)

The third fallacy is that the Talmud states all that need be stated in such matters.
The Talmud was written during non-independence, times of oppression or delicate
calm, when it was essential not to unnecessarily offend non-Jews. Much concerning
relations between Jews and non-Jews did not dare to be written, and much was
written in a disguised form that contemporaries would understand (similar to calling
a non-Jewish slave ‘a Canaanite’ as mentioned above) but which later generations,
ignorant of former circumstances, would take literally.
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Our aim is not to determine the halakhah, but to indicate a basic analysis,
showing that the very question is dangerously worded.

We must first ask ‘What is the Torah for?’ Its laws are often divided, on the
basis of the first fallacy above, into three sets indicating relations between a person
and (i) G-d, (ii) his fellow-man, (iii) himself. A person steals, and in doing so
breaks the law of the Torah – in which of the above three respects? You may
answer ‘all three’. But the law against stealing is said to be self-evident (one of the
‘Laws of Noah’) which everyone is supposed to know anyway, so why do we need
the Torah for it?

You might argue that since the Torah adds things, not mentioning this would
imply excluding it, so it has to re-insert it. This is probably so in the law to respect
parents, but that case is different. So much emphasis is placed on respect for one
G-d and only him (intending the exclusion of idols) that you might think respect
for parents (and judges etc.) is excluded; so it has to be re-inserted. Not so a
fundamental – how could the Torah possibly imply general permission for stealing
by simply not mentioning it? The conclusion is that the Torah’s law against stealing
is not just the fundamental law, but gives a new aspect.

Further, why was the Torah given to Moses and not to Abraham? The latter was
quite capable of teaching it to his children (Gen. 18:19).

The answer is that while Abraham understood how to live according to basic just
and moral principles, he could do so only as an individual, and not set an example.
Members of a group or society feel that an individual on his own can do many
things more easily than they can, and while admiring him they do not copy him. So
all had to wait till Abraham had enough descendants to make a people, forming a
society. To function properly and normally, such a society needs its own territory.
This was provided (Canaan), but the people before entering were given a
constitution of the society telling them how to live there. That is the Torah – it is
the constitution of that society, and it tells the members how they are to behave –
not towards G-d, towards other individuals, or even within themselves as isolated
individuals, but as individual members of that society to which they are obligated,
and of which G-d (who is an integral part of that society) is the Head. It tells that
society how to behave as a whole, and each person how to behave as a member of
that society, towards G-d, towards his fellow-man, and on his own. Even acts that
he is told to do as an individual (such as eating matsah or bringing a sacrifice) are
not meant to be done in his capacity as a mere human being, but as a member of
that society, in which every individual has obligations over and above his duties as
a human being, receiving rewards in return.

It then follows that when a Jew steals, he commits an offence certainly against
G-d and against his fellow-man anyway, as a human being, without the need for the
Torah and regardless of it. His offence against the Torah is his additional offence
against his society, by breaking one of its rules! When a member breaks a rule, the
society as a whole is in some cases authorised (or even instructed) to take action
against him, to prevent it becoming a habit and spreading. In other cases G-d
himself (as it is his society) deals with it in his own way in his own time.
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All the laws of the Torah may then be regarded, neither as ¼Ò¼D ¼Ü L_KÑ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼Ô¼Î IT, nor
¼D ¼Ý IÆFÌKÑ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼Ô¼Î IT/ but as ¼Ý¼X ¼T HcKÑ ¼ÒLÈ LÅ ¼Ô¼Î IT. The Torah is thus limited in scope, applying
(a) within a certain society (b) in that society’s own country.

Outside that country it does not strictly apply even to members, and while there
are good reasons for demanding that they observe laws of the Torah even there (see
KM V, 45 ÔÕÌßÅÊ), it is not the Torah itself as a code of laws that is being
observed, but laws extracted from it.

Outside the society it certainly does not apply – it does not affect relationships
between Indians and Eskimos.

However, the question of relationships between a member of that society, who
is seen as such by the outside world, and a member of the outside world, cannot be
ignored. On this, our current problem, the Torah itself is not too explicit. This is
essentially because often such relationships too are beyond its scope.

The laws of the Torah are not intended to represent simply principles of
universal morality – other factors also enter. For example, the taking of interest and
of revenge are forbidden, but these laws are explicitly limited to apply only within
the society. Neither action is considered to be fundamentally immoral or this would
not be so. Special behaviour is demanded of members.

Take a simple case. May a Jew outside his own country steal from a non-Jew?
The factors that he must consider are (a) he is in a foreign country and expected
to conform to the laws of that country, just as we expect foreigners in our country
to respect our laws, (b) he must remember the principle of Kiddush Hashem which
is universal – he is an emissary of his society and as such must behave in a manner
which will make the locals feel respect for its way of life, and (c) he is still a
human being bound by basic laws of morality from which the Torah does not
exempt him. The Torah does not relate to such a case, because it is outside its
scope, so (except perhaps under (b) above) does not prohibit such action, but that
does not imply that the Torah permits it. On the fallacy that the Torah is all-
embracing, everything is permitted or forbidden. But if it is limited in scope, there
are matters outside that scope. One is still a human being without Torah. Torah is
something extra for members.

As a member of a sports club, I must obey its rules, which include good
behaviour on the premises. If I bash another member on the head there, I have
broken a rule of the club, but if I bash a stranger on the head in the street, I have
not broken a rule of the club. This does not mean that the club ‘gives me
permission’ to do it.

A non-Jew within our own country may be included in a category referred to as
¼ÝIU, a (foreign) resident, who is to be treated as a part-Jew. (Today we use the term
for one who is not born a Jew but has become one. Such a person is regarded by
the Torah as a Jew, Ex. 12:48, the term ger referring to one who has not become
a Jew.) Who is this ger? Presumably someone who is interested in finding out about
us and perhaps learning from us, or who likes the country and is likely to be
influenced by us, so we must treat him well. Being landless and possibly also
friendless in a strange country he is entitled to special treatment in the way of
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kindness and charity, but that is a subject on its own. He is, though, under
obligation to observe the same laws – he has the same rights and receives the same
penalties – as a Jew, at least in all civil and criminal matters (Lev. 24:22 –
‘criminal’ includes some religious offences), though exempt from certain ritual laws
(e.g. Deut. 14:21). ‘Penalties’ assumes that we are in control of the country.
Stealing from him is certainly forbidden in Torah law.

However, other categories of foreigner may appear in our country, to whom the
Torah makes no reference.

Obviously we may demand of the foreign traveller or trader, who comes on a
short visit, respect for our laws and customs, and if he behaves offensively we can
throw him out. But then there is the invader, the conqueror (like the Romans), who
tells us what to do and does what he likes with us. Do we have to respect him? Nor
can we throw out the foreign settlers (like the Greek colonists of the same period),
who are not interested in us at all and arrived under the aegis of the occupying
powers. The indigenous people, the Seven, we were told to drive out or eliminate,
and those who remained had no rights, but others came or were brought in our
absence or when we were under occupation (such as the Samaritans who troubled
Sheshbazzar and Nehemiah, and the Arabs of today) who claim rights which we do
not accept but which we can do nothing about. They are in our country, but we
cannot throw them out. Each of these categories must be considered separately, and
according to whether we are in control (to impose our own laws) or not. All (except
ger) may involve factors demanding criteria differing from those applying in issues
between Jews.

The Torah gives us little guidance, if any, nor do the three factors mentioned
above when dealing with a foreigner in his own (or someone else’s) country apply
in the same way. We cannot simply lump all these people together and divide them
into two groups – idolaters, and those who undertake to observe the Laws of Noah.

Is every rabbi so obsessed with Maimonides and the Shulhan Arukh, written in
totally different times to the present and hopelessly inadequate and unsuitable (in
this respect) today, that none can take a fundamental approach and issue guidelines,
rather than state laws? Or perhaps each person must battle with his own conscience
and work it all out for himself, according to circumstances, each time? After all,
nobody could tell a Jew who escaped from a Nazi concentration camp that he may
not break into a house and steal money, food and clothing! What if he is taken to,
and escapes from, an Arab prison in Israel?
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Pause in Prayer Supplement No. 10

PAUSE IN PRAYER

A bright-spark genius in the British Civil Service once suggested an economy:
save the time of typists by telling them not to use commas, which, he claimed, are
unnecessary. His opponents threw a sentence at him, from which he was to remove
the commas: ‘The public, say Civil Servants, are morons.’

The meaning of text depends on punctuation, and this applies in Jewish religious
literature no less than anywhere else. In the Torah we have the ta’amey hamikra to
help us, but in translation these are often misunderstood (especially by the
Yemenites, who teach them wrongly) or even ignored, with some very odd results.
In the Aramaic translation (Onkelos) of the Torat Hayyim edition published by
Mosad Harav Kook, ¼> L2¼|¼- ¼>¼} ¼2 ¼} ¼® H$D) ¼%¼- H% L$ ¼( I¤ K2¼| (‘the striker of his father or mother
is to be put to death’) is rendered as ÑÎHÍ DÜ DßHÎ ÅLÑ LÍ DÜ Dß HÅ WÎ I_ HÅ DÑX BÎ HÉXÆFÅKÑ Î IÌ DÓHÎUÈX
suggesting that if someone attacks his father, his mother is to be put to death!

In Lev. 4:5 ¼< L² K( ¼1Kz H2 K+¼- Ḩ L® K( ¼3 I(N¤ K( ¼+ K;L0D) ‘The Anointed Priest is to take [some]
of the blood of the bull’, is rendered as if it were (¼Ý Lb KÉ ¼ÒKV HÓ KÌ¼Î HI L_ KÉ ¼Ô IÉÃ] KÉ ¼Ì KÜ LÑ DÊ)
‘The priest who is anointed with [some] of the blood of the bull is to take ...’ No
priest is anointed with blood!

More serious is Num. 19:12, where not only the Onkelos of Torat Hayyim but
also our old friend King James render translation as if it were

( ¼Ý LÉ DÍHÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Î H×¼Î HÆ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KÆ¼X B¼Î HI¼Î HÑ DJ KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KT ¼Å LZ KÌ DßHÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ò HÅ DÊ)
‘if he does not cleanse himself on the third day, then on the seventh day he will not
be clear’, while the actual meaning is ‘if he does not cleanse himself on the third
day and on the seventh day, then he will not be clear’ –

¼< L( D,H- ¼$W0 B¼- H6¼- H% D¹ K( ¼1¼}¼£ K%¼| ¼- Ḩ ¼- H0 D¹ K( ¼1¼}¼£Kx ¼$ L¢ K+ D>H- ¼$W0 ¼1 H$D).
The difference is considerable!

In the prayers, however, mostly we do not have any ta’amey hamikra to help us.
In normal Biblical quotations these are left out, and in those from the Psalms not
only are they left out, but even if they were included we would not understand
them. Instead we have commas and stops inserted by often ignorant printers and
copied from edition to edition, these in addition being at times overdone (so that
they lose their point) or else omitted where needed. Beyond that we use our own
discretion, based not on the meaning but on the sound of the words, to give some
sort of rhythm. We learn as young children unable to understand – at infants’
school we used to chant

¼ÒL[ KÜ DÊ ¼Î KÌ ¼E JÑ JÓ F¼ÎJÕ LÙ DÑ ¼ÎHÕFÅ ¼É JÈ¼D ¼Ó
A¼F JßLÕ¼X ¼ÓEÅ ¼É LTKÝ ¼É LÑ DÓ JÌ DT Î Hß LÓ DIHÕ ¼Î HÆ LfUÝKËEÌ JÉ JI
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When we grow up we are so used to it that we do not notice. If we do, habit is
still strong and hard to break. This is sad, since the vast majority of our prayers
were written by people with education and intelligence. (The exceptions usually
begin with ¼EKÝ IT JI ¼Î HÓ.) Here are some of the popular mistakes that we make in the
prayers. Two conventions have been used:

a) A comma, or stop, or extra space indicates a pause in pronunciation (correct or
incorrect as indicated);

b) A traditional but incorrect punctuation is represented by putting the text in
parentheses, and in a light type ÈÇÆÅ (Narkisim) and the correct one by using a
heavier type '&%$ (Frankrühl).

Before starting on these, it is worth noting three popular errors in actually
reading the text, for which the congregation, and not the printers, are to blame:

1. Instead of ¼1H- L2 Ļ D) ¼9J< J$ ¼0 K6 ¼} r'¼} ¼( the whole congregation sings ( ¼ÒHÎ LÓ LI DÊ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ ¼Ñ K× ¼X ¼V rÃÉ)
– ‘India is above earth and heaven’ (cf. Britannia Rules the Waves and the popular
misunderstanding of Deutschland über Alles).

2. ( ¼F¼Î JÆ DÎÃÅ ¼X ¼ÛOÙL[KÊ BLÎ DÎ ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ü) instead of ¼| ¼5O4L- D) SSS ¼| ¼:O8L- D).

3. ¼} ¼'¼}¼% H/ H0 ¼|¼4 L$L< Dx J̧ ¼|¼4¼- I(N–E$ ¼¦¼|¼<Lx ‘who has created us ...’ To say (¼X¼Õ ¼ÅLÝ LT JI) ‘whom we
have created’ is the worst form of idolatry, reminiscent of the Golden Calf!

+A¼D ¼È¼D ¼Æ D] ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LJ KÉ ¼Ñ K× LÎ DÎ B ¼ÒHÎ¼D¼U ¼ÑL] ¼Ñ K× ¼ÒLÝ,Now to punctuation.

A¼} ¼'¼}¼% D¤ ¼1H- K2 L¹K( ¼0 K6 BL- D- ¼1H-¼}¼y ¼0 L¤ ¼0 K6 ¼1L<

¼‘¼- ¼}¼0 ¼< K+Lx ¼%N;F6K- ¼- H¤
Ya’akov is the object, not the subject.

+¼ÈÃÅ DÓ ¼Ñ L̂ OÉ DÓ¼X BLÎ DÎ ¼Ñ¼D¼ÈLU,
¼'N$ D2 ¼0L¬O( D2¼| L- D- ¼0¼} ¼'Ly

since me’od goes on both adjectives.

+ ¼É L_ IÉ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× IÓ ¼Î H] ¼F¼Î JÈ LÖFÌKÊ BLÎ DÎ ¼F¼Î JÓFÌKÝ ¼ÝÃÐ DË,
¼( L® I( ¼1L0¼} ¼6 I2 ¼- H¤ B ¼ª¼- J' L5F+K) L- D- ¼ª¼- J2F+K< ¼<N/ D*

+¼X ¼É IÈ DT KÐFÅKÊ ¼X ¼É IÛ D̂ KÌFÅ ¼ÉLÝ LÛ DÆ ¼Î HÐÂÕ LÅ B¼D ¼_ H× ¼X ¼ÉIÕE× JÅ DÊ ¼ÎHÕ IÅLÝ DÜHÎ,
¼| ¼( I' DxK/F$K) ¼| ¼( I: D¬ K+F$ B ¼(L< L: D% ¼- H/M4 L$ ¼} ¼® H6 B¼| ¼(I4E6 J$D) ¼-H4 I$L< D;H-

+ ¼É LÌ¼Î HK LÅ ¼F¼Î JßÃÅ DÑ DÙHÕ ¼Î IÝ DÆVÈ DÊ B ¼F JÈ¼D ¼É ¼È¼D ¼Æ D] ¼ÝKÈFÉ,
¼( L+¼- Hµ L$ ¼ª¼- J>N$ D0 D8H4 ¼- I< D%V' D) ¼ª J'¼} ¼( ¼'¼} ¼% D¤ ¼< K'F(

+¼D ¼ß¼X ¼Ð DÑ KÓ ¼ÝKÈFÉ ¼È¼D ¼Æ DÐ¼X B¼Ê¼Î LßÃÝ¼X ¼Æ DU ¼ÒLÈ LÅ LÉ ¼ÎIÕ DÆHÑ K×¼ÎVÈ¼D ¼É DÑ,
¼} ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 ¼< K'F( ¼'¼} ¼% D/¼| ¼)¼- L>N<¼|¼% Dy ¼1L' L$ L( ¼-I4 D%H0 K6¼-V'¼} ¼( D0

+SSS ¼X ¼Ý DÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼ÑIÇ Lß DÊ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ LJ KÉ ¼X ¼Ì DÓ DKHÎ,
SSS ¼| ¼< D2 ¼$M- D) SSS
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+ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× ¼È K× DÊ ¼ÒLÑ¼D ¼× IÓ B¼X¼Õ¼Î HÆ LÅ B ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼Î IÉÃ–EÅ BLÎ DÎ ¼É Lf KÅ ¼E¼X ¼Ý LT,
¼1L0¼} ¼6 ¼'K6D) ¼1L0¼} ¼6 I2 B¼|¼4¼- H% L$?¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼- I(N–E$ L- D- ¼( Lº K$ ¼¦¼| ¼<Lx

+C¼È J×LÊ ¼ÒLÑÃ× DÑ ¼EWÑ DÓHÎ LÎ DÎC ¼X ¼Ý DÓ LÅ DÊ ¼X¼Õ L× ¼Î HÑ I–Å ¼ÉJË,
C ¼' J6L) ¼1L0N6 D0 ¼¦W0 D2H- L- D-C ¼|¼< D2 L$D) B¼|¼4 L6 C¼- H0 I–$ ¼(J*C

A KÌXÝ ¼ß KÌKÕ DT ¼ÒLÝ DÛ¼D¼Î DÑ ¼I¼ÎVV DÜ KÉ DÑ ¼ÉJË LÑ ¼ÉJË ¼ß¼X ¼IUÝ ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ Dß¼D¼Õ DÊ,
B ¼È LÌ JÅ D] ¼Ò L̂ O] ¼É LJOÈ DÜ B ¼É LÓ¼Î H× DÕ HÆ¼X ¼ÉLÝ¼X ¼Ý DÆ ¼É LÙ LK DT
+CSSS ¼I¼D¼È LÜC B ¼É LÅUÝHÎ DT ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ DÓ¼D ¼Å DÊ ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ¼D ¼×

A ¼1L< D:¼}¼- D0 ¼̧ ¼-Vz D; K( D0 ¼(J* L0 ¼(J* ¼>¼| ¼̧ U< ¼1¼-H4 D>¼}¼4 D)
CSSS ¼̧ ¼} ¼' L;C ¼( L$U<H- Dx ¼1¼-V< D2¼} ¼$ D) A ¼1¼-H4¼} ¼6 ¼'L+ J$ D¤ ¼1L¬O¤ ¼( L¹O' D; B ¼( L2¼- H6 D4H%¼| B ¼(L<¼| ¼< D% ¼( L8 Lµ Dx B K+|< ¼> K+K4 Dx

+ ¼ß JÑIÐ Df ¼Ñ¼Î Hß Db ¼ØLÕL] KÉ ¼ß HÛ¼Î HÛ ¼Ñ K× ¼X¼Õ DßLÕ DÊ,
¼>J0 I/ Dº ¼0¼- H> D² ¼7L4 L¤K(? ¼> H:¼- H: ¼0 K6 ¼|¼4 D>L4 D)

(If you wish to kiss the tsitsit, then do so after ¼ØLÕL] KÉ.)

I am indebted to Mr. Eliezer Dembitz for pointing out to me the first of the
following common errors in the Yom Kippur service.

+¼X¼̀ J_ HÓ ¼Ü KÌUÝ Hf ¼Ñ KÅ B¼X¼Õ¼Î IÉÃ–EÅ LÎ DÎ B¼X¼Õ IÆ DË K× Kf ¼Ñ KÅ,
[Cf. Ps. 38:22] ¼|¼̄ J® H2 ¼;K+U< Hº ¼0K$ ¼|¼4¼- I(N–E$ SL- D- ¼|¼4I% D* K6 Kº ¼0 K$

and of course the notorious

B ¼ÒJÐ¼Î Iß ¼ÅÃZ KÌ ¼ÑÃ] HÓ ¼ÒJÐ Dß JÅ ¼Ý IÉ KÍ DÑ B ¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÑF× ¼Ý Ib KÐ DÎ ¼ÉJY KÉ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KÆ ¼Î H],
+A¼X ¼Ý LÉ DÍ Df LÎ DÎ ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ

S ¼1 J/ D> J$ ¼< I( K, D0 ¼1 J/¼-I0F6 ¼< I²K/D- ¼(J~ K( ¼1¼}¼£ K% ¼- H¤
A¼|¼< L( D, Dº L- D- ¼-I4 D8H0 B ¼1J/¼- I> ¼$N¢K+ ¼0N¤ H2

and likewise

B ¼Ò JÐ¼Î Iß¼D ¼Å DÓ OÍ ¼ÑÃ] HÓ ¼Ò JfUÝ KÉ DÍ¼X B ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ¼D ¼É DÍ ¼ÒHÎ KÓ ¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÑF× ¼Î Hf DÜrKÝLË DÊ,
+A ¼ÒJÐ Dß JÅ ¼Ý IÉ KÍFÅ ¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÑ¼X ¼̂ HU ¼Ñ L] HÓ¼X

S ¼1 JºU< K( D,¼| B ¼1¼-V<¼} ¼( D, ¼1H- K2 ¼1 J/¼-I0F6 ¼- rHº D;K<L* D)
A ¼1J/ D> J$ ¼< I( K,F$ ¼1J/¼- I0¼|¼¬Hy ¼0 L¤ H2¼| ¼1J/¼- I>¼} ¼$ D2 O, ¼0N¤ H2

There are countless others in the prayers and in the zemirot. There is a
temptation to think that it does not really matter, but it is necessary to realise that
reading it wrongly sounds utterly ridiculous, and you are making a fool of yourself
if you do. In particular you are demonstrating that you haven’t the faintest idea of
what you are saying and what it means! You probably haven’t anyway, but there
is no need to show off about it.

Breaking a deeply ingrained habit is very, very difficult, and takes a great deal
of practice and effort, but if you try you do show that at least you are making the
effort, and have some idea of what you are saying. Here is one to work out
carefully:
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SLÎ DÎ Ý KÓ LÅ Ò LßDÅ BÎ HßÎVÝ DT ßÅÂË ÎHÕFÅKÊ,
BFF×UÝKË × KÝJË Î Hb HÓX FF×UÝKË Î Hb HÓX FÎ Hb HÓ XIXÓLÎ ÅWÑ BFÎ HÙ DT Î Hf DÓ KK Ý JIFÅ Î KÝ LÆUÈX FÎ JÑ L× Ý JIFÅ Î HÌXÝ

+AÒLÑD× È K× DÊ É Lf K× IÓ LÎ DÎ Ý KÓ LÅ
– L- D- < K2 L$ – C1 L>}$ - H>-V< Dx >$M* B-H4F$K)C

CªF6U<K* 6K<J* - H² H2| BªF6U<K* - H² H2| Bª- H² H2 |¸|2L- $W0 Bª- H8 Dx - Hº D2 Kµ < J̧ F$ -K<L%U'| Bª-J0 L6 < J̧ F$ - H+|<C
AC1L0}6 ' K6D) ( Lº K6 I2C – L- D- < K2 L$ –

To conclude, remember on Hanukkah (¼Ý¼X ¼Û ¼ËÃ× LÓ) that Haman’s possessions were not
hung on a tree, only he and his sons, but that is the composer’s fault, not yours.

;*+>4) ;*+ ;*+
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3}£ H³ H2 - H¤KI MITSION

COMPLETE COMPREHENSIVE INDEX

NOTE ON NUMBERING

Items are listed in either the English or Hebrew index (rarely in both) as considered appropriate. Usually
(but not necessarily) the English gives subjects, the Hebrew gives words.

All references are to the parashah number (in series I, which started with Vayyikra, this is the second
number, the one in brackets).

Where a Hebrew word appears without vowels, it is the root that is considered. S = supplement.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

ENGLISH INDEX

Aaron (addressd directly) . . I 29

Aaron & Golden Calf

. . . . . . . . . . . III 21,26,46, IV 21

Aaron’s sin at Kadesh I 39, V 39

Abraham’s route

(Harran to Shechem) . III 3

Abraham’s tree in Beersheba VI 4

Abstract nouns . . . . . . . . . V 18

Adding is decreasing . . . . . . I 47

Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . IV 49

Age – Hebrew calculation . II 37

Age of Pharoah’s visitors . II 11

Agent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 12

Agreements . . . . . III 32, IV 49

Aliyyot . . . . . . . . . . . III 51,53

Alphabet letters . . . . . . . . V 14

Altar . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 19,20

Altar (dedication) . . . . . . . V 35

Altar (stones) . . . . . . . . . . V 17

Amalekites . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 5

Ammon, Moab & Edom

. . . . . . . . . . . . . III 49, VI 44,49

Anah (& the yemim) . II 8, III 2

Anarchy . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 3

And (etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . II 30

Angels . . . . . . . . . III 4, VII 12

Animal offerings . . . . . . . . II 2

Animals’ names II 31,37, VI 26,47

Antelopes . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 47

Arabs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 15

Aramaic . . . . . . . . V 27, VII 7

Arbitration . . . . . . . . . . . . III 48

Archaeology . . . . . . . IV 11,26

Ark & Tabernacle (history) V 22,23

Arnon (Moab) . . . . . . . . . III 39

Asham . . . . . . . . . . II 25, VI 29

Ashes & dust . . . . . . . . . . II 39

Asphalt . . . . . . . . . . II3, VI 13

Auxiliary words . . . III 40, V 17

Baal Peor . . . . . . . III 45, IV 53
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Balaam . . . . . . . . . . I 42, II 40

Balaam’s visit . . . . . . . . . V 40

Balaam’s blessings – synopsis VI 40

Balak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 40

Barred from holy I 27, II 27,28,47

Beauty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 46

Beer Lahai Roi . . . . . . . . . . II 5

Belshazzar’s Feast . . . . . VII 10

Bethel . . . . . . . . V 22,23, VI 7

Biblical animals . . . . . . . . VI 26

Bikkurim . . . . . . . . I 50, IV 31

Birds (Noah) . . . . . . . . . . IV 2

Bird offerings . . . . . . . . . . IV 24

Bitumen . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 13

Blessings – Jacob & Moses VI 12

Blessings & curses . . . . . . V 50

Brackets – see parenthesis

Bull fight . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 18

Cain & Abel . . . . . . . . . . III 1

Calendar . . . . . . . III 15, VI 15

Call-up . . . . . . . . . . see Census

Capital punishment . . . . . . V 49

Car parking on footpath . . . I 43

Carrying on Sabbath . IV 1, V 16

Cause & effect . . . . . II 4, III 20

Censuses

. . . I 34,41, II 21,34,35, V 21,41

Censuses – summary tables

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 34,41

Chamberlain (Munich)

. . . . . . . . . . . . I 37, V 46, VI 6

Change of name . . . . . . V 11,13

Cherubim . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 19

Christian teachings

– danger of similarities . . VI 46

Circumcision . . . . . . . . . . . V 3

Circumcision & Pesach . . . II 15

Collective punishment . . . VII 21

Compromise or justice? . . . III 48

Consequences . . . . . . . . . . VII 4

Contempt for the Land

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 45, V 45

Contracts

. . . . . III 32, IV 49, V 2, VI 32

Contract Document . . . . . . III 18

Courage and cowardice . . . III 8

Creation & production . . . . IV 1

Curses, etc.

. . . . . . III 50, IV 32,50, V 7,50

Cyrus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 1

Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 10

Darkness . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 1

Dates . . . . . . . . . III 15, VI 15

Deer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 47

Derash & peshat . . . . . . . III 4,6

Distortion and half-truth . . V 46

Divine intervention . . . . . . . V 4

Division of spoil . . . . . . . . I 42

Dozen – significance . . . . . IV 10

Dream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 7

Druse/Druze . . . . . . . . . . . IV 17

Dual form . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 10

Dust & ashes . . . . . . . . . . II 39

Duty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 2

Eagle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 53

Edom, Ammon & Moab . . III 49

Education . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 17

Egyptian background

. . . . . . . . . III 14, IV 11,12, S 8

Egyptian customs . . . . . . . V 10

Egyptology . . . . . . . . . . . IV 11

Eichmann . . . . . . . . . . . . V 47

Eighth Day

. . . . . . I 26, II 26, III 26, V 26
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Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 7

Encroaching . . . . . . . . . . . III 50

Er’s sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 9

Esau’s sons & grandsons . . . VI 8

Evil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 1

Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 1

Exaggeration . . . . . . . . . . III 46

Family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 3

Family tree – Esau & Seir . VII 8

Family tree – Jacob . . . . VII 13

Festival Offerings . III 41, IV 31

Fire (from the sky?) . . . . . V 26

Fire on Sabbath . . . . . . . . IV 22

Firstborns – redemption

. . . . . . . . . . . . . III 34, V 34,36

Food & pollution . . . . . . . IV 46

Food & trees . . . . . . . . . . IV 46

Forbidden Food

. . . . . . . . . . II 47, III 47, IV 26

Foreign resident

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 31, VI 29

Forgive – see pardon

Frankincense . . . . . . . . . . III 24

From .... to . . . . . . . . . . . III 42

Gedaliah . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 49

Gender and sex . . . . . . . . II 31

Gerunds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 18

Giants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 44

Giraffe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 19

Goats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 37

G-d by name . . . . . . . . . . V 11

Golden Calf

. . . . . . . III 21,46, IV 21, VI 16

Goldstein (Baruch) . . . . . . VI 42

Gorillas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 8

Half shekel . . . . . . . . . . . V 21

Half-truths & distortion . . . V 46

Hanukkah (Mosaic & Hasmonean)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 35

Hare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 26

Hatat . . . II 25, III 25,26, V 24

Hebron – Jewish property

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 13, V 37

Hebrew(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 32

Hebrew poetry (style) . . . . III 16

Hebrew verb analysis III 12, S 5

Hidden codes . . . . . . . . . . . S 6

Hillel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 50

Hip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 8

Hippopotamus . . . . I 30, VI 53

Hobab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 36

Hollow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 8

Holy and extra-holy

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 25,33, II 27

Home . . . . . . . . IV 7, VI 39,40

Homicide . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 49

Hoshen & ephod . . . . . . . . III 20

Humility . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 36

Hur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 16

Hyksos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 12

Hyrax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 26

Identification . . . . . . . . . . IV 5

Idiomatic negative . . . . . . II 26

Idolatrous legends . . . . . . . . II 2

Idols in museums . . V 47, VI 42

Impatience . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 50

Imperfective . . . . . . . . . . . III 44

Impersonal subject IV 6, VII 15

Infinitive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 3

Insects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 47

Insecurity of Canaan . . . . . II 46

Isaac’s blessings . . . . . . . . . II 6
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Jacob and the ‘angel’ . . . . III 8

Jacob’s ‘blessings’ . . . . . . VI 12

Jacob’s delay . . . . . . . . . . . V 8

Jacob’s dream/ladder . . . . . VI 7

Jacob’s funeral . . . . . . . . . . V 12

Jacob’s sons & grandsons

. . . . . . . . . . . . III 11, VII 11,13

Jerusalem (David’s choice) V 50

Jethro & Hobab . . . II 36, IV 17

Joel’s locusts . . . . . . . . . . IV 15

Jonah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 21

Jordan Basin . . . . . . . . . . . II 3

Joseph & his brothers

. . . . II 9,10,11, III 9, IV 9, V 9

Joseph & Judah . . . . . . . . VI 51

Joshua . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 51,54

Jubilee . . . . . . . . . I 32, VI 32

Judah & Joseph . . . . . . . . VI 51

Judges & justice II 19,44,48, III 48

IV 48, V 48,48a, VI 5,17,18,19

Kadesh (Barnea & Zin) . . . V 42

Kadesh Barnea Syndrome

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 37, VI 37

Kara, Rabbi Joseph . . . . . . III 6

King . . . . . . . . . I 48,54, VI 48

Lampstand . . I 36, II 36, III 19

Land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 5

Land contract . . . . III 32, IV 32

Land for PeaceI 37, V 46, VI 6,37

Land-owning and power . . II 11

Law – finding out . . . . VI 18,19

Laws – types, & different words

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 33,39

Lawyers . . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 1

Leader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 54

Leah & Rachel . . . . . . . . . . II 7

Leaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 25

Legacy land (loss of) . . . . IV 7

Letters of alphabet . . . . . . V 14

Levites – jobs . . . . . . . V 34,35

Levy . . . . . III 38, V 21, VI 38

Locusts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 15

Lot’s daughters . . . . . . . . IV 4

Lot’s wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 4

Mandrakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 7

Masorah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 6

Meal offerings . . . . . . . . . IV 24

Mesopotamian legends . . . . II 2

Messianism . . . . . . . . . . . VI 15

Middle voice . . . . . . . III 12,40

Midianites . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 5

Midrash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 6

Milcah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 2

Misleading endings . . . . . V 5.16

Mixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 30

Moses’s sin . . . . . . . . . . I 39,45

Mosque . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 42

Murder . . . . . . . . . . I 43, V 49

Museums . . . . . . . . V 47, VI 42

Nablus – see Shechem

Names . . . . . . . . IV 6, V 11,13

Nazirite . . . . . . . . IV 35, VI 35

Negatives . . . . . . . . II 26, V 7

Nineveh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 2

Noah’s birds . . . . . . . . . . IV 2

Noah’s sacrifices . . . . . . . . II 2

Non-Jews . . . . . . . . . VI 29, S 9

Non-people (non-nation) . . V 53

Oaths . . . . . . . . . . . . V 7, VI 7

Offerings . . . . I 24,25, II 24,25,

. . . . III 37,41, IV 20,24,25,31,35,

. . . . . . . . . . . VI 24,25,27, VII 20

Offerings – summary tables VI 24

Olive oil . . . . . . . . . . VI 20,22
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Omer & Shavuot . . . . . . . V 31

One Torah . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 50

Opposites . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 2

Oral & written Torah . . . VI 50

Order (chronological etc.) . . I 34

Overlapping pairs of words

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 14,32,33

Pairs of similar stories . . . VI 12

Pairs of words (near-synonyms)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 32,33, III 7

Pairs of words (opposites) . IV 2

Pagan legends . . . . . . . . . . II 2

Palestinians – see Philistines

Pardon (forgiveness) . . . . . VI 45

Parenthesis (in brackets) . . III 39

Pause in prayer . . . . . . . . . S 10

Peace . I 37, II 45, V 46, VI 6

Peor . . . . . . . . . . III 45, IV 53

Perfective . . . . . . . . . . . . III 44

Pesach & circumcision . . . II 15

Peshat & Derash . . . . . . . III 4,6

Pharaoh’s capital . . . . . . . III 14

Philistines . . . . . . V 3,16, VI 6

Pitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 13

Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . VII 19

Pluperfect . . . II 1,38, III 1,7,16

Poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 16

Political structure envisaged I 41

Poll Tax . . . . . . . . II 21, V 21

Pollution . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 46

Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 10

Priests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 27

Priests’ perks . . . . . . . . . . IV 25

Prime Ministers . . . . . . . . IV 29

Production & creation . . . . IV 1

Psalm 126 (shir hama’alot)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 3, V 3

Punctuation . I 29, II 46, IV 18,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . V 1, S 1, S 10

Public opinion . . . . . . . . VII 14

Punishment as a consequence

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 45, II 4

Quails . . . . . . . . III 36, VII 16

Rabbit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 26

Rachel & Leah . . . . . . . . . . II 7

Rachel’s tomb – location . . . II 8

Racial discrimination . . . . . I 31

Rain - different types . . . . . I 46

Rape & seduction . . . . . . . II 49

Rebecca & Ruth . . . . . . . . . V 5

Redemption (of firstborns)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . III 34, V 34,36

Registration . . . . . . . see Census

Repentance . . . . . . . I 51, II 51

Repetition in poetry . . . . . III 16

Respect for parents . . . . . . VI 17

Retaliation and revenge

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 30, VI 32,42

Reuben – why he did it . . . VI 8

Rhymes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 39

Round numbers . . . III 7, IV 10

Route to Canaan . . . . . . . . III 3

Ruth & Rebecca . . . . . . . . . V 5

Sabbath . . . . . . . II 22,23,29,53,

. . . . . . . . . . . IV 1,22, V 16,31

Sabbatical year . . . . V 32, VI 32

Sale of Joseph . . . . . IV 9, VII 9

Salt (Lot’s wife) . . . . . . . . . II 4

Samuel & Saul . . . VI 36, 45, 48

Sarah & Ishmael . . . . . . . . . V 4

Saul & Samuel . . . VI 36, 45, 48

Sefer Torah . . . . . . . . . . . . S 2

Seir – location . . . . . . . . . V 44

Seir’s sons & grandsons . . VI 8
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Servants & slaves . . . . . . . IV 47

Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 41

Seventy ‘souls’ . . . . . . . . . III 11

Sex and gender . . . . . . . . . II 31

Shammai . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 50

Shank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 25

Shavuot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 31

Shechem . . . . I 47, III 3, V 50

Shiloh . . . . . . . . V 22,23, VI 7

Shelters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 31

Similar stories . . . . . . . . . VI 12

Sirocco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 21

Skill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 20

Slaves & servants . . . . . . . IV 47

Sodom – location II 3,54, IV 51

Solet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 37

Soul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 29

Spirit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 36

Spoils of war – division . . . I 42

Spokesman . . . . . . . . . . . III 14

Stone Age . . . . . . . . . . . . IV 26

Straw for bricks . . . . . . . . VI 37

Strike – dead? . . . . . . . . . III 13

Striped and spotted . . . . . . III 7

Structure (Deuteronomy) I 44, II 44

Structure (Leviticus) . . . . . III 30

Structure (Numbers) . I 35, II 34

Subjunctive . . . . . . . . . . . IV 46

Swearing . . . . . . . . . V 7, VI 7

Synonyms . . . . . . . . . . . . V 18

Synthetic foods . . . . . . . . IV 46

Ta’amey Hamikra

. . . . . . . . . S 1, II 17,42, IV 18

Tabernacle – construction . II 23

Tabernacle – courtyard . . . II 19

Tabernacle (later history) V 22,23

Tabernacle – purposes . . . . II 19

Tablets (two sets) . . . . . . . IV 46

Tar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 13

Technical terms . . . . . . . . . S 5

Ten Commandments (division) II 17

Ten Commandments (meaning)III 17

Ten Commandments (te’amim) S 1

Tenses & aspects (grammar)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III 44, S 5

Tithes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 50

Torah as an entity . . . . . . . VI 50

Trees & food . . . . . . . . . . IV 46

Tsara’at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 28

Tum’ah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 27

Twelve children . . . . . . . . IV 10

Two-thirds . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 49

Unicorn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 19

Uriah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VI 49

Urim & thummim . . . . . . . III 20

Vegetation . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 1

Verse ‘out of place’ . . . II 10,13
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